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Welcome to the University of York 
 
The University of York was established in 1963, with just 230 students. Since then it has 
grown steadily in scale and scope and in 2012, the student body was just under 16,000.  The 
main campus is located at Heslington, a brisk 20 minutes walk from the city centre. This 
campus is renowned for its wildlife (Canada Geese, Mallards, Moor Hens, Black Swans), and 
some attractive gardens containing stunning topiary immediately behind Heslington Hall, 
currently the administrative centre of the University. 
Heslington Hall, is a twentieth-century modification of a typical small Elizabethan country 
house rebuilt in the nineteenth century. The original house, completed about 1568 to the 
design of a now unknown architect, was built for Thomas Eynns (Eames, Eymis) and his wife 
Elizabeth (daughter of Sir Edward Neville). Of the original house, some parts remain, 
including the two staircase towers, the lower courses of the two wings, much of the courtyard 
face, and, in particular, the pendant stucco ceiling over the great hall.  The Hall was used as 
the headquarters for the Royal Air Force’s No. 4 (Bomber) Group from 1940-45. 
In addition, two other campuses are central to the teaching and research activities of the 
university.  First, The King’s Manor, one of historic York’s most attractive and unusual sites, 
is based in the city centre, and houses the departments of Archaeology, Medieval Studies and 
Eighteenth Century Studies.  The Manor consists of a group of largely Grade I medieval 
buildings which provide a vivid evocation of the past. Second, Heslington East, is the newest 
and architecturally most stunning development of the campus, hosting the new departments of 
Law, Theatre, Film and Television, as well as Computing Science and Management, and the 
York Sports Village. 
Famous alumni include: Editor of The Sunday Times John Witherow; former Director-
General of the BBC Greg Dyke (currently Chancellor of the University); authors Jung 
Chang and Helen Dunmore; comedian Harry Enfield, and 10 MPs, and, in the context of 
this conference, Professor Peter Scott. 
York’s economic and social historians are housed in a number of departments which include 
Economics and Related Studies, History, and Management, but all belong to the Centre for 
Historical Economics and Related Research at York directed by Professor Sue Bowden (see  
http://www.york.ac.uk/res/cherry). Other leading scholars who have taught economic history 
at York include, inter alia, Mary Morgan, Avner Offer, and the late Charles Feinstein and Ron 
Weir. 
The city of York has numerous visitor attractions, including the Minster, National Railway 
Museum, the ‘Shambles’ and the Knavesmire (York Racecourse).  Other popular hotspots 
include: York Dungeon; Clifford’s Tower and York Castle Museum.  For those with a sweet 
tooth, a visit to York’s chocolate museum (York’s Chocolate Story), is highly recommended.  
Boat trips (self-hire and guided) along the River Ouse are popular and offer a different 
perspective on the city. Weather permitting, spectacular views are afforded by a trip on the 
Millennium Wheel.  There will be more information about York in your conference packs. 
We do hope that you have a pleasant, and intellectually stimulating time here at the University 
of York, and that you have time to explore the campus and the city. 
 
 
David Higgins (Local Organizer) 
 
Maureen Galbraith (Administrative Secretary, Economic History Society) 
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    with responses from Bill Keegan 
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Bar available until late Vanbrugh Bar
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0730-0900 Breakfast Vanbrugh Dining Room
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 Panel presentation to mark publication of the 50th 
 volume in the new series D/056 
 

1630-1730 Plenary session (History & Policy) (chair: Rick Trainor) D/L/028 
THE RELEVANCE OF KEYNES TODAY 

Bill Keegan (The Observer) 
Privatised Keynesianism 
Jim Tomlinson (University of Dundee) 
Localised Keynesianism 
Martin Chick (University of Edinburgh) 
Keynes, Keynesianism and public investment 

 

1730-1830 Economic History Society AGM D/L/002 
 

1930-2000 Conference Reception Vanbrugh College 
(Kindly supported by York Management School) 

 
2000 Conference Dinner Vanbrugh Dining Room 

 
Bar available until late Vanbrugh Bar

 

Sunday 7 April 2013 
0730-0900 Breakfast Vanbrugh Dining Room

 

 0915-1015 Academic Session IV 
IV/A Climate and Economic Development D/L/003 
IV/B Business History III: MNEs D/L/002 
IV/C Financial History II: Forex Markets D/L/037 
IV/D Inside the Black Box: Understanding Technological Change D/L/006 
IV/E Government or Market D/104 
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 xii 

IV/F Human Capital D/L/036 
IV/G Twentieth Century Household Economy D/L/047 
IV/H Macro Economic History D/056 
 

1015-1045 Coffee D/L/033, 029 and 103
 
 1045-1145 Academic Session V 
V/A Shocks: Colonial and Health D/104 
V/B Eighteenth-Century Consumption D/L/047 
V/C Banking History II: Continental Europe D/L/002 
V/D Columbian Economic History D/L/003 
V/E Living Standards in an Age of Turbulence D/056 
V/F Political Economy of International Trade D/L/006 
V/G Politics and Trade D/L/037 
V/H Financial History III: Stock Markets D/L/036 
 
1145-1300 Tawney Lecture: Dr Deborah Oxley (University of Oxford) 

Weighty matters: anthropometrics, gender and health 
inequality in history 

D/L/028

 
1300-1400 Lunch Vanbrugh Dining Room

 
 1400 Conference ends 
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Brief guide to conference arrangements 
 

The conference will take place in Derwent College on the Heslington West campus of the 
University of York.  Information on travelling to York can be found overleaf. 
 

Conference accommodation for residential delegates 
Conference bedroom accommodation for residential delegates will be in Vanbrugh College 
accommodation blocks – either Barbara Scott Court or Donald Barron Court.  Each room is a 
single ensuite (i.e. with private bathroom facilities). 
 

On arrival, residential delegates should check in at Vanbrugh College Reception, where 
keys will be available from 2.00 p.m. onwards; a luggage storage facility is available for 
those arriving before this time. Please note that the College Reception is a 3-5 minute walk 
from the accommodation blocks and is manned 24 hours/day. Delegates who plan to arrive 
after 11.00 p.m. should please advise Maureen Galbraith (ehsocsec@arts.gla.ac.uk).  
Should you arrive late at night and find Reception unmanned, please use the red phone 
adjacent to reception to call Security, who will contact the Porter. 
 

A small number of double and twin ensuite rooms are located in Franklin House and 
Wentworth College respectively.  Check in and keys are available from, respectively, Alcuin 
College Reception and Wentworth College Reception, which are open 24 hour/day. 
 

Registration 
Registration will take place in D/M/003 in Derwent College.  Timings for registration are: 
Friday (12 noon – 6.00 p.m.) and Saturday (9.00 a.m. – 5.00 p.m.). The registration desk will 
be staffed for the duration of the conference. 
 

Car parking 
Parking on campus is on a Pay & Display basis and there are several car parks on the campus.  
Currently, parking charges range from £1 (1 hour) to £6 (10 hours).  Parking is free 18:00 – 
08:00, and at the weekend.  The Pay & Display machines do not accept notes or credit/debit 
cards but do accept most forms of sterling. 
 

Book displays, tea and coffee 
Publishers’ and booksellers’ displays will be alongside tea and coffee points in D/L/029 and 
D/L/033 – Courtyard upper level snack bar and lounge area. 
 

Meals 
All meals will be served in Vanbrugh College dining room. 
 

Receptions and Bar 
All receptions and the bar will be in Vanbrugh College. 
 

Meeting rooms for New Researchers, Academic Sessions etc 
All meeting rooms will be in Derwent College. 
 

Internet Access 
There is wireless internet access in most public areas of the campus.  Wireless access in 
bedrooms is limited, therefore, delegates are advised to bring along an Ethernet cable; these 
can also be borrowed from Vanbrugh College Reception.  A computer suite is available for 
delegates in D/L/117.  A user name and password will be available from Vanbrugh College 
Reception or the conference registration desk. 
 

Useful Contacts 
York Conferences +44 (0)1904 328431 Email: conferences@york.ac.uk 
Maureen Galbraith +44 (0)141 330 4662 Email: ehsocsec@arts.gla.ac.uk 
Alcuin College:  +44 (0)1904 323 300 Derwent College: +44 (0)1904 323 500 
Vanbrugh College: +44 (0)1904 323 200 Wentworth College: +44 (0)1904 323 000 
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How to reach the University of York 
 
The city of York is situated at the confluence of the Rivers Ouse and Foss in North Yorkshire, 
England.  There are excellent rail links, easy access to major road networks and short travel 
times to several international airports. The main campus is in Heslington, in the south-east of 
York, within walking distance or a short bus ride from the city centre.  A campus map, 
highlighting the areas where the conference will take place, can be found on page xv of this 
booklet.  Additional maps and travel directions are available at: 
http://www.york.ac.uk/about/visitors 
 

By Road 
Drivers are recommended to approach the University from the junction of the A64 and A1079 
on the east of the city, from where it is signposted. An overview of the location can be found 
on the maps at: http://www.york.ac.uk/about/maps/ 
 
Route Planner 
The AA Route Planner: http://www.theaa.com/route-planner/index.jsp 
 
The postcode at Derwent College is: YO10 5DD. 
 
National Bus / Coach Routes 
You can reach York by coach from many destinations around the country. National Express 
coaches stop at the railway station. 

For information on coaches from major cities and airports contact National Express 
(Tel: +44 (0)8717 818178) (http://www.nationalexpress.com/home.aspx). 
 

By Rail 
A direct service operates between York and London King’s Cross (approximately every 30 
minutes).  The journey time is approximately 2 hours and 10 minutes. For further information 
contact National Rail Enquiries (Tel: +44 (0)8457 484950) (http://www.nationalrail.co.uk/). 
 
From the Train Station 
A taxi from the train station in the city centre to the University will take approximately 15 
minutes and cost £8.  There is a taxi rank just outside the station.  There are buses from the 
train station approximately every 10 minutes during the day, and it takes around 20 minutes to 
reach the campus.  The services are: No. 4 and No. 44. 
 
By Air 
The closest airports to the University of York are Leeds Bradford and Manchester.  
Information on travel from UK airport terminals to the University of York can be found at:  
https://www.york.ac.uk/students/support/international/getting-to-york/getting-from-the-
airport/ 
 
Taxis 
EBOR taxis:  +44 (0) 1904 641 441 Fleetway taxis: +44 (0) 1904 645 333 
Station taxis: +44 (0) 1904 623 332 Streamline taxis: +44 (0) 1904 638 833 
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The heavy plough and the European agricultural 
revolution of the middle ages: evidence from a historical 

experiment 
 

Christian Skovsgaard, University of Southern Denmark 
(chsko@sam.sdu.dk) 

Supervisors: Professor Thomas Barnebeck Andersen & Dr Peter Sandholt Jensen 
 

1. Introduction 
In the period from AD 900-1300, the medieval European economy underwent unprecedented 
productivity growth. In his path-breaking book ‘Medieval Technology and Social Change’, 
Lynn White, Jr. argues that the most important element in this ‘agricultural revolution’ was 
the invention and adoption of the heavy plough (White, 1962). He offers an account of the 
gravitational shift from South to North Europe in terms of comparative development in which 
the heavy plough played the key role. 

The earliest plough, known as the ard, was suitable for the soils and climate of the 
Mediterranean; but unsuitable for the heavy soils found in most of Northern Europe since in 
these areas, soils ‘offer much more resistance to a plough than does light, dry earth’ (White, 
1962:p.42). The consequence was that, Northern European settlement before the middle ages 
was limited to lighter soils where the ard could be applied. According to White the heavy 
plough may have been crucial in changing this and he hypothesized that the introduction of 
the heavy plough led to increased urbanization and population growth. 

The historiography of medieval technology and its impacts contains a large amount of 
circumstantial evidence pointing towards a crucial role of the heavy plough for medieval 
economic development. Yet, to the best of our knowledge, there is no rigorous quantitative 
evidence on its impact and to fill this gap this paper provides a meticulous quantitative 
evaluation of White’s hypothesis. We propose to investigate whether there are higher levels of 
economic development in areas with relatively more fertile heavy clay soils across European 
regions after the heavy mouldboard plough had its breakthrough. In practice, we implement 
an identification strategy based on a difference-in-difference type estimation which relies on 
cross-section variation in soil suitability for using heavy ploughs. Based on this strategy we 
obtain econometric evidence which supports White’s hypothesis. 
 
2. Heavy mouldboard ploughs 
This section first explains the advantages of using heavy, mouldboard ploughs on heavy clay 
soil which is important as they form the basis of White’s hypothesis. Second, we discuss the 
timing of the diffusion of the heavy plough in Europe. 
 
2.1 Advantages 
Ards are almost as old as agriculture itself, and they were probably already in use by 4000-
6000 BC in ancient Mesopotamia (Soil & Tillage Research, 2007:p.2). An ard is a 
symmetrical instrument that tears up the soil more than it turns it over (Comet, 1997:p.22). 
Heavy, mouldboard ploughs on the other hand are asymmetrical instruments with a 
mouldboard that can turn the soil (Comet, 1997:p. 22; White, 1962:p.43). Figure 1 shows an 
ard and a mouldboard plough. 

Mouldboard ploughs were arguably more important in areas with heavy, clay soils since 
it has certain advantages related to cultivating these soils. The first advantage is that it – in 
contrast to ards which only powder the surface of light soils – turns the soil. This allows for 
improved weed control (Guul-Simonsen et al., 2000:p.58). Further, Pounds (1974:p.193) 
notes that ‘the plough not only buried the weeds, but also brought up lower level soil in which 
percolating water tended to concentrate plant nutrients’. Turning the soil also allows for 
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incorporation of crop residues, green manure, animal manure or other substances. The second 
advantage is that mouldboard ploughing allows for improved drainage by creating high-
backed ridges. White (1962:p.43) explains that one implication of the ridges would be that 
there would be ‘a crop on the crest even in the wettest year’ or in the furrow in the driest 
seasons.1 The third advantage emphasized by White (1962:p.43) was that the mouldboard 
plough ‘handled the clods with such violence that there was no need for cross-ploughing’. 
This directly increased the productivity of the farmer. Finally, the use of the heavy plough on 
light, sandy soils may lead to a gradual destruction of the soils in the longer run (Henning, 
2009). 

Some evidence on the relative advantage of the heavy plough on clay soils also exists in 
the form of modern mouldboard ploughing tests. These tests reveal that mouldboard 
ploughing increase crop yields on clay soils with considerably higher clay content in the 
subsoil than the topsoil. (Guul-Simonsen et al., 2002:p.64). We will use this fact in the 
construction of our empirical measures below. 
 

Figure 1: Ard and mouldboard ploughs 

 
Source: Fowler (2002) 

 
2.2 Origin and diffusion 
Establishing the origin and diffusion of the heavy, mouldboard plough is not an easy task 
which the existing evidence also demonstrates. A view held by many historians, e.g. Heaton 
(1963), Fowler (2002), Fussel (1966), Wailes (1971), and Poulsen (1997), is that the 
breakthrough happened from around AD 1000 onwards. Moreover, this view is corroborated 
by the presence of high-backed ridges and figurative evidence. Further, even if heavy, 
mouldboard ploughs may have existed earlier, ards seem to have been more common in 
earlier periods as emphasized by Manning (1965). Thus the sum of evidence suggests that the 

                                                 
1 The importance of drainage is also stressed by Duby (1997) and Wailes (1971). 
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plough may have been introduced before 1000 AD, but its breakthrough or widespread 
adoption seems to have started around 1000 AD. We use AD 1000 as the cutoff in our 
analysis, but given the considerable uncertainty we also investigate results that allow for 
different breakthrough periods. 
 
3. Empirical strategy 
Our quantitative evaluation of White’s thesis is based on an identification strategy that 
follows the logic of the standard difference-in-difference estimator. That is, we exploit two 
sources of variation. The first source is the time variation arising from the adoption of the 
heavy plough. The second source of variation is cross-sectional and arises from differences in 
regional suitability for adopting the heavy plough. This basically allows us to compare 
changes in economic development as measured by urbanization and population density, in the 
post-adoption period relative to the pre-adoption period between regions that were able to 
benefit from the heavy, mouldboard plough and regions that were not. 

In practice, we construct a measure of fertile, clay soils and exploit regional variation in 
this measure to evaluate White’s thesis.2 The basic idea is that the share of fertile, clay soils 
indicates the extent to which it is attractive to adopt the heavy plough. We conduct a regional 
level analysis because White himself and several others emphasize the variation within 
countries. The regions that will be our unit of measurement are Nomenclature of Territorial 
Units for Statistics (NUTS) regions at level two. Given our historical period of interest, we 
focus on the period AD 500-1300.3 

We implement our test under two alternative assumptions. The first assumption is that 
we know when the widespread diffusion of the plough took place and, given the evidence 
discussed above, we therefore estimate a non-flexible model in which the post treatment 
period is from AD 1000 onwards. Given the uncertainty of the timing the alternative 
assumption is that the cutoff is unknown but happened after AD 500. This flexible model 
allows us to assess when the plough began to have a detectable effect on agricultural 
productivity for each century. 
 
3.1 Non-flexible model 
The non-flexible model is given by: 

 (1) 

In the equation  measures economic development; urbanization and population density,4  
denotes time,  and  denotes NUTS-regions. 

 is an interaction between plough suitable area5 in region  and a 
dummy  indicating our assumption that the heavy plough became widespread from AD 
1000. The remaining variables are control variables  interacted with century dummy 
variables, regional fixed effects, , time fixed effects, , and the error term, . 

 
In this model we can estimate the effect of the heavy plough on population density in a 

treatment - non-treatment setting. If the thesis of White holds there should be a significantly 
larger effect on urbanization and population density after the introduction of the heavy plough 
in the treated areas. A result in line with this will be . 
 

                                                 
2 A similar strategy is applied by Nunn and Qian (2011). 
3 500: Before the plough was widely adopted, 1300: before the plague hit. 
4 Population density is a natural measure of economic development in a Malthusian period. 
5 Described in section 4. 
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3.2 Flexible model 
The flexible model is described by: 

 (2) 
 

where the crucial difference to equation (1) is that we estimate the effect for each century 
. All the other variables are the same as presented in the previous 

section. 
Identification hinges on the assumption that we control for all other changes occurring 

around the time of plough adoption in Europe that is correlated with our main independent 
variable PloughArea and at the same time affects economic development. In addition to 
regional and time fixed effects we control for trade possibilities (distance coast), lagged 
Roman institutional and cultural effects (Roman heritage), the number of universities, and 
suitability for growing rye, which was introduced in the middle ages. 
 

4. Data 
Our main variables are two measures of economic development; urbanization and population 
density and a measure of fertile clay soils which indicates the extent to which it was attractive 
to adopt the heavy plough. We briefly discuss these measures in turn below. 

First, we construct a measure of urbanization based on historical maps from EurAtlas. 
The advantage of this measure is that it is based on the actual development of cities. We 
calculate the number of cities per square kilometre in each region.6 The disadvantage of this 
measure is that we cannot properly measure the size of cities. Second, as common in the 
literature we also include a measure of population density as an outcome variable. Obtaining 
this at the regional level is possible, but not unproblematic for reasons discussed below. We 
use gridded population density data from the HYDE database. These data are based on 
historical national population data such as McEvedy & Jones (1978) and Livi-Bacci (2007) 
supplemented by historical sub-national data, Klein Goldewijk et al. (2010, 2011). A problem 
with these data is that for periods before the eighteenth century they are not constructed on the 
basis of national censuses. Another problem is that to construct gridded data various 
geographical weights have been used. Still, they stress that these weights are unchanged over 
time. We calculate the average population density on NUTS two level for each century. Third, 
we construct a measure on how suitable areas are to the use of heavy, mouldboard ploughs. 
According to White (1962) and others, it was areas with heavy clay soils that would gain from 
adapting the heavy plough. Yet, none of the writers in the historiographical tradition provide 
precise definitions of ‘heavy clay soils’. A challenge is therefore to identify a soil type which 
fits this description in commonly used soil classification systems. We employ the European 
Soil database in which the soil type luvisol fits most closely the description given in the 
historiographical literature. Luvisols are rich in clay, have higher clay content in the subsoil 
than in the topsoil, and clay content increases with soil depth. As we noted above, this type of 
soil has been shown to benefit from mouldboard ploughing in terms of crop yields. 

A concern regarding the use of data based on twentieth century soil maps is that they 
may not represent the composition of soils in the middle ages. Many of the writers in the 
historiographical tradition writes on the presumption that present day soil maps are 
informative for the past, and take a view such as Comet (1997:p.27) who argues that ‘the 
fundamental composition of soils in northern France has probably not changed much since the 
eleventh century’. 

With the above discussion in mind, we identify the areas with prevalence of ‘luvisol’ as 
a condition for adopting the mouldboard plough. To identify the areas that would benefit from 
adapting the heavy plough we need a second condition; the areas have to be suitable for 
growing medieval plough positive crops, such as wheat, barley, and rye.7 We need to do so 
                                                 
6 A similar measure of urbanization has been used by historians such as Beresford (1967) for England. 
7 See Pryor (1985) for a discussion of plough positive crop. 
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since areas that had heavy, infertile soil are unlikely to benefit from the heavy plough. Also, 
using only the data for plough positive crops would not distinguish between areas that 
benefited from using heavy ploughs or ards. Hence our measure is constructed as the share of 
each region with an interaction of luvisol and at least good suitability for growing wheat.8 

A visual representation of our measure of plough suitable land (‘Plough Area’) is given 
in figure 2. The distribution is largely in line with historiographical evidence. 
 

Figure 2: Distribution of plough area in Europe 

 
5. Results 
5.1 Non-flexible model 
The results presented in table 1 are estimated assuming that the heavy plough was widely 
adopted in Europe from 1000 AD onwards. We note that the effect of having plough suitable 
area is positive and significant on urbanization as well as population density. 
 

Table 1: Main results 
  (1) (2)  (3) (4) 
  Dependent variable:  
  ln(1+urbanization)  ln(population density) 
       

Ln(1+PloughArea)*I
Post

  0.00026** 0.00019*  0.730*** 0.734*** 
  (0.00011) (0.00011)  (0.221) (0.231) 
  [0.000126] [0.0000994]  [0.385] [0.378] 
Controls (x year fixed effects):      
Roman heritage  No  Yes  No  Yes 
ln(1+rye)   No  Yes  No  Yes 
Universities  No  Yes  No  Yes 
ln(1+distance coast)  No Yes  No Yes 
ln(mean temperature)  No Yes  No Yes 
FE (time and region)  Yes  Yes  Yes  Yes 
Observations  2,403 2,403  2,403 2,403 
R-squared  0.85 0.86  0.95 0.95 

Urbanization = number of cities per km2 in a region. PloughArea = share of region with luvisol and good wheat 
suitability ( ). . Clustered (NUTS2) standard errors in parentheses, Conley 
standard errors for spatial autocorrelation within 500 km. in squared brackets.  *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1 

                                                 
8 Our results are robust to the use of rye or barley instead. 
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5.2 Flexible model 
The results presented in figures 3 and 4 are estimated without restrictions on the timing of the 
breakthrough. Hence we estimate the effect for each century and let data speak on when 
fertile clay soils started to induce urbanization and population growth. The results in the 
following two figures corresponds to the setup of columns two and four in table 1. 
 

Figure 3: Flexible model for urbanization 
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Figure 4: Flexible model for population density 

 
 

Before 900 AD, the estimated effect is close to zero but from 900 AD onwards the 
effect increases. This is likely to capture the diffusion of the plough but may also, as 
emphasized by White (1962: p.78), capture a combination of circumstances. In particular, he 
argued that the agricultural revolution of the middle ages was ‘limited to the northern plains 
where the heavy plough was appropriate ( … ) and where the summer crop supported the 
horses to pull the heavy plough’.9 We do not attempt to disentangle these effects, but 
emphasize, as did White (1962), the centrality of the heavy plough. 

We have tested the sensitivity of our results in a number of tests including alternative 
specifications of PloughArea and the importance of potential outliers. These tests do not 
change the results significantly. 
 
6. Conclusion 
This paper provides new, econometric evidence on the effect of the heavy plough on 
European development. The evidence supports White’s view that the heavy plough played a 
significant role for population growth and urbanization. It is though important to think of the 
limitations of the current study. Our results are silent on how other inventions such as the new 
harness and the three field system affected the adoption of the plough. Still, it is important to 
keep in mind that these other elements do not have effects that are strictly independent of the 
plough. 
 
References (all references are in the full paper version which is available upon request). 
Comet, G., 1997. ‘Technology and Agricultural Expansion in the Middle Ages: The Example 

of France North of the Loire’, In Langdon, J., Astill, G., and Myrdal, J. (eds). Medieval 
Farming and Technology, Leiden, Netherlands: Brill. 

Nunn, N. and Qian, N., 2011. ‘The Potato’s Contribution to Population and Urbanization: 
Evidence From A Historical Experiment’, The Quarterly Journal of Economics, Vol. 126 
(2), pp.593-650. 

Pounds, N.J.G., 1974. ‘An Economic History of Medieval Europe’, New York, NY: Longman 
publishing. 

White, Jr., L., 1962. ‘Medieval Technology & Social Change’, Oxford, UK: Oxford 
University Press. 

                                                 
9 White also emphasizes the modern harness for horses and the three field system of crop rotation though the 

heavy plough plays the central role in the revolution. 
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Cottagers, common land and common rights: the local 
impact of cottage building on common land from the 

sixteenth to the nineteenth century 
 

James P Bowen, University of Lancaster 
(j.bowen@lancaster.ac.uk) 

Supervisor: Professor AJL Winchester 
 

Introduction 
Work on common land in England and Wales, and with it enclosure, has focused on the open 
fields and wastes of the lowland zone of Midland southern England and the upland commons 
of the highland zone.10 Few studies have examined commons in ancient wood-pasture 
countryside which constituted a mixture of pasture, woods, arable and heaths, providing a 
range of resources for commoners engaged predominantly in pastoral farming.11 This 
predicament has been recognized but is yet to be explored, due to historiographical trends and 
the range and variation in types of ancient countryside.12 Contemporaries, such as Norden 
observed cottagers presence on ‘great and spacious wastes, Mountains, Woods, Forests, and 
Heaths’ with ‘the people given to little or no kind of labour, living very hardly with 
Oatenbread, sour whey, and Goat’s milk, dwelling far from any Church or Chapel, or of any 
civil course of life … in a manner which is lamentable, and fit to be reformed by the Lord of 
the Manor’.13 Whilst much has been written about the ‘cottage economy’, the relationship 
between cottagers and common land remains under researched, despite the work of Everitt 
and Broad.14 The informal existence of cottagers makes it difficult to build up a picture from 
source material, hence existing literature is based on vernacular architecture, folklore and oral 
tradition.15 This paper focuses on cottage building and encroachment on the lowland 
heathland and wood-pasture commons of Prees manor, north Shropshire. Important questions 
include: who were cottagers and what were they doing? To what extent were cottagers a 
socially separate section of communities? Were cottagers granted legal common rights as 
manorial tenants, or simply claimed access to commons informally on the basis of custom and 
habitation, despite legal ruling against rights by inhabitancy at common law?16 How did 
cottage building and encroachment alter the dynamics of rural communities? The use of 
commons resources for sustaining the poor as part of a ‘mixed economy of welfare’ or 
‘economy of diversified resources’ and, the acceptance of cottage building can be viewed in 

                                                 
10 L. Shaw-Taylor, ‘The management of common lands in the lowlands of southern England’, in M. De Moor, L. 

Shaw-Taylor, P. Warde (eds.), The Management of Common Land in North West Europe, c.1500-11850 
(Turnhout, 2002), pp.59-85; A.J.L. Winchester, The Harvest of the Hills: Rural Life in Northern England 
and the Scottish Borders 1400-1700 (Edinburgh, 2000); A.J.L. Winchester, ‘Upland commons in Northern 
England’, in M. De Moor, L. Shaw-Taylor and P. Warde (eds.), Common Land, pp.33-57; C. Fox, The 
Personality of Britain, (Cardiff, 1932). 

11 C. Dyer, ‘Woodlands and wood-pasture in Western England’ in J. Thirsk (ed.), Rural England: An Illustrated 
History of the Landscape (Oxford, 2002), pp.91-121. 

12 L. Dudley Stamp and W.G. Hoskins, The Common Lands of England & Wales, (London, 1963), pp.221. 
13 J. Norden, The Surveyor’s Dialogue (1618): a critical edition, ed. M. Netzloff (Farnham, 2010), pp.98-9. 
14 A.M. Everitt, ‘Farm Labourers’, in J. Thirsk (ed.), AHEW, Vol. 4 1500-1640 (Cambridge, 1967), pp.396-592; 

J. Broad, ‘Housing the rural poor in southern England, 1650–1850’, Agricultural History Review, 48, 2 
(2000), pp.151-70. 

15 J.H. Bettey, ‘”Seventeenth century squatters” dwellings: some documentary evidence’, Vernacular 
Architecture, 13 (1982), pp.28-30; J.T. Smith, ‘Short-lived and mobile houses in late seventeenth-century 
England’, Vernacular Architecture, 16 (1985), pp.33-4; R.U. Sayce, ‘The one-night house and its 
distribution’, Folklore, 53, 3 (1942), pp.161-3; C.F. Tebbutt, ‘Discussion on the “One Night House”’, 
Folklore, 54, 4 (1943), p.391; W.W. Gill, ‘The one-night house’, Folklore, 55, 3 (1944), pp.128-32. 

16 E.P. Thompson, Customs in Common: Studies in Traditional Popular Culture, (New York, 1993), pp.121-2. 
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relation to statute regarding cottages, poor relief and vagrancy, and the relationship between 
manorial and parochial administration.17 
 
Case study 
By the sixteenth century, tenants had begun to encroach and improve areas of Prees Heath.18 
In 1579, the manor court laid a pain of 3s 4d prohibiting cottage construction and unlicensed 
encroachment, it being ordered that ‘none shall encroach or enclose any parcel of the lord’s 
waste without licence’.19 Despite this, cottagers encroached on the waste taking advantage of 
open areas. By 1593, tenants had encroached on 133¾ acres of Prees Heath. A court of survey 
dated July 1634 refers to the growing number of cottages.20 This small-scale colonization of 
waste corresponds with the pattern for north Shropshire.21 Also apparent is the flourishing of 
brickmaking and rural crafts corresponding with previous local studies.22 A rental of Prees 
manor for Michaelmas 1673, records that the cottages on Higher and Lower Heaths provided 
an income of £3 7s 1d and £5 4s 3d respectively.23 Increasing pressure was placed on waste in 
the late sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. It is likely that cottage building both licensed and 
unlicensed was taking place. In October 1695, John Downes, a blacksmith, was granted a 
licence by the Quarter Sessions to ‘erect a cottage or smith’s shop on Prees Heath, with 
consent of Arthur Mainwaring, lord of the manor’.24 In contrast, George Ridgway was 
amerced 6d for encroaching on the lords’ waste in Darliston by ‘erecting some building 
thereon’.25 Developments at Prees support Broad’s assertion, based on evidence from southern 
England that ‘much cottage building was haphazardly permitted for profit’, despite lords 
being aware of cottagers impact in terms of the agricultural life of communities and with 
regard to claims for poor relief.26 Table 1 shows the rental income accrued from cottages and 
enclosures in Prees manor.27 Clearly the lord was complicit with the extent of cottage building 
on the commons, acquiring a sizeable rental income, cottagers being amerced by the manor 
court for their cottages, the lord later granting leases. The court was not compelling that 
cottages were to be pulled down, thus calling into question its effectiveness and jurors 
motives. It could also be interpreted as indicating that sufficient waste remained to be 
exploited and that the lord was sympathetic towards cottagers. 
 

                                                 
17 J. Innes, ‘”The ‘mixed economy of welfare”’ in early modern England: assessments of the options from Hale 

to Malthus (c.1683-1803)’, in M. Daunton (ed.), Charity, Self-Interest and Welfare in the English Past, 
(London, 1996), pp.139-180; S. Hindle, ‘“Not by bread only”? Common right, parish relief and endowed 
charity in a forest economy, c.1600-1800’, in S. King and A. Tomkins (eds.), The Poor in England 1700-
1850: an economy of makeshifts (Manchester, 2003), p.61. 

18 G.C. Baugh (ed.), VCH: Shropshire, Vol. 4 Agriculture (Oxford, 1989), 127. 
19 Shropshire Archives, Shrewsbury (hereafter SA) 3607/II/A/15 (18 Oct. 1579). 
20 SA 212/346/19. 
21 J.R.W. Whitfield, ‘The Enclosure Movement in North Shropshire’, Transactions of the Caradoc and Severn 

Valley Field Club, 11 (1939-42), pp.53-62; S. Watts, ‘The Significance of Colonisation in two North 
Shropshire Parishes: Wem and Whitchurch, c.1560-1660’, Midland History, 25 (2000), pp.66-70. 

22 D.G. Hey, An English Rural Community: Myddle under the Tudors and Stuarts, (Leicester, 1974); M. 
Spufford and J. Went, Poverty Portrayed: Gregory King and the Parish of Eccleshall, (Keele, 1995). 

23 SA 731/1/5/1. 
24 R. Lloyd Kenyon (ed.), Abstracts of the Orders of the Shropshire Quarter Sessions, Vol. I: 1638-1708 

(Shrewsbury, 1908), p.159. 
25 SA 731/1/1/31 (29 April 1738) 
26 Broad, Housing, p.155. 
27 SA 3607/II/A/23. 
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Table 1: Rental of Prees manor, 1708 

 

 

Source: SA 3607/II/A/23 
 

Apparent is concern and legal uncertainty as to attempts to restrict cottage building and 
the enclosing of waste. In particular, cottagers’ behaviour and the sale of cottage holdings 
without the lord’s consent was a matter of frustration.28 Regarding encroachment, the jurors 
amerced George Shingles 2s for ‘making an encroachment on the Lower Heath’, however, 
despite this at the subsequent court he was amerced 6d for ‘not throwing down and open the 
encroachment’.29 Clearly the court lacked sufficient authority to force this individual to 
remove the encroachment, challenging its effectiveness in governing and managing the 
locality. Similarly, the 1589 statute regulating cottage building was not enforced in 
Shropshire, paralleling with findings elsewhere.30 Court records support the burgeoning 
pressure cottagers placed upon the commons. Figure 1, a map of Prees manor dated 1788, 
shows outside the village and hamlets, a prevalence of cottages and small dwellings along the 
roadsides and edges of wastes, often with small, irregular enclosures.31 There are 
concentrations of cottage settlement on Prees Lower and Higher Heaths, Willaston and 
Northwood Commons where the cottages appear to be enclosed from the waste, other cottages 
stand isolated with no garden or access, collectively giving rise to a landscape of 
encroachment. 

                                                 
28 Preston, Prees, p.46. 
29 SA 6001/352 (22 May 1736); SA 6001/352 (23 Oct. 1736). 
30 Act against the erecting and maintaining of cottages 31 Eliz I, c.7 (1589); P. Edwards, The Farming Economy 

of North East Shropshire in the Seventeenth Century, unpublished PhD thesis (Oxford, 1976), p.268; 
Everitt, Farm Labourers, pp.401-3; D. Tankard, ‘The regulation of cottage building in seventeenth-century 
Sussex’, Agricultural History Review, 59, 1 (2011), pp.18-35. 

31 SA 6007/28. 

p.a. %  
£ s. d.  

Chief rents freehold and copyhold 34 12 8.5 23.08 
The new woods 30 5 0 20.16 
Enclosures 6 5 9 4.19 
Cottages and warren  34 5 10 22.85 
Lord’s mill 25 0 0 16.66 
The old millbank  0 6 8 0.22 
The lady meadow 19 5 0 12.83 
Total 150 0 11.5  
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Figure 1: Map of Prees manor c.1788 

 
 

Source: SA 6007/28 
 

Records indicate that the right of turbary was significant, the heathlands and mosses 
yielding large quantities of turves which were used primarily for domestic fuel. Turves were 
also dug for brickmaking. A survey of Prees commissioned by Thomas Moreton, Bishop of 
Lichfield and Coventry Diocese, recorded that ‘fuel of turf, peat and grigg (heather) was very 
plentiful within the manor’.32 Evidently, the court could not enforce manorial custom that 
commons resources were solely for those within the lordship, presentments for cutting turves 
suggesting that the resource was being exploited by those from outside the manor. 
Paradoxically, the lord could derive income from selling turves. By-laws sought to regulate 
the exploitation of turf. In 1568 it was ordered that ‘none dwelling out of this township shall 
take any turves forth of the manor without licence of the lord, pain 2s each load’, and that ‘no 
inhabitant shall carry away any other man’s turves, pain 3s 4d each load’.33 Whilst this 
measure sought to prevent the removal of turf outside the lordship, it nevertheless provided 
the legal basis for those from outside the manor to exploit the resources under licence, 
allowing for a fee to be paid, amercements being levied upon those who extracted and 
distributed turves. 

It is evident that resident cottagers did legally have common right of turbary, however, 
the exploitation of turf by new cottagers in the sixteenth century led to the lord and his 
officers nominating ‘appointed persons’ to assess how many loads of turves those ‘inhabiting 
in any new cottage’, should have. Subsequently, cottagers were granted a day’s digging to 
‘get turves for their own use’ granting, in effect, a cottage right which tied a common right to 

                                                 
32 Lichfield Joint Record Office, Lichfield B/A/21/123308/I ff. 309-323. 
33 SA 3607/II/A/15 (19 Sept. 1568). 
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property.34 The appointment of officers to regulate the exploitation of turbary also occurred at 
Brown and Tetchill Mosses where moss reeves were responsible for the employment of 
spatial and quantitative restrictions, providing a regulative framework. Hence in 1634 it was 
agreed that the ‘tenants and takers of the turbary’ should begin to dig their turves in the 
‘places as the reeves shall appoint’.35 Furthermore, it was agreed that ‘the turves being dug 
and set up in heaps’, were to be judged by the reeves to determine how many loads everyone 
should dig for their own use upon their allotment and what a ‘competent weighed load’ was.36 
It was specified that each person holding an allotment of one rood was allowed up to 12 loads, 
and that they should pay 3d for every load of turbary adjudged by the reeves.37 Drainage and 
improvement which began in the sixteenth century, transformed such areas of lowland heath, 
moss and moor into productive, fertile farmland.38 

The importance of by-laws in defining rights and entitlement to natural resources, the 
quantities which could be exploited and seasonal restrictions imposed has been highlighted 
and table 2 shows the by-laws laid by Prees manor court between 1567 and 1609.39 The 
acknowledgement that cottagers who legally did not hold land in the manor, having enclosed 
part of the lord’s waste, should be given the right to take a quantity of turves is a recognition 
by the manor court, who sought to protect and uphold the interests of the lord and his tenants, 
that the problem which cottagers posed needed confronting. Moreover, it implies that the 
exploitation of waste by individuals who were, in effect, the local poor was condoned, fines 
amounting to a nominal rent. In 1638, it was recorded that Timothy Holden, Francis Brook, 
Thomas Gough and Robert Shingler got turves but being cottagers, were amerced 2s each.40 
 

Table 2: By-laws laid by Prees manor court, 1567-1609 
Subject No.
Pastoral 31
Good neighbourhood 14
Maintenance of enclosures and hedges 26
Encroachment 1
Non pastoral 14
Watercourses 18
Local governance 11
Earth (clay and clods) 5
Turbary 6
Hedges and wood 15
Statutory obligations 13
Inmates and lodgers 4
Total 158

 

Source: SA 3607/II/A/15 
 

The picture which emerges is that cottagers encroached on the commons of Prees 
despite the manor courts attempts to limit and restrict the pressure which they placed. The 
inhabitants of cottages eked out a living by combining grazing livestock with exploiting 
commons resources which were fundamental to the non-agricultural occupations in which 
they were employed. The rise in the level of poor relief disbursements shown in table 3 
following the enclosure of the commons of Prees, the award being made in 1801, is 
                                                 
34 SA 6001/350; SA 3607/II/A/15 (Oct. 1585). 
35 SA 212/Box 345/21-23 (12 Sept. 1634). 
36 SA 212/Box 345/21-23 (12 Sept. 1634). 
37 SA 212/Box 345/21-23. 
38 S. Watts, ‘From Moss and Moorish Ground to Fertile Farmland: The Early Seventeenth Century Reclamation 

of Tetchill Moor’, TSAHS, 80 (2005), pp.125-31. 
39 Woodward, Straw, pp.43-76; SA 3607/II/A/15. 
40 SA 6001/350. 
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suggestive of the association between parliamentary enclosure and rising levels of poor relief, 
as parish administration assumed sole responsibility for the maintenance of the poor.41 This 
supports the view deriving from enclosure historiography that the loss of access to common 
land and common rights had a dramatic social impact on the poor, cottager and labouring 
classes.42 
 

Table 3: Poor relief disbursements for Prees parish 
Year Rate Loans Amount raised 
1760/1 8d 2 £157 17s 4d 
1775/6 2s 6d 5  £586 14s 7d 
1783/4 2s 6d 6 £664 08s 6.5d 
1795/6 3s 6d 7 £829 14s 6d  
1800/1 6s 12 £1424 13s 6d 
1801/2 7s 14 £1662 01s 10d 
1805/6 1s 2  
 2s 1d 3 £1017 01s 2d 
1813/4 1s 8d 4 £1046 18s 4d 
1819/20 2s 1d 5 £1305 08s 7.5d

Source: SA P221 
 
Conclusion 
It is necessary to recognize phases of cottage settlement and in-migration into woodland 
counties, a trend which stretches from the post-Black Death era through the late medieval and 
early modern periods to the nineteenth century. Cottage building was accepted by lords to 
retain a readily available supply of labour for agriculture and cottagers were also employed in 
rural crafts and industry. Sixteenth and seventeenth century cottage settlement reflected a 
trend by which woodland or forest zones and upland areas were encroached upon as the rural 
labouring population swelled. Commons, especially areas of open heathland and lightly 
wooded country, attracted cottagers who encroached on waste, due to the apparent lack of 
regulation and because it provided an area which could be colonized in an otherwise enclosed 
countryside. Whilst cottage construction appears to have been accepted by lords and manor 
courts in a benevolent, paternalistic sense as a form of notional relief in order to house the 
poor and a growing population, by the eighteenth century attitudes shifted and hardened as 
commentators viewed cottagers in relation to contemporary debates about rural poverty. A 
consideration is the shift in the proportion of labour employed in agriculture and industrial 
activity, as in rural and industrializing areas, cottagers would have been engaged in non-
agricultural employment. It is important not to view cottagers solely in terms of the context of 
the historiography concerning enclosure and poverty, welfare and lifecycle, but to stress their 
independence, the character of their domestic or household economy and their varied way of 
life. 

                                                 
41 W.E. Tate, ‘A Hand List of English Enclosure Acts and Awards’, TSAHS, 52 (1947-8), p.31. 
42 J.M. Neeson, Commoners: Common Right, Enclosure and Social Change in England, 1700-1820, (Cambridge, 

1993). 
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Agrarian change and early industrial development in 
Staffordshire: the parish of Kingswinford, 1650-1750 

 
Irene J Haycock, University of Cambridge 

(ijh27@cam.ac.uk) 
Supervisors: Professor Richard M Smith & Dr Tim Bayliss-Smith 

 

Overview 
This paper, part of a wider county study, investigates aspects of early modern agrarian change 
and early industrial change in the parish of Kingswinford in south Staffordshire, employing 
datasets derived from wills, probate inventories, parish burial registers, bishop’s transcripts, 
and the Hearth Tax.43  One focus is upon the representativeness of the inventories in 
determining the social structure and the pattern of male employment.  Staffordshire 
experienced precocious early population growth and early industrial development, particularly 
of domestically based by-employments and the parish of Kingswinford provides a prime 
example, rich in mineral deposits of coal and clay which were essential to the production 
locally of metal-wares, bricks and glass, see Thirsk (1961,1969), Weatherill (1971), Frost 
(1981) and Rowlands (1975).44 
 
Three research questions underpin this case study: 
1. Evidence of agrarian change to contribute to the debate on the occurrence and timing of an 

agricultural revolution. 
2. Investigation of Wrigley’s and Crafts’ (1988, 1985) propositions that events known as the 

industrial revolution took a more extended, slower and earlier path than presumed in the 
classic period of industrial  change, 1760-1830.45 

3. Assessment of the accuracy of probate inventories as measures of occupational structure 
and by-employment in farming households, through comparison with the occupations 
reported in surviving parish burial registers. 

 
Kingswinford: a case study 
Probate data 
The Kingswinford parish registers are well endowed with occupational details making it 
possible to assess the representativeness of an occupational structure derived from the probate 
inventories. 

Wills and probate inventories, numbering 190 and 153, respectively, were randomly 
sampled from a total of 378 probate cases across the Consistory Court in the Diocese of 
Lichfield and Coventry which incorporated the Archdeaconry probate business for the parish.  
Data for the Prerogative Court of Canterbury are included in the results for the Hearth Tax 
analysis.  These courts are themselves inherently biased towards the wealthier individuals of 
the community and that is particularly true for the Prerogative Court as one of the two most 
                                                 
43 The author gratefully acknowledges funding for this doctoral project that has been awarded by the following 

bodies: ESRC studentship; Philip Lake II Fund, University of Cambridge; Downing Association, Downing 
College, Cambridge; Stanley Beaver Memorial Fund, Keele University. 

44 Thirsk ‘Industries in the Countryside’, in Fisher (ed.) Essays in the Economic and Social History of Tudor and 
Stuart England, (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1961), pp.70-88; Thirsk, ‘Horn and thorn in 
Staffordshire: the economy of a pastoral county’, North Staffordshire Journal of Field Studies, (1969) 9:1-
16; Weatherill, The Pottery Trade and North Staffordshire 1660-1760, (Manchester: Manchester University 
Press, 1971); Frost, ‘Yeomen and metalsmiths: livestock in the dual economy in south Staffordshire 1560-
1720’, Agricultural History Review (29) (1981): pp.29-41; Rowlands, ‘Masters and Men in the West 
Midland Metalware Trades before the Industrial Revolution’, (Manchester: Manchester University Press, 1975. 

45 Wrigley, Continuity, Chance and Change: the Character of the Industrial Revolution in England, Cambridge’, 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1988); Crafts, British Economic Growth during the Industrial 
Revolution, (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1985). 
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senior ecclesiastical courts in the land. Many people were, of course, too poor to require an 
inventory on death.  Table 1 shows the total sample of wills and associated inventories 
available for the analysis and these were split into two periods for comparative purposes 
called ‘Early’ and ‘Late’, 1651 to 1700 and 1701-50, respectively.  These figures were scaled-
up to represent the parish for the Consistory Court. 
 

Table 1: Number of sampled wills and inventories: parish of Kingswinford, 1651-175046 
Consistory Court Prerogative Court  

Early Late Early Late 
Wills sampled 80 110 29 25 
Inventories in the same sample 73 80 9 4 
Scaled-up inventory sample 115 203 9 4 
Cases available 140 238 29 25 

 
Parish registers 
Data on population and occupational structure were compiled from three Anglican parish 
burial registers: the published editions, the copy registers of the Bishop’s transcripts, and the 
original registers.47 
 
Hearth Tax 
The 1666 Hearth Tax for the Constablewick of Swinford Regis (Kingswinford) listed the 182 
names of the number of chargeable hearths per household plus 101 households who were 
exempt (table 2).48  This information was used to compare the proportions of the total number 
of Hearth Tax households and the inventory-makers named in the Hearth Tax who were 
chargeable and exempt. 

Using the various estimates of the population from the Compton Census and 1801 
Enumerator’s Return there was an approximate 126 per cent increase in population between 
1676 and 1801 in the parish (table 3). 
 
Proportion of adult males with designated occupations in the burial registers 
The total number of adult male burials over the ‘Early’ period reached 529 (table 4). By the 
end of ‘Late’, this number had almost doubled to 1041.  Fifty-eight per cent (Early) and 33 
per cent (Late) of the adult males recorded in the Kingswinford burial registers had 
occupational designations. 
 

                                                 
46 Sources: LRO: B/C/11; TNA: PROB 11, 4, 3, 5. 
47 Birmingham and Midland Society for Genealogy and Heraldry (1982; 1984; 1986) Registers of the Church of 

St Mary, Kingswinford, Staffordshire, vols1, 2, 3; Dudley Archives: MFM 260; LRO: B/C/5. 
48 Manders (ed.), ‘Lay Subsidy 256/31 Hearth Tax Seisdon and Offlow Hundreds, Co. of Stafford’ in Collections 

for a History of Staffordshire, (London: Harrison and Sons Ltd, 1923) pp.45-256. The constablewick may 
be coterminous with the parish, but this is unknown. 
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Table 2: Proportion of chargeable households by hearth for the Constablewick of 
Kingswinford49 

 No. of households in Hearth Tax % of taxable households 
Exempt 101 - 
1 hearth 116 63.74 
2 hearths 30 16.48 
3 hearths 11 6.04 
4 hearths 12 6.59 
5 hearths 10 5.49 
6 hearths 0 0.00 
7 hearths 0 0.00 
8 hearths 0 0.00 
9 hearths 0 0.00 
10 hearths 0 0.00 
11 hearths 1 0.55 
12 hearths 1 0.55 
13 hearths 0 0.00 
14 hearths 0 0.00 
15 hearths 1 0.55 

Total 283  
 

Table 3: Kingswinford: population estimates50 
Year 1666 1676 1801 1857-86 Persons/ 

100 acres 
Acreage    7371.841  
Hearth Tax 
(Households) 

283 households 
including the 
poor 

    

Compton 
Census 

 1,997 Conformists 
0 Papists 
3 Nonconformists 

  39 

Enumerator’s 
Return 

  6,464  88 

 
Table 4: Proportion of adult males with designated occupations across the burial register 

sources: parish of Kingswinford51 
 Early Late 
Total designated adult males as a proportion of total adult male burials 58% 33% 
Overall total adult male burials 529 1041
Total burials 1714 3812

 
So how representative is the inventoried population compared to the parish burial registers? 
Using the scaled-up figures of the sample of inventories to represent the total population of 
the inventories for the parish, the inventoried males represented 22 (Early) and 20 per cent 
(Late) of the adult males in the burial registers. 
                                                 
49 Source: Manders, Lay subsidy. 
50 Sources: Manders. Lay subsidy; Whiteman (ed.), The Compton Census of 1676, (Oxford: Oxford University 

Press, 1986), p.448; based on House of Commons Parliamentary Papers (1801) Abstract of the Answers 
and Returns: Enumeration. Part I England and Wales, p.326.  For the Compton Census the persons per 100 
acres has been scaled-up to take into account the non-communicants. 

51 Sources: BMSGH, Registers; DA: MFM 260; LRO: B/C/5. 
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Hearth Tax 
Table 5 shows the percentage of households liable for the Hearth Tax and those in the exempt 
category along with the percentage of inventory makers identifiable in the Hearth Tax who 
are liable and exempt.  It can be seen that the poor who are listed as exempt are under-
represented in the inventories by a factor of 2.4.  This is found to be significant at the 1 per 
cent level using a chi-squared test (Yates’ corrected �2(2) = 10.97; p = 0.001).  This is an 
upper estimate of the under-representation of the poor in general, since the very poorest 
households may not have been reported.52  Using a Mann-Whitney test on the total 
distribution of hearth numbers compared to the distribution of hearth number for those both 
listed and with inventories revealed a significant difference at the 1 per cent level (p = 0.002). 
The exempt were included in this analysis as a separate category, and the inventories were 
sampled from both courts.  Performing the same test but omitting the exempt category, on the 
other hand, yielded no significant difference at the 5 per cent level (p = 0.302) and confirms 
that the exempt poor were under-represented in the inventoried population, whereas those 
liable for the tax were evenly distributed amongst inventory makers. 
 
Table 5: Proportions of the total Hearth Tax households and the inventory-makers named in 

the Hearth Tax who were chargeable and exempt 
 % of total Hearth Tax 

households 
% of total Hearth Tax 
households with inventories 

Exempt 35.69 15.09 
Liable 64.31 84.91 

 
Representativeness of agriculture: burial registers versus inventories 
Figure 1 shows the distributions of occupations in the parish registers and the scaled-up 
occupations in the inventories for the Early and Late periods. Examining the two graphs, it 
can be seen that in both periods agriculture features prominently in the inventories and much 
less so in the parish registers.  Chi-squared tests indicate that the two distributions were 
significantly different at the 0.1 per cent level (Early: �2(5) = 35.383, p < 0.001; Late: �2(5) = 
57.165, p < 0.001).  When repeating the test but omitting the agricultural designators, the 
difference between the distributions remained at the 5 per cent level, but not at 1 per cent 
(Early: �2(4) = 11.600, p = 0.021; Late: �2(4) = 9.933, p = 0.042).  Hence, the occupational 
distributions in the inventories and parish registers, other than for agriculture, are reasonably 
similar for both periods, whereas the designated yeomen and husbandmen in the inventories 
were over-represented by a factor of 3.3 Early and 8.7 Late. 
 

                                                 
52 William Salt Archaeological Society (ed.) Collections for a History of Staffordshire, (London: Harrison and 

Sons Ltd, 1921), p.42. 
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Figure 1: Representativeness of agriculture: registers versus inventories53 
A denotes agriculture, P other primary sector, M metal-workers, TM tool-makers, S other 

secondary sector, T tertiary and unclassified 

 

Little effect is made upon the results if the occupational designations are included either from 
heads of households in the registers or if occupations are included from the preamble in the 
wills and letters of administration. 

In terms of the distribution of the wealth of the inventoried population, then clearly the 
agricultural sector contains relatively more wealthy individuals than does the inventoried 
population in secondary sector employment. 
 

Shift in the occupational structure by 1700 
The occupational designators for the inventories and burial registers were grouped into 
Wrigley’s PST categories for allocation to primary/secondary/tertiary occupational sectors.54  
Figures 2 and 3 clearly show that a shift from the primary sector to the secondary sector had 
already occurred for the parish of Kingswinford by 1700 according to both the burial register 
and inventory data. 
 

                                                 
53 Sources: BMSGH, Registers; DA: MFM 260; LRO: B/C/5; LRO: B/C/11. 
54 Shaw-Taylor and Wrigley (2008; 2006) ‘The Occupational Structure of England c.1750-1871: a Preliminary 

Report’, <http://www.geog.cam.ac.uk/research/projects/occupations/introduction/summary.pdf> accessed 
02/03/2009. 
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Figure 2: Occupational sector by burial register designator for adult males55 

 
Figure 3: Occupational sectors by inventory designator56 

 
Farming and industry 
The occupational indicators written in the preamble of the inventory header and the goods and 
chattels appraised therein have been used to determine the economic pursuits of households.57  
The method largely applied here was that employed by Overton et al. (2004) save categories 
for farming which were divided into three types of Pastoral, Arable and Mixed. All farming, 
industrial stock and equipment were input into Access and queries for farming, industry, and 
by-employment were subjected to significance tests over the two periods.  The same occurred 
for gross inventory wealth values.  Only the significant changes are reported here. 
 

                                                 
55 Sources: BMSGH, Registers; DA: MFM 260; LRO: B/C/5. 
56 Sources: LRO: B/C/11. 
57 Overton, Whittle, Dean and Hann, Production and Consumption in English Households, 1600-1750, 

(Abingdon: Routledge, 2004). 
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Results for Kingswinford: character of change 
Farming 
The pattern of change for the period 1651 to 1750 according to the sample of Consistory 
Court inventories for Kingswinford showed that the inventoried population was becoming 
poorer and less involved in agriculture, alongside a decreasing proportion of mixed farming, 
and particularly in sheep keeping, although larger flocks were noticed (figure 4). 
 

Figure 4: Distribution of farming type, 1651-1750 

 
For three nearby north Worcestershire parishes, Large found that arable farming 

increased as the scythe-makers migrated north into Kingswinford, Sedgley, and Old Swinford 
parishes.58 This trend could be seen in the small sample of solely arable farmers but not in the 
total arable component for the inventoried population in Kingswinford. 

By-employment activities were also in decline, since there were fewer farmers.  This 
study agrees with Frost’s conclusions that industrialists would gain from being by-employed.  
There was little incentive for farmers to by-employ and as time went on the wealth gap 
between farmers and the industrialists narrowed considerably. 

Probate evidence indicates that by-employment in metal-working for some was a more 
business-orientated concern such as the case of Nicholas Hancox, appraised on 16 May 1688 
for six nail-shops in addition to crops and livestock.59 Hancox may have been putting-out or 
leasing out his shops, which is beyond the traditional interpretation of domestic industry as 
being a means to subsist in the household economy. 

Agricultural designators were over-represented in the inventories compared to the parish 
registers.  Moreover, many more of the inventoried were involved in farming than the 
occupational designators revealed. This suggests that inventories are good sources for 
studying agrarian change.  It also impacts the findings for decreases in wealth in the 
population as the farmers were the richer contingent. 

                                                 
58 Large, ‘Urban growth and agricultural change in the West Midlands’, in Clarke (ed.) The Transformation of 

English Provincial Towns, 1600-1800, (London: Hutchinson.1984), pp.169-89. 
59 TNA: PROB 5/4728.  Large, ‘Urban growth’, pp.169-89. 
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A shift of agricultural workers to the secondary sector had definitely occurred by 1700 
according to the parish register and inventory occupational designators, and the total 
proportion of farmers who were not designated as farmers in the inventories continued to 
decrease after 1700. 
 
Provisional conclusions 
The poor listed in the Hearth Tax as exempt are under-represented in the inventories by a 
factor of 2.4.  Parish registers reveal that the inventories represent only 20 per cent of the 
adult male population and that farmers are over-represented by a factor of 5 in the inventories, 
hence much can be learnt about agriculture from this source. 

The results for the parish of Kingswinford from Consistory Court inventories suggest that 
the nature of agricultural change is more complicated than the present views of early and later 
revolutions. 

Probate data revealed that by-employment in metal-wares for some in this parish was a 
larger scale industrial concern than that organized for family subsistence.  This differs 
somewhat from the traditional view of by-employment. 

The results for this parish do give provisional support for Wrigley’s and Crafts’ view of 
industrial change being an earlier and more extended event than the classic period of 
industrial change. 
 
Abbreviations 
LRO Lichfield Record Office 
TNA The National Archives at Kew 
DA Dudley Archives 
BMSGH Birmingham and Midland Society for Genealogy and Heraldry 
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Science at sea: the state and useful knowledge in 
eighteenth-century Venice 

 
Timothy McEvoy, University of Oxford 

(timothy.mcevoy@history.ox.ac.uk) 
 
This paper, based on a forthcoming article in History of Science (2013), will explore an 
example of the deliberate circulation of scientific-technical knowledge by the state in the 
eighteenth century: the location and employment of an English teacher of navigation by the 
Venetian government. Arthur Edgcombe, a former Royal Naval officer, was head-hunted by 
an agent of the Republic in 1766 to serve as master of the state’s Scuola Nautica: a school 
established to train Venetian merchant seamen, aged fourteen to sixteen, in the theory and 
practice of navigation. His acceptance of employment and transfer of expertise to Venice 
inaugurated a period of English influence at the school that lasted until the fall of the Republic 
in 1797. By this time he and his son Thomas, who succeeded him as master, had taught 
several hundred Venetian subjects the applied mathematics and tacit skills which constituted 
the ‘art of navigation’. 

Situating this case study within the context of the broader scientific and industrial 
diffusion of knowledge in the late Enlightenment, this paper will argue that it allows us a 
privileged glimpse of how the ‘knowledge economy’ operated in practice.60 It highlights the 
crucial role that the state and its agents often played in the international circulation of 
technology and scientific practices and reveals the social embeddedness of that knowledge. 
What did it mean for a state such as Venice to acquire useful knowledge in the eighteenth 
century? In this case it meant primarily negotiating the international labour market and 
attracting a skilled worker: the embodiment of knowledge and know-how. 
 

A need for useful knowledge: the state and the Scuola Nautica (1739-97) 
In 1739 the Venetian government took the unprecedented step of opening a navigational 
school for merchant seamen. Very few other European states had taken such a step – a notable 
exception being the sixteenth-century Casa de Contrataciòn at Seville which trained and 
licensed New World pilots – although the Dutch and French East India Companies had 
instigated theoretical-practical examinations for their officers which pre-dated similar efforts 
in most of the European state navies.61 Why was such an institution thought necessary? 

Official Venetian concern at the navigational skills of its sea officers can be traced back 
to the early seventeenth century. In 1633 the Senate had introduced licences (patenti) for 
merchant vessels as well as the regulation that all prospective captains in the fleet have at 
least 10 years experience at sea. Anxiety over the technical competence of noble commanders 
of galleys had prompted the inclusion of nominal instruction in the carta da navigar (nautical 
chart) at the new Academy of Nobles on the Giudecca in 1619.62 But it is only as attention 
returned to ways of reviving commerce in the aftermath of the long and exhausting siege of 
Crete (1649-69) that we come across the first references in government records to a 
designated school of navigation for common seamen. The fundamental motivation was 
anxiety over the increasing dependency of Venice’s shipping upon not only foreign-built 

                                                 
60 See especially: Joel Mokyr, The gifts of Athena: Historical origins of the knowledge economy, (Princeton and 

Oxford, 2002), pp.4-15; Mokyr, The enlightened economy: An economic history of Britain 1700-1850, 
(New Haven and London, 2009), passim; Peter Jones, Industrial enlightenment: Science, technology and 
culture in Birmingham and the West Midlands, 1760-1820, (Manchester, 2008), pp.1-18. 

61 Víctor Navarro-Brotóns, ‘The Teaching of the Mathematical Disciplines in Sixteenth-Century Spain’, Science 
and Education, 15 (2006), pp.209-33; Jaap R. Bruijn, Commanders of Dutch East India Ships in the 
eighteenth century, translated by R.L. Robson-McKillop and Prof. R.W. Unger (Woodbridge, 2011), p.173. 

62 Massimo Costantini, Una repubblica nata sul mare: Navigazione e commercio a Venezia, (Venice, 2006), 
pp.97-101. 
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vessels, but often pilots and crews as well which led to repeated calls ‘to sustain and cultivate 
with all study the nautical craft’ amongst subjects.63 

At the root of this dependence was perceived to be an alarming skills deficit amongst 
Venetian sailors who remained for the most part wedded to medieval techniques of chart and 
compass navigation. These were suited to well-frequented Mediterranean routes but no longer 
sufficient for voyages beyond the Strait to the Baltic or the coasts of Britain or northern 
France: a modestly expanding area of Venetian commerce from the late seventeenth century.64 
Isolated from participation in the Atlantic economy from the sixteenth century, Venice’s 
maritime world lacked the overlapping communities of practice that linked mathematical 
practitioners – like instrument-makers, surveyors and cartographers – to mariners and that 
stimulated the cross-fertilization of techniques and scientific practices as well as the 
expansion of mathematical education.65 While by 1700, Venice had its centres of nautical 
science – and practical-minded mathematicians like Giovanni Poleni at the University of 
Padua who conducted research on waterways in the Terraferma and displacement calculations 
upon ships in the Arsenal – there was a disconnect between formal knowledge and everyday 
craft practices.  Even basic navigational skills were apparently lacking and officials in 1710 
deplored the fact that few Venetian seamen ‘would know how to draw up a plan of ports, 
landmarks and distances, and to keep a journal of their voyages’.66 

The Scuola Nautica, belatedly established in 1739 at the behest of Venetian merchants, 
was intended to go some way towards rectifying this situation. Its principal task was to train 
the sons of merchant captains and mariners in the theory of navigation and create a native 
reservoir of expertise that, in the long run, would free Venetian navigation from reliance upon 
English, Dutch or French pilots beyond Gibraltar. The nautical school was explicitly 
concerned therefore with diffusing applied scientific knowledge of ‘important public service’ 
as the Senate put it in 1733 and it represented the state’s commitment to generating expertise 
for the ‘common good’.67 Pupils were to spend three years studying the mathematical 
foundations of navigation at the school before they proceeded to sea for a four-year 
apprenticeship, which would, if the captain was amenable, end in a permanent qualification 
and employment. 

The school was originally placed in the hands of the experienced and capable Captain 
Giovanni Siron – a Venetian merchant captain who had served for 10 years in the English 
fleet and was evidently up-to-date with his professional knowledge. Upon Siron’s death in 
1766, however, the Venetian authorities in charge of the school – the three Reformers of the 
University of Padua – were left with the surprisingly challenging task of finding a suitable 
replacement. Despite requesting nominations from the mercantile and maritime community in 
the city, only one candidate was seriously considered for the position and his candid response 
that while he ‘could promise to instruct the youth in the practice of navigation’ he knew 

                                                 
63 Archivio di Stato, Venice (ASV), Provveditori all’Armar, Capitolari, Registro 2, 15 April 1734. 
64 Venetian commerce beyond the Strait saw brief periods of expansion particularly during the European wars of 

the 1740s and 1780s: Frederick C. Lane, Venice: A maritime republic, (Baltimore and London, 1973), 
pp.418-25; Ugo Tucci, ‘La pratica della navigazione’, in Alberto Tenenti and Ugo Tucci (eds), Storia di 
Venezia, XII: Il mare (Rome, 1991), pp.527-59; Massimo Costantini, ‘Commercio e marina’, in Piero del 
Negro and Paolo Preto (eds), Storia di Venezia, VIII: L’ultima fase della Serenissima (Rome, 1998), 
pp.555-612. 

65 On the British experience by contrast see for instance: Gloria Clifton, ‘The London mathematical instrument 
makers and the British Navy, 1700-1850’, in Pieter van der Merwe (ed.), Science and the French and 
British Navies, 1700-1850 (London, 2003), pp.24-33; Lesley B. Cormack, ‘The commerce of utility: 
Teaching mathematical geography in early modern England’, Science and Education, XV (2006), pp.305-
22; Simon Schaffer, ‘“The charter’d Thames”: Naval architecture and experimental spaces in Georgian 
Britain’, in Lissa Roberts, Simon Schaffer and Peter Dear (eds), The mindful hand: Inquiry and invention 
from the late Renaissance to early industrialisation (Amsterdam, 2007), pp.279-308. 

66 ASV, Riformatori, Busta 527, Provveditori to Senate, 2 Nov. 1710. 
67 ASV, Senato Terra, 1733 agosto prima, filza 1780; ASV, Riformatori dello Studio di Padova, Busta 527, 

Decree of Senate, 12 Sept. 1739. 
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himself to be ‘incapable of teaching the science’ soon removed, we are told, ‘any illusion of 
any longer finding a master amongst subjects that combined in his person the knowledge of 
the one and the other (i.e. practical and theoretical navigation)’.68 The failed search for a 
Venetian teacher of navigation only exemplified in the eyes of officials the fundamental 
knowledge gap in the maritime service and prompted the search for an expert abroad. 
 
Finding useful knowledge abroad 
In the summer of 1766 the Venetian authorities took the decision to contact the Republic’s 
resident diplomat in London, Cesare Vignola, and charged him with the task of finding an 
English teacher of navigation. That they turned first to Britain should not be surprising given 
that Great Britain was the pre-eminent naval power in Europe in the aftermath of the Seven 
Years War, having smashed the French at Quiberon Bay (1759) in recent memory, and was 
then at the forefront of investigations into the Longitude problem. Venetian anglophilia in the 
1760s was evident in a great deal of literature devoted to improvement and reform but perhaps 
nowhere so marked as in Francesco Griselini’s encyclopédie-inspired Dizionario delle arti e 
de’ mestieri (1768). In his entry on the ‘art of navigation’ it was Britain, he declared, who 
produced the finest navigators in the world – ‘i primi uomini di mare che vi sieno al mondo’.69 

The state’s reliance on diplomatic channels to locate expertise from abroad had firm 
precedents in Venice as in many early modern states. Agents of the Republic’s diplomatic and 
‘secret’ services such as the Inquisitori di Stato, a branch of the Council of Ten, played 
significant roles both in encouraging the migration of foreign-based skills and technology and 
in attempting to stem the flow in the opposite direction (Venice’s tightly-regulated glass-
industry on Murano is a case in point).70  Significant developments in the luxury textile 
industries on the Terraferma from the late seventeenth century were only possible thanks to 
the influx of British, French and Dutch artisans in which agents of the state as well as private 
noblemen played an important role.71 Notable is the example of Nicolò Tron who, while 
ambassador to London, was responsible for introducing the Newcomen engine to the 
Vicentino in 1718 and, later, Kay’s flying shuttle to his wool-mill at Schio in 1739.72 

The well-connected Vignola – himself actively engaged in filtering useful knowledge 
and technology back to Venice – lost no time in performing his duties and reported in 
September 1766 that he had located and met with a suitable candidate at Portsmouth. His role 
in securing the employment of this teacher of navigation was only part of his broader mission 
to serve the interests of Venice by procuring whatever information he could, whether 
diplomatic, commercial or technological. In addition to covertly forwarding ship models, the 
design of an ‘English Howitz’ capable of increasing the firepower of merchantmen, and plans 
of the ports of Algiers, Tripoli and Port Mahon, Vignola was to eventually secure the services 
of an English military engineer in 1768 to reform Venice’s fortifications in the Stato da Mar.73 
The diplomat’s involvement in finding a teacher of navigation was therefore entirely 
consonant with his wider engagement in technical-industrial diffusion. 
 

                                                 
68 ASV, Riformatori, Busta 526, Riformatori to the Senate, 29 Nov. 1766. 
69 Francesco Griselini, ‘Dizionario delle arti e de’ mestieri’, tomo 1 (Venice, 1768), pp.18-19. 
70 Paolo Preto, I servizi segreti di Venezia: spionaggio e controspionaggio ai tempi della Serenissima, (Milan, 

2004), pp.403-16; Francesca Trivellato, ‘Guilds, technology and economic change in early modern 
Venice’, in Stephan R. Epstein and Maarten Prak (eds), Guilds, innovation, and the European economy, 
1400-1800 (Cambridge, 2008), pp.199-231. 

71 Walter Panciera, ‘Tecnici stranieri, innovazione e cultura d’impresa nei lanifici veneti (1670-1790 ca.)’, 
http://www.storiadivenezia.net/sito/saggi/panciera_tecnici.pdf [consulted 28/5/12], pp.1-15. 

72 Preto, op. cit. (ref. 11), pp.385-86. 
73 ASV, Dispacci, Inghilterra, Filza 121, March 1766 to July 1767; Alessandro Marzo, ‘La vicenda Veneziana di 

James Pattison: un ufficiale Britannico al servizio della Serenissima (1768-1772)’, Studi Veneziani, xix 
(1990), pp.293-311. 
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Negotiating the labour market 
The candidate in question was a former Royal Naval officer and veteran of the Wars of the 
Spanish and Austrian Successions: Arthur Ogle Edgcombe. Edgcombe had spent the 
intervening years teaching navigation in his own private school in Portsmouth as well as 
being deputed by the Commissioners of the Royal Dockyard to examine would-be naval 
officers. An unprepossessing professional sailor with plenty of teaching experience, he 
seemed the perfect replacement for the eminently practical Captain Siron but of course his 
employment was no foregone conclusion. The Venetian state might have found its expert but 
it had now to negotiate the international labour market. 

Thanks to the unusually large traces left by Edgcombe in the Venetian archives we are 
permitted a glimpse in his case of a process usually hidden to the historian of technology or of 
labour. A window on the mutual examination of employer and employee, for instance, is 
offered by the report of Vignola on his interview of Edgcombe at Portsmouth in early 
September 1766. Both parties had an agenda here. On his part, the representative of Venice 
had to determine Edgcombe’s capabilities for the job – above all his practical and theoretical 
knowledge of navigation. Accordingly Vignola was accompanied to the meeting by an 
unnamed aide – some ‘very skilled and expert individual’ – who subjected the Englishman to 
‘the most difficult problems’ of navigation. These Edgcombe solved, as far as he was told, ‘in 
a most scientific and mathematical manner’.74 Edgcombe could also produce in support his 
sea journals from two voyages made to the East Indies as well as signed testimonials from his 
commanding officers. 

Yet professional knowledge was clearly not enough. If the state was not to invest in a 
liability, his character had to be determined as far as possible. English workers abroad had a 
reputation for inebriety in the eighteenth century, for instance, as Harris has noted, and this 
stereotype was extremely persistent as Bensimon has shown in her recent work on British 
labourers in France in the early nineteenth century.75 Neither did Venice want to fall foul of 
employing ‘mauvais sujets’ who had exaggerated their abilities and were constantly getting 
drunk as the French Director of the Bureau de Commerce complained.76 Hence perhaps the 
significance of Vignola’s description of Edgcombe to his superiors as: ‘modest, sober and 
deferential; very opportune characteristics and not easy to find in an Englishman’.77 

From the perspective of the individual expert, the risks and opportunity costs involved 
in accepting employment from a foreign government were perhaps greater. From Vignola’s 
report we know that Edgcombe had some questions of his own to ask his potential employers: 
Was there accommodation for the master at the school? Were mathematical instruments 
provided? Equally practical, and of fundamental importance: What were the hours and 
conditions of work like? What was the cost of living in Venice? Would the state cover the 
cost of his family’s removal and travel to Venice? Edgcombe made a point of asking for an 
up-front payment of £60, in addition to the defrayment of travel expenses which the diplomat 
assured him would not amount to more than £30.78 Only when these questions and conditions 
had been met with a satisfactory response did Edgcombe agree to an initial contract of five 
years in Venice on a salary of 100 guineas per annum. 

However in Edgcombe’s case the potential vulnerability of the migrant worker to 
deception is revealed. It is perhaps significant that the only surviving letters of Arthur 
Edgcombe are ones of complaint addressed in Venice the following year to the school’s 
authorities begging for more financial assistance. He had yet to receive the promised 

                                                 
74 ASV, Riformatori, Busta 526, Vignola to Riformatori, 12 Sept. 1766. 
75 J.R. Harris, Industrial espionage and technology transfer: Britain and France in the eighteenth century, 

(Aldershot, 1998), pp.547-9; Fabrice Bensimon, ‘British workers in France, 1815-1848’, Past & Present, 
ccxiii (2011), pp.147-89. 

76 Harris, op. cit. (ref. 16), p.547 
77 ASV, Riformatori, Busta 526, Riformatori to Senate, 29 Nov. 1766. 
78 ASV, Riformatori, Busta 526, Vignola to Riformatori, 12 Sept. 1766. 
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remuneration for travel expenses and claimed that after leaving his job in Portsmouth he had 
been forced to maintain himself and his family at his own expense in London and on the 
journey to Venice.79 The conditions of work in reality were not as idyllic as had been 
described for him – he had found 26 pupils awaiting him on arrival instead of the promised 15 
– and, moreover, he felt fundamentally deceived by Vignola about the economic situation in 
Venice. Despite Vignola’s assurances he had found the cost of living to be very expensive – 
to the extent that he claimed to be unable to support his family on his current salary and to be 
obliged to let his son ‘go to earn his bread wherever he can find employment’.80 Edgcombe’s 
experience points to the pitfalls of accepting employment abroad when crucial information is 
lacking: in this case, knowledge of relative retail prices in Venice and full details of working 
conditions. 

The transfer of technology and the circulation of knowledge – often embodied in 
individual ‘experts’ such as Edgcombe for much of the early modern period – was therefore 
never a straightforward, automatic process. On the contrary it was highly contingent on the 
uncertain interplay of risk, trust and personal judgement. 

In the case of both Edgcombe and Venice the risk on the whole seems to have paid off 
and the Scuola Nautica thrived under its two English masters – Arthur and later his son, 
Thomas – for the next 30 years. According to a register of ex-pupils and their career 
destinations drawn up in 1784, of the 295 pupils taught by Edgcombe and his son from 1767 
to 1783, 77 had achieved the rank of captain – a not insignificant number considering the 
stato civile for 1766-70 listed only 100 captains in service in Venice.81 A significant number 
of former pupils were listed specifically as ‘deep-sea pilots’, indicating expertise in oceanic 
navigation, and scattered throughout are qualitative remarks indicating particular proficiency 
in navigation such as ‘navigates without pilot’; ‘sailed to America’; ‘was to England without 
pilot’ for example. In any case the government expressed its firm satisfaction with the results 
in 1775 claiming that thanks to the English-influenced school ‘unlike in times gone by’ 
Venetian captains were now ‘provided with the necessary knowledge to equal English 
captains, and those of other nations’.82 
 
Conclusion 
While Venice’s actions in attracting foreign nautical expertise did not reverse its relative 
economic decline or appear to contribute overmuch to its brief period of, largely exogenous, 
commercial expansion during the American War, the Scuola Nautica under its English 
direction did improve navigational competence amongst Venetian mariners and the transfer of 
expertise was regarded as a success in the eyes of government officials.  Rather than 
exploring the limits of dirigisme, however, this paper has examined the modus operandi of a 
state evidently interested in nautical science and its economic implications and who went to 
some lengths to acquire useful knowledge from abroad. Perhaps, when viewed in the broader 
context of state-led scientific and industrial ‘diffusion’ in many parts of Europe, Venice’s 
search for a teacher of navigation in 1766 and its reliance upon diplomatic networks reminds 
us to factor state institutions into any discussion of the knowledge economy in the eighteenth 
century. 

                                                 
79 ASV, Riformatori, Busta 526, Arthur Edgcombe to Riformatori, n.d. (1767). 
80 Ibid. 
81 ASV, Riformatori dello Studio, Busta 526, Catalogue of all pupils at the Scuola Nautica from 1767-83; Jean-

Claude Hocquet, ‘La gente di mare’, in Alberto Tenenti and Ugo Tucci (eds), Storia di Venezia, XII: Il 
mare, (Rome, 1991), p.493. 

82 ASV, Riformatori, Busta 526, Riformatori to Senate, 31 Nov. 1775. 
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Access to knowledge and the British industrial revolution: 
an empirical analysis 

 
James Dowey, London School of Economics 

(james.dowey@lse.ac.uk) 
Supervisor: Professor Max-Stephan Schulze 

 

Introduction 
A satisfactory explanation of Britain’s transition to modern economic growth during the 
industrial revolution must answer two questions posed by Crafts. Why did total factor 
productivity (TFP) growth accelerate gradually between the mid-eighteenth and mid-
nineteenth century, and why did it remain slower during this period than the rates of TFP 
growth typically achieved by economies at or close to the technological frontier in the 
twentieth century? In the process, it must also uncover the mechanics of the discontinuity in 
technological progress that marked the transition to modern growth. (Crafts: 1995, 1996). 

There is an important role in such an explanation for the gradual fall in the cost of 
access to knowledge that was achieved during the industrial revolution through the 
blossoming of the institution of learned societies. From the mid-eighteenth to the mid-
nineteenth century, Britain’s network of learned societies – voluntary organizations that held 
regular meetings and lectures often on scientific and technological topics, and housed and 
published associated literature – grew markedly. As the industrial revolution progressed, each 
successive generation of individuals interested in scientific and technical knowledge were 
better connected to one another than the one before, and as a result, enjoyed a successively 
lower cost of access to knowledge to help them invent, improve and adapt technology. The 
resulting increase in the rate of flow of microinventions led to the gradual acceleration in the 
growth rate of TFP of Crafts’ first question.  At the same time, the institution of learned 
societies was only a prototype system for the discovery and dissemination of knowledge and 
was superseded in the late nineteenth and twentieth centuries by research-oriented universities 
and corporate research and development (R&D). When countries adopted these superior 
institutions they were able to achieve higher TFP growth than Britain was during the 
industrial revolution. 

This paper quantifies for the first time the rise of the institution of learned societies 
within Britain during the eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries, and provides empirical 
evidence that it had a positive effect on technological innovation. The evidence arises from an 
analysis of the spatial covariation within Britain of learned society members in 1851 and the 
addresses of British exhibitors and prize winners at the Great Exhibition of 1851. 
 
Theory and literature 
Persuasive explanations have been proposed for the timing of the acceleration in 
technological change that characterizes the industrial revolution that emphasize an increase in 
demand for technology83 and the removal of political constraints to technological change.84 
However, even if one attaches very significant weight to such arguments there remains a role 
for a third approach that does not take it for granted that the capabilities required for 
technological innovation would necessarily be in adequate supply should a demand stimulus 
arise or a political constraint disappear. Given Mitch’s finding that the supply of formal 
education did not rise significantly during the industrial revolution, and was not particularly 
high at the start of it (Mitch: 1999), such research has focused on the informal institutions that 
may have determined Britain’s capacity for technological innovation. 

                                                 
83 Allen (2009). 
84 See Robinson and Pincus (2011). 
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The main contribution to this research has been that of Mokyr, whose Industrial 
Enlightenment hypothesis argues that an intellectual culture conducive to technological 
innovation spread during the eighteenth century, which raised the growth rate of the 
knowledge-base from which new technology could be invented and developed,85 and lowered 
the cost of access to it (Mokyr: 2002, 2005, 2009). Learned societies play a significant role in 
Mokyr’s hypothesis, and the argument in this paper is guided by Mokyr’s theoretical 
framework.86 As a result, the empirical analysis here also serves as a falsifiable test of part of 
Mokyr’s theory. This is important because the main criticism of Mokyr’s theory has been that 
it has previously lacked falsifiable evidence (Crafts: 2011). 
 
The growth of learned societies during the industrial revolution 
What were the quantitative dimensions of the rise of learned societies in Britain during the 
industrial revolution? Were they large enough to suggest a plausible macroeconomic impact 
on technological change? Figure 1 presents the first comprehensive time series of learned 
societies in operation in Britain during the eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries. 
 

Figure 1: Learned Societies in Great Britain 1700-1851 

 
 

Between 1750 and 1850 the number of societies rose dramatically from 49 to 
approximately 1,500. This was a far greater increase than the increase in population, and 
between 1761 and 1851 the number of societies per 100,000 capita in Britain rose by an order 
of magnitude, from 0.6 to 7.2. A comprehensive (and previously unanalysed) survey of all 
existing learned societies in the British education census of 1851 reveals that mean 
membership was 164 (median: 86) with a standard deviation of 439. Earlier membership 
records, where they exist, suggest that membership numbers per society were not significantly 
different to this over the preceding century. On this basis, simply taking mean membership 
per society as constant over time implies that membership rose from around 8,000 in 1750 to 
246,000 in 1851; or in per capita terms, from around 0.1 per cent of the population in 1750 to 
around 1.2 per cent of the population in 1850. Moreover, figure 2 shows that the growth of 
learned societies was a country-wide development. Each of the British regions had significant 
numbers of learned societies by 1850. 

In theory, learned societies lowered the cost of access to knowledge by providing access 
to literature, facilitating connections between individuals through meetings and lectures, and 
                                                 
85 Including but not limited to the scientific knowledge-base. 
86 As described in Mokyr 2002 ch. 2. 
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establishing a national social network that helped individuals find relevant contacts. 
According to my estimates, in the aggregate, learned societies held about 15,000 lectures in 
1851; and housed about 1.9 million books in their libraries. In purely quantitative terms, both 
longitudinally and spatially, the rise of learned societies during the industrial revolution was a 
major institutional development. It is not implausible to suggest that it could have had a 
macroeconomic impact. 

Were the origins of the burgeoning learned societies sufficiently independent of 
industrialization so that they can be thought of as a fundamental cause of technological 
change as opposed to a mere passive response to the demand for it? Although many societies 
had idiosyncratic origins, including on some occasions demand from industry, two facts 
suggest that their growth was largely independent of industrial demand. First, the century in 
question saw the rise of the more general social phenomenon of voluntary associational 
societies, of which learned societies were just one part. Clark calls voluntary associational 
societies the ‘vectors of the Enlightenment’ and estimates a rate of around 100 societies 
founded per decade at the start of the eighteenth century, rising to 1,000 per decade by the end 
of it.87 Second, the geographical distribution of learned societies was far broader than that of 
industrialization. A simple regression of learned society members per capita on industrial 
employees per capita in 1851 across British registration districts explains only 3.8 per cent of 
the variation. First and foremost, the engine of growth of learned societies in the eighteenth 
and early nineteenth century was Enlightenment culture. 
 

Figure 2: Learned Societies by British region, 1700-1851 

 
Key: EA =East Anglia, EM = East Midlands, L =London, NW = North West, YH = Yorkshire and Humberside, 
WM = West Midlands, SE = South East (not London), SW = South West, NE = North East, W = Wales, S = 
Scotland. 
 

The effect of learned societies on technological innovation: evidence from the 1851 Great 
Exhibition 
Model and data 
Did learned societies affect technological innovation? The empirical strategy I use to answer 
this question is based on the hypothesis that such an effect would be stronger in the locality of 
the learned society than further away. This follows naturally from Mokyr’s theory of the cost 

                                                 
87 Clark (2000). 
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of access to knowledge but is also analogous to the ‘Marshall-Arrow-Romer knowledge 
production function’, which is commonly used to empirically identify knowledge spillovers 
into technological innovation from corporate R&D or academic research in modern 
economies.88 The basic strategy in such studies, as here, is to use regression analysis to test for 
spatial covariation between the regional knowledge input (typically regional research 
resources or expenditure; but in this case regional statistics related to learned societies) and a 
proxy for regional technological innovation. 

Such a proxy for regional technological innovation is provided by the Great Exhibition 
of 1851, which was a major world exhibition of technology and industry held in London 
during the summer of that year. There were around 6,400 British exhibits admitted on merit 
from around 8,200 British applications, which were submitted via a process involving 330 
regional committees. Of those admitted to the exhibition 30 per cent were awarded prizes for 
a combination of utility and novelty. Data on the addresses of exhibitors and prize-winners 
from the exhibition’s catalogue provide a quality-filtered count of technological innovations 
across space, covering the whole of Britain. Using this data I produce exhibit and prize counts 
for the 656 census registration districts covering Britain. 

I calculate the main dependent variable of interest – learned society membership by 
registration district in 1851 – using the 1851 education census. As a first pass at investigating 
the spatial relationship between learned society membership and technological innovation, 
figure 3 shows learned society membership and exhibits at the Great Exhibition by 
registration district, both in per capita terms. It is clear from this picture that the two spatial 
distributions share some common patterns. The task at hand is to quantify this relationship 
and control as fully as possible for confounding factors. 
 
Figure 3: Left map is learned society membership per capita in 1851. Right map is exhibits at 
the Great Exhibition of 1851 per capita. Black regions are higher than median, white regions 

lower than median. 

 
In order to control for the location of industrial production, which may be correlated 

both with technological innovation and learned society membership, first I stratify the 
innovation counts across 10 industrial sectors, producing counts of exhibits and prizes for 
6,560 industry-regions. Then I calculate the size of the labour force employed in the 
                                                 
88 See Audretsch and Feldman 2003 for a survey. 
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secondary sector in each of the 10 industry sectors in each registration district, using 
occupational data from the 1851 census.89 This enables me to produce within–industry sector 
estimates of the effects of the covariates, while controlling for the location of highly specific 
industrial activity. To control for other factors that may affect both the count of learned 
society members and the technological innovation count, I include population density and a 
proxy for the regional literacy rate, derived from the proportion of grooms in the registration 
district who signed their name on the marriage register in 1851, as recorded by the Registrar 
General. I include the size of the adult population in each registration district and a dummy 
for the London registration districts, to control for possible idiosyncrasies of the capital. 
Finally, to allow for knowledge spillovers and agglomerations operating over areas larger than 
registration districts I include spatial lag variables for the covariates. To create these variables, 
for each registration district I take the average value of the covariate in question across the 
registration districts that it shares a border with. I use the negative binomial regression model 
to fit the data due to its suitability for handling a count dependent variable, which gives the 
following specification: 
 

 = exponential (� + �1MEMij + �2MEMi-1,j + �3EMPij  + �4EMPi-1,j  +  �5DENi  +  �6DENi-1 
         + �7LITi  + �8LITi-1   + �9POPi    +  �10LONi  + �j + �ij)                                                 (1) 
 

where k = 1 or 2 and = exhibits in region i and industry j,  = awards in region i and 
industry j, MEMij = number of learned society members in region i (/100), EMPij = employees 
in the secondary sector in region i and industry j (/1,000), DENi = population density in 
region i (persons per km2), POPi = population in region i (/10,000), LITi = male literacy rate 
in region i, LONi = London dummy, �j = industry sector fixed effect, �ij = random error, and 
variables with i-1 subscript are spatially lagged variables. Standard errors are clustered by 
registration district to allow for errors to be correlated within registration districts from one 
industry sector to the next. 
 
Results 
There is strong evidence that learned societies had an effect on regional technological 
innovation. Coefficients in table 1 are reported as semi-elasticities, so the first column tells us 
that an extra 100 learned society members in a registration district was associated with a 6.3 
per cent rise in exhibits and a 7.1 per cent rise in prizes. Given that the standard deviation of 
learned society membership in a registration district is 746 this suggests for a one standard 
deviation rise in learned society members an economically significant 47 per cent rise in 
exhibits (7.46 times 6.3 per cent) and 53 per cent rise in prizes (7.46 times 7.1 per cent). 
Coefficients on learned society membership across the four regressions are highly statistically 
significant. They are also quite robust to controlling for spillovers from neighbouring districts, 
falling only from 6.3 to 6.2 per cent for exhibits and from 7.1 to 6.7 per cent for prizes. 
Coefficients on non-spatial lag controls are mostly of expected sign and statistically 
significant. 
 

                                                 
89 I am grateful to Leigh Shaw Taylor for providing me with the occupation data from the 1851 census. 
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Table1: Econometric results 
Dependent Var: 
Spatial lags: 

Exhibits 
No 

Exhibits 
yes 

Prizes 
no 

Prizes 
yes 

     
MEMij 0.063*** 0.062*** 0.071*** 0.067*** 
 (0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000) 
     
MEMi-1,j   -0.007  -0.011 
  (0.399)  (0.403) 
     
EMPij  0.067*** 0.062*** 0.072*** 0.070*** 
 (0.000) (0.006) (0.000) (0.001) 
     
EMPi-1,j    0.020  0.015 
  (0.386)  (0.639) 
     
DENi 0.040*** 0.055** 0.052*** 0.052* 
(x1,000) (0.002) (0.026) (0.002) (0.070) 
     
DENi-1  -0.013  0.043*** 
(x1,000)  (0.620)  (0.000) 
     
LITi 0.022*** 0.029*** 0.014** 0.020*** 
 (0.000) (0.000) (0.033) (0.007) 
     
LITi-1  -0.011  -0.010 
  (0.119)  (0.294) 
     
POPi 0.68 0.72* 0.38 0.48 
 (0.106) (0.095) (0.429) (0.331) 
     
LONi 1.21*** 1.36*** 1.11*** 0.94** 
 (0.000) (0.000) (0.001) (0.011) 
     
N 
Pseudo R2 

6,520 
0.18 

6,430 
0.18 

6,520 
0.21 

6,430 
0.21 

Coefficients are semi-elasticities. Industry sector fixed-effects included. Standard errors clustered by registration 
district. p-values in parentheses (* p < 0.1, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01) 
 

Conclusion 
As quantified in aggregate here for the first time, the rise of learned societies during the 
British industrial revolution was a major institutional development concerning the cost of 
access to knowledge in Britain. I have shown empirically that the institution had an impact on 
technological innovation and argued that its origins were mainly independent of 
industrialization – hence it should be thought of as a causal factor in the timing of the 
industrial revolution. 

The pattern of trend TFP growth in Britain since the eighteenth century is supportive 
of the argument that the cost of access to knowledge was a binding constraint to modern 
economic growth which was lifted by institutional progress concerning access to knowledge. 
The ‘prototype knowledge economy’ of learned societies was a nineteenth century institution 
that produced a nineteenth century growth rate of TFP. This was a higher growth rate than the 
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eighteenth century, before the institution gained a foothold, and a lower growth rate than the 
twentieth century when it was replaced by corporate R&D and research universities, which 
worked better. 
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Spin off, path dependence and armaments technological 
development: A case study of Hadfields c.1900-14 

 
Chris Corker, Sheffield Hallam University 

(chris.corker@shu.ac.uk) 
Supervisor: Dr Merv Lewis 

 
This paper examines a case study of Hadfields, a key company in the Sheffield armaments 
industry and a leading producer of armour piercing (AP) projectiles in the years prior to the 
Great War. Of principal consideration is the company’s strategy of technological change, 
explored utilizing the conceptual tools of technological spin-off and technological path 
dependence, outlined in the first section. The paper will then examine the development of 
armaments at Hadfields, demonstrating how previous civilian technologies helped the 
company advance its armaments capabilities, and how such technological advancement 
provided the basis for further civilian lines of production at the company. 
 
Technological spin-off and path dependence 
The approach utilizes Trebilcock’s concept of technological spin-off, which suggests that the 
development of armaments technologies had a strong influence on the development of allied 
civilian technologies in Britain and Europe.90 However, Trebilcock’s ideas require 
qualification. While extensive in the examples provided which demonstrate spin-off between 
industrial sectors, there are areas where Trebilcock offers assumptions about spin-off and 
armaments technological development while providing little to no evidence base for such 
assumptions. Firstly, he highlights in his opening definition of spin-off that technological 
innovations may ‘merely travel the short distance between the weapons department of the 
munitions firm and the commercial engineering department often maintained by such 
organizations’, though he provides few examples of such interactions.91 Secondly, only briefly 
mentioned is the possibility of civilian industries influencing the development of armaments 
technology, with metallurgical, machine tool and chemical engineering industries highlighted. 
Further, Trebilcock states that ‘a two-way process was involved: arms technique had to draw 
upon these disciplines before, in its turn, it could hand down useful instructions to industry at 
large.’92 This potential spin-off from civilian industries is not explored further. The case study 
examined below explores the extent to which these assumptions can be substantiated. 
Furthermore, to move beyond Trebilcock’s definition of spin-off, this phenomenon may 
function as a two-way interaction between civilian and armaments technologies within the 
confines of a single company. 

The process of armaments technological evolution is further explored through 
Rosenberg’s notion of path dependency, which provides a framework for examining the 
development of armaments technologies, and the integration of civilian technology into 
armaments production. Rosenberg’s approach highlights that ‘technological knowledge grows 
in distinctly path-dependent ways’,93 and that such path dependence begins with the 
development of a major innovation. A major innovation may then trigger the development of 
a series of sub-innovations which serve to advance the performance of the major innovation. 
As Rosenberg states, such development activities ‘involve endless minor modifications and 
improvements in existing products, each of which is of small significance but which, 
cumulatively, are of major significance’.94 Given the process of development in the 

                                                 
90 C. Trebilcock, ‘”Spin-Off” in British Economic History: Armaments and Industry, 1760-1914’, Economic 

History Review, 22, 3, 1969, pp.474-90. 
91 Ibid., pp.475-6. 
92 Ibid., p.479. 
93 N. Rosenberg, Exploring The Black Box, (Cambridge, 1994), p.16. 
94 Ibid., pp.14-15. 
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armaments industry, we may be able to apply this notion of technological path dependence in 
order to fully understand such developments. 
 
Armaments development at Hadfields 
In order to explore the development of armaments at Hadfields, we need first to assess the 
market-cum-technological and institutional environment in which the company operated. The 
company’s chairman, Robert Abbott Hadfield (RAH), inherited Hadfields from his father in 
1888, by which time the company was an established projectile manufacturer. Robert 
Hadfield senior had used his company’s competence in steel castings to manufacture cast, as 
opposed to forged, AP projectiles for the first time in 1877, which proved superior to 
contemporary armour plate. The elder Hadfield also encouraged RAH to follow metallurgy, 
with his discovery of manganese steel in 1882 one of the first steps in the development of 
alloy steels. After taking control of the company, RAH established commercial production of 
manganese steel, with the manufacture of tram rails one of the first markets for the product. 
By 1900, Hadfields was facing a monopsonist buyer in the British Government for its 
armaments, and one which was looking for the next technological step ahead in the 
development of AP projectiles. Advances in armour plate manufacture had resulted in Krupps 
Cemented (KC) plates, developed by the German manufacturer of the same name. These were 
produced using a nickel-chromium steel which provided more resistance than prior all-steel 
plates. The superiority of KC plates over contemporary armour piercing projectiles was well 
known, with The Engineer commenting that ‘Hadfield may be pardoned when his projectiles 
are defeated by such plates’.95 Such was the resistive power of a KC plate, that when a 
traditional pointed projectile was fired against the armour, the projectile would either ricochet 
off or break up on the surface of the armour plate, dependent on the angle of attack and strike 
velocity. The solution to this issue was to place a soft steel cap over the pointed nose of the 
projectile for it to be able to successfully perforate a KC plate. By utilizing a capped shell, 
greater penetrative power could be achieved. The action of the cap would be to absorb the 
initial impact upon the face of the armour, before folding away around the projectile to allow 
the point to successfully perforate the armour plate unimpeded. 

For the development of an armour piercing projectile, considerations ran much deeper 
than simply its ability against an armour plate. There existed a whole range of issues to 
consider and resolve before a finished product could be presented to potential customers; what 
would be the ideal composition of the alloy which would make up the body of the projectile; 
would it be immune to issues of spontaneous fracture which had plagued other projectiles; 
after casting how would the body of the projectile be treated to ensure the optimum 
performance when fired; what would be the composition of the cap and how would it be fitted 
to the projectile; and perhaps most paramount, how would quality control be implemented to 
ensure consistent performance? To understand the development of capped projectiles at 
Hadfields, we need to view a finished projectile as a series of sub-innovations intended to 
resolve these issues, utilized in conjunction with the initial major innovation in advanced 
projectile technologies, the use of cast steel from 1877. 

Experiments with alloy steels of varying compositions for AP projectiles began in the 
1890s. RAH’s knowledge of metallurgy certainly assisted in his research. He knew that 
utilizing common mild steel with low carbon content would not suffice for an advanced AP 
projectile, and given his understanding of the properties of manganese, knew that this 
element’s content would have to be accurately controlled. In 1897, RAH patented a nickel-
chromium steel alloy,96 which could be used for the production of ‘cast projectiles possessing 
great strength and penetrative powers and especially suitable for armour piercing and like 
purposes’.97 The alloy, later referred to as Hadfields special nickel-chromium steel, would be 

                                                 
95 The Engineer, 5 Jan. 1900, p.21. 
96 British Patents 27,753/1897, 27,754/1897 and 27,755/1897. 
97 British Patent 27,754/1897, p.3. 
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comprised of between 0.75 per cent and 1 per cent carbon, 2 per cent nickel and 2 per cent 
chromium,98 with special reference being made to keeping the manganese content below 0.3 
per cent. RAH’s knowledge of manganese clearly assisted in the alloy’s development, as he 
had found that issues encountered from not monitoring the amount of manganese present were 
related to the formation of manganese carbides in high carbon alloy steels with over 0.35 per 
cent carbon. He had found that such carbides were ‘most harmful where the special qualities 
of hardness and toughness are requisite, as in the production of projectiles, believing that 
these qualities cannot be developed if manganese is present in quantity say over 0.25 per cent 
to 0.3 per cent’.99 Furthermore, this reduction and control of the level of manganese in the 
alloy helped to reduce the cost of producing AP projectiles, as it allowed the use of ‘a much 
wider range of raw material of comparatively small cost for the production of armour piercing 
shell’.100 In developing this nickel-chromium alloy, RAH was able to apply his knowledge of 
metallurgical developments to the advancement of AP projectile technologies, while 
simultaneously reducing the cost of their production. Furthermore, RAH’s stringent 
specifications regarding the composition his alloy steels helped to provide a uniform quality 
and performance from his projectiles. Accuracy was paramount in the production and 
development of alloy steels, a field in which RAH was at the forefront. 

By experimenting with hardening techniques to advance the performance of AP 
projectiles, in 1901 RAH further refined the alloy to benefit from the hardening effect of 
manganese in nickel-chromium steel. It had been found that by producing a 2/2 nickel-
chromium steel with 0.8 per cent carbon and 0.12 per cent manganese, the manganese had a 
‘powerful effect in promoting the hardening of nickel-chromium steel’ when heated to 900ºC 
and then cooled by a blast of air.101 Despite being developed for use with projectiles, this 
refined alloy and hardening technique had a wide range of applications away from 
armaments: 

Besides being beneficial in the manufacture of projectiles, my [RAH’s] invention can be 
advantageously adopted in the production of other hardened steel articles of various 
kinds (especially castings), including inter alia, shoes and discs for use in ore crushing, 
the wearing parts of crushing machinery, rolls of various kinds, car wheels, railway 
wheels, cutting tools of various kinds.102 

While this alloy would never gain widespread use with projectiles, when used in conjunction 
with the outlined hardening process, the technological spin-off provided the basis for the 
development of further commercial lines at Hadfields. By 1905 Hadfields were producing 
complete rock and ore crushing machinery, with South Africa being a major export market 
before 1914. 

In addition to the development of Hadfield’s special nickel-chromium steel to create a 
greater performing projectile, RAH also developed further sub-innovations which, when 
utilized in combination, had the potential to produce an advanced AP projectile. Multiple 
patents relating to advances in casting and hardening were issued from the 1890s, which show 
advancement from casting a projectile point up to point down, and developments in hardening 
different portions of the shell body in different ways.103 Also developed were air deflectors104 
which could be placed over a projectile’s cap to provide a smoother flight and more 
aerodynamic stability, and two methods of attaching caps to shells, due to RAH having doubts 
about other methods when used in practice.105 The latter of these patents, which would be 

                                                 
98 The 2% nickel and 2% chromium steel is hereinafter referred to as 2/2 nickel-chromium steel. 
99 British Patent 27,754/1897, p.4. 
100 British Patent 27,755/1897, p.5. 
101 British Patent 6,089/1901, pp.3-4. 
102 Ibid, p.4. 
103 See British Patents 8,971/1894, 24,453/1895, 3,543/1898, 13,670/1899, 6,091/1901. 
104 British Patent 16,901/1898. 
105 British Patent 20,983/1898, p.3. 
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adopted by Hadfields for the majority of its capped projectiles prior to the Great War and 
gave them their distinctive ‘thumb marks,’ required ‘forming indentations or concavities in 
the projectile and pressing or forcing portions of the metal of the cap into the said indentations 
or concavities’.106 

The result of this series of sub-innovations and advances over the course of a decade 
were two patents in 1904 in which RAH substantially unified multiple developments in 
projectile technologies. The resultant product, branded as Hadfields ‘Heclon’ AP projectile, 
would become the Company’s standard AP projectile design for the next 15 years. Prior to 
these patents there had been successful, yet inconsistent, capped AP projectile trials. As RAH 
highlighted in the patent specifications, when used against KC plates ‘armour piercing 
projectiles of the ordinary type, even if capped, do not give uniformly good results’.107 The 
first Heclon patent referred to a new type of heat treatment ‘in a different manner to that 
heretofore usually practised’.108 The patent utilized a further refined projectile alloy which had 
been developed since 1898, still a 2/2 nickel-chromium steel, but with a controlled 0.6 per 
cent carbon content, and manganese content as low as possible,109 treated in such a way to 
provide both toughness and hardness at various points of the cast projectile. Due to the 
effectiveness of this treatment, RAH made a bold statement in his patent application that, ‘by 
the improved treatment it is possible to produce projectiles which, when capped, will 
perforate KC armour unbroken’.110 Three months after the first Heclon patent, a further 
refinement was made to the hardening process which further improved the performance of the 
projectile. After being annealed and formed to shape, the projectile would be slowly heated to 
between 820ºC and 890ºC for a six inch projectile, after which the point would be cooled in 
oil. Further; ‘by the treatment described, the head or point of the projectile is rendered 
extremely hard, whilst the walls of the projectile are rendered remarkably tough and stiff to 
withstand compressive strains’.111 When capped and tested, a six inch projectile was able to 
perforate whole a six inch KC plate at a velocity of 1,980 foot seconds.112 The cap, a vitally 
important part of the AP projectile, was also refined for the Heclon. These would be produced 
in mild steel and heat treated to around 950ºC to 1100ºC. To ensure uniform results RAH had 
found it advantageous to stamp out the caps between shaped dies, which helped to reduce the 
cost of production. The problem of spontaneous fracture which had been an issue with older 
projectiles was also solved by the low percentage of manganese used in the 2/2 nickel-
chromium steel. In 1918 it was remarked that Hadfields Heclon projectiles were immune to 
spontaneous fracture, and that none had ever been reported.113 

After a series of initial trials in 1902 both in the UK and abroad,114 follow by successful 
British government trials starting in 1904,115 the first large order for Heclon AP projectiles 
was placed in June 1904 for 6,000 six inch projectiles.116 The Heclon patents and methods 
could be applied to projectiles from six to 15 inch calibre, allowing the production method to 
fulfil the British Government’s entire AP projectile requirements. Following the first Heclon 
order, through to the end of 1905 in excess of 14,000 Heclon AP shells were ordered, 
covering four different calibres. In addition to being produced for the British government in 
large quantities in the years following its introduction, the Heclon also gave Hadfields access 
to the international armaments market, which had previous been open to only the largest 

                                                 
106 British Patent 21,805/1898, p.2. 
107 British Patent 7,882/1904, p.3. 
108 Idem. 
109 This had been suggested at between 0.12% and 0.3% in previous patents, but not specified here. 
110 British Patent, 7,882/1904, p.4. 
111 British Patent 15,219/1904, p.3. 
112 Ibid., p.5. 
113 Sheffield Archives (SA), Hadfields Box 59, Patents and Royalties January 1918, p.22. 
114 The Engineer, 27 June 1902, p.624. 
115 Hadfields Steel Foundry Co. Ltd, 1905, pp.25-33. 
116 SA, Hadfields Volume 151, p.152, 21 June 1904. 
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armament firms. Prior to the Great War, both the US and Japan were major customers for 
Hadfields Heclon projectiles.117 

In creating the Heclon AP projectile, RAH was able to produce an advanced weapon 
system with its origins in the major innovation of utilizing cast steel for the projectile body. 
This was supplemented by a series of sub-innovations designed to solve a range of issues 
which had plagued AP projectiles in use against KC plates. The resultant Heclon patents 
utilized a series of these innovations in combination, highlighting the path dependent nature 
of projectile technologies. Furthermore, the Heclon’s development was strongly influenced by 
RAH’s commercial metallurgical knowledge, which allowed him to exploit the potential 
relationships between the two and generate spin-off both into and out of armaments 
production within the boundaries of a single company. Through the research undertaken into 
the effects of various elements on the composition of alloy steels, armaments development 
provided a metallurgical basis for a series of new commercial production lines at Hadfields. 
 
Conclusion 
This paper draws two main conclusions. Firstly, that our understanding of technological spin-
off in armaments production requires revision to consider spin-off as a two way interaction 
between civilian and armaments technological development, and that such interactions can 
occur within a single company. Furthermore, civilian technological development, 
predominantly in the field of metallurgy, provided a strong basis for developments in AP 
projectiles. Secondly, that the development of armaments technology is highly path 
dependent, and that both innovations and sub-innovations can be influenced by civilian 
metallurgical developments. Finally, prior to 1914, contrary to notions of British industrial 
decline, Britain was the world leader in both armaments and special steel developments. This 
paper has demonstrated, from the case study outlined, the positive effect of personal control 
on technological development in these new, increasingly scientific industries. 
 

                                                 
117 SA, Hadfields Volume 151. 
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The education gender gap: 
evidence following the Italian Unification, 1861-1901 

 
Monica Bozzano, University of Modena and Reggio Emilia 

(monica.bozzano@unimore.it) 
Supervisor: Professor Graziella Bertocchi 

 
Gender inequality is a multifaceted phenomenon that, beside education, requires consideration 
of its economic and political dimensions. Historically, the gender gap in wages and labour 
force participation has been even deeper than that in education,118 not to mention the fact that 
less than a century ago in most OECD countries women were not even granted the most 
elementary political rights, i.e., the right to vote.119 This paper tries to explore the factors 
behind the long-lasting inferior position of women investigating the empirical determinants of 
the education gender gap and its evolution in the Italian context at the end of the nineteenth 
century, from 1861 to 1901, the initial forty years after the country’s Unification.120 

The historiography of the period reports that over this crucial time span for Italian 
history the gender gap in primary-school enrolment declines from 12.5 to about 5 per cent,121 
reflecting a general process of gender equalization and also, to some extent, of convergence 
across pre-Unitary states. We review and expand the available evidence in order to understand 
the determinants of the education gender gap, searching among a number of potentially 
relevant economic, institutional, and social factors. After controlling for the contemporaneous 
level of development, for the institutions related to past domination of different parts of the 
country, and for family structure, we discover that the cross-sectional variation of the gap 
within Italian provinces is influenced by the medieval pattern of commerce, along the routes 
that connected Italian cities among themselves and with the rest of the world. Our findings 
point to a significantly lower gender gap in education in the provinces that were commercial 
centres in the late middle ages. 

The paper is organized as follows. In section I we document the peculiar role of women 
within merchant communities in medieval Italy. Section II proposes some channels through 
which medieval commerce might affect women’s outcomes and briefly reviews the existing 
literature. In section III we outline the education policies before and after Italian Unification. 
Section IV presents our results and section V concludes. 
 
I. Women and trade in medieval Italy 
Between the end of the thirteenth century and the fourteenth century, Italy was at the centre of 
an active process of expansion of trade, city growth, and economic and social development. 
This period, which is referred to as the ‘heroic era of the merchant’ (Sapori, 1972), was in fact 
characterized by an intensification of international exchange throughout Europe which was in 
turn associated with the progress of mercantile science and practices, such as banking, 
payment tools, marine insurance, as well as mercantile laws and bookkeeping techniques 
(Gibbins, 1891). These developments implied the necessity for merchants to acquire 
considerable skills in arithmetic, bookkeeping, reading, and writing. In a context where 
women’s education was generally neglected, within merchant communities, women quickly 
acquired a special role, since during the men’s years long travels, their wives, mothers, sisters, 
                                                 
118 Goldin (2006) traces an economic history of the transformation of American women’s status in employment 

and education and shows that the gender gap in college education has been narrower than the gender gap in 
labour force participation. 

119 Bertocchi (2011) studies the process of women’s enfranchizement in the 1870-1930 period. 
120 We compile a new dataset that covers a sample of Italian provinces in the 1861-1901 period. Our data on 

education outcomes are drawn from various sources: the main source is represented by census data and by 
data collected by the Italian Ministry of Agriculture, Industry, and Commerce (MAIC). Due to space 
limitations, we do not present the sources in detail in this paper. 

121 These figures refer to regional data reported by A’Hearn et al. (2011). 
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and daughters often needed to become literate in order to run the family business (Ricci, 
2011). This peculiar position of women in merchant communities is amply documented. The 
Florentine banker Giovanni Villani reports that in Florence in the early thirteenth century 
there were between 8,000 and 10,000 ‘boys and girls’ learning to read (Sapori, 1972). In the 
middle of the fourteenth century Boccaccio’s Decameron tells of a merchant from Genoa who 
praises his wife, Zinevra Lomellini, for her ability to write, read, and count ‘as well as a 
merchant’. Other examples are Margherita Datini, from Prato and Florence, who through 
epistolary writings reported everyday concerns but also her involvement with her husband’s 
economic and political activities (Byrne, 1996) and Alessandra Strozzi from Florence, whose 
letters reveal her direct participation in trade as well as in the social and political life of 
Florence (Doni Garfagnini, 1999). In early thirteenth-century Venice, Guglielma Venier, 
during her husband’s absence, took care of the family estate and personally recorded 
commercial transactions (Ricci, 2011). 

A similar association between trade and women’s education is found also outside of 
Italy. Uitz (1990) observes between how the twelfth and the fourteenth centuries trade 
radically changed women’s lives, by creating new opportunities that were later reflected in 
widespread changes in the laws regulating women’s economic rights. In a subsequent phase, 
the commercial necessity of literacy is also emphasized by Spufford (1995) and invoked by 
Hoftijzer (2001) in order to explain the relatively high female literacy rates in Amsterdam 
during the seventeenth century. 
 
II. Determinants of women’s empowerment: review of the literature 
The effect of commerce on the promotion of women’s education may have run through a 
number of parallel channels: on the one hand, the physical absence of men forced women to 
take charge; on the other, this transfer of duties from men to women was facilitated by the fact 
that, contrary to other occupations, commerce did not require physical strength; moreover, 
women found themselves entrusted not only with trade, but also with children’s education, 
which resulted in an intergenerational transmission of the acquired skills, role models, and 
beliefs. 

The relevance of each of the above-mentioned channels for the position of women in 
society has already been recognized, in isolation, in the relevant literature. For instance, the 
impact on women’s labour force participation of men’s absence – as the result of war – is 
studied by Duby & Perrot (1998), Goldin (1991), Acemoglu et al. (2004), and Doepke et al. 
(2012). The influence of women’s inferior physical strength on human capital accumulation is 
modelled by Galor & Weil (1996), while a similar argument is advanced by Alesina et al. 
(2011) to test Boserup’s (1970) hypothesis that plough (rather than shifting) cultivation 
determined the historical gender division of labour. The role of mothers’ education on 
children’s outcomes is stressed by Schultz (2002) and Doepke & Tertilt (2009). For the case 
of medieval commerce, all three channels are present and reinforce themselves. 

Among the few papers that have focused on the education gender gap the one by Becke 
& Wößmann (2008) is the closest to our approach since they investigate the determinants of 
girls’ education by looking at sub-regional nineteenth-century data within Prussia. While their  
focal variable is the spread of Protestantism, with its stress on the study of the Bible both for 
boys and girls, a connection with our findings comes from the coincidence, noticed for 
instance by Spufford (1995), between the high literacy rates in Protestant regions and their 
commercial success. 
 
III. Education policies before and after Unification 
Pre-Unitary states presented deep differences along several dimensions, including literacy and 
schooling attainment, partially as a consequence of educational policies (A’Hearn et al., 
2011). For instance, if in Lombardy-Venetia schooling was compulsory until age 12 and the 
Kingdom of Sardinia implemented a long-term plan to regulate the educational system, in the 
Papal and Bourbons’ territories, no such policies were present. In some areas of the peninsula 
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there was not even a minimum of what primary school ought to transmit to pupils: rather than 
being concerned with reading, writing and the first notions of maths, in many cases it was 
reduced to religion and, for girls, knitting, and sewing. In other cases teachers were illiterate. 
Female education was largely neglected (Serristori, 1842) in most areas, with the exception of 
Lombardy, Rome, and the Duchy of Parma and Piacenza (Vigo, 1971). On the eve of 
Unification only 27 per cent of the adult population, that is only 5 of 22 million Italians, were 
able to read. Only Piedmont and Lombardy showed literacy rates over 40 per cent in line with 
neighbouring countries (A’Hearn et al., 2011). 

After Unification, the 1859 Casati Law disciplined the school system by introducing an 
initial compulsory two-year level (extended to three years in 1877 by the Coppino Law) and a 
subsequent two-year level. The Casati Law was explicitly inspired by the Prussian system of 
nationally directed education. The presence of separate schools for boys and girls was made 
mandatory for the local authorities even though Italy encountered several problems in putting 
into practice the initial objective of a free and mandatory primary education system, because 
of the regional differences inherited from the pre-Unitary polities and the differential supply 
and quality of primary schools. 
 
IV. Empirical strategy 
We perform our empirical investigation as follows. Our dependent variable is a measure of 
gender equality given by the ratio of female to male enrolment rates in primary school, which 
can be further disaggregated into a lower and an upper level, only the former being 
compulsory. Among the explanatory variables, we consider measures of the level of 
development which we capture with proxies for wealth and industrialization. We also control 
for the political geography of Italy prior to Unification: namely, we distinguish between 
territories ruled by the Savoy-Carignano dynasty, the Austrian Empire, the Pope, and the 
Bourbons.  This distinction should capture the effect of deeply-rooted institutional and policy 
differences that may have shaped the evolution and persistence of gender disparities. 
Furthermore, since societal norms are often formed and transmitted through the family, we 
recognize the potential influence on gendered human capital accumulation of different family 
structures, according to a classification taken from Todd (1990) that we adapt to the Italian 
specific regional differentiation. Namely, we distinguish four family types: incomplete stem, 
communitarian, egalitarian nuclear with delayed marriage, and egalitarian nuclear family with 
early marriage.122 

In table 1, even after controlling for all the above correlates, we find that medieval 
commerce – after several centuries – is still affecting gender equality in education in the 
1861-1901 period. In particular, we find that its effect on the gender gap in primary enrolment 
is stronger and statistically more significant for enrolment at the upper primary level, if 
compared with enrolment at the lower primary level which was compulsory and therefore less 
likely to be influenced by individual choices. 
 

                                                 
122 Following Del Panta et al. (1996), we add to Todd’s classification the latter distinction between egalitarian 

nuclear families with delayed vs. early marriage for women. 
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Table 1: The determinants of the education gender gap, Italy, 1861-1901: multivariate pooled 
OLS 

  (1) (2) (3) 

 
Dependent variable: Female to male ratio primary 

schooling rate 

 
Aggregate level Lower level Upper level 

        
Medieval commerce 0.0491* 0.0541* 0.0785*** 
 (0.0257) (0.0287) (0.0245) 
Habsburgs 0.0238 0.0149 0.0553 
 (0.0279) (0.0287) (0.0535) 
Pope -0.0201 -0.0416 -0.0287 
 (0.0472) (0.0491) (0.0692) 
Bourbons -0.320*** -0.280*** -0.247*** 
 (0.0862) (0.0710) (0.0895) 
Egal. nucl. family early marriage 0.332*** 0.296*** 0.193** 
 (0.0900) (0.0693) (0.0818) 
Incomplete stem family -0.100* -0.0982* -0.119* 
 (0.0551) (0.0589) (0.0633) 
Communitarian family 0.126** 0.133** 0.0178 
 (0.0592) (0.0600) (0.0697) 
Height 0.00379 0.00470 0.00712 
 (0.0133) (0.0137) (0.0151) 
Industrialization -0.00876 0.00337 -0.0383 
 (0.0362) (0.0378) (0.0470) 
    
Year dummies Yes Yes Yes 
Macro-region dummies Yes Yes Yes 
    
Obs. 207 207 207 
R-squared 0.44 0.41 0.64 
Adj. R-squared 0.40 0.37 0.61 

Robust standard errors in parentheses. *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1. A constant term is always included. 
 

This finding is confirmed after a number of robustness checks. Exploring the 
convergence process that characterizes the post-Unification period, we find that medieval 
commerce has a declining but persistent influence over the education gender gap, consistent 
with previous evidence pointing to convergence across Italian provinces after Unification. We 
also control for measurement errors and omitted variables through instrumental variables 
estimation. Where medieval commerce is instrumented with three variables which are 
historically associated with the expansion of long-distance trade in the late middle ages: the 
presence of a city-state between the tenth and the thirteenth century, the establishment of a 
university between the eleventh and the thirteenth century, and urban population in 1300. In 
comparison with OLS estimates, the size of the coefficients of medieval commerce are much 
larger and more significant. We can therefore conclude that the influence of medieval 
commerce is reinforced after controlling for omitted variables and measurement errors. 

Finally, investigating the determinants of schooling reveals that medieval commerce is 
no longer significant, which points to its peculiar influence not so much on overall human 
capital accumulation but rather on its gendered components. 
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V. Conclusions 
This work has explored the empirical determinants of the education gender gap in Italy and its 
evolution in historical perspective. We investigated the role of economic, geopolitical, and 
social factors, such as pre-existing ruling dynasties and prevailing family types.  Our main 
finding is that the cross-sectional variation of the education gender gap within Italian 
provinces, throughout the entire 1861-1901 period, is influenced by the medieval pattern of 
commerce, along the routes that connected Italian cities among themselves and with the rest 
of the world. This finding suggests that having a past as a medieval commercial hub might 
have created the favourable preconditions for the transformation of the mentality concerning 
the role of women in society, ending up in a more egalitarian set of beliefs transmitted 
through generations. 
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Introduction 
The historiography of Italy’s economic development has lengthily looked at human capital as 
one of the most important factors in explaining the country’s lack of regional income 
convergence. In particular, Italian economic historians have put forward different hypotheses 
on the role of the educational system: was decentralized primary schooling (1861-1911) 
detrimental to the country’s convergence in terms of human capital? What was the role of 
centralization after 1911? In spite of the attention paid to the issue, no firm conclusion has yet 
been reached. This paper tackles the abovementioned research questions by exploring new 
qualitative and quantitative sources, in the context of recent lines of research focused on 
economic policy. The evidence provided shows that decentralization was detrimental to 
regional convergence in education, because of the tight connection between the 
municipalities’ relative wealth and investment in schooling – what I see as a ‘human capital 
trap’. This link was weakened by centralization in 1911, but the effects of the reform were 
different in different areas of the country. This work puts forward new interpretations that 
seek to explain the diversified outcomes observed. 
 

The historiographical debate on Italy’s primary schooling (1861-1936) 
Economic models have shown that human capital is likely to bring about technological 
progress and boost a country’s economic growth (Lucas, 1988; Romer, 1990). Economic 
history has provided further insights into the role of knowledge and education: the 
accumulation of human capital and the Enlightenment contribute to explaining why the 
industrial revolution was initially a European phenomenon (Mokyr, 2004). Recent accounts 
have tried to estimate the comparative performance of different countries in a historical 
perspective (A’Hearn, Baten & Crayen, 2009; Morrison & Murtin, 2009) by focusing on the 
capability to count (numeracy) or to read and write simple sentences (literacy). 

The unified Kingdom of Italy was rather backward with respect to its peers (figure 1). 
However, the country’s performance was heavily influenced by internal regional disparities, 
as figure 2 shows (Felice & Vasta, 2012). 
 

Figure 1: Comparative literacy rates (Britain = 1): 1860-70 

 
Source: Crafts 1997 for European countries and own elaboration from A’Hearn, Auria & Vecchi 2011 for Italy. 
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Figure 2: Adult Literacy Rates (ALR 15+) in Italy’s regions: 1871, 1911 and 1931 

 
Source: Vasta (mimeo). 

 
Yet, such findings are not new: the human capital gap affecting the Kingdom of Italy 

was acknowledged by contemporary policy-makers. The second census report (1871) 
described the figures published in the first census (1861) as a ‘warning scream in Italy and 
Europe’ – it had just revealed that about 17 million people out of less than 22 million were 
illiterate, although the government had always given top priority to education. 

In fact, primary schooling had been established by the Casati Law in 1859: the bill 
made municipalities bear the burden of primary education – which means they had to hire the 
teachers and pay their salaries, build new schools and infrastructures, provide for maintenance 
and for the enforcement of compulsory education. Other reforms followed: the Coppino Law 
(1877) focused on relatively low attendance and improved enforcement by implementing 
more effective sanctions. This focus shifted at the end of the nineteenth century, when the 
state acknowledged that with no economic support for poor and backward regions human 
capital would just improve slowly. The debate led to a path-breaking decision being taken in 
June 1911 (Daneo-Credaro Law), when the state stepped in by funding most of the 
expenditure on primary education. 

The Italian historiography has not yet reached a firm conclusion on the role of 
decentralization, nor has it assessed the effects of centralization after 1911. Zamagni 
indirectly blames the government for its late decision to step in, taken only after ‘the failure of 
the alternative’ had become clear (Zamagni, 1993). Vasta pushes this argument forward, by 
seeing the reform as extremely urgent – the decentralization of primary schooling was not 
only a burden on modernization, but also a possible constraint for regional convergence given 
the prominent role of human capital in the second industrial revolution (Vasta, 1999). This 
work represents the first attempt to tackle these issues directly and systematically, by using 
new sources and methodology. 
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Primary sources and methodology 
I rely on a new and large dataset autonomously compiled (1861-1936) and entirely drawn 
from primary sources – state inquiries, statistical publications and municipalities’ balance 
sheets. This allows me to build a panel of comparable indices of schooling, revenues and 
expenditure at regular intervals.123 In order to understand how the impact of economic 
performance on schooling differed before and after 1911, this paper explores three specific 
benchmark years: 1870 (1877), 1895 (1907) and 1928 (1930). However, future versions will 
implement an econometric model in order to introduce control variables and take into account 
different measures of human capital124 and schooling. The effect of centralization will be 
captured by a dummy variable and by its interaction with the proxy for economic 
performance, following Clay et al. (2012). We expect the relationship between economic and 
schooling indicators to weaken in the post-1911 period, when the disparities in the 
municipalities’ spending capacity were largely reduced by the state policy. 

The preliminary evidence suggests that decentralized primary education slowed down 
regional convergence in human capital. By the same token, centralization had a relevant 
impact on the municipalities’ spending capacity – yet, it had a more limited effect on 
schooling, which calls for further investigation. 
 
Decentralized primary schooling: the role of municipalities, 1861-1911 
In 1865 the Matteucci inquiry shed some light on the condition of Italy’s primary schooling 
after the Unification. A great deal of attention was paid to the role of teachers and to 
pedagogical aspects. This early account identified some major problems. The very low level 
of actual attendance was perceived as a central issue, but it was a nationwide phenomenon. 
The inspectors blamed poverty – most of the children in the countryside had to work during 
the spring and the summer. The city councils were also responsible for low attendance. On the 
one hand, their balance sheets were quite constrained: investing in new infrastructures and 
enforcing compulsory education was costly. On the other hand, schooling was not perceived 
by the population as a valuable investment – especially where schools had lengthily barely 
existed, and where the clergy considered state education as a factor of secularization. The 
quality of teaching was miserable, but inspectors never accused the teachers: how could they 
be effective when their salary would barely provide for subsistence? Last but not least, 
teaching methods were often obsolete: the individual and the ‘mutual’ methods were still 
common in many schools. Unsurprisingly then, these problems were registered by low 
achievements. While the formal duration of a primary school diploma was four years,125 the 
degree was never completed in less than five or (usually) more years. 

Following inquiries (Buonazia 1872, Buonazia 1878) underlined similar aspects. The 
Torraca inquiry (1897) still portrayed a very gloomy picture of the conditions that 
characterized primary schooling – the report by the inspector of Carife, a small village in 
Campania, described male students being taught in a building belonging to an old cemetery, 
where the bones still lay in the back-room. When the Corradini inquiry was published in 1907 
the information on the miserable state of Italy’s primary schooling became available to a 
larger public than ever before: the growing debate on the defects of the decentralized system 
led to the Daneo-Credaro reform being passed in June 1911. 
 
Centralization and the role of the state, 1912-36 
The state inquiries depicted decentralized primary education as ineffective: was it really the 
case? Did centralization change the regional pattern of divergence observed? This section 
presents preliminary evidence based on figures concerning the municipalities’ balance sheets 

                                                 
123 The benchmark years I plan to use are 1862, 1869, 1877, 1884, 1895, 1907, 1921 and from 1926 to 1936 

(yearly). The data concern 16 to 18 regions (depending on the period). 
124 I am currently collecting data on provincial literacy rates by age classes. 
125 Actually, strictly compulsory education concerned only the first two years. 
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and primary schooling. Figure 4 plots per capita ordinary revenues collected by municipalities 
and aggregated by region for the years 1870, 1895 and 1928. The municipalities’ financial 
capacity diverged considerably over the period and this supports the hypothesis that, under 
decentralized primary schooling, poor areas could hardly afford a suitable amount of 
investment in education. 
 

Figure 4: per capita ordinary revenues (municipalities) in 1870, 1895 and 1928 

 
Source: municipalities’ balance sheets. Lazio was annexed to the Kingdom in 1870 (reported in the data from 

1871 on) 
 

This relationship is even more explicit in figure 5, which plots expenditure on education 
as a share of ordinary revenues. The share in Southern regions does not differ much from that 
reported in Central and Northern regions. This suggests that the spending capacity of 
Southern municipalities might have been saturated throughout most of the late nineteenth 
century. In 1928, by contrast, the share of Southern regions grew considerably, which is likely 
to be due to government’s transfers to subsidize primary education (Coccìa & Della Torre 
2007). 
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Figure 5: exp. on education as % of ordinary revenues in 1870, 1895 and 1928 

 
Source: municipalities’ balance sheets 

 
Southern regions and rural areas were lagging behind, and the economic disparities 

were widening the gap in spite of the effort by poor municipalities to allocate resources to 
primary schooling – a human capital trap. However, previous figures do not tell much about 
expenditure on education in per capita terms. Figure 6 outlines the regional distribution of 
expenditure on education divided by the number of pupils subject to compulsory schooling 
(age 6 to 10): it suggests that Southern regions benefited from the resources provided by the 
reform. By 1928 the North-South gap had been reduced, and most of the Southern regions 
could afford to spend on education as much as (or even more than) Central or North-Eastern 
regions. 
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Figure 6: exp. on education per pupil (age 6-10) in 1870, 1895 and 1928 

 
Source: municipalities’ balance sheets 

 
Hence, the effects of centralization are discernible in the municipalities’ balance sheets. 

Do indicators of schooling actually show the same kind of pattern? 
Figure 7 reports the number of state schools per 1,000 pupils aged 6 to 10 in 1877, 1907 

and 1930. Figure 8 displays growth rates in the two different periods concerned, 1877-1907 
and 1907-1930. There is no evidence of a marked improvement in the supply of primary 
schools in the South after centralization. Central regions performed best, and they converged 
with the North. This is a point worth stressing: the catch-up observed must be greatly 
attributed to the Daneo-Credaro reform, since Central regions would not manage to converge 
in per capita income until after the Second World War (Felice, 2011) – interestingly, we may 
consider this induced accumulation of human capital as a prominent factor of growth in the 
post-1945 period. 
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Figure 7: state schools per 1,000 pupils compelled in 1877, 1907 and 1930 

 
Source: national inquiries and statistics 

 
Figure 8: growth rates of the supply of schooling (beginning of the period = 1.00) in three 

macro-areas of the country (unweighted average) 

 
Source: national inquiries and statistics 

 
The Gross Enrolment Ratio (GER age 6 – 10) highlights a somewhat different pattern. 

The convergence observed was probably due to the fact that North-Western regions had 
already reached a steady-state (the GER oscillates around 1.00). Yet, the South’s absolute 
improvement is quite remarkable: the most disadvantaged regions improved from the range 
0.29-0.43 to the range 0.49-0.59 in the years 1877-1907, while their GER had reached 0.80-
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0.87 by 1930 (figures 9 and 10). Demand side factors can hardly justify the effect observed. 
The state’s commitment at the end of the nineteenth century might have improved the 
conditions of schooling – but how then, if the trend in per capita schools did not change? 
 

Figure 9: Gross enrolment ratio (age 6-10) in 1877, 1907 and 1930 

 
Source: national inquiries and statistics 

 
Figure 10: GER growth rates (beginning of the period = 1.00) in three macro-areas of the 

country (unweighted average) 

 
Source: national inquiries and statistics 

 
Figures 11 and 12 provide a first hint for understanding the increase registered by the 

GER. The number of pupils aged 6 – 10 per teacher had already dropped significantly in most 
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of the Southern regions between 1877 and 1907, while it had declined more slowly in the rest 
of the country. The South further improved its relative position between 1907 and 1930, when 
it basically caught-up with the Centre and the North-East (the North-West forged ahead). It 
seems that Central regions increased the number of schools while the South hired more 
teachers. Perhaps the supply of teachers was sufficient in the Centre, where a large number of 
people could read and write, and therefore the supply of schools became a priority. In the 
Southern regions a lack of qualified teachers might have depressed the development of 
schooling – there would be no point in increasing the number of schools if the number of 
teachers was not sufficient to run them fruitfully. 
 

Figure 11: pupils aged 6-10 per teacher in 1877, 1907 and 1930 

 
Source: national inquiries and statistics 
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Figure 12: pupils aged 6-10 per teacher: % growth in three macro-areas of the country 
(unweighted average) 

 
Source: national inquiries and statistics 

 
Conclusions 
This work has shown that decentralized primary schooling was detrimental to convergence in 
human capital across Italy’s regions. Instead, the system confined the poorest areas in a 
human capital trap, because of the strong relationship between investments in schooling and 
the municipalities’ available resources. Centralization in 1911 weakened this connection. 
However, the reform affected Southern and Central regions differently, because of the 
different patterns of development that had been lengthily underway after the Unification. 
Thanks to centralization the Centre could use the means provided by the state in order to build 
schools that improved the supply of education – possibly because of the existing stock of 
qualified teachers.  The latter was probably not sufficient in the South (the share of illiterates 
was 70-80 per cent in 1871). This was likely to depress the use of state resources to build 
schools, which in fact is confirmed by the data. Thus, the findings suggest that even after 
primary schooling had been centralized in 1911, the effects of decentralization continued to 
influence the dynamics of human capital convergence across Italian regions. This calls for a 
quantitative analysis, which will shed light on the factors that led to the different outcomes we 
observe. 
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The uneven rise of education in twentieth-century China 
 

Pei Gao, London School of Economics 
(p.gao@lse.ac.uk) 

Supervisors: Dr Chris Minns & Dr Debin Ma 
 
Education has long been considered as an important contributor to the economy. Therefore, 
explaining what factors affect the rise of education sheds light on understanding what causes 
different performances in economic development. Most studies target economically advanced 
countries. Based on their successful experience, the economic conditions, the level of local 
democracy, and the decentralized power of educational decisions are believed to be the three 
main drivers in the rise of schooling (Oates, 1972; Inman & Rubinfeld, 1997; Engerman et al., 
1997; Lindert, 2004; Gallego 2010). However, China was fundamentally different from those 
educationally advanced countries, making it hard to fit in the existing literature. China was 
much less developed, highly decentralized, and with very limited political participation of its 
people. It is interesting to see how such different political institutions, economic conditions 
and historical constraints would play out to determine the level of schooling in China. This 
paper studies the origins of modern education in China at the turn of the twentieth century 
onwards, and tries to pin down the factors which can explain the variations in schooling 
across regions in China when the new education system was introduced at the first time. 
Empirical studies on educational development for China before the communist era is limited 
so far due to the lack of census data. This paper relies on data collected from surviving 
government official records and gazetteers, which may help us to look further than the 
national pattern, and understand the driving force of the rise of education. 

This paper firstly introduces the history of the extraordinary institutional change in the 
education field in China from the late nineteenth century onward. Then, significant 
differences in educational outcomes and spending across regions will be presented. Thirdly, 
an analytical framework will be provided to explain the determinants of modern schooling 
level in China. Lastly but not the least, the framework will be tested empirically, trying to pin 
down what factors affect educational outcome during the early twentieth century resulting in 
huge regional disparities. 
 
1. Historical background 
1.1. Transformation of the educational system  
The Chinese indigenous education system had worked admirably for more than 1,000 years. 
Traditionally the provision of education in Imperial China was considered a private affair; 
lineage, clan and other social institutions played the biggest role in providing education, not 
government. However, from the late nineteenth century, Western imperialism and the rise of 
Japan affected China profoundly, leading to a series of Western-influenced reforms. Both 
reformers in the late Qing and new leaders of the Republican government considered 
establishing a national system of modern education which was publicly funded and with a 
new Western-style curriculum, as a way of building a strong state and of modernizing China’s 
economy and society. Although starting later, this new educational system in China improved 
along similar lines to what other European front runners did during the eighteenth century: the 
public provision of mass education, public funding of schools, gender neutrality in 
educational opportunities and classic educational content replaced by useful education.126 

Over the first half of the twentieth century, numerous acts were passed, and both public 
and private funds were mobilized to invest in educational development; unfortunately, neither 
the new republican central government nor the highly autonomous local governments 
allocated significant funds for the purpose. Thus the rise of modern education only achieved 

                                                 
126 Goldin, Claudia and Katz, F. Lawrence, The race between education and technology, (Harvard University 

Press, 2008), p.134. 
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limited success. The primary enrolment rate increased at a respectable rate from about 5 per 
cent in 1912 to approximately 30 per cent in 1949; however, the figures still fell far behind 
compared to its Asian counterparts, not to mention by international standards. 

Not only was the average level of schooling low in China, we also observe significant 
regional difference in development of education during this period. The new educational 
system was introduced by the central government, provinces which were actually ruled by 
regional warlords who responded in very different ways. Some provinces vigorously 
encouraged the progress of public-funded modern primary schools; while some regions still 
highly relied on its well-established indigenous (traditional) system. There were also some 
provinces promoted schooling resorting to private fund instead. 
 
1.2. Political chaos and decentralized education finance structure 
China was politically fragmented in the first half of the twentieth century, even though it had 
an internationally-recognized national government; at the same time, warlords across the 
regions were in control of their respective territories.127 Even after 1928, when the nation was 
unified by the Nationalist Party; the new central government had not been successful in 
regaining control of local governments, leaving China as a highly decentralized state. While 
warlords fought each other to expand their territory or the National Party fought against the 
Communist Party, people’s daily lives were in the hands of various local governments. 

Regarding educational finance, state legislation of the new Republican government 
decentralized educational administration to the local level from the very beginning.128 While 
secondary education came under the provincial governments, primary schooling was 
decentralized to financially ill-equipped county councils that were unable to support a broad 
network of schools. In other words, the responsibility of promoting primary education was 
devolved to county level governments, implying that most of the educational decisions were 
made at the very local level. 
 
2. The evolution of the uneven educational progress across regions 
No national census including data on enrolment and literacy exists during Republic era, so our 
sources rely on official reports collected by different levels of government. A systematic 
record and enumeration of enrolment in China only began in the early twentieth century after 
the collapse of the civil service examination. This paper gathers the only four waves of 
education development dataset during the first half of the twentieth century, which was 
published under different political regimes. We observe significant differences in terms of 
educational progress across regions, and the regional pattern is quite persistent through the 
whole Republican era. 
 

                                                 
127 Timeline of Chinese regimes: Qing Dynasty (1644-1911); Republic of China: 1912-49; Beiyang period 

(1912-16); Warlord Era (1916- 28); Nanjing Decade (1928-37); Sino-Japanese War (1937-45); Civil War 
(1945-49). 

128 The first educational yearbook, chapter 2: regulation. 
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Figure 1: Primary enrolment ratios across regions (1907/16/22/31) 

 
 

According to figure 1, modern education developed in all the regions from scratch, but 
in 1933, for educationally advanced provinces such as Shanxi, the primary enrolment rates 
stood at 49 per cent, which is close to Japan’s rate (62 per cent); while the figure was below 5 
per cent for some regions, much lower than India’s at the same time (11.3 per cent).129 
Another fact worth mentioning is that the regional pattern of modern education’s development 
is not consistent with our understanding of economic development in China at that time. A lot 
of studies suggest that a wide range of modern industries flourished and concentrated in lower 
Yangzi Delta; however, we didn’t observe provinces like Jiangsu and Zhejiang being clear 
front runners in terms of promoting modern schooling. This may indicate that schooling 
expansion was not driven by the increasing demanded for skilled economic structure in those 
areas. On the contrary, the front runner in terms of modern schooling level are Shanxi, 
Fengtian and Jilin, which are known as rich agricultural provinces. 
 
3. Analytical framework 
What factors explain the substantial heterogeneity of educational outcomes across regions? 
The Chinese case is hard to fit in any exiting framework which is designed for developed 
countries. As a society, economically underdeveloped, with little political participation and 
highly decentralized public finance, to understand what the determinants of the schooling 
level in China are requires a new analytical framework. 

Firstly, the majority of modern schools in China were publicly-funded, so it is 
reasonable to assume that the rise of modern education in China was mainly supply driven. 
Since the supply of education (educational expenditure) is highly associated with local 
governments’ policy preference which is the outcomes of political institution; the following 
question is what underlying political factors affect the availability of education supply at local 
level, leading to different enrolment rates? In this paper, we argue that the heterogeneity of 
local elites and the different political conditions that they face account for the difference in 
educational outcomes in China during the early twentieth century. 

We can identify the mechanism of how these two political factors play a role in 
determining the schooling level.  To begin with, the combination of decentralization and no 
                                                 
129 Bas Van Leeuwen, 2007, Human Capital and Economic Growth, PhD dissertation. 
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local democracy leads to county governance that is seized by local elites. There is a very low 
level of institutional checks for local governments; therefore the ‘policy’ preferences of the 
local elites are determined by who they are. If they come from the traditional gentry class 
which is closely tied to the old Civil Service exam system of education; it is highly likely that 
they tend to use the indigenous system to rebuild modern schools. If the local leaders are from 
an emerging ‘industrial’ class, the chance of them being more supportive towards modern 
schools would be higher.  The worst cases would be those where power was seized by local 
militia who were highly unlikely to be interested in providing either kind of public goods. 
 

Figure 2: Regional political stability pattern (1911-28) 

 
Source: Phil Billingsley, Bandits in Republican China, Stanford University Press, (1988). 

 
Moreover, those county governments face very different political environments, 

because political stability levels vary substantially across provinces just as figure 2 
illustrates.130  A pattern of greater accountability of local governments in provinces with 
higher political stability clearly emerges. Because facing a more stable environment, local 
governments are more likely to have a long time horizon for their exercise of governance, 
leading to higher incentives to invest in providing public goods such as education. On the 
contrary, unstable political environment would make local military governments typically 
roving bandits, who would have had the motivation only to extract as much as possible from 
the local people. 

In short, an analytical framework is presented to explain the determinants of the rise of 
schooling for twentieth-century China. If we treat education as public goods, the supply of it 
in a decentralized and non-democratic society is not determined by the people’s willingness 
and capability to tax themselves; but relying on what kind of interests local government 
represents, and how stable the political environment they face. 
 

                                                 
130 Provinces like Shanxi, Zhili, Yunnan and Shangdong, each of which was either controlled by a single warlord 

or a single military clique. In contrast, some provinces, due to their strategically important location became 
hotly contested areas for different warlords. The warfare zone – the provinces of Sichuan, Shaanxi, Hubei, 
Hunan and Jiangxi – suffered from endless warfare. In Shaanxi, provinces were ruled by at least 9 warlords 
over a period of 8 years. 
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4. Data and empirical strategy  
4.1. Data 
Enrolment data on provincial level comes from the only four existing government published 
reports; while enrolment data down to county level is from ‘The Christian Occupation of 
China: A General Survey of the Numerical Strength and Geographical Distribution of the 
Christian Forces in China’, (Stauffer, 1922), which covers 1,705 counties in 20 provinces. 
The two main dependent variables are county elites’ characteristics and provincial political 
stability level, and the data is collected from historical qualitative records and more 
importantly from gazetteers during that period. 
 
4.2. Evidence from provincial level data 
In this section, we want to examine two things. 1). Does variation of education supply (public 
spending) shape the regional pattern of educational outcome (primary enrolment ratios)? 2). 
whether decentralized educational finance has a positive effect on promoting primary 
schooling in China as suggested in the literature? 
 

Figure 3: Public expenditure and enrolment rates 
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Reduced form regression analysis:                                                 (1) 
 

Where S is primary enrolment rates; E is educational expenditure per person;  is a 
ratio capturing the decentralization level in terms of educational expenditure (expenditure 
coming from county government/expenditure coming from provincial government); B is a 
ratio measuring whether resources have been proportionally allocated to primary schooling 
(expenditure on primary schooling/expenditure on secondary schooling). 

Our preliminary results show that public spending is the main predictor for the 
educational disparities across regions and through time, indicating that the rise of schooling in 
China was mainly a supply side story. Additionally, decentralization does not have a robust 
effect on the variation of enrolment rates. It implies that without institutional checks, fiscal 
decentralization does not necessarily result in providing public goods, such as higher 
enrolment ratios. Also, the biased allocation of educational funds has a significant effect on 
primary enrolment ratios. 
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Independent Variables: Primary enrolment 
Public expenditure per student 0.519** 
 (3.03) 
Decentralization ratio -0.027 
 (-0.93) 
Biased allocation 0.143* 
 (2.01) 
con 0.137 ** 
observation 78 

 
4.3. Evidence from county level data: 
In this section, we want to examine one question: whether the heterogeneity of county elites’ 
characteristics and provincial political stability level can explain different schooling level? 

 (2) 

Where  is an indicator for provincial political stability, which takes a value of 0 if the 
province was controlled by a single military power indicating that stable environment within 
its administrative boundary; 1 if there were two local warlords; and 2 if more than two 
warlords fighting against the province in question.   is the dummy variable for county 
leader’s characters by dividing county elites into 3 categories: gentry class, emerging 
industrial elites and local militia.131 We also control economic properties, historical 
institutions, and geographic factors. For example the development level of indigenous 
education in Imperial China, urbanization level. We also include dummies for whether a 
county is on the coastal line or being a treaty port to control for geographic effect and western 
influence. 

The data collecting work for one of the main dependent variables is not yet finished; so 
the regression (2) cannot be done properly at this stage. But even without ,  is significant, 
indicating that whether a region located in a power-conflicting zone or exposed to a stable 
environment is important for its schooling level. Additionally, the economic condition 
variable is not significant when not adding fixed effect, but it becomes significant after 
controlling for provinces. This suggests that the economic development level can explain the 
primary schooling level, only when political institutions were controlled. 
 
5. Conclusion 
This paper provides a framework to pin down the determinants of schooling levels in early 
twentieth-century China. The heterogeneity of local elites and the different regional political 
stability levels they face account the most for the variation in educational outcomes. Based on 
empirical evidence, our preliminary findings are consistent with this framework. The rise of 
modern schooling was mainly supply driven, and decentralization is not necessarily a positive 
contributor. The emerging modern primary schools tended to locate in politically stable 
regions, but not place with strong indigenous education or high demand for skilled labour. 
However, this paper is still at an early stage. More data need to be collected from gazetteers to 
measure political institutions; also the empirical strategy could be improved, presumably by 
introducing instrumental variables. 
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Monetary history: an alternative to quantity theory 
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It is commonplace in monetary history to distinguish between commodity and fiduciary 
monies, and to point to the ever-present temptation to inflate the latter.132  It is argued that 
monetary growth feeds through to prices in the long run and that fiduciary systems need 
quantitative limits on monetary growth, if inflation is to be avoided.133  ‘Practical monetarism’ 
was tried in the 1970s, following the collapse of Bretton Woods, but monetary targets as a 
policy tool were largely abandoned during the 1980s.134  In his later years, Friedman accepted 
that monetary targets were not a prerequisite for controlling inflation: ‘the use of the quantity 
of money as a target has not been a success … I’m not sure I would as of today push it as hard 
as I once did’.135  Instead, a neo-Wicksellian ‘consensus has emerged among practitioners 
suggesting that the instrument of monetary policy ought to be the short-term interest rate, that 
policy should be focused on the control of inflation, and that inflation can be reduced by 
increasing short-term interest rates’.136  In many countries, the commitment to limit inflation 
has been expressed in terms of a publicly announced inflation target, starting with New 
Zealand in 1989.137 

Some have argued that the neo-Wicksellian approach represents a denial of quantity 
theory, but others – including Wicksell himself – have suggested that the two are not mutually 
exclusive.138  Woodford contends that an inflation-targeting central bank should use all 
available information when preparing inflation forecasts.  To this end, monetary aggregates 
may prove to be useful indicators, along with other variables, even if they are not targeted.139  
Money nevertheless seems destined to play a subsidiary role in a system that claims to have 
been vindicated by the period of Great Stability from the 1980s to the onset of the credit 
crunch in 2007.140  Nearly everyone in a position of authority is now a neo-Wicksellian and 
practical monetarism has been reinterpreted, Friedman suggesting that: 

… economists in general have … overstate[d] how hard it is to maintain a stable price level.  
We’ve all worked on getting rules, my rule and others, [on the ground that] it’s such a hard 
job to keep prices stable.  Then along comes the 1980s, and central banks all over the world 
target price stability; and lo and behold, all of them basically succeed … So it must be that 
[it] is easier to do than we thought it was … Once [central banks] really understood that 
avoiding inflation, keeping prices stable, was their real objective, their first order objective, 
and put that above everything else, they all turned out to be able to do it.141 

The credit crunch of 2007/8 and the continuing euro crisis have thrown up a raft of 
awkward questions, but they have not prompted a reassessment of the neo-Wicksellian 
approach, at least in official circles.  The policy response to the financial crisis has been 
played as a matter for the Basle capital adequacy regime and for institutional demarcations, 
such as those proposed by Volcker and Vickers.142  This paper begs to differ from the 
macroeconomic consensus and seeks to develop an alternative view which emphasizes the 
                                                 
132 Lord Liverpool, 1805, pp.102-106; Jevons, 1890, pp.234-5; Walsh, 2010, pp.135-194. 
133 Hume, 1752, pt. II, essay III, I, p.287; Friedman, 1962, pp.219-243; Friedman and Schwartz, 1963. 
134 Richardson, Mais Lecture, 1978, p.37; Foot, 1981. 
135 London, 2003; Woodford, 2008, p.1564. 
136 Alvarez, Lucas and Weber, 2001, p.219; Woodford, 2003, pp.1-2; Tucker, 2004. 
137 King, Mais Lecture, 2005, p.226. 
138 Woodford, 2008, pp.1577-1584; Wicksell, 1936, pp.50, 194, 196. 
139 Woodford, 2008, pp.1594-5. 
140 King, Mais Lecture, 2005. 
141 Kuttner, discussion with Milton Friedman, 2006; Woodford, 2008, p.1565. 
142 Vickers, 2011. 
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structural importance of money in the stabilization of monetary systems.  Monetarists should 
concur with this sentiment, but their prescription is simply to regularize its growth.  Neo-
Wicksellians treat money as largely irrelevant, or at best a forecasting technicality.  To quote 
Larry Meyer, a Federal Reserve System Governor during the Great Stability: ‘Money plays no 
explicit role in today’s consensus macro model, and it plays virtually no role in the conduct of 
monetary policy’.143 

This paper argues that public confidence in money, be it commodity or paper-based, is 
of critical importance for credit flows and thence the smooth running of the wider economy.  
Historically, confidence in money has depended on three structural components.  The first of 
these is known and loved by modern regulators: confidence in deposits is maintained because 
banks are required to hold capital and as a result depositors have senior claims on assets of 
greater value than the face value of their deposits.  If bank assets become impaired, their 
capital takes the first loss, protecting the value of monetary claims.  The second building 
block is the taking of security over assets so that their value can be realized, if debtors fail to 
meet their obligations.  The modern shadow banking system raises funds by offering to over-
collateralize its monetary obligations, rather than by holding capital to take a first loss.  In 
certain respects, these two methods – the capital route and the over-collateralization route – 
achieve similar ends by different means.  However, unsecured depositors in ordinary banks 
can also benefit from indirect collateralization because bank loans are often secured against 
the assets of borrowers, notably real property in the case of mortgages. 

The third key means of building confidence in money is by way of asset price 
protection.  Arrangements for stabilizing the value of assets held by monetary institutions – or 
the value of their collateral – sound unfamiliar, but such mechanisms were part of the 
financial architecture for centuries until the 1980s, when they fell into abeyance.  Medieval 
mints provide an early example of such a mechanism; for example, English coins were issued 
with a face value and a slightly lower collateral value resulting from mintage and seigniorage.  
Apart from a few relatively short-lived aberrations, the collateral values of English coins were 
usually no less than 94 per cent of face value, and from 1666 free coinage was introduced, 
giving collateral values of 100 per cent.144  However, issuing full-weight coins did not address 
the problem of their subsequent under-collateralization, if bullion prices fell.  To this end, the 
English Mint posted a price for bullion from the twelfth century and probably before.145  The 
bullion market had confidence that the Mint would offer a known face value of coin against 
delivery of bullion of given weight and fineness, and the Mint stood ready to mint unlimited 
quantities of bullion at that price.  Holders of coin could be reasonably assured that the 
sterling price of bullion was unlikely to decline below the floor set by the Mint price and that 
their coins would therefore remain well collateralized.  Coins (specie) retained their ‘intrinsic’ 
worth (collateral value) not because of some mystical quality of bullion, but because of the 
policy of the Mint.146 

The growing importance of paper money in the eighteenth century raised new issues of 
balance sheet management in the monetary sector.  The Currency debate after the Napoleonic 
wars reflected disquiet about the low level of bullion backing the Bank of England’s note 
issue.147  Public debate at the time focused on the Bank’s liquidity reserves (of bullion and 
specie) relative to its note issue, but there was also a potential basis mismatch between the 
Bank’s sterling liabilities and its bullion assets.  A fall in the sterling price of bullion would 
have exposed the Bank to losses, possibly insolvency, but the Mint’s posted price protected 
the value of the Bank’s bullion assets (as well as protecting the collateral value of specie in 
circulation with the public). 

                                                 
143 Cited in King, Summer 2002, pp.162. 
144 Feavearyear and Morgan, 1963, app. I, p.435. 
145 Mayhew, 1992. 
146 Lord Liverpool, 1805, pp.127, 139, 154; Jevons, 1890, p.75. 
147 Jevons, 1890, p.235; Clapham, 1966, II, pp.172-185. 
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In the late nineteenth century the clearing banks emerged as dominant takers of deposits 
and providers of credit, and a similar debate took place about the mechanisms required to 
protect the quality and liquidity of their assets.  Interestingly, the solutions to these problems 
were not found within the clearing banks themselves, but by outsourcing treasury operations 
to the discount houses and placing greater reliance on the Bank as lender of last resort to the 
London money market.148  The clearing banks shunned mortgage lending, leaving the market 
to building societies and brokers, and the underwriting of acceptances was left to the 
accepting houses.149  Bagehot famously advanced a doctrine of market assistance by the Bank, 
which effectively stabilized bank asset values in the face of financial shocks and crises.150  
The Bank was concerned that it should not suffer losses resulting from others’ ill-judged 
lending and rules were devised to specify the quantity and quality of assets, and collateral, 
required for the Bank to provide market assistance.151  These requirements were maintained 
until the 1970s after which they were progressively relaxed. 

Since the 1980s, retail banks have become heavily reliant on mortgage lending.  Their 
depositors are protected by bank capital and the indirect benefit of the banks’ security over 
real property assets.  However, there is no mechanism for stabilizing the value of the banks’ 
property collateral, and thence the value of their loans.  Shadow banks raise funds – a new 
form of money in the guise of sale and repurchase (repo) agreements – by pledging their 
trading assets.  Their funders are protected by over-collateralization, but here again monetary 
claims are being created without price protection for their asset counterparts.  This is a 
significant departure from the protections offered by the monetary system from the twelfth 
century to the 1970s and raises questions about the robustness of current arrangements.  This 
line of reasoning also poses the question of what claims should be treated as monetary ones, 
and how should the price of asset counterparts be stabilized. 

To address these issues, there is a need to reassess and update studies of monetary 
systems in the tradition of Thornton, Lord Liverpool, Ricardo, Jevons, Marshall, Keynes and 
Feavearyear.152  The preoccupation with the quantity of money and the generalized price level 
needs to be broadened to address questions relating to the stability of the monetary system, 
and in particular the price and quality of the asset counterparts of money, and the collateral 
values on which they depend.  In this paper, the stability – or otherwise – of successive 
monetary systems is assessed, using a range of measures, including the volatility of 
counterpart and collateral asset prices, and their deviation from face values.  The extent to 
which there is a conflict between stabilizing the prices of monetary sector assets and 
stabilizing the prices of ordinary commodities, e.g. the consumer price index (CPI), is also 
considered. 

The dataset compiled to undertake this analysis comprises English Mint prices from the 
twelfth century; medieval bullion prices; the ‘Castaign’ series of London bullion prices from 
the 1690s; instruments traded on the London money market – including bills of exchange – 
from the late nineteenth century; house price indices and other property indices for Britain 
from the late nineteenth century; US property prices since the twentieth century; and asset 
backed securities since the 1980s.153  Markets are open most days of the week and, for this 
reason, price data should be high frequency if it is to be useful for analysing monetary 
stability.  Considerable efforts have been expended to compile twice weekly series for bullion 

                                                 
148 Tucker, Autumn 2004, p.363. 
149 Offer, 1981, pp.137-147; Offer, Nov. 2010. 
150 Bagehot, 1873, 1962, pp.97-101. 
151 W.T.C King, 1936, pp.71-101. 
152 Thornton, 1802; Charles Jenkinson, 1st Earl of Liverpool, 1805 (not to be confused with his son, the 2nd Earl 

and Prime Minister); Ricardo, 1809-11; Jevons, 1875; Marshall, 1923; Keynes, 1913, 1930; Feavearyear, 
1931. 

153 Challis, 1992; Feavearyear, 1931; Castaign, 1698; Luke Samy, property data, Winton Institute for Monetary 
History; Bank of England; Office of National Statistics; S&P Case-Shiller House Price Index; Markit. 
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since the eighteenth century, and monthly, weekly and daily data for London money market 
yields. 

The paper concludes that, since the 1980s, asset counterpart and collateral values have 
been too volatile to sustain a stable monetary system.  Volatility will need to be reduced to 
pre-1980 levels, if stability is to be regained.  It may seem perverse, but the price of greater 
monetary stability may be a more volatile CPI. 
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Inflationary finance or austerity measures déjà-vu? 
Government finance, market adjustment, and the 

currency crisis of early modern China, 1853-61 
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Supervisors: Dr Debin Ma & Professor Albrecht Ritschl 
 

Introduction 
 

The century following the Opium War (1840-42) was perhaps one of the worst of times as 
well as the best of times in Chinese history. It was a time when China was, willingly or not, 
unprecedentedly widely exposed to foreign trade, culture and technology; it was also a time 
when China suffered from great political turbulence both from abroad and at home. For the 
Manchu regime, the end of the Opium War brought more challenges than opportunities: the 
government was under constant fiscal stress due to its military expense and the war 
indemnity. The situation aggravated during the Taiping Rebellion (1850-64) when South 
China was occupied, depriving the government of its major tax base. The government resorted 
to money creation and allegedly induced a serious inflation in Beijing, the capital city (1853-
61). 

For centuries China was under a quasi-bimetallic system consisting of copper cash and 
silver.154 Copper cash is a full-bodied copper coin bearing the face value of 1 wen, while 
silver circulated in various forms of silver ingot without any face value (circulation by 
weight) and is measured in terms of tael.155 Bank notes convertible to copper cash or silver are 
also issued by private native banks in big cities. The government monopolized copper mining 
and the minting of copper cash. The supply and demand of silver, on the other hand, was 
solely determined by the market. Since 1853, the imperial government implemented a series 
of money creation policies including coinage debasement and the issue of paper notes with 
limited convertibility. Questions could be raised here as to effectiveness of the government 
intervention in the money market when it only exerted partial control over the money supply. 
And how did the market respond to the government money creation? 

A reinvestigation on this piece of monetary history will be both interesting and 
rewarding for several reasons. First, previous literature provides details on the fiscal crisis, 
money creation and the inflation, implying a causal relationship between three phenomena 
without viable arguments. Second, most studies focus on the government side of the story, 
while the market side is largely ignored. However in order to evaluate the government policy 
and to establish the causal relationship between money creation and inflation, a market side 
story is needed. Third, the Chinese case is in itself interesting as it presents a mixture of 
traditional and modern ways of money creation; the inflationary mechanism of each currency 
requires a separate examination. 

Each of the abovementioned aspects deserves a specific study, and therefore could not 
be covered by one paper. The main focus of this paper is to cover and analyse the market side 
of the story. It concentrates in the capital area where inflation appeared to be the most severe. 
It first provides a short summary of the monetary policies during the fiscal crisis; it then 
investigates the impact of the money creation in the market and concludes. 
 

                                                 
154 King, p.27. 
155 Tael, or liang, was used for both the unit of weight (31.25 grams) and the unit of account. The concept seems 

similar to that of a ‘pound’ and a ‘pound sterling’. There were various standards to define one tael. For 
example, the kuping tael is the standard for taxation and haikwan tael is the standard used in the Maritime 
Customs Service. 
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Government money creation policy 
 

A short briefing on government finance seems necessary before the discussion of money 
creation. The main source of government income came from taxation. Major taxations include 
the land and population taxes, the grain tributes, the salt gabelle and the merchandise taxes. 
Major outlays of central government include the army, government administration and 
construction. In a normal year, military expenditure made up more than 57 per cent of the 
total expenditure, salaries for government personnel constitute around 15 per cent. 

Because of its concentration on land tax, the amount of taxation revenue was stable but 
also rigid, and therefore ill-adapted for emergency outlays. Since the early nineteenth century, 
significant economic changes as well as a series of political events took place. After its defeat 
in the first Opium War (1840-42), the Qing government paid an indemnity of 21,000,000 
Spanish dollars.156 In 1850, the Taiping rebellion broke out and quickly cut off the 
government’s main taxation area as well as its supply of copper mines from Yunnan. The 
government tried to increase income by the sale of government titles and encouraging private 
donations. It seemed that the government had not considered the option of borrowing. 
Nevertheless, none of those measures was sufficient or quick enough to sustain the daily 
operation of the central government. Money creation therefore became the last resort. 

Debasement and the issue of paper notes were regarded as taboo for the Manchu rulers 
due to the inflation lessons in history. However, under the combined crisis of financial 
distress and money shortage, drastic monetary measures were eventually introduced in 1853. 
A series of policies of distinct natures were implemented including coinage debasement and 
the issuance of various paper notes. Table 1 shows the brief timeline of the introduction and 
suspension of different monies. 

The coinage debasement included the minting of copper cash with higher face values 
varying from five wen to 1000 wen (the standard copper cash only had a face value of one 
wen), as well as the minting of iron and lead coins. Two types of government notes were also 
introduced: the silver note (yinpiao) and the copper cash notes (baochao). Yinpiao was 
denominated in tael and was seen by the government as the substitute for silver, while 
baochao was denominated in wen and string and was regarded as the substitute for strings of 
copper cash. Both these notes were printed under the direction of the Board of Revenues and 
used in certain government expenditures. The government issued these notes in hoping that 
they would circulate side by side with the commodity monies at par, and would therefore ease 
the monetary stringency which was especially severe in the metropolitan area. Although by 
name these two notes seemed to be metal based, they were for most of the time inconvertible. 

Debased coins and paper notes were used to pay the salaries of government employees 
and the army in the capital. Their salaries were paid half in silver and half in these new 
monies. However these monies were not well received in the market. Regarding the debased 
coins: the issue for big cash with denominations higher than 10 wen was suspended in mid-
1854; the iron cash circulated from 1854 to 1859 and at a large discount; lead cash was 
deposited in the Treasury and did not even circulate. By the end of 1854, only big cash with 
10 wen denomination remained in large quantity in the market. Paper notes were barely 
recognized, probably due to the fact that the government had not even thought of designing a 
mechanism of redeeming those notes in the market. 

The circulation problem of paper notes was partially alleviated by further monetary 
arrangements: the establishment of several semi-official banks, the Qian group, the Tian 
group and the Yu group. The government deposited a certain amount of money as the bank 
reserve and the official banks issued the jingqianpiao (metropolitan cash notes) on behalf of 
the government. In particular, jingqianpiao issued by Qian and Tian groups were mostly used 
for paying the salaries of the army in Beijing. The Yu banking group issued jingqianpiao 
especially for the purpose of redeeming baochao. The bank reserves were alleged to be very 
                                                 
156 Equivalent to around 14,700,000 silver tael, while the total central government income in 1842 was 

12,508,544 tael. Shi, p.208. 
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low and were mostly big cash and iron cash. The Yu group was notorious for issuing too 
many notes without any backing. After several bank runs, the Yu group first folded in August 
1857, and the Qian and Tian groups followed suit in June 1861.157 

Nevertheless, the issue of jingqianpiao was a success compared to two other 
government notes. Unlike yinpiao and baochao which were theoretically linked to silver and 
copper cash, jingqianpiao were not specifically linked to any precious metal. It was issued to 
mimic the bank notes issued by private native banks in Beijing. The private bank notes were 
denominated in jingqian, the actual unit of account in Beijing, and were widely recognized by 
the market.158 After several waves of introduction of new currencies, mainly two new monies 
remained circulating in the market: the 10-wen denomination big cash (hereby big cash) and 
jingqianpiao. These were the two most frequently mentioned currencies in literature besides 
silver and the standard copper cash. The discussion of the impact of money creation will 
therefore centre on the discussion of big cash and jingqianpiao. 
 
Market response to money creation 
 

It proves to be a difficult task to evaluate the impact of money creation on the market due to 
the lack of data for the period investigated. The quality of data does not meet the lowest 
requirement for a sensible quantitative exercise, but it still allows us to look at two things: the 
pricing of different monies in the market (exchange rates) and the real demand of money 
(money price ratio). 

There was no systematic data regarding the exchange rates of the big cash or 
jingqianpiao. The market prices of these two monies were dug out from contemporary books 
and government documents. Figures 1 and 2 illustrate the market price of the big cash or 
jingqianpiao in terms of both standard copper cash and silver. Although the two figures are 
not identical, both suggest that big cash and jingqianpiao depreciated once they were 
introduced into the market in 1853 and that their prices stabilized in around 1854-55. Big cash 
fell to 60 per cent of its original face value within one year of its introduction, and continued 
to fall to 30 per cent of the original value. Jingqianpiao depreciated to almost 16 per cent of 
its original face value. The period 1855-56 seems abnormal as prices of both monies rose to a 
dramatic high. One of the possible reasons to this abnormality is that in 1857 the copper 
supper was depleted and the government pumped more iron cash as substitute into the 
market.159 The appearance of the even more debased money made big cash and jingqianpiao 
suddenly more valuable for money holders. It seems that the market was efficient in absorbing 
the excessive liquidity by quickly differentiating and depreciating different monies. However, 
the market had been frequently disturbed by constant changes in government policy. 

The most direct impact of money creation is the expansion of money supply, which is 
ignored by most literature. Most discussions focus on the estimation of the ‘increased’ part of 
money supply and emphasized how the additional supply of money disturbed the market. 
However, even data on the money increase is patchy and moreover, without an idea of money 
supply before 1853, it would be hard to determine how big the subsequent money increase 
was. 

Yan provides an estimate of the total money in circulation from 1644 to 1860.160 Based 
on the percentage GDP of Beijing, we assume that around 3 per cent of the total money 
circulated in Beijing in 1821. By combining this information with the series of annual money 
creation, a very rough money supply series could be deduced. Figure 3 shows the estimation 
on total money supply and the price index. The money supply remained almost stable in 
1851-52; it then surged upwards until 1861. After 1861, there was a mild monetary 
                                                 
157 Peng, Zeyi, pp.91-94. 
158 Jingqian is a ‘ghost unit’ which has no real metallic form. One copper cash is normally equivalent to 2 

jingqian. Hence 1 string (or tiao) of jingqian equals to 500 wen of standard copper cash. This linkage no 
longer existed after the inflation. 

159 Zhang, p.238. 
160 Yan, p.33. 
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contraction and then the money supply remained at a stable level. It is worth mentioning that 
money supply here was a lower-bound estimation and should be higher. Even so, money 
supply exceeded that of price for most of the time. Figure 4 suggests long time lags between 
the increase in money supply and the price increase; it also suggests that price changes were 
more volatile than the growth of money supply. It is curious to see that inflation accelerated 
only when the fiscal crisis was almost over. The price rise started to accelerate in 1860 and 
reached its peak in 1861, when there were rumours that new monies would be abolished soon 
and would no longer be recognized by the government. 
 
Concluding remarks 
 

The quantity theory of money believes that inflation is always and everywhere a monetary 
phenomenon. Sargent, on the other hand, points out that inflation is a fiscal phenomenon and 
that fiscal stability ensured price stability, for in many cases money supply continued to 
increase when inflation ceased. However, in the Chinese case the currency crisis and the 
ensuing inflation was neither a pure monetary story (increase in price did not follow the 
pattern of money increase) nor a pure fiscal one (inflation took place when government was 
fiscally stabilized). 

The government policy was far from successful. Without a credible commitment 
mechanism (for instance, an institution that would promise to redeem paper notes in their full 
face value), the market immediately discounted the newly created monies. After 
implementing too many time inconsistent policies, the government failed to gain the trust of 
its people for even once and thus failed to generate even a successful inflation. The 
government notes worked more like a promissory note than legal tender, which the 
government eventually defaulted on. This expansionary monetary policy seems not so much 
an inflationary finance policy than a fiscal austerity measure, a spending cut. 
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Appendices 
 

Table 1: Timeline of the introduction and suspension of monies 
 

 Traditional New monies during Xianfeng  (Semi-
official) 

Type 
Standard 
copper 
cash 

Silver Private paper 
notes 

Big cash  
(copper) Iron cash Yinpiao Baochao Jingqianpiao 

Unit  wen, 
string tael jingqian wen, string wen, 

string tael wen, string jingqian 

Face value 1 (by 
weight) (various) 

5, 10, 50, 
100, 200, 
300, 400, 
500, 1000  

1, 5, and 
10 

1, 3, 5, 10, 
and 50 

500, 1000, 
1500, 2000, 
5000, 10000, 
50000, 100000 

(various) 

Time of 
issue    Aug 1853 Feb1854  Feb 1853 Mar 1853  Apr 1853 

Time of 
suspension 
of issue 

1890   

Jul 1854 for 
> 10 wen; 
1890 for 10-
wen big 
cash 

Jul 1859 Feb 1856 Apr 1861 Jul 1861 

Time of 
abolishment 1905 1935 1935 1905 1861 1868 1861 After 1865 

 
Figure 1: Price of big cash and jingqianpiao in terms of copper cash 
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Figure 2: Price of big cash and jingqianpiao in terms of silver 
 

 
 

Figure 3: Price and money in circulation in Beijing, 1850-70 
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Figure 4: Annual growth rate of money and price, 1851-70 
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Britain’s money supply experiment, 1971-73161
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The UK money supply grew by 27 per cent in 1973.  Two years later, inflation peaked at a 
record 26.9 per cent, apparently vindicating Milton Friedman’s claim that excess monetary 
growth leads inexorably to higher prices after a long and variable lag.  With causation 
appearing to run from monetary growth to prices, the notion that tight control of the money 
supply was both a necessary and sufficient condition for controlling inflation gained ground.  
It reached its full expression in 1980, when the Thatcher Government placed a four-year 
series of declining money supply targets at the heart of economic policy. 

While broad money supply (M3) targets were first published in 1976, it is usually 
acknowledged that the Bank of England (the ‘Bank’) had been following unpublished targets 
since 1973.162  This paper shows that unpublished targets were introduced in 1971, alongside 
the radical new approach to monetary policy, Competition and Credit Control (CCC).  This is 
important for a number of reasons.  Firstly, the monetary explosion of 1972-73 happened in 
spite of unpublished targets.163  After missing its targets in 1972-73, the Bank concluded that 
tight control of the money supply was impracticable in an open economy such as the UK.  
Conservative policymakers drew the opposite conclusion; that only tighter control of the 
money supply would cure Britain of its inflationary ills.  Conservative strategists now 
acknowledge that misconceived monetary policy deepened the 1980-81 recession.164  With 
nominal interest rates at 17 per cent, the soaring pound made Britain a net importer of 
manufactured goods for the first time since before the industrial revolution, pushing 
unemployment above three million for the first time since the 1930s.  This failure to heed the 
lessons of 1970s monetary policy has had profound long-term consequences for the British 
economy. 

British monetary policy in the decade before CCC was principally guided by the 1959 
Radcliffe Report.  The Report dismissed the money supply as a policy tool: ‘the supply of 
money – whatever that may be made to mean – is not by itself a reliable policy measure’.165  
In any event, with sterling fixed against the dollar, and a chronic shortage of foreign exchange 
reserves, monetary policy was primarily directed towards the exchange rate.  It took the 
intervention of the International Monetary Fund (IMF) for the UK authorities to pay serious 
attention to the notion that monetary policy had anything but a subordinate role to play.  In 
1967, UK officials fought off IMF attempts to impose ceilings for its preferred aggregate, 
Domestic Credit Expansion (DCE), as a condition for assistance after devaluation.  This 
infuriated developing nations which were forced to accept DCE ceilings alongside their loans, 
and led the IMF to standardize its loan conditionality in September 1968.166  When the UK 
negotiated another loan in 1969, it came with DCE ceilings attached. 

DCE adjusted the broad money supply for the balance of payments, positing a direct 
link between credit creation and the external balance.  It also rested on the assumption, shared 
with the monetarists, of a stable demand-for-money function.  Harold James suggests the 
imposition of a DCE ceiling marked the ‘beginning of an intellectual conversion’ for the UK 
monetary authorities.167  An internal Bank group, set up to investigate DCE, concluded that 

                                                 
161 A longer version is available at: http://www.econsoc.hist.cam.ac.uk/working_papers.html 
162 For an alternative view, see F.H. Capie, The Bank of England: 1950s to 1979, (New York, 2010). p.645. 
163 ‘1972-73’ means the calendar years 1972 and 1973, ‘1972/73’ means the financial year ending March 1973. 
164 J.L.A.H. Hoskyns, Just in time: inside the Thatcher revolution, (London, 2000), p.269. 
165 Committee on the workings of the monetary system, Cmnd 827, (London, 1959), para. 504. 
166 ‘Minutes of Executive Board Meeting 68/131’, 20 September 1968, IMF archives, Washington D.C. 
167 H. James, International monetary co-operation since Bretton Woods, (Oxford, 1995), p.191. 
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the demand-for-money was indeed reasonably stable and predictable.168  Combined with the 
evidence that higher interest rates could contain monetary growth, by restraining bank lending 
and encouraging higher gilt sales, this was a powerful rejection of the Radcliffian approach. It 
also provided the intellectual justification for CCC: 
 

The main conclusions of this were that the chief intermediate objectives of 
monetary policy should be the rates of growth of the monetary aggregates, i.e. 
the money stock, in one or other of its various definitions, or DCE.169 

 
The discovery of a relatively stable demand-for-money function in the UK came at an 

opportune moment.  The clearing banks spent most of 1969 in breach of the lending ceilings 
imposed after devaluation, prompting officials to set up the Monetary Policy Group to 
examine alternatives.  The Group concluded: 
 

a monetary policy directed towards the establishment of some selected growth for 
the money supply seems to offer a more effective option than a policy designed 
to maintain a particular structure of nominal interest rates.170 

 
The Bank followed up with its own proposal.  This rested on more frequent use of the 

‘interest rate weapon’ to keep M3 within targets derived from its recently-formulated 
demand-for-money equations.  The Permanent Secretary to the Treasury recognized this, 
opening the meeting to consider the proposal by declaring that ‘it should be assumed that it 
was still desired to have a numerical target for the monetary aggregates’.171 

CCC became operational in September 1971.  The next practical consideration was the 
construction of the autumn 1971 financial forecasts.  Before CCC, the Bank had framed a set 
of interest rate assumptions.  However: 
 

Following the ‘New Approach’ it was decided to define the ‘thrust’ of monetary 
policy in terms of an assumed growth in money supply, instead of an assumed 
level of interest rates.  This is conceptually a better approach, since it enables 
changes in the forecast of national income to be reflected in interest rates rather 
than silently being accommodated by an increase in money supply.172 

 
In 1971 sterling was still within the Bretton Woods system of fixed exchange rates.  This 

leads Susan Howson to conclude that monetary targets ‘could not seriously be adopted until 
the government had given up the commitment to the fixed exchange rate’ in June 1972.173  
However, the return to balance-of-payments surplus in 1971 was critical to the timing of CCC 
since, with less strain on the reserves, the authorities could increasingly direct monetary policy 
towards the domestic economy.174  Treasury economists were keenly aware of the constraints 
imposed by the exchange rate.  In late 1971, they decided to target the money supply and 
allow the currency reserves to act as the ‘residual’.  Since the 3 per cent quarterly ‘guideline’ 
for M3 announced in the 1971 Budget was the last official pronouncement, the forecast was 
predicated on annual 12 per cent M3 growth. 175 

This 12 per cent forecast was superseded by the ‘dash for growth’, launched in the 
March 1972 Budget.  Responding to the failure of the reflationary measures already taken to 

                                                 
168 The importance of money, Bank of England (‘BOE’), 17 February 1970, 6A151/1. 
169 C.A.E. Goodhart, Monetary theory and practice, (London, 1984) p.96. 
170 Report of the Group on Monetary Policy, January 1971, London, The National Archives, (‘TNA’), T338/39. 
171 Minutes of the meeting to discuss A New Approach, 18 February 1971, TNA, T326/1261. 
172 ‘Financial forecasts 1971/72 and 1972/73’, 9 December 1971, TNA, T338/68. 
173 S. Howson, ‘Money and monetary policy in Britain, 1945-1990’, in R.C. Floud and D.N. McCloskey (eds.), 

The economic history of Britain since 1700, (Cambridge, 1994), p.157. 
174 J.H.B. Tew, ‘Monetary Policy: part I’, in F.T. Blackaby et al., British economic policy, 1960-75, (Cambridge, 

1978), p.239. 
175 Financial forecasts, 17 September 1971, TNA, T338/68. 
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combat the three-fold problems of inflation, industrial unrest, and rising unemployment, the 
Chancellor, Anthony Barber, announced a 5 per cent Gross Domestic Product (GDP) growth 
target.  The fiscal stimulus would raise the deficit to 5 per cent of GDP, requiring 
unprecedented gilt sales to ensure there was no additional monetary stimulus.  The Bank 
estimated that long-term rates would have to rise through the politically-sensitive 10 per cent 
level to induce the public to take up the additional gilts.176  Nervous officials tried to build in 
future interest rate flexibility by imposing an M3 target on the Chancellor: 
 

We believe that the right course is to adopt a quantitative (but unpublished) target 
for money supply, and not to feel that we must at all costs hold to a certain level 
of interest rates … the appropriate target for money supply would be a rise of 20 
per cent in 1972/73.177 

 
This was confirmed a month later: 

Numerical targets for money supply were not given in the Budget speech.  But 
the Chancellor has accepted our advice that for the present policy should be 
directed to a target rate of growth of money supply of 20 per cent in the 
financial year 1972-73.178 

 
Having pressed for an M3 target, the Treasury convened a series of meetings to coincide 

with the release of the monthly M3 figures.  With annualized M3 growth above 20 per cent by 
late May, the Permanent Secretary advised: 
 

In previous submissions to the Chancellor it has been emphasized that it may be 
necessary for interest rates to rise if we are to hold the growth of money supply 
to 20 per cent whether through restraint on the demand for credit or through 
sales of public sector debt outside the banking system.179 

 
Bank and Treasury officials were certainly committed to the new M3 target.  The 

problem was a Prime Minister concerned that a rise in Bank Rate, just three months into the 
dash for growth might be construed as a return to the ‘stop-go’ policies of the 1960s.180  Rates 
were finally raised on 22 June, against the backdrop of the sterling crisis that saw the pound 
floated: 
 

The Chancellor saw the Prime Minister and, not without some argumentation, 
convinced him that Bank Rate should be raised to 6 per cent on the following 
day.  The primary purpose was to curb the rate of increase in the money supply 
and so damp down inflationary pressures.  The fact that the higher rate would 
help to remedy the weakness of sterling was a secondary consideration � almost 
an afterthought.181 

 
Heath also feared that higher rates might upset the delicate negotiations over prices and 

incomes policy.  On 31 July, he expressed ‘the hope that the fullest attention was being given 
to the money supply problem and to action that might help it, without involving an increase in 
Bank Rate’.182 

Officials were forced to shift their emphasis onto other monetary policy instruments.  
Special deposits had been designed in the 1950s to rein in bank lending by requiring the 

                                                 
176 Ibid. 
177 Ibid. 
178 Monetary policy, 26 April 1972, TNA, T326/1562. 
179 Monetary policy, 24 May 1972, TNA, T326/1563. 
180 Armstrong to Bailey, 12 June 1972, TNA, T326/1563. 
181 Treasury historical memorandum, TNA, T267, p.55. 
182 Note of the Governor’s conversation with Sir Douglas Allen, 4 August 1972, BOE, 7A139/4. 
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clearers to post a percentage of their advances at the Bank until the period requiring restraint 
was over.  Since they had to be paid in cash, the banks would tend to sell down non-reserve 
assets, principally gilts.   Rising gilt yields would then increase the cost of borrowing.  With 
M3 still above target in November 1972, Barber announced a 1 per cent call: 
 

The call for special deposits – which in essence is rather like a raising of the 
reserve ratio in the US – is intended to maintain the recent progress in reducing 
the growth of money supply.183 

 
After another call in December 1972, more active use of special deposits was also ruled 

out as politically inexpedient, leaving the Bank to fall back on a third monetary instrument, 
open-market gilt operations. 

Under CCC, forecast gilt sales were derived from the M3 target.  In April 1972, the 
Chancellor was advised that ‘gilt-edged sales of about £900 million would be required (out of 
total public sector debt sales of £1350) if money supply is to rise by 20 per cent’.184  Flexible 
gilt sales were central to the new regime but, given the need to maintain their marketability by 
reducing price volatility, the Bank was unwilling to press new issues onto a falling market.  
Dropping the price to encourage sales would mean higher rates, which the Prime Minister had 
ruled out.  By the 1973 Budget, the Bank had reworked its equations, and the M3 target was 
now 15 per cent.  This was explained to Barber: 
 

With a public sector borrowing requirement of, say, £4,350 million in 1973-74, 
and a target growth of money supply (M3) of not more than 15 per cent, it 
seemed likely that sales of public sector debt to the non-banks would need to be 
of the order of £3,000 million.  This is a formidable objective.185 

 
The retreat from the money supply experiment had begun.  In October 1972, the 

Governor had announced: ‘I accept, as most central bankers would, that control of the money 
supply is my principal, if not my most important, concern’.186  By April 1973, the Deputy 
Governor was admitting that ‘relationships that appeared to be established in the past have not 
held good more recently’.187  As Sir Douglas Wass points out: 
 

CCC had by then been killed by the hostility Ministers showed to any suggestion 
that short-term interest rates should be increased to meet the monetary targets 
they had earlier been persuaded to accept.188 

 
In May 1973, officials were told that ‘Ministers were searching for arrangements which 
would keep money supply under control without explicit increases in interest rates’.189  The 
solution, Supplementary Special Deposits, involved controlling banks’ interest-bearing 
deposits.  As the Bank admitted ‘the prime objective of this device is, quite simply, to contain 
the growth of M3’.190  With quantitative controls back in place, the money supply experiment 
was over. 

CCC failed for a number of reasons.  Firstly, the Bank had based its equations on data 
stretching back only to 1963.  Bank lending was subject to tight ceiling controls in the 1960s.  
When controls were removed in 1971, lending began immediately to depart from the 
forecasts.  Secondly, the initial 20 per cent target was too high.  This meant the authorities 
were slow to react in the early months of the monetary explosion.  Finally, Ministers, more 
                                                 
183 Telegram to Lord Cromer, 10 November 1972, TNA, T326/1566. 
184 Monetary policy, 1972/73’, 26 April 1972, TNA, T326/1562. 
185 Monetary policy, 16 February 1973, TNA, T233/2505. 
186 The development and operation of monetary policy 1960-1983, (Oxford, 1984), p.43. 
187 Does the money supply really matter?, BEQB, 1973, p.196. 
188 Private communication, 16 April 2012. 
189 Reappraisal of Competition and Credit Control, 4 May 1973, BOE, 6A50/10. 
190 Ibid. 
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committed to economic growth than M3 targets, never appreciated the interest rate 
implications of CCC. 

Different institutions drew different conclusions from the failure of CCC.  The Bank 
concluded that M3 was a ‘decidedly defective’ measure and began a campaign to shift the 
emphasis to the narrower monetary aggregate, M1.191  The Treasury had always been sceptical 
of the Bank’s ability to control the money supply.  Nonetheless, both institutions pressed a 
published M3 target on the Chancellor, Denis Healey, in July 1976.  This was in a very 
different context to the unpublished target agreed by his predecessor four years earlier.  By 
1976, the government deficit had overtaken bank lending as the largest counterpart of M3, 
and the Bank saw a published target as ‘a tighter rope around the Chancellor’s neck’ on the 
spending ambitions of Labour Ministers.192 A reluctant Treasury acquiesced because of the 
confidence effects it might have on troubled financial markets.193 

Conservative policymakers drew different lessons from the experience of 1971-73.  In 
March 1980, without any robust econometric evidence linking monetary growth to inflation, 
Sir Geoffrey Howe laid out a four-year series of declining £M3 target ranges.  The target for 
1980/81 was 7-11 per cent; the outturn was 17.9 per cent.  By March 1981, with the economy 
in its deepest recession since the 1920s, Ministers finally recognized that tight control of the 
money supply was impracticable in the UK, prompting the downgrade of monetary policy in 
the 1981 Budget.  Nigel Lawson admits that ‘(an) error, in hindsight, was to do so little work 
in Opposition on the conduct of monetary policy’.194  He also invokes Goodhart’s Law – ‘any 
monetary aggregate ceases to be reliable the moment it becomes a target for policy 
purposes’.195  But Goodhart’s Law was not new in the 1980s.  It was formulated in 1975 in 
response to the authorities’ failure to hit their monetary targets between 1971 and 1973.196 

 

                                                 
191 Monetary Policy, April 1973, BOE, 6A50/8. 
192 Monetary policy, 26 September 1975, BOE, EID4/200. 
193 D.W.G. Wass, Decline to fall: the making of British macro-economic policy and the 1976 IMF crisis, 
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The relationship between the timing of leaving the 
parental home and migration: evidence from the 1881 

census of England and Wales 
 

Joseph Day, University of Cambridge 
(jd466@cam.ac.uk) 

Supervisor: Professor Richard Smith 
 
This paper seeks to explicate the spatial variation in the leaving home experience and link the 
household-level negotiations that govern the timing of exit from the parental home to its 
socio-economic context.  Up to now, studies of leaving home have focused on household- and 
individual-level determinants such as gender, birth order, presence of siblings and the extent 
of landholdings to explain variations in the timing of leaving home.197  Although these factors 
are undoubtedly important, their effects are not uniform.  For example, Anderson argues that 
higher male earning power incentivised early exit from the parental home while Schofield’s 
analysis of Cardington suggests that Bedfordshire’s domestic lace-making industry was 
critical to keeping girls in the home.198  By contrast, other studies found that gender was the 
single-most significant determinant of the observed variation in the experience of leaving 
home but that gender had different effects on the age at leaving home in different socio-
economic circumstances.199 

Given that Dribe contended that the effect of gender will likely differ between socio-
economic contexts and that socio-economic contexts are geographically determined, this 
paper analyses the process of leaving home spatially – in a national context – in order to 
visualize the effect that the socio-economic context has on the leaving home process and 
isolate the characteristics of the socio-economic context as independent determinants of the 
timing of leaving home. 

In order to analyse the leaving home process, this paper utilizes three principal sources 
of evidence.  Firstly; the 1881 census enumerators’ books (CEBs) have been used to estimate 
the age at leaving home using a technique similar to that pioneered by Hajnal to estimate the 
age at marriage from census-type listings.200  However, this necessitated two important 
adjustments.  If the singulate mean age at leaving home (SMAL) is to proxy the timing of 
individuals’ exit from their parental home and link it to the socio-economic context; it must 
accurately capture the location of individuals’ parental home.  In the absence of a 
comprehensive longitudinal study, individuals’ named place of birth must substitute for the 
location of their parental home.  In order to link the population to as precise a place of birth as 
possible, a large look-up table was constructed to translate the place of birth listed on the 
census form to a parish or group of parishes in a GIS.  The look-up table accounted for 
common misspellings and ambiguities in the place of birth column by linking individuals to 
all the parishes they may have been referring to; weighted by the estimated population the 
year of their birth.  However, the SMAL also requires adjustment for parental mortality in 
order to identify those that were no longer co-resident with parents as a result of a conscious 
act rather than demographic chance.  Woods digitized age-specific mortality data by 

                                                 
197 M. Dribe, Leaving home in a peasant society.  Economic fluctuations, household dynamics and youth 
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registration district between 1851 and 1901 and this was used to generate an age-specific rate 
of orphanhood in each registration district between 1851 and 1881.201 

The other two principal sources used to supplement the CEBs are the HiS-CAM scale 
and nominal wages.  The HiS-CAM scale is an empirical estimate of the average relative 
position within the structure of social stratification occupied by occupational groups.  All 
gainfully occupied individuals listed in the 1881 CEBs have been allocated an appropriate 
HiS-CAM score based on their occupation.  Nominal weekly wages were taken from various 
reports made on wages between 1886 and 1905.202  These reports listed the mean wage for a 
variety of occupations differentiated by age, sex and place.  Approximately 75 per cent of the 
working population were employed in one of the jobs listed in the reports and individuals 
were linked to an average wage based on their age, sex and location. 

Figures 1 and 2 below show estimates of the male and female SMAL.  It is immediately 
apparent that whereas the female age of leaving home was almost universally between 15 and 
17 years old across England and Wales – barring exceptions in the industrialized north-west 
and to a lesser extent in Glamorganshire and County Durham – the male experience is far 
more heterogeneous and appears to display a marked geography. 
 

Figure 1 Figure 2 

 
Source: 1881 Census Enumerators’ Books. 

 

Figure 3 indicates that the variation in the male age at leaving home was primarily 
driven by the age at which males in the south-east left home.  In most of England and Wales, 
males left home one or two years later than females; whereas males from the south-east 
tended to leave the parental home three or four years later.  Figure 4 shows that the apparent 
preference to retain males over females in the south-east was driving the high age at leaving 
home in this region relative to the rest of agricultural England; and explaining this 
phenomenon becomes the primary focus for much of the rest of this paper. 

The south-east was not unique in England and Wales in exhibiting a relatively high 
male age at leaving home.  Rather; the mining and manufacturing districts of Cornwall, the 
Midlands, Glamorganshire, Caernarvonshire, the north-west and north-east also exhibited 
relatively high ages at leaving home.  Identifying common features between the industrialized 
                                                 
201 R. Woods and N, Shelton, An atlas of Victorian mortality (Liverpool, 1997); M. Anderson, ‘The social 

implications of demographic change’, in F.M.L. Thompson (ed.), The Cambridge Social History of Britain, 
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202 See: E.H. HuntH., Regional wage variations in Britain, 1850-1914 (Oxford, 1973), pp.370-1. 
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manufacturing and mining districts with the agricultural south-east is deceptively 
straightforward.  In both regions the institution of farm service had declined precipitously and 
very few individuals from either the south-east or the high-wage manufacturing and mining 
districts left home to enter into service. 
 

Figure 3 Figure 4 

 
Source: 1881 Census Enumerators’ Books. 

 

Figure 5 shows the proportion of the male population aged 14-18 no longer co-resident 
with either parent employed in service.  From this it is striking that the geography of male 
servitude bears a remarkable resemblance to the geography of leaving home.  In the south-
east, less than 15 per cent of males no longer in parental co-residence were employed in 
service compared to over half of them in Lincolnshire; nearing 60 per cent in Devon and the 
North and East Ridings of Yorkshire and around two-thirds in central Wales.  Figure 6 
reinforces this picture and shows the unemployment rate amongst 14-18 year-old males still 
in the parental home.  That the unemployment rate amongst those still at home was highest in 
regions dominated by farm service demonstrates that the choice between leaving home to 
enter service or not was a choice between employment and unemployment.  Clearly, farm 
service incentivised early exit from the parental home by crowding out day-labourers, 
meaning that in the north and south-west of England the only route out of unemployment was 
by leaving home. 

In order to understand what might be driving males from the south-east to leave the 
parental home relatively late compared to their counterparts in the north and south-west, it 
would be useful to determine whether its timing was principally determined by the needs of 
the household or the child.  Broadly speaking, households will be incentivised to retain 
children if the income they generate exceeds their subsistence costs.  Children on the other 
hand will be incentivised to stay if their income while in parental co-residence exceeds that 
which could be obtained elsewhere.203 

Considering first households’ incentive to retain children, figure 7 shows the mean HiS-
CAM scores of fathers of males aged 16-20 compared to the mean HiS-CAM score of all 
occupied males. It is clear that almost universally across the south-east, fathers’ social status 
score was 1-4 per cent lower than average while elsewhere in agricultural England, it was up 
                                                 
203 L. Fontaine and J. Schlumbohm, ‘Household strategies for survival: An introduction’, in L. Fontaine and J. 

Schlumbohm (eds.), Household strategies for survival, 1600-2000: fission, faction and co-operation, 
International Review of Social History, 45, Supplement 8 (2000), pp.3-7. 
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to 10 per cent higher.  Evidently, poor households in the south-east sought to retain male 
labour while in the north and south-west, farm service crowded out day-labourers leading to 
high levels of unemployment amongst males living in the parental home, incentivising poor 
households to remove children from the home.  While retaining children in the south-east may 
have been utility-maximizing for households, it is not necessarily the case that remaining in 
the parental home was utility-maximizing for children.  This can be tested by analysing the 
mean HiS-CAM scores of the population that left home compared to those still in parental co-
residence in figure 8. 
 

Figure 5 Figure 6 

 
Source: 1881 Census Enumerators’ Books. 

 

Figure 7 Figure 8 

 
Source: 1881 Census Enumerators’ Books and HiS-CAM scale (version 1.3.E). 

 

Figure 8 clearly shows that those that left home in the south-east were consistently 
better off than their counterparts still living with their parents, while in the rest of agricultural 
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England and Wales, those that had left home were significantly worse off.  Therefore, even 
though leaving home afforded those from the south-east a significant advantage, they 
remained in parental co-residence, while in the north and south-west, individuals left home 
relatively early despite it making them worse off.  Evidently, households primarily 
determining individuals’ exit from the parental home given that its timing was synchronized 
with the interests of the household, not the individual. 

However a word of caution; although linear regression – shown here in table 1 – 
confirms a significant relationship between farm service and the age at leaving home, a spatial 
analysis identifies an incorrect model specification where OLS regression does not.  An 
important assumption of OLS is that the residuals are randomly distributed and therefore 
contain no predictive information.  Although non-spatial OLS indicates that the residuals are 
randomly distributed, running the OLS geographically demonstrates that the residuals are in 
fact spatially clustered.  Indeed, running Moran’s Global I – a measure of spatial 
autocorrelation – showed that the residuals were spatially clustered at the 0.01 significance 
level.  Running the Getis-Ord Gi* ‘hot-spot’ analysis identifies the clusters where the model 
significantly under-/over- estimates the male SMAL.  From figure 9, it appears that the 
prevalence of farm service and the difference in HiS-CAM scores between those in/not in 
parental co-residence significantly underestimates the age at leaving home in the industrial 
manufacturing and mining zones and overestimates it almost everywhere else.  This indicates 
that farm service does not perfectly capture the effect that rural and industrial areas had as 
determinants of the age at which individuals exit parental co-residence and these attributes 
must be included in order for the model to be fully specified. 
 

Table 1: Model summary 
Change Statistics 

Model R 
R 

Square 
Adjusted R 

Square 

Std. Error 
of the 

Estimate 
R Square 
Change 

F 
Change df1 df2 

Sig. F 
Change 

Durbin-
Watson 

1 .857a .735 .735 .87205 .735 6067.20
8 1 218

5 0.000  

2 .858b .736 .736 .87048 .001 8.910 1 218
4 .003 1.385 

a. Predictors: (Constant), Service (SqRt) 
b. Predictors: (Constant), Service (SqRt), HiS-CAM score difference between those at/not home 
c. Dependent Variable: Male SMAL 
 

Therefore, given that farm service ‘crowded out’ alternative forms of labour supply, 
parents were forced to remove children from the household.  In the short-term then, figures 
10, 11 and 12 show children from regions where farm service was the predominant form of 
agricultural labour supply were significantly less mobile, less likely to have migrated to a 
manufacturing or mining parish and were poorer than their counterparts from the south-east. 

However, by the time most men across England and Wales were married there was very 
little difference in the proportion of the population that had migrated to a parish where the 
dominant industries were manufacturing or mining.  By the time the population married, 30-
40 per cent of men born across agricultural England and Wales had migrated to the industrial 
zones. 

Figure 13 shows the difference in the proportion of males that had migrated to a 
manufacturing/mining parish between the SMAL and the SMAM.  From this it is clear that 
the proportion of men from the south-east migrating to the industrial sectors hardly increased 
at all between the time they left home and the time they married, indicating that all those that 
would ever migrate to the industrial zones from the south-east did so at the point of leaving 
home.  By contrast, men from the north and south-west that had gone into service upon 
leaving the parental home postponed – rather than abandoned – migrating to industrial zones.  
Indeed, the proportion migrating to the industrial zones rose rapidly between leaving home 
and marriage.  The same story holds for the distance migrated in figure 14. 
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Figures 15 and 16 likewise show that the HiS-CAM scores and wages of those that had 
entered service upon leaving home improved dramatically between leaving home and 
marriage.  In the south-east; there was very little difference in the proportion of men earning 
£1.5s or more between the ages of leaving home and marriage whereas there was 
approximately a 20 per cent increase in the proportion of those from the north and south-west 
earning £1.5s or more between leaving home and marriage.  That those from the north and 
south-west agricultural zones caught up so quickly with those from the south-east on 
measures such as mobility, destination, social status and wage between leaving home and 
marriage indicates that service did not intrinsically afford individuals an advantage or 
disadvantage, but was simply an alternative pathway to adulthood. 
 

Figure 9 Figure 10 

 
Source: 1881 Census Enumerators’ Books. 

 

 Figure 11 Figure 12 

 
Source: 1881 Census Enumerators’ Books and HiS-CAM scale (version 1.3.E). 
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 Figure 13 Figure 14 

 
Source: 1881 Census Enumerators’ Books. 

 

 Figure 15 Figure 16 

 
Source: 1881 Census Enumerators’ Books; HiS-CAM scale (version 1.3.E); See: Hunt, E.H., Regional wage 
variations, pp.370-1. 
 

It is nevertheless surprising that the differentials in the age at leaving home across 
England and Wales appear to have had such little long-term effects on mobility, destination or 
income and that those that entered service on leaving home had much the same experience as 
those that entered lodgings.  The homogeneity of experience between those that entered 
service and those that did not is probably best understood by treating service as a residential 
experience equivalent to the parental home and recalculating the SMAL on this basis.  Figure 
17 shows that once service is thought of as a surrogate familial home, the pattern of exit from 
it is remarkably concentrated around the age of 20 across England and Wales with only those 
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from the industrial mining and manufacturing zones leaving home later.204  Therefore, as 
figure 18 makes plain, the only significant variation determining the timing of leaving home 
across England and Wales was the time spent in service prior to migrating to industrial towns 
and cities to live as a lodger prior to marriage. 
 

 Figure 15 Figure 16 

 
Source: 1881 Census Enumerators’ Books. 

 
To conclude, this paper hopefully confirms the value of a whole map contextual 

approach to the determinants of leaving home.  Households did not simply respond to 
hardship by ejecting or retaining children but their response varied depending on the 
incentives provided by the socio-economic context.  In addition, service appears to have still 
been a fairly typical route out of the parental home for those in agricultural zones outside the 
south-east, yet this stage had little effect on individuals’ long-term prospects.  They migrated 
to the same destinations and earned as much as those that embarked on long-distance 
migration immediately upon leaving home.  Therefore; even though service was no 
disadvantage but was simply a different route out of the parental home; the age at which the 
population across England and Wales left home is highly revealing of the effect that the socio-
economic context had on the relationship and bargaining that occurred between parent and 
child. 

                                                 
204 A.S. Kussmaul, ‘The ambiguous mobility of farm servants’, Economic History Review, 34 (1981), 222. 
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Residential exodus from Dublin c.1900: municipal 
annexation and preferences for local government 

 
Silvi Berger, University College Dublin 

(bergersk@tcd.ie) 
Supervisors: Professors Ann Carlos & Patrick Paul Walsh 

 

Introduction 
At the turn of the twentieth century, Dublin was surrounded by independent townships. They 
had lower taxes and better services, and also larger proportions of wealthy/Protestant residents 
in their populations, than did the city. In 1901, an annexation of only some of these townships 
to Dublin occurred, at which point they suddenly lost the political autonomy that in theory 
had been their main attraction. 

My paper uses this limited municipal-boundary expansion as a mechanism to test the 
conjecture that wealthy/Protestant residents were fleeing Dublin in order to disassociate 
themselves from city politics and high taxation. In a natural experiment created by the 
boundary expansion, I am able to isolate the effect of local government on residential choice – 
local government being something that would usually be endogenous to the outcome of 
interest. I employ rich household-level data, which is constructed from the 1901 and 1911 
Irish Censuses (before and after annexation), in a discrete choice model investigating the 
widely studied Tiebout (1956) theory: that households ‘vote with their feet’, rather than with 
the ballot box, to reveal preferences over local jurisdictions. I look at residential reaction to 
annexation in a treatment area (incorporated townships) where it is hypothesized that certain 
groups of individuals will ‘vote with their feet’ and move away. This is contrasted to both a 
control area (independent townships) and a longstanding treated area (original city). With 
detailed data on each household in every house within these three areas, I can compare 
residential turnover between periods, by area, and also break this down by household 
characteristics. 

Results indicate that wealthy/Protestant residents are more inclined to exit the 
incorporated townships in the period subsequent to annexation, when compared to the control 
area; indicating that desire for political autonomy did factor into the exodus of these groups 
from Dublin. 
 
Literature 
Relevant literature spans the fields of urban, public, and political economics; taking the 
monumental paper by Tiebout (1956) as its point of departure. Tiebout’s ideas highlight the 
possibility that a large class of public goods, those provided by local governments within a 
geographically distinct jurisdiction, are not subject to the free-rider problem. Preferences over 
local public goods/taxation are revealed by households choosing to reside in a particular 
community. The theoretical model of Tiebout was first empirically tested by Oates (1969), 
who showed that inter-municipal differences in local government taxes and spending are 
reflected in house prices – referred to as ‘fiscal capitalization’. 

Following Ellickson (1971), a strand of this literature is devoted to developing ‘sorting 
models’ (a name given to Tiebout models, because their outcome is often perfect sorting or 
segregation by type) which characterize equilibrium when both the populations and the 
policies of local jurisdictions are endogenous.205 Recent empirical work often makes use of 
natural experiments to deal with this endogeneity issue. Black (1999) uses boundary 
discontinuity design to show that high public-school test-scores are capitalized into the value 
of owner-occupied housing within school districts. Boustan (2008) uses urban-suburban 
boundaries to identify the effects of local government composition on residential demand in 

                                                 
205 See, for example, Epple & Seig (1999), and Calabrese et al. (2006). 
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the United States, 1960-80. She finds that ‘white flight’ from urban centres was not solely 
driven by demand for racial homogeneity, but also by desire for political autonomy, as 
residents were seeking to escape the changing city electorate. 

My paper adds to the existing work using a case study of Dublin circa 1900. This paper 
is original in that it focuses on a non-American city, in a much earlier era when local 
government as an institution was at its height. Furthermore, it is one of very few studies to use 
individual level data to provide a direct analysis of a migratory response to local 
government.206 This paper is also unique in the fields of Irish economic and social history. 
Scholarly work studying nineteenth-century urban-decline in Dublin makes mention of the 
possibility that the ‘Protestant Ascendency’ fled in reaction to dissatisfaction with municipal 
government, however it does not focus on, or empirically analyse, this phenomenon. 
 
Historical background 
Dublin suffered from urban decay throughout the nineteenth century and there was a parallel 
movement of wealthy/Protestant residents away from the city.207 This cycle of deterioration 
eventually resulted in a housing and public health crisis, worse than that in any other British 
city.208 To the upper-classes this crisis was the result of poverty alone. In Berger (2011), I 
show that preferences against social interactions with the poor, contributed to the exodus of 
wealthy/Protestant residents from Dublin. In the current paper, rather than focus on poverty 
per se, I investigate a possible additional contributing factor to suburban flight: that the 
wealthy and Protestant were leaving Dublin over their dissatisfaction with municipal politics 
and taxation. 

Dissatisfaction with Dublin Corporation had been mounting over the second-half of the 
nineteenth century, as immense structural transformation was occurring at the local-
government level in Ireland; culminating with The Local Government Act of 1898. Changes 
were occurring on multiple levels, leading to a shift in the balance of power and politics in 
Dublin. For example, new legislation gave Dublin Corporation a wider scope of 
responsibilities and powers, particularly in taxation and spending. Additionally, the right to 
vote and to hold office was extended to many previously prohibited; transforming party 
politics within the council.209 Accordingly, Dublin Corporation became increasingly Catholic 
and control was being handed over to the ‘small ratepayers’ (Pim, 1875) – the so-called ‘petty 
business classes’ (Daly, 1984). By 1898, Conservative (Unionist) representation had shrunk to 
a mere 11 representatives (out of more than 60). The role of local government was evolving 
across Britain, but the uniqueness of the impact on residents of Dublin was enhanced by the 
city’s position as Ireland’s capital during the ‘Home Rule’ political movement. The creation 
of local government councils by The Local Government Act of 1898 had a significant effect in 
Dublin not only because it allowed people to take decisions that affected themselves (for the 
first time since the creation of the Union), but more importantly it created a political platform 
for a drive for a wider Irish national self-government. In an article in the Irish Times, dated 3 
July 1900, one township resident stated that ‘Dublin Corporation was elected on politics, was 
worked by politics, and was more concerned with politics all together than with municipal 
business’. The Nationalist partisanship of Dublin Corporation, coupled with increasing 
powers to tax and spend, must have led some to relocate outside the city boundary. The main 

                                                 
206 Empirical tests of Tiebout’s theory generally do not directly identify the predicted migration patterns in 

response to changes in taxation or local public goods. Most instead focus on the result of such migration, 
like the implicit capitalization in house prices. Schmidheiny (2006) and Banzhaf & Walsh (2008) do test 
the Tiebout mechanism. 

207 See both Daly (1984) and Prunty (1998) for detailed expositions of urban decay in Dublin. 
208 Documented in The Housing Report of 1914 (PP cd.7317). 
209 O’Brien (1982) details the municipal corporations acts, local government acts and acts relating to public 

health and the housing of the working classes, over the second half of the nineteenth century, which 
provoked a face-lift of the municipal government of Dublin. 
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draw of the suburbs to wealthy/Protestant residents was their political autonomy, and their 
ability to keep tax rates and spending low. 

In the latter half of the nineteenth century, Dublin Corporation initiated a movement to 
incorporate the townships into the city. Township residents protested the possibility of 
annexation. In 1901, after decades of discussion, The Dublin Corporation Act took effect. The 
highly professional and Protestant northern townships of Clontarf, Drumcondra, and 
Glasnevin, and the area west of the city known as Kilmainham were annexed to the city. The 
southern townships of Rathmines and Pembroke were excluded from this act. In 1904, people 
living in the incorporated townships had to pay more than double the tax rate that they had 
paid just seven years earlier in 1897, to a municipal government that they had not chosen to 
live under (source: PP c.9026, cd.2460). I utilize this exogenous expansion of the municipal 
jurisdiction of Dublin to test the main hypothesis of this paper: certain types of residents were 
exiting due to their dissatisfaction with local government. 
 
Data 
I use the 1901 and 1911 Irish Censuses to collect rich household data for residents of houses 
in three areas of Dublin, defined as follows:210 
Area 1: contained within the city in both periods, referred to alternatively as ‘the city’: the 

pre-treated group. 
Area 2: a suburb immediately outside the city in period 1 but annexed to the city in period 

2, referred to alternatively as ‘the incorporated townships’: the treatment group. 
Area 3: a suburb immediately outside the city in both periods, referred to alternatively as 

‘the independent townships’: the control group. 
 

 
 

The Dublin metropolitan map in figure 1 shows the degree of development in place and 
where each of the described areas is located. The original boundary of Dublin is roughly 
represented by the visible ring road around the concentrated centre. Both the incorporated and 
                                                 
210 The 1901 Census is effectively before the annexation and the 1911 census, after. 
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the independent townships are located just outside of that ring. I match houses across 
censuses and determine whether each household stays, moves-out, or moves-in. I use this 
information to model residential ‘replacement’ for each area. 

The individual returns of the censuses contain detailed information on each household 
member. In the analysis I use as potential controls for residential choice: religion, occupation, 
birthplace, age, number of children under 15, number of children 15 and over, and number of 
non-family members.211 Here, I primarily discuss the religion and occupation variables as they 
are most pertinent to the main hypothesis. 
 
Empirical analysis 
I first investigate how similar the three areas are to one another before the annexation; running 
two probit estimations corresponding to the following equation: 
 

(1) 
 

The estimates are reported in table 1. The first column compares areas 1 and 2, in period 
1: the dependent variable is 1 if the household resides in area 1 and 0 if in area 2. The second 
column compares areas 3 and 2, in period 1: the dependent variable is 1 if the household 
resides in area 3 and again 0 if in area 2. I judge the similarity of the alternative locations 
based upon the value of the Wald test for the joint significance of the coefficients. The test 
statistic shows that the incorporated and independent townships are more similar to one 
another than to the city, before the treatment. The initial similarity of these two areas means 
that they can justifiably be compared as treatment and control. 

I then study the effect of the annexation on household preferences. In table 2, I present 
the average marginal effects from a probit estimation similar to equation (1), but with the 
binary dependent variable now set to 1 if a family moves-in the area, and 0 if a family moves-
out between the two periods. By comparing families that leave an area with those that move-
in, I address the selection process. I am particularly interested in studying residential 
replacement in area 2, which received the treatment, compared with area 3, the control area. I 
will not discuss the results for area 1, the pre-treated group, in this synopsis. 

The regression for area 3 is non-significant overall, as can be seen via the magnitude of 
the Wald test p-value. This is an important result, for it confirms that the process of household 
replacement occurs entirely at random in the area. Preferences do not change in the area that 
did not receive the treatment, as households that leave are replaced by similar types of 
households. 

What happened in area 2: those who were affected by the treatment of annexation? The 
preferences have changed, as shown by the rejection of the null hypothesis of similar 
preferences via the Wald statistic. In the annexed area the process of household replacement is 
not entirely at random. The estimated marginal effects suggest that wealthier and Protestant 
families are less likely to move-in to area 2 (versus move-out), all else equal. These two 
groups did ‘vote with their feet’ against the municipal government of Dublin. 

I also run a series of robustness checks on the results: including area 1 as an additional 
control-group; adding a joint-effect for wealth and religion; and separating the treatment area 
into two groups based upon township boundaries.212 I do not detail these checks here, but the 
main results remain unchanged. Wealthy and Protestant households are more likely to move 
away from the incorporated townships than to move-in, while there is no effect of this sort in 
the independent townships. The annexation has revealed that distaste for the government of 
Dublin played a role in the exodus of wealthy/Protestant residents from the city around 1900. 
 

                                                 
211 Occupations were coded and ranked using HISCO and HIS-CAM. 
212 Meyer (1994) argues that a natural experiment can be improved by extending a research design to include 

multiple treatment and comparison groups, which I do here. 
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Table 1: Similarities between areas before treatment (point estimates) 
Variables  Area 1 v. Area 2 

 
Area 3 v. Area 2 

 
Constant  
  
HIS-CAM  
  
Protestant  
  
Age  
  
Family Relation: 
N. Children (�14)  
  
N. Children (>14)  
  
N. Servants  
  
N. Boarders  
  
Place of Origin: 
Suburb  
  
Province  
  
Other Ireland  
  
UK  
  
Other  
  
 

 1.582***  
 (0.283)  
 -0.017***  
 (0.003)  
 -0.717***  
 (0.096)  
 -0.009**  
 (0.004)  
 
 0.057**  
 (0.023)  
 -0.016  
 (0.032)  
 -0.802***  
 (0.135)  
 0.090**  
 (0.038)  
 
 -0.346**  
 (0.172)  
 0.178*  
 (0.107)  
 -0.281**  
 (0.111)  
 -0.159  
 (0.148)  
 0.131  
 (0.426)  
    

 -0.615**  
 (0.269) 
 0.000  
 (0.003)  
 0.234***  
 (0.086)  
 -0.000  
 (0.003)  
  
 0.012  
 (0.025)  
 -0.033  
 (0.030)  
 0.380***  
 (0.075)  
 0.058  
 (0.045)  
  
 0.280*  
 (0.150)  
 0.249**  
 (0.116)  
 -0.080  
 (0.109)  
 -0.316**  
 (0.143)  
 0.468  
 (0.311)  
   

Observations  
Pseudo   
Wald (28) test 
P-val Wald (28)  

 1108  
0.150 
161.410 
0.000 

 1047 
0.061 
68.560 
0.000 

Dependent variable is 0 if household lives in Area 2. *** p<0.01, **p<0.05, *p<0.1. 
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Table 2: Residential turnover by area (average marginal effects) 
Variables 
 

Area 1 Area 2 Area 3 

  
Occupation Ranking  
  
Protestant  
  
Age  
  
Family Relation: 
N. Children ( �14 ) 
  
N. Children ( >14) 
  
N. Servants  
  
N. Boarders  
  
Place of Origin: 
Suburb  
  
Province  
  
Other Ireland  
  
UK  
  
Other  
  
  

   
 -0.004***  
 (0.002)  
 -0.140**  
 (0.055)  
 0.004**  
 (0.002)  
 
 -0.018  
 (0.011)  
 -0.020  
 (0.015)  
 -0.088  
 (0.076)  
 -0.047**  
 (0.020)  
 
 -0.024  
 (0.081)  
 -0.169***  
 (0.046)  
 -0.043  
 (0.052)  
 -0.176**  
 (0.078)  
 -0.174  
 (0.170)  
   

   
 -0.003***  
 (0.001)  
 -0.103***  
 (0.033)  
 0.001  
 (0.001)  
 
 0.000  
 (0.009)  
 -0.022*  
 (0.012)  
 -0.036  
 (0.030)  
 -0.002  
 (0.018)  
 
 -0.013  
 (0.062)  
 0.004  
 (0.043)  
 0.036  
 (0.039)  
 -0.058  
 (0.053)  
 0.123  
 (0.128)  
   

   
 0.001  
 (0.001)  
 -0.057  
 (0.044)  
 0.004**  
 (0.002)  
 
 -0.003  
 (0.013)  
 -0.018  
 (0.015)  
 -0.047*  
 (0.028)  
 0.025  
 (0.018)  
 
 0.112*  
 (0.062)  
 0.030  
 (0.055)  
 0.041  
 (0.054)  
 0.066  
 (0.074)  
 0.050  
 (0.118)  
   

Observations  
Pseudo  
P-val Wald (12)test  

 761  
 0.053  
 0.000  

 1113  
 0.018  
 0.008  

 666  
 0.018  
 0.215  

Dependent variable is 0 if household moves-out and 1 if moves-in. *** p<0.01, **p<0.05, *p<0.1. 
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Refugee recognition rates: new source material 
 

Claire Higgins, University of Oxford 
(claire.higgins@merton.ox.ac.uk) 

Supervisor: Dr Deborah Oxley 
 

More than one hundred countries have internal administrative mechanisms to assess 
applications for asylum on their territory. This is known as a ‘status determination’ procedure, 
and is part of their obligations under the 1951 United Nations Convention relating to the 
Status of Refugees and/or its attendant 1967 Protocol. The number of applications these 
countries receive each year, and the corresponding rates of recognition (of refugee status), are 
reported to the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR). Since the mid-
1990s these recognition rates have spawned an area of literature within the fields of refugee 
studies, law and political geography. They are used to compare the outcome of applications 
across jurisdictions, pointing to a correlation between recognition rates, application rates and 
policy change.213 

Data for asylum applications and recognition in the EU, Norway and Switzerland for 
the last 30 years are readily available, representing the three decades in which asylum seeking 
has become an issue of intense concern for the international community. Figures pertaining to 
status determination in the United States and Canada are available from 1990. For Australia, 
however, continuous and detailed figures are only available from 1995 onward. This is despite 
a formal status determination procedure operating in Australia since 1978. As a result, while it 
has been found that Australia had great success in reducing asylum applications through a 
tougher status determination procedure over the last decade, no evidence exists to determine 
whether a similarly pragmatic approach was taken in the late 1970s and early 1980s, when the 
country faced its first notable influx of asylum seekers.214 

This paper is based on the discovery of new source material: file notes and other records 
pertaining to the Australian government’s Determination of Refugee Status (DORS) 
Committee for the period 1978-83. This material was created by Guy Goodwin-Gill, who was 
the UNHCR legal representative in Sydney at that time, and is now a professor of 
international refugee law at All Souls College Oxford. The material is stored in the Bodleian 
Library at the University of Oxford. Goodwin-Gill attended meetings of the DORS 
Committee in his capacity as UNHCR representative, along with representatives from four 
government departments: Immigration, Prime Minister and Cabinet, Attorney-General and 
Foreign Affairs. He kept detailed notes of these discussions. The DORS Committee 
deliberated on individual asylum applications and then made recommendations to the 
Minister for Immigration. 

Goodwin-Gill’s records contain details of DORS Committee decisions on 310 
applications lodged by individuals from 45 countries, from March 1978 to April 1983. 
Information about these applications has been collated for this paper. This includes 
applicants’ countries of origin, application outcomes and the views of the four Australian 
government departments on each case. 

This is by far the most comprehensive data that is available for the asylum process in 
Australia before 1995, and an exceptional primary source within this area of study. 
Recognition rates that are reported to the UNHCR, and on which the quantitative literature of 
                                                 
213 See further: E. Neumayer, ‘Asylum recognition rates in Western Europe: their determinants, variation and 

lack of convergence’, Journal of Conflict Resolution, vol. 49, no. 1, February 2005, pp.43-66; T. J. Hatton, 
Seeking Asylum: trends and policies in the OECD, (Centre for Economic Policy Research, London, 2011); 
UNHCR, Asylum Applications in Industrialised Countries: 1980-1999, Population and Geographic Data 
Section, United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees, Geneva, 2001; M. Vink and F. Meijerink, 
‘Asylum applications and recognition rates in EU Member States 1982-2001: a quantitative analysis’, 
Journal of Refugee Studies, vol. 16, is. 3, 2003, pp.297-315. 

214 Hatton, p.83. 
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the last 15 years is largely based, may be drawn from slightly different domestic procedures 
and may be calculated by each country along different lines.215 Moreover, they cannot reveal 
the decision-making process, only the end result. In contrast, Goodwin-Gill’s material 
contains raw data on asylum claims, records of meetings (including the opinions of 
departmental representatives) and other detailed documentation of the DORS Committee’s 
operations. It is a unique behind-the-scenes glimpse into status determination. 

Information about the DORS Committee is otherwise maintained in Department of 
Immigration archives in Canberra, and the majority of these files will not be opened to the 
public for several more years. Only two archival records relating to DORS are available, 
providing key evidence of internal policy development which is corroborated by oral history 
testimony from several former departmental representatives on the Committee. When these 
sources are combined with Goodwin-Gill’s material, a comprehensive picture of Australia’s 
approach to asylum seekers during this period can be created. 

This paper will analyse the outcome of these 310 applications and aim to address 
several questions, including: is there any correlation between the application outcome and the 
politics of the applicant’s country of origin? In other words, does the data show that the 
Australian government was more inclined to recognize claims for asylum from applicants 
fleeing right-wing military rule or communist regimes? During the period under 
consideration, the conservative Fraser government was replaced by the left-of-centre Hawke 
Labour government, and the geo-political focus of Australia’s refugee programme changed 
accordingly. The United States also nurtured a prominent ideological bias in its approach to 
refugee recognition at this time, in keeping with its anti-communist alliances in Latin America 
and Europe, and it is worth investigating whether the Australian government exercised a 
similar bias. Furthermore, is there a correlation between the Department of Foreign Affairs’ 
input into the determination of status process and the applicant’s country of origin? In keeping 
with the principles of Australia’s refugee policy, as announced by the Minister in May 1977, 
applicants assessed by the DORS Committee needed to have a valid claim under the 
Convention as well as to satisfy more pragmatic criteria, such as ‘Australia’s regional and 
other national interests’.216 It was the role of Foreign Affairs to promote these interests to the 
Committee. 

These questions are designed to address the unusual back-story to this data: a tension 
between the departments of Immigration and Foreign Affairs over the making of refugee 
policy that endured throughout the late 1970s and early 1980s. When the Fraser government 
established the administrative mechanisms of refugee policy through a cabinet decision of 
May 1977, primary responsibility for this area was assigned to the Department of 
Immigration. Other core departments, Attorney-General, Prime Minister and Cabinet, and 
Foreign Affairs, were to provide complementary informational support and resources. Yet 
Foreign Affairs had long enjoyed authority in this area of decision making, and firmly 
believed that refugee policy was of ‘paramount foreign policy significance’.217  It therefore 
established its own internal Refugee, Immigration and Asylum Branch in 1981, much to the 
annoyance of senior staff in the growing Immigration Department. It also sought to exert 
influence over the making of refugee policy at cabinet level and the status determination 
procedure. 

This opposing claim created a tension that endured through the tenure of two 
governments and seven ministers. How long it continued beyond this point is difficult to 
assess, due to the limited availability of archival records from 1984 onward. Yet archival 
records from 1977-83 combined with oral history evidence from senior departmental officials 
provides strong evidence to suggest that Foreign Affairs actively interfered with cablegrams 
sent by Immigration to its officers based overseas, and shaped the informational resources 
                                                 
215 Vink and Meijerink, pp.304-5. 
216 University of Oxford, RSC grey literature, Goodwin-Gill collection, Box 8 File 7. 
217 National Archives of Australia, A446 1982/95192 Part 2, Refugee Branch – Relations with Foreign Affairs.  
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available to those who were making decisions on asylum claims.218  By examining Goodwin-
Gill’s material the question may be asked: did this tension have any influence on deliberations 
and recognition rates under the DORS Committee? 

When only the recognition rates from 1978-83 are examined, a political bias toward 
particular countries of origin cannot be clearly identified. Indeed, it is difficult to draw good 
comparisons between all of the source countries. The number of applications from each 
national group varied considerably and out of 45 source countries, the majority (71 per cent) 
were represented by less than five applicants per financial year, while the remainder varied 
between seven and 44 applicants per year.219 Recognition rates show that out of 60 individuals 
fleeing communist persecution, 34 were granted refugee status (56 per cent). In comparison, 
out of 38 applicants fleeing the military regimes of Latin America, Pakistan, the Maldives and 
the Philippines, a total of 9 were granted refugee status (23 per cent). This sharp difference 
between geo-political groupings may represent a distinct sympathy toward applicants 
escaping communism; it may also be attributable to the fact that applicants from the Soviet 
bloc comprised a greater proportion of the total caseload than those from newly emerging 
right-wing regimes in Latin America, which was only just becoming a region of concern to 
the Department of Immigration. There are, however, trends within these source country 
groupings; applicants from El Salvador, first considered in 1981-82, were granted refugee or 
humanitarian status 69 per cent of the time, while other applicants from Chile, Bolivia, 
Argentina, Pakistan, the Maldives and the Philippines received a recognition rate of just 13 
per cent combined. This may point to the quality of background information that the DORS 
Committee had access to, or indicate sympathy for Salvadoran cases. Alternatively, it may 
provide evidence that cases were assessed purely on their individual merits. 

Only one national group stands out: applicants from Afghanistan. Out of a total of just 
over 30 applications from 1978-83, Afghans were recognized as refugees 84 per cent of the 
time. Iranian applicants were the second most commonly recognized group, but at a much 
lower rate; they were approved for refugee status only 45 per cent of the time in the aftermath 
of the 1979 revolution in that country. This provides some indication of the very low 
recognition rate across the board; indeed, over this five year period the overall recognition 
rate declined from around 44 per cent of applications in 1978-80, to 18 per cent by 1983 (with 
25 per cent of cases unresolved that year). 

When the detailed deliberations of the DORS Committee are examined, and the 
opinions expressed by departmental representatives are combined with evidence from archival 
records and oral history, a different picture emerges. It becomes clear that the Department of 
Foreign Affairs asserted political priorities in the status determination procedure. It was the 
source of some disagreement within the Committee. Within the first few months of the DORS 
Committee’s operation, the UNHCR noted that ‘the representative of Foreign Affairs seems 
to voice the most negative comments on applications that do not indicate unquestionable 
political persecution and/or punishment’.220 Most notably, Foreign Affairs voiced strong 
opinions over the validity of claims from particular national groups. For example, when 
DORS was assessing the claims of Ahmadis from Pakistan and Christians from Iraq in the 
early 1980s, Foreign Affairs drew on information gathered from its overseas posts in the 
Middle East and Islamabad to advise that there was no religious persecution against those 
minorities.221 Of the 23 claims for asylum from Pakistanis in 1980-82, only four were 
approved for refugee status; of 17 Iraqi applicants during the same period, only one was 
                                                 
218 National Archives of Australia, A446 1982/95192 Part 2, Refugee Branch – Relations with Foreign Affairs. 
219 In the financial year 1980-81 the DORS Committee assessed applications from 44 Vietnamese who had sailed 

to Australia by boat. They were subject to an unofficial Department of Immigration policy that ensured that 
all would be granted some form of permanent protection in Australia, as they could not be repatriated to 
Vietnam. 

220 University of Oxford, RSC grey literature, Goodwin-Gill collection, Box 8 File 7. 
221 University of Oxford, RSC grey literature, Goodwin-Gill collection, Box 6 File 4; National Archives of 

Australia, A1209 1987/150 Part 2, Determination of Refugee Status – Policy. 
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recognized as a refugee. It is possible that the evidence presented by Foreign Affairs had 
some influence in these decisions. 

The Department of Foreign Affairs was the main source of country information for 
DORS Committee members. The quality and objectivity of this resource was a matter of some 
concern, as the DORS Committee chairperson noted with frustration in 1981: 
 

When we were preparing country background papers as an aid to case-by-case 
determination, Foreign Affairs insisted that they should have the primary responsibility for 
drafting papers on the human rights situation in refugee source countries and [they] 
presented material [to us] dated 1979!222 

 
Over time the DORS Committee developed a better understanding of its caseload, and 

representatives drew on information from human rights organizations such as Amnesty 
International. Yet oral history evidence indicates that Foreign Affairs remained a primary 
source of information, however problematic that may have been. A former Committee 
representative distinctly recalled that when Foreign Affairs was asked for further information 
about the claims of Baha’is fleeing Iran in the mid-1980s, a senior diplomat at the Australian 
embassy in Tehran routinely dismissed the idea that this minority was the subject of state 
persecution.223 When interviewed for this research, that diplomat (who wished to remain 
anonymous) admitted that in hindsight, he had been wrong about the Baha’is.224 

Foreign Affairs’ fundamental priority was ‘not to take refugees where it would offend a 
source country’, and the deliberations of the Committee contain evidence of this objective.225  
For example, in early 1983 the DORS Committee assessed its first case from the People’s 
Republic of China, that of a student who did not wish to return home. The newly elected 
Hawke Labour government was seeking to foster positive relations with the Chinese, and 
Foreign Affairs observed the sensitivity of the application. Its representative raised a ‘strong 
objection’ to the proposed approval of the individual for refugee status, arguing that it would 
jeopardize future student exchange programmes with China. This caused some consternation 
at the DORS meeting of 22 April 1983: 
 

This debate continued for some length, but finally the Chairman reminded the Department 
of Foreign Affairs of his Department’s competence to determine whether compassionate or 
humanitarian consideration applied and that this must always be done on a case by case 
basis’.226 

 
A final decision on this claim was therefore postponed. A subsequent review of DORS 

procedure, submitted just a few months later, noted that applications could be subsumed by 
the national interest.227 

The influence of political concerns on asylum policy is a prominent question in the field 
of refugee studies. The records of the DORS Committee can make a unique contribution to 
this literature. Although the number of applications that were assessed each year between 
1978-83 represent just 2 per cent of the caseload managed by the Australian government in 
2010-11, this material offers a valuable insight into the bureaucratic process that underpins 
refugee status determination. 
 

                                                 
222 National Archives of Australia, A446 1982/95192 Part 2, Refugee Branch relations with Foreign Affairs. 
223 Interview with Ms. B. Phi, Canberra, 7 January 2011. 
224 Interview with Australian diplomat (anonymous), 9 July 2011. 
225 National Archives of Australia, A446 1982/95192 Part 2, Refugee Branch relations with Foreign Affairs. 
226 University of Oxford, RSC grey literature, Goodwin-Gill collection, Box 6 File 4 
227 Interview with former Department of Immigration staff member (anonymous), January 2011. 
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City decline in Europe, 800-1800228 
 

Igor Zurimendi, University of Oxford 
(igor.zurimendi@economics.ox.ac.uk)  
Supervisor: Professor Robert C Allen 

 
In the year 1300, Narbonne was one of the largest cities in France, with a population of 
around 30,000. In the following century, Narbonne was hit by the Black Death, sacked by 
Edward, the Black Prince, and was cut off from access to the sea by changes in the course of 
the river Aude. Its population had collapsed to 2,000 and Narbonne was not to exceed its 
medieval population until after the Second World War. Although few cities in Europe 
experienced declines as precipitous as Narbonne, its broader experience is far from unique. 
Out of 742 cities that achieved a population of 10,000 or more at or before 1800, 35 per cent 
saw their populations fall by at least a third, and a quarter saw their populations fall by half or 
more. This paper looks to ascertain the reasons behind these declines, and determine the 
relative importance of different factors. 

There is a considerable literature on the growth and decline of pre-industrial cities in 
Europe and city-level regressions have been used frequently in the economic history 
literature. DeLong & Shleifer (1993) link absolutist government to low city growth, while 
Acemoglu, Johnson & Robinson (2005) establish that Atlantic port cities grew more quickly 
than other cities once Atlantic trade acquired importance. More recently, Bosker, Buringh & 
van Zanden (2012) have looked at urban centre of gravity shifted from the Mediterranean to 
Northern Europe using city-level regressions. However, the issue of city decline has not been 
much addressed. Davis & Weinstein (2002) use the strategic bombing of Japan to determine 
whether large temporary shocks have permanent effects on city growth, and find this is not 
the case. Brakman, Garretsen & Schramm (2004), using similar data for Germany, find that 
the effects of bombing were temporary in the former Federal Republic of Germany but 
permanent in the German Democratic Republic. This paper will contribute to this literature by 
organizing shocks in city histories that may have affected city growth into temporary and 
permanent, according to the effects they had on city growth trajectories. 

I will define a city as having declined if at any point from 800 to 1800 its population 
was two-thirds or smaller than it had been at any point in the past. The source for the city 
population data is Bairoch, Batou & Chevre (1988) and I consider only cities that had a 
population of 10,000 at or before 1800. Some cities may experience more than one decline 
episode, in that city populations may recover only to fall again,229 so the 249 declining cities 
result in 298 decline episodes.  Geographically, the most declining cities are in Iberia (66 
cities affecting almost 60 per cent of cities in the region) and Italy (53 cities), with France (37 
cities) and the German-speaking countries (37 cities) also having a substantial number of 
cities that decline. The Benelux countries, the Balkans, the former Russian Empire, and 
Britain and Ireland each have around 20 cities that decline. 

By marking the date of decline of a city by when it had reached two-thirds of the 
population it had at some point in the past,230 the numbers of declines are high in 1400 and 
1500 and there is a peak in 1700. The declines in 1400 and 1500 are mostly due to the effects 
of the Black Death, which are sometimes picked up in 1500 due to no data being available for 
1400. The Thirty Years War in Germany and the economic decline of Spain in the 
seventeenth century are the primary explanation for the declines in 1700. 
 

                                                 
228 The paper submitted is preliminary and lacks a section which provides formal statistical scrutiny to the claims 

made. Collection of data for that section, based on city histories, is still work in progress. 
229 Seville’s population, for instance, fell from 90,000 in 1300 to 45,000 in 1500, recovered to 135,000 in 1600 

only to fall again to 66,000 by 1750. 
230 Since there are substantial gaps in the Bairoch et al. (1983) dataset, it is not true that the decline period 

occurred immediately preceding the date for which decline is indicated. 
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Looking at the fraction of cities that decline as a proportion of the total cities in the 
region gives a somewhat different picture. The high fraction of declining cities in Northern 
Europe231 in 1400 is mainly an artefact of data availability, while the high fraction of declines 
in 1700 in Southern Europe, which is related to the dismal performance of Spanish cities in 
the seventeenth century. 
 

 
 

Shocks that plausibly cause city declines can be divided into two groups: temporary and 
permanent. Temporary shocks would be those that do not fundamentally alter the intrinsic 
attributes, whether economic or political, that a city possesses, while permanent shocks are 
those that do. In the first group I will include outbreaks of plague, war damage and natural 
disasters. In the second group I will include natural resource endowment of a city, shifts in 
trade routes and declines in urban potential as well as political events such as transfers of 
political control, both violent and non-violent, changes in the level of local autonomy,232 and 
shifts in the political importance of the city. 

                                                 
231 Northern Europe is defined as modern-day France, Britain, Ireland, Scandinavia, Germany and Austria; South 

as modern Italy, France and Portugal, and Eastern Europe as the remainder. 
232 This is particularly important in Germany and Italy which have a long tradition of independent or at least 

highly autonomous cities. 
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It is my hypothesis that those temporary shocks are rarely the primary causes of city 
declines.233 When reading city histories, it is fairly common to see war damage or a 
devastating plague blamed for the decline in a city’s fortunes. However, this invites the 
question of why many other cities similarly affected did not experience a considerable decline 
in their populations. Plagues have two primary problems as an explanation for city decline. 
The first is that they rarely only affect one city; by their very nature plague epidemics tend to 
spread and affect many cities within a relatively brief period of time. This invites the question 
as to why other cities in the same region, probably similarly affected by plague, did not 
experience a serious fall in population. The second problem with plague as an explanation for 
decline is sheer frequency of outbreaks. From the arrival of the bubonic plague to Europe in 
1348 to 1666, the history of a well-documented city such as Cologne mentions 42 outbreaks. 
It is therefore unreasonable to assume that epidemic disease in general has more than a 
transitory effect on city populations. 

Some plagues however, clearly had non-transitory effects: the Black Death and the 
outbreaks of plague that occurred during the period of the Thirty Years War in Germany.234 
The poor performance of urban Italy in the seventeenth century has been linked to pervasive 
plagues that depleted both the rural and urban populations (Alfani, 2011). What was particular 
about these situations, however, was that the rural population of the regions affected was also 
substantially reduced. Therefore, the immigration from the countryside that would in normal 
situations bring back the city population to its pre-plague level was not available, and city 
populations hence declined.235 I have been able to associate 29 episodes of city declines with 
particularly devastating plagues. 

The case of war damage is somewhat more complex, as it not only harms the population 
of the city in question but also destroys a considerable proportion of its physical capital. 
While population can generally be replenished by tapping into the rural population, capital is 
more difficult to replace. Nevertheless, it seems to be the case that for the most part cities 
recover from the ravages of war fairly quickly unless other changes simultaneously occur. In 
the case of German cities for instance, according to the Deutsches Städtebuch, the average 
German city in my sample had major war damage twice during its history.236 However, only 
the damage of the Thirty Years War seemed to have a non-transitory effect on city 
populations. Similar to plagues, this suggests that, in the German case at least, the damage of 
war only matters inasmuch as it also affects the rural population.237 More broadly, I have 
associated 40 instances of city decline with war damage. Of these 9 are during the Thirty 
Years War and another 10 also have important changes in the political importance of a city. 

This is not to say that wars are not an important driver of urban decline. Though the 
physical and human cost in itself may not be of major importance, I consider the political 
                                                 
233 Due to the frequency at which data is available in the Bairoch et al. (1983) data, it is difficult to observe the 

temporary effects of shocks. 
234 Some of the few German cities that survived the Thirty Years War relatively intact still experienced 

substantial reductions in population due to the particularly devastating plagues during this period. 
235 This analysis draws considerably from Alfani (2011). 
236 Defining major war damage is a somewhat complex matter, as there are obviously no comprehensive 

statistics on the extent of destruction caused by various war events. The approach I have taken considers 
unsuccessful sieges and occupations by foreign armies not to cause major damage unless it is mentioned in 
city histories. Repeated damage during the same general period is only counted once. Göttingen for 
instance was ‘devastated’ by Tilly in 1623, then by Wallenstein in 1625, besieged, occupied and plundered 
by Tilly in 1626, and finally stormed and plundered by William of Weimar in 1632, and I group all these 
events as one instance of damage. The city was also besieged by the French 1755-8 and 1760-2, but absent 
any mention of large scale damage these sieges are not counted. 

237 The remaining causes of decline that do not result in changes to natural or political endowments are natural 
disasters and events like fires and floods. Major natural disasters are relatively rare, and for the most part it 
seems that cities recover fairly swiftly from them. Emblematic of this is the 1755 Lisbon earthquake, which 
has no discernible effects on city population statistics despite having resulted in the death of around a fifth 
of its population and the destruction of 85% of its buildings. With few exceptions fires and floods do not 
appear to cause large enough damage to significantly alter a city’s fortunes. 
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changes that are often the result of war to be one of the primary causes of city declines. Being 
conquered alters many important aspects of a city’s life, and it is the first permanent shock I 
will discuss.238 It can lead to broad institutional change, disruption of traditional trade 
patterns, and perhaps most importantly a loss of political autonomy. At this point in my 
research I have been able to link 32 instances of decline to conquest of non-capital cities. 

The millennium of European history I am analysing was characterized by a process of 
territorial consolidation. The cities that lost in this process were the former seats of political 
power that were displaced as states took root and became larger. Cities would often lose a 
considerable proportion of their population as the states they were capitals of were subsumed 
into other states.  The importance of being a capital for city population is well documented, 
and losing this status in many cases will result in a considerable loss in size. A preliminary 
look at city histories indicates that 27 instances of decline are contemporaneous with the loss 
of capital status of a city through conquest. These cases are mostly concentrated in Italy, with 
the gradual disappearance of city-states, Iberia, where the Reconquista leads to the decline of 
the capital cities of petty Muslim states, and Russia, with Muscovy’s conquest of its 
neighbouring principalities. 

Cities can also lose political importance peacefully. The presence of a princely court, 
whether this prince was fully independent or vassal to another prince, provided a source of 
demand that increased the size of a city. With centralization, political authority would become 
concentrated in one capital city, possibly leading to the decline of regional centres of authority 
and cities that previously were the sites of royal courts. Twenty-seven instances of decline 
match movements in political authority. These are concentrated in France, which had 
numerous regionally important courts, and Iberia, where the seats of royal courts would shift 
frequently before the sixteenth century. 

Economic causes for city declines are difficult to fit into my framework, as it is often 
impossible to pinpoint one event or series of events that leads to a city declining for purely 
economic motives. I have identified shifts in trade routes as being correlated with decline in 
10 cases, mostly because they were directly cited in city histories as being related to decline. I 
have also found eight instances of changes in natural endowments, five of them being changes 
in navigability, as illustrated by the example of Narbonne, and three being related to the 
exhaustion of nearby mines. Diminishing urban potential of some regions, as in Bosker et al. 
(2012), may also provide an avenue for explaining the decline of some cities. 

In future versions of this paper, I intend to formally express the intuitions above in a 
statistical framework that will allow me to be more precise in determining which factors are 
most important in explaining city decline. For this I am in the process of codifying the events 
in city histories in the hopes of having a dataset that provides information on distribution of 
shocks that may cause city declines across cities and time. At this point I have provided 
evidence that wars and plagues are far too frequent in pre-industrial Europe to offer the 
primary explanation for the flagging fortunes of some European cities. We must look to 
political changes as the driving force behind city decline. 
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Furthermore, many if far from all inheritances of territory kept the inherited territory broadly intact, while 
conquest is more likely to create political divisions between previously united territories. 
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Community and commerce: the changing economic 
geography of London, c.1400-c.1550 

 
Justin Colson, University of Exeter 

(j.r.colson@exeter.ac.uk)  
Supervisor: Dr Clive Burgess 

 

Introduction and historiography 
John Stow, ever the perceptive observer of his city, gave an extensive account of the 
commercial geography of London, both in his own time and before. 
 

Men of trades and sellers of wares in this City haue often times since chaunged their places, 
as they haue found their best aduantage. For where as Mercers, and Haberdashers vsed to 
keepe their shoppes in West Cheape, of later time they helde them on London Bridge, where 
partly they yet remaine. The Goldsmithes of Gutherons lane, and old Exchange, are now for 
the most part remooued into the Southside of west Cheape, the Peperers and Grocers of 
Sopers lane, are now in Bucklesberrie, and other places dispersed. The Drapers of 
Lombardstreete, and of Cornehill, are seated in Candlewickstreete, and Watheling streete 
…239 

 
Stow’s description prompts many observations: he recognized that members of most 

companies had tended to congregate in the same places, and that there was not always one 
place. Naturally, this had changed over time, and by implication of his tone, this was both a 
continuous process, and one of which he felt particularly aware. Significantly, while some 
stayed put, some moved mainly together, and some spread to ‘divers places’, he recognized 
that these trades changed their location ‘for their best advantage’. 

While Stow often made extensive reference to city archives, his account was largely 
based upon personal perception – was this correct? Were many of London’s Livery 
Companies shifting from being spatially congregated to being less so, and why would this be 
true of some and not others? Moreover, why would it happen at all – if it was for ‘best 
advantage’ that they had congregated to begin with, what had changed to mean that this was 
no longer the case? 

In this paper I argue that clustering of occupational groups in late medieval London 
occurred for two reasons: natural advantage, which is the classic explanation for this 
phenomenon, but that in many cases this had overlapped with a guild-based pressure to 
congregate, which equates to the term employed by geographers, ‘excess clustering’. It was 
this last form of clustering that was declining in late fifteenth- and early-sixteenth-century 
London. 

The congregation of particular industries in particular locations, or agglomeration, has 
long been both an assumption, and a subject of debate, in economics and human geography. 
Marshall saw localization of industry as universal: ‘When an industry has thus chosen a 
locality for itself, it is likely to stay there long: so great are the advantages which people 
following the same skilled trade get from near neighbourhood to one another. The mysteries 
of the trade become no mysteries; but are as it were in the air’.240 Many of these 
agglomeration benefits are termed spillovers, and include coming together to amplify access 
to markets and patronage, co-location with subsidiary trades, a constant market for skills, and, 
perhaps most importantly, social and intellectual benefits including access to business 
information. Indeed, many of the positive elements of guild organization that Ogilvie 
mentions in terms of business efficiency can be just as easily ascribed to clustering.241 

                                                 
239 J. Stow, A Survey of London, ed. by C.L. Kingsford (Oxford, 1908), p.81. 
240 A. Marshall, Principles of Economics, (London: Macmillan, 1920), bk. IV, Ch. XI. 
241 S. Ogilvie, Institutions and European Trade: Merchant Guilds, 1000-1800, (Cambridge University Press, 
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Another key explanation for localization of trades into certain locations is termed 
‘natural advantage’, and relates to factors outside the control of those engaged in the trade, 
such as physical form or external regulation. To examine whether an industry or craft was 
clustered, it is ‘excess clustering’, over and above this, which must be identified. For example, 
Ellison & Glaeser argue that winemaking occurring disproportionately in California is not 
evidence of a clustered industry, because California is the most suitable area for growing 
vines in the USA.242 Thus it is insufficient to conclude, for example, that mercantile 
businesses locating close to port facilities within the medieval City constitutes clustering: the 
question is whether particular trades congregated for reasons other than natural advantage. 
Nonetheless, locations of trades which were directed by ‘natural advantage’ have never yet 
been systematically explored in the context of medieval London. 
 
Data 
A plentiful source for London’s occupations can be found amongst the city’s testamentary 
records. Combining indexes for the two main probate courts with surviving records: the 
Bishop of London’s Commissary Court, and the Prerogative Court of Canterbury, I have 
assembled a prosopographical database of 14,700 Londoner’s wills dating from between 1374 
and 1570. Narrowing the sample to those resident within a parish for which full data from 
both jurisdictions is available (to allow comparison) and with an identifiable occupational 
identity, 7,716 wills form the basis for the analysis in this paper. The populations of London’s 
100 medieval parishes varied from as few as 80, to as many as 3,400 communicant 
parishioners, based on figures from 1548.243 Therefore, to allow comparison, the majority of 
the intra-mural parishes have been grouped into arbitrary ‘neighbourhoods’ with a population 
of c.1000 communicant parishioners. A significant margin of around 20 per cent was accepted 
in creating these groups, and greater emphasis placed upon creating spatially coherent groups, 
than in matching the figures absolutely accurately. While these ‘neighbourhoods’ allow more 
valid comparison than parishes, the use of any boundaries is inevitably arbitrary, and 
introduces issues of artificially separating coherent clusters that spanned such a boundary. In 
order to better detect longer term trends, and avoid unrepresentative peaks and troughs, 40-
year moving samples have been employed in analysis. 
 

                                                                                                                                                         
2011). 

242 G. Ellison and E.L. Glaeser, ‘Geographic Concentration in U.S. Manufacturing Industries: A Dartboard 
Approach’, Journal of Political Economy, 105 (1997), 889–927 (pp.890-891). 

243 London and Middlesex Chantry Certificates, 1548, ed. by C.J. Kitching (London: London Record Society, 
1980) <http://www.british-history.ac.uk/source.aspx?pubid=578>. 
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Occupational distribution 
Table 1: Total Numbers of male London testators (with a known location of residence) by 

occupation, c.1375-1570 
Occupation Number of Testators 
Tailor 603 
Draper 542 
Grocer 539 
Brewer 462 
Mercer 432 
Fishmonger 383 
Goldsmith 336 
Skinner 328 
Haberdasher 311 
Gentleman 289 
Chaplain 280 
Baker 174 
Rector 163 
Pauper 162 
Clerk 150 
Butcher 147 
Clothworker 146 
Vintner 146 

 
The occupational distribution of the city’s testators was somewhat different from the 

hierarchy of wealth, or status, that historians are much more used to observing from records of 
taxation. While all of the Great Twelve Companies of the city are found amongst the twenty-
five most frequent occupations in the late medieval wills, the most frequent identities relate to 
the less prestigious of them such as the Tailors and Brewers. The most frequent occupational 
status, by a considerable margin, was actually that of widow, yet this gives a poor indication 
of women’s economic activity, so is not considered here. 
 

Figure 1: Craft members resident in two most frequent parish groups (based on 40-year 
moving samples) 
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Amongst the trades of London, there was a clear gradation between those who were 
primarily found clustered into just one or two neighbourhoods, with few members residing 
elsewhere as ‘outliers’, and those who were spread widely throughout the city. A measure of 
clustering employed in this study is the percentage of testators of a particular craft resident in 
the two neighbourhoods where the greatest number of their colleagues were located, in any 
one sample.244 Using this measure, it was typical for an overall average of around 40 per cent 
of testators of any one craft to have resided in the two most common neighbourhoods. There 
was considerable variation though: as many as 72 per cent of Butchers resided in their two 
most common areas, while the same was true of only 21 per cent of Taylors. 
 
Clustered occupations 

Figure 2: Dot-density cartogram of London Fishmongers’ Testamentary Locations, 1400-
1550 

 
The most highly clustered of the larger guilds were the Butchers (72 per cent overall) 

and the Fishmongers (63 per cent). This extreme clustering of victuallers dealing in perishable 
goods is entirely predictable because of the regulation imposed on their trades, based upon 
concentration of markets into specific locations: in the case of the Fishmongers: Old Fish 
Street, Bridge Street, and the Stocks, with the aim of allowing customers easy comparison, as 
well as official inspection and supervision. Regulation was carried out under the delegated 
jurisdiction of the courts, administered by the Fishmongers’ Company, known as the 
halimote, at which wardens were elected to inspect their local market, and prosecute those in 
breach of regulations covering, quality, regrating and measures.245 
 

                                                 
244 The top two neighbourhoods were selected independently for each 40-year moving-period sample. 
245 Calendar of Patent Rolls, bk. Ed.III v.13, p.5. 
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Figure 3: Proportion of Fishmongers resident in highest, second and third clustered locations, 
relative to total recorded population, 1395-1550 (40-year moving sample) 

 
That the Fishmongers actually increased their degree of clustering in the mid-fifteenth 

century is quite untypical of the typical story of London’s Companies. Reference to the details 
of their wider economic activity explains this. Fishmongers have long been reputed as leading 
general merchants, and were especially active as Staplers and ship owners. However the 
fifteenth century saw them lose access to Baltic markets to the Hanse, while also failing to 
sustain a prominent place amongst the Merchant Adventurers. Customs accounts reveal that 
the Fishmongers’ involvement in the cloth trade declined rapidly in the middle part of the 
fifteenth century. While Fishmongers had been responsible for the export of 1,413 cloths, or 
30.2 per cent of the total from London, in October 1390 to September 1391, in the equivalent 
period between 1502 and 1503, the figure was only 565, or just 2.6 per cent of the total.246 
Therefore, when the Fishmongers’ activities outside of fishmongery declined, it was logical 
that they would spatially, as well as economically, retrench into the trade in fish. By the mid-
sixteenth century, however, they appear to have regained mercantile influence, and again 
began to expand geographically beyond their markets, as they had appeared to have done in 
the early fifteenth century. 

Further cases of tightly clustered occupations can be found not only in the case of the 
similarly tightly regulated Butchers, but also many of the smaller or more specialist 
Companies, both mercantile and artisanal, including the Drapers, Vintners, Goldsmiths, 
Bowyers. The Bowyers, together with the related Fletchers provide an especially interesting 
case, for they all moved, enmasse in the early fifteenth century, and yet still increased their 
degree of clustering. The specialism of these crafts meant that agglomeration benefits were 
much more of a real concern than for more general merchants, and in the case of the smaller 
companies, they often lacked the formal organization and structures which would have 
maintained social cohesion without informal, localized sociability. 
 
Non-clustered occupations 
The majority of London’s companies, across the period considered, exhibited only a moderate 
degree of clustering, with, on average, around 40 per cent of their testators resident in their 
                                                 
246 E. Quinton and J. Oldland, ‘London Merchants’ Cloth Exports, 1350-1500’, Medieval Clothing and Textiles, 

7 (2011), 111–39. 
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most frequently resided neighbourhoods. The companies to be found in this range of 
clustering include the most prestigious of the mercantile guilds: the Mercers, Grocers and 
Haberdashers. These companies are characterized by the more ‘general’ nature of their trades, 
requiring little specific day to day regulation, and a flexible, mercantile pattern to their trade, 
rather than being bound by productive interdependencies. They were all also characterized by 
a trajectory away from relatively strong clustering in the early fifteenth century, to relatively 
wide dispersal in the sixteenth. 

The number of Grocers present in their ‘core’ neighbourhood of Walbrook declined 
markedly from circa 1420. Walbrook went from possessing by far the largest concentration of 
Grocer testators, at some times being home to the same numbers as all other neighbourhoods 
combined, to in the mid-sixteenth century, being one of the less populous areas. More 
dramatic than the decline in Walbrook Grocers, was however, the growing overall 
membership of the craft: these new Grocers set up home in locations right across the city. 
While this trajectory was in evidence from the late fourteenth century, the divergence between 
growing numbers of Grocer testators, and their population around Walbrook declining 
became most apparent around 1430, a time when an influx of new men, who apparently 
shunned the traditional association with the wool trade, has been noted.247 Nightingale 
emphasized the importance of localism in the early formation of Grocers mystery around 
Soper Lane, but that the Black Death, along with relaxed requirements for witnessing in Law 
Merchant cases, allowed enterprising merchants to break down established trade quarters, 
moving instead to sites best suited to their trade.248 
 

Figure 4: Dot-density cartogram of London Grocers’ Testamentary Locations, 1400-1550 

 
 

                                                 
247 Nightingale, pp.432-440. 
248 Nightingale, pp.32, 199. 
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Figure 5: Proportion of Grocers resident in highest, second and third clustered locations, 
relative to total recorded population, 1395-1550 (40-year moving samples) 

 
 
Spatial aspects of company control 

The sites where individual traders found ‘best advantage’ for their businesses naturally 
varied with the nature of their business. It was only in the case of the relative minority of 
‘specialist’ companies that ‘natural advantage’, in the form of the city drew them to a 
particular place to gain significant agglomeration benefits, or regulation forced them to 
congregate. It therefore seems that the situation in the late fourteenth and early fifteenth 
centuries – of relatively tight clustering in a large number of more general mercantile, as well 
as specialist, companies – was the result of other social factors. In the relative absence of 
‘natural advantage’, the trades had therefore clustered deliberately (even if unconsciously). 
The obscure early origins of most of London’s companies are often explained by reference to 
parochially based fraternities, supported by clustered groups of merchants or artisans, 
embedding this link between location and occupation.249 Veale recognized twenty years ago 
that ‘a specialized trading quarter, resulting from geographical convenience, market 
regulations or the levy of tolls, led to a network of relationships which contributed to a 
solidarity of outlook’.250 In the early years of these companies, lack of formally sanctioned 
regulation encouraged strong informal social links, fostered by co-location, to ensure the 
communal goals of quality regulation, training and political representation. It is therefore all 
but impossible to disaggregate clustering for economic, or for political, reasons. 

The parallels between the Grocers and other lightly-regulated generalist companies 
suggest that this dispersal of company members, who had previously been clustered, was as 
much a result of internal guild developments, as of external jurisdictional factors. The spatial 
changes of the late medieval period coincide with a time of widespread transition within 
London’s companies. Many, certainly within the Great Twelve, were obtaining new charters 
and incorporation, circumscribing membership of the livery, and formalizing the operation of 

                                                 
249 C.M. Barron, ‘The Parish Fraternities of Medieval London’, in The Church in Pre-Reformation Society: 

Essays in Honour of F.R.H. Du Boulay, ed. by C.M. Barron and C. Harper-Bill (Woodbridge, 1985), 
p.1337. 

250 E. Veale, ‘The “Great Twelve”: Mistery and Fraternity in Thirteenth-Century London’, Historical Research, 
64 (1991), 237–263 (p.240). 
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their governing courts.251 Archer has previously argued that the growing size of companies in 
the sixteenth century saw a disconnection between the government and ‘rank and file’, with 
traditional means of social bonding, such as feasting, increasingly replaced by formal 
structures and provision of regularized poor relief.252 

When administration and control of companies became more formalized, the 
importance of informal social interactions in their life, for both positive and negative 
sanctions, became less significant, and this close bond between formal and informal 
interactions could have been neglected. These developments can be related to the growth in 
membership of these companies, as well as wider administrative innovation, of the period. 
The continued close interrelationship of local sociability and company leadership in the case 
of the small and declining Bowyers, who remained relatively tightly clustered, despite 
moving, together with the specialist Goldsmiths and Drapers, provide an important 
counterpoint. Put simply, by the sixteenth century, mercantile companies had outgrown the 
need to cluster into quarters. 

                                                 
251 M.P. Davies, The Merchant Taylors’ Company of London: Court Minutes 1486-1493 (Stamford: Richard III 

and Yorkist History Trust in association with Paul Watkins, 2000), pp.3-6. 
252 I.W Archer, The Pursuit of Stability (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1991), pp.111-124. 
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The economics of multiple guild membership in the 
southern Low Countries, 1600-1800 

 
Brecht Dewilde, University of Leuven 

(brecht.dewilde@arts.kuleuven.be) 
Supervisor: Professor Erik Aerts 

 
Master artisans joining two or more craft guilds is a well-known feature of the pre-modern 
European economy. This practice of multiple guild membership is generally understood as a 
form of ‘moonlighting’ or multiple job holding, which implies that utility maximizing 
individuals decide to work on a second job to substitute a wage reduction or an hours 
constraint on their primary job.253 As such, combinations of guild memberships are treated in 
the same way as other forms of pluriactivity, be it in an urban or a rural setting. Both multiple 
job holding and multiple guild membership are regarded as responses to labour market 
fluctuations, and hence as cyclical phenomena.254 This short paper proposes an additional 
interpretation of multiple guild membership, based on the observation that many artisans 
entered a second guild not as a temporary solution to falling wages but to carry out both crafts 
simultaneously and over a longer period of time.255 Whereas multiple guild membership is 
mainly connected to changes in the labour market, I want to show that structural changes in 
the product market equally explain the practice of joining several guilds. The main argument 
is that multiple guild membership enabled artisans to deal with changing consumer demand 
and the growing importance of retailing in the urban economy. 

The data for this paper are derived from the medium-sized town of Leuven (Louvain) in 
the southern Low Countries, a town famous for its university and beer industry. Apart from 
the eighteenth century brewing industry, Leuven developed no important export trades. The 
Leuven economy was traditionally centred upon its function as caretaker for the town, the 
university, and its vast, rural hinterland. Food, drink, and clothing were the dominant sectors, 
accounting for 75 per cent of the guild population c.1700. In Leuven, as in other 
Netherlandish cities and towns, transformation of consumer demand proved a real threat for 
many craftsmen from the so-called producing guilds. When the taste for fashion and French 
garments began to determine demand for clothing from the second half of the seventeenth 
century on, Leuven tailors, hosiers, and second-hand dealers lost opportunities to market their 
products. Mercers took the lead in the clothing trade, selling a wide variety of novel fabrics 
(e.g. cotton, siamois), clothing à la mode, and trendy accessoires imported from Antwerp, 
Brussels or directly from France.256 A similar shift towards import occurred on the art and 
populuxe market. Evidence from probate inventories reveal Antwerp and Brussels paintings 
were increasingly appreciated in seventeenth- and eighteenth-century Leuven. Painters and art 
dealers from Antwerp and Brussels sold their overstock on the Leuven market during the 
annual fair in September or via post-fair auctions in the city hall.257 Still, in the closing 

                                                 
253 R. Shisko and B. Rostker, ‘The economics of multiple job holding’, The American Economic Review, 66 

(1976) pp.298-309. 
254 R. Tilden Rapp, Industry and economic decline in seventeenth-century Venice, (Cambridge, London, 1976) 

pp.20-22; Heather Swanson, ‘The illusion of economic structure: craft guilds in late medieval English 
towns’, Past & Present, 121 (1988) pp.29-48; É. Hélin, ‘La pluriactivité, indice de diversification 
économique et de mobilité sociale’, in: Erik Aerts et al. (eds.), Studia Historica Œconomica. Liber 
amicorum Herman Van der Wee (Leuven, 1993) pp.111-126; Thomas Pfirsch, ‘Artisans et pluriactivité: 
l’exemple de Dijon à la fin du Moyen Âge’, Histoire urbaine, 6 (2002) pp.5-21. 

255 H. Deceulaer, Pluriforme patronen en een verschillende snit. Sociaal-economische, institutionele en culturele 
transformaties in de kledingsector in Antwerpen, Brussel en Gent, 1585-1800, (Amsterdam, 2001) 45, 75; 
Johan Dambruyne, Corporatieve middengroepen. Aspiraties, relaties en transformaties in de 16de-eeuwse 
Gentse ambachtswereld, (Gent, 2002) pp.253-58. 

256 Leuven City Archives (hereafter LCA), 11645, fol. 58v-63v (20 July 1677 and 5 Feb. 1710). 
257 e.g. LCA, 327, fol. 18 (13 Sept. 1681); LCA, 332, fol. 51-2 (15 Sept 1692), fol. 476 (13 Sept. 1694). 
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decades of the eighteenth century, Leuven painters complained about the dislike of local 
artworks by their fellow citizens, university professors in particular. Printers and book sellers 
supplying students, professors, and colleges had to register as suppositi of the university and 
to enrol in the guild of university booksellers. These university booksellers sold literature for 
a non-learned audience as well, but in this non-academic market they faced growing 
competition from the mercers who imported and traded all kinds of ‘reading books’. For 
pewterers, changing standards in home furnishing posed challenges as well. Indeed, from the 
late seventeenth century onwards, consumers increasingly substituted tinware for cheaper but 
less durable alternatives. Tinware did not disappear from Leuven interiors but earthenware, 
majolica, glass, and chinaware prevailed in the eighteenth century.258 

On the other hand, subsistence crises and following price peaks eroded the market share 
of the Leuven food guilds. In times of dearth, consumers converted to a diet of cheaper 
alternatives, consisting of pulses, inferior cereals, and potatoes. Citizens able to maintain their 
bread consumption substituted bread from the baker’s shop for cheaper bread imported from 
the countryside or baked at home. Hence, by the turn of the eighteenth century, up to 70 per 
cent of the Leuven bread supply came from the countryside or was baked outside the bakers’ 
guild.259 At the same time, membership numbers of the mercers’ or retailers’ guild were rising 
sharply, starting in the 1670s and expanding even further in the first decades of the eighteenth 
century (figure 1). Mercers sold groceries, textiles, fashion articles, household goods, and 
populuxe goods. They claimed the right to distribute ‘everything the industry of the people of 
this and other countries invented daily’, including novel food commodities such as sugar, 
chocolate, coffe, tea, and tobacco. Furthermore, mercers were licensed to import products 
which were not available on the Leuven market and to sell ‘all commodities that were brought 
into this town by French and other merchants’.260 The issue, however, is not to qualify the 
decline of the producing guilds and the expansion of the retailers’ guilds as opposite trends. 
Precisely in this context of a broad shift towards retailing one has to understand the growing 
importance of multiple guild membership. 
 

Figure 1: Estimates of mercers in Leuven, 1659-1790261 
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258 B. Dewilde and J. Poukens, ‘Confraternities, jansenism and the birth of a consumer society in 17th-18th-

century Leuven’, in: Francesco Ammannati (ed.), Religion and religious institutions in the European 
economy (1000-1800) (Florence, 2012) pp.684-90. 

259 B. Dewilde and J. Poukens, ‘Bread provisioning and retail dynamics in the southern Low Countries: the 
bakers of Leuven, 1600-1800’, Continuity and Change, 26 (2011) pp.405-38. 

260 LCA, 11645, fol. 58v-63v (20 July 1677 and 5 Feb. 1710); LCA, 11646 (19 June 1773). 
261 LCA, 11641-11643. 
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Leuveners entering a craft guild for the first time were registered as masters of the ‘first 
oath’. They took the guild’s oath for the first time and were not yet members of another guild. 
Those who joined a second, third or higher guild later on, were received successively as 
masters of the second, third, or higher oath. This ‘oath system’ facilitates the task of 
compiling a comprehensive prosopographical database. Table 1 summarizes some results of 
this exercise. The figures show an increase of multiple guild membership during the second 
half of the seventeenth century, and a stabilization or slower growth during the eighteenth 
century. Overall, table 1 shows a high degree of multiple guild membership among Leuven 
guild masters. In some guilds, such as those of the grease mongers, vintners, hosiers, and 
pewterers, over 60 or even 75 per cent of the members combined their craft with another. At 
this point, it should be noted that the proportion of bakers is somewhat underestimated in 
table 1 since data on masters’ sons is lacking for the period 1650-1749. Using poll tax 
registers to correct this figure, one finds 55.7 per cent multiple guild membership bakers in 
1702 and 53.0 per cent in 1747. The proportion of multiple guild membership tailors and 
second-hand dealers in the period 1700-49 should be corrected as well. Judging from poll 
taxes, 64.3 per cent of the Leuven tailors and 50.0 per cent of the second-hand dealers 
combined two or more crafts in 1747. 
 

Table 1: Multiple guild membership among Leuven craftsmen, 1600-1795(%)262 
 Bakers 

(n=639) 

Grease 
mongers 

(n=1,420) 

Vintners 

(n=100) 

Tailors 

(n=567) 

Hosiers 

(n=193) 

Sec.-hand 
dealers 
(n=853) 

Pewterers 

(n=49) 

Book 
sellers 

(n=180) 

1600-49 � 22.6 � � 38.8 15.0 21.4 4.8 
1650-99 31.1 57.7 52.2 49.8 70.6 32.4 58.3 21.7 
1700-49 32.2 63.6 60.6 52.3 76.9 37.3 50.0 41.0 
1750-95 52.1 68.8 76.2 � 76.9 22.6 66.7 51.3 

 
Well over half of the masters from the food and clothing trades were members of at 

least two guilds. A quarter even combined three or four guilds; a handful enrolled in five 
guilds. Bakers, grease mongers, vintners, brewers, and mercers joined each other’s guilds, in 
changing combinations (table 2). Clusters of guild memberships among tailors, hosiers, 
second-hand dealers, and mercers were common as well. Occasionally a clothing craftsman 
might enter a guild from the food trade (and vice versa). For instance, in 1695, Joannes 
Stockmans acquired membership of both the second-hand dealers’ and tailors’ guild, ‘being 
already a vintner of the first oath’ (1690).263 In the category ‘other’, one encounters millers, 
fruit dealers, butchers, and fish mongers in the case of food masters, and shoemakers and 
leather workers in the case of clothing masters. As is clear, combinations with the mercers’ 
guild were particularly sought-after. The same is true for the art and populuxe trades, where a 
large majority of pewterers and booksellers joined the mercers’ guild. Serial data on painters 
are not available, but several renowned Leuven artists such as Wolfgang De Smet (c.1630-
85), Lambert Blendeff (1650-1721), and Pieter-Jozef Verhaghen (1728-1811) registered as 
mercers. 
 

                                                 
262 LCA, 11588-11590, 11641-11653, 11700-11704, 11710-11714, 11720-11730, 11742-11743, 11765-11766. 
263 LCA, 11713 (1695). 
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Table 2: Frequency of guild combinations, 1600-1795(%) 
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Bakers(n=411) � 35.5 0.2 11.9 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 45.0 7.3 100.0 

Grease mongers 
(n=1,079) 13.5 � 1.2 6.9 0.1 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.1 72.6 5.3 100.0 

Vintners(n=91) 1.1 13.2 � 36.3 1.1 2.2 1.1 0.0 0.0 28.6 16.5 100.0 

Tailors(n=344) 0.0 0.3 0.3 1.2 � 7.0 30.8 0.0 0.0 49.1 11.3 100.0 

Hosiers(n=151) 0.0 1.3 0.0 0.0 15.9 � 31.1 0.0 0.0 46.4 5.3 100.0 

Sec.-hand 
dealers(n=280) 0.0 0.4 0.4 1.1 37.9 16.8 � 0.4 1.4 31.8 10.0 100.0 

Pewterers (n=27) 0.0 3.7 0.0 22.2 0.0 0.0 3.7 � 0.0 63.0 7.4 100.0 

Booksellers 
(n=56) 0.0 1.8 0.0 3.6 0.0 0.0 7.1 0.0 � 85.7 1.8 100.0 

 
The increased occurrence of multiple guild membership had a profound impact on shop 

practices. The inventories264 of Michiel Wouters (1729) and Jacobus Van Dormael (1733) 
reveal how bakers integrated secondary provisions, groceries, chandlery and even textiles and 
clothing accessories in their assortment, for which they registered as grease monger and 
mercer. Jacobus Thielens (1745) combined his baker’s profession with a beer trade, as such 
concentrating a larger share of the food provisioning into one outlet. Membership of the 
mercers’ guild enabled artisans to add novelties to their stock, in particular coffee, tea, 
chocolate, sugar, and tobacco. Baker-mercer-grease monger Paul Maes’ 1764 inventory, for 
example, contained 93 rye breads, groceries, and chandlery, but also snuff, coffee, and tea. 
Also innkeepers (incorporated into the brewers’ guild) offered their clientele a wider selection 
of beverages by joining the vintners’ and mercers’ guilds. Such was the case in Petrus Adams’ 
tavern De Gulden Cop (1773), where visitors could choose between beer, wine, brandy, 
chocolate, tea, and coffee. The shop inventories of Wouters and Van Dormael, which listed 
textiles and clothing accessories next to food products, however, demonstrate that horizontal 
integration went beyond victualling. Both Wouters’ and Van Dormael’s shop suited the idea 
of a general store, where customers could satisfy various needs: a so-called ‘one-stop’ shop 
for daily provisions and allied household goods. The same goes for the shops of mercers-
grease mongers Joannes-Arnoldus Van Coeckelbergh (1769) and Joannes Vander Moren 
(1772), where groceries, chandlery, and hot drinks were presented next to textiles, clothing, 
and trimmings. 

In the Leuven clothing sector, multiple guild membership made possible the vertical 
integration of the entire production process into one workshop, from the selection of the fabric 
and the making of the right cut, to the embellishment with laces and ribbons. In an undated 
(eighteenth-century) letter to the city council, several mercers of the second and third oath 
referred to this practice when they stated that their craft consisted ‘in the making and selling 
of all sorts of garments from all sorts of fabrics ( … ), for the completion of which we need all 

                                                 
264 The following examples are taken from probate inventories in Leuven State Archives, Notary Archives and 

Orphan’s Chamber. 
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sorts of trimmings’.265 Indeed, in the shop inventories of tailors-mercers Gerard Tallon (1741) 
and Jacobus De Buck (1779), one encounters tailoring tools and patterns, finished and 
unfinished garments, cut and uncut textile, besides trimmings and fabrics which belonged to 
the mercers’ privilege. However, multiple guild membership in the Leuven clothing sector 
entailed horizontal integration as well. Since mercers had the right to import trendy textiles 
and fashionable French clothing, membership of that guild enabled clothing masters to 
complement their own production with articles à la mode. In an eighteenth-century travel 
guide, for instance, several tailors-mercers advertised as both ‘tailors for men’ and ‘drapery 
and cloth merchants’, indicating they engaged in manufacturing as well as commercial 
activities.266 Membership of the second-hand dealers’ guild, finally, offered the possibility to 
sell an additional gamut of recycled clothing and fabrics, and hence to attract a public from all 
layers of society. As such, tailor-second-hand dealer-hosier-mercer Silvester Vander Thorre 
(1684) sold the widest selection of outer and undergarments, both new and second-hand, for 
both sexes and all ages, besides trimmings, accessories and various qualities of textile. 

By joining the mercers’ guild Leuven painters acquired the licence to import paintings 
themselves and to offer these in addition to their own productions. In the stock catalogue of 
painter-mercer Verhaghen (1811), for instance, 35 out of 292 lots consisted of paintings by 
his own hand. The main part of his stock, however, consisted of paintings with an Antwerp 
(101), Brussels (28) or Dutch (45) signature. Also, university booksellers registered as 
mercers to expand their range of tradable books. For instance, in 1777, printer-mercer 
Joannes-Franciscus Van Overbeke offered both academic and non-academic literature for 
sale, consisting of his own productions besides books imported from other cities and 
countries. For pewterers too, a combination with the mercers’ guild offered the opportunity to 
complete their stock with imported tinware. Besides, in 1694 Leuven pewterers acquired the 
right to trade earthenware, glass and chinaware on condition they paid a once-only levy of 50 
guilders to the potters’ guild. Two-thirds of the pewterers enrolling after 1694 contributed to 
this potters’ tax. As such, the stock of pewterer Michael Genits (1712) contained green and 
red earthenware imported from Limburg and Holland, and faience and pipe stoneware from 
Gouda. Pewterer Joannes Van Blehem junior (1732) supplied stoneware and chinaware. 
Remarkably, after 1750, mercers, victuallers and a few painter-mercers also purchased the 
licence to sell chinaware. 

Multiple guild membership gives evidence of the adaptive capacity of artisans to cope 
with crisis and changing consumer demand. Combining memberships allowed craftsmen to 
diversify their stock and to concentrate more phases of the production process into a single 
workshop. Particularly significant in this respect is the inclusion of novel commodities and 
imported goods to align the supply with changing consumer demand. More generally, the 
striking tendency among craftsmen from producing guilds to combine their profession with a 
mercers’ membership accounts for the broader shift towards retailing in the Leuven economy. 
But to what extent was multiple membership an adequate response to the challenges facing 
master artisans? To answer this final question, I equalled business success with social 
position. Using the tax assessments recorded in the poll taxes of 1702 and 1747, I categorized 
the Leuven households in four wealth categories (lower, lower middle, higher middle, and 
upper class). In both tax years, the line between the upper and higher middle class was fixed 
on the 90th percentile, which means that the 10 per cent wealthiest inhabitants were defined 
as elite. Given that wage labourers (journeymen, unskilled labourers) can hardly be 
recognized as middling groups, the median tax value of wage labourers was chosen for the 
upper limit of the lower class. Hence, the lower limit of the 1702 middle class can be fixed on 
the 40th percentile and in 1747 on the 60th percentile. As a separator between the lower 
middle and higher middle class, the median tax value of all middle-class households was 
employed. As part of the fiscal immunity of the university, university booksellers were 
                                                 
265 LCA, 4697 (eighteenth century). 
266 Guide fidèle contenant la description de Louvain, (Brussels, 1776) pp.34-37. 
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exempted from city taxes. Therefore, the following exercise is limited to the food and clothing 
trades. 
 

Figures 2-3: Social inequality and guild membership in the Leuven food (left) and clothing 
trades (right), 1702-47267 
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Figures 2-3 reveal a relationship between multiple guild membership and economic 
performance. Overall, multiple membership masters were better off than their single 
counterparts. In 1702 a large proportion of masters from the food and clothing trades 
experienced difficulties in living from producing activities alone. Particularly, clothing 
craftsmen not able to acquire several masterships risked being reduced to poverty. Masters 
able to complement their manufacturing activities with commercial activities had a better 
chance of generating enough profit to uphold middle-class status or to increase their means to 
accumulate capital. Under better market circumstances, multiple guild membership functioned 
as a mover (or marker) of social status. Around the middle of the eighteenth century, food and 
clothing masters were generally better off, but social standards for multiple membership 
masters seemed to have improved even more. In the food trade, 80.5 per cent of the multiple 
masters belonged to the higher level of society, compared to 40.8 per cent of the single 
membership masters. In the clothing trade, the proportion of multiple masters attaining higher 
middle or upper class status was considerably lower. Still, however, the difference with single 
membership masters remained intact. Hence, a striking consequence of the increased 
occurrence of multiple guild membership was the widening gap in social status between 
artisans belonging to one or to several guilds. 
 

                                                 
267 LCA, 3364-3365; Anderlecht State Archives, Estates of Brabant, Cartons, pp.402-6. 
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The Co-operative Movement and the ‘Irish Question’, 
1889-1932 

 
Patrick Doyle, University of Manchester 

(patrick.doyle-2@postgrad.manchester.ac.uk) 
Supervisor: Dr Till Geiger 

 

Introduction 
Emerging in the late nineteenth century, the co-operative movement in Ireland quickly 
established itself as an important historical actor, contributing to the reorganization of the 
rural economy. Its network of creameries, agricultural stores and credit societies formed 
prominent local institutions, which shaped social relations and agricultural development. This 
paper argues that interventions made by the co-operative movement challenge the historical 
preoccupation with the ‘Irish Question’ as constituted around the political status of Ireland 
within the Union. Instead, the co-operative movement placed social and economic concerns at 
the heart of Irish politics. By focusing upon the movement’s activity after 1914, in particular 
its accommodation with revolutionary nationalism, this paper takes the analysis beyond the 
point where other historical treatments have stopped.268 An examination of the co-operative 
movement during the revolutionary period after the First World War reveals that it exerted a 
profound influence on the emergent nation-state. During the period 1919-21, an alternate 
nationalist government attempted to subvert the British state in Ireland, and co-operative 
ideals became embedded within their governmental activity during this period. Co-operative 
societies were utilized by post-independence Irish governments as instruments to deliver rural 
policy, and as such, formed an important part of the state apparatus. Consequently, it is argued 
that co-operative ideology and practice shaped the development of the Irish nation-state. 
 

The ‘Irish Question’ and the Co-operative Movement, 1889-1918 
The ‘Irish Question’ dominated the political discourse around Anglo-Irish relations for much 
of the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries.269 Popularly conceived around the issue of 
Ireland’s constitutional status within the Union, by the end of the first decade of the twentieth 
century, this question turned to the matter of the imminent implementation of Home Rule – 
essentially the establishment of a devolved parliament to Dublin. As a result, political opinion 
in Ireland polarized between those who supported nationalist claims for political autonomy, 
and those who argued for the retention of the north-eastern province of Ulster within the 
United Kingdom. The chronology of the constitutional crisis in Ireland – the tacit acceptance 
of some form of Home Rule, the outbreak of the First World War, and the 1916 Easter Rising, 
which set the country on the path to violent conflict after 1918 – forms the dominant historical 
narrative of this period.270 However, these associated political debates threatened to drown out 
alternative discourses, which argued that political energies needed to concentrate upon the 
social and economic problems. Leading activists within the co-operative movement sought to 
re-frame the ‘Irish Question’ and transcend the dominant political debates. The movement’s 

                                                 
268 See, L. Kennedy, ‘Farmers, Traders and Agricultural Politics in Pre-Independence Ireland’, in Irish Peasants: 

Violence and Political Unrest, 1780-1914, eds. S. Clark and J.S. Donnelly (Manchester: Manchester 
University Press, 1983), pp.339-73; C. Ó Gráda, ‘The Beginnings of the Irish Creamery System, 1880-
1914’, in, Economic History Review, 30.2 (1977), pp.284-305; W. Jenkins, ‘Capitalists and Co-operators: 
Agricultural Transformation, Contested Space, and Identity Politics in South Tipperary, Ireland, 1890-
1914’, in Journal of Historical Geography, 30 (2004), pp.87-111; K.H. O’Rourke, ‘Culture, Conflict and 
Co-operation: Irish Dairying Before the Great War’, in, The Economic Journal, 117.10 (2007), pp.1357-9. 

269 For a historiographical overview of the ‘Irish Question’, see, P. Allum, ‘The Irish Question’, in The Crane 
Bag, 4.2 (1981), pp.6-14. 

270 For a particularly perceptive outline of the development of Irish nationalism and Ulster unionism during this 
period see, P. Bew, Ideology and the Irish Question: Ulster Unionism and Irish Nationalism, 1912-1916, 
(Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1994). 
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leader, Sir Horace Plunkett, believed that ‘[t]he Irish Question is … the problem of a national 
existence, chiefly an agricultural existence, in Ireland’. The co-operative movement, he 
argued, offered the basis for a more positive conception of social relations within Ireland.271 

Founded at the end of the nineteenth century, the co-operative movement made an 
immediate impact upon the rural sphere. Plunkett wanted to institute a revolution in the 
character of Irish people and argued that the solution to many problems associated with rural 
life existed in ‘the spread of agricultural co-operation through voluntary associations’.272 In 
1894, the Irish Agricultural Organization Society (I.A.O.S.) was founded to coordinate the 
growth of agricultural co-operative societies throughout the country. This success led to an 
explosion in the size of the movement. Between 1890 and 1914, the number of co-operative 
societies grew from one to a thousand.273 

The outbreak of the First World War necessitated a rapid increase in the output of 
agricultural produce, with particular demands made upon Irish farmers.274 Agricultural experts 
immediately realized the importance of this sector of the Irish economy. The I.A.O.S. 
appealed directly to farmers to carry out their patriotic duty by utilizing resources to the 
national advantage. This required increased levels of tillage farming and increased efforts to 
extend dairying in Ireland.275 However, the Department of Agriculture and Technical 
Instruction for Ireland (D.A.T.I.) maintained an attitude of indifference towards the I.A.O.S. 
and its attempts to further the spread of co-operative organization through Ireland. The 
I.A.O.S. publicly pleaded with the D.A.T.I. to coordinate their workloads for the sake of the 
war effort, but failed to elicit any change in the official attitude.276 For the D.A.T.I., wartime 
patriotism did not include harmonizing their work with the co-operative movement, instead 
preferring to appeal directly to farmers as individuals. 

Despite the alienation of the I.A.O.S. from governmental resources, the attractiveness of 
co-operation to farmers increased during the war. Table 1 demonstrates that the number of 
societies managed to remain relatively stable during the war years. Importantly, the appeal of 
co-operation continued to attract new members, with roughly a 50 per cent increase in 
members aligned to the I.A.O.S. by 1920. The I.A.O.S. ensured its relevancy because it 
offered vital support for its network of societies throughout the war. Its staff of organizers 
provided co-operative societies with expert advice to meet the shifting demands in food 
supply; they procured new technologies for societies, including machinery for creameries; and 
disseminated new information about agricultural methods to help societies react to the 
changing nutritional requirements of the wartime economy. For example, co-operative 
creameries switched from butter to cheese production to ensure a significant continuance of 
protein in the British diet. The assistance received from the I.A.O.S. ensured that co-operative 
creameries, ‘reaped the full advantage of this new and important development’.277 
 

                                                 
271 H. Plunkett, Ireland in the New Century, (London: J. Murray, 1905), p.39. 
272 Plunkett, Ireland, p.44. 
273 Kennedy, Farmers, Traders, p.347. 
274 A.S. Milward, The Economic Effects of the Two World Wars on Britain, (London: The Macmillan Press Ltd., 

1972) p.50. 
275 See, J.R. Campbell, ‘The War and Irish Agriculture’, in Department of Agriculture and Technical Instruction 

Journal, 15.1 (1914) pp. 12-15 and I.A.O.S., Annual Report, 1915, p.7. 
276 I.A.O.S., Annual Report, 1915, p.5. 
277 I.A.O.S., Annual Report, 1918, p.8. 
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Table 1: Growth of the Irish Co-operative Movement278 
Year Number of Co-operative Societies Membership 
1907 913 82,311 
1908 881 85,939 
1909 835 91661 
1910 880 94,512 
1911 934 97,318 
1912 947 101,991 
1913 985 104,702 
1914 1,023 106,212 
1915 991 102,591 
1916 958 106,301 
1917 947 113,640 
1918 950 117,484 
1919 1,028 135,669 
1920 1,114 157,766 

 

Dáil Éireann and the Co-operative Movement, 1919-32 
The First World War wrought extraordinary changes upon Irish politics. By 1919, the ‘Irish 
Question’ evolved once again. The 1918 General Election returned 73 Sinn Féin MPs, making 
them the largest political party in Ireland. In accordance with their political manifesto, none of 
the party’s elected representatives took their seat in the British Parliament at Westminster.279 
Instead, they declared themselves members of the first elected government of an independent 
republic, named Dáil Éireann. The Dáil became a potent symbol of popular resistance against 
the British state, and acted as ‘a source of legitimacy for fighting men in the guerrilla war that 
followed’.280 

The years 1919-21, proved important for the co-operative movement with regard to its 
later position within the Irish Free State. The establishment of Dáil Éireann presented an 
opportunity for the case of further co-operative methods to be applied to social and economic 
problems, whilst I.A.O.S. activists were utilized frequently by these nationalists. The Dáil 
immediately unveiled its ‘Democratic Programme’. This document called for an Irish 
Republic’s economic policy ‘being developed on the most beneficial and progressive co-
operative and industrial lines’.281 Although technically a theoretical government, Dail Éireann 
demonstrated how this might be achieved if it had access to full governmental resources. The 
Irish co-operative movement provided an influential source of inspiration and the Dáil put 
into motion, schemes and commissions influenced by a co-operative methodology. In 1919, 
the Dáil proceeded to establish a commission to study ‘the whole question of co-operation in 
Ireland’, which included prominent I.A.O.S. members.282 Importantly, the self-help ethos of 
the co-operative movement was reflected by Sinn Féin. For example, the Dáil’s Director of 
Trade and Commerce, Ernest Blythe, argued for the organization of the Irish economy along 
co-operative lines, and stated that this provided ‘the only feasible method of combating 
                                                 
278 These figures compiled from a series of Annual Reports published by the I.A.O.S. between 1908-1921. See, 

Irish Agricultural Organisation Society, Annual Report (Dublin: The Sackville Press, 19XX). [Hereafter, 
I.A.O.S., Annual Report, 19XX]. 

279 F.S.L. Lyons, Ireland Since the Famine, (London: Fontana Press, 1973), pp.398-9; J.J. Lee, ‘Ireland 1912-
1985’, Politics and Society, (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1989), p.40. 

280 B. Farrell, The Founding of Dáil Éireann: Parliament and Nation Building, (Dublin: Gill and Macmillan, 
1971), p.80. 

281 Dáil Éireann, ‘Democratic Programme of Dáil Éireann’, in Parliamentary Debates, Volume 1, 21 January 
1919, <http://historical-debates.oireachtas.ie/D/DT/D.F.O.191901210015.html> [Accessed 11 September 
2012].  

282 A. Mitchell, Revolutionary Government in Ireland: Dáil Éireann, 1919-1922, (Dublin: Gill and Macmillan, 
1995), pp.47-48. 
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foreign trusts and combines’.283 This showed the ease with which co-operative discourse could 
be subsumed within a discourse of economic nationalism, long associated with Sinn Féin. 

The issue of land ownership in Ireland, a long-standing social problem, also received 
due consideration. The Dáil appointed another sub-committee to explore the possibility of 
establishing a co-operative bank, to help facilitate land redistribution. In December 1919, 
these deliberations resulted in the foundation of the National Land Bank, later an important 
financial institution within the Free State. The Dáil appointed Lionel Smith-Gordon of the 
I.A.O.S., as the Managing Director of this new concern. By June 1921, it loaned a sum of 
£315,000. Although mainly directed for land purchase, several loans made their way to other 
industries, such as fishing. Importantly, all this money only passed through co-operative 
societies.284 Upon its foundation, Smith-Gordon wrote, ‘[t]he ideal is to create co-operative 
communities of men who will work in harmony with one another’.285 With this co-operative 
ethos at the forefront, the institution’s 1921 Constitution concluded that ‘[t]he National Land 
Bank is an Irish institution founded to assist in the rebuilding of Ireland’s prosperity, the 
restoration of her population and the securing of her economic independence. It is a National 
Bank with a National Ideal’.286 The ideas and individuals associated with the I.A.O.S. showed 
that the co-operative movement acted as an architect of the new state, by shaping the ideology 
and practice of a central financial institution. 

At a local level, the experience of violence placed co-operative societies at the forefront 
of the national consciousness. In the dairying counties of Munster, one of movement’s centres 
of influence, violence took its toll. Throughout 1920 and the first half of 1921, co-operative 
societies were attacked by Crown forces as a reprisal for local I.R.A. activity. By 1 January 
1921, 42 co-operative societies experienced severe damage to their premises, and in certain 
cases, complete destruction. Co-operative employees were threatened, assaulted, and at the 
Ballymacelligott Co-operative Society, County Kerry, one was shot dead. The victimization 
of co-operative businesses continued throughout the next six months. Local policing 
authorities modified tactics to enforce the closure of co-operative societies, a measure that 
hurt the local farming population economically. In November 1921, Robert Anderson, 
Secretary of the I.A.O.S., claimed that each creamery destroyed, put 800 farmers out of 
business.287 These attacks placed severe strain upon the movement, with local societies forced 
to close and national resources stretched to breaking point. Despite the violence of the period, 
Irish co-operation proved resilient and the movement emerged from its darkest period yet. As 
a result, the I.A.O.S. report for 1921 asserted, that, ‘no stronger proof of the inherent vitality 
of the movement has ever been recorded’.288 Co-operative creameries offered a stark reminder 
of the violence attached to the independence process, and as such they became important 
symbolic socio-economic institutions within the newly independent Irish Free State. 

Increasingly, the Dáil involved itself in the day-to-day operations of the I.A.O.S. In 
1919, the I.A.O.S. co-opted Robert Barton, the Dáil’s Director of Agriculture, onto its 
governing committee.289 By 1921, Ernest Blythe also joined, giving Sinn Féin a valuable 
insight into the working capacity and organizational structure of the leading body in Irish co-
operation.290 This link proved important. After independence in 1922, the Department of 
Agriculture’s functions became increasingly intertwined with the I.A.O.S. As Minister of 
Finance in the Irish Free State, Blythe used the co-operative movement to effect agricultural 
policy. This manifested itself in his Budgets, where he earmarked ‘abnormal’ expenses for co-
                                                 
283 Blythe quoted in, Mitchell, Revolutionary Government, p.47. 
284 M.E. Daly, The First Department: A History of the Department of Agriculture, (Dublin: The Institute of 

Public Administration, 2002), pp.68-70; Mitchell, Revolutionary Government, pp.86-92. 
285 L. Smith-Gordon, cited in Mitchell, Revolutionary Government, p.89. 
286 National Library of Ireland P2282/4:‘The National Land Bank: Its Constitution and its Aims’, (1921). 
287 Daly, The First Department, p.78. 
288 I.A.O.S., Annual Report, 1921, p.5. 
289 I.A.O.S., Annual Report, 1919, pp.2-3. 
290 I.A.O.S., Annual Report, 1921, pp.2-3. 
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operative development.291 It was during the revolutionary period, that the workings of the state 
and the voluntary co-operative movement became increasingly intertwined – an 
organizational template that endured beyond the moment of independence. 
 
Conclusion 
From 1922 onwards, the Irish Free State projected itself as an agricultural country, a claim 
made less problematic by partition. Intellectuals, policymakers and civil servants made the 
case for agricultural development as the natural industrial policy. Irish nationalists perceived 
that agricultural development offered the economic solution to societal problems. One official 
government publication argued that by realizing the untapped potential of agriculture in 
Ireland no reason existed, ‘why this country cannot in time have a largely increased 
population with an improved standard of living’.292 

The co-operative movement acted as a dynamic agent in the Irish Free State, making its 
influence felt at the site of the co-operative society, but also in the trajectory of agricultural 
policy after 1922. Throughout these years the Irish government introduced a raft of new 
legislation which reorganized the agricultural sector to this end. Co-operative societies found 
their profile raised by these changes, as they formed the instruments through which the 
government implemented improvements. 

Almost immediately, following independence the first government of the Irish Free 
State established a Commission of Agriculture. Appointed by the government, its task was to 
provide ‘an assured basis for future expansion and prosperity’ in order to place the Irish Free 
State on a robust economic footing.293 The Commission’s report solidified the image of 
Ireland as a nation of farmers and stated that ‘[a]griculture is the foundation on which the 
commercial and business life of the country is based, and the circumstances that affect 
agriculture react sensibly through the entire economic life of the nation.’294 The final report, 
produced in 1924, confirmed the new state’s commitment to co-operative principles, and 
asserted that: 
 

We firmly believe in the co-operative system, as calculated to promote better 
business methods, and, we consider that the state may, with advantage spend 
substantial sums in the teaching of practical co-operation.295 [Emphasis added] 

 
This central conclusion meant a major reorientation in the relationship between the 
Department of Agriculture and the I.A.O.S – one of intensified collaboration. The raft of 
agricultural legislation that followed throughout the 1920s, confirmed the state’s view of co-
operative methods to deal with socio-economic issues, such as the marketing of farm produce 
and the availability of financial credit for farmers. The utilization of co-operative institutions 
and practices increasingly informed the Irish state’s response to dealing with rural social and 
economic problems – a manifestation of the co-operative movement’s attempts to 
conceptualize and tackle the ‘Irish Question’. 

                                                 
291 D. Gwynn, The Irish Free State, 1922-1927, (London: Macmillan and Co., 1928), pp.259-261. 
292 Saorstát Éireann, Agricultural Statistics, 1847-1926: Reports and Tables (Dublin: The Stationery Office, 

1928), p.lxv. 
293 National Archives of Ireland (NAI) AGF/2005/68/401, ‘Report of the Agricultural Commission’. 
294 NAI AGF/2005/68/401, Report, p.2. 
295 NAI AGF/2005/68/401, Report, p.9. 
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Loan guarantee legislation in the Irish Free State, 1924-39: 
legislative plagiarism or economic experiment? 

 
Frank Conlan, National University of Ireland, Galway 

(f.conlan1@nuigalway.ie) 
Supervisor: Dr Aidan Kane 

 
The Trade Loans (Guarantee) Act, 1924 (hereafter the 1924 Act), was enacted to provide a 
mechanism for a state guarantee in the case of certain classes of loans whose application were 
calculated to promote employment in Ireland.  The Act was based on, and intended to replace, 
the Trade Facilities Act, 1921 (hereafter the 1921 Act) passed by Westminster and which no 
longer applied to the Irish Free State after independence.  The research examines the claim 
that the legislation was copied from a British statute and the contrasting view that a degree of 
policy experimentation was intended.  A database has been compiled based on the statutory 
returns required under S.6 of the 1924 Act.  Initial results indicate two distinct phases in the 
period researched.  John Maynard Keynes’ lecture296 in Dublin on ‘National Self-Sufficiency’ 
in 1933 provided a timely intervention at a time of policy change in Ireland.  The initial 
conclusion indicates that the incremental changes contributed to a learning process in the 
administration of industrial development policy in Ireland.  The 1921 Act provided a useful 
starting template. 
 

Introduction 
The stated objective in proposing new legislation was ‘to promote employment and to 
develop industry’.  The draft legislation prepared in January 1924 followed the broad outlines 
of the 1921 Act which was already in operation in Britain.  Similar legislation was passed for 
Northern Ireland, principally to support employment in the shipbuilding industry – the 
Government of Northern Ireland (Loan Guarantee) Act 1922. 

The 1924 Act could be viewed as the first attempt after independence to set in a 
legislative form a measure to promote industrial development.  The stimulus for proposing 
legislation in Ireland to support manufacturing enterprises was, however, not related to the 
unemployment problems which caused the 1921 Act to be introduced in Britain. 
 
‘Strictly for an experimental period’ 
Legislation was proposed to the Executive Council of the Government in October 1923.  The 
view was expressed that ‘… the mere passing of legislation for power to guarantee would be a 
tonic and if the Act were administered strictly for an experimental period reliable information 
could be obtained as to the possibility of helping industrial development while strictly 
limiting the public liability’.297 Campbell’s proposal followed closely the format of the 1921 
Act passed in Westminster.  However, it was to take until June of the following year before 
the Parliamentary Draftsman was given instructions for the legislation which was to 
incorporate a number of innovative features.  These innovations were not in the original 
proposal and therefore distinguish it from the British prototype. 

The most significant difference was the introduction of a measure in S.2 which would 
enable the state to guarantee classes of loans aimed at reducing the cost of ‘essential 
commodities’.  These loans could be taken out by public authorities, or associations of 
producers, or of consumers, or associations representing both.  In this category of addressing 
‘essential commodities’, the legislation also provided for the state to grant loans as an 
alternative to guarantees.  The final decision on giving a guarantee on a loan, or granting a 
loan, was with the Minister for Industry and Commerce in consultation with the Minister for 
Finance, unlike the 1921 Act which granted that permission to the Treasury. Similarities with 
                                                 
296 Studies, Vol.22 No. 86 (June 1933) pp.177-193. 
297 National Archives of Ireland, S/3373, memo Gordon Campbell, 30 Oct. 1923. 
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the British legislation included the establishment of an advisory committee to recommend 
proposed loans for guarantee and the legislation was enacted for a period of one year in each 
of the jurisdiction, with annual renewal through the respective parliaments. A limit was set to 
the aggregate amount in respect of which the Minister or the Treasury, respectively, might 
give guarantees. 

The Secretary of the Department of Finance, Joseph Brennan, responded to the initial 
proposal by arguing the inappropriateness of such a measure to the scale of Irish industry by 
referring to the approval in Britain of loans for capital projects overseas.  He instanced three 
projects in Newfoundland, Sudan, and in India298 with a combined value of over £4.35 
million. At the end of 1923 when the Irish legislation was proposed, the contingent liability 
on the British exchequer arising from the operation of the 1921 Act had already reached more 
than £38 million compared to an authorized exchequer contingent liability of £50 million.299 

The 1924 Act set aside a more modest figure, an aggregate limit of £750,000 for loan 
guarantees and in the case of the measure for dealing with ‘essential commodities’ an amount 
of £250,000. 
 
The question of ‘legislative plagiarism’ 
The similarity of the Irish legislation to a British prototype has led to the charge, in this case 
as in others, of ‘legislative plagiarism’; a description used for the practice in the Irish 
parliamentary system to ‘adopt in whole or in part enactments which the British parliament 
has already passed’ (McCracken, 1958 p.174).  Finn (2008, p.54) comments that the draft Bill 
of 1924 was ‘largely copied from the Trade Facilities Act 1921 (Imp), the Parliamentary 
Draftsman prepared the Bill in less than 24 hours and the Bill was before the Dáil only a day 
later’. However, the discussion had commenced between officials in the previous October, 
eight months earlier.  This comparison overlooked the urgency described by Peden (1993) 
which trace the roots of the 1921 Act from the Gairloch Cabinet gathering of September of 
that year and the eventual passage through Westminster in November.  The records show that 
the Irish legislation took longer to formulate than was required in Britain to deal with the 
more serious unemployment problem Britain experienced in 1921 (Morgan, 1979). 

The 1924 Act, once passed, continued to be renewed annually by amending Acts 
without significant change, until the change of government in 1932. The Trade Facilities Act, 
on the other hand, had not been renewed in Britain after 1926 for reasons which are not 
directly relevant to this author’s research. 

The question of ‘legislative plagiarism’ may only be relevant in a strictly literal sense.  
In reality the application of the measure in the limited form it took in the initial years was on a 
different scale in Ireland from that envisaged to deal with a chronic unemployment problem in 
Britain.  The continuation of the measure in Ireland into the 1930s serves only to emphasize 
that difference. 
 
Keynes on ‘National Self-Sufficiency’ 
John Maynard Keynes was invited to give the first Finlay Lecture in Dublin in April 1933 for 
which he had chosen the theme of ‘National Self-Sufficiency’.  The timing of the event in the 
aftermath of the accession to government of the Fianna Fáil party put on the interpretation of 
his lecture a greater political significance and its content was interpreted by many as an 
endorsement of the protectionist policies of the new government. In his lecture Keynes 
appeared to ‘swing the full circle from Adam Smith to Friedrich List’ (Skidelsky, 1992, 
p.476) and in his line of reasoning urged the case for ‘politico-economic’ experiment. 

‘ … We all need to be as free as possible of interference from economic changes 
elsewhere, in order to make our own favourite experiments towards the ideal social Republic 
of the future; and that a deliberate movement towards greater national self-sufficiency and 

                                                 
298 NAI: S/3373, memo S. Ua Braonain, 3 Dec. 1923. 
299 National Archives, Kew: CAB/24/162/88: Special Report on Unemployment No. 99; November 1923. 
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economic isolation will make our task easier, in so far as it can be accomplished without 
excessive economic cost.’  Keynes, J.M., National Self-Sufficiency, Dublin, 1933. 

Girvan (1989, pp.38-43) outlines the approach of Campbell, Secretary of the 
Department of Industry and Commerce (1923-32), to the issue of ‘experimentation’ and a 
need for an ‘industrial development policy’.  He resigned following the 1932 general election 
due to his accession to the title of Lord Glenavy on the death of his father and was not 
involved in the policy changes during the 1930s. 

The new government introduced a number of significant changes in the 1934 
amendment of the 1924 Act.  These changes were aimed as an incentive to support the 
manufacturing sector.  However, the legislation played a subordinate role to the combination 
of protective tariffs and the Control of Manufactures Acts passed in 1932 and 1934. A number 
of companies established in Ireland in the 1930s received licences to operate and supply the 
domestic market with products protected by tariffs. 

Lee (1989, pp.191-4) recounts the impediments confronting policy makers during this 
period in two areas; the poor quality of statistical information and the lack of an informed 
debate among professional economists of the period which might provide guidance for policy-
makers.  There appeared to be no overall plan ‘beyond a vague commitment to 
decentralization’.  These problems were compounded by a self-inflicted dispute with Britain 
over the annuity payments from the Land Acts pre-dating independence.  There were no 
contingency plans for the British reaction when retaliatory tariff measures were imposed on 
Irish exports to Britain. 

Campbell’s successor in Industry and Commerce, John Leydon, formed a ‘formidable 
partnership’ (Kennedy, 2009) with Sean Lemass as his Minister.  Lee (1989, pp.197-201) 
entitles the period of this partnership ‘Experiment 1932-45’ and recounts the mix of measures 
introduced. The increase in approvals under the 1924 Act is an indication of the synergy 
between the measures introduced. 
 
Beneficiaries and the impacts 
The statutory returns required under the legislation, S.6 of the 1924 Act, provide the primary 
source data for a firm-level database which is being compiled as part of this research.  The 
principal data comprise details of the applicants approved, the value of the loan to be 
guaranteed, the purpose for which the loan were to be used and the terms of the loans, 
including duration and interest rate. 

For comparative purposes the data can be divided into the two periods 1925-31 and 
1932-39.  This reflects the changes in government policy following the 1932 election.  A 
summary of the loan approvals in the two periods is shown in table 1, showing the total 
number of loans approved, the minimum, maximum and average loans approved for the two 
periods. 
 

Table 1: Trade loan approvals in the period 1925-39 

Period 
Total no. of 

Loans Approved
Minimum Loan

£ 
Maximum Loan 

£ 
Average Loan 

£ 
1925-1931 25 1,500 60,000 16,145 
1932-1939 92 500 200,000 13,250 

Total 117    
 

Tables 2a and 2b give more detailed breakdowns for the sizes of loans approved and the 
duration of the loans.  It is noteworthy that the second period, 1932-39 is characterized by the 
changes to the eligibility criteria and the introduction of flanking measures such as the 
Control of Manufacture Acts 1932 and 1934 together with tariff protection.  A number of the 
applications were beneficiaries of all three measures.  This partly explains the increased 
number of approvals in table 2b. 
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Table 2a: Trade loans guaranteed in the period 1925-31 

      Term of the loans in years 

Amount of Loan 
No. of 
Approvals 

0 - 10 
years 

11 - 15 
years 

16 - 20 
years 

20+  
years 

< £2,000  2 2       
£2,001 - £ 5,000  11 6 4 1   
£5,001 - £20,000  6 4 1 1   
£20,001 - £50,000  4     3 1 
£50,000 +  2   1 1   
  Totals: 25 12 6 6 1 

 
Table 2b: Trade Loans Guarantee in the period 1932-39 

      Term of the loans in years 

Amount of Loan 
No. of 
Approvals 0 - 10  11 - 15 16 - 20  20+  

< £2,000  27 18 9     
£2,001 - £ 5,000  33 11 22     
£5,001 - £20,000  23 3 19 1   
£20,001 - £50,000  5 1 3   1 
£50,000 +  4   2 1 1 
  Totals: 92 33 55 2 2 

 
There was no requirement to report the impact of the measure in terms of employment 

and therefore accurate data is not readily available.  Departmental estimates were prepared 
from time to time and these figures were used in the response to parliamentary questions. 
There has been on-going debate as to the effectiveness of these measures to address the 
employment issue in Ireland (Daly, 1992; Meenan, 1970).  Census of production statistics 
reviewed by Meenan (1943) over the period, 1926-39, led him to the conclusion that ‘self-
sufficiency’ had not been achieved; imports remained as high as before and exports had not 
increased. 

The firm level database will be used to compare the two periods, particularly with 
regard to establishing a more accurate basis for estimating the employment impact of the 
measure.  This will require research into the records of individual firms. 
 
Conclusions 
The first period of the legislation had the innovative variation from the British prototype that 
an attempt was made to provide for schemes to address the cost of ‘essential commodities.’ 
Unfortunately, this did not produce significant benefits and, without any incremental change 
in the eligibility criteria, the number of applicants approved declined. 

In the second period, the combined use of tariffs and the Control of Manufactures Acts 
makes it difficult to estimate the employment impact of the Trade Loans measure alone.  
However, the data collected will enable a more detailed examination of individual firms. 

The interrelationship of sectoral developments will also be part of the interrogation of 
the data collected under the Trade Loans legislation. 

The incremental nature of the changes made with this legislation is indicative of later 
developments.  The final amendment to the Trade Loans (Amendment) Acts was passed in 
1954.  In the same year, the State Guarantees Act 1954 was passed; thus entering a new phase 
in the use of state guarantees based on the learning experience of the three preceding decades. 
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The long (re-)birth of the German Credit Act of 1961 
 

Niels Krieghoff, London School of Economics 
(n.f.krieghoff@lse.ac.uk) 

Supervisor: Professor Albrecht Ritschl 
 

Introduction 
In the aftermath of the Second World War, the Allies forced major institutional changes on 
the West German banking system (henceforth just Germany). Under the leadership of the US 
military government the Allies decentralized the largest commercial banks, the central bank 
and the regulatory structure. Yet, by the beginning of the 1960s most of these institutional 
changes had been reversed by the Germans. 

While there exist accounts of the changes to the central bank and to the large 
commercial banks, the literature is sorely missing a more detailed account of German banking 
regulation after the Second World War.300 Moreover, the existing literature treats the Allied 
changes to the supervisory institutions largely as a by-product, whose reversal was a mere 
formality.301  Indeed, the 1961 Credit Act constitutes in most respects a re-birth of the older 
Credit Act of 1934. But why did Germans pass almost exactly the same Credit Act twice 
within a 30-year period? Was it really just a matter of returning to the historical path, once the 
Allied influence had waned? New archival evidence suggests that the Credit Act of 1961 was 
the product of an intense federal conflict. It needs to be interpreted as the minimum consensus 
for a coalition that sought to re-centralize banking regulation and which needed a 
supermajority to break the German states’ objection. 
 

Early drafts 
The regulatory framework for the German banking system was drawn up in the aftermath of a 
severe financial crisis in 1931. The Credit Act of 1934 established a centralized regulatory 
system to oversee the banking sector. The central bank was in charge of determining the 
regulatory policies and a central supervisory agency implemented them. The regulatory 
institutions were given vast regulatory powers that allowed them to restrict competition, such 
as the power to impose an interest cartel or to restrict entry to the banking sector on the mere 
basis of ‘economic necessity’. The German states were not given any regulatory powers.302 
After the war there was legislative continuity as most laws remained in force, including the 
Credit Act of 1934 in its amended form.303 However, all central government institutions had 
ceased to exist and the Allies transferred the competency for money and credit (and thus 
banking regulation) to the Finance Ministries of the states.304 

In the spring of 1948, Americans pressed the Germans to come up with a new Credit 
Act that would reflect the decentralized structure and replace the numerous laws and 
directives currently constituting the basis for German banking regulation. They also wanted 
the central bank to be removed from the supervision of banks.305 Work on a new Credit Act 
began at the end of 1948 under the auspices of the new central bank, the Bank deutscher 
Länder (BdL), which prepared a draft that incorporated the demands.306 While the BdL’s 

                                                 
300 For the Allied changes to the large commercial banks and the central bank see, e.g., Ahrens (2007), 

Holtfrerich (1995), Horstmann (1991) and Wandel (1980). 
301 See, e.g., Ambrosius (1998) or the contemporary dissertation of Honold (1956). 
302 During the Second World War the regulatory structure was further centralized with the Economics Ministry. 

See Reichsgesetzblatt (1934, 1939a/b, 1944). 
303 This was because (West) Germany was considered the legal successor of the Third Reich and the Weimar 

Republic. See Stolleis (2008). 
304 Bundesarchiv B102/23052, Fischer to Kattenstroth, 31.01.1950. 
305 Bundesarchiv B102/41901 – Minutes from 21.05.1948, 12.10.1948 and 16.11.1948. 
306 Bundesarchiv B102/41901 – Draft Credit Act from 30.09.1951. 
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experts worked on a draft, the Federal Republic of Germany was formed. Its constitution, too, 
was drawn up under the oversight of the Allies. 

During the first years of the new Republic, the Finance and Economics Ministries were 
engaged in a bitter struggle for subject-matter competence of the area of money and credit. 
The Economics Ministry under Ludwig Erhard challenged the transfer of competence to the 
Finance Ministry that had been instigated by the Allies.307 And indeed, after two years of 
conflict, the subject-matter competence was transferred back to the Economics Ministry in 
1952. 

Three aspects of this transfer of competence are intriguing. First, the Economics 
Ministry made significant efforts to recruit experienced individuals from the pre-Second 
World War era.  Second, the press began to speculate openly about whether the regulation of 
banks might be minimized or even scrapped altogether. After all, the press argued, the free 
market doctrine carried significant weight within the Economics Ministry. And in a free 
market the banking system needed little to no supervision.308 And third, the Americans began 
to acknowledge that their policy of decentralizing banking regulation had led to an 
undesirable degree of politicization of the supervisory institutions. Thus, the Allies had no 
objections to the Germans returning to their traditional centralized model.309 

Nevertheless, by the end of the first legislative period in 1953 Germany had not come 
closer to passing a new Credit Act.  Instead the Allies and Germans wrangled over the 
liberalization of branching restrictions, which materialized in the spring of 1952.310 Once this 
issue was settled the Allies left banking matters entirely in the hands of the Germans, yet there 
was an array of crucial political and economic developments that put the drafting of a new 
Credit Act firmly in the back seat. Officially, the banking sector was ‘regulated’ after all – the 
quality of which was another (controversial) question altogether. However, the transfer of 
subject-matter competence set important precedents for future work on a Credit Act. 
 
Restart 
After the general election in the fall of 1953, work on a new Credit Act was taken up from 
scratch. Previous drafts were not taken into consideration. Instead, the Economics Ministry 
cooperated closely with the banks in preparing new drafts.311 Interestingly the banks did not 
try to use this opportunity to rebel against the regulations. Instead, they preferred the cosy, 
government-cartelized system introduced before the Second World War, which restricted 
competition.312 

Even so, progress on a new Credit Act was slow between 1954 and 1956. It was only 
third in line during this period, behind an Antitrust Act and a Central Bank Act. Additionally, 
the ministry was torn internally between a free market faction under Müller-Armack’s 
Division I and the Money and Credit Division, Division VI, which contained several former 
employees of the supervisory institutions (or the Economics Ministry) of the prewar period.313 
The potential for the pendulum to swing from restrictive micro-regulation to virtual absence 
of regulation was definitely present. 
 

                                                 
307 Löffler (2002, pp.368-391). 
308 Bundesarchiv B102/41886 – Memo by Schreihage from 15.02.1954. 
309 Klopstock to Pumphrey from 02.02.1950 in NARA, RG 466, Decartelization and Deconcentration Division, 

Subject Files, 1948-55, folder ‘Banking Deconcentration 1950’, box 1. 
310 For a description see Horstmann (1991, pp.219-86). 
311 Löffler (2002, p.389). 
312 Especially the private banks saw it as an opportunity to fend off competition from the public savings bank 

system. See the Minutes of private banks’ Credit Act commission in Bundesarchiv B102/41893, 41894, 
41895 and 41896. Representatives of the Economics Ministry regularly attended these meetings. 

313 Bundesarchiv B102/41886 –Schreihage to the head of Division 1 from 11.05.1955. 
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A failed attempt 
In order to make at least some progress before the end of the legislative period in 1957, an 
alliance between the lower house of parliament, the Bundestag, and the Economics Ministry 
tried to press through the one regulatory reform that they all agreed on: the (re-)centralization 
of regulatory supervision. An important rationale for pushing ahead was the fact that the 
parliament lifted branching restrictions on banks entirely at the end of 1956.314 Both the 
Economics Ministry and the Bundestag’s Committee for Money and Credit argued that 
nationally operating banks could only be supervised efficiently by a national supervisory 
agency.315 

The government’s proposal to establish a single Federal Supvervisory Office ran into 
hostile opposition from the German states (represented by the upper house of parliament, the 
Bundesrat) and the BdL, which was dominated by the state central banks. The states were not 
willing to give up their regulatory privileges. On top of encountering stiff resistance from the 
states, the Bundestag engaged itself in a fruitless debate over the seat of the future regulatory 
agency. Given the already stretched capabilities of the German parliament with the passage of 
the Antitrust Act and the Bundesbank Act just before the end of the legislative period, the 
proposed centralization bill never came to a vote.316 Nevertheless, the passage of both the 
Antitrust and the Bundesbank Acts, served as important primers for the future Credit Act. The 
Antitrust Act, permitted the government an exception to the rule so it could establish a cartel 
in the banking sector. The Bundesbank Act redistributed the balance of power in the central 
bank from the state central banks, to the directorate.  This, in turn, changed the stance of the 
Bundesbank, from supporting decentralization to supporting a centralized regulatory 
system.317 
 
(Re-)birth 
The central government put the Credit Act at the top of its agenda after the elections in the 
autumn of 1957. This forced the Ministry of Economics’ wrangling Divisions I and VI to 
settle their disputes. Division VI’s vision (and that of the private banks) of re-establishing the 
old cartelized order carried the day. After the first official draft of the Credit Act was 
published in 1958, a discussion ensued with numerous suggestions for improvement. 
Amongst these was the introduction of deposit insurance.318 However, no significant changes 
were introduced as the Economics Ministry blocked all attempts. The bill was bound to end in 
a head-on confrontation between the central government and the federal states, which outright 
rejected the proposed recentralization of banking regulation.319 And any prolonged public 
discussion would thwart its probability of passage.320 

In its confrontation with the states, the federal government could build on the 
overwhelming support of the Bundestag. The area of banking was one of ‘competing 
competences’ between the states and the central government. Generally legislative and 
executive responsibility rested with the individual states, but the federal government could 
assume responsibility if there were indispensable reasons to do so. Unless the federal 
government had the support of the Bundesrat, it needed a supermajority in the Bundestag to 
overrule the Bundesrat’s objection.321 

                                                 
314 Bundesgesetzblatt (1956). 
315 Bundesarchiv B102/23342 – Henckel to Erhard and Westrick from 30.11.1956, and cabinet proposal by 

Erhard from 20.12.1956. 
316 Bundesarchiv B102/41898 – Minutes from 22.06.1957. 
317 For the acts see Bundesgesetzblatt (1957a, 1957b). 
318 Bundesarchiv B102/41817 – Erhard to Niederhalt from 26.09.1958 and Bundesarchiv B102/41905 – Memo 

from 24.08.1960. 
319 Bundesarchiv B102/41889, Memo from 28.10.1958. 
320 Bundesarchiv B102/41817 – Westrick to Schedl from 08.03.1961. 
321 Art. 72, 74 and 77 of Bundesgesetzblatt (1949). 
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The German states fought the centralization of the regulatory institutions to the very 
end, trying to delay and derail the draft in parliament. Undeterred, the Bundestag approved the 
Credit Act, overruled the Bundesrat’s objection with a two-thirds majority and consequently 
enacted the law. The states did not give up just yet, as they launched a constitutional 
challenge, arguing that the (re-)centralization went about in an unconstitutional manner. The 
constitutional court, however, decided in favour of the central government, and the Credit Act 
of 1961 was upheld; a Credit Act which was essentially the younger brother of the Credit Act 
of 1934.322 

Not many significant provisions changed. Probably the most significant change was one 
the Americans had previously also advocated. The central bank was to focus on monetary 
matters and leave qualitative regulation to the Federal Supervisory Office. Another indirect 
‘victim’ of American influence was the restriction to enter the banking sector. The restriction 
collided with the constitutional right to choose one’s freedom of trade and had to be dropped. 
Other than that the Credit Acts were de facto the same. 
 
Conclusion 
The genesis of the German Credit Act of 1961 is one of twists and turns and certainly not as 
straightforward as it has been traditionally assumed in the literature. Initial drafts for a ‘new’ 
Credit Act were substantially different in character than the final version eventually passed by 
parliament. And this is not simply attributable to the fading of Allied influence on German 
legislation. The re-centralization of the supervisory institutions was the key issue the central 
government wanted to see introduced. However, this provision encountered stiff opposition 
by the states and required the government to rally a two-thirds majority within the lower 
house of parliament. Every regulatory innovation that deviated from the existing ‘tool-kit’ 
specified by the Credit Act of 1934 would have jeopardized the necessary two-thirds majority. 
Consequently, the government played it safe and decided to leave innovative reforms for the 
future, when a supermajority would no longer be necessary. 

The influence of the Allies in terms of regulatory supervision does not reach much 
beyond the establishment of the Federal Republic. Thus, the longest lasting effect on German 
banking supervision was an indirect one via the new ‘Allied-implanted’ constitution. It 
created a federal state and the individual states were initially given the competence to 
regulate. But it was also the same constitution that allowed for the central government to take 
this power away from the states. Indeed, what the birth of the German Credit Act of 1961 
most vividly portrays is the struggle between the central government and the federal states in 
the early Federal Republic. 

Theoretically the Germans could have changed their regulatory system in a number of 
ways. Only deposit insurance was seriously under consideration at one point. It was not 
adopted because public banks and credit cooperatives already had implicit or explicit deposit 
insurance and the largest commercial banks were considered as ‘too big to fail’ by the 
government. This is probably the most striking part of the birth of the Credit Act of 1961. 
That the government was well aware of the ‘too big too fail’ nature of its largest banks, but it 
deemed it a risk it could not (yet) tackle. The re-centralization of the regulatory framework 
had to be accomplished first. 
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Late medieval consumption in East Anglian market towns 
 

Jo Sear, University of Cambridge 
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Supervisor: Professor John Hatcher 
 
This paper explores the proposition that the Black Death was followed by an increased 
consumption of a larger variety of goods by a much broader range of society than had been 
the case before the mid-fourteenth century.  There is general agreement that demographic and 
economic changes in the late middle ages led to improved living standards for the majority of 
medieval society.  However, some historians have taken this a stage further and argued that 
rising wages, combined with falling food prices and rents, led to such a large increase in 
disposable income for the masses that they participated in a rising consumption of semi-
luxury and luxury consumer goods.  For example, Kowaleski recently argued that the post-
Black Death period saw increased expenditure by a much larger proportion of society and on 
a wider variety of goods and services and lent support to the suggestion that the period 
witnessed a ‘consumer revolution’.323 

However, other historians have challenged the methodology used to estimate real wages 
in the late middle ages and have suggested that although wage rates did rise sharply, this did 
not necessarily lead to commensurate increases in real income across all social strata.  
Hatcher, for example, has recently argued that it is wrong to conclude that the doubling of the 
purchasing power of the daily wage of builders and agricultural labourers between the early 
fourteenth century and the close of the fifteenth, as calculated by Phelps-Brown and Hopkins 
& Clarke respectively, meant a doubling of the living standards of the landless or of the great 
mass of the population.324  Such scepticism about a late medieval consumer revolution 
embracing the masses is enhanced by studies of consumption in the early modern period 
which have thrown doubt on assumptions that the broadening consumption patterns 
discernible in early modern and eighteenth-century inventories percolated down to labourers, 
artisans and smallholders. McKendrick, Brewer & Plumb, for example, argued that the 
consumer boom occurred in the third quarter of the eighteenth century and that life for people 
in the pre-industrial world was characterized by poverty and poor diet with ‘few comforts ... 
to sustain them’.325 

My thesis aims to illuminate this debate by investigating consumption patterns within 
the three East Anglian towns of Mildenhall, Newmarket and Thetford during the late middle 
ages.  In order to assess whether there is evidence of a ‘consumer revolution’ occurring in 
these small market towns my research has covered a range of sources including market 
records, debt cases, household accounts, tax records, occupational data, manorial rolls and 
government records, but this paper will focus on a further source for the existence of semi-
luxury and luxury goods within the households of the people who frequented these towns, 
namely the wills of people associated with these towns and dated between 1380-1550.326  It is 
acknowledged that there are problems connected with the use of testamentary evidence as a 
primary source, particularly as regards the study of household goods since will-makers did not 
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itemize the entirety of their household materials.  However, in the context of my study, 
testamentary evidence forms only one aspect of my argument which is supplemented and 
supported by a wide range of complementary information from other sources.  Specific 
emphasis has been given to two aspects: firstly, how widespread was ownership of certain 
luxury and semi-luxury goods; and secondly how far possession of these items had permeated 
down the social scale. 

The wills have been used to establish an ongoing database with separate data records for 
each testator and different fields for each of the items of information contained within their 
wills.  Other primary sources have been used to obtain further information about testators, 
particularly about occupations where this has not been identified within the will itself.  These 
bequests have then been analysed according to the social status of the testator and a social 
hierarchy has been devised.   This hierarchy is heavily based on that used by Weatherill in her 
study of inventories and consumer behaviour from the seventeenth century, but has been 
amended to reflect the social structure that existed in the late middle ages.327  Social groups 
such as tradesmen and craftsmen are placed in a relationship with agricultural ranks so that 
high status occupations; intermediate occupations; and low status occupations are ranked with 
the traditional agricultural groupings of gentry, husbandmen and labourers.  The social 
hierarchy and the occupations included within the different rankings are outlined in figure 1 
below.  It is important to stress that this social hierarchy reflects the status of the testators 
used for the study rather than the whole of late medieval society and has ‘Gentry’ as the 
highest social status group and ‘Labourers’ as the lowest.  Status groups above and below 
those in these rankings are not included as no relevant wills have been identified for these 
groups. 
 

Figure 1: Social hierarchy for the late medieval period 

 Social Status Groups Sub-divisions Represented in the Wills 
1 Gentry esquire; gentleman; knight 
2 High status occupations cleric; draper: mercer; scrivener 
3 Intermediate status occupations barber; brewer; chandler; dyer; fishmonger (fisher); 

grazier; inn-holder; leather-dealer; mason; saddler; 
warrener 

4 Yeomen generally considered to be farmers of land over forty acres 

5 Husbandmen generally considered to be farmers of land between 
fifteen/twenty acres and forty acres 

6 Low status occupations baker; barker; beekeeper; butcher; carpenter; cooper; 
cordwainer; currier; fletcher; glover; parchmentmaker; 
cordwainer; limeburner; roper; skepmaker; smith; tailor; 
tanner; turner; weaver; wheelwright 

7 Smallholders generally considered to be farmers of land between five and 
fifteen/twenty acres 

8 Labourers  
 Other Groups  

9 Widows  
10 Status unknown  

 
All bequests have been included in the database.  However, certain selected consumer 

goods have been identified as being emblematic of the categories of semi-luxury and luxury 
goods.  Pewter, bedding and chests (or coffers) are considered to be semi-luxury goods, whilst 

                                                 
327 L. Weatherill, Consumer Behaviour and Material Culture in Britain: 1660-1760, (Oxford, 1996), p.212. 
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books, silver and feather mattresses are luxury goods.  These goods have been chosen because 
increased ownership of them has been cited by various historians as evidence of improved 
living standards in the late medieval period.  For example, Hatcher & Barker have suggested 
that pewter items began to appear in the domestic households of the nobility from the 
fourteenth century and were increasingly being adopted by the gentility, merchants and larger 
landowners by the late fourteenth and fifteenth centuries, whilst Dyer has also identified a 
growth in demand for pewter tableware during this period and suggested that pewter plates in 
particular were being used to supplement wooden goods.328  Kowaleski argued that the ability 
to read and write spread down the social hierarchy and created an increased demand for books 
including devotional works and texts offering advice on domestic or agricultural issues.329 
 

Figure 2: Analysis of bequests of certain semi-luxury status items by testators, 1380-1550 
Social and Occupational Mix 

of Wills 
No. of 
wills 

Wills referring to 
the possession of 
household items 

(%) 

Wills identifying 
specific household 

items (%) 

Pewter (%) Bedding (%) Chest 
(%) 

Social Status Groups       
Gentry 5 4 (80) 1 (20) 1 (20) 1 (20) 0 (0) 
High status 29 25 (86) 23 (79) 6 (21) 8 (27) 3 (10) 
Intermediate status 13 11 (84) 9 (69) 1 (8) 2 (15) 0 (0) 
Yeomen 22 19 (86) 13 (59) 2 (9) 3 (13) 1 (5) 
Husbandmen 72 51 (71) 25 (35) 4 (6) 13 (18) 4 (6) 
Low status occupations 41 27 (65) 14 (34) 1 (2) 3 (7) 0 (0) 
Smallholders 4 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 
Labourers 3 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0)  0 (0) 0 (0) 
Other Groups      
Widows 34 30 (88) 25 (74) 10 (29) 19 (56) 4 (12) 
Status unknown 68 41 (60) 28 (41) 3 (4) 15 (22) 8 (12) 
Total 291 208 (72) 138 (47) 27 (9) 61 (21) 20 (7) 

 

Key: Semi-luxury goods 
 
Unlike probate inventories, wills cannot be used to provide conclusive evidence that a testator 
possessed certain goods or did not possess them: for example, the lack of a reference to 
pewter items does not prove that a testator did not own any.  However, the analysis of 
testamentary bequests of certain semi-luxury goods in figure 2 does indicate some definite 
trends.  First of all, it suggests that ownership of the representative items was relatively 
limited across all occupational groups with only 9 per cent of the wills referring to pewter 
goods, 21 per cent to bedding items and 7 per cent to the possession of a chest or coffer.  It 
could be argued that this need not imply that ownership of semi-luxury goods in general was 
limited as the wrong representative goods may have been chosen, or the use of representative 
goods may have been too specific.  However, this does not appear to be the case: although 72 
per cent of the wills include a reference to the ownership of household goods, and 47 per cent 
include named goods; these goods are rarely semi-luxury household items but are usually 
basic cooking utensils, items of clothing, or latten goods. 

Secondly, the pattern of ownership analysed by occupational groups suggests that only 
the ownership of bedding had spread significantly beyond the high and intermediate social 
status groups.  For example, whilst 34 wills of men with low status occupations make 
reference to household goods, only 1 refers to the ownership of pewter and only 3 to bedding.  

                                                 
328 J. Hatcher and T. Barker, A History of British Pewter (London, 1974), pp.31, 43 and 53-4; C. Dyer, Making a 

Living in the Middle Ages: The People of Britain, 850-1520 (London, 2003), pp.297 and 323. 
329 Kowaleski, A consumer economy, pp.256-7. 
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Whilst the sample contains only a handful of wills from smallholders and labourers, none 
make any reference to the ownership of household goods, let alone to the possession of the 
representative items. 

Thirdly, bequests of chests/coffers are particularly limited with only 20 references to 
ownership.  Chests or coffers were used for storing items and as such, increased possession 
could be taken to signify rising ownership of goods generally.  However, the analysis suggests 
that ownership remained limited and this pattern is reflected by bequests of other furniture 
items which are surprisingly few in number and generally of quite basic items such as folding 
or trestle tables and benches. 
 

Figure 3: Analysis of bequests of certain luxury status items by testators, 1380-1550 
Social and Occupational Mix 

of Wills 
No. of 
wills 

Wills referring to 
the possession of 
household items 

(%) 

Wills identifying 
specific household 

items (%) 

Silver (%) Feather 
mattress (%) 

Book (%) 

Social Status Groups       
Gentry 5 4 (80) 1 (20) 1(20) 0(0) 0(0) 
High status 29 25 (86) 23 (79) 8(27) 3(10) 5(17) 
Intermediate status 13 11 (84) 9 (69) 1(8) 0(0) 0(0) 
Yeomen 22 19 (86) 13 (59) 3(14) 4(18) 0(0) 
Husbandmen 72 51 (71) 25 (35) 0(0) 0(0) 0(0) 
Low status occupations 41 27 (65) 14 (34) 0(0) 1(2) 0(0) 
Smallholders 4 0 (0) 0 (0) 0(0) 0(0) 0(0) 
Labourers 3 0 (0) 0 (0) 0(0) 0(0) 0(0) 
Other Groups      
Widows 34 30 (88) 25 (74) 8(24) 3(9) 1(3) 
Status unknown 68 41 (60) 28 (41) 2(3) 1(2) 0(0) 
Total 291 208 (72) 138 (47) 23(8) 12(4) 6(2) 

 

Key: Luxury goods 
 
Figure 3 reinforces these findings by indicating that the possession of luxury items had not 
spread to the lower occupational groups.  The luxury item in most common possession was 
silver which is referred to in 23 wills although none where the testator was of lower status 
than a yeoman.  In addition almost all of the silver bequests were of small articles, such as 
spoons, rings and belt adornments, rather than substantial pieces.  One will that does refer to 
larger items is that of the mercer William Bakhote which values the cost of a silver basin and 
two silver cruets at £3 6s. 8d., a cost which could only have been met by someone with 
considerable wealth.330 

The possession of featherbeds was also confined to the wealthier status groups with the 
exception of one bequest by Richard Cole who ascribes to himself the low status occupation 
of tanner but does not appear to have been typical of his profession as he also left over £26 in 
monetary bequests and had his will proved in the highest court, that of the Prerogative Court 
of Canterbury.331  Almost all of the books referred to in the wills were in the possession of 
members of the clergy and were religious texts.  The only other bequest of books was by 
Margery Howton, a draper’s widow, but no details are given about the nature of the books.332 

The possession of semi-luxury and luxury items by members of the high status group 
was heavily dominated by a small number of comparatively wealthy clothiers and mercers 
who resided in or around these towns.  It seems reasonable to suggest that these men may 

                                                 
330 SRO(B) Baldwyne 303 (Bakhote). 
331 TNA PCC 7 Populwell (Cole). 
332 NRO,  Brigges 28 (Howton). 
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have had higher than average levels of disposable income and, in addition, the itinerant nature 
of their work gave them access to larger settlements which would have offered a wider range 
of goods than the small towns of this study.  The mercer Richard Bakhot identifies that a new 
mazer bequeathed to his brother Nicholas was one ‘quam nuper emebam apud London’.333 

It is appropriate to make some final observations about the testamentary bequests of 
widows since this group has a higher incidence of ownership of the representative goods than 
any of the social status groups.  This stands in stark contrast to the other findings of this 
analysis and gives the erroneous impression that widows generally owned a large number of 
consumer goods.  For various reasons, it is much harder to determine the social status of 
women than men and no methodical attempts have been made to identify the status of the 
widows included in this study.  However, more casual observation shows that a significant 
number of these women were the widows of comparatively wealthy mercers, drapers and 
clothiers.  Only a very few widows had sufficient assets to bequeath and consequently made 
wills.334  These findings therefore reflect the bequests of a relatively small number of the 
wealthiest widows rather than the bequests of widows generally within the region. 

To reiterate, testamentary evidence of this nature cannot be used to prove that luxury 
and semi-luxury goods were not in wide possession.  However, this evidence does 
complement my other research into these towns which has found limited evidence for these 
goods and strongly suggests that in the late middle ages, consumption of semi-luxury and 
luxury goods within these three small towns was generally restricted.  Ownership tended to be 
limited to the wealthier households with little evidence that these consumer goods were 
reaching the lower end of the social spectrum.  It would be inappropriate to draw universal 
conclusions from one region, albeit a relatively prosperous one, but it is clear that there are no 
indications that a ‘consumer revolution’ was taking place. 

                                                 
333 TNA PCC 17 Wattys (Bakhott). 
334 J. Bennett and C. Whittick, ‘Philippa Russell and the wills of London’s late medieval singlewomen’, The 

London Journal, 32 (2007), p.251. 
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The bliss of market integration: grain markets at work in 
the Kingdom of Poland, 1500-1800 

 
Mikolaj Malinowski, Utrecht University 

(m.malinowski@uu.nl) 
Supervisor: Professor Jan Luiten van Zanden 

 

Introduction 
Since Smith and Ricardo, the issue of market integration has been at the core of development 
economics. There is a two-pronged debate regarding the role of the phenomenon for the 
advance of preindustrial societies; the scholarly community seeks the beginnings of 
European-wide and within-countries integration. Moreover, it investigates the exact 
relationship between the broadening of a market and economic growth. 

In more detail, one stream of literature argues that broad market structures emerged only 
in the late eighteenth century, and had been preceded by limited simultaneous movement of 
prices and convergence processes since the seventeenth century (Allen & Unger 1990; 
O’Rourke & Williamson 2002; Jacks 2004). In contrast, Bateman (2011) argues that around 
the late middle ages the level of integration was similar to that enjoyed at the end of the early 
modern era. Subsequently, due to adverse shocks in the sixteenth and the early seventeenth 
century, the markets contacted. As a result, the following development of the markets was a 
recovery to a previously existing level, rather than a novel development. 

The widely believed benefit of market development is growth in productivity driven by 
division of labour, diffusion of technology, and increased returns to capital (North & Thomas 
1973). Furthermore, according to Unger (2008), in the realities of preindustrial Europe, 
market integration might have served as a remedy to the Malthusian pressure by increasing 
the food supply basin of a city. Moreover, Persson (1999) argues that new sources of supply, 
which were opened up by trade, could have mitigated price volatility and, as a result, 
stabilized real wages. Conversely, due to the institutions and natural endowments of a region, 
close commercial ties might have hampered an economy by inducing inequality and 
development of monocultures (Wallerstein, 1974). Lastly, Bateman (2011) argues that this 
probable early market integration might have had, all in all, little effect on economic growth. 

This study intends to support Unger’s and Persson’s claims by exemplifying that 
regional market integration was instrumental for maintaining relatively high standards of 
living in preindustrial Poland. In order to validate the argued relations, the study will 
investigate rye prices, urban populations, and real wages from numerous Polish cities. This 
research will use the calamities of the 1650s as an exogenous shock to the Polish Malthusian 
economy that affected the population pressure and market conditions. 
 

Operationalizing market integration 
The study is based on an investigation of annual silver-prices of one litre of rye from Warsaw, 
Cracow, Lwów, Konigsberg, Lublin, Wroc�aw, and Gda�sk.335 In order to operationalize 
market integration, this study approaches the phenomenon from three different perspectives. 
Firstly, the concept is equalized with the law-of-one-price that generalizes that two markets 
are integrated only if the prices in them converge (Van Bochove, 2008). Therefore, a study of 
the size of the price gap is an up-front measure of the process and may be defined as: 
Pricea,t = �t+ Priceb,t (1)336 
 

Secondly, simultaneous movement of prices is a direct consequence of a stable price 
gap. This can be observed through the use of Pearson’s product-moment correlation 
coefficient of time series from different cities over long time spans (Tielhof, 2002). Thirdly, 

                                                 
335 See: www.history.ubc.ca/faculty/unger/ECPdb/about.htm; Wroc�aw was at that time out with Polish borders. 
336 Where ‘a’ is the city with the higher price. 
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following Persson’s line of reasoning, market integration may be observed indirectly by 
tracking changes in the instability of prices. Van Leeuwen & Foldvari (2011) advocate 
studying (conditional) volatility with the use of an autoregressive conditional 
heteroskedasticty model (ARCH). According to the model, deviations from the equilibrium 
value are likely to be persistent. Similarly, variations in the price are likely to be related to its 
past variations. Due to the gaps in the time series, the ARCH model cannot be estimated 
directly. Thus, the conditional variation of the price series is calculated using the two-step 
procedure. First, a mean equation is estimated as follows: 
Pricet = Pricet-1 + Pricet-2 + Yeart+ ut (2)337 
The second step variance equation is: 
û2

t = û2
t-1 + û2

t-2 +	t    (3) 
In order to observe any trends in market integration in the region the metrics for the 

price volatility and the estimates of the price gap are both separately pooled and regressed on 
time dummies. An additional control is a river dummy equal to one if a city or a city-pair is 
on the Vistula River and zero otherwise, depending on the equation. All regressions will use 
pooled-OLS for estimations. 
�i,t = River_Dummyi + Time_Dummiest + ei,t (4) 

û2
i,t = û2

i,t-1 + û2
i,t-2 River_Dummyi + Time_Dummiest + ei,t(5) 

 

A story of the Polish grain market integration 
Market access, conceptualized as a possibility of low transportation costs and availability of 
information, is instrumental for arbitrage and distribution, which are indispensable for 
integration. There were two main means of market access that allowed for integration in the 
reality of expensive land transport in preindustrial Poland. The first one was proximity to the 
Vistula River and the Baltic Sea. This geographical area, as a part of the broader Braudelian 
zone of international trade, can be expected to have enjoyed relatively well-developed market 
structures. Furthermore, Unger (2012) argues that, in late medieval Europe there was a market 
revolution related to the emergence of a level of local trade centres that connected numerous 
cells of the economy with regional and global hubs. Goods and information were being 
transferred between those closely located units allowing for trade over long distances along 
with integration on a regional level without an immediate access to the Braudelian zone. 
Studies of the urban trade-network in Poland suggest that such an infrastructure developed as 
early as the late middle ages (Wiesio�owski, 1981). 
 

Graph 1: Scatter-plotted population in 1650 against the population in 1660 in selected 65 
Polish cities with population below 5,000 inhabitants 

 
Source: Malinowski, database on Polish urbanization (available upon request) 

 

                                                 
337 Due to the data constraints, instead of using the Lagrange multiplier test the required amount of lags was 

assumed to be two. The model adds a time variable to detrend the series. 
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This man-made market access became limited in the second half of the seventeenth 
century. The country suffered from many devastating calamities like the Ukrainian uprising 
(1648-55), the Swedish Invasion (1655-60), the War with Russia (1654-67). These military 
operations were particularly damaging to the Polish hinterland and its urban network 
(Bogucka & Samsonowicz, 1986). Furthermore, graph 1 illustrates the population drop of 
selected 65 small Polish cities during that decade. The sample suggests that the urban 
population in 1660 accounted for less than 30 per cent of the pre-1650 populous. Furthermore, 
the subsequent monetary chaos, the Nordic War of 1700-21, and the partitions of the country 
that began in 1772, can be expected to have additionally counteracted the integration. It is 
widely believed that the Kingdom was unable to fully recover from this obliteration until the 
late eighteenth century (Wójtowicz, 2006). 
 
Table 1: Changes in the overall silver-price gap and the conditional volatility in the Kingdom 

of Poland, 1500-1800 
 Price Gap Conditional Volatility 

River -.038*** 
(3.80) 

-.0002 
(.54) 

1551-1600 .039*** 
(4.46) 

.0005** 
(1.63) 

1601-1650 .062*** 
(4.75) 

.0012*** 
(3.42) 

1651-1700 .121*** 
(6.85) 

.0027*** 
(4.82) 

1701-1750 .103*** 
(10.33) 

.0026*** 
(6.59) 

1751-1800 .135*** 
(11.06) 

.0033*** 
(8.02) 

Constant .062*** 
(8.55) 

.0031*** 
(11.19) 

r2 .090 .278 
n. 966 509 

Source: See the text; T-values in parenthesis 
 

Table 2: Correlation of annual rye prices from various cities in the Kingdom of Poland before 
and after the 1650s, 1500-1800 

1500-1650 
  Gda�sk Cracow Lublin Lwów 

Cracow 0.69 (n.32)    
Lublin 0.90 (n.6) 0.69 (n.3)   

Lwów 0.65 (n.27) 0.56 (n.9) 0.92 (n.5)  
Warsaw 0.41 (n.15) 0.72 (n.13) n.o. 0.03 (n.5) 

1660 -1800 
 Gda�sk Cracow Lublin Lwów 

Cracow 0.64 (n.90)    
Lublin 0.13 (n.37) 0.27 (n.18)   
Lwów -0.04 (n.44) -0.12 (n.33) 0.2 (n.10)  

Warsaw 0.47 (n.67) 0.14 (n.51) 0.37 (n.18) 0.35 (n.25) 
Source: See the text 

 
This exogenous shock of the 1650s is assumed to have deprived the cities located off 

the Vistula River of access to the interregional grain market. This should have resulted in 
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market disintegration in Poland. Tables 1 and 2 support this hypothesis; all three measures of 
market integration suggest a significant deterioration of market conditions after the 1650s. 
The results suggest that the sixteenth century, known as the golden age of Poland, was 
characterized by the highest levels of integration. There was no recovery towards the end of 
the eighteenth century; possible positive tendencies from the beginning of the eighteenth 
century were interrupted by the partitions of the country towards the end of the studied period. 
The results for the absolute silver-price gap also yield similar results after accounting for 
inflation. 

Graph 2 reinforces these assessments. It yields that, in the first half of the studied 
period, the prices of rye in the country were on a similar level and remained below Gda�sk’s 
export prices, which can be expected to have been the highest ones on an integrated 
international market given that, in the European-trade system, the country served as a supplier 
of raw materials and foodstuffs. Lwów and Lublin, the cities located off the Vistula River and 
deprived of market access after the 1650s, were the ones that gradually separated from the rest 
of the studied cities, which, due to their geographical position, remained in the Braudelian 
zone of trade. The evidence reported in table 2 also supports this detachment. 
 

Graph 2: Ratios of rye prices from various cities located in the Kingdom of Poland with 
Gda�sk’s price in selected years, 11-year centred moving average, 1550-1800 

 
Source: See the text 

 
Given that after the calamities of the 1650s there was an overall gradual increase in the 

urban population (Bogudzka & Samsonowicz, 1986), Lwów and Lublin, having been 
disintegrated from the rest of the economy, in accordance with the working hypothesis about 
the favourable impact of market integration, should have been unable to maintain a stable 
equilibrium in standards of living and gradually impoverish. Graph 3 supports this notion; 
there was a clear inter-divergence in real wages in Poland, which originated after the 1650s. 
The only city located in the Braudelian zone that failed to maintain its standards of living at 
that time was Warsaw. It managed, however, to restore higher equilibrium throughout the 
eighteenth century. Thanks to market integration, despite a lack of economic growth (Van 
Zanden, 2001), Polish cities managed to sustain real wages similar to those of preindustrial 
England.338 
 

                                                 
338 Note that this is based on novel bare-bones basket specification of real wages as defined by Allen et al. 2011, 

with all the series based on rye. 
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Graph 3: Real wages of several real wages series expressed in welfare ratios based on bare-
bones baskets, centred eleven-year averages in selected years, 1550-1795 

 
Source: Malinowski (2012) 

 
In line with Malthusian reasoning, the presented drop in population in all of the studied 

cities should have resolved in an increase in standards of living. This did not happen, as the 
overall food supply in the country was equally hit by the calamities, so that the per capita 
agricultural output remained relatively stable (Topolski & Wycza�ski, 1981). Moreover, the 
price of grain on the Polish market, due to a somewhat high degree of integration (Tielhof, 
2002; Allen & Unger, 1990; Van Bochove, 2008), depended also on the situation in the 
western markets. Additionally, the overall drops in real wages in the observed cities in the late 
sixteenth and the late eighteenth century were related to the pan-European inflationary trends, 
i.e. were exogenous. 
 
Peasantry paid for urban well-being 
This text proposes that the stable and relatively high real wages in Poland were possible 
thanks to grain-market integration that mitigated the Malthusian pressure by redistribution of 
the total food supply of the country. The question remains, how was it possible that there was 
enough food in the whole market to offset the urban growth, since all of the cities grew 
simultaneously? Stable and marginal Polish urbanization levels indicate that this growth was 
accompanied by a corresponding upturn in rural areas (Allen, 2000). According to Kula 
(1976), due to the feudal-curvée system, the food surplus was extracted by the landlords and 
put on the market for their commercial gain. Furthermore, in line with Domar’s (1970) model, 
constraints on the mobility of agricultural labour should have prevented a convergence of real 
wages between the sectors. Graph 4 shows an expected divergence between urban and rural 
real wages in the Voivodeship of Cracow in the late sixteenth century, which suggests that it 
was the peasantry that paid the price for the well-being of the urban population that accounted 
only for around 5 per cent of the total Polish populace. This Polish urban-rural wage gap was 
higher than in England (Malinowski, 2012). One could speculate that, had the institutions in 
Poland allowed for a free-labour market, there would have been a substantial and persistent 
divergence between Polish and English urban real wages. 
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Graph 4: Income gap between the rural and urban sectors of the Voivodeship of Cracow in 
the sixteenth century 

 
Source: Malinowski (2012) 

 
Concluding remarks 
The study argues that there were market-integration processes in place in preindustrial Poland. 
The economic interdependence was strongest in the sixteenth century. The redistribution of 
the overall food supply allowed for maintenance of urban-bare-bones real wages at a similar 
level to England. Market integration contributed to the resilience enjoyed by Polish cities to 
the Malthusian processes related to population pressure. In turn the process made them 
vulnerable to exogenous pan-European inflationary trends. The destruction of the trade 
infrastructure in the middle of the seventeenth century caused market disintegration in the 
country. As a result, some cities separated from the Vistula trade-network, and consequently 
impoverished. This illustrates the vital importance of market structures for well-being, as 
argued by Unger and Persson. The study also challenges the argued gradual market 
development or a recovery of the markets towards the end of the early modern period. On the 
contrary, it presents continuously deteriorating market conditions. 
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What is a promise from social insurance worth? 
Quantifying political risk in an early German pay-as-you-

go pension system, 1861-1920 
 

Tobias A Jopp, University of Regensburg 
(Tobias.Jopp@geschichte.uni-regensburg.de) 

 
Pension systems help insured people protect themselves against longevity risk – i.e., the risk 
that individuals live longer than expected and that, as a consequence, increased life 
expectancy would not be anticipated appropriately through private savings. This basically 
holds no matter whether systems are state- or privately run or, respectively, pay-as-you-go 
financed or fully funded. However, scholars agree that pension systems face risks on their 
part, too, which potentially undermine their ability to work as intended. The economics 
literature has recently pointed to political risk as one such fundamental risk (McHale, 2001; 
Shoven & Slavov, 2006; Blake, 2008). Political risk can be understood as the risk that future 
legislative changes adversely affect insurants’ social security wealth or internal rates of return 
over time. In more detail, political risk might be demographically induced, i.e., due to 
population ageing (economically induced, e.g., due to labour productivity slowing down) or it 
might be induced by some interest group’s demand for income redistribution that politicians 
may be inclined to satisfy to maximize votes. 

Recent studies argue that political risk in today’s pay-as-you-go pension systems, 
especially due to the ‘demography channel’, is notable, leading to constantly falling expected 
social security wealth and internal rates of return over cohorts already born, but also over 
future cohorts. For Germany, for example, Schnabel (1998) has shown that internal rates can 
reasonably be expected to diminish across birth-cohorts. A representative single-male born in 
1930 can expect, as of the point of time when the study was conducted, to still ‘earn’ 2.1 per 
cent on his contributions paid into the social insurance system. In sharp contrast, a 
representative single-male born in 1980 should expect an internal rate of return of about -0.4 
per cent meaning that he would contribute more to the system than he would benefit from it. 
Technically, this assessment is based on two assumptions which both certainly are 
questionable: (i) future payments streams are calculated so as to hold the institutional status 
quo of the year, when the assessment is made, constant; and (ii) the utility from being insured 
at all is set to zero, thereby refocusing the story solely to monetary, internal rate of return 
issues. 

While it is also debatable whether one should see paying contributions into social 
insurance as an investment that should, under all circumstances, yield positive returns, it 
seems to be clear that a pension systems’ credibility and acceptance by the masses – 
especially if it is a public one – is likely to be undermined if people have the (justified) 
impression that they pay more into the system during their working-life than they get out 
during retirement. Quantifications of political risk usually mount in discussions on adjustment 
strategies (raising contributions, lowering the pension-level, or raising the legal retirement 
age), on the usefulness of pay-as-you-go systems in view of the major challenges, on the 
political economy in which they are embedded, and on the costs and benefits of a gradual or 
immediate transition into a partially or even fully funded system. 

This paper wants to contribute to this field of research, yet from an economic history 
perspective, by exploring which lessons we might draw from the experience of historical 
pension systems with their exposure to political risk, especially demographically-induced risk. 
By quantifying political risk in an early German pay-as-you-go financed pension system, the 
miners’ various relief societies called Knappschaften of the period 1854-1923, this paper, 
more precisely, wants to derive an estimate for what I call the aging elasticity of social 
security benefits telling us by how many per cent the difference between the expected and the 
actual internal rate of return for joining cohorts increase (decrease), given a 1 per cent 
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increase (or decrease) in the number of pensioners per 100 contributors. Although I 
concentrate on demographically-induced political risk, I seek to control for economically-
induced and pure political risk as well. 

The job-related Knappschaften, the observational units this analysis rests upon, 
represent one important forerunner of Bismarck’s social insurance. As insurance funds that 
were publicly-mandated, compulsory for every miner, self-managed by mine owners and 
mineworkers as well as jointly financed by contributions on the basis of the pay-as-you-go 
mechanism, and intended to provide, among other things, invalidity, survivorship and, yet 
implicit, old-age pensions. As recent studies show, the miners’ Knappschaften had to cope 
with an ageing challenge definitely comparable to that of modern systems (Jopp, 2011) and 
may, thus, be a useful ‘historical laboratory’ to investigate the relationship between 
(demographically-induced) political risk and the course of internal rates of return. Insofar, 
taking a look at what the KVs’ experience actually was, long before today’s advanced public 
pension systems came into existence, should strengthen our general picture of the costs and 
benefits of pay-as-you-go finance, especially in a situation where we still cannot calculate 
actual returns for the majority of post-Second World War joining cohorts – since they are still 
living – but only expected returns. 
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Debt and economic recovery: evidence from the US Great 
Depression 

 
Katharina Gaertner, Free University of Berlin 

(gaertner@gsnas.fu-berlin.de) 
Supervisor: Professor Dr Moritz Schularick 

 
In the 2012 US presidential election campaign, the question of how quickly economies 
recover from financial crises attracted considerable attention in both the economics profession 
and the media. The key question in this context has been – and still is – whether financial 
crises are associated with prolonged and deeper spells of recession. Many observers turned to 
economic history for new insights. While the explanatory power of the type of economic 
crisis (financial or not) on the length, strength and quality of recovery remains debated 
(Reinhart & Rogoff, 2009; Bordo & Haubrich, 2012), recent research suggests that the credit 
intensity of the built-up period could be decisive (Schularick & Taylor, 2012). This is 
particularly interesting as the role of leverage has since long been identified as playing a 
major role in spells of financial crisis (Fisher, 1933; Tobin, 1980; King, 1994). In a similar 
vein, one strand of literature trying to explain the current sluggish recovery stresses that high 
and persistent levels of household debt holds back economic recovery as households continue 
to deleverage to repair their balance sheets (Mian et al., 2011). The underlying question thus 
is whether high debt levels in the household sector at the onset of a financial-crisis recession 
generally lead to more severe and prolonged economic distress and thus might weaken 
recoveries. This paper aims to contribute to these major debates by analysing the link between 
high household indebtedness and economic performance during the recovery from the US 
Great Depression. 

As a key part of this effort, I compiled a new dataset that allows us to study this 
relationship. It covers 49 US states over the years 1929-39 at annual frequency drawing on a 
variety of data sources (e.g. All Bank Statistics, 1959; Schwartz & Graham, 1956) and the 
work of other scholars such as Fishback et al. (2005) and Wallis (1989). For each state, it 
assembles data on household debt, income and wages per capita, and employment for the 
period, as well as data on New Deal spending, bank failures, and retail sales. 

In the empirical literature examining the effects of indebtedness on economic 
performance, the household debt to income ratio is commonly used as key explanatory 
variable (IMF, 2012; Mian & Sufi, 2012). Following this convention and due to a lack of 
alternative measures, I use the average state-level ratio of household debt to income as of 
1929 ( DEBTs,1929) to proxy for initial household indebtedness.339 Clearly, debt levels are 
unlikely to be the only drivers of economic performance. Thus, to minimize the selection bias 
and to account for other factors that may produce spatial inequality in economic performance, 
I include various control variables. In the selection, I follow the previous literature (Calomiris 
& Mason, 2003; Fishback et al., 2005; Garrett & Wheelock, 2006). The control variables fall 
into the following broad categories: income level, fiscal policy and the effects of the New 
Deal; sectoral specifics; and banking failures. In addition, I control for a bounce back or 
catch-up effect when examining the recovery period.340 

                                                 
339 As data on total household debt is not available at state-level, average annual debt to income ratios are 

calculated using annual state-level mortgage debt data drawn from the All Bank Statistics. Mortgage debt is 
by far the largest share of household debt during the period 1925-39, amounting to on average 60% of total 
household debt. Furthermore, at the national level, mortgage debt reproduces the trends and fluctuations in 
total household debt fairly well, as the two variables are strongly correlated (0.8). 

340 The control for income level is defined as income p.c. at state-level as share of total US income p.c. as of 
1933 ( INCS,1933). When examining, the period 1929-32, 1929-37, and 1929-39, I control for the degree of 
bank distress at state level between 1929 and 1933 using the annual average rate of bank suspensions in this 
period ( BANKFAILs). As New Deal spending p.c. differed remarkably across states, I include a variable 
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As a first step, I will address the key question whether there is systematic evidence that 
higher initial levels of indebtedness were associated with slower recovery 1933-39. A basic 
visual inspection of the data points toward a notable relationship between the level of 
household income leverage as of 1929 and the growth rate in personal income 1933-39. 
Figure 1 shows the correlation plot for these two variables suggesting that more highly 
indebted states showed a worse economic performance compared to lower indebted states. 

Figure 1: Debt to income 1929 and % change in real personal Income p.c. 1933-39 

 
Taking a more formal approach to this question, I apply a cross-sectional OLS model. 

The estimation equation for the baseline specification is in the form of 
�Ys �� ��1DEBTs,1929��2INCs,1933��3AGRICs,1929��4MANs,1929

��5NEWDEALs ��6BOUNCEBACKs ��s
 

with s indexing US states. �Ys varies in the regressions; I use four different dependent 
variables, income p.c., wages p.c., employment, and retail sales.341 �Ys is in the form of 

�Ys � lnYs,1939 � lnYs,1933 

The benchmark results are presented in table 1 and show an interesting picture: Regression 
coefficients on DEBTs,1929 in columns (1) to (4) are negative and significant of the 5 to 10 per 
cent level for all dependent variable specifications. All else equal, the coefficients point 
toward a decrease in the growth rate of employment, p.c. income, p.c. wages and consumption 
during the recovery of between 2.5 and 3.7 per cent for a debt to income ratio 10 percentage 
points above the sample mean. Moreover, the explanatory power of the specification is 
substantive. The period 1933-39 includes the effects of the 1937 recession and might thus 
provide a blurred picture. Therefore, regressions (5) to (7) examine the period 1933-37, i.e. 
excluding the effects of the 1937 recession. As can be seen, the results hold: Regression 

                                                                                                                                                         
measuring cumulative p.c. government spending and lending from 1933 to 1939 for each state 
( NEWDEALs). To account for sector specific-shocks, controls are included for the importance of the 
agricultural and the manufacturing sector in a respective state measuring wages received from agriculture 
and manufacturing as share in total personal income at state-level in 1929 ( MANs,1929, AGRICs,1929). The 
bounce back variable is defined as percentage change of the respective dependent variable 1929-32 
( BOUNCEBACKs). Since data for retail sales in 1932 is unavailable, the bounce back in personal income 
will be used as proxy. Growth rates in retail sales and personal income show to be strongly correlated for 
the period 1929-39 (corr. 0.64). 

341 Data on total household income and wages are drawn from Schwartz and Graham (1955), the employment 
index is provided by Wallis (1989), data on retail sales are drawn from Fishback (2005). 
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coefficients on DEBTs,1929 are again negative and significant and the model has high 
explanatory power. At the very least, these results suggest that in states where households 
initially faced comparably high debt balances, economic performance 1933 -39 was markedly 
weaker.342 

 
Additional insights can be found when looking at the controls included. The results 

indicate that there is indeed a strong bounce back effect. Thus, states that had suffered more 
pronounced losses in income and employment during the slump experienced a stronger and 
more rapid recovery. This is in line with previous findings as for example by Rosenbloom & 
Sundstrom (1997) who attribute the strong recovery in the Mountain region to a strong catch-
up effect. Also Garrett & Wheelock (2006) showed that low-income states that had suffered 
larger declines during the recession would gain faster and stronger during the recovery. At the 
same time, sector-specific shocks were not a significant factor producing variation in 
economic outcomes. This implies that the sectoral composition of output is less relevant in 
explaining scope and speed of recovery, confirming the finding by Garrett & Wheelock 
(2006) that income growth varied little across sectors during the recovery period. 

It is possible, however, that the dynamics differ in recession and recovery. Previous 
contributions (Wallis, 1989) point toward the important role of variation in industrial 
structures determining differences in economic performances during the 1930s. Therefore, the 
adverse economic effect of high levels of household indebtedness may vary in recession and 
recovery depending on the significance of other shocks to state economies in these 
subperiods, i.e. affecting the agricultural sector or the manufacturing industries. Thus, to 
account for these potentially different effects and magnitudes, I will now examine whether the 
impact of household debt differs for the contraction period, i.e. 1929-32. 

When estimating the model for the recession period (table 2), the degree of ex-ante 
household indebtedness does not have significant explanatory power for state-level economic 
performance in the first years of the Depression. However, this is certainly not surprising in 
light of the research cited as well as due to noisy data. It is likely that the possibly negative 
effect of relatively high household indebtedness on economic performance might have been 
outweighed by a lower vulnerability to adverse macroeconomic shocks due to higher 
diversification (Rosenbloom & Sundstrom, 1997). Interestingly, states with relatively high 

                                                 
342 When replacing DEBTs,1929 with DEBTs,1932 to examine the implications of the debt overhang households 

continued to face in 1932 at the onset of the recovery, coefficients on income leverage remain negative and 
highly significant and the explanatory power of the specification remains substantive. This confirms the 
earlier results, indicating that high levels of household debt acted as a drag on economic recovery. 
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debt to income ratios were primarily concentrated on the East Coast. These states, however, 
were both more diversified and less dependent on heavy industry compared to states in other 
regions. In contrast, states in the Mountain region – even though among the lowest income 
levered states – were highly dependent on the mining and lumber industry and thus faced 
more severe declines in employment and income. Overall, in the Great Depression, there 
appears to be no immediate effect but the adverse effect of high initial levels of household 
debt materializes only in the recovery period. 

 
The natural next step is to take on a long-term perspective and look at the entire Great 

Depression episode to see whether the debt balances in the household sector still matter for 
economic performance over the entire Depression decade. Table 3 reports seven separate 
estimations [(1)-(7)] regressing ex-ante household indebtedness on the percentage change in 
the four indicators for economic performance. In all cases, the coefficients on the key 
regressor of interest – household debt – show the expected negative signs. Furthermore, they 
are economically meaningful and statistically significant at the 10 per cent level for estimation 
(3) and (5) and (6). The results therefore suggest that higher levels of household debt acted 
also as a drag on the economy during the Great Depression as a whole. Nevertheless, the 
explanatory power of the model for the periods 1929-37 and 1929-39 is comparably weak. 
This might suggest that the pronounced negative effect of high debt balances in the household 
sector is indeed particularly a recovery effect. 
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Overall, the results presented so far provide clear evidence of an adverse effect of a debt 
overhang in the household sector for economic performance on a state-level. These effects are 
most strongly visible in the recovery, but are also present over the entire 1929-39 period. 
During the slump years, the relationship is much harder to identify. There appears to be no 
immediate effect. The evidence therefore suggests that one needs a medium-term perspective 
to see the effects clearly. 

These findings raise the questions what channels were at play that account for this 
poorer performance. Eggertsson & Krugman (2011), for example, propose that in response to 
a deleveraging shock and thus a sudden downward revision of acceptable debt levels, 
households reduce their level of debt to arrive at the new borrowing constraint. An important 
aspect in the process of deleveraging, according to several theoretical and empirical studies, is 
a decline in consumption since households are forced to cut back on expenditures to repair 
their balance sheets (Mian et al., 2011). The results presented indeed provide suggestive 
evidence for a negative relationship between high initial debt levels and the growth rates in 
retail sales between 1933 and 1939 indicating that consumption was weaker in high income 
leveraged households during this period. In a last step, I will therefore explore the potential 
channel of deleveraging.  

The immediate question thus is whether high debt to income states reduced their 
indebtedness more during the period of recovery. If deleveraging was an important 
transmission mechanism, this would imply that states with higher pre-recession debt ratios 
deleverage more strongly in response to an economic crisis to adjust to their targeted net debt 
position. This feature is evident in the state-level data of the 1930s (table 4). Highly income 
levered households’ reduced per capita debt stronger than low income levered households in 
the periods 1933-37 and 1933-39. Initial debt ratios therefore appear to have considerably 
determined the deleveraging dynamics during the Great Depression. 

 
To estimate the impact of deleveraging on economic performance, I use the original 

specification substituting DEBTs,1929

 

by DELEVs  as key explanatory variable (table 5).343 The 
coefficients on deleveraging are positive and statistically significant except for employment in 
column (7). Thus, the stronger households reduced their p.c. debt burdens, the weaker a state 
performed economically. These findings provide some support for the theory according to 
which highly indebted households face the need to significantly deleverage to repair their 
balance sheets. Therefore, deleveraging may have been an important channel transmitting the 
substantial negative impact of high ex-ante household indebtedness on economic performance 
during the recovery period. 

My findings for the Great Depression in the US are consistent with other studies relying 
on cross-sectional variation in household leverage, such as Mian et al. (2011) for the US, or 
the International Monetary Fund (2012) for an international perspective. The similarity of the 
results for very different periods of crisis points toward a close link between the build-up of 
household indebtedness and recovery paths of economies. 

                                                 
343 DELEVS  is defined as the change in mortgage debt p.c. for the two periods examined earlier, 1933-37 and 

1933-39. 
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Health, gender and the household: children’s growth in the 
Marcella Street Home, Boston, MA and the Ashford 

School, London, UK 
 

Eric B Schneider, University of Oxford 
eric.schneider@nuffield.ox.ac.uk 

Supervisors: Professor Robert C Allen & Dr Deborah Oxley 
 
Gender differences in health are of interest to historians and economists because female 
malnourishment affects the health of the entire population. Many medical and economic 
studies have now shown that children who suffer from poor conditions in the womb have 
higher mortality risk in later life and are generally less healthy and productive.344 Likewise, 
unhealthy women produce lower quality breast milk, inhibiting their children’s growth in 
early life. Thus, the ill health of women perpetuates poor health in the entire population. 
Previous studies comparing the body mass index (BMI) of men and women in the late 
nineteenth century found that women had significantly lower BMIs than men.345 However, 
studies of children’s biometric measures have not found significant differences between boys 
and girls.346 

This paper measures the relative deprivation of boys and girls in two government run 
schools in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries: the Marcella Street Home in 
Boston, Massachusetts (1889-98) and the Ashford School of the West London School District 
in London, England (1908-16). These data sources are particularly interesting because the 
children’s heights and weights were recorded at entry and discharge from the schools, 
providing longitudinal growth information for many of the children. Thus, it is not only 
possible to measure the children’s deprivation cross-sectionally as Steckel and others have 
done for other populations, but it is also possible to measure and compare the children’s 
longitudinal growth while in the schools relative to modern standards.347 This paper uses the 
differences in boys’ and girls’ catch-up growth in each school to argue that girls were 
unhealthy relative to boys before entering the schools. 

Many studies have now shown that final adult height, and thus children’s growth, is a 
good proxy for an individual’s health because nutritional deficits, chronic diseases, and 
strenuous labour strongly influence growth.348 Adult heights are a simpler measure of 
biological living standards because the individuals have stopped growing, but they are also 
frustratingly imprecise because they represent the final outcome of twenty years of growth. 
Studying children’s growth can therefore help pinpoint the precise causality between a certain 
event and its effect on health. In order to measure the relative deprivation of different 
children, we compare their heights with reference groups. This paper uses the 2006/7 WHO 
growth standards to measure the children’s growth. These standards are based on children 
measured in the USA in the 1970s. They are meant to mark the ideal of growth, or how a 
child would grow if they had good nutrition and were healthy.349 The WHO standards are used 
across the world in developing and developed countries and thus form a good basis of 
comparison for these historical populations.350 This paper measures the relative deprivation of 
boys and girls by observing whether the children caught-up relative to modern standards 

                                                 
344 Barker, Maternal Nutrition; Almond, Influenza Pandemic. 
345 Horrell et al., Measuring, pp.109-10. 
346 Harris, Gender, p.443. 
347 Steckel, Peculiar Population; Floud et al., Height, pp.163-182. 
348 Floud et al., Height; etc. 
349 de Onis, Worldwide; Butte et al., Evaluation; Wang et al., Limitations; Ulijaszek, International. 
350 The WHO 2006/7 growth references have been endorsed by the European Childhood Obesity Group, the 

International Pediatric Association, the UN Standing Committee on Nutrition, and the International Union 
of Nutrition Science. 
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while in each school. Catch-up growth is a period of faster than normal growth when children 
who were malnourished or suffering from chronic diseases are placed in a better nutritional 
and disease environment.351 We observe catch-up growth when a child’s height for age z-
score (relative to modern standards) increases while the child is in the school. 

This paper studies children resident in two schools. The Marcella Street Home was 
founded in 1876 in Roxbury on the western edge of Boston, MA.352 The Home was formed to 
house pauper and neglected boys. Pauper and neglected girls were incorporated into the home 
in 1881 after the construction of new buildings to accommodate them.353 Boys and girls 
continued to be housed in separate departments throughout the life of the institution. The 
home had a school from its beginning where children were taught basic subjects, including 
reading and writing. The heights and weights of children were not systematically recorded in 
the Marcella Street Home until 1889 and continued to be recorded until the institution closed 
in 1898 when all the children in the institution could be placed in foster homes.354 The register 
includes the heights and/or weights of 475 children born between 1873 and 1898 with some 
children entering and leaving the institution multiple times. The amount of time children 
remained in the home varied from zero days to 8.4 years with an average stay of 1.3 years. 

The Ashford School, London, UK was founded in 1868 to accommodate children 
whose parents were in workhouses in the London parishes of Fulham, Hammersmith, 
Paddington, St. George’s and later Westminster. The school was a residential school housing 
up to 800 students located in Ashford, Middlesex well outside of London. The board of 
managers employed a very large staff to supervise the children, educate them, maintain the 
buildings, and produce food on the farm.355 The information on children resident in the 
Ashford School of the West London School District was drawn from the Medical Officer’s 
Report Book, covering the years 1908 to 1916.356 Overall, 1,914 children born between 1892 
and 1909 were collected from the register. Height and BMI z-scores could be calculated for 
642 girls and 833 boys, 1,475 in total, providing a larger and more robust sample than the 
Marcella Street Home. The children’s ages varied from 0.64 to 18.31 years old with most 
falling between 5 and 15. The amount of time each child was resident in the Ashford school 
ranged from zero days to 8.98 years with an average of 1.46 years, slightly longer than the 
length of stay in the Marcella Street Home. 
 
Figure 1: Height for age z-score distributions for children at admission to each school 

 
Sources: City of Boston Archives, Marcella Street Home Register of Sentenced Inmates, 1877-1898, 8503.001; 

London Metropolitan Archives (LMA), West London School District, Medical Officer’s Report Book, 
WLSD/435. 

 

                                                 
351 Adair, Filipino, p. 1140-1141; Tanner, Catch-up; Eveleth and Tanner, Worldwide, pp.192-193. 
352 Twentieth Annual Report of the Board of Directors for Public Institutions, pp.27-8, 66-7. 
353 Twenty-fifth Annual Report of the Board of Directors for Public Institutions, pp.92-3. 
354 City of Boston Archives, Marcella Street Home Register of Sentenced Inmates, 1877-1898, 8503.001. 
355 Monnington and Lampard, Poor, pp. 8-9; LMA, Signed Minutes of the Board of Management (SMBM) 1911, 

WLSD/27, pp.177-8. 
356 London Metropolitan Archives, West London School District, Medical Officer’s Report Book, WLSD/435. 
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Children in each school were not representative of the broader population of children in 
Boston or London let alone the United States and England. Although the Marcella Street 
Home accepted neglected and pauper children, the only register that survives is the register of 
neglected children who were placed in the institution by court order because their parents 
abused them. Contemporary newspaper articles suggest that most children were sent to the 
institution because their parents were alcoholics.357 In the end, despite the selection bias in the 
Marcella Street Home sample, it seems unlikely that the selection would influence boys and 
girls differently. Likewise, there is no evidence in annual reports of the home or in other 
reports of the administration overseeing the home that girls were more mistreated before 
entering the home than boys because of the abuse that they experienced. If there were any 
discrimination in the general treatment of girls, this would be the remnant of attitudes of the 
larger society or perhaps class that the people were a part of rather than a specific result of the 
abuse. There is less information about the individual characteristics of children and their 
parents in the Ashford School, but they were generally the children of people in workhouses 
and thus represented the working poor of London. Therefore, it is safe to assume that both 
populations of children are representative of the poorer echelons of the working class. 
 

Figure 2: Longitudinal growth velocity of girls in the Marcella Street Home, Boston and the 
Ashford School, London compared with modern growth velocity curves 
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Sources: see figure 1; WHO growth reference data drawn from http://www.who.int/growthref/en/ 
 

As mentioned above, this paper measures the relative health of boys and girls by 
comparing their longitudinal catch-up growth relative to modern standards. The longer 
version of the paper also studies weight and BMI change, but this shorter version will focus 
on change in height. In order for catch-up growth to occur, there are two necessary 
preconditions. First, the children must be substantially stunted relative to modern standards 
before the intervention. Figure 1 shows that boys and girls in both the Marcella Street Home 
and the Ashford School were significantly stunted relative to modern standards with average 
height for age z-scores around 2 standard deviations below the modern mean. The second 
precondition for catch-up growth is that the children must move from a poor nutritional and 

                                                 
357 ‘Cruelty to Children’, Boston Daily Advertiser, 15 July 1881; ‘A Public Meeting of the Citizen’s League’, 

Boston Daily Advertiser, 16 November 1882. 
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disease environment to a better one. Having carefully studied the annual reports of the 
Marcella Street Home and the signed minutes of the board of management for the Ashford 
School, it is clear that conditions in these schools were better than the children’s homes. The 
children received an abundant, if not diverse, diet with older children receiving 2,400-2,500 
calories per day.358 Because these amounts were shared among children of a wide variety of 
ages, there were substantially more calories than necessary for the maintenance even of 
modern children.359 Both schools had infirmaries with doctors and nurses at hand to treat the 
children, and they also enforced strict sanitary rules. Thus, it seems plausible that the schools 
represent a large positive intervention that would have sparked catch-up growth in stunted 
children. 
 

Table 1: Change in height z-score for age regressions for the Ashford School, West London 
School District, London, UK 

Dependent: Change in Height Z-Score 1 2 3 4 5

Model OLS OLS OLS OLS OLS
Heteroskedasticity Robust Robust Robust Robust Robust
N 594 594 594 594 594

Length of Stay (years) 0.069*** 0.067*** 0.074*** 0.068*** 0.074***
(4.63) (4.39) (5.12) (4.62) (5.05)

Height for Age Z-Score at Admission -0.058*** -0.037** -0.038**
(-3.31) (-2.52) (-2.48)

BMI for Age Z-Score at Admission 0.029 0.041** 0.042**
(1.65) (2.05) (2.08)

Sibling present in School 0.015 0.015 0.024 0.010 0.019
(0.52) (0.55) (0.89) (0.38) (0.69)

Sex Dummy (1 = male) -0.107*** -0.795*** -0.708*** -0.567 -0.472
(-3.57) (-10.82) (-8.52) (-1.46) (-1.18)

Age and Sex Interactions:
     Discharge Age X X
     Middle Age in Institution X X
Parish/Poor Law Union Dummies X X X X X

R-square 0.12 0.29 0.27 0.29 0.27
F-statistic 7.05**

Unstandardized coefficients with t-statistics in parentheses. * denotes significance on the 10 per cent level; ** 
denotes signficance on the 5 per cent level; *** denotes significance on the 1 per cent level. Excluding outliers, 
entries after the first, and lengths of stay less than one month.

Sources: LMA, West London School District, Medical Officer’s Report Book, WLSD/435. 
 

This paper measures the children’s catch-up growth in a multiple regression framework. 
Thus, the dependent variable measuring catch-up growth is the change in WHO z-score while 
the child is in the institution, the z-score at discharge minus the z-score at admission.360 If the 
change in z-score is negative, then the child fell behind modern standards during his/her time 
in the school. If the change in z-score was zero, then the child would have continued growing 
                                                 
358 CBA, Annual Report of the Institutions Commissioner for the Year 1896-7, pp.184-96; LMA, Dietary Tables, 

Recipes, etc., Dietary of 1909, WLSD/468. 
359 Schneider, Real Wages, p.3; FAO, Human, pp.26-7. 
360 It is not necessary to include a time element in this variable because the children’s z-scores for height are age 

dependent. 
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at the same rate as predicted by modern standards, though likely at lower average level. 
Finally, if the change in z-score was positive, then the child would have grown faster than 
modern growth standards, catching up to the mean. We can then compare different groups by 
gender, number of siblings, etc. to see whether certain groups experienced faster catch-up 
growth in the institutions than others. 
 
Table 2: Change in height z-score for age regressions for the Marcella Street Home, Boston, 

MA 
Dependent: Change in Height Z-Score 1 2 3 4 5

Model OLS OLS OLS OLS OLS
Heteroskedasticity Robust Robust Robust Robust Robust
N 228 228 228 228 228

Constant -0.091 0.037 0.156 0.077 0.181
(-0.71) (0.26) (1.23) (0.62) (1.65)

Length of Stay (years) 0.001 -0.051 -0.042 -0.025 -0.035
(0.03) (-1.06) (-0.57) (-0.52) (-0.45)

Height for Age Z-Score at Admission -0.191*** -0.189*** -0.166***
(-5.22) (-4.97) (-4.48)

BMI for Age Z-Score at Admission 0.130** 0.175*** 0.172***
(2.56) (3.14) (3.02)

Sibling present in School -0.067 -0.016 -0.016 -0.031 0.008
(-0.82) (-0.20) (-0.16) (-0.43) (0.11)

Child's Father Dead 0.146 0.130 0.117 0.093 0.105
(1.64) (1.41) (1.19) (1.07) (1.16)

Child's Mother Dead 0.082 -0.012 -0.073 -0.013 -0.090
(0.98) (-0.14) (-0.95) (-0.17) (-1.23)

Disease Dummy -0.255 -0.128 -0.071 -0.080 0.025
(-1.14) (-0.76) (-0.29) (-0.43) (0.10)

Sentenced for Truancy -0.251*** -0.269*** -0.212*** -0.269*** -0.199***
(-3.79) (-3.65) (-3.33) (-3.74) (-3.17)

Sex Dummy (1 = male) -0.113 -0.645*** -0.315*** -0.665*** -0.780***
(-1.26) (-9.33) (-7.30) (-3.72) (-4.68)

Age and Sex Interactions:
     Discharge Age X X
     Middle Age in Institution X X

R-square 0.30 0.49 0.26 0.47 0.27
F-statistic 6.73

Unstandardized coefficients with t-statistics in parentheses. * denotes significance on the 10 per cent level; ** 
denotes signficance on the 5 per cent level; *** denotes significance on the 1 per cent level. Excluding outliers, 
entries after the first, and lengths of stay less than one month.  

Sources: CBA, Marcella Street Home Register of Sentenced Inmates, 1877-1898, 8503.001 
 

However, these calculations are much more complicated than may first appear because 
children in the past rarely grew at the growth curve represented by modern standards. The 
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children in the Marcella Street Home and Ashford School had a later pubertal growth spurt 
than the children used to represent modern standards. Thus, girls in both the Marcella Street 
Home and Ashford School were growing much faster after the age of 13 than the modern 
standards would suggest (figure 2). This higher velocity would give the girls the appearance 
of experiencing rapid catch-up growth when really they were just reaching the pubertal 
growth spurt at a later age. This effect is especially problematic since there were few boys in 
the schools past the age of 16 or 17, so many boys had not completed their pubertal growth 
spurt by the time they left the school. Thus, it is necessary to control for the differences 
between the historical and modern growth curves by interacting the sex dummy variable with 
age dummy variables, one for each one-year age increment. These interactions, therefore, 
control for any systematic z-score change that occurs for all children of a certain age and sex. 
The age for the interaction was measured in two ways: by the age of each child upon 
discharge from the institution and by the middle age of each child between entry and 
discharge from the institution. 

As shown in tables 1 and 2, girls grew faster relative to modern standards than boys in 
both schools. The coefficients on the sex dummy variable are significant across all 
specifications of the model for the Marcella Street Home and are significant or strongly 
negative across the specifications in the Ashford School. As a robustness check, the same 
regression was run for Ashford School children under the age of 8 to see whether the gender 
difference was being driven by the difference in the pubertal growth spurts between historical 
and modern populations. However, the coefficient on the sex dummy remained negative and 
significant. Thus, it is fairly safe to argue that girls caught up more to modern standards 
relative to their boy counterparts. 

There are three possible explanations for this result: first, girls could have been treated 
better than boys in the schools; second, girls might have a greater natural propensity for catch-
up growth than boys; and third, girls could have been malnourished and in poorer health 
relative to boys before entering the schools, allowing them to experience greater catch-up 
growth when exposed to better environmental conditions. A close study of each institution’s 
policies affecting the diet and health of children does not reveal any preferential treatment of 
girls. Sanitation improvements were made to both the boys and girls sides of the schools. 
There is no indication that girls worked or played less than boys either. In fact, in the Ashford 
School, girls worked longer hours on strenuous domestic tasks. Finally, in terms of diet, there 
is no indication that boys or girls were preferentially treated.361 In addition, there is little 
evidence in the paediatrics literature that girls have a higher natural propensity for catch-up 
growth than boys, though most of these studies ignore gender in their analysis.362 Thus, I can 
tentatively reject the first two explanations mentioned above and accept the third; girls were 
unhealthy relative to boys. 

This finding suggests that the female deprivation that Horrell et al. found in London 
likely began earlier in life; female deprivation was not only a product of differential weight in 
adulthood but in slower growth in childhood.363 Female deprivation could have played a role 
in slowing the progression of improvements in health across the late nineteenth and early 
twentieth centuries, at least for a portion of the population. Thus, it was only when resources 
became incredibly abundant in the twentieth century and female deprivation disappeared that 
the biological living standards of the population could increase substantially. 
 
For a full-length version of the paper with references, please email me at the address above. 

                                                 
361 LMA, Dietary Tables, Recipes, etc., Dietary of 1909, WLSD/468; CBA, Annual Report of the Institutions 

Commissioner for the Year 1896-7, pp.184-96. 
362 Adair, Filipino Children, pp.1143-1144; Walker et al., Early; Perez-Escamilla and Pollitt, Growth; etc. 
363 Horrell, Measuring. 
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The genesis of business corporations: a comparative 
historical analysis 

 
Zubair Abbasi, University of Oxford 

(zubair.abbasi@law.ox.ac.uk) 
Supervisor: Professor Joshua Getzler 

 

Introduction 
The corporation is a key institution in the rise of the West because it economized on 
transaction costs and spread risks amongst various parties in the most efficient way. But no 
one until recently claimed that the absence of corporations could have led to economic and 
political down fall. This claim is made by some scholars who focus, interestingly, not upon 
European history but the history of the Middle East. They regard the absence of large-scale 
corporations as the primary cause of underdevelopment in the Middle East. 

This paper tests the hypothesis put forth by these scholars by exploring the history of 
corporations under English law. It shows that the rise of modern business corporations was 
not simply the result of internal dynamics of law rather these were the forces external to law 
that shaped the main features of these corporations. Each one of these features had existed in 
one form or the other in other institutions such as merchant guilds, trusts and partnerships. 
The same features also existed in the Middle Eastern institutions such as waqf, guilds and 
partnerships. However, the external forces that caused the fusion of these features in 
corporations were markedly missing in the Middle East. 
 

Islamic Law matters thesis 
The Middle East did not generate corporations until the nineteenth century when they were 
transplanted under a massive programme of legal modernization known as Tanzimat 
(reorganization). Islamic law had an elaborate law of partnerships, which was similar and, to a 
certain extent, more advanced than the English law of partnerships. For instance, the 
mudaraba (commenda) under Islamic law provided limited liability to passive investors by 
envisaging a partnership of skill and capital. It was only in the early twentieth century that this 
type of partnership was available under English law. But there was no concept of business 
corporations under Islamic law. Even the modern codification of Islamic civil law in the form 
of the Ottoman Civil Code, Majalla 1870 did not envisage corporations. 

Timur Kuran raised the question about the absence of corporations in the Middle East 
for the first time. An intuitive answer could have been that corporations were a product of 
peculiar European political and economic circumstances, as is the case with other modern 
political and economic institutions. However, Kuran was interested in identifying the causes 
of underdevelopment in the Middle East rather than exploring the factors that led to the rise of 
the West. He found three distinct mechanisms that hampered the transformation of Middle 
Eastern partnerships into corporations. The first was the persistent simplicity of business 
partnerships caused by Islamic inheritance law, which by dividing the fortunes of a wealthy 
merchant discouraged the formation of large and long lasting partnerships. As wealth could 
not be accumulated generations after generations, due to its division amongst legal heirs, 
businesses did not grow to an extent that might require corporate structure. The second 
mechanism operated in the form of waqf, Islamic charitable trust, which was used to provide 
public services. But it was also used as a family settlement. It was the only permanent 
institution under Islamic law that enjoyed some features of a corporation but it stagnated over 
time and failed to evolve into a self-governing institution like modern corporations. The third 
mechanism involved the state, which discouraged the development of permanent 
organizations that might pose any political challenge to the state authority. But financially 
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weakened because of the fragmentation of wealth caused by inheritance law, the private 
sector led by the merchant class could not stand against the powerful state.364 

This paper endorsed Kuran’s earlier findings that Islamic law and legal institutions 
hindered the accumulation of wealth and consequently the Middle East could not develop 
economically efficient institutions. Although he is not the first to disclose this phenomenon, 
this was the first systematic analysis of the underdevelopment of the Middle East that takes 
into account Islamic law. His emphasis on Islamic inheritance law was significant because 
unlike other areas of Islamic law, this branch of law was mainly based on clear and detailed 
Quranic injunctions. They did not change with the passage of time unlike other areas of law, 
though some devices in the form of inter vivo gift and family waqf could be used to 
circumvent them. 

This thesis is supported by other researchers who have shown some other aspects of 
Islamic law that were economically inefficient and hampered the development of 
corporations. Kuran’s recent book, The Long Divergence: How Islamic Law Held Back the 
Middle East, offers a more refined and nuanced version of this thesis.365 In his work, Kuran 
appears to provide a critique of Weber, however, some of the key features of his Islamic Law 
Matters thesis have been taken from Weber’s influential writings. For instance, the 
restrictions on testamentary powers, freedom of contract and lack of juristic personality are 
some of the key factors that Weber identifies as the causes for the failure of Muslim world to 
develop capitalism.366 
 
History of business corporations 
A corporation is distinguished from other organizations for having a permanent existence that 
survives its constituent members. This gives it rights and liabilities independent of its 
members. It led Maine to regard a family represented by the patriarch as a corporation.367 
However, the legal concept of corporation is more complex. Law regards a corporation as a 
fiction, though the corporation itself is reality. This underlies the intrinsic tussle between 
conflicting interests in society as the earliest corporations shared some of the features of the 
state by providing governance and exercising authority over a large body of individuals. The 
biggest contender of the state was the church, which not only claimed to be a corporation but 
also used to issue charters of incorporation. 

The Concession Theory emphasizes the mandatory requirement of state authorization in 
order to form a corporation. This view is endorsed by the common law practice under which a 
corporation could only be created by the state or recognized under prescription.368 But why 
was this authorization required given that merchants were governed by lex mercatoria, 
independent of common law? One explanation is that the king did not want independent 
bodies to grow powerful against the state authority. However, merchants themselves required 
state grants for making internal rules of governance and in order to avoid violation of the 
king’s law by forming illegal associations. The charter was also a mark of royal favour and 
protection, which provided a monopoly to the exclusion of others. From the state’s 
perspective, an organized body of craftsmen and merchants was easy to control and collect 
taxes.369 This was especially the case regarding overseas traders. It appears that the consent of 
state for acquiring the incidents of incorporation was a formality of common law because no 
such consent was required under civil law. There is evidence of the formation of corporations 

                                                 
364 T. Kuran, ‘The Absence of the Corporation in Islamic Law: Origins and Persistence’, (2005) 53, The 

American Journal of Comparative Law 785. 
365 T. Kuran, The Long Divergence: How Islamic Law Held Back the Middle East, (Princeton University Press, 

2011), pp.143-44, 78-88. 
366 T.E. Huff and W Schluchter (eds), Max Weber & Islam, (Transaction Publishers, 1999), pp.26-37. 
367 H.S. Maine, Ancient Law (4th ed, John Murray 1870), pp.184-85. 
368 W. Blackstone, Commentaries on the Laws of England, (Clarendon Press, 1765), p.460. 
369 C.T. Carr, Select Charters of Trading Companies, 1530-1707, (vol. XXVIII, Selden Society 1913), pp.xiv-

xix. 
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for self-governance without royal sanction by mutual consent of immigrants.370 Good 
government remained one of the primary objectives of a charter.371 A voluntary association of 
merchants could neither make enforceable rules for all merchants nor officially represent 
them in a foreign country.372 

The features of corporations called ‘incidents of corporation’ have varied over time 
though perpetual existence with rights and liabilities of a person remained the key element. 
Modern corporations are entities that share five features: legal personality, limited liability, 
managerial structure, transferability of shares and investors’ ownership of shares. Although 
their internal structure differs widely in various jurisdictions and even within one jurisdiction, 
these features are the primary ingredients for distinguishing a corporation from other 
associations.373 The invention of these features, which led to corporate economy, is described 
as no less important than the discovery of America and the invention of the steam engine.374 

The history of business organizations under English law shows that all five features of 
corporations were adopted from the existing public and private institutions. The earliest big 
overseas corporations such as the East India Company were organized on the model of 
merchant guilds. Guilds were self-created associations of individuals for mutual help. Unlike 
a corporation, a king’s licence was not required in order to form a guild.375 They held joint 
movable and immovable property administered by the head officer. Each guild had its officers 
and bye-laws which could be altered by the consent of the members.376 The members were 
self-organized in a hierarchical structure. Each guild also enjoyed autonomy and monopoly of 
a certain craft or trade. The first book in English on the law of incorporation though primarily 
deals with municipal corporations, treats corporations and guilds indifferently, as the title 
shows, Of Corporations, Fraternities and Guilds (1659). 

Guilds provided the precedent for regulated companies. In a regulated company, 
members could trade on their own provided they observed certain regulations. Thus the 
primary function of a regulated company was to ensure that trade was conducted according to 
the commercial policy of the state. But joint stocks were formed for business purposes and 
members were prohibited from trading individually or on behalf of non-members. None of the 
earlier giants of overseas trade joint stocks had all the five features of a corporation. Some 
regulated companies had neither juristic personality nor limited liability, but they still used 
common names and issued shares. Earlier charters were also issued for a limited period of 
time and only when sunk cost was incurred by fortification and other equipment that 
perpetuity became necessary. 

In the seventeenth century, the commercial advantages of incorporation began to 
emerge vividly. Perpetual succession of a company with rights and liabilities independent of 
members not only made internal management convenient but it also facilitated dealings with 
outsiders for transaction of business. Transferability of shares led to the separation of 
corporate liability from personal liability of members.377 However, the fundamental legal 
distinction between a large partnership and an incorporated company was not firmly grasped 
by the generality of businessmen until after the passage of the Bubble Act in 1720.378 

                                                 
370 W. Macdonald, Select Charters and Other Documents Illustrative of American History 1606-1775, (The 
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375 T. Smith, English Gilds, (N. Trubner & Co., 1870) pp.xxvii. 
376 Ibid., pp.xxxv-xxxviii. 
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The above history of corporations challenges one of the key assumptions in Kuran’s 
analysis. Unlike Europe, where the history of corporations is interlinked with merchant 
guilds, Kuran tries to trace an evolution of private partnerships in the Middle East. Hence the 
absence of juristic personality and the simplicity of contractual partnerships under Islamic law 
are shown to be detrimental to organizational evolution. In this analysis, Kuran relies upon the 
earlier work of Murat who compares the evolution of partnerships in the Ottoman Empire and 
Western Europe. Murat excludes Ottoman guilds from his study because they do not fall 
under the definition of partnerships.379 However, this leads readers to believe that these were 
the partnerships in Europe, which developed into joint stocks and later into modern 
corporations. This is true to a certain extent because joint stock companies were a 
combination of partnerships and guilds. However, it serves to obscure the crucial link of 
guilds in the development of modern corporations. 

This point did not go unnoticed by Kuran. He finds that the guilds in the Ottoman 
Empire were not independent of the state and did not have internal governance. He also 
mentions two opposing views regarding juristic personality of such guilds and accepts that the 
reason guilds could not gain more autonomy lies in ‘political conditions’, as the state kept 
guilds under its authority and denied them independent growth.380 But Kuran fails to 
appreciate the co-evolution of guilds and partnerships under state patronage in Europe. In fact 
in the whole analysis he appears to downplay the role of politics and state. He justifies this 
approach by pointing out that historians of the Middle East have devoted more attention to the 
role of the state than that of private organizations, which according to him are the key 
determinants of state capabilities. However, not only this segregation between economic and 
political structure is problematic, but it also fails to furnish a satisfactory explanation for the 
rejection of a political economy approach to the whole issue. 

Kuran further assumes corporations as monolithic legal entities that were simply 
explored and utilized by creative entrepreneurs for the effective operation of businesses. As is 
shown above, this analysis ignores not only the evolutionary development of joint stock 
companies but also disregards the struggle that the Western merchants had to undertake in 
order to win the right of free incorporation in the second half of the nineteenth century. Hunt’s 
study of business corporations in the nineteenth century concludes: ‘Indeed, freedom of 
incorporation was achieved only after a protracted and bitter struggle against deeply rooted 
prejudice, widespread misconception and even fear’.381 

The history of business corporations and corporate law could be conceptualized as a 
solution to the collective action problem generated by the interaction of multiple parties with 
varying and often divergent interests. Initially, the conflict arose between the state and 
merchants. State conceded some concessions by granting governance powers and monopolies 
to merchants in order to generate revenues through tariffs and taxes. Some members of the 
political elite directly participated in commercial activities both at home and abroad. 
Merchant guilds provided an organizational specimen to resolve this conflict. Given the small 
and homogenous number of parties within the organization, the law of partnerships and 
principles governing merchant guilds sufficed at earlier stages. However, when the number 
and variety of individuals participating in the organization increased, new solutions were 
required to resolve problem of various types of the conflicts of interests within and outside the 
organization. At this stage juristic personality became crucial. Not only did a permanent body 
provide easy entry and exit options while safeguarding its long-term interests, it also 
impersonalized individual interactions. In addition, it facilitated the interaction of the 
commercial entity with outsiders by dealing with its own name, independent of the members. 

                                                 
379 M. Çizakça, A Comparative Evolution of Business Partnerships: The Islamic World and Europe, with 

Specific Reference to the Ottoman Archives, (Brill, 1996). 
380 Kuran, pp.132-33. 
381 Hunt, pp.5-6. 
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Conclusion 
The history of business organizations under English law shows that before the business 
corporation acquired its five features in the second half of the nineteenth century, 
organizational developments took place at both public and private levels. It was the fusion of 
the various features of public and private institutions that culminated in the form of modern 
corporations. Considerations for effective governance, innovation and inter-state competition 
played a very important role in their evolution. The juristic personality, perpetual existence 
and limited liability of joint stock companies definitely facilitated the expansion of trade and 
commerce both at home and abroad, but the application of these features on commercial 
organizations was the result rather than the cause of commercial expansion. 

The role of law in the development of corporations is crucial. However, the process by 
which modern corporations acquired their primary features cannot be explained within the 
legal paradigm only. Both English and Islamic legal systems had similar types of institutions 
in the form of merchant guilds, partnerships, waqfs and trusts, which shared features of 
modern corporations. But the fact that the Middle East failed to undergo an institutional 
transformation requires a wider and deeper understanding, which should take into account the 
overall functioning of the state and society. The Islamic Law Matters thesis has brought into 
the limelight the crucial role that Islamic law and legal institutions had played within the 
Muslim society. However, this has come at the cost of marginalizing the role of other 
confounding factors that might have determined the functioning of Islamic law and legal 
institutions. 
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Altered flight plans: British airports policy and regional 
airports, 1961-85 

 
Robert Doherty, University of Durham 

(r.p.doherty@durham.ac.uk) 
Supervisors: Dr Andrzej Olechnowicz & Professor Ranald Michie 

 

Introduction 
Shortly after the 2010 general election, the coalition government pledged that no additional 
runways would be constructed at London’s three main airports.  This has encouraged renewed 
debate regarding the need for additional airport capacity within the United Kingdom, and in 
particular the South East. Such considerations have been deemed essential to Britain’s future 
economy by the government, and have led to the recent appointment of the independent 
Davies Commission to investigate when and how any future requirements might be met.382 
Concurrent with these developments have been four separate proposals for a new ‘hub’ airport 
for the South East – the most recent at Goodwin Sands in Kent – that have met with heavy 
protest from conservationists, who have demanded proof of the need for the airport, and 
called for greater use of regional airports which still have significant levels of spare capacity 
available. 383 

Despite several studies focusing on aspects of postwar British air transport industry,384 
there has been little attempt from professional scholars to historicize the development of 
policy on the UK airport system. This paper, though too brief to sufficiently remedy this, 
focuses on the issues surrounding attempts to produce a long-term plan for Britain’s airports 
from early pressures for such a plan in the 1960s to the 1980s, when air services were largely 
deregulated, and British Airports Authority (BAA) and British Airways were privatized. This 
regional focus is specifically on the Yorkshire and Humberside region, primarily served by 
Leeds-Bradford Airport (formerly Yeadon Aerodrome), which represents the most apt case 
study of the issues apparent in the formulation of policy towards airport provision. The 
perceived deficiencies in existing facilities meant that, from the early 1960s, the region was 
subject to a lengthy, sporadic and ultimately unsuccessful campaign for the construction of a 
new international airport. Rather than ‘praising or condemning’ policy towards airports, this 
paper instead illustrates how the competing interests and the complexities involved in 
analysing, predicting and providing for air transport inhibited the formation of a clear national 
policy. 
 
Statistical ambiguities and uncertainties 
It is arguable that airport planning produced perhaps the most extreme instance of what Glen 
O’Hara recently identified as ‘statistical confusion’ within British public policy-making in the 
postwar period.385 The intense complexities and competing interests within aviation provision, 
the difficulties of long-term demand and capacity predictions, and the resulting divisions over 
methodologies and analysis created pervasive ambiguities and contradictions within the 
statistical evidence; this then put fundamental constraints on successive governments’ abilities 
to form a coherent policy towards UK airports. 

In the early 1960s, with the onset of the jet age, experts were declaring that ‘statistical 
facts about airline operations are ephemeral’.386  The Board of Trade admitted that the 

                                                 
382https://www.gov.uk/government/speeches/increasing-international-competitiveness-of-uk-airlines-and-airports 
383 http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-england-20783474 
384 e.g. P. Lyth, ‘Flying visits: the growth of British air package tours’, in Europe at the seaside. The economic 

history of mass tourism in the Mediterranean, (New York, 2009), pp.11-31; A. Dobson, Peaceful Air 
Warfare, (Oxford, 1991); David Edgerton, England and the Aeroplane, (Basingstoke, 1991). 

385 G. O’Hara, Governing Post-War Britain: The Paradoxes of Progress, (Basingstoke, 2012), p.149. 
386 Stephen Wheatcroft, Air Transport Policy, (London, 1964), p.14. 
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transport figures used on a cost-benefit analysis of London airport provision in 1967 were 
‘little more than guesses’.387  This posed a particular problem within a technocratic political 
culture at the time that demanded quantification and effective decision-making based on 
emerging statistical techniques and social and economic planning.388  Governments and 
independent consultants attempted to develop technical statistical methods, including cost-
benefit analyses and traffic models, to try to provide ‘legitimate’ quantitative evidence for 
their decisions.  ‘The airport planner has to tackle every problem from scratch – for the simple 
reason that he has, as yet, no scientific principles to guide him.’389 

However, arguments persisted over these scientific principles, the terms of analysis and 
the methodologies used, even within government departments.390 This undermined the 
legitimacy and authority of the huge number of reports produced in the 1970s.  The Roskill 
Commission’s supposedly ‘rational’ methods of choosing Cublington as a site for a new 
London airport were described as ‘nonsense on stilts’ by planners such as Peter Self and 
rejected by the Heath Government on the grounds of ‘the many uncertainties in the estimates 
used’.391 Disputes over methodology deepened towards the end of the 1970s, with the 
Advisory Committee on Airport Policy expressing doubts on the Department of Trade’s air 
traffic and passenger forecasts and bemoaning their ignorance.392  These disputes were just as 
evident at a regional level in Yorkshire; the various methods and terms of reference employed 
by consultants commissioned to carry out feasibility studies produced a number of different 
optimal sites for a new regional airport, such as Balne Moor and Thorne Waste. In 1974, West 
Yorkshire County Council (WYCC) bemoaned the difficulties facing them and their ‘regional 
neighbours’ over reconciling their own commissioned study with the Central Aviation 
Authority (CAA)’s Central England Study, which had ‘totally different recommendations’, 
though both were carried out by the same independent consultants.393 

The ultimate result was that these consistent ambiguities in figures, forecasting, 
statistical models and methodologies – undermined further by continuing technological 
advances – served to strengthen those who stressed the importance of immediate commercial 
considerations. In 1960, the Treasury pointed to the Aviation Ministry’s ‘inconsistencies 
between submissions made to us’ in their efforts to limit the scale of the government’s 
commitment to airports.394  BAA’s optimistic figures on Heathrow’s capacity up to 1986 
provided ammunition for those opposing the development of Maplin as a third London 
airport.395 Within Yorkshire, calls for a new airport – rather than continued extension of the 
runway despite its increasing redundancy – were countered by the prohibitive upfront expense 
of a long-term regional alternative;396 one speaker to the WYCC declaring ‘go to your electors 
and tell them a new regional airport will be built at a cost of something about £100m’.397 
Airport development options that limited overall cost and time took precedence, as ultimately 
no officially agreed or statistically ‘legitimate’ alternatives were produced. 
 

                                                 
387 J.B. Heath memo, 19.9.1967. National Archives:BT338/43. 
388 G. O’Hara, From Dreams to Disillusionment, (Basingstoke, 2007), pp.25-26; Guy Ortolano, The Two 

Cultures Controversy (Cambridge, 2009), pp.182-186. 
389 The development of the UK airport System – Past Present and Future, 25.9.74 NA:AT94/10 
390 e.g., Page to Thompson, 18.9.1974. NA:BT338/125; Ledsome to Thompson, 16.4.1974. NA:BT338/125. 
391 Sunday Telegraph, 31.1.1971; Peter Self, ‘“Nonsense on Stilts”: Cost-benefit analysis and the Roskill 

Commission’, Political Quarterly, 41 (1970); ‘Roskill Commission’s Cost/Benefit Analysis’, 20.2.1971. 
NA:CAB184/90. 

392 Note of Meeting, 6.2.1979. NA:AT64/34/1. 
393 West Yorks.MCC, ‘The future of Leeds-Bradford Airport’, 17.12.1974. West Yorkshire Archive Service 

(Wakefield):C146/8. 
394 Painter to Goldman, 13.7.1960. NA:T319/94. 
395 The Economist, 17.3.1973. 
396 e.g. Bradford Telegraph & Argus, 26.7.1967. 
397 Tom Batty Speech to WYCC, 16.1.1975. WYAS(W):C146/8. 
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The complexities and competing interests of the air transport industry 
National and regional civil aviation policy is an extreme example of the problems inherent in 
policy-making in a field of competing, diverse and highly organized interests.  The influence 
of air corporations compounded the statistical and policy uncertainties throughout this period.  
As with all other nationalized industries, it was consistently emphasized that BOAC and BEA 
(later British Airways) should be conducted as commercial enterprises and were expected to 
‘pay their way’ as such.398 The apparent needs of these corporations had a significant effect on 
the development of regional airports, most notably in Yorkshire and Humberside.  Linked to 
the corporations’ influence was that of the BAA, which it was claimed, rather candidly by one 
official, was able to unduly exploit its monopoly position in the South East for ‘disgusting 
profit’.399 

These significant commercial pressures were combined with competing priorities and 
interests within Whitehall. The ambiguous nature of airports meant responsibilities were split 
between departments, particularly after the ‘dismemberment’ of the Aviation Ministry in 
1966;400 planning and transport functions (eventually reconciled in the Department of the 
Environment [DOE]) often clashed with industrial and economic considerations (eventually 
the responsibility of the Department of Trade and Industry [DTI]). Although these functions 
were supposedly conciliated into the independent Civil Aviation Authority (CAA),401 the 
CAA’s purely advisory function merely added to disputes within the various government 
study groups created to formulate a national airports plan in the mid-1970s. 

A further national interest – often overlooked – was the RAF.  Consideration of the 
RAF was perhaps the most crucial element of the issues surrounding the provision of a 
regional airport in Yorkshire. A legacy of war was a strong concentration of military airfields 
and activity in eastern Britain.402 Despite significant DOE support for the proposals for a new 
regional airport, the Ministry of Defence declared themselves firmly opposed to any proposals 
due to the disruption it posed to the ‘multi-million pound long-term investment’ they had 
undertaken in the Vale of York.403 

Public sentiment also added a further layer of constraint and complexity. Public 
resistance to potential extension of airports, or of new airport sites, was compounded by the 
growth of environmental concerns, for example the orchestrated campaigns of the North West 
Essex and Herts Preservation Association and the ‘Defenders of Essex’.404 The expansion of 
established airports became increasingly politically sensitive, with Manchester airport 
indicating in 1973 to the CAA that noise levels were the most the public were likely to 
tolerate.405 In examining Yorkshire, the residents around Yeadon successfully formed their 
own Leeds-Bradford Association for the Control of Aircraft Noise with 1,500 reputed 
members by 1969, and played a significant part in the government’s rejection of the proposed 
runway extension.406  Despite the calls for adequate airport services that came from 
commercial and industrial interests, such as chambers of commerce and the TUC,407 the 
response of the wider public was ambivalent.  The local response to a proposed new 
Yorkshire airport in 1972 was reportedly ‘indifference’.408 Reference to ‘the air traveller’ in 
Roskill and other reports indicated that such people were still very much the minority, and 

                                                 
398 e.g.Cmnd.1137, The Financial and Economic Obligations of the Nationalised Industries (1961), pp.4-6. 
399 Note of Meeting at the DTI, 20.5.1971. NA:CAB184/190. 
400 Lippit to Mole, 7.7.1966. NA:EW7/310. 
401 Cmnd.4018,British Air Transport in the Seventies (1969),pp.247-249. 
402 K.Sealy, ‘The Siting and Development of British Airports’, Geographical Journal (1967), p.148. 
403 ‘An Airport for Yorkshire’ Meeting, 31.5.1972. NA:AVIA86/41. 
404 P. Hall, Great Planning Disasters, (London, 1980), p.25; D. Sandbrook, State of Emergency (London, 2010), 

pp.193-194. 
405 Cunniffe to Jessel, 21.12.1973. NA:AVIA86/45. 
406 LACAN Info Sheet No.14, January 1969. WYAS (Bradford):3D84/2/73. 
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leisure travel was not predicted to expand;409 the Airport Committee in West Riding in 1972 
said that they were against investment for the purposes of ‘inessential travel’.410 Even into the 
early 1980s in Britain, the majority view remained that ‘air travel is only for the rich’.411 
 
Regional policy, regionalism and regional issues 
Governments consistently considered regional questions in their efforts to form a coherent 
airport policy in Britain.  Provision for the Development Areas was provided by the funding 
of a new airport for Newcastle at Woolsington, the sale of Middleton St. George to local 
authorities on Teesside in the early 1960s, and Scottish airports in Edinburgh and Glasgow in 
what was described as a ‘sop to Scottish pride’. In 1966, the Department of Economic Affairs’ 
proposed cost-benefit study of airports and air services had been intended as guidance for how 
they might extend regional policy incentives and subsidies to airports and air services. For 
airport planners it was ‘almost an article of faith’ that airports had a significant effect on 
economic growth.412 Regional planners and economists repeatedly advocated the regional 
economic development potentialities of concentrating air services into a single major airport 
in each region.413  The positive impact on regional growth that a first-rate airport facility 
would have were a consistent feature of the various proposals promoted in Yorkshire, and a 
significant feature of the argument for more centralized airport planning voiced by the TUC to 
the DTI in November 1972.414 The DOE were particularly amenable to this regional focus, 
consistently pressing the issue of a potential new regional airport for Yorkshire with the 
DTI,415 and showing a keen interest in the possibilities of subsidies for airlines or restrictions 
on landing at airports in the South East. 

However, despite the direct economic benefits of airport development through increased 
employment at the airports themselves, the indirect benefits remained anecdotal and primarily 
unquantified, a situation attributable to the political and statistical complexities identified 
above. The DEA had sought to ascertain whether airports impacted regional economic growth 
but had been forced to admit the supposed benefits were rather ‘nebulous’.416 The Regional 
Airports Group, in assessing the contribution airports could make to growth, noted that these 
studies ‘do not adequately distinguish the growth induced by airports from that induced by 
other factors.’417 Tentative studies around Heathrow even served to question the purported 
view that airports held potential as growth poles.418  Aviation’s ability to stimulate regional 
economic development was posited as assumed or self-evident, and this provided further 
ammunition for opponents of regional diversion of air services. 

The attempts to secure a regional or international airport for Yorkshire also suggest that 
the fragmented nature of local government placed significant constraints on any concerted 
action. These attempts were significant: the public initiative of the Yorkshire Airport 
Development Association, who first commissioned a survey of air transport in the region in 
1962, saw ‘about one hundred delegates attending a meeting on regional aviation provision.419  
However, consensus among local authorities proved difficult to maintain without a 
coordinating body. Hull’s industrial and political interests meant that they ran their own 
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services to London from the airfield at Brough. Despite the initial proactive response of the 
Yorkshire Airport Action Committee to a new airport to the east of Leeds, this committee of 
local authorities instead pushed for a further extension of the facilities of Yeadon in the early 
1970s as a short term solution to the threatened withdrawal of services at the time. The 
Economic Planning Council itself remained ‘neutral’ towards airport provision and a possible 
new airport, with their infrastructure focused primarily on improved motorway links within 
the region. 
 
Conclusion 
There were significant attempts by successive governments throughout the 1960s and 1970s 
to produce a coherent long-term national airport strategy based upon rigorous statistical 
methods. Despite continued accusations that little regard was given to the potential role of 
airports in regional development,420 there was a significant degree of concern and 
investigation into how to integrate them into other regional policy and integrated regional 
planning. Potential developments such as an entirely new regional airport for Yorkshire and 
Humberside were given considerable consideration. 

The failure to produce a practical or detailed policy to address these problems was a 
product of the nature of the task. Glen O’Hara has emphasized the ‘ ... administrative 
convolution; statistical confusion; ... and the increasingly intricate problems of an ever more 
complex society’ that characterized British politics in the Keynesian postwar ‘Golden Age’.421 
This paper would suggest that this assessment is particularly apt for the development of 
airports and airports policy. More than any other aspect of transport, and arguably any other 
public policy, air transport presented to the British government what Habermas has termed 
‘the field of crisscrossing organized interests’.422 The global nature of the air transport 
industry, the volatility generated by its economic sensitivity and rate of technological 
advancement, all created constraints and contingencies that hindered the British government’s 
ability to forecast the future pattern of airports. The divisions of responsibility between 
numerous stakeholders – the air corporations, BAA, CAA, various invested government 
departments and municipally owned airports – also contributed to the inability to effectively 
coordinate policy. The inability of governments to forge a coherent economic case for the 
development of new airports, including in the regions, meant that existing facilities continued 
to expand regardless of statistical or logistical necessities. 

                                                 
420 e.g. P. Bromhead, The Great White Elephant of Maplin Sands, (London, 1973), pp.60-63. 
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Bearing gifts to Greeks:  
American aid in Greece’s postwar recovery, 1947-53 

Andreas Kakridis, University of Athens 
(akakridis@econ.uoa.gr) 

I. The challenge 
The role of foreign aid, particularly aid given under Marshall Plan, in Europe’s postwar 
stabilization and recovery has been the subject of much debate. Empirically oriented works on 
the actual pathways through which aid mattered to each economy, have been complemented 
by more qualitative approaches, focusing on the effectiveness of aid as leverage in shaping 
domestic policy outcomes.423 

Greece’s place in this literature has been modest – at best. Despite having been a major 
recipient of postwar aid, and the site of some of the earliest and largest US aid missions, the 
country is systematically excluded from comparative works. The existing literature is heavily 
skewed toward the political history of the period, with economic analysis given short shrift.424 

This paper is part of a project that seeks to redress this imbalance, by revisiting Greece’s 
economic experience under the Truman doctrine and Marshall Plan, combining data from a 
newly constructed database of macroeconomic and aid-related indicators from 1945-55, with 
more qualitative material from contemporary publications, policy documents, and 
testimonials. 

II. The historical background
The Second World War took a particularly heavy toll on what had already been one of 
Europe’s poorest countries: with its infrastructure destroyed, trade networks shattered, budget 
and currency in tatters – hyperinflation had been raging since 1941 – postwar Greece was in 
need of substantial assistance. The situation was further aggravated by a bitter civil strife, 
which climaxed into outright civil war in the period 1947-49, causing further drains on the 
country’s resources. 

Thus Greece’s early postwar experience was one of substantial inflows of foreign 
assistance, granted – however reluctantly at times – by its western allies, in recognition of the 
dangerous implications Greece’s economic and political derailment would have had for the 
country itself, as well as the entire region. After all, these were the first years of the Cold War, 
and Greece was one of its first hot zones. Between 1944 and 1955, Greece received just over 
$2 billion in economic assistance, and another $1.2 billion in military aid; 85 per cent of that 
aid came from the US, almost entirely in the form of grants.425 As the British withdrew their 
financial assistance in early 1947, and the United National Relief and Rehabilitation 
Administration (UNRRA) wound down its operations, the US assumed responsibility for 
providing both military and economic aid, first under the Truman doctrine (PL75) – which 
was designed specifically for Greece and Turkey – and then through the European Recovery 
Programme (ERP) and Mutual Security Act (MSA). The bulk of American aid came into the 
country between 1947 and 1953, along with hundreds of US military and civilian personnel, 
who staffed the sprawling aid and embassy missions in Athens. Some even held senior 
positions within the Greek administration and army command, or were embedded in key 
ministries and the Central Bank. Dollars thus came along with guns, ensuring that the national 
army would prevail in the war, as well as political leverage, used to make or break 

423 An early classic is Milward (1984) in a literature reviewed concisely in Ritschl (2008). 
424 Only recently have the works of Stathakis (2004) and Vetsopoulos (2007) sought to shift emphasis on the 

economic front. 
425 Multiplying by a factor of 8.5 gives a rough equivalent in today’s dollars, although the corresponding % of 

donor GDP would have been much higher today. 
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governments, reshuffle cabinets and influence policy; the results of these efforts were mixed 
(see IV below), but no account of Greece’s experience with US aid can ignore them. 

Aid continued well into the fifties and sixties, but following the successful completion 
of a stabilization programme in 1953, the economy’s reliance on foreign assistance dwindled 
rapidly. Over the next two decades, Greece witnessed record growth rates, second only to 
Japan in the OECD. Yet the significance, if any, of aid and reconstruction in laying the 
ground for the subsequent take-off remains heavily disputed, in what to this day is an 
ideologically charged discussion. 

III. American aid in Greece: what the data tell us
While the overarching ends of the Marshall Plan were clearly political, its means were 
economic: American assistance was chiefly meant to address Europe’s dollar shortage, 
financing its trade deficits and pump-priming trade and investment, until economic activity 
had recovered sufficiently to permit a resumption of European exports. The local currency 
counterpart of aid-financed imports was made available to recipient governments as a 
supplement to domestic savings and tax revenue. 

Accordingly, the Marshall Plan’s direct economic impact is estimated in a two- or 
three-gap model setting, focusing on the role of ERP funds in financing foreign imports and 
domestic investment and budgets. At least since Milward (1984), the results of such 
assessments have found the volume of ERP resources to have been too small to have a 
sizeable direct impact, and research has thus turned to the indirect pathways in which aid may 
have mattered for European recovery – removing specific resource bottlenecks, boosting 
private sector confidence, disseminating American technology and managerial practices, or 
building the necessary consensus for stabilization and structural reforms (Borchardt & 
Buchheim, 1991; Eichengreen & Uzan, 1992). 

At the same time however, significant differences in national experiences have been 
recognized, with aid having played a much more important role in countries like Austria and 
the Netherlands than, say, Belgium or the UK. Greece’s position on this spectrum remains 
unknown, not least due to data limitations and the relative paucity of economic research on 
the country’s early postwar period. These limitations end up exaggerating Greece’s 
‘exceptionality’ and narrow the scope of the domestic historical discourse, which remains 
highly dismissive of aid’s economic significance. 

In what follows, we present the first comprehensive estimates of aid’s role in postwar 
Greece. Given the space limitations of this paper, only some key aggregates are presented, 
whereas details and methodological notes are suppressed. 

US economic aid to Europe, 1948-52 (% of GDP) Foreign aid to Greece, 1947-55 (% of GDP)

The results are striking. Comparative figures on the ERP alone, place Greece at the top 
of the league, with average annual aid inflows of 12.4 per cent of GDP, compared to 2.2 per 
cent for the OEEC and 8.4 per cent for Austria – the next largest recipient. Yet Greece was 
receiving additional military assistance to the tune of 6.4 per cent per annum as well as aid 
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through other programmes; when these sources are combined, inflows amount to a whopping 
20.3 per cent annually for the Marshall years, or 18.5 per cent for the broader period 1947-53. 
With annual inflows of about a fifth of GDP, the importance of foreign resources in financing 
Greece’s reconstruction is hard to exaggerate. This reverses much of the established view that 
wants foreign aid to have played a minor role in Greece’s recovery (Stathakis, 2004; Politakis, 
1990), and adds Greece to those countries where the Marshall Plan made a significant – 
arguably the greatest – direct contribution to the country’s economic survival and recovery. 

These findings are reinforced by a more detailed look at the role of aid in financing the 
balance of payments, gross fixed capital formation (GFCF) and government expenditures (see 
below). 
 

Foreign aid in Greek reconstruction, 1947-53 
 Fiscal years (July-June of each year) Period totals 

 *47-48 48-49 49-50 50-51 51-52 52-53 47-53 48-52
�.  Aid compared to national income  
 (aid receipts as a % of GDP) 23.1% 21.8% 25.5% 23.0% 12.8% 12.1% 18.5% 20.3%

… economic aid under PL75/ERP/MSA 5.9% 11.2% 16.3% 13.6% 8.9% 5.6% 10.1% 12.4%
… other economic aid (incl. reparations) 4.8% 1.2% 1.6% 1.7% 1.3% 0.6% 1.6% 1.5%
… military aid  12.3% 9.4% 7.6% 7.7% 2.6% 5.9% 6.9% 6.4%
I�. Aid’s role in financing Greek trade  
 (aid receipts % of goods imports) 62.9% 68.5% 75.0% 71.3% 60.4% 32.3% 64.4% 69.2%

… economic aid under PL75/ERP/MSA 44.5% 66.1% 70.0% 64.5% 53.1% 27.5% 56.9% 63.9%
… other economic aid (incl. reparations) 18.4% 2.5% 5.1% 6.8% 7.3% 4.8% 7.4% 5.3%
I�I.  Counterpart contribution to investment 
 (% of GFCF financed by counterparts) 30.0% 42.8% 42.8% 42.2% 17.5% 11.5% 30.7% 35.9%

… public inv. financed by PL75/ERP/MSA 79.1% 90.7% 83.6% 88.8% 49.0% 39.1% 73.5% 79.5%
… private inv. financed by PL75/ERP/MSA 1.9% 7.2% 13.6% 16.5% 4.7% 1.0% 7.8% 10.7%
IV.  Counterpart contribution to budget1  
 (% of expend. financed by counterparts) 9.1% 21.3% 32.9% 22.1% 25.2% 14.5% 21.1% 25.6%

Notes: 
1    This excludes public investment expenditures and military expenditures directly financed by foreign aid.  
* 15 months; April 1947 to June 1948 (change in fiscal year to align with US fiscal years). 

 
Even without any capital imports, postwar Greece faced an abysmal trade deficit: the 

loss of invisible earnings from shipping and remittances, coupled with the low exportability of 
tobacco and currants (the country’s main cash crops), meant that foreign resources were 
needed to feed the population. Our estimates show aid funding about two-thirds of the 
country’s civilian imports over six years, as well as all military imports; even if the latter are 
excluded, figures from the OEEC suggest no other country was as heavily dependent on the 
ERP to fund its balance of payments. 

Turning to counterpart funds, the local currency equivalents of aid-financed imports, 
those inevitably represented a sizeable fund, half of which was used to finance domestic 
investment. It would be no exaggeration to claim that public investment until 1953 was 
financed entirely by foreign resources, three-quarters of which came from Truman and 
Marshall aid; thus US aid counterparts accounted for over a third of total investment in the 
reconstruction period, with particular intensity in such sectors as infrastructure (roads, ports, 
rail), land reclamation/agriculture and public housing (not least due to the thousands of 
shelters built for war refugees). Landmark projects such as the creation of the agricultural 
extension service, the reorganization of public health provision, the integration of national 
power grids and the establishment of the Public Power Corporation, also owe much to the 
planning, resources and administrative élan of early aid missions. 

On the other hand, those sceptical of Greece’s benefits from foreign assistance point to 
successive curtailments in the investment budget, which fell far short of original expectations, 
particularly with respect to industrial investment (Amen, 1978; Kofas, 1989; Politakis, 1990; 
Stathakis, 2004). While such criticism may be understandable in the writings of 
contemporaries – actively involved in these programmes and naturally disappointed by delays 
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– it is a strange yardstick for modern historians to use. For the data may reveal a shortfall 
relative to original promises or expectations, but such expectations were always contingent on 
other developments as well (monetary stabilization, a swift conclusion to the civil war, etc.). 
What is more, the data also suggest that the only reason Greece managed to attain an 
investment rate on a par with the OEEC average whilst fighting a civil war, was the massive 
influx of foreign aid. As for complaints about the composition of investment, those entail a 
very narrow prescription of what the ‘right’ kind of investment should have been; and even 
so, it would be strange to expect an impoverished and agricultural country seeking to close its 
food deficit to have the same investment pattern as France under the Monnet Plan (a 
comparison made by Hatjiiosif, 2011). 

Still, reference to investment cut-backs does highlight a significant feature of the Greek 
experience, namely how aid resources often had to be diverted from investment to regular 
budget expenditures. In fact, about a quarter of Marshall counterparts was used to pay for 
public sector salaries and other regular expenditures, not least to avoid a rekindling of 
hyperinflation in a country where budget deficits could only be financed through the printing 
press. This brings us to the delay in fiscal and monetary stabilization, a key piece in the 
broader puzzle of using aid to push through reforms. 
 
IV. Beyond the data: aid and reform 
Given Greece’s aid reliance and the extensive powers granted to foreign officials, why did aid 
missions fail to implement the reforms needed to stabilize the economy before 1953? And 
what about their overall record of policy reform? Most historians paint a grim picture of 
Greece’s economic reforms, with discussions focusing on apportioning the blame between the 
US and Greek side. 

First of all, one could challenge the very notion of policy failure: the top American 
priority in Greece was to win the war, and that was accomplished by the summer of 1949; 
Marshall himself made it clear in a telegram to Athens, that other goals – including economic 
stabilization – would be subordinated to this overarching objective.426 What is more, 
irrespective of their own leverage, Americans recognized the difficulty of trying to reconcile 
an overriding priority on military victory with the pursuit of economic reforms (tax hikes, 
cutbacks in credit and wages, etc.) that threatened to destabilize the fragile political coalition 
on whose alliance they were relying in the anti-communist struggle. 

This brings us to the Greek side, whose procrastination and resistance to reform are 
attributed – depending on the author’s ideological leanings – to the disruptions caused by the 
civil war, or the rapaciousness of a narrow economic oligarchy reluctant to shoulder its ‘fair 
share’ of the reconstruction burdens. The inefficiency, inertia and myopia of public 
administration are also blamed by most authors. Although each of these accounts contains 
some truth, none offers a satisfactory interpretation of Greece’s reform experience: the civil 
war ended in mid-1949, yet it took another two years to initiate a successful stabilization 
programme; tax evasion and profiteering at the top were ubiquitous, but so were heavily 
subsidized consumer goods and generous wage hikes, all of which were equally detrimental to 
financial stability, though none was aimed at the elite. As for the public administration, its 
efficiency was miraculously restored whenever a measure was not perceived as threatening 
tokey sectional interests. 

This is a broad and complex issue, so in the little space that remains I can only hope to 
scratch the surface; but I contend that any comprehensive account of aid and reform would 
have to consider the institutional setup and political economy of the situation in greater detail: 
fragile coalition governments in desperate need of legitimacy in the eyes of their electorate, 
amidst a civil war, are quite rational in seeking to woo broad segments of the population, 
whilst preferring to let foreign aid or the inflation tax defray the cost of their policies. 

                                                 
426 Marshall to Griswold, 12.01.1948; Foreign Relations of the United States, (1948: 26). 
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Especially when they are funded by a foreign donor so heavily invested in winning the war, 
that any threats of discontinuing aid lacked obvious credibility. 

Turning to the donor side, its leverage, was more limited than the size of the American 
pocketbook might suggest: the coexistence of multiple agencies with overlapping jurisdictions 
and conflicting agendas, the informational asymmetries between the Greek and US sides, as 
well as American personnel in Athens and Washington further undermined the effectiveness 
of aid conditionality.427 US archives offer numerous incidents of internal conflict and 
disagreement; on many such occasions, alliances were formed between Greek officials and 
their American counterparts on a departmental basis, cutting across the donor-recipient 
divide; more than once, Greek officials were used by their foreign colleagues to run 
interference until the US position shifted in a direction more favourable to the objectives or 
views of their department. Greece’s autonomy vis-à-vis foreign donors was much greater than 
usually envisaged. 

In this context, the delays in Greek stabilization and reform are products of a complex 
political economy and specific institutional design. A war of attrition mediated by a weak and 
fragmented political elite, delayed painful stabilization (Alesina & Drazen, 1991); the influx 
of foreign funds, whose threat of withdrawal lacked credibility, lowered and redistributed the 
cost of such delays. In this narrow sense, Greece’s case does not fit the argument made by 
DeLong & Eichengreen (1993), where Marshall funds are seen as expediting reform; but a 
more sympathetic interpretation would also consider the significance of these ‘delays’ in 
permitting the necessary consolidation of political authority, and averting more explosive 
social reactions, in a weak and demoralized country. 

 

                                                 
427 Consider the conflicting perspectives of, say, the military and civilian branches, the embassy and economic 

mission, personnel on the ground and those higher in the administration (in Paris and Washington), mission 
departments in charge of public works and investment and those in charge of fiscal and monetary stability. 
Then add a hierarchically ambiguous institutional framework – largely the product of a political 
compromise struck in Washington – to get a better idea of the difficulties besetting these early attempts at 
foreign aid management. 
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What caused Chicago bank failures in the Great 
Depression? A look at the 1920s 

 
Natacha Postel-Vinay, London School of Economics 

(n.m.postel-vinay@lse.ac.uk) 
Supervisors: Professor Albrecht Ritschl & Dr Olivier Accominotti 

 

Introduction 
Recently, a significant number of researchers have shown that bank failures in the US Great 
Depression could be linked to fundamental weaknesses already apparent just before the start 
of the depression, around June 1929 (White, 1984; Calomiris & Mason, 1997 and 2003; 
Guglielmo). Various kinds of balance sheet weaknesses are usually emphasized, such as low 
shares of government bonds, cash items and retained earnings to net worth as opposed to high 
shares of loans to total assets, other stocks and bonds and banking expenses. According to this 
view, banks failed because they were insolvent, were identified as weak by depositors and as 
a result suffered larger withdrawals than solvent banks. This view contrasts sharply with the 
one pioneered by Friedman & Schwartz (1963) in which all banks faced very large, non-
discriminating withdrawals, which caused even solvent banks to fail. My aim is to look at the 
long-term behaviour of financial ratios from 1923 to 1933 in Chicago to see whether it may 
provide any new insights on the causes of bank failures. 

Chicago area banks suffered one of the highest failure rates in the US, especially in the 
first halves of 1931 and 1932. Chicago is also well-known for its real estate boom in the 
1920s, one that resembled both in character and magnitude the suburban real estate booms of 
some of the major cities of the American East North Central and Middle-Atlantic regions.428 
Given that the former region had one of the highest numbers of suspensions in the US, a 
causal connection between this number and the real estate booms is worth investigating. The 
link between real estate and the depression is probably not a direct one, in the sense that the 
contribution of real estate to the decline in economic activity was small. A number of recent 
papers have demonstrated that, in the aggregate, the role of real estate in the Great Depression 
was indeed minor (White, 2009; Field, 2011). I therefore assess the indirect, probably larger 
contribution that real estate made to the deepening of the Great Depression via the banking 
channel. 

I find that banks that failed the earliest in Chicago invested more in non-liquid assets (in 
particular, mortgages) as early as 1923. Indeed, analysis of the second largest city in the US in 
1930 points to a powerful relationship between real estate lending and commercial bank 
failures in the Great Depression. However, all banks suffered tremendous withdrawals in what 
could be described as a general, non-discriminating run. The main cause of bank failures was 
therefore a combination of illiquid mortgages on the asset side and deposit losses on the 
liability side. Banks heavily engaged in mortgages did not have enough liquid assets to face 
the withdrawals and failed. 
 
Empirical approach 
The main data source used in this study is the Statements of State Banks of Illinois, published 
by the Illinois Auditor of Public Accounts.  The Statements are available for June and 
December of each year and focus solely on state-chartered banks (both members and non-
members of the Federal Reserve System). All Statements give asset book values. 

I analyse the performance of Chicago state banks present in June 1929 by dividing them 
into two main groups: Great Depression survivors and failures. Failures are divided into three 
cohorts: June 1931 failures, June 1932 failures and June 1933 failures, each corresponding to 
six-month failure windows containing both panic and non-panic failures. The choice of the 

                                                 
428 U.S. Census regions. 
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windows of failure was necessarily somewhat arbitrary but not entirely so. Chicago suffered 
banking crises in December 1930, but especially in the spring of 1931 and in the spring and 
early June of 1932. Thus selecting the banks that failed between January and June 1931 and 
banks that failed between January and June 1932 allows me to include banks that were 
especially affected by banking crises as well as non-panic failures, so as not to bias the 
samples in a way that would include more of the latter. Key variables such as return on equity, 
reserve-deposit ratios and real estate loan shares are compared between the four cohorts. I 
look at the evolution of survivors and failures during the full decade from 1923 all the way up 
to 1933, using graphical, survival and multinomial logistic analysis. 

I also look at deposit withdrawals to examine what kind of run (discriminating or not) 
each cohort faced in their preceding non-panic window, and whether or not withdrawals were 
determined by mortgage investments. Key variables used in this analysis are the rate of 
decline in deposits from June 1929 to December 1930 (just before the first failure cohort 
drops out), from December 1930 to December 1931 (just before the second failure cohort 
drops out), and the cumulative rate of decline from June 1929 to December 1931. Note that 
the data on deposits come from the last call before failure, which for some failures was almost 
six months before their failure date. As both 1931 and 1932 panics occurred in April and/or 
June, this means that on average, for banks that failed during panics; these variables do not 
reflect their losses at the last panic before failure. 
 
Results 
Figure 1 shows the real estate loan share (both residential and commercial) by cohort from 
1923 onwards.  In the pre-depression era, it appears in general that survivors often had the 
lowest share during most of the 1920s, followed closely by June 1933 failures. June 1932 
failures had a substantially higher share, and the June 1931 failures’ share was even higher. 
 

Figure 1: Average real estate loans to total assets (all categories) 
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Source: Statements 

 
Since it is difficult to restrict survival analysis to pre-depression years given that there 

were no failures then among the three failing cohorts, and since it would be interesting to 
assess the impact of each financial ratio in every single year of the 1920s, multinomial logistic 
regression was conducted for each year from 1923 to June 1929. This second method of 
analysis also allows for differentiation between cohorts. The results for two of the most 
important years – 1924 and 1928 – are shown in tables 1 and 2. 
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Table 1: Multinomial logistic model, December 1924 

 June 1931  
failures 

June 1932  
failures 

June 1933  
failures 

Reserve-deposit  -3.517** 
(1.38)

-3.216** 
(1.33)

-2.982** 
(1.25) 

Gvt bonds -.067 
(.12)

-.156 
(.12)

-.071 
(.12) 

Mortgages 1.958*** 
(.64)

.436 
(.40)

-.166 
(.47) 

Other loans .708 
(.46)

.738 
(.45)

.082 
(.66) 

Banking house .186** 
(.08)

.091 
(.06)

.150 
(.09) 

Retained earnings -1.329*** 
(.39)

-.933** 
(.37)

-.397 
(.47) 

Const -3.220 
(3.05)

-5.280 
(2.80)

-6.608 
(4.00) 

Likelihood 
Observations 

Prob>chi2 

-95.69 
95 
.012 

  

Notes: * significant at �= 0.01, ** significant at �= 0.05, *** significant at �= 0.10. The denominator is total 
assets unless otherwise specified. 
 

Table 2: Multinomial logistic model, June 1928 
 June 1931  

failures 
June 1932  

failures 
June 1933  

failures 

Reserve-deposit 1.258 
(1.12)

-.043 
(1.04)

-.883 
(1.24) 

Gvt bonds -.231 
(.21)

-.273 
(.21)

-.195 
(.22) 

Mortgages 1.548*** 
(.48)

.896** 
(.40)

-.078 
(.35) 

Other loans .886** 
(.34)

.069 
(.21)

.295 
(.44) 

Banking house .229** 
(.10)

.067 
(.05)

.067 
(.08) 

Retained earnings -.559 
(.35)

-.283 
(.36)

-.736* 
(.37) 

Const 6.528 
(3.22)

.572 
(2.97)

-4.336 
(3.25) 

Likelihood 
Observations 

Prob>chi2 

-123.90 
117 
.002

  

 
In every year the coefficients usually have the expected signs at least for the first two 

failure cohorts.  In terms of significance, retained earnings are often found to be relatively 
important before 1926 for all cohorts, and after 1926 for June 1933 failures. Other variables 
such as the reserve deposit ratio, government bonds and banking house seem to have mattered 
somewhat at various points in the 1920s. More importantly, the role of the real estate loan 
share should again be emphasized. For June 1931 failures, it is always the most important 
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predictor of failure, both in terms of magnitude and significance, from as early as 1923. For 
June 1932 failures, its mild significance is first apparent only in 1926. Interestingly, however, 
mortgages become the most significant variable after 1927. The gain in significance and 
magnitude for June 1932 failures’ mortgages may be traced back to a divergence visible in 
figure 1. 

How can mortgages have mattered so much in explaining banks’ failure in the first and 
second episodes? In the 1920s the US experienced a significant general business boom, which 
affected urban centres in particular (Hoyt, 1933). Chicago was particularly well placed at the 
time because it lay next to large agricultural areas which experienced serious trouble after the 
First World War. Indeed, Hoyt shows how both the return of soldiers and sailors and the 
coinciding fall in the price of foodstuffs during the 1920-21 farming crisis were conducive to 
the great expansion of Chicago both demographically and economically. The excitement that 
the progress in economic activity and the near-constant arrival of new dwellers (at least in the 
first half of the 1920s) brought to the city led to an extremely fast development of credit. One 
of its consequences was a substantial building boom: while from 1918 to 1926 the population 
of Chicago increased by 35 per cent the number of lots subdivided in the Chicago 
Metropolitan Region increased by 3,000 per cent (Hoyt, 1933). 

The role that small state banks played in allowing this building boom to occur was a 
determinant one. In 1929, state banks made up 95.5 per cent of all banks in the city. The 
largest banks had national charters, and two of them, First National and Continental Illinois, 
were responsible ‘for about half of the banking business transacted in the city’ (James, 1938, 
p.952).  Yet a huge number of small unit state banks swarmed around the city. As James put it 
‘around these great banks of the Loop, there nestled, however, some 300 outlying commercial 
banks, each of which appeared microscopic with the Continental or the First although, in the 
aggregate, they handled a considerable proportion of the city’s business’. Perhaps more 
importantly according to James, ‘most were the outgrowths of the real estate boom’ (ibid., 
p.953). 

It has recently been claimed that the structure of mortgage lending characteristic of the 
1920s (which changed radically in the 1930s) was particularly safe and could not have led to 
substantial trouble among mortgage borrowers and lenders. Specifically, three of the major 
characteristics of these so-called ‘balloon’ mortgages are often mentioned: the average of 
three- to five-year maturity of these loans; a 50 per cent down payment; and repayment of the 
principal at the end (White, 2009; Field, 2011; Snowden, 2010). Since these loans were of 
such short maturity, it is likely that if the peak in new mortgage lending was reached around 
1926, most of these loans would have been repaid by the start of the Depression. 

However, an inquiry into the practice of mortgage refinancing gives a different picture. 
Indeed, precisely because these loans were quite short-term (and perhaps for other reasons) 
borrowers in general expected to be able to roll over these loans at maturity (Morton, 1956, 
p.8). Morton points out that for loans made in the 1925-29 period, the realized maturity was 
8.8 years as opposed to the average three to five-year contract length (ibid., p.119). Evidence 
thus shows that it is unlikely that most of these loans would have been repaid by 1929. 

While the importance of mortgages as a determinant of bank failure is clear, their 
relationship with deposit losses requires further investigation. Figure 2 shows the median 
cumulative growth rate of total deposits. 
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Figure 2: Median cumulative growth rate of total deposits (six months to six months) 
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The first thing to notice is that all banks lost a tremendous number of deposits. In 1930 
the first failure cohort lost on average 22 per cent of deposits, and from 1930 to 1931 the 
second, third and survivor cohorts lost respectively 37 per cent, 59 per cent and 43 per cent. 

Table 3 provides results of an OLS model with deposit losses as the dependent variable 
and the usual ex ante variables on the right-hand side. From this model it appears that for June 
1931 failures none of the fundamental variables explain their deposit losses between June 
1929 and December 1930, thus suggesting that withdrawals from these banks were on average 
not information-based.429 This is confirmed by the figures on deposit losses where it appears 
that the difference in deposit losses between this first failure cohort and survivors is only 
borderline significant, and is not significant when compared to other failure cohorts. On the 
other hand, for the second failure cohort, mortgages predict 1931 deposit losses well, a result 
consistent with the fact that the magnitude of their withdrawals significantly differed from 
survivors’.430 Yet even in this case deposit losses were very large for survivors (around 37 per 
cent compared to 59 per cent for June 1932 failures), and whether this differential was 
responsible for the latter’s failure is questionable. Together these results suggest that while 
mortgages remain essential to explain Chicago bank failures, the role of mass, non-
discriminating deposit withdrawals cannot be disregarded. 
 

                                                 
429 Note that bank statements were released to the public every six months by the State Auditor. 
430 Note that these figures differ slightly from Calomiris and Mason (1997) as their sample included national 

banks as well. Their survivor category also includes my June 1933 failures cohort. 
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Table 3: OLS Results (dependent variable: deposit losses), June 1929 
 June 1931 

failures & 
Survivors 

June 1932 failures & 
 Survivors 

June 1933 failures &  
Survivors 

 (1) (1) (2) (3) (1) (3) (4) 

Cash reserves 
to total assets 

-.032 
(.14) 

.029 
(.19) 

.149 
(.16) 

.096 
(.24) 

.053 
(.27) 

.308 
(.25) 

.222 
(.40) 

Gvt bonds .008 
(.01) 

.002 
(.01) 

.022 
(.01) 

.018 
(.01) 

.009 
(.02) 

.013 
(.02) 

-.011 
(.02) 

Mortgages -.074 
(.05) 

-.074 
(.05) 

-.052*** 
(.02) 

-.151*** 
(.05) 

-.063 
(.06) 

-.113* 
(.07) 

-.065 
(.05) 

Other loans -.044 
(.04) 

-.012 
(.04) 

.021 
(.04) 

.011 
(.05) 

-.057 
(.06) 

-.005 
(.06) 

-.096 
(.09) 

Banking 
house 

.004 
(.01) 

-.000 
(.01) 

-.017** 
(.01) 

-.015* 
(.01) 

-.001 
(.01) 

-.022* 
(.01) 

-.014 
(.02) 

Retained 
earnings 

.081 
(.05) 

.015 
(.04) 

.069 
(05) 

.089 
(.07) 

.013 
(.04) 

.070 
(.06) 

.190* 
(.10) 

Const -.190 
(.37) 

-.167 
(.50) 

-.043 
(.43) 

-.514 
(.57) 

-.173 
(.68) 

-.043 
(61) 

-.588 
(.99) 

Obs 
R-squared 
Prob > F 

75 
.11 
.101 

66 
.09 
.111 

66 
.30 
.124 

66 
.31 

.106 

45 
.08 

.416 

45 
.34 

.378 

45 
.17 

.091 

 
Notes: Dependent variable is deposit losses in:  (1) June 1929 – Dec 1930 
 (2) Dec 1930 – Dec 1931 
 (3) June 1929 – Dec 1931 (cumulative) 
 (4) June 1929 – Dec 1932 (cumulative) 
 

Mortgages were notoriously difficult to liquidate in this period. Figure 1 showed how 
real estate loans increased as a share of total assets for all banks during the Depression, at the 
same time as assets as a whole were diminishing.  Other types of loans such as loans on 
collateral security and ‘other loans’, on the other hand, were promptly liquidated in this 
period. 

Whether and how the deterioration in asset values affected each failure cohort is a 
question for future research. 
 

Conclusion 
While underlining the significant role of the mortgage share of a bank’s assets in its failure, 
this paper re-asserts the importance of non-discriminating withdrawals in the preceding non-
panic window. Banks heavily engaged in mortgages did not have enough liquid assets to face 
the withdrawals and failed. The causes of bank failures in the third episode remain largely 
unexplained. 
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The determinants of market exit in the German insurance 
sector during the interwar period 

 
Stephan D Werner, London School of Economics 

(s.d.werner@lse.ac.uk) 
Supervisor: Professor Albrecht Ritschl 

 
Linking the technical performance of insurance companies to business cycles remains 
problematic. Maguhn (2007, p.89) summarizes that no empirical study has yet been 
successful in identifying a direct connection between business and insurance cycles from 
1945 onwards.431 It is assumed that the considered time period does not provide economic 
downturns of the magnitude necessary to provide significant results. The Great Depression 
period, characterized by general economic turmoil, appears to be more suitable for the 
question at hand. So far, this period has only been analysed qualitatively. 

From the perspective of insurance, the market conditions in Germany from 1924 to 
1937 were of particular interest. At the end of 1923 the German economy was in turmoil due 
to a quickly accelerating devaluation of the domestic currency, the Reichsmark. This implied 
an artificially low cost of capital, which triggered a wave of foundations of private joint-stock 
insurance companies. In 1922/3 alone, a total of 192 reinsurance companies were founded, of 
which only a fraction survived the currency reform of 1924.432 This measure led to an overall 
stabilization of the German economy. The insurance sector on the other hand entered a period 
of turbulence, as described at length by Arps (1976). Premium income and overall 
profitability remained at an unprecedented low level.433 Persisting general market pressures 
promoted consolidation and amalgamation within the sector. The German supervisory office 
for instance was actively promoting take-overs of especially companies that had been founded 
after 1919.434 Individual case studies also suggest that take-overs were partly motivated by the 
intention to prohibit competitors from doing the same.435 Although size did matter, even the 
large insurance groups were experiencing difficulties in the adverse market conditions. Kluge 
(2006) provides evidence for distress in the case of the Münchener Rück – Allianz und 
Stuttgarter Verein Gruppe, the largest German insurance group. Most remarkably, the second 
largest group, the Frankfurter Allgemeine Versicherungs-AG (FAVAG), defaulted in a 
spectacular case of mismanagement and accounting fraud in 1929.436 This predated the similar 
but uncorrelated later failures of prominent German corporations and banks during the 
financial crisis of 1931. At the onset of the 1930s, a period characterized by general economic 
turmoil, insurance companies were performing remarkably well and did not face problems 
that were comparable to the prior decade, as remarked by Gerathewohl (1982, p.748). 

It is evident from historical narrative that the German economy was experiencing a 
different cyclicality than the domestic insurance sector. It is assumed that factors were in 
force that overrode macroeconomic effects on the insurance sector. Three determinants of 
market exit are extrapolated from the historical narrative: age, size and focus. The first is 
defined by whether an insurer was founded prior to or after 1914, the second by the value of 

                                                 
431 Recently, Baluch et al. (2011) have identified a positive correlation of the insurance and banking sector for 

the case of the financial crisis 2007-10. This work, however, does not consider the underwriting 
performance. 

432 Gilles. (1987, p.99). 
433 Kurtz (1937), a contemporary doctoral dissertation, discusses the differences of the pre and postwar period in 

detail. 
434 Ruge (2001, p.35). 
435 Of particular interest are the experiences of two major insurance groups that expanded considerably during 

this period in Germany. For Schweizer Rück, see Guggenbühl (1938, p.148). For Münchener Rück, see 
Herzog (n.d.:793). 

436 Modert (2006) examines the course of events in detail, whereas Gerathewohl (1982:746 fn.444) and Koch 
(2012:273) are exemplary for how the case of the FAVAG is generally perceived in the literature. 
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its equity in 1924, and the third by the insurance line the respective companies were operating 
in. The determinants are not correlating with the general business cycle in Germany. It will be 
tested empirically as in how far this selection can predict the market exit of German private 
joint-stock insurance companies in the period 1925-36. 

Data were collected from available Goldmarkeröffnungsbilanzen, current accounts that 
had to be published by German joint-stock companies after the currency reform of 1924. 
Accounts for 313 companies were available in a special issue of the annual compendium 
Neumanns Jahrbuch der Privatversicherung im Deutschen Reich. Market exit dates were 
collected from the same publication in the respective volumes for the years 1924-37. Of these 
companies, 40 had to be discarded due to incomplete data, reducing the total sample size to 
273. It is not possible to specify in how far this sample is representative for the total market 
given the available source material. 
 

Table 1: Summary statistics of predicted and predictor variables 
Variable Obs Mean Std. Dev. Min Max 
Predicted      
Market Exit 273 0.469  0 1 
Year of Market Exit 67 1928.194 2.996 1925 1936 
Taken-Over 273 0.297  0 1 
Year of Take-Over 81 1929.136 4.236 1925 1936 
Defunct 273 0.245  0 1 
Year of Defunct 148 1928.709 3.743 1925 1936 
Predictor      
Life 273 0.124  0 1 
Non-Life 273 0.326  0 1 
Transport 273 0.182  0 1 
Trans&Re 273 0.094  0 1 
Reinsurance 273 0.163  0 1 
Founded pre-1914 273 0.359  0 1 
Equity 1924 273 1,453,520 2,754,322 1,470 2.5m 
Log(Equity 1924) 273 5.594 0.862 3.167 7.398 

Note: Year of event was censored to 1925-37. 
 

In order to assess the predictive power of the pre-selected determinants, a Generalized 
Linear Model with probit link function will be set up. This is specified as: 

 
 (1)

 
(2)

 
 (3)

where  is the cumulative density function of the standard normal distribution. Z is included 
for simplicity reasons. The regression coefficients are denoted in the usual manner by , with 

 representing the intercept. As is characteristic for probit regression models, the error term 
 follows a standard normal distribution. 

Given that the selection of the predictor variables is based on the historical narrative, the 
model is intentionally underspecified. The predictive power will be assessed by its capability 
of predicting positive (sensitivity) and negative results (specificity). Both characteristics are 
summarized by the area under the receiver operating characteristic curve, AUC. Cases of false 
negative results, or companies that were wrongfully predicted to survive, will be of particular 
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interest.437 These insurers need to be further analysed in order to identify potential common 
characteristics that were not considered by the model specification. Probit regression results 
need to be interpreted with care. Given that the increase in probability caused by a one-unit 
increase in one predictor is dependent on its own starting value as well as the ones of the other 
regression coefficients, its value yields only limited explanatory power. The interpretation of 
the coefficients, provided in table 2, is limited to identifying positive and negative values. 
This indicates whether a predictor variable is increasing and respectively decreasing the 
predicted probability of market exit. 

The probability of experiencing the event ‘market exit’ is defined as the probability of 
voluntarily or involuntarily discontinuing business operations, or being taken over.438 Model 
(1) is set up to predict market exits. Seven strong false negative results, or companies with a 
predicted probability of market exit of less than 25 per cent that experienced an event, are 
identified. These are provided in table AII-1. Apart from the mentioned case of the FAVAG, 
all companies were taken over. Model (2) is hence set up to predict take-overs. It features an 
inferior AUC of 63 per cent. Model (3) on the other hand, predicting voluntary and 
involuntary business discontinuation, outperforms the initial model (1) with an AUC of 80.6 
per cent against 74.1 per cent. This leads to the conclusion that take-overs did not follow the 
same rationale as business discontinuations. 
 

Table 2: Results of probit regression model 
  (1) (2) (3) 
 Market Exit Taken over Defunct 
Non-Life .425 .462* .119 
 (.262) (.275) (.327) 
Transport .592** .745** .655** 
 (.284) (.297) (.327) 
Transport & Re .483 .302 .564 
 (.381) (.354) (.380) 
Reinsurance .882** .379 .801** 
 (.295) (.310) (.343) 
Founded before 1914 -.396** -.391** -.623** 
 (.188) (.190) (.241) 
log(equity 1924) -.454*** .252** -.513*** 
 (.108) (.110) (.116) 
Constant 2.105*** -2.251*** 1.842*** 
 (.631) (.110) (.678) 
    
Observations 273 273 273 
AUC 0.741 .630 .806 
Pseudo Chi-Squared .130 0.041 .208 
LR-Test 49.02 13.74 63.23 

Note: Standard errors in parentheses. 
*** z <0.01 **z<0.05 * z<0.1 

 

                                                 
437 As the probability of an event occurring is of interest in this line of argument, false positives, companies 

falsely predicted to experience an event, will not be considered. 
438 Details for each variable can be found in Appendix I. Determinants will be referred to as ‘predictor variables’ 

interchangeably. 
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Repeating the identification of strong false negative companies for model (3) yields a list of 
18 companies, provided in table AII-2. Dividing this group into companies that ceased 
business operations in 1924-9 and in 1930-7 reveals that 21 per cent of events were not 
predicted in the first and 44 per cent in the second period. Given that only 16 companies 
discontinued business operations post-1930 compared to 51 in the first period, it is concluded 
that the model is inaccurate for the second period. Nonetheless, the determinants provide 
satisfactory results for 1924-8. 

The univariate marginal effect of each determinant on the total predicted probably of 
business discontinuation is of particular interest. In order to identify this effect on per unit-
changes in one variable of interest in percentage terms, all other predictor values need to be 
set to their means. This is counter-intuitive for ordinal and binary variables. The individual 
marginal effects of the respective lines as well as for the determinant age are thus provided in 
table 3. 

Table 3: Marginal effects model (3) 
Foundation Pre-1914 Post-1914 
Life .049 .152* 
 (.035) (.064) 
Non-Life .063** .181*** 
 (.025) (.046) 
Transport .159** .353*** 
 (.075) (.070) 
Transport & Reinsurance .138** .320*** 
 (.090) (.102) 
Reinsurance .197** .409*** 
 (.067) (.086) 

Note: log(equity1924) is set to 5.594.    Standard errors in parentheses. 
 *** z <0.01 **z<0.05 * z<0.1 

 
It is evident that supervision did matter, given the obvious differences between the 

regulated life and non-life companies in contrast to the unregulated transport and reinsurance 
companies. The results for the mixed transport and reinsurance group needs to be interpreted 
with care, however, given the low number of observations in the sample. Amongst the 
individual lines, the unregulated indirect reinsurance companies were relatively most likely to 
experience an event. It is also of particular interest that the differences in-between the 
different age groups mattered less than the differences between the groups. 

It is concluded that that the cyclicality of the German insurance sector was determined 
by factors that were unrelated to the general economic conditions up to 1929. It is hence very 
unlikely that new findings will be provided by an in-depth empirical analysis of the 
correlation between the interwar insurance and business cycle in Germany. The model 
however identifies a number of companies, which were falsely predicted to survive. Based on 
this initial screening of the market, these cases qualify for additional study. 
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Appendix I: Definition of Predicted and Predictor Variables 

Table 1: Definition of predicted and predictor variables 
Variable Definition 
Predicted  
Defunct Voluntary or involuntary cessation of business operations 
Taken-Over Taken over 
Market Exit Either taken over or cessation of business operations 
Predicting  
Line k Ordinal variable, lines ordered by differences in business and regulation, with k = 

{1;2;3;4;5} 
(k=1) Life �
 

Direct insurance line, with endowment insurance dominating in Germany. Direct 
supervision with material intervention 

(k=2) Non-Life The ‘small’ separation of lines (VAG §8) prohibited companies from operating in 
both, insurance against loss and damage lines together with life. Hence, the 
distinction of different non-life lines is not possible in Germany. Direct supervision 
with material intervention. 

(k=3) Transport Direct line, exempt from supervision (VAG §116), operating solely in transport 
insurance. Generally, indirect lines are not distinct from each other, classification 
based on the information provided by the companies themselves. 

(k=4) Transport and 
Reinsurance 

Combination of transport and reinsurance, based on the individual company 
declaration. This variable needs to be included to distinct ‘pure’ transport und 
reinsurance companies 

(k=5) Reinsurance Indirect line, exempt from supervision (VAG §116) and operating solely in 
reinsurance. 

Founded before 1914 Binary variable, company was founded before 1914 = 1, otherwise =0 
Equity 1924 Declared equity in 1924. As this variable follows a gamma distribution in the 

sample, a log-transformation is necessary to reduce the relative impact of the fat tail. 
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Appendix II: False Negative Results  
Table AII-1: False negative results model (1) with probability to default of less than 25% 

Name Year of 
Foundation Line 

1924 Equity 
(in m 

Reichsmark) 
Taken-
Over 

Pr(Market 
Exit) 

Hansa 1891 Non-Life 1.6 Yes 0.248 
Deutscher Phoenix 1845 Transport 2.2 Yes 0.229 
Providentia 1856 Transport 4.0 Yes 0.195 
Stuttgart-Lübeck 1923 Non-Life 3.605 Yes 0.192 
Frankfurter Leben 1844 Life 1.8 Yes 0.130 
FAVAG 1865 Non-Life 20.0 No 0.113 
Oberrheinische  1886 Non-Life 3.0 Yes 0.210 

 
Table AII-2: False negative results model (3) with predicted probability to default of less than 

25% 

Name Year of 
Foundation Line 

1924 Equity 
(in m 

Reichsmark)

Defunct 
Year Pr(Defunct)

Berliner Rück 1907 Reinsurance 0.2 1926 0.242 
Mark Brandenburg 1920 Transport 0.24 1928 0.211 
Bavaria 1920 Transport 0.25 1926 0.209 
Norddeutsche VB 1915 Reinsurance 0.42 1928 0.193 
Baltische Rück 1893 Trans & Re 0.1 1936 0.244 
Frankfurter Rück 1857 Reinsurance 0.48 1929 0.185 
Vaterländische Kredit 1923 Transport 0.4 1931 0.180 
Rheinländische VAG 1921 Transport 0.416 1925 0.175 
Düsseldorfer Leben 1912 Life 1.850 1928 0.116 
Hovad Leben 1921 Life 0.250 1925 0.176 
Iduna Leben 1922 Life 0.8 1935 0.117 
Niederrheinische Güter 1839 Trans & Re 3.2 1926 0.071 
FAVAG 1865 Non-Life 20.0 1929 0.008 
Schlesisch-Koelnische Rück 1924 Reinsurance 1.0 1935 0.108 
Mecklenburgische 1909 Reinsurance 0.4 1931 0.196 
Noris 1918 Non-Life 1.0 1928 0.132 
Deutsche Welt Leben 1923 Life 0.25 1934 0.176 
Deutscher Atlas 1923 Transport 2.0 1934 0.101 
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Liability or asset? The City of London and the British 
economy, c.1957-79 

 
Aled Davies, University of Oxford 
(aled.davies@mansfield.ox.ac.uk) 

Supervisor: Dr Ben Jackson 
 
The contemporary imbalance between Britain’s large international financial sector (the ‘City 
of London’) and its shrunken manufacturing industry is commonly attributed to either the 
ideological policies of ‘Thatcherism’, or to the inevitable laws of comparative advantage.439 
Yet these dichotomous accounts alone are insufficient. This paper argues that, in response to 
perceived postwar national economic decline, the labour movement (in its political and trade 
union forms) sought to reconstruct Britain as a modern industrial economy. The City was 
viewed as a threat to this ideal, and thus needed to be forced into a framework of planned 
manufacturing expansion. Financial sector interests rejected this industrial interventionism 
and sought to redefine the British economy as a fundamentally international financial and 
commercial entity. Through its ‘invisible earnings’ the City was re-conceptualized as a great 
national asset, which effectively solved Britain’s balance-of-payments deficit. The latter 
campaign successfully shaped elite conceptions of the British economy in the 1970s and 
served to legitimize demands for reduced financial taxation and regulation. In contrast, a 
divided labour movement struggled to build a political alliance with uninterested industrialists 
who preferred the restoration of corporate profitability by reducing the size and scope of the 
state. 
 

I 
The recurrent and volatile deficit in Britain’s balance-of-payments was the central problem of 
its postwar economy and at the heart of its ‘declinist’ narrative. Consensus in the two decades 
following 1945 was that to overcome this deficit it was necessary for British manufacturing to 
modernize, expand, and reclaim its declining share of world trade.440 On entering government 
in 1964 promising ‘dynamic, exciting, thrilling change’, Harold Wilson proposed that the 
only means to achieve ‘steady industrial expansion and a strong currency’ was through 
‘purposive economic planning’.441 A new ‘Department of Economics Affairs’ under George 
Brown, alongside a host of other corporatist bodies, constructed a ‘National Plan’ to improve 
economic growth. Yet despite seeking to strengthen the pound, Wilson’s plan was destroyed 
by the near-constant speculative pressure on sterling which dogged his governments. Efforts 
to defend sterling forced Labour to sacrifice its planned public expenditure and investment.442 
For many on the political left, the willingness to prioritize deflationary policies was a failure 
to place national welfare ahead of the self-interested demands of international financiers.443 It 
rekindled memories of the so-called 1931 ‘Bankers’ Ramp’ which split the Labour 
government, and it revived left-wing frustration with the undemocratic power of the self-
interested City. 

The labour movement retained its commitment to industrial expansion following the 
collapse of ‘Wilsonism’ and the electoral victory of Heath’s Conservatives in 1970. Yet vast 
inflation, combined with an alarming process of deindustrialization and increasing 
unemployment in the 1970s, posed an existential crisis to this ideal. In the decade after 1970, 

                                                 
439 Worstall, ‘Why is the City in London?’, <http://www.adamsmith.org/blog/regulation-and-industry/why-is-

the-city-in-london> [Accessed: 11 Dec. 2012]. 
440 Tomlinson, ‘Inventing Decline…’, Economic History Review (1996); ‘Balanced Accounts?...’, Economic 

History Review, (2009). 
441 O’Hara, ‘Dynamic, Exciting, Thrilling Change…’, CBH, (2006). 
442 Newton, ‘Sterling Devluation of 1967’, Economic History Review, (2009). 
443 Thompson, Political Economy and the Labour Party, (1996), 197. 
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1.5 million manufacturing jobs were lost, and Britain’s share of world trade in manufactures 
declined to a mere 9 per cent.444 The revival of British manufacturing became an urgent 
imperative. The alleged problem was severe underinvestment, and the City was characterized 
as failing to fulfil its key role of transferring national savings into productive investment.445 It 
was argued that the City was engaged too extensively in foreign activities to the detriment of 
domestic industry. This rehashed the century-old idea that Britain’s financial institutions 
exported capital and were disengaged from the requirements of a domestic industrial sector 
that was struggling to resist foreign competition.446 The TUC expressed concern that between 
1962 and 1974 net British assets abroad increased from £3.4bn to £10.1bn – with a large 
portion of this going to competitors in Europe.447 The impetus of this criticism was partly the 
emergence of a global capital market (‘Euromarkets’) based in London.448 

More pressingly was the growth of vast investment funds – particularly occupational 
pension schemes – which were described by Wilson as ‘the biggest revolution in British 
finance seen this century’. 449 In 1982 the TUC noted that two-thirds of funds were externally 
managed by banks and stockbrokers, and that three-quarters were controlled by a concentrated 
group of just 20 institutions – ‘totally unresponsible to the state and the community’.450 Those 
within the labour movement seeking a regeneration of British industry saw this vast new 
source of funds as an ideal source of long-term investment. Yet, rather than being employed 
in virtuous productive outlets, critics alleged that the City was channelling the funds into 
wasteful and short-term speculative ventures contrary to the national interest. This disgusted 
many on the left who conceptualized the funds not as a simple aggregation of individual 
savings policies, but as ‘social funds’ (the collective savings of the national community).451 
This was a response to the highly-visible emergence of ‘asset-stripping’ and speculative 
property investment in the early 1970s. For critics on the left they epitomized the myopic 
irrationality of a liberalized financial system. At the 1972 Labour conference, delegate Cliff 
Rice condemned ‘asset-strippers’ as ‘flesh eaters [who] leave the bones of industry, the 
workers, to stagnate in the idleness and wastefulness of unemployment’.452 The early 1970s 
property boom and bust exemplified the way in which capital chased immediate high returns 
on non-productive and socially-useless investments. John Hughes, director of the ‘Trade 
Union Research Unit’ at Ruskin College, observed that investments of this sort may have 
been perfectly ‘efficient in terms of private costs and surpluses, but defective in terms of the 
“total sum” of social costs and benefits’. 453 In 1986 the TUC reflected on this disconnection 
of community savings from national welfare, arguing that: 
 

‘in the long run the city cannot isolate itself from the rest of the economy. It cannot be 
an island of affluence in industrial desert.’454 
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The solution was to develop institutions which would forcibly integrate the City within 
the framework of the domestic industrial economy. At one extreme this took the form of a 
proposed wholesale nationalization of the financial sector in order to bring the City within the 
democratic accountability of the national community. An 85 per cent majority of the 1976 
Labour conference supported a proposal to nationalize the ‘big four’ clearing banks, a 
merchant bank, seven insurance companies, and to create a state investment bank and reserve 
fund.455 This proposal was resisted by the Party leadership, individual service-sector trade 
unions, and even by figures who were broadly sympathetic to the idea. For example, Nicholas 
Kaldor and Robert Neild warned against the idea because: 
 

‘the ordinary voter’s ideas about money are crude in the extreme, and as the experience 
of 1931 has shown, masses of people can be persuaded that the socialist government 
would be out to “grab” everybody’s savings’.456 

 
However this internal discord should not mask the general commitment to financial 

reform. The TUC, aware of the weaknesses of outright nationalization (particularly the 
opposition of financial-sector unions), campaigned extensively for a new public financial 
agency to be established which could overcome the short-term tendencies of private 
finance.457 Hughes proposed a ‘State Investment Agency’ through which financial institutions 
would be forced to invest the ‘savings of the community’ in a ‘physical investment 
programme … key to the future real wealth of the community’.458 These issues formed the 
basis of a committee set-up by James Callaghan in 1977, under the chairmanship of Wilson, 
and containing representatives from the City, unions, industry, and academia.459 
 

II 
Against this backdrop an alternative narrative and vision of the City and the British economy 
was developed. In 1958 William M. Clarke, City editor of The Times, published The City’s 
Invisible Earnings: How London’s financial skill services the world and brings profit to 
Britain. Published by the Institute for Economic Affairs it was a response to widespread 
public animosity felt towards the City in the wake of the 1957 sterling crisis. Prefacing the 
book, the financial journalist Harold Wincott acknowledged that the events of that crisis had 
generated the notion that the City was ‘a liability, not an asset’ because ‘the good that honest 
toilers, working with their hands have done, can be undone by the machinations of 
speculators.’ The purpose of Clarke’s publication was to dispel general ignorance about the 
City by explaining its functions and demonstrating its successful generation of £150M per 
year in ‘invisible earnings’ (in the form of interest, dividends and profits).460 Clarke reiterated 
the importance of ‘invisibles’ in a second book published in 1965.461 He demonstrated that the 
City’s invisible income positively contributed to Britain’s precarious balance-of-payments, 
and thus the City’s success was firmly in the national interest. 

Clarke’s activism was impactful. In 1966 he was invited to establish the ‘Committee on 
Invisible Exports’ under the auspices of the government’s ‘British National Export Council’ 
(BNEC).462 Consisting of fourteen senior City-figures and under the chairmanship of Sir 
Thomas Bland (deputy-chairman of Barclays), its purpose was to examine the ‘invisible 
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element within the balance-of-payments and to consider ways in which invisible exports 
could be promoted and stimulated’. Despite its City-centric membership the committee 
obtained semi-official status through the BNEC, and worked closely with the Treasury, Board 
of Trade, Central Statistical Office, and Bank of England. Its 1967 report concluded that all 
previous estimates of British invisible earnings had been significantly underestimated (in 
1966 private invisibles totalled £2,823M, compared with ‘visible’ receipts of £5,100m). 
Furthermore, it showed that in the previous 175 years Britain had achieved a continuous 
invisible-trade surplus, thus demonstrating that: 
 

‘ …Britain is and has been for well over a century and a half as much a commercial and 
financial nation as a manufacturing nation.’463 

 
The success of invisibles seemingly solved the embedded problem of balance-of-

payments instability. Britain’s historic invisible buoyancy held the promise a national revival 
rooted in international financial services. This was a powerful rhetorical tool that re-
conceptualized and redefined the British economy. During a decade in which industrial 
growth in output and employment was central to economic policy, the committee’s 
conclusions challenged the orthodox notion of Britain as an industrial economy. For Patrick 
Sergeant, City editor of the Daily Mail, the report ‘exploded’ the historical critique of Marx 
and Morris that ‘services’ were a vice and physical production a virtue.464 Wincott praised its 
challenge to the perceived Labour Party notion that ‘unless you go home with dirty hands and 
an aching back you’re not really a worker’.465 Even the Labour-supporting Daily Mirror 
praised the ‘invisible men … the unsung heroes in our economic war’.466 

After 1967 the committee evolved into a permanent body under the chairmanship of 
banker Cyril Kleinwort: 
 

‘to promote recognition of invisibles to UK balance-of-payments … coordinate efforts 
to promote individual invisible services…[and] help in the promotion of the ‘City’ as a 
financial centre.’467 

 
The committee continued to act as a semi-official body (the Bank of England provided a 

secretariat, the Governor appointed members, and the Treasury was formally represented). 
When Kleinwort expressed his desire for the ‘official’ members to leave so the committee 
could be more outspoken, the Governor (Leslie O’Brien) insisted that the body remain a 
public/private affair in order to offset demands for formal government intervention in the 
City.468 The committee sought to influence ‘opinion-formers’ – press, politicians, and civil 
servants in Whitehall.469 It pressed for reduced taxation and deregulation of activities earning 
invisible income. The committee was particularly vocal in its opposition to Labour’s 
‘Selective Employment Tax’ that had been explicitly designed by the economist Nicholas 
Kaldor to revive manufacturing employment at the expense of services. More broadly the 
committee campaigned against taxes that undermined the City’s ‘competitive position’. Estate 
Duty, Corporation tax, and Stamp Duty (which applied to the purchase of securities) were 
barriers which prevented London from fulfilling its potential of becoming the major financial 
centre. In a world in which other cities could absorb business, it was vital that the UK reduced 
the burden of domestic taxation.470 Abolishing high marginal rates on personal incomes and 

                                                 
463 Britain’s Invisible Earnings: Report of the Committee on Invisible Exports, (1967) 
464 Sergeant, ‘Help the Invisible Men’, Daily Mail, 19 October 1967. 
465 Wincott, ‘The Old Man of the Sea on Britain’s Shoulders’, Financial Times, 24 October 1967. 
466 Bank of England Archive [BOE]: 7A1/5, Head, ‘Spotlight on the exporters who sell things you can’t see: The 

Invisible Men’, Daily Mirror, 19 October 1967. 
467 BOE: 6A375/1, ‘CIE 68.4 Promotion and Public Relations Policy’, 17 July 1968. 
468 Ibid., ‘Governor’s Note…’, 25 June 1968. 
469 BOE: 7A70/3, Sub-Committee on Promotion and PR, 3 March 1970. 
470 Britain’s Invisible Earnings; Financial Times, 11 July 1974; BOE: 6A401/4, Letter from R. Powell to Healey, 
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discrimination against ‘unearned’ income were imperative in attracting ‘men and women of 
foresight and initiative’.471 Exchanges controls were also an impediment. In 1972 Kleinwort 
wrote to the Conservative Chancellor, Anthony Barber, to criticize exchanges controls (in this 
instance the 25 per cent premium currency ‘surrender’ requirement) as ‘an example … of 
plucking the goose that lays the golden egg’. 472 In other words, deregulation and tax 
reductions were not merely in the interests of the ‘finance’, but key to the national economic 
interest. British economic revival rested on a celebration of the City as the nation’s dynamic 
saviour. 
 
III 
In this period the City was a battleground in the fight to shape the future of the British 
economy. For the labour movement it was a liability hampering efforts to construct a modern 
industrial economy – it needed public direction and control. In contrast, financial interests 
defined it as a great national asset to be liberated and celebrated. The former, weakened by 
internal political discord over the extent of nationalization, failed in the face of industry’s 
apathy. The Confederation of British Industry, in its evidence to the Wilson committee, stated 
that there was no shortage of finance available to industry. To spur economic growth it was 
more pressing that governments control inflation, reduce taxation, and curtail regulations in 
order to restore corporate profitability.473 The vision of the City as a national blessing was far 
more successful in capturing elite perceptions of the economy. The personal trajectory of 
Harold Wilson over this period illuminates this. Having virulently condemned the casino-like 
City in 1959, his post-1964 governments marked the high-point of postwar corporatist 
industrial planning.474 Yet by the mid-1970s Wilson was increasingly a convert to the 
invisibles vision. On being awarded the freedom of the City of London in 1975 he told his 
audience at the Guildhall of his: 
 

‘very deep regard for the long traditions of the City, and for the expertise which has 
made – and is still making … in increasing measure – so vital a contribution to our 
invisible exports.’475 

 
The inherent difficulties of building a coherent and politically viable industrial strategy, 

particularly during the tumultuous 1970s, undoubtedly accentuated the attractiveness of the 
City as a solution to national decline. Instinctively opposed to economic interventionism, 
Thatcher’s post-1979 governments were to vigorously pursue this triumphant vision of Britain 
as a global financial centre. 
 

                                                                                                                                                         
6 June 1974. 

471 Committee on Invisible Exports Evidence, Wilson Committee. 
472 BOE: 6A375/4, 25% Surrender Regulation, 21 January 1972. 
473 Industry and the City: CBI Evidence, Wilson Committee. 
474 Wilson, Parliamentary Debates, 29 June 1969. 
475 Harold Wilson Papers: Prime Minister’s Speech at the Guildhall, 12 December 1975. 
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The fiscal sustainability of colonial Spanish America 
 

Javier L Arnaut, University of Groningen 
(j.arnaut@rug.nl) 

Supervisor: Professor Herman de Jong 
 
The Spanish Empire has been considered one of the biggest debt defaulters in history going 
bankrupt thirteen times during its colonial rule driven mostly by the continuous rise of 
financial outlays due to war-related expenditures.476 

Despite the vast historical literature on the indication of a process resource exaction 
from the monarchy to its colonies in order to finance its deficits during wartime and expand 
its power, there is still limited quantitative evidence on how its transatlantic fiscal policies 
affected the sustainability of the local budgets in the colonial Spanish American territories. 

This paper evaluates empirically the long-term fiscal sustainability of the colonial 
Spanish American finances building upon the theory of the intertemporal budget constraint 
(IBC) of the government. A fiscal system is considered sustainable in the long run if the IBC 
is expected to hold in present terms, meaning that debt holders expect the current debt to be 
offset by the sum of the expected future discounted public budget surpluses. In this historical 
case, the metropolitan powers in Madrid as debt issuers used the Spanish American colonies 
as collateral (through the supply of silver) providing the certainty for the loans and 
repayments to the bankers, and as an immediate source to finance the Empire’s financial 
obligations.477 

The aim is to assess budget sustainability in the colonies drawing on the fiscal data from 
the local royal treasuries also known as ‘cajas reales’ collected and reconstructed in the 
seminal volumes by TePaske & Klein (1986, 1998). Unlike previous studies using similar 
data, I exploit its time series properties for the entire colonial period, applying a battery of 
time series techniques to revenue, expenditure and deficit data of eleven local royal treasuries 
from the period 1576-1814. The long span of annual data allows the application of this 
empirical methodology in order to determine structural breakpoints on the fiscal data, and 
indicate the proximate causes and effects of the imperial fiscal policies during different time 
intervals. 

The overall result varies marginally depending on the local royal treasury and the period 
analysed. The findings suggest that there were long-run equilibrium relationships for the 
revenue and expenditure data, supporting the IBC condition of long-run sustainability of the 
public finances. Despite the volatility in the deficit series after 1750, the cointegration 
equations in the majority of the treasuries presented robust and significant coefficients in the 
model that could be capturing the positive effects of fiscal efficiency of the new tax policies 
and administrative reforms imposed by the Bourbon regime. 
 
Background and data 

In order to increase revenues expanding its colonial domains, the Kingdom of Castile in Spain 
ordered the creation of a system of royal local treasuries in the most important ports and 
regions of the conquered territories in America. These new local treasuries were part of a 
decentralized fiscal system shaped in part by a share of revenue that had to be shipped to the 
Iberian Peninsula, and a share of revenue and expenditure for the local colonial economy. 

The colonial system in Spanish America was initially divided in two Viceroyalties, New 
Spain and Peru (New Granada was established at the start of the eighteenth century and River 
Plate in the late eighteenth century). Klein (1993, 1995) has documented how Peru was 
unquestionably Spain’s primer colony from the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries due to the 

                                                 
476 Braudel’s The Mediterranean is considered one of the classical works attributing the decline of early modern 

Spain to fiscal troubles and foreign indebtedness since the reign of Philip II. 
477 Hamilton, American Silver; and Elliott, The decline of Spain. 
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extraordinary silver mining production in the Andean region which was the single most 
important source of silver in the western world. However, at the end of the seventeenth 
century silver production declined in the Viceroyalty of Peru and thereafter Mexico’s (New 
Spain) bullion production tripled the Andean silver production by the eighteenth century. 
Consequently, the Viceroyalty of New Spain became the dominant economic zone and 
financial centre after 1700, which was reflected in the massive export flows of bullion and 
royal treasury receipts to Europe. 

According to a hypothesis and data provided by Marichal (2007), the Spanish Empire 
transferred part of its public deficits to its colonies in America pressuring their public budgets 
to finance warfare against France and Britain, wars which eventually bankrupted the Spanish 
Empire and subsequently bankrupted its colonies.478 

As Paul Kennedy (1987) famously claimed in The rise and fall of the great powers, an 
empire’s expansionism and strategic commitments to maintain its global power, lead to 
increases in military expenditures that eventually overburden the empire’s economic base 
causing its decline in the long run. Traditionally, this is how the Spanish monarchy has been 
pictured, a predatory colonial state, continuously at war, extracting revenues from its colonial 
domains in America, and dealing with an unsustainable fiscal position that lead to the decline 
and the loss of its colonies. Instead of looking at the accounts in Spain, we confront this 
conventional wisdom from the viewpoint of the fiscal data of the colonies. 

Data are derived from the data collection of colonial accounts in TePaske & Klein 
(1986, 1998). The original dataset covers the entire colonial period for three Viceroyalties of 
New Spain, Peru and River Plate, what today are Mexico, Argentina, Chile, Bolivia, Peru, 
Ecuador, Paraguay and Uruguay. In total, the coverage from the original source includes 72 
local treasuries (cajas) over a period of more than 250 years (1576-1823). Previous 
contributions such as Klein (1995), Marichal & Souto (1994), and Grafe & Irigoin (2006) that 
have made use of this data have shown graphical evidence of the fiscal trends for certain time-
specific periods. However, no attempt has been made to evaluate empirically the long-run 
fiscal sustainability of these colonies for the entire colonial period. 

Original data are expressed in a single colonial unit of account, pesos a 8, or also called 
8 reales, which was the standard unit used in the tax accounts of the Madrid hacienda. In 
order to convert these nominal figures to real terms, I applied a deflation procedure using 
regional price information for each Viceroyalty of the total average cost of ‘barebone baskets’ 
recently constructed by Allen et al. (2012) and Arroyo Abad et al. (2012). 

                                                 
478 Marichal, Bankruptcy of empire. 
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Testing fiscal sustainability 
A well-developed body of literature on the hypothesis of fiscal sustainability has adopted as a 
starting point for the analysis the framework of the intertemporal budget constraint (IBC) of 
the government (see overview in Blanchard et al., 1990; and Chalk & Hemming, 2000). In 
theory, any value for the budget deficit would be possible if the government could raise its 
liabilities without limit. However, this situation is impossible since the government is 
restricted by the present value of its budget constraint, and because of this, faces the problem 
of balancing its budget across time, meaning that the discounted value of public debt must go 
to zero in the long run (Wilcox, 1989). That is, a sustainable fiscal policy is a position in 
which the public debt does not exceed the present value of all future primary surpluses. 

Seminal empirical research (e.g. Hamilton & Flavin, 1986; Trehan & Walsh, 1991; 
Bohn, 1998) has suggested investigating long span fiscal data to see if government debt 
follows a stationary process, or to establish if there is cointegration between government 
revenues and expenditures. 

According to this empirical literature, if a fiscal deficit is stationary, the IBC holds and 
no adjustment to the debt process would be necessary. This situation is also seen in empirical 
studies as ‘strong sustainability’. On the other hand, if a budget deficit is not stationary, still 
there are cases where the IBC could hold as in the case where government revenues and 
expenditures are cointegrated, however in that case, the ability to pay the debt is 
compromised. Consequently, a sudden change in the budgetary process is expected in order 
for the government to keep the public debt viable. This situation it is referred as ‘weak 
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sustainability’ (Hakkio & Rush, 1991; Quintos, 1995). In order to assess the sustainability of 
the IBC, we estimate the following cointegration regression: 
 

ttttt uER ��� ��   
 
If the null hypothesis of no cointegration is rejected, then it would imply that we should 
accept the alternative hypothesis of cointegration. For that to hold, the residuals series of ut 
must be stationary and should not display a unit root. As Hakkio & Rush (1991) argued �	�
 
would mean that all public expenditure will be financed by revenue and public debt will not 
be growing without bound. If these variables are not cointegrated the gap between them will 
grow indefinitely, and fiscal policy would not be sustainable. Therefore, we can sum up as 
follows: 
 

a. When there is no cointegration, the fiscal deficit is not sustainable. 
b. When there is cointegration with	�	�
, the deficit is sustainable.  
c. When there is cointegration with	�	�
, the deficit may not be sustainable. 

 
Empirical findings and discussion 
Examining the entire period of analysis and splitting it into three sub-periods provides the 
opportunity to observe the fiscal effects of the war related events and the change of imperial 
regime of the Spanish Kingdom in the Americas. According to the evidence (see Appendix) 
gathered through cointegration tests (Johansen & Engle-Granger) during the entire sample 
period, except for one royal treasury in the Viceroyalty of Peru (caja of Cuzco), the finances 
were sustainable in the long-run. 

However, it was possible to observe that in some treasuries (Santiago de Chile and 
Lima) there were signs of a deterioration of their fiscal position, meaning that the trend of 
expenditures rose in a period without bound and had difficulties to return to its equilibrium 
level, which in our tests and IBC condition are considered as ‘weak sustainability’. 

During the first subsample (1600-70) which is part of the so-called depression of the 
XVII century (Tepaske & Klein, 1981), the estimates are fairly significant, with low	�	 (from 
0.87 to 0.97) but not low enough to consider them as in danger of default or weakly 
sustainable. 

Interestingly, during the period of the Bourbon reforms (1750-80) most of the cajas 
experienced the strongest coefficient (�	closer to 1), especially in Mexico City which 
according to the historical literature it emerged as the most important colony to finance the 
Spanish wars overseas. Despite the volatility in the series after 1750, the cointegration 
equations in the majority of the treasuries presented �	 coefficients closer to 1, which could be 
capturing the effect of the primary surpluses from the efficiency of the new tax policies and 
administrative reforms imposed by the Bourbon regime. This result contrasts with some 
studies that argue that war-related outlays shattered the budgets of the Spanish American 
colonies. 
 
Conclusion 
Spanish absolutism and the predatory fiscal state were once considered the culprits for the 
economic backwardness of colonial Latin America. Recent contributions have shown how the 
transatlantic political economy of the Spanish Empire in order to perpetuate its global power 
allowed certain fiscal autonomy to its colonies to handle their local budgets. If so, financial 
success or mismanagement should be also attributed to the local creole budget authorities and 
the corregidores and/or intendents. 

Stating the above, our empirical findings show that in spite of the constant changes in 
the imperial tax policies (the rise of transfers to Spain, situados and other outlays); local 
budgets remained within a sustainable fiscal pattern in the most important local treasuries 
since 1600. This was in part due to large cumulative surpluses in the treasuries of New Spain 
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and Peru, which according to previous studies (Marichal, 2007; Grafe & Irigoin, 2006) might 
prove how effective were local authorities in collecting taxes and the capacity of the Spanish 
Empire to allocate resources and reorganize its finances overseas. Most of this accumulation 
of surpluses was boosted by the Bourbon reforms (post-1760) which allowed an exponential 
increase in revenue in the most important treasuries. 

In contrast with Marichal (2007) we found no evidence to support the claim that the 
bankruptcy of the Spanish Empire (particularly in New Spain) during the major wars against 
Britain (from 1779 to 1809) pressured the budgets in the Spanish American colonies in a way 
that drove them also to bankruptcy or set them in an unsustainable position. In our 
econometric results we found that although there were massive financial outflows which 
meant significant structural breaks in the local budgets during and after the Bourbon reforms, 
these were still fiscally viable, supporting the intertemporal budget constraint condition of 
long-run sustainability. 

These quantitative findings bring new insights for future research on the historical 
debate on whether Latin American independence movements at the beginning of the 
nineteenth century were propelled by economic (fiscal) causes, or whether these resulted from 
Napoleon’s invasion of Spain which generated political instability destroying an integrated 
fiscal system that had kept the Spanish American colonies unified for centuries. 
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Financial crisis in Canton, 1779-81 
 

Jessica Hanser, Yale University 
(Jessica.Hanser@gmail.com) 

Supervisor: Professor Keith Wrightson 
 
The East India Company’s inability to finance its growing tea trade with China forced it to 
rely on private British traders during the eighteenth century. These private traders, known by 
contemporaries as ‘country traders’, financed Britain’s trade by moving East India Company 
servants’ private wealth from India to China and depositing silver into the Company’s Canton 
treasury in return for bills of exchange to be drawn on London. Company servants stationed in 
India sought ways to remit their newly gained post-Plassey wealth back to Britain and were 
encouraged by the Company’s favourable exchange rates after 1769 to deposit their silver into 
the Canton treasury.479 Thus, country traders became the merchants and brokers of a new 
financial system linking India, Canton and London. Even before the era of the opium trade, 
this system became extremely effective. Between 1770 and 1783, the Company’s Canton 
treasury received £3M sterling from private investors in India.480 

Country traders also loaned large sums of money at high interest rates, often exceeding 
20 per cent, to leading Chinese merchants who were in desperate need of liquid capital. By 
1781, British country traders claimed that Chinese merchants owed them $4,296,650.481 It 
had, in fact, been illegal since 1760 for Chinese merchants to borrow from foreigners or owe 
them money at the end of the trading season, although Chinese officials recognized the 
importance of these loans to trade, and rarely enforced the law. In fact, they even helped 
European merchants to recover money owed to them in the past.482 But this time the country 
traders’ pleas for help were ignored. When most of the principal Chinese merchants went 
bankrupt and stopped paying interest on their loans, desperate British traders resorted to 
violence to recover their money, bribing two Royal Navy admirals to send warships from 
Madras to Canton. 

This paper briefly documents a gigantic collapse of trust between Chinese borrowers 
and British lenders in 1779-81. This financial crisis sheds new light on a crucial but often 
neglected aspect of long-distance trade, namely, the credit relations established between 
groups of foreign merchants who had little or no common linguistic and social background 
and could not always count on impartial and effective legal remedies to resolve their disputes. 
Moreover, this crisis motivated private British lenders to demand a more forceful intervention 
of the British state in Canton. 

Table 1 presents bonds held by British country traders and several Company 
supercargoes trading on their own account as recorded by the Company’s Supercargoes. 
 

                                                 
479 P. Marshall, East Indian Fortunes: the British in Bengal in the eighteenth century, 1976, p.98. 
480 Ibid, p.223. 
481 Spanish dollars. 
482 Paul Van Dyke, Hong Merchants of Canton and Macao: Politics and Strategies in Eighteenth-Century 

Chinese Trade, 2011, pp. 17, 32. 
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Table 1: Bonds held by British private traders 
Names of the 

Merchants who are 
Debtors 

Names of the 
Bondholders 

Number of 
Bonds 

Amount of each 
Merchants’ Debt 

in Dollars 

Total Amount of 
the Debt in 

Dollars 
Yngshaw and 
Kewshaw 

Mess. Hutton and Gordon 
Mr. Geo. Smith 
Mr. Bradshaw 
Mr. W. Fitzhugh 
Mr. Harrison 
James Frudd 
Mr. Crommelin 
Mr. C. Pigou 
Mr. Roebuck 
Mr. Leslie 
Mr. Bruce 
Mr. Cumming 

 
14 
13 
13 
5 
1 
1 
5 
4 
1 
1 
1 
1 

 
378,416 
291,690 
238,168 
112,440 
   99,041 
   79,556 
   67,246 
   45,942 
   14,383 
   13,749 
     7,874 
     6,208 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
1,354,713 

Coqua Hong 
Merchant 

Mess. Hutton and Gordon 
Mr. Geo. Smith 
Mr. Bradshaw 
Mr. W. Fitzhugh 
Mr. C. Pigou 
Ja. Frudd 
Do. said to being Coquas 
Family 
Mr. Browne 
Mr. Leslie 
Mr. Lance 
Mr. Crommelin  
Mr. Raper 

 
19 
9 
13 
2 
6 
2 
 
5 
5 
1 
1 
1 
1 

 
422,697 
311,713 
121,963 
  69,973 
  64,082 
  47,293 
 
  43,200 
  36,345 
  13,977 
   7,268 
   6,572 
   6,243 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
1,151,299 

Seunqua Hong 
Merchant 

Mess. Hutton and Gordon 
Mr. Harrison 
Ja. Frudd 
Mr. C. Pigou 
Mr. W. Fitzhugh 
Mr. Bradshaw 

 
14 
1 
2 
2 
1 
1 

 
532,247 
  32,122 
  28,017 
  20,886 
  14,400 
    7,112 

 
 
 
 
 
 
634,784 

Kewshaw Hong 
Merchant 

Mr. Geo. Smith 
Mr. Bradshaw 
Mess. Hutton and Gordon 
Mr. C. Pigou 
Mr. Browne 
Mr. Harrison 
Mr. Crommelin 
Mr. W. Fitzhugh 
Mr. Leslie 
Ja. Frudd 

6 
11 
 
4 
2 
3 
1 
2 
3 
1 
1 

159,712 
127,176 
 
  43,984 
  39,267 
  31,013 
  12,639 
  12,000 
   6,640 
   4,004 
   2,300 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
438,735 

Munqua Hong 
Merchant 

Mr. Bradshaw 
Mess. Hutton and Gordon 
Mr. W. Fitzhugh 
Ja. Frudd 
Mr. Lance 
Mr. C. Pigou 

9 
 
11 
1 
2 
1 
3 

Blank  
 
 
 
 
 
141,112 

Conqua Mr. W. Fitzhugh 1    81,844 
Total of Hong 
Merchants 

  
208 

  
380,2587 

Sundry Chinese 
Shop Keepers etc. 
not having Hong 
chops 

Bonds in the Possession of 
Mess. G. Smith Hutton, 
Gordon and Ja. Frudd 

 
 
 
 
41 

  
 
 
 
494,063 

Total of all Chinese 
merchants 

  
 
248 

  
 
4,296,650 

Source: Mar. 20 1780, British Library, China Factory Records IOR/G/12/68 
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Table 2 lists some of the private individuals whose money had been lent to Chinese merchants 
by the country traders in table 1. 
 

Table 2: British creditors claiming money from the Chinese merchants 
Civil 
Servants 
in India, 
China and 
St. Helena 

Ship Captains Surgeons 
in India 
and 
China 

Ministers Governors 
and 
Lieutenant-
Governors 

Wives of 
Company 
Employees 

Private 
Traders 
Unaffiliated 
with the 
Company 

Unidentified 

Matthew 
Purling 

Jo. Clements Stephen 
Briggs 

John 
Thomas 

Rawson Hart 
Boddam 

Frances 
Montresor 

John Hunter John Burges 

Matthew 
Bazett 

William 
Browne 

Thomas 
Cairns 

 D. Corneille  George 
Smith of 
Canton 

Henry Bazett 

Robert 
Barclay 

John Clements Thomas 
Hutton 
(based in 
China) 

   George 
Smith of 
Madras 

J. Brasier 

Henry 
Brooke 

James Dundas Charles 
Gordon 
(based in 
China) 

    John Blake 

Richard 
Church 

William 
Elphinston(e) 

Gilbert 
Pasley 

    John Griffith 

Charles 
Desvoeux 

James 
Farquharson 

     W. Hollond 

George 
Dawson 

Willian Fraser      William 
Larkins 

John 
Hollond 

Patrick 
Maitland 

     Robert 
Stewart 

Edward 
Hollond 

William Money      Tho. Thomas 

Ewan Law Richard Parks      Andrew Reid 
Edward 
Monckton 

John Rogers       

Charles 
Edward 
Pigou  

Thomas Sword       

William 
Henry 
Pigou  

G. Stainforth       

George 
Paterson 

Alexander Tod       

George 
Stratton 

Peter Pigou       

Charles 
Smith 

       

John 
Sulivan 

       

George 
Vansittart 

       

Francis 
Wood 

       

Source: BL IOR/G/12/90 
 

The people in table 2 formed a large and influential group of creditors including Madras, 
St. Helena, Surat and Bombay Company Council Members and civil servants; Company 
surgeons, including the Surgeon-General of Madras; Company ship-captains; a Madras 
chaplain; the Governors of Madras and Bombay; the Lieutenant-Governor of St. Helena; three 
members of the Company Court of Directors; and last but not least, three Members of 
Parliament. According to an informant of Warren Hastings, the Governor-General of Bengal 
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at the time, ‘almost all of the European inhabitants of any long standing have large debts due 
them in China’.483 

Because many people were involved in the Canton Financial Crisis of 1779-81, there 
are at least twelve accounts of the causes and events leading to it. Each account differs 
somewhat, but we can ascertain that the money in question was loaned during the 1760s and 
early 1770s at ‘various values of interest from 16 to 24 per cent per annum’.484 Some bonds 
rolled over from year to year with principal and interest combined to create new bonds each 
year. Table 3 presents a sample of this type of loan. Others were of a longer duration. Table 4 
shows long-term loans, several of which had been held for nine years. 
 

Table 3: Loans in which principal and interest were combined to create new bonds 
Borrower 

 
Lender 

 
Year Lent / 

(Age of Bond) 
Interest 

Rate 
Principal

 
Interest 

Paid 
Principal 

Paid 
Money 

still 
owed 

Yngshaw 
( ) 
 

Hutton and 
Gordon 
 

1777/ (2 years) 
 

18% $10,450 $3,537  
 

$778  
 

$9,672 

Yngshaw 
( ) 

George Smith 
of Canton 
 

1776/ (3 years) 
 

20% 
 

$11,406 
 

$8,304  
 

$8,072  
 

$3,334 
 

Kewshaw 
( ) 

Mr. 
Bradshaw 
 

1777/ (2 years) 
 

20% $10,000 $2,000  
 

0 $12,000 

Source: Supercargoes’ Consultation, October 16 1779, BL IOR/G/12/68 
 

Table 4: Sample of long-term bonds 
Borrower 

 
Lender 

 
Year Lent / 

(Age of Bond) 
Interest 

Rate 
Principal

 
Interest 

Paid 
Principal 

Paid 
Money 

still 
owed 

Kewshaw 
 

Hutton and 
Gordon 

1770 (9 years) 20% 
 

T485 
17690 

T 27593 0 
 

T 20, 045 
 

Kewshaw 
 

George 
Smith of 
Canton 

1770 (9 years) 
 

20% 
 

T 74650 
 

T 94986 0 
 

T 
109,764 

 
Yngshaw  

 
Mr. Pigou  

 
1772 (7 years) 

 
18% 
 

$2,000 
 

$4,370  
 

$469  
 

$1,531 
 

Source: Supercargoes’ Consultation, October 16 1779, BL IOR/G/12/68 
 

In addition, we learn from Chinese sources that a market for these bonds had developed 
in Canton among European traders. Two of the major Chinese debtors, Yngshaw and 
Kewshaw testified to the Governor of Guangdong and Customs Superintendant of Canton: 
 

Because for a short time we could not pay back the money, and the foreigners also did 
not force us to repay, the interest on the loans was added to the principal and new 
bonds were written… The foreigners did not come [back to Canton] and these bonds 
were passed through many hands and exchanged. These other foreigners also added 
compound interest also according to the new bonds, increased and rewrote the bonds, 
interest piled up for more than twenty years. Thus, [the debt] accumulated so 
tremendously.486 

                                                 
483 Anonymous to Warren Hastings, Debt due from Chinese merchants to Englishmen, British Library Additional 

Manuscripts, 29210, p.343. 
484 Ibid. 
485 T stands for Chinese Tael. At this time: Three Taels = One Pound Sterling = Four Spanish Dollars. 
486 L. Zhi-ying and T. Ming-e’s Memorial to Emperor Qianlong, 45/05/12 (15 May 1780) National Palace 
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Country traders were willing to carry these loans over many years for several reasons. 
First, they had developed close long-term business relationships with particular Chinese 
merchants. For instance, John Crichton, a British country trader referred to Puankequa 

, the most important Chinese merchant at the time, as a ‘very good friend’.487 
Another country trader, named George Smith, also described his influence with Chinese 
merchants, particularly ‘Puankequa, the first of the Chinese merchants, with whom I have 
had a friendship and intimacy for 30 years past’.488 Country traders were also willing to 
maintain these loans as long as interest payments were being made. Things may have gone 
awry, however, in 1775 when according to one anonymous correspondent of Warren 
Hasting, ‘large demands were made upon them on behalf of gentlemen in England and going 
thither who wanted their money home and sent orders for its being paid into the treasury at 
Canton for Bills on the Court of Directors’.489 A Company supercargo, Matthew Raper, 
suggested that the problem arose because Chinese merchants readily borrowed money at high 
interest in 1766/7 and were paying off their former debts by continuing to borrow money. 
When silver from India stopped coming, however, the Chinese could no longer make their 
payments. As a result, ‘the demands of the country merchants became very pressing whereby 
they [the Chinese merchants] lost in great measure their confidence’.490 It still remains 
unclear whether the Chinese merchants defaulted on their loans because they had gone 
bankrupt earlier, or they went bankrupt because several country traders had suddenly called 
in their loans. No matter the cause, British country traders had felt secure in their loans to the 
Chinese because ‘they knew local officials would, in the end, honour them, even though they 
were illegal’. In order to support the vitality of the Canton trade, Chinese officials actively 
enforced contracts between the Chinese and foreigners since the 1720s.491 

British money got into the hands of Chinese merchants in various ways. Many creditors 
claimed that the ‘accumulation of debts had arisen from fortunes principally made in India, 
either in their service or under their protection, that these were sent to China as the most 
unexceptionable mode of remittance through the Company’.492 They asserted that the ‘debt 
has originated not from any unfair transaction or pursuit after high interest but merely from an 
endeavour to procure a remittance through a channel the most conducive to the benefit of the 
Company’s trade’.493 For some of the creditors this may have been true. In 1774, after 
receiving instructions from the Court of Directors that no bills of exchange could be drawn on 
the Company in London, the supercargoes shut the Canton treasury. Those who had expected 
to remit their money to London via the Canton treasury were disappointed and had to find 
other means to move or store their wealth until the treasury opened again.494 

The lure of greater profits also motivated British country traders to lend money to cash-
strapped Chinese merchants. Interest rates in China were relatively high, perhaps as much as 9 
to 12 per cent higher than in India and 5 per cent higher than in Macao.495 From Company 
sources, it appears that most of the money lent to Chinese merchants during the 1760s and 

                                                                                                                                                         
Museum, Taipei Taiwan, , 26992. 

487 Supercargoes’ Consultation, 1769, BL IOR/R/10/7, pp.43-51. 
488 G. Smith to H. Dundas, 26 November 1786, National Library of Scotland, MS 1060, pp.226-235. 
489 BL ADD MS 29210, p. 343. 
490 M. Raper to J. Raper, 20 February 1778, Cornell University Library, Macartney Manuscripts, Vol.2 Doc. 6. 
491 P. Van Dyke, Hong Merchants of Canton and Macao, pp.17, 32. 
492 G. Smith, Narrative of the proceedings for the recovery of debts owing by the Chinese merchants to British 

subjects, China Factory Records, 12 July 1787, BL IOR/G/12/18 pp.91-112. 
493 G. Vansittart and E. Law to the East India Company’s Court of Directors, 1 November 1783, BL IOR/E/1/73, 

p.403. 
494 China Factory Records, BL IOR/G/12/60. 
495 H. Furber, Rival Empires of Trade in the Orient, 1976, p. 291; P. Van Dyke, Hong Merchants of Canton and 

Macao. 
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1770s was at an interest rate of 18 to 24 per cent.496 Thus a fortune could be made through 
arbitrage. For some British country traders this financial practice had become a profession. 

When British country traders could not obtain help from Chinese officials or the 
Company’s supercargoes in Canton to recover their money, creditors based in Madras decided 
to take matters into their own hands. They requested a meeting with Navy Rear-admiral 
Edward Vernon who recently had arrived in India to fight the French, hoping he would be 
willing to represent to Governor Li Zhi-ying and Superintendent of Customs, Tu Ming-e, their 
commercial problems. As a reward, the Madras creditors ‘engaged to give Sir Edward a tenth 
part of the amount recovered’.497 

Those involved in the Canton debt crisis framed it as a matter of national importance. 
Rear-admiral Vernon saw it that way too. Without waiting for permission from the Madras 
Company Council or consulting the Canton supercargoes, Vernon had ‘come to the resolution 
of sending his Majesty’s frigate the Sea Horse to China’, and would give positive orders to 
the Commander of his Majesty’s frigate to deliver personally to the superintendent of customs 
the representations of the British creditors.498 He explained in his letter to the Governor of 
Guangdong Province, Li Zhi-ying, he could not ‘consistently with my duty to my sovereign 
and to my country see his subjects oppressed and distressed’.499 To recover the property of His 
Majesty’s subjects from the Chinese merchants, Vernon dispatched Captain Panton in a 
warship to Canton to meet with the Chinese officials. 

This was not the only time Captain Panton was dispatched to Canton. Almost a year 
after Panton had made his first representation to the Canton officials, the creditors in Madras 
decided to solicit the help of yet another Navy admiral, this time, Sir Edward Hughes. They 
had been encouraged by the impression of some gentlemen residing in Canton, ‘that the 
Mandarins and merchants were much afraid, on hearing the business with which Captain 
Panton was charged; which gave sufficient proof that if proper spirited measures should be 
pursued the recovery of the China debts, may be easily accomplished’.500 The Madras 
creditors agreed that a ‘more than ordinary interposition’ was again necessary to ‘forward the 
success of the national object’.501 Hughes reasoned it could not hurt to dispatch Panton once 
more.502 While he spoke of moderation, this ‘representative of the King of Great Britain’ 
made sure in his letter to the Viceroy to flex some British muscle, explaining to the Chinese 
officials that he had ‘a strong squadron’ of the King’s ships of War ‘to protect His own 
dominions and subjects’.503 

How far were the British creditors willing to go to recover their money? The 
Company’s Council of Supercargoes ‘were certain’ that if the Viceroy persisted in refusing 
Captain Panton a second audience he ‘would bring up his ship (and with his seamen) demand 
an audience at the City gate the consequence of which, might be very fatal both to them, and 
to the Companies affairs’.504 Indeed, the creditors hoped to send a message to the Chinese 
government that ‘England is chiefly, if not altogether supported by its trade, which is 
defended by the strongest naval force in the whole world’.505 George Smith hinted that a more 
aggressive strategy might have been in the works. In their thank-you letter to Admiral Hughes 
for his intervention, Smith, Crichton and Hutton wrote that they were certain ‘if a proper force 

                                                 
496 Oct. 16 1779, BL IOR/G/12/64-68. 
497 J. Quincy, ed., Journals of Major Samuel Shaw, 1847, p.307. 
498 China Factory Records, 20 July 20 1779, BL IOR G/12/68. 
499 China Factory Records, 4 November 1779, BL IOR/G/12/68. 
500 China Factory Records, 1 June 1780, BL IOR/G/12/68. 
501 Ibid. 
502 Ibid. 
503 Ibid. 
504 China Factory Records, 21 September 1780, BL IOR/G/12/68. 
505 J. Crichton’s letter to the Hoppo, China Factory Records, July 1779, BL IOR/G/12/68. 
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could be spared and sent as he might think necessary from the representation of Captain 
Panton it would have the desired effect’.506 

The financial crisis of 1779-81 reveals the nature and extent of credit relations between 
British country traders and Chinese merchants during the second half of the eighteenth 
century. These credit relations are part of a larger story about creating an international 
financial system linking British India, China and Britain, enabling Company servants to invest 
and move their new wealth around the world, the Company to finance its tea trade, and British 
consumers to enjoy their daily cup of tea. Country traders played a key role in this new 
financial system. Six decades before the Opium War, these traders attempted to use the 
military power of the British state to settle their private financial disputes with Chinese 
merchants in the increasingly important economic zone of Canton. 

                                                 
506 G Smith, Narrative of the proceedings …, China Factory Records, 12 July1787, BL IOR/G/12/18 pp.91-112. 
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The Trades Union Congress and the pound: a history of 
devaluation scepticism, 1949-77 

 
Benjamin Choo, University of Cambridge 

(zmbc2@cam.ac.uk) 
Supervisor: Professor Martin J Daunton 

 
Our narratives of global imbalances are mainly drawn from the official realm of high finance, 
to wit a ‘Bank of England-Treasury’ nexus. The policy reactions of decentred players, 
however, have yet to be subjected to a targeted historical investigation. This paper takes a step 
in this direction. It examines the response of the Trades Union Congress (TUC) to the 
devaluation of the pound in 1949 and 1967, and the downward floating of sterling from 1972. 
The TUC constantly doubted the effectiveness of devaluation, but not exclusively because it 
could trigger a wage-price spiral. This paper focuses on the TUC’s fear that international 
factors beyond Britain’s control would undo the benefits of devaluation, regardless of the 
internal measures taken. 

The dollar shortage crisis lay at the heart of Britain’s balance of payments difficulties 
until the late 1950s. An information paper prepared after the 1949 devaluation for the TUC 
Special Committee on the Economic Situation stressed the urgency of clarifying the 
government’s views on Britain’s chances of breaching the American market. According to the 
optimistic perspective, Britain’s exports were ‘limited by the prices of our goods rather than 
by the quantity we could make available but we could reasonably hope that lower tariffs in the 
USA and increasing industrial efficiency in Great Britain would enable us before long to earn 
enough dollars to cover our essential dollar purchases’.507 The pessimistic position, on the 
other hand, painted the American economy as an impenetrable fortress. Europe was 
‘stubbornly dependent on America ... for substantial quantities of food and raw materials’. 
But America would never buy enough from Europe, ‘not because of political considerations 
but because their domestic manufactures increasingly become much cheaper and so much 
better than the manufactures of European countries’.508 

If the first argument was right, it could be assumed ‘that the consequences of 
devaluation are within our own control to be overcome quickly if we choose’. The bleak 
position, however, meant that ‘devaluation simply marks a stage in our decline and, in itself, 
provides no opportunities for bringing the decline to a permanent halt’.509 The government 
later told the Special Committee that its position was one of cautious optimism and 
pragmatism. Britain had to force its ‘economy to fit in with the American one’. But the 
Special Committee could not lay its doubts to rest.510 In the 1950s, the TUC leaned towards a 
pessimistic assessment of the dollar shortage and opposed the Conservative Party’s plans for 
reactivating sterling convertibility.511 

In the early 1960s, the dollar shortage narrative crumbled as America herself slipped 
into balance of payments difficulties, while Germany and Japan emerged as commercial 
heavyweights. Britain was still failing to pay her way, but the new narrative of global 
imbalances lacked the fatalism of the dollar shortage. The problem was now a textbook 
liquidity shortage. The General Council soon endorsed the ‘centralization of monetary 
reserves’ as the proposal for international monetary reform that best suited Britain’s needs.512 

                                                 
507 Modern Records Centre (hereafter MRC) MSS.292/407.1/2, ‘The Devaluation of Sterling’, 18 Oct. 1949. 
508 Ibid. 
509 Ibid. 
510 MRC MSS.292/407.1/2, ‘Special Committee on the Economic Situation’, 23 Nov. 1949. 
511 MRC MSS.292/524/1a, Vincent Tewson to Chancellor of the Exchequer, ‘Sterling Convertibility’, 25 Feb. 

1953. 
512 TUC, World Trade and the International Monetary System, (1964), p.20. 
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The TUC also supported the Labour government’s opposition to devaluation.513 The TUC did 
not challenge the government’s claim that the benefits of devaluation would be negated by 
competitive depreciation, the destabilization of the dollar, the dumping of the sterling 
balances, and the derailment of the fledgling incomes policy.514 It did, however, question the 
government’s refusal to impose temporary import controls.515 

The dollar shortage narratives had at least managed to acquire the respectability of 
theory.516 But the anti-devaluation arguments of the early 1960s never grew beyond being a 
gut narrative, and the TUC, in private meetings with the government, was not averse to going 
against its gut. According to William Davis’ account of the pre-devaluation debates, George 
Woodcock was willing to risk devaluation rather than accept a wage freeze.517 It is therefore 
no surprise to find that the TUC saw the 1967 devaluation as less of a leap into the dark. In its 
Economic Review of 1968, the TUC stated that Britain stood ‘on the threshold of a great leap 
forward, if, and only if, the opportunity offered by devaluation is fully grasped’.518 The 
Economic Review also made a routine defence of the case for deploying import controls in the 
event of a severe balance of payments crisis. But it stressed that the TUC was still 
philosophically devoted to freer trade and warned of the danger of foreign retaliation.519 In the 
immediate postwar period, import controls had been partly conceived as a long-term rampart 
against the American economy. Now, they were merely seen as a short-term alternative to 
deflation. 

The optimism disappeared quickly. Britain was still registering an overall deficit on 
visible trade at the start of 1969. The TUC Economic Committee was informed that ‘price 
factors in Britain’s international trade are not as decisive as some people had argued’. It was 
further observed ‘that for any given parity of the £, imports tend to grow twice as fast as 
exports, and if this is so then it points to the conclusion that full employment in Britain (i.e. 
full use of Britain’s productive potential) can only be secured through recurring adjustments 
in exchange rates’.  Short-term import quotas had to be deployed as soon as possible. The 
threat of retaliation was brushed aside on the grounds that deflation would also hurt Britain’s 
trading partners.520 

If Britain’s exports were not price-sensitive, then parity changes, regardless of the 
exchange rate regime, would only be of limited effectiveness. An information paper on the 
international monetary situation following the ‘Nixon Shock’ argued that freely floating 
exchange rates and even ‘dirty floating’ would lead to unhealthy speculation and commercial 
disorder. But the paper also took care to emphasize that ‘[t]he case for flexible or floating 
rates is based on the assumption that changes in the price of goods will produce significant 
changes in the demand for those goods. If this is not so, some countries will have to 
experience extreme rate changes before any alteration in the balance of payments is realized’. 
A reformed international monetary system should be based on fixed but adjustable rates 
backed by an expanded Special Drawing Rights (SDR) scheme.521 The TUC Economic 
Committee endorsed the findings of the paper, but added that a system of fixed parities would 
have to include a workable scarce currency clause.522 
                                                 
513 The Times, 7 Sept. 1967, p.11. 
514 MRC MSS.292B/560.1/9, Papers of the Economic Committee (Econ. Ctee. 5/5, 13 Jan. 1965), ‘The 

Economic Situation’, 5 Jan. 1965. 
515 MRC MSS.292B/560.1/12, Papers of the Economic Committee (Econ. Ctee. 15/3, 22 July 1966), ‘Report of a 

meeting between the Economic Committee and the Chancellor of the Exchequer’, 22 July 1966. 
516 See, e.g., T. Balogh, The Dollar Crisis, Causes and Cure: A Report to the Fabian Society, (Oxford, 1949). 
517 W. Davis, Three Years Hard Labour: The Road to Devaluation, (London, 1968), p.42. 
518 TUC, Economic Review (1968), p.35. 
519 Ibid., p.39. 
520 MRC MSS.292B/560.1/20, Papers of the Economic Committee (Econ. Ctee. 11/6, 11 June 1969), ‘Economic 

Prospects Following the Budget’, 4 June 1969. 
521 MRC MSS.292D/560.1/4, Papers of the Economic Committee (Econ. Ctee. 2/5, 10 Nov. 1971), ‘International 

Monetary System’, 2 Nov. 1971. Emphasis supplied. 
522 MRC MSS.292D/560.1/4, Papers of the Economic Committee (Econ. Ctee. 2, 10 Nov. 1971), ‘Minutes of the 
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The looming burden of membership of the European Economic Community (EEC) 
added another dimension to the TUC’s devaluation scepticism. The TUC stressed that the 
benefits of devaluation would be neutralized by the Common Agricultural Policy (CAP). EEC 
food, to begin with, was ‘much more expensive than our present supplies’.523 More important, 
the prices of Community food were fixed in the EEC unit of account. An EEC country that 
devalued its currency would also be devaluing against the common unit of account. This 
meant that the ‘price of all food in the shops’ – not only imported food – ‘goes up by the 
percentage involved and as a consequence detracts from the improvement in the country’s 
competitive position’.524 In the past, the impact of devaluation on the imported food bill had 
been mitigated by the Sterling Area mechanisms. Commonwealth suppliers ‘either partly or 
completely tied their exchange rates to sterling, and the effect was thus minimized’.525 
Devaluation, it was further noted, would increase Britain’s disproportionate EEC budget 
contributions, which were also measured in units of account.526 Meanwhile, world commodity 
prices rose over the course of 1972. 

The TUC Economic Committee did not oppose the floating of the pound in June 1972, 
or, as it preferred to call it, the devaluation ‘by an uncertain amount’. But the weakness of 
sterling made it more urgent ‘for the UK … to insist on a substantial reduction in the UK’s 
EEC budget contribution; and to press for reform of the Common Agricultural Policy’.527 In 
early 1973, before the oil crisis turned the terms of trade even more sharply against Britain, 
the General Council, predicting a tough year ahead for the balance of payments, explained 
Britain’s policy options. Deflation would be self-defeating. But so was ‘further formal 
devaluation’ or ‘continued downward floating’, ‘since the rise in world food prices, combined 
with the fact that EEC contributions have to be fixed in terms of the unit of account will 
merely mean an increasing outflow and deterioration of the terms of trade’. Import controls 
combined with export promotion measures represented the only realistic alternative.528 In the 
event, the emergence of ‘green rates’ following the world monetary disorder of the early 
1970s restrained the rise in food prices, though the TUC continued to contend that EEC 
institutional food prices were still too high.529 

The peak of devaluation scepticism was reached in the mid-1970s. In 1975, a paper for 
the TUC Economic Committee noted that the fall in the value of the pound by over 29 per 
cent since the Smithsonian agreement of December 1971 had done little to arrest Britain’s 
decline. Within the same period, Britain’s share of world trade in manufactured goods fell 
from 13.9 per cent to 9.6 per cent. The import penetration figures were deeply worrying: 
‘Taking 1970 as a base year (100), the volume of imported finished goods rose from 73 in 
1967 to 189 in 1974’. The paper concluded that the ‘manipulation of exchange rates and the 
overall level of domestic activity are blunt tools for the adjustment problems of particular 
industries’. Britain urgently needed a programme of selective import controls as part of a new 
industrial policy.530 Import controls were thus reconfigured as a vital tool for 
reindustrialization. They were no longer merely seen as a short-term alternative to deflation 
                                                                                                                                                         

Second Meeting’, 11 Nov. 1971. 
523 TUC, Britain and the EEC: Supplementary Report of the TUC General Council to the 102nd Annual Trades 

Union Congress and Report of the Debate, (1970), p.12. 
524 MRC MSS.292D/560.1/3, Papers of the Economic Committee (Econ. Ctee. 9/6, 9 June 1971), ‘Britain and 

the EEC: Agriculture, Food and Fisheries’, 4 June 1971. 
525 MRC MSS.292D/560.1/7, Papers of the Economic Committee (Econ. Ctee. 9/7, 9 May 1973), ‘Food Prices’, 

4 May 1973. 
526 MRC MSS.292D/560.1/5, Papers of the Economic Committee (Econ. Ctee. 10/6, 12 July 1972), ‘Economic 

Policy and Prospects’, 7 July 1972. 
527 MRC MSS.292D/560.1/5, Papers of the Economic Committee (Econ. Ctee. 10, 12 July 1972), ‘Minutes of the 

Tenth Meeting’, 12 July 1972. 
528 TUC, Economic Policy and Collective Bargaining in 1973, (1973), pp.36-7. 
529 TUC, Economic Review, (1977), pp.67-8. 
530 MRC MSS.292D/560.1/14, Papers of the Economic Committee (Econ. Ctee. 1/6 (amended), 8 Oct. 1975), 

‘Imports and Jobs’, 3 Oct. 1975. 
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or, indeed, as a short-term complement to the slow effects of devaluation. The TUC now 
‘believes that the case for selective import controls stands on grounds of industrial strategy, 
irrespective of the position of sterling’.531 Britain, warned the TUC Economic Committee, had 
adhered for too long to an ineffective trade policy consisting of a ‘general policy of free trade 
and reliance on changes in the exchange rate’, while ‘the approach of such countries as France 
and Japan who pursued a more detailed and direct policy closely linked to an industrial 
strategy was increasingly being imitated around the world’.532 The appreciation of the yen, the 
TUC had already warned back in 1972, ‘would not be a panacea’ because ‘the commitment 
and coordination of Japanese trade and industrial policies were important factors in their 
success’.533 

The high rate of import penetration was tied to the offshoring of production by British 
multinationals. In the early 1970s, the TUC had warned the government that multinational 
activity had brought the British electronics industry to the verge of collapse.534 In the 
Economic Review of 1977, the TUC noted with unease that ‘the UK produces more from 
overseas subsidiaries in relation to exports than any other country in the world apart from the 
USA’.535 There is no indication that the TUC believed that a weaker pound would tempt 
British multinationals to invest more at home. The American Federation of Labour-Congress 
of Industrial Organizations (AFL-CIO) also maintained throughout the 1970s that devaluation 
alone would not stop multinationals from exporting jobs and technology.536 Its preferred 
solution was the Burke-Hartke bill, which called for import quotas and restrictions on direct 
foreign investment.537 In The Socialist Challenge (1975), Stuart Holland argued that 
multinationals did not respond to devaluation because they operated in ‘mesoeconomic 
markets’ in which the global market mechanism had been warped by price control. Holland 
also noted that ‘multinational firms tend to divide up their world markets in such a way as to 
prevent anything more than marginal competition between their own subsidiaries’.538 

The devaluation sceptic who also rejected deflation had no choice but to turn to external 
restrictionism. In the same way, many of the voices that rejected protectionism also found it 
necessary to make a case for devaluation. These devaluation optimists stood the arguments of 
devaluation failure on their heads. The dollar shortage was not depicted as an insuperable 
challenge.539 It was argued that major currencies could be devalued without causing 
competitive depreciation.540 Devaluation, it was pointed out, had a track record of rapidly 
turning deficits into surpluses.541 The effects of devaluation on the import bill were also 
shown to be manageable.542 The rise in world commodity prices, it was claimed, made 
devaluation easier, rather than more risky, because other countries would be less likely to 
embark on competitive depreciation in inflationary conditions.543 As for the rising commercial 

                                                 
531 MRC MSS.292/560.1/16, Papers of the Economic Committee (Econ. Ctee. 11/3, 9 June 1976), ‘Sterling and 
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535 TUC, Economic Review, (1977), p.27. 
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540 S. Brittan, The Price of Economic Freedom: A Guide to Flexible Rates, (London, 1970), p.39. 
541 F. Hirsch, The Pound Sterling: A Polemic, (London, 1965), p.63. 
542 Ibid., pp.81-2. 
543 L. H. Clark Jr., The Wall Street Journal, 1 April 1974, p.10. 
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powers, it was stressed that they had relied primarily on undervalued currencies.544 There was 
also no reason to believe that multinationals would not respond to devaluation.545 When 
devaluation appeared to be working too slowly, the ‘J-curve’ was invoked.546 In a world 
where governments could not resort to the deflationary polices of the gold standard era, and 
where it proved to be impossible to muster international consensus for the creation of a 
Keynes-style international central bank, the swing between greater external restriction and 
freer trade and payments was pivoted on the question: ‘Does devaluation work?’ 
 

                                                 
544 B. Gould, J. Mills, and S. Stewart, Monetarism or Prosperity, (London, 1981), pp.112-3. 
545 Ibid., p.111. 
546 F. Kessler, The Wall Street Journal, 18 Dec. 1972, p.1. 
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Institutional innovation and assortative matching: the 
London Season, 1700-1914 

 
Marc Goñi Tràfach, Universitat Pompeu Fabra 

(marc.goni@upf.edu) 
Supervisor: Professor Hans-Joachim Voth 

 

Introduction 
In nineteenth-century Britain, between the sitting of the Parliament and the 12th of August, 
anyone who was considered someone in the elite moved up from his country seat to London 
and there spent his days attending social events such as debutante balls, royal parties, and 
concerts. This annual period, known as the London Season, soon emerged as the largest 
marriage market in the world. From presentations at court to royal parties, the Season was 
meant to aid the courtship of the children of the nobility and the gentry. This paper uses this 
particular market environment to examine to what extent marital sorting is determined by the 
‘matching technology’. 

Marital sorting, in particular in socio-economic status, is known to have implications for 
outcomes such as fertility or inequality (Fernandez & Rogerson, 2001). Thus, it is important 
to know what determines sorting patterns. Sorting can arise because there is a preference for 
it, or because a certain market structure favours it. For example, a matching technology 
allowing singles to encounter frequently, in other words, reducing the search friction, 
strengthens sorting (Bloch & Ryder, 2000). Another determinant of sorting is the sex ratio. If 
there is an ‘excess supply’ of, say, women, they will likely marry less desirable spouses 
(Becker, 1981). 

The gap in the literature is to isolate each of these determinants of sorting, and to 
identify empirically its relative importance. This is not an easy task. Empiricists face the 
unsurmountable obstacle that marriage markets are implicit. We observe marriage outcomes, 
but we do not usually observe the market conditions under which these outcomes were made, 
making it very difficult to disentangle what fraction of sorting comes from preferences, what 
from sex ratios, and what from the matching technology. 

The London Season provides a unique environment to identify each of these elements 
separately. First, because in the context of nineteenth-century Britain, preferences over socio-
economic status were stable over time (Hollingsworth, 1964; Thomas, 1971), so any change 
in sorting patterns must be explained by changes in the matching technology or in sex ratios. 
Secondly, because the matching technology embedded in the Season was very explicit; there 
were plenty of social events in which young ladies, after being publicly presented to society, 
could court with eligible bachelors. Thus, by looking at how largely attended these events 
were, I will be able to measure accurately how exposed an individual was to the Season 
matching technology. 

Exploiting exogenous variation in attendance at royal parties in the Season coming from 
changes in the size of the cohort, I identify the extent to which sorting patterns were 
determined by this particular matching technology. Results suggest that in years in which the 
Season was largely attended, social sorting, measured as the rate of intermarriage between 
peers and commoners, was stronger (i.e, peer daughters were less likely to marry a 
commoner). Moreover, when the Season assembled large numbers of people, matched 
spouses came from more distant places, consistently with the centralization of the market in 
London. 

This paper contributes to a growing literature using explicit marriage markets to 
evaluate the determinants of sorting empirically. Banerjee et al. (2009) use marital 
advertisements in Indian newspapers to show that sorting in caste comes from preferences. 
Hitsch et al. (2010), on the other hand, use data from a dating website to see whether sorting 
patterns arise from the online matching technology. Finally, Abramitzky et al. (2001) analyse 
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sex ratios as determinants of sorting in socio-economic status, showing that in post-First 
World War France men managed to ‘marry up’. 

The study of the London Season is also motivated because it adds to our understanding 
of the British nobility. Allen (2012) has suggested that the British aristocracy, with all its 
opulence and wasteful life-style, actually was a constraint efficient institution, ensuring 
trustworthy service to the Queen by remaining a closed group and through a series sunk 
investments. The Season, and the high costs required to participate in it, can be interpreted 
both as a sunk investment on the marriage prospects of one’s children, and as a very effective 
way to maintain the elite a reduced, closed group (Stone & Stone, 1984). 
 
Data 
The data for this project is gathered from various sources. To describe marriage behaviour of 
the British elite, I use evidence from the peerage records computerized by Hollingsworth 
(1964). The dataset contains entries for the lives of 26,000 members of the British peerage 
from 1566 to 1956, their spouses, and offspring.547 Note that this excludes the gentry, who 
also participated in the Season, but are not analysed here. 

Unfortunately, no information regarding birthplace or residence of peers was readily 
available to date. In order to introduce a geographic dimension into the analysis, I 
complement the Hollingsworth dataset with newly compiled evidence on family seats. I 
introduce information on 693 seats from Burke’s 1826 heraldic dictionary, and geocode them 
using GeoHack. 

Figure 1: Seats 

 
 
Finally, the last piece of evidence concerns royal parties in the Season. Evidence on 

H.M. balls, concerts, and garden parties can be found in the Lord Chamberlain’s Department 
at the National Archives (LC 6/31-35). To construct this new series, I went through each and 
every invitation list in the period 1851-75. Figure 2 plots the total number of people attending 
the 136 events sponsored by the Queen during these years. 
 

                                                 
547 The Cambridge Group for the History of Population and Social Structure kindly allowed me to use this data. 
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Figure 2: Royal parties, 1851-75 

 
 
Identification 
Consider the case of Alan Stewart, 10th Earl of Galloway, marrying in 1872, a year in which 
the Queen-sponsored events assembled lots of people. His betrothed was Lady Arabella, 
daughter of the 2nd Marquess of Salisbury, whose seat was 267 miles away from Alan’s 
home at Garlieston. Were this couple the product of preferences for highborn spouses, or 
would it never have occurred had the Season not existed? 

To answer this question, I need to measure how exposed individuals were to the Season 
matching technology, and I will do so using royal parties. Among the social events embedded 
in the Season, royal parties were the most exclusive. Attending a ball at Buckingham Palace 
not only signalled high social position, but also opened the door to the most promising 
marriage prospects. Therefore, I can take those who married after Seasons in which royal 
parties successfully attracted more people to London to be more exposed to this particular 
matching technology, than, say, those marrying in years in which the central clearing house 
for marriages was disrupted (e.g., because of the death of Prince Consort Albert in 1861). 

Variation in attendance at royal parties, however, might be endogenous. It could be 
argued that whenever marriage outcomes worsened from the perspective of the nobility, more 
parties were organized in order to bring back social sorting. To establish a causality link 
between the Season and marriage outcomes, I need a source of exogenous variation in the 
number of people attending royal parties. An excellent instrument for this purpose is the size 
of the population at marriageable age. Figure 4 plots detrended attendance at royal parties 
against the detrended size of the marriageable cohort, measured as the number of girls 
between 19 and 24 years.548 Indeed both variables seem to be associated: whenever a boom 
cohort came out to the marriage market, the number of people attending royal parties 
increased. 

Figure 3: Cohort size vs. royal parties 

 
                                                 
548 I choose girls as the reference population because they were publicly announced at Court presentations, and 

because they could not delay marriage as much as boys. 
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Variation in cohort size is truly exogenous, since no one plans how many children to 
have looking at the marriage market conditions 20 years ahead. Moreover, it only affects 
marriage outcomes through the London Season. Cohort size variation, being meaningful 
nationwide, was not large at the local level, so marriage behaviour would not be affected 
unless the British marriage market was centralized549. One may argue that the cohort may vary 
in a way such that sex ratios are affected, so I will control for them to maintain the exclusion 
restriction. 

In addition to the size of the cohort, I will address endogeneity using two episodes that 
affected exogenously the number of people attending royal parties. Figure 2 shows that in 
1851 royal parties were unusually crowded because of the Chrystal Palace Fair. From 1861-3, 
on the other hand, most royal parties were cancelled due to the death of Prince Consort Albert 
the 14 December 1861. 

Formally, the number of people attending royal parties in a given year, , is treated as 
an endogenous variable, and modelled as: 

 (1) 
The causal effect of the Season matching technology on social sorting, defined here as 

the probability for a peer to marry a commoner, would be captured by coefficient  in the 
probit regression: 

 (2) 
where indicates whether individual i married outside the peerage at year t; and 

 is the cdf of the standard normal distribution. 
Finally, to test the hypothesis that, through centralizing the marriage problem in 

London, the Season allowed singles from distant places within the kingdom to marry, I run 
equation (3): 

 (3) 
 
Results 
Table 1 presents the first stage results. There is a positive significant relation between the 
cohort size and attendance at royal parties. A single additional lady at age of marriage attracts 
67 people to parties held at Buckingham Palace. Moreover, both the Chrystal Palace fair and 
the mourning for Prince Albert significantly affected the numbers attending royal parties. On 
the other hand, neither sex ratios nor the railway seem to play any role. Finally, the model 
performs well according to the F-test, which is large enough to dismiss concerns over weak 
instruments. 

                                                 
549 Botticini and Siow (2009) find no evidence of increasing returns to scale in decentralized markets. 
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Table 1: First stage 
Dep. variable: number of people attending royal parties 
 coef. s.e. 
Cohort size 67.4** [28.1] 
Prince Albert mourning -3,117*** [906.7] 
Chrystal Palace 3,168*** [803.5] 
Sex ratio (men/women) 131.1 [4,237] 
Railway length 1.25 [1.1] 
trend -564.9 [469.42] 
Decade fixed-effects yes  
Constant -20,161 [12,203] 
N 25  
Adjusted-R2 0.869  
F-test 20.89  

***p<0.01,**p<0.05,*p<0.1 
 
Table 2 shows that the Season was a key determinant of sorting in social status, in 

particular, it had a negative effect on the rate of intermarriage between peers and commoners. 
Two hundred and fity more people attending royal parties would decrease the likelihood of 
marrying outside the peerage by 1 per cent for the average peer daughter. For peer sons, the 
effect is slightly lower and not significant. This may be explained because men can delay age 
at marriage, so their prospects might not be so affected by yearly changes in participation 
rates. 

Control variables have expected signs. Higher ranked individuals are less likely to 
marry a commoner. The relative size of class does not play any role, indicating that marriages 
were not randomly set. In terms of age, older girls were less selective. For an average age peer 
daughter, growing a year older increased the chances of wedding a commoner by 2 per cent. 
The children of families in the Scottish or Irish peerage also intermarry more commoners. 
Finally, imbalances in the sex ratio do not seem to play a relevant role in this context. 
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Table 2: Second stage for social sorting 
Dependent variable: Marring outside the peerage 
 Women Men 
 coef s.e. mg.effect coef s.e. mg.effect
Attending royal parties (100s) -0.011 [0.004] -0.004*** -0.008 [0.006] -0.003 
Commoner at age 15    0.83 [0.69] 0.21 
Baron daughter 0.67 [0.09] 0.24*** 1.17*** [0.15] 0.3*** 
Duke daughter    0.80*** [0.15] 0.22*** 
Baron heir/younger son    0.48*** [0.16] 0.13*** 
Duke heir/younger son ref.   ref.   
Relative size of class -2.26 [2.48] -0.81 -0.66 [1.89] -0.21 
Age at marriage 0.05 [0.01] 0.02*** -0.01 [0.01] -0.00 
Irish peerage 0.23 [0.12] 0.08* 0.23** [0.10] 0.07** 
Scottish peerage 0.35 [0.16] 0.12** 0.37*** [0.13] 0.10*** 
England & Wales peerage ref.   ref.   
Sex ratio -1.65 [0.96] -0.59* -0.66 [0.74] -0.21 
Railway length 0.00 [0.00] 0.00 0.00 [0.00] 0.00 
trend -0.01 [0.11] -0.00 -0.04 [0.11] -0.01 
Decade fixed-effects yes   yes   
Constant -0.14 [2.43]  -0.93 [1.93]  
N 795    979  
% correctly predicted 69.5    70.4  

***p<0.01,**p<0.05,*p<0.1 
s.e. clustered by year 

 
Since probit regressions allow for non-linear marginal effects we can check whether the 

Season displayed increasing returns to scale. Figure 4 plots the marginal effect of royal parties 
along different values of attendance. It seems that the larger royal parties were, the greater the 
effect of bringing in one additional guest on the probability for peer daughters to marry within 
the peerage. This finding reflects the nature of this clearing house for marriages: as more 
people participated, contacts were more frequent and, thus, the children of the nobility had 
more margin to wait until a proper proposal came. 
 

Figure 4: Increasing returns to scale 

 
Overall, the effect of the Season on social sorting is meaningful. A counterfactual 

analysis (figure 5) shows that if the Season had not existed marriages between peer daughters 
and commoner sons would have been 15 per cent higher in the period 1851-75. The 
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institutional innovation of the Season was, thus, an effective way to maintain the British elite 
a reduced, closed group. 
 

Figure 5: Marrying out without the Season, 1851-75 

 
Finally, the effect of the size of royal parties on geographic endogamy is also significant 

and consistent with the centralization of the marriage market in London. Table 3 shows that 
more people attending royal parties drove up distance between spouses’ seats. Therefore, as 
predicted, a largely attended Season, pulling singles from all over the country, not only 
increased social sorting, but also allowed singles from further away to wed. 
 

Table 3: Second stage for geographic endogamy 
Dependent variable: Distance between spouses’ seats (miles) 
 coefficient s.e. 
Attending royal parties (100s) 1.27* [0.73] 
Commoner at age 15 39.4 [41.5] 
Baron younger son -3.5 [36.4] 
Duke younger son -63.2*** [17.9] 
Baron heir/daughter -38.1*** [13.7] 
Duke heir/daughter ref.  
Seat density in region 0.9 [1.3] 
Age at marriage 1.8 [1.4] 
Woman -3.3 [10.9] 
Irish peerage 38.6*** [14.2] 
Scottish peerage 43.3** [20.1] 
England & Wales peerage ref.  
Sex ratio 241.1 [236.7] 
Railway length -0.0 [0.1] 
trend 16.7 [28.8] 
Decade fixed-effects yes  
Constant 53.8 [566.5] 

***p<0.01,**p<0.05,*p<0.1 
s.e. clustered by year 

 
Conclusion 
The London Season, working as a centralized clearing house for marriages, was a key 
institution to understand the sorting patterns of the British nobility. When it worked smoothly, 
that is, when it assembled large numbers of singles, this marriage mart managed to rule out 
many marriages involving peers and commoners. In particular, over 1851-75, the rate of 
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intermarriage between peer daughters and commoners would have been 15 per cent higher 
had the Season not existed. 

Moreover, the centralization of all marriage decisions in London also had implications 
in terms of geographic endogamy. When it worked properly, the Season allowed young 
aristocrats from all over the United Kingdom to meet, court, and eventually, to marry. 

It would seem, therefore, that despite the strong preference for class that the offspring of 
the aristocracy developed at the time of Jane Austen, if bustling Seasons like the one of 1872 
had not been in place, ladies like Arabella would not have found such well positioned grooms 
as Alan Stewart. 
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‘The Conversion of the Pocket’: the funding of Anglican 
home missionary organizations, 1860-1914 

 
Sarah Flew, The Open University 

(s.flew@open.ac.uk) 
Supervisor: Professor John Wolffe 

 

Introduction 
The nineteenth century was a period of financial upheaval for the Church of England with 
many of its traditional revenue streams being abolished or abandoned. These traditional forms 
of funding were: the end of the state funding of church building in the 1820s; the abolition of 
Royal Letters in the 1850s; the abolition of church rates in the 1860s; and the gradual 
abandonment of pew rents towards the end of the nineteenth century. This financial upheaval 
was coupled with an unprecedented need to evangelize the rapidly expanding urban working 
classes. The nineteenth century saw a rapid explosion in the population of England and 
Wales. This increase was particularly concentrated in urban centres; the Diocese of London’s 
population, for example, increased at the rate of about 40,000 people every year.550 In order to 
connect with the unchurched masses in London, the Church of England created a range of 
new diocesan organizations to carry out its home missionary work. 

Addressing the problem of ‘spiritual destitution’ was particularly on the public agenda 
in the 1850s, with the publication of two reports. Firstly, Horace Mann’s report on the 1851 
Religious Census was published in 1854. Secondly, the report of the Select Committee of the 
House of Lords on the spiritual condition of the large towns was published in 1858.551 In the 
Diocese of London, Bishop Archibald Campbell Tait (1811-82) particularly targeted 
landowners and businessmen to fund this church extension work.552 In the period 1860 to 
1880 a comprehensive range of new Anglican home missionary organizations were 
established in London which provided both the funding for buildings and for male and female 
missionaries. These organizations were: the Bishop of London’s Fund, established in 1863; 
the London Diocesan Home Mission, established in 1857; the Parochial Mission Women 
Association, established in 1860; the London Diocesan Deaconess Institution, established in 
1861; and the East London Church Fund, established in 1880. 

As the traditional forms of funding were gradually withdrawn or abolished, the Church 
became increasingly reliant upon the voluntary contributions of churchgoers to fund both the 
running costs of parish churches and its home missionary machinery. The Church, therefore, 
needed to educate the laity in their financial responsibilities; hence the title of a small tract 
called ‘The Conversion of the Pocket’ which was published by the Proportionate Giving 
Union in the late nineteenth century.553 
 

                                                 
550 The population of the Diocese of London was 2,143,340 in 1851 and 3,811,827 in 1911. This population 

increase is also within the context of large sections of the diocese being hived off and transferred to 
neighbouring dioceses under the terms of the London Act of 1863. 

551 Census of Great Britain, 1851: Religious Worship in England and Wales, PP, LXXXIX (1852-53); House of 
Lords Committees, Report from the Select Committee of the House of Lords, appointed to inquire into the 
deficiency of means of spiritual instruction and places of divine worship in the metropolis, and in other 
populous districts in England and Wales, especially in the mining and manufacturing districts; and to 
consider the fittest means of meeting the difficulties of the case; and to report thereon to the House; 
together with the proceedings of the committee, minutes of evidence, and appendix (1858). 

552 A.C. Tait, The Spiritual Wants of the Metropolis and its Suburbs. A Letter to the Laity of the Diocese of 
London … With a statement by the Executive Committee of ‘The Bishop of London’s Fund’, (London: 
Rivingtons, 1863). 

553 Proportionate Giving Union, The Conversion of the Pocket (Clacton-on-Sea, n.d.). 
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The theology of giving: Christian stewardship 
This need for money coincided with a ‘Renaissance of Stewardship’ which occurred in the 
mid-nineteenth century fuelled by the publication of many essays and books, and by the 
establishment of societies such as the Systematic Beneficence Society in America and Britain 
in 1856 and 1860 respectively.554 The Systematic Beneficence Society was evangelical and 
interdenominational in constitution. Its aim was to ‘promote the principles and practice of 
systematic giving to God for pious and charitable uses’.555 The basis of Christian stewardship 
is the doctrine that God is the absolute owner of all property in the world, and that man 
simply acts as his manager or steward. The principle being that as a steward, man must use 
the resources wisely for the benefit of all (as God would wish his resources to be used), and 
not solely for man’s own pleasure. This doctrine holds that man’s stewardship would be 
judged under these criteria and that each man would be rewarded or punished in accordance to 
his performance. Therefore man’s stewardship of money was an important aspect of how he 
lived his life as a good Christian. The Systematic Beneficence Society outlined three 
principles of stewardship: as a steward man is accountable to God; that the tithe of a tenth be 
‘the general standard’ for giving; and that this tenth should be at first set aside (before 
meeting other obligations) and should ‘be offered in worship as first-fruits to God’.556 The 
timing of the launch of these Christian stewardship campaigns, in terms of the literature and 
the establishment of the Systematic Beneficence Society, was perfect for the new voluntary 
organizations established in Bishop Tait’s episcopacy in London which were poised to reap 
the rewards of this newly awakened spirit of systematized giving. 

This ‘Renaissance’ was at its most vital in the mid-nineteenth century, in the period of 
the 1850s to the 1870s. The Christian Observer stated in 1862, regarding the work of the 
Systematic Beneficence Society, that: ‘The seed thus liberally sown has at length grown up 
into a veritable tree, which seems already to have struck its roots pretty firmly into the soil of 
almost every orthodox church in our land’.557 By the 1870s, however, the classic texts of the 
1850s and 1860s had fallen out of print and the impulse had begun to fade. This trend was 
experienced in both Britain and America, and as the stewardship revival lost influence its 
ethos was replaced by money raising techniques that concentrated on entertainment. The 
essential different basis in these methods was that they involved an exchange of goods; 
money was being given in return for entertainment in the form of a bazaar, sale of works, 
concert or recital. In the late 1880s and early 1890s three texts were published internationally 
which expressed the dangers inherent to the Church in these new fundraising methods. In 
England, the key text on the evils of the charitable bazaar was Fancy Fair Religion: or, the 
world converting itself (1888) by Reverend John Priestly Foster. Foster argued that ‘Fancy 
Fair Religion’ was destroying Christian charity because ‘Christians now-a-days are not 
exhorted to support their Religion on principle, but they are to be enticed to do so through 
pleasure’.558 

This strong condemnation of the charitable bazaar at the end of the nineteenth century 
coincided with attempts to revive the doctrine of stewardship and systematic giving. In 1886, 
the mixed Church party Society of the Treasury of God was established in Great Britain. The 
first meeting of the British Society of the Treasury of God stated that the society had been 
‘formed for the purpose of restoring the law of the tenth and awakening the minds of 
Churchmen to the fact that a tenth of all income or increase is due to God not as a matter of 

                                                 
554 ‘Renaissance of Stewardship’ is the title of Chapter 6 (in Part II) in H.R. Calkins, A Man and His Money, 

(New York: Methodist Book Concern, 1914); R.G. Cather, The Origin and Objects of the Systematic 
Beneficence Society, (London, 1862), pp.28-29. 

555 The Times, 7 May 1861, p.4. 
556 The Benefactor, Vol.1, No.1, 2 November 1863, p.11. 
557 Christian Observer, April 1862, No.292, p.272. 
558 J. Priestly Foster, Fancy Fair Religion: or, the world converting itself, (London: Swan Sonnenschein, 1888), 

p.121 and p.134. 
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gift but as of debt’.559 The society fell into decline in the period after 1895 and in 1914 a 
meeting was held in order to revive the society. In addition to the Society of the Treasury of 
God, the Evangelical Reverend Edwin Arthur Watkins (1827-1907) established the 
Proportionate Giving Union in 1887.560 Neither society had the extensive impact of the 
Systematic Beneficence Society of the mid-century. The Proportionate Giving Union, for 
example, appears to have been principally the work of one man; there is no hint in its 
literature of committee members, influential patrons, or to national meetings. The Society of 
the Treasury of God was more successful in raising awareness of stewardship at diocesan 
conferences in the late 1880s and throughout the 1890s. For example, in 1891, a Society of 
the Treasury of God member made an address to the Rochester Diocesan Conference. 
Frederick Henry Rooke (1842-99) said that: ‘The duty of vigorously denouncing in sermons 
the sins of covetousness, and the frequent teaching of the law of tithing, is much neglected in 
the present day by the clergy; and until this duty is taught and practised, the Church will ever 
suffer from impecuniosity and starvation’.561  Writing in 1908, Henry Lansell (1841-1919), 
Master of the Society of the Treasury of God, looked back to the vibrant stewardship ethos of 
the mid-nineteenth century: ‘Much was done, generally, forty years ago, by means of lectures, 
addresses, and literature, by the Systematic Beneficence Society … Individuals, as we know, 
were influenced, and fruit appeared’.562 
 
A decline in financial support and a decline in stewardship 
This loss of the ethos of stewardship coincided with a decline in financial support for the 
diocesan home missionary organizations in London and with a financial crisis in the state of 
parish finances. All of the societies chosen for this study experienced significant funding 
changes within the period. Analysis of the societies’ subscription lists contained in annual 
reports suggests two models of declining support: ‘Model 1’ represents a decline in male 
supporters (both numerically and proportionately); and ‘Model 2’ represents a decline in both 
male and female supporters. All of the societies attributed their waning finances to the fact 
that their wealthy benefactors were dying and were not being replaced with a new generation 
of philanthropists. For example, in 1911 the ELCF referred to the substantial decline in 
subscriptions: ‘It points unmistakeably to the fact that gaps which appear in the list, chiefly 
through the deaths of old friends, have not been filled up with new names’.563 This 
observation is important because the subscriber base for these organizations differed; all of 
the organizations were noting that a particular generation of wealthy supporters were passing 
away and were not being replaced by a new younger generation. During the period 1860 to 
1914, the gender of the typical funder for these societies had changed. For example, the 
profile of the typical funder of the BLF and the amount that they gave changed dramatically 
within the period. The typical supporter in the 1860s and 1870s was a man giving an amount 
in the ‘£2 to under £10’ band. The situation in 1912 was completely different, the typical 
funder then was a woman (more likely a spinster) giving a small amount of less than one 
pound. Analysis of these changes has highlighted the disappearance of the wealthy business 
man from the society’s subscription lists in the later period. 

In parallel with the decline in giving to Anglican voluntary organizations, a crisis in the 
state of parish finances, after the 1870s, has also been noted by researchers. This period was 
marked by the publication of several books and pamphlets which expressed the tension 
between the need for church organizations to have money and for the need for the money to 
                                                 
559 Lewisham History and Archives Centre, Ms.A/69/18/1/1, Society of the Treasury of God Minute Book 1886 

to 1920, 9 January 1886. 
560 J. Silvester, A Pioneer of Proportionate Giving: A Brief Memoir of the Rev. E.A. Watkins, (Clacton-on-Sea, 

1912), pp.3-8. 
561 F.H. Rooke, Systematic Almsgiving, a paper, revised, with note, (London, 1890). 
562 Henry Lansdell, The Sacred Tenth: or, studies in tithe-giving, ancient and modern, (London: SPCK, 1906), 

Vol. 2, p.527. 
563 London Diocesan Magazine, April 1911, p. 116. 
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be raised in an ‘ethically appropriate’ manner.564 The problem with these new methods was 
that it was the money that was the thing that mattered, not how it was obtained.565 John 
Priestly Foster said that it was specifically this slow destruction of the ethos of giving that was 
responsible for the poor state of the funds of churches and charitable institutions. He 
dismissed economic reasons for being responsible for this poor financial state because he 
argued that logically if the economy was the reason, then bazaars would also struggle to raise 
funds for charitable objects. Foster’s particular concern was that the new generation of 
Christians was growing up equating Christian charity with bazaars and other fundraising 
methods that coaxed money from individuals.566 But this was indeed the situation after the 
1870s. Simon Green, in his study of Yorkshire churches, reported that after the mid-1870s 
bazaars became a significant mode of raising money for local churches; becoming particularly 
significant as a proportional source of church funding after the 1890s.567 This basic change in 
financing local churches constituted a fundamental ethical change in what Green calls the 
‘doctrine of voluntary beneficence’.568 This financial crisis of debt, in local churches, was also 
noted in both Reading and Croydon after the 1890s.569 Jeremy Morris also makes the 
significant point that this financial crisis in parish finances was occurring at a time when the 
number of communicants in the Anglican Church was increasing.570 Essentially, this shift 
from forms of finance that involved obligation to forms of finance that involved an exchange 
of goods, meant that this important sense of obligation was lost. The churches had, ‘shifted 
their base of supply. They had ceased to depend on their members, at least as the real 
foundation of their financial organization’ and therefore perpetuated their own demise.571 
 
Conclusion 
The paper argues that the Christian stewardship revival of the mid-nineteenth century failed to 
take root in the Anglican Church. The consequence of this was that the Church experienced, 
from the end of the nineteenth century, a decline in giving; this decline in giving was 
particularly marked in men and in corporate bodies. This is because the later generations had 
not been influenced by the stewardship campaigns of the 1850s and 1860s. As the Church 
experienced a decline of giving, the void was replaced by a rise in fundraising. In summary, 
the new generations of Christians growing up after the 1870s did not have the close 
financially supportive relationship with their church that the previous generation had 
experienced. This generation grew up with the experience that money should be given in 
exchange for some form of entertainment; that there should be some form of coercion or 
motivation in order to give. Writing in the 1990s, the Central Board of Finance’s booklet, 
Receiving and Giving: the basis, issues and implications of Christian Stewardship commented 
that it ‘has been said that the Church of England has not so much a problem of finance as a 
problem of giving’.572 And this ‘problem of giving’ was a problem that the Church created for 
itself through its lack of a consistent ongoing education in stewardship in the late nineteenth 
century. In conclusion, the Church’s attempt to convert the pockets of the laity was short lived 
and failed to transfer its message to the next generation of church goers. 
                                                 
564 S.J.D. Green, Religion in the Age of Decline: Organisation and Experience in Industrial Yorkshire, 1870-

1920, (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1996), p.131. 
565 D.A. Hunter Johnston, Stewardship and the Gospel, (Exeter: Short Run Press, 1995 abridged second edition), 
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566 Foster, Fancy Fair Religion, pp. 24, 135-36. 
567 Green, Religion in the Age of Decline, p.169. 
568 Ibid., p.131. 
569 S. Yeo, Religion and Voluntary Organisations in Crisis, (London: Croom Helm, 1976), p.81; J.N. Morris, 

Religion and Urban Change: Croydon, 1840-1914, (Woodbridge: Boydell, 1992), pp.43-44. 
570 Morris, Religion, p. 183; C. Brown, The Death of Christian Britain: understanding secularization, 1800-
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According to the Protestant principle of the Sola Scriptura, each convert should read the 
Bible. The long-term consequences of such incentive to increase literacy were studied as an 
alternative to Max Weber’s theory of the Protestant Ethic to explain the economic success of 
regions early converted to Protestantism (Becker, 2009; Woodberry, 2012). Protestant 
missionaries were also the first to import to Africa the techniques to print and diffuse written 
texts. Our paper shows the long-term consequences on newspaper development of the early 
introduction of the printing presses in sub-Saharan Africa by Protestant missionaries. 

Our hypothesis is that the early arrival of the printing press to several missionary 
stations explains the differences in the supply and demand for newspapers in sub-Saharan 
Africa nowadays. The printing press was made available for the local population in mission 
stations whereas everywhere else the written culture was thought as something reserved to the 
elite (Woodberry, 2012). The early accessibility of the printing technology enabled the local 
development of a culture of writing and diffusing texts and pamphlets, helping the emergence 
of the democratic system, which requires frequent participation from informed citizens. 

The first African newspaper intended for black readers, the Umshumayeli Wendaba, 
was published in 1837 and printed at the Wesleyan Missionary Society in Cape Colony. 
Similarly the Iwe Irohin started in 1859 as a publication directed by the Reverend Henry 
Townsend from the Anglican Church missionary society in Nigeria. 

African newspapers’ development was therefore catalysed as missionaries’ initially 
religious enterprise in Africa transformed into a political one. Omu (1978) describes this 
evolution in Nigeria: ‘The missionary newspapers (…) gave inspiration to African people 
who inherited the idea of the newspaper and came to employ it as a chief weapon by which 
they were to exercise their power of participation the government of their land’. 

Why should the early development of newspapers persist over time? First, the printing 
press is an expensive capital investment with very large transportation costs. Moreover, 
because it requires specific ‘know-how’, missionaries conducted specific education 
investments (like industrial schools) close to the printing press. The printing technology is a 
costly innovation to diffuse, in particular in regions with important financial constraints; 
consequently, they were hardly available to the native population outside Protestant missions. 

                                                 
573 This paper summarizes the main findings of a larger and more detailed research paper. It is available from the 

authors upon request. 
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We present a two-stage least squares (2SLS) estimation of the impact of newspaper 
readership on political participation and political culture outcomes. We find that the distance 
to the printing press has a strong and significant negative effect on current newspaper 
readership. Using this estimation as a first stage, we show that reading the news on a monthly 
basis improves attitudes towards political participation in the second stage. 
 
Related literature 
Political economy has studied whether information can affect political outcomes. DellaVigna 
et al. (2007) find that the increasing coverage of Fox News in the US increased the likelihood 
of voting for the Republicans in 2000. Similarly, Enikolopov et al. (2011) show that the 
availability of an independent national T.V. channel in Russia enhanced support for the 
political opposition. Stromberg (2004) shows that the introduction of the radio in the 1920s 
increased the voting population in gubernatorial races. Our paper contributes to this literature, 
exploring historical determinants of newspapers’ development to find an instrument for media 
access in sub-Saharan Africa. 

Second, we contribute to the literature on the long-term consequences of historical 
events. Acemoglu et al. (2001) show that Europeans colonizers developed better institutions 
in places where they settled as opposed to places they exploited. La Porta et al. (2008) argue 
that the legal systems of the colonizers were not optimally adapted for the New World, 
especially the French Civil Law (Glaeser, 2002), causing development inequalities in the 
colonized world. New approaches to this question include more micro-oriented studies. Nunn 
(2009) reviews in detail this literature. Our paper shows that legal origins combined with 
geographical and institutional characteristics of the colonies determined long-term 
development through the press. Protestant missions were able to develop printing centres and 
schools mainly in foreign British colonies, because the Crown accepted delegation of public 
tasks (education and health), as opposed to the French highly centralized colony 
administration. 

Finally, we contribute to the literature on the effects of Protestantism on economic 
outcomes. Weber (1930) argues that the Protestant Ethic is a pillar of economic success in 
capitalistic societies. Becker (2009) and Cantoni (2011) emphasize the role of education and 
literacy to explain why Protestant regions developed faster. Our paper shows how Protestant 
missionaries allowed a technological and capital transfer in sub-Saharan regions affecting 
regional long-term development. 
 
Data description  
We digitize and geocode all the maps of Africa from the Geography and Atlas of Christian 
Missions (Dennis, 1903). The atlas provides extended statistical information for each mission 
centre. From this dataset we identify all the missions that invested in the printing press prior 
to 1903. We also obtain information on all the types of investments conducted in each mission 
centre and the mission’s denomination. 

We use the Afrobarometer to gather individual subjective data on a series of social 
capital and political outcomes, individual characteristics and the frequency of newspaper 
reading, listening to the news in the radio or watching the news on television. There are 17 
sub-Saharan countries in the 2005 Afrobarometer surveys: Botswana, Ghana, Kenya, Lesotho, 
Malawi, Namibia, Nigeria, South Africa, Tanzania, Uganda, Zambia, Zimbabwe, Benin, 
Madagascar, Mali, Senegal and Mozambique. Surveys are based on interviews conducted in 
the local languages of random sample of either 1,200 or 2,400 individuals of voting age in 
each country. It covers approximately 21,000 nationally representative individuals. 
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Distance to the printing press and newspaper readership 
Specification and identification strategy 
Let i be the individual index, j the town-level geographic index, and c the country-level 
geographic index. Our identification model is defined in equation (1). 
 

 (1) 

 is a vector of individual-level observable characteristics,  a vector of village-level 
observable characteristics,   country fixed-effects and is the individual-village-country 
level error term. The dependent variable  is a binary variable indicating whether 
respondent i in village j and country c reads, nowadays, a newspaper at least once a month. 
The independent variables of interest are contained in matrix , these are the log-
distance of town i in country c to the closest mission in 1903 and to the closest mission that 
imported a printing press before 1903. Our hypothesis predicts that only the latter should have 
a significant negative effect on the dependent variable. 

Individual controls  are the age respondents, age squared, sex, education, religion, 
geography (urban or rural location), cash and water constraints. 

Village-level controls  includes village and ethnicity-level controls: distance to the 
capital city, historical distance to the coast, the fraction of land within 10km of water and the 
historic exposure to the trans-Atlantic and Indian slave trades, pre-colonial population density, 
population density in 2005, malaria ecology and the current distance from the coast. 
 

Distance to the printing press 
Table 1: OLS. Impact of distance to the closest mission with a printing press on newspaper 

readership today 
 All All 200 km 150 km 

Distance Press -0.030*** -0.016** -0.015** -0.016** 
 (0.011) (0.007) (0.008) (0.008) 
Distance Mission -0.035*** -0.001 -0.000 -0.005 
 (0.006) (0.005) (0.006) (0.006) 
Observations 21330 17537 14189 12529 
Controls No Yes Yes Yes 
Clusters 2270 2109 1681 1520 
Adjusted R2 0.118 0.321 0.313 0.308 

 
Table 1 presents the results from the OLS regression of the impact of the distance to a 

mission with a printing press on newspaper readership. Columns (2)-(4) show that controlling 
for individual and town level characteristics, distance to the closest mission in 1903 plays no 
role in predicting newspaper readership whereas an increase by one standard deviation of the 
logarithm of the distance to the closest mission with a printing press significantly reduces the 
probability of reading a newspaper by 4 per cent of a standard deviation. 

Variance decomposition from column (3) gives that all covariates explain around 21 per 
cent of the dependent variable variation. Of this variation, around 0.2-2 per cent is explained 
by distance to the printing press in 1903. 

Finally, the result is robust to restricting the sample to regions that were all ‘treated’ by 
the close presence of a mission station, confirming the hypothesis that early access to the 
printing press was important per se for the long-term development of newspaper readership 
and that this relationship is not entirely explained by a larger human capital accumulation 
around Protestant missions. 
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Instrumental variable 
Printing press locations among missionary stations may not be exogenous.  In this section, we 
use denomination of each mission to construct an instrumental variable that checks the 
robustness of previous section’s approach. 

DenominationPP gives the denomination-level average number of printing presses all 
around the world, outside sub-Saharan Africa. We use this variable to construct an instrument 
for the distance to the closest printing press for each town in 1903. DenominationPP is not 
significantly correlated with geographic characteristics and investments of mission stations in 
sub-Saharan Africa, whereas it does predict presence of a printing press in 1903575. Therefore 
DenominationPP qualifies as a valid instrument for the probability that a mission has a 
printing press. 
 

Table 2: IV. Impact of distance to the closest mission with a printing press in 1903 on 
newspaper readership today 

Radius k Sample 
  All 200 km 150 km 
10km -.23** -.23** -.13**  
 (-0.101) (-0.11) (-0.065) 
20km -.08* -.09** -0.07 
 (-0.044) (-0.047) (-0.043) 
30km -.13** -.12** -.09**  
 (-0.047) (-0.05) (-0.045) 
40km -.08** -.07* -0.06 
 (-0.036) (-0.039) (-0.039) 
50km -0.04 -0.03 -0.02 
 (-0.032) (-0.034) (-0.035) 
60km -0.03 -0.02 -0.01 
 (-0.027) (-0.029) (-0.03) 
70km -.05* -0.04 -0.03 
 (-0.026) (-0.029) (-0.03) 
80km -.05* -0.04 -0.03 
 (-0.026) (-0.029) (-0.03) 

 
Table 2 gives the results from the IV regression, when the log distance to the closest printing 
press in 1903 is instrumented with indicators . We test different values of k from 10 to 
80km.576  Our results are robust to this specification, keeping always the same sign although 
they tend to be less significant for the biggest radius. The magnitude is always stronger than 
in the OLS case, especially for short distances, implying that if anything our OLS approach is 
underestimating the effect of the historical closeness to a printing press. 
 
Newspaper readership and political participation 
OLS estimation 
Table 3 gives the results from the OLS regression of different indicators of political 
participation and political social capital on newspaper readership, two binary variables 
indicating whether respondent listens (resp. watches) to the news on the radio (resp. on T.V.) 
at least once a week, and the controls detailed in regression (1).  In column (1), dependent 
variable Meeting is an indicator ranging from 0 to 4 indicating how frequently respondent 
attends to local meetings.  In column (2), dependent variable Listen is a binary variable 
                                                 
575 Results available upon demand. 
576 Results of the first stage are available upon demand. 
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indicating whether respondent feels he can discuss politics in his community. Finally, 
dependent variable Free Press, reported in column (3) is a binary variable indicating whether 
respondent thinks that press should be independent from the government. 
 
Table 3: OLS: newspaper readership on political participation and political social capital577 

 (1) (2) (3) 
 Meetings Listen Free Press 
Read News 0.109*** 0.056*** 0.039*** 
 (0.025) (0.014) (0.011) 
Watch News Monthly -0.011 0.010 0.041*** 
 (0.029) (0.014) (0.012) 
Listen News Monthly 0.225*** 0.029 0.039*** 
 (0.032) (0.018) (0.014) 
Observations 14126 10169 14189 
Controls Yes Yes Yes 
Clusters 1681 1607 1681 
Adjusted R2 0.175 0.0433 0.0557 

 
For all dependent variables, the results are positive and statistically significant. 

Moreover, they are of the same order of magnitude as for the other mass media. An increase 
of one standard deviation in newspaper readership increases meeting attendance by 1 per cent 
of a standard deviation, discussion environment by 0.5 per cent of a standard deviation and 
beliefs about importance of press freedom by 0.3 per cent of a standard deviation. 

OLS estimations can however be biased if there is (i) reverse causation: some people 
read newspapers because, since they participate in political life, they need to be informed, or 
(ii) simultaneous causation: there is an omitted variable bias – as an individual taste for both 
information and political participation – that causes at the same time an increase in newspaper 
readership and in political participation. In order to deal with these endogeneity problems, we 
instrument newspaper readership using the distance to a mission with a printing press. 
 
Two-stage least squares estimation 
Table 4 shows estimation results when regressing the same dependent variables as in the 
previous section, on newspaper readership instrumented with  from equation (1), 
individual and town-level controls. 
 

Table 4: IV Newspaper readership on political participation and political social capital578 
 (1) (2) (3) 
 Meeting Listen Free Press 
Read News 4.648* 2.350* 1.215 
 (2.676) (1.360) (0.820) 
Watch News Monthly -1.257* -0.599* -0.282 
 (0.737) (0.361) (0.226) 
Listen News Monthly 0.072 -0.057 -0.002 
 (0.104) (0.061) (0.034) 
Observations 14126 10169 14189 
Controls Yes Yes Yes 
Clusters 1681 1607 1681 
Adjusted R2 -1.776 -3.219 -0.767 

 

                                                 
577 Sample is restricted to cities for which the closest historical mission station is located at less than 200 km. 
578 Sample is restricted to cities for which the closest historical mission station is located at less than 200 km. 
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Newspaper readership has a strong and significant impact on attendance to local 
meetings and political discussion environment. However, it does not have any effect on 
whether people support freedom of the press.  Therefore, if one may think of a causation 
channel for historical development of the press on current political participation it is mostly 
going to be through a purely informational channel rather than because an institutional 
environment, more suitable for democratic expression (a political social capital) has 
developed.  In further work, we plan to determine whether political social capital develops 
more in regions with a better institutional environment. 
 
Conclusion 
We explore historical determinants of newspapers’ development in sub-Saharan Africa to 
identify the causal effect of newspaper readership on political participation. We show that 
there is a negative correlation between the distance to the printing press in 1903 and 
newspaper readership nowadays. Evidence from a variety of identification strategies suggests 
that the relationship is causal. 

We estimate the impact of newspaper readership instrumented by the distance to the 
printing press on political participation. We find that through its persistent impact on 
newspapers demand and supply, the early arrival of the printing press in some places has a 
long lasting effect on political participation. 

These findings are important for various reasons. First we provide a new instrument for 
researchers willing to estimate the impact of newspapers on different outcomes in 
contemporary Africa. Second, we find that the persistent effect of Protestantism on economic 
development goes beyond literacy and education. Finally, we investigate a new channel 
through which history affects contemporaneous development. 
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Introduction 
The nineteenth century Canadian economy is often argued to have under-performed relative 
to the United States.  Observers have pointed fingers at Canadian manufacturers, who they 
felt lacked innovative effort and/or ability.  This failure was advocated by various authors and 
focused on the sluggish responsiveness in adapting production decisions to domestic market 
conditions.579 

A great deal of recent literature has successfully attempted to restore the reputation of 
Canadian relative to American producers, by challenging the claims of inefficient input 
responses in Canadian manufacturing.580  However, Canadian failure relative to the United 
States is still clearly visible in comparisons of real output per capita and labour productivity.  
In terms of invention, innovation and economies of scale, other settler economies such as 
Canada, Australia and Argentina seemed to lack the dynamism that the large domestic market 
of the United States provided. 

Figure 1 displays real GDP per capita for several countries relative to the United States.  
This comparison highlights the problem in focusing studies of Canada on the United States.  
When compared with other output leaders like Australia and New Zealand there is little 
evidence suggestive of a long-term productivity shortfall.  The first goal of this paper is to 
challenge the legitimacy of Canadian failure by drawing on the literature surrounding ‘settler’ 
economies and shifting comparative analysis towards Australia. 

The second goal is to explain relative Canadian success by unifying various narratives 
on Canadian growth in the existing literature.  Typical explanations surround the proximity to 
the United States, quality of institutions, openness to trade, adoption of new technology and 
importance of staple exports.  An attempt will be made to quantify these potential 
explanations for Canadian success relative to Australia. 
 

Figure 1: Real GDP per capita relative to the US (1990 Int. GK$) 

 
                                                 
579 For example see Naylor (1975). 
580 For example see Wylie (1989). 
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Existing literature 
Recently there has been a renewed interest in the comparative economic history of ‘settler’ 
economies.581  The existing literature suggests the most useful countries for comparative 
analysis with Canada are: Australia, Argentina, New Zealand, and South Africa.  Similarities 
between these countries include their land and resource abundance, staples-based export-
oriented development, smaller domestic markets with lower potential for economies of scale, 
relatively high real income per capita, and inherited European institutions. 

Studies on ‘settler’ economies typically look at divergence in growth as the result of 
differences in trade policy (tariffs), land policy (property rights) or geography (staple 
resources).  Good examples that highlight the role of trade, institutions and staples production 
as factors in comparative growth are Schedvin (1985) or Greasley & Oxley (1998).  However, 
some key problems arise in most analysis on ‘settler’ economies.  Firstly, there seems to be 
too much ex-ante acceptance of one ‘smoking gun’ in explaining why some countries 
succeeded and others failed.  A common mistake is to ignore the basic implications of 
neoclassical growth models; institutions amongst ‘settler’ economies were generally ‘good’ 
and relative growth stories may have been influenced heavily by catch-up growth. 

Secondly, not enough relevant quantitative evidence supports the claims made in most 
studies.  While there are lots of qualitatively reasonable explanations for differing 
comparative outcomes there is little quantitative evidence in most cases.  Moreover, one 
policy or institutional factor is often considered but no attempt is made to determine its 
relative significance. 

Finally, it should be emphasized that most studies are limited in the extensiveness with 
which their data can meaningfully comment on comparative growth.  Existing studies use 
only aggregate output data that does not take account of any sectoral patterns in output or 
productivity.582 
 
Description of data 
Analysing productivity trends in the Canadian economy back to the nineteenth century 
requires a time series on output and employment by sector.  Obtaining this is not a trivial task 
as there is no long-run output series connecting the pre and postwar data.  Moreover, sectoral 
data on real output prior to the Second World War are only available after 1935.  Nominal 
output data are available by sector from Urquhart (1986) but must be deflated. 

Altman (1992) suggests appropriate sources for sector specific price deflators before 
1926. Many of the original sources used by Altman to construct various wholesale prices up 
to 1926 actually cover a longer period and can be extended beyond 1926.  Sectoral real GDP 
was brought up to the present period using several editions of the Canadian Economic 
Observer.  The data on real GDP have been organized into a series for the aggregate economy 
and for the three main sectors of agriculture, industry, and services for ease of international 
comparisons. 

Australian data on real GDP by sector are conveniently provided in Butlin (1962).  The 
difficulty in creating a long-run real output series by sector for the Australian economy is 
primarily in linking pre and postwar data. I have followed Broadberry & Irwin (2007) by 
linking pre and postwar data using Haig (2001).  This approach produces a series that is 
extremely consistent with successive versions of Maddison data based on backward projection 
from a present benchmark.  Figure 2 provides a comparison of my relative GDP series 
(benchmarked using Maddison’s 1990 $GK PPP and the 1990 exchange rate) with the 
Maddison series. 

                                                 
581 Here I am referring to journal publications from authors such as: Ian McLean, Les Oxley, David Greasley, 

John Fogarty, and Tim Rooth, as well as several unpublished studies 
582 Data in most studies are usually comparative aggregate GDP per capita from Maddison. 
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Figure 2: CAN/AUS PPP Adj. Aggregate real GDP per capita 

 
 
A benchmark for 1936/37 
Comparison of the Canadian and Australian sectoral indexes on real output and labour 
productivity in levels requires estimates in a common currency for a benchmark year.  To pin 
down the comparative long-run real output series I have constructed a benchmark for 1936/37 
adjusted for Purchasing Power Parity (PPP).  The 1936/37 benchmark was chosen as this is 
the earliest date the Australian Bureau of Statistics published a detailed account of primary 
and secondary industries that covers quantities and values of manufactured goods produced. 

Table 1 provides the broad sectoral PPPs.583  For all sectors the PPPs are based on 
relative unit values of goods and services derived from quantities and values of gross output.  
Data on Canadian unit values for 1936 are contained in the Historical Statistics of Canada 
(1965) and the Canada Year Book (1937).  Data on Australian unit values for 1936/37 are 
from the Australian Production Bulletin (1938), the Australian Year Book (1938) and Butlin 
(1962).  Relative unit values are combined into PPPs for disaggregated sectors using either 
gross output weights or value added weights.584 

 
Since the exchange rate in 1936 was $3.95 CAN / £1 AUS, a PPP for any sector or 

subsector below (above) 3.95 indicates a comparative advantage in Canada (Australia).  All 
the agricultural PPPs fit with the expected relative resource based comparative advantages.  
The PPP of 4.34 for manufacturing indicates that Australian goods were cheaper than 

                                                 
583 Detailed tables for all sectors and sub-sectors are shown in the appendix to the full paper. 
584 Disaggregate sectors are given in the full paper. 
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Canadian goods in 1936.  I believe the explanation for this is related to the importance of 
staple linkages in supporting both a manufacturing sector aimed at the domestic market and 
one that produces goods for the export market.  Thus, the lower relative competitiveness of 
Canadian manufacturing implied by the 1936 PPP is connected to the shift in Canadian 
industry towards a more diverse manufacturing base. 

The service sector PPP of 3.45 indicates a comparative advantage for Canadian services.  
Data are very limited in services and these results are based on cost advantages in Canadian 
railroad transportation and in personal, professional and domestic services.  These results 
seem to indicate the success of Canada in converting its early staples growth of the late 
nineteenth century into infrastructure and final demand linkages. 

As a final check on the validity of the 1936/37 benchmark I have followed Broadberry 
& Irwin (2007) with the use of additional benchmarks.  The 1997 benchmark has been created 
using value added and sectoral PPPs from the KLEMS database.  Table 1 gives the summary 
of the 1997 PPPs. 
 
PPP adjusted comparisons 
Figures 3-4 highlight relative PPP adjusted Canadian/Australian real GDP per capita in 
industry and overall based on the 1936/37 benchmark (the 1997 boundary based on the 
KLEMS PPP has also been included).  Canadian aggregate real GDP per capita was 
significantly lower than that of Australia in 1871. Canada was able to improve its output per 
capita from less than half of the Australian level to parity by the First World War.  A 
persistent gap was generally maintained over the Australian level in the twentieth century. 

Figures 5-6 display aggregate and industrial PPP adjusted relative labour productivity.  
Canadian aggregate labour productivity from 1871-91 was very low and did not increase at all 
relative to Australia.  Sectoral analysis reveals that relative Canadian labour productivity was 
constant in industry and rising marginally in services but falling in agriculture.585  Between 
1891-1901 all sectors of Canadian production saw large relative gains in labour productivity. 

After 1901, both the Australian agricultural and service sectors had bounced back.  Only 
Canadian industry had continued its relative productivity growth over the period and was at a 
local maximum just before the First World War.  After the Second World War, until the 
1970s, Canadian labour productivity remained well above the Australian level. Sectoral 
analysis reveals that it was industry that had sustained the large Canadian advantage over 
Australia in aggregate productivity. 

                                                 
585 See the full paper for figures on services and agriculture. 
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Explaining divergent outcomes 
A significant contribution of this paper is to quantitatively approach the question of why 
Canada caught up and overtook Australia in output per capita.  As previously discussed, 
authors have suggested factors such as: proximity to the United States and the importance of 
access to its markets through trade, the influence of technology transfer, the quality of labour 
markets, and the role of staple exports.  Several variables were created to analyse these 
factors. 

Figure 7 provides information on the direction of Canadian trade with the United States 
and the United Kingdom.  Figure 8 shows the breakdown of total exports by degree of 
manufacture.  Figure 9 displays relative Canadian/Australian average effective tariffs 
(measured as customs collected over imports).  Figure 10 displays the total Canadian patents 
issued to foreigners relative to Canadians.  Figures 11 and 12 display the real value of 
principal staple exports in each country. 
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Measuring the significance of explanations for relative Canadian/Australian success is 
done using a simple OLS framework.  I begin with a brute force approach by regressing 
relative GDP per capita on all of the variables created and a lag dependent variable to account 
for annual changes that are not relevant in my thesis.  The regression is improved on by 
removing variables that are statistically insignificant and less important theoretically. The 
final regression discards the lag dependent variable in order to prove the results are not 
dependent on spurious annual fluctuations. 

An augmented dickey-fuller test on relative GDP per capita does not result in a rejection 
of the null hypothesis of non-stationarity.  To address this, I have calculated relative GDP per 
capita growth rates to act as the dependent variable in alternate specifications.  Converting the 
dependent variable into a growth rate also allows the inclusion of the lag GDP per capita 
variable to measure catch-up growth.  I am able to reject the null of non-stationarity in all of 
the independent variables.  Table 2 gives the results of my regression analysis. 
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Several observations can be drawn from the results.  The share of total imports coming 

from the United States does seem to play some part in Canadian success.  Both the share of 
fully manufactured goods exported, and the share of manufactured goods exported 
specifically to the United States are significant. The sign on the manufacturing share variable 
is negative.  This implies that it was beneficial to have access to the United States market with 
respect to fully manufactured goods but that focusing on manufactured goods over raw 
material exports was a hindrance to growth. 

The importance of staple exports is indicated by the strong and robust significance of 
the relative staples index.  When the real value of Canadian staple exports relative to Australia 
grows above what the ratio was in 1871 there is a positive impact on Canadian relative real 
GDP per capita. This seems to support a long-run staples thesis of growth. 

The most striking result seems to come from the patenting variables intended to 
measure the transfer and adoption of technology.  The share of patents in Canada issued to 
foreigners has a very strong and statistically significant impact on relative GDP per capita.  It 
appears Canada benefited significantly from foreign technology transfer relative to Australia.  
Clearly the proximity to the United States and the desire of Americans to utilize profitable 
technology in the Canadian economy was important. 
 
Conclusions 
When compared with Australia, instead of the United States, Canadian industry and services 
appear to have performed extremely well in statistics on real output and labour productivity.  
Manufacturing exports increased in importance generally and there was an eventual boom in 
manufactured goods exported to the United States. 
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The results also show that Canadian staple resources remained a key factor in export-led 
growth.  Canada was extremely successful in maximizing the opportunities provided to 
resource abundant countries.  In contrast, Australia did not maximize its comparative 
advantages or was not as successful in generating comparable productivity gains in industry 
and services by exploiting linkages. 

A significant observation in this research appears to be the importance of technology 
transfer and adoption.  Canada issued a higher level of patents to foreigners (mainly 
Americans) relative to the domestic population.  As Canada was not on the technology 
frontier it made sense to maximize the use of cost-efficient foreign technology. 
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Von Thünen south of the Alps: efficiency vs. access to 
markets in the Italian interwar agricultural divergence 

 
Pablo Martinelli, Universidad Carlos III de Madrid, European University Institute 

(pabmarti@clio.uc3m.es; pablo.martinelli@eui.eu) 
Supervisor: Professor Giovanni Federico 

 

Introduction 
This paper takes an economic geography approach to explore the patterns of Italian interwar 
agriculture and its role in the long lasting Italian regional divide. After framing the Southern 
falling behind, I introduce a new cross section database on Italian agriculture around 1930 at a 
fine geographical level of disaggregation. From it, I estimate agricultural TFP throughout the 
country, which suggests that efficiency differences did not drive the Southern agricultural 
failure during the interwar years. Hence, I turn to an explanation of the divergence exclusively 
based on factor accumulation, building upon a neoclassical version of the Von Thünen model 
of land use. Results point out that the geographical allocation of factors of production was 
indeed shaped by access to domestic non-agricultural markets, which in turn shaped output 
and land rents. Hence, the initial industrial divergence is causally connected with the 
subsequent agricultural one by a simple demand mechanism: it was the growth of Northern 
industry that led to the growth of Northern agriculture, and not vice-versa. 
 

The Italian agricultural divergence 
Southern Italy, the so-called Mezzogiorno, is often cited as a paradigm of convergence failure. 
At least in the European context, it may even be ‘the’ paradigm of convergence failure. As 
such, it has been the object of scholarly debates for decades. However, systematic quantitative 
research on the North-South divergence has only been produced in recent years (Felice, 
2011). The new picture emerging from the historical reconstruction of national accounts at 
regional level roughly confirms the conventional wisdom of a Southern economic failure, but 
the timing of the process and its components are substantially reshaped. Thanks to an initially 
successful agricultural performance, the income of Southern Italians was only slightly below 
the national average as late as at the end of the nineteenth century. The emergence of an 
income gap between the two main sections of the country is now considered much more an 
issue of the interwar years than a direct consequence of Unification in 1861. Even more 
challenging to the conventional wisdom is the breakdown by sector of the divergence. 
Agriculture was traditionally considered the villain of the story: a poor Southern agricultural 
performance, usually attributed to inefficient institutions, kept incomes low, was unable to 
release employment to the rest of the economy and, ultimately, inhibited the industrial 
development of the Southern economy (Zamagni, 1993). This causality seems now 
implausible (Cohen & Federico, 2001). Agricultural labour productivity was higher in the 
South than in the North towards the turn of the century, when an industrial gap had already 
emerged. Only during the interwar years did Southern agriculture experience a growth failure: 
output increasingly concentrated in Northern regions, while employment shares remained 
constant throughout the country. 
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Figure 1: Southern Italy agriculture’s falling behind (I) - declining share of national output 

 
 

Figure 2: Southern Italy agriculture’s falling behind (II) - declining relative labour 
productivity (Italy=1) 

 
 

Thus, the emergence of the Italian regional divergence was actually the result of the 
combination of this relatively late agricultural falling behind with an already ongoing 
industrial divergence. In this paper I focus on the agricultural side of the story, which explains 
approximately half of the income falling behind. Why did Southern Italian agriculture 
systematically grow at a slower rate than its Northern counterpart during the interwar years? 
Why did output progressively concentrate in Northern Italy? Every divergence in growth rates 
necessarily has as proximate causes (i) a technological divide, (ii) a divergence in the rates of 
factor accumulation or (iii) a combination of the previous two. Unfortunately, data are too 
scarce to allow quantifying each component of the divergence: there are only regional 
estimates of agricultural output at four benchmark years (Federico, 2003) and regional time 
series of agricultural capital are unavailable at all. Moreover, the ultimate causes of the 
divergence would remain obscure even if it were possible to quantify the relative shares of 
technology and factor accumulation in the whole story. Hence, I follow an alternative 
strategy. Rather than exploiting variation in the time dimension, I exploit variation in space 
which, while it does not allow us to decompose growth rates, it does allow us to gain insight 
into the mechanism underlying the Italian agricultural divergence. 
 

Italian agriculture around 1930: a new database. Output, capital and TFP 
Relying on an unexploited set of sources, I have produced the first ever estimates of Italian 
historical agricultural output and capital at a level of disaggregation lower than region, 
namely at agrarian zone level (a statistical unit used during the interwar years). While the lack 
of a comparable dataset does not allow replicating the estimates for any other year, 1930 is a 
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sort of middle-point for the period under scrutiny, when the falling behind of Southern 
agriculture was well set off. All items are valued at 1938 prices. 

The estimate of agricultural output comprises 68 products which constituted in 1938 
close to 85 per cent of all agricultural output (according to the national estimate of Federico, 
2000). Two major surveys are the main sources. For products of non-animal origin I relied on 
the Agrarian Cadastre of 1929, which gives the crop area and the output of almost every 
product for every municipality of Italy. For products of animal origin I generally relied on the 
Livestock Census of 1930. From them I estimated the Gross Sealable Production (i.e., the 
gross output after detracting re-uses within the agricultural sector). Technical coefficients and 
prices are generally taken from official statistics at the most disaggregated available level and, 
when lacking, from agricultural handbooks or farm surveys of the 1930s or earlier. The 
estimate is shown, in per hectare terms, in the following map. 
 

Agricultural Output
per Hectare 1929-30

(Lire)

<800
800 to 1,200
1,200 to 1,700
1,700 to 2,300
2,300 to 3,000
>3,000

 

Agricultural Capital 
per Hectare 1929-30

(Lire)

<1,000
1,000 to 2,000
2,000 to 3,000
3,000 to 4,000
4,000 to 7,000
>7,000

 
For the capital estimate some items are available at agrarian zone level from a variety of 

sources (including the aforementioned ones): livestock (21 varieties), trees (19 species), 
irrigation, land reclamation and terracing capital. Non-residential buildings and structures 
(such as stables, barns, hay lofts, manure depots, wine and oil facilities, etc.) are not available 
at all and are thus estimated by the demand side, using coefficients from, again, technical 
handbooks or farm surveys. Machinery, fertilizers, pesticides and fuel consumption are 
available from the official statistics at provincial level and have been assigned at agrarian 
zone level according to informed criteria. 

This new database, with 793 units of observation as against the pre-existing estimates 
for just 18 regions, enhances our understanding of Italian prewar agriculture to an extent 
usually hidden by the regional level of aggregation. Both output and capital per hectare were 
generally higher in the North than in the South, but there were areas outside the Po Valley 
with significantly high levels of both items, particularly around the main Southern cities and 
along the Arno Valley and the coasts of Liguria. Within the Northern plains, peaks of land 
productivity and factor intensity were found in the western half of the Po Valley (the area 
roughly around Milan) and along the Via Emilia. 
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Table 1: Net capital stock in agriculture grouped by main branches and regions, 1929-30 
(Million 1938 Lire) 
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PIEDMONT 0.6 1,446.2 147.0 265.6 1,234.9 1,976.9 1,195.3 170.4 6,436.9 
LIGURIA 0.0 65.5 82.5 50.2 545.3 232.4 134.4 9.6 1,119.9 
LOMBARDY 306.6 2,170.1 39.2 303.3 802.7 2,704.2 2,296.5 176.2 8,798.8 
TRENTINO-S.T. 8.5 66.5 28.0 103.7 174.8 399.3 301.8 14.5 1,097.1 
VENETIA 591.0 827.1 26.3 408.8 814.0 2,298.9 1,562.2 149.5 6,677.8 
VENETIA-JULIA 20.0 17.6 36.0 43.1 257.7 331.6 223.1 6.5 935.6 
EMILA-ROMAGNA 1,227.5 273.0 22.8 436.4 520.7 2,523.3 1,722.3 197.4 6,923.4 
TUSCANY 496.1 85.4 84.9 281.1 1,382.3 1,392.8 804.2 90.8 4,617.5 
MARCHES 17.1 9.8 17.9 106.5 257.8 574.3 338.9 27.2 1,349.5 
UMBRIA 0.0 30.4 9.8 150.5 363.6 843.8 563.8 46.1 2,007.9 
LATIUM 211.6 119.7 136.8 163.2 1,148.6 1,076.5 597.9 35.5 3,489.8 
ABRUZZI 13.6 75.9 95.1 118.0 1,194.5 810.7 442.1 26.7 2,776.6 
CAMPANIA 558.5 88.8 146.5 152.0 796.6 950.3 517.5 48.6 3,258.8 
APULIA 219.1 18.2 319.3 261.8 2,379.5 958.7 461.6 36.3 4,654.4 
BASILICATA 33.9 32.0 42.2 24.9 234.5 396.4 229.0 7.3 1,000.1 
CALABRIA 175.9 200.0 282.7 71.8 1,000.6 596.3 319.5 9.6 2,656.5 
SICILY 59.9 295.4 593.3 207.6 2,620.0 1,381.1 903.0 57.6 6,118.1 
SARDINIA 159.0 22.3 66.7 39.7 400.7 1,141.6 643.0 9.4 2,482.3 
ITALY 4,098.8 5,844.0 2,177.0 3,188.2 16,128.8 20,589.0 13,256.2 1,119.1 66,401.1 
 

With this database it is possible to turn from partial to total factor productivity, which is 
crucial in answering the question of whether Northern agriculture was actually more efficient 
than the Southern one. If the production function is of a Cobb-Douglas form, then the Total 
Factor Productivity (TFP) of the i-th agrarian zone is given by: 

 
I use the data described before, along with employment data from the population 

census, in order to obtain estimates of the coefficients �j (for all the n forms of agricultural 
capital, with j=1,..,n), �, and �, which in turn allow us to obtain a measure of TFP for every 
single agrarian zone. 
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Table 2: The production function of Italian agriculture, 1930 
Dep. Var.: Agricultural Output 

 OLS OLS OLS OLS 
 (1) (2) (3) (4) 
Capital 0.775*** 0.733***   
 (0.026) (0.029)   
Labour (Families) 0.232***  0.446***  
 (0.035)  (0.035)  
Labour (Individuals) 0.264***  0.420*** 
  (0.034)  (0.035) 
Land 0.049** 0.056*** 0.111*** 0.162*** 
 (0.023) (0.022) (0.030) (0.030) 
Reclamation 0.005*** 0.005*** 
 (0.002) (0.002) 
Irrigation 0.009*** 0.010*** 
 (0.002) (0.002) 
Working Capital 0.079*** 0.089*** 
 (0.023) (0.023) 
Tree-crops Capital 0.077*** 0.078*** 
 (0.010) (0.010) 
Grain-crops Capital 0.116*** 0.076*** 
 (0.024) (0.025) 
Animal Production Capital 0.189*** 0.176*** 
 (0.037) (0.037) 
Constant 1.024*** 1.004*** 5.128*** 4.840*** 
 (0.275) (0.266) (0.334) (0.324) 
Number of obs 793 793 793 793 
F-Statistic 2286.1 2314.6 723.9 731.3 
Prob > F 0 0 0 0 
R-squared 0.924 0.926 0.915 0.909 
Root MSE 0.289 0.285 0.308 0.318 
Wald Test for Constant Returns to Scale: 
F-Statistic 12.8 12.5 3.7 0.9 
Prob > F 0.000 0.000 0.053 0.353 
Sum of Coef. 1.055 1.053 1.033ºº 1.015ººº 
Notes: Robust standard errors in parenthesis. * significance at 10%, ** 
significance at 5%, *** significance at 1%. 

 
The sum of the coefficients is very close to one in every specification, but constant 

returns to scale are statistically confirmed only when the different components of capital are 
separately entered as regressors (pointing to limits in the substitutability among some capital 
items), and thus the results in columns (3) and (4) are preferred to those in columns (1) and 
(2). The coefficient of land in regression (4) is very close to the share of national rents in 
output around 1938 (15.6 per cent) as estimated by government officials immediately before 
the Second World War for fiscal purposes and thus the coefficients obtained in column (4) are 
considered a first best. 

The resulting TFP estimates suggest that technological differences were not driving the 
interwar divergence: while there were huge differences across the country in terms of 
productive efficiency, nothing as a North-South gradient can be identified. As a whole, 
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Southern agriculture was not more inefficient than that in the North. While it is not possible 
yet to say anything about relative trends of TFP, a technological divergence would imply even 
higher levels of Southern efficiency at the beginning of the century, a hypothesis implausible 
and inconsistent with the tentative estimates for 1911 of Federico (2007). Technological 
convergence is more likely, but then the Northern success may not be accounted for by faster 
TFP growth. 

AGRICULTURAL TFP
1930 (ITALY=1)

0.50 to 1.00
1.00 to 1.25
1.25 to 1.75
1.75 to 2.00
2.00 to 5.10

 
A Von Thünen hypothesis for a factor accumulation mechanism of the divergence 
Factor accumulation seems to be a better candidate for the explanation of the agricultural 
divergence, but it remains a proximate cause rather than an ultimate one. Whatever the 
mechanism, what made TFP or (more plausibly) factor accumulation follow a North-South 
gradient? Is it possible to merge proximate and ultimate causes of the divergence into a single 
analytic framework? A model of land use in the spirit of Von Thünen provides a simple and 
testable explanation for the factor accumulation-led divergence. Kopsidis & Wolf (2012) have 
recently used a version of it in order to successfully explain the nineteenth-century divergence 
in Prussian agriculture. Relying on their framework, I test a slightly modified version of a 
neoclassical Von Thünen model, using a single-product production function and adding 
capital as a factor of production. Moreover, data availability allows testing not just one but up 
to five predictions stemming from the model. 

The main components of the model are as follows. First, a central market city with 
given population N is exogenously located in a featureless plain. For the sake of simplicity 
agricultural production is represented by a single commodity, Q, with unitary price at the 
central market p. In any location situated at distance d from the central market, agricultural 
output is produced with a Cobb-Douglas production function. Agricultural production uses 
capital, K, labour, L, and land, T. The price of agricultural output at the central market is an 
increasing function of the city’s population. At every location situated at distance d from the 
central market, farm gates pd must discount transport costs. Transport costs are assumed to be 
of a general form, with an ad valorem (t1) component and a per unit (t2) component. Thus, 
farm gate prices at every location are increasing in the population and decreasing in distance 
from the central market city. At every location, rent per hectare Rd is defined as output valued 
at farm gate prices (y) minus production costs. Landowners’ maximization of Rd yields 
landowners factor demands which, given factors prices, denotes the equilibrium factor 
intensity (in per hectare terms). The solution of the model yields four testable equilibrium 
conditions that constitute the backbone of the research strategy, namely: 
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 (1) 

 (2) 
where the subscript d emphasizes that factor intensity at every location d is a function of its 
distance from the market city (lower cases denote variables in per hectare terms). 
Consequently, the value of output per hectare is: 

 (3) 
And it follows that equilibrium rent per hectare is: 

 (4) 
Four key variables of the model, that is labour per hectare, capital per hectare, the value 

of output per hectare and rents per hectare, are all in equilibrium increasing functions of the 
central city size. At the same time, they are all decreasing functions of distance to the city. 
This means that agricultural activity will be spatially distributed following a gradient of 
decreasing intensity around the central city. Rents, mobile inputs and output per hectare will 
all follow such a pattern. 

In order to empirically test the predictions of the model, I regress the logs of four key 
variables on a measure of access to markets that allows for a plurality of demand foci, built as 
a weighted by distance sum of the population not employed in agriculture of all the locations 
of Italy (in order to be sure that only the demand coming from outside the agricultural sector 
is considered). This measure shows that Northern Italy had a clear advantage in terms of 
access to markets. Unlike in the case of Southern cities, non-agricultural employment in the 
North spread well beyond the biggest urban centres and their hinterland, constituting a huge 
source of demand. 

Access to Markets 
(Members of 

Non-Agricultural Families)

30372 to 75000
75000 to 100000
100000 to 125000
125000 to 175000
175000 to 300000
No Data

 
The results point to an elasticity of every single variable with respect to access to 

markets close to unity. Without further considerations of the physical, economic and social 
determinants that may shape agricultural activity, access to markets alone explains close to 
one-third of the variation in output, capital and labour employment per hectare across Italy 
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and close to one-fifth of the variation of land rents. The statistical significance of the 
coefficient of access to markets is robust to the inclusion of a wide range of controls and, 
remarkably, the magnitude of the coefficient itself is hardly changed. The use of access to HP 
generated by water in 1911 in the 254 most industrialized municipalities as an instrument for 
access to markets fully confirms the initial OLS results. 

When output per hectare is simultaneously regressed on capital and labour per hectare, 
the coefficient of access to markets collapses, although it loses statistical significance only if 
access to international markets (measured by urban populations beyond 100,000 inhabitants) 
is added as a regressor. This fact points out that the effects of access to markets on output 
indeed worked though factor allocation, as predicted by the theory. 
 

Table 3: The impact of access to markets on output, factor intensity and land rents 

Dependent Variable: Agricultural Output 
per Hectare 

Agricultural Labour 
per Hectare 

(Family Members) 

Agricultural Capital 
per Hectare 

Rent 
per Hectare 

 OLS OLS OLS OLS OLS OLS OLS OLS 
 (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) 
Access to Markets (Non-
Agricultural Individuals) 1.158*** 1.154*** 1.088*** 1.247*** 1.097*** 1.042*** 1.314*** 0.938***

 (0.058) (0.092) (0.059) (0.103) (0.055) (0.099) (0.093) (0.111) 
         
Agrarian Institutions (7 
Variables) NO YES NO YES NO YES NO YES 

Socio-Demographic 
Variables (6 Variables) NO YES NO YES NO YES NO YES 

Physical Variables (6 
Variables) NO YES NO YES NO YES NO YES 

Rainfall Regime (14 
Variables) NO YES NO YES NO YES NO YES 

North-South Dummies NO YES NO YES NO YES NO YES 
Constant -5.87*** 34.92*** -12.5*** 6.524 -4.6*** -4.510 -9.7*** 44.9*** 
 (0.668) (10.015) (0.684) (9.445) (0.633) (12.817) (1.065) (11.369) 
Number of obs 793 732 793 732 793 732 733 732 
F-Statistic 399.62 68.42 334.9 52.4 397.4 49.5 200.3 135.2 
R-squared 0.329 0.752 0.324 0.717 0.316 0.679 0.195 0.863 
Root MSE 0.543 0.339 0.516 0.344 0.529 0.371 0.888 0.376 
Robust Standard Errors in Parenthesis; * significant at 10%, ** significant at 5%, *** significant at 1%. All 
variables in logarithms, when necessary transformed as ln(1+x). 
 
Conclusions 
The available quantitative evidence suggests that technological differences were not the main 
driver of the falling behind of Southern Italian agriculture in the early twentieth century. 
Conversely, data largely support the hypothesis that Italian agriculture followed a Von 
Thünen pattern, which implies that the divergence was rather driven by factor accumulation. 
The allocation of factors of production across the country was strongly shaped by access to 
demand sources. The attraction of inputs in the neighbourhoods of areas with dense non-
agricultural employment resulted in higher output per hectare and higher land rents. In this 
way, the two sides of the Italian regional divide can be causally connected: the development 
of industry and services in Northern cities stimulated the growth of Northern agriculture. 
Consequently, the failure of Southern agriculture in a period in which international markets 
was all but unexpected. 
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I/A   Creativity in Adversity: Tools of the Trade in Late Medieval 
and Early Modern England, Italy and the Low Countries 

 
Francesco Guidi-Bruscoli (Università degli Studi di Firenze) & Bart Lambert (University 
of York) 
A spider in a European web: Antonio di Francesco da Volterra and the art of networking, 

1419-59 
What set network cities like late medieval Bruges apart from their competitors, was their 
enormous human potential. Facilitated by networking institutions such as hostels, deposit 
banks and merchant guilds, the city harboured an unprecedented concentration of merchants 
with very diverse backgrounds, ambitions and capacities, who, each in their own right, 
constituted the node to another network. As a result, business opportunities grew 
exponentially and were far more than the sheer sum of foreign visitors (James Murray, 2000). 
The way in which the connections between these nodes took shape, however, has remained 
largely unexplored. Partnerships with other merchants could be endlessly adjusted, combined, 
cancelled and renewed and could have very different outcomes depending on the ones who 
contracted them. The varied and complex trading behaviour of every merchant could lead to 
unexpected opportunities but also implied a great deal of risk, potentially making deals go 
sour and businesses go bankrupt. How, then, did merchants choose the nodes in their 
networks and the ways in which to make them pay off? 

This paper will focus on the activities of Antonio di Francesco da Volterra, a Florentine 
merchant based in London and Bruges, who was confronted with the swiftly changing and 
often hostile business climate that characterized Anglo-Burgundian trade between 1419 and 
1459. Lacking the kinship structures and vast resources that most of his competitors had at 
their disposal, he was able to stand his ground against the super companies of his day for 
several decades and to build a business network that covered most of Italy, England, the 
Burgundian Low Countries, the coasts of Northern Spain and the Balearic Islands by very 
consciously selecting the partnerships he concluded and the business ventures he engaged in. 
In the end, however, his skills proved insufficient and also his meticulously woven web 
collapsed. Drawing on a wide variety of original sources, including business letters, customs 
accounts, court registers and bank ledgers, preserved in English, Belgian and Italian archives, 
we will analyse the ingredients of both his success and his downfall, investigate the role 
played by institutions and compare his experiences with those of his contemporaries. 
 
Jim Bolton (Queen Mary, University of London) 
Tools of the trade: scriveners and notaries imperial in fifteenth-century London 
Little is known about the day-to-day ways in which business was conducted in fifteenth-
century London. There are hardly any surviving mercantile accounts before the latter part of 
the century and important though the Cely letters are they describe the workings of only one 
branch of English overseas trade which by the 1470s was in sharp decline. Legal records, in 
Common Pleas and Chancery, show us where bargains or agreements went wrong, but 
interpreting the evidence they contain is often difficult and tendentious. What they do show, 
however, is the sheer amount of written material generated by the sale of imports and the 
purchase of exports, in the form of accounts, bonds and letters obligatory, the payment and 
receipt of expenses, letters of exchange drawn on correspondents in the Netherlands, Iberia 
and Italy and commercial letters about trading conditions across Europe. 

Much of this could be done ‘in house’ as it were, by the merchants themselves or by 
their servants but some could not. Letters obligatory were best drawn up by properly qualified 
scribes or scriveners, to avoid the potential pitfalls that wrongly-worded clauses or failure to 
give all the aliases of the parties involved could bring. Protests of bills of exchange, sent back 
to Italy because the payer in London or Bruges refused to pay them to the payee or recipient, 
had to be drawn up by a notary imperial, or they would not be accepted by the original taker 
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of the bill in the first instance. This short paper will examine the important role played by 
scribes and scriveners in the commercial life of fifteenth-century London and will focus, in 
particular, on the careers of two notaries imperial, William Styfford and John Chesham, both 
members of the Scriveners’ Company and active in the city from the 1420s to the 1460s. 
 
Peter Stabel & Botho Verbist (University of Antwerp) 
Business accounts and urban commercial infrastructure in a changing world: from Bruges to 

Antwerp, fourteenth-sixteenth centuries 
In the traditional narrative of European commercial development, double entry accountancy is 
always looked at as a prime symbol of western innovation, a proxy for an unstoppable 
modernity. Yet the introduction of complex accounting systems has recently been analysed in 
another framework, and is considered more as one of the many elements that constitute a 
‘pragmatic’ business strategy. This paper wants to bring together older research on the leading 
commercial cities of the Low Countries, Bruges and Antwerp – both the main commercial 
hubs in northwestern Europe in this period – (by amongst others Raymond De Roover, 
Herman Van der Wee and Wilfrid Brulez), more recent insights on fourteenth century 
financial organization in Bruges (James Murray) and on the ascent of Flemish business 
communities in early sixteenth-century Antwerp (Jeroen Puttevils) with our own research into 
late medieval Bruges (the ledgers of Wouter Ameyde, a broker between Mediterranean 
merchants and Flemish textile entrepreneurs around 1500). 

The pragmatic considerations which decided the introduction (or the abandonment) of 
complex business techniques will be stressed, while the role of institutional contexts and 
business cycles that must have defined such strategies, will be analysed. The accounts of 
Wouter Ameyde (Bruges c.1500) constitute an interesting case to test the earlier assumptions. 
Precisely because of the fact that Ameyde was struggling to master the double-entry system in 
the early stages of its introduction in the Low Countries (and in a declining business centre), 
we can clearly follow for which purposes he used and finally remodelled his ledgers. In 
particular the aims of moulding a reputation of trustworthiness and expertise, seem to be a key 
element for explaining the high investments needed for creating these semi-private/semi-
public accounting systems. 
 
Matteo di Tullio (Bocconi University) 
Manage, sell and redistribute. Commons and war in Renaissance Lombardy 
In the last few years international early modern history has drawn the attention of scholars 
interested in a fairly new field, that of the development in time of institutions for collective 
action and the management of commons in ancient societies. In this new field of research, 
however, Renaissance Italy has been neglected, in spite of the fact that the Peninsula was the 
cradle of many of these institutions. 

The goal of this paper is to understand how local societies face to a period of general 
crisis, investigating the local socioeconomic dynamics during the long period of the Italian 
Wars (1494-1559) and focusing on a boundary area, disputed by Milan and Venice. In the 
early decades of the sixteenth century, this area was constantly crossed and occupied by 
armies. The area of Geradadda particularly lends itself to the purpose of this study on account 
of its heterogeneous nature, with around twenty communities, among which some are 
populous and others are made up of a hundred or so householders, situated astride the ‘spring 
line’ and with different types of soils (more fertile in the south and less productive in the 
north and close to rivers), an area in the plain where some communities were still very strong 
on account of jurisdictional powers and demographic and socio-economic structures. This was 
a sort of self-governing province, over which in the course of time no central institution had 
been able to gain complete control, but highly desirable for foreign investors, considering the 
nature of the territory and its agriculture, the passage of important commercial routes, the 
widespread presence of smallholdings and medium-sized farms and of extensive as well as 
lucrative communal property. For these reasons this paper particularly focuses on the 
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management of commons, such as the capacity of the institutions and of the social network to 
adopt policies for the use, exploitation, rationalization and defence of local resources, 
providing both for everyday needs and emergency practices brought about by crises. This 
research is essentially based on notarial deeds, which provide detailed information on all the 
aspects relevant to this study and enable us to observe facts from different perspectives. The 
study shows how local societies were not inactive in the face of war, or in the face of relative 
socio-economic changes and the growth of the ‘modern state’. On the contrary, they 
organized in such a way that it was possible for them to cooperate in defence of local 
resources, developing innovative credit systems and encouraging a process of redistribution. 
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I/B   Economic Inequality in Pre-Industrial Europe 
 
Guido Alfani & Roberta Frigeni (Bocconi University) 
Inequality (un)perceived: the emergence of a discourse on economic inequality from the 

Middle Ages to the Age of Revolutions 
Long-term developments of economic inequality in preindustrial societies are attracting a 
growing interest from economic historians worldwide, many of whom are also very active in 
collecting new archival data and in producing reliable measures of inequality. This paper 
relates to one of these research projects, the ERC-funded EINITE – Economic Inequality 
across Italy and Europe 1300-1800, but adopts a different perspective. In fact, recent findings 
about long-term trends in inequality showing that important changes occurred well before the 
industrial revolution, lead us to wonder if, and how, also perception of inequality modified in 
time in relation to changes in inequality levels. This is still mostly unchartered territory for 
economic historians, and this paper intends to start exploring it. 

On the grounds of available databases of medieval manuscripts and early modern 
printed treatises (such as Manuscripta Mediaevalia; Manus Online; In principio; Incunabula 
ISTC; Edit16; SBN; and others), the paper analyses the occurrence of keywords in titles to 
produce quantitative analyses of the emergence of inequality/equality as a topic considered 
worthy of specific reflection. The considered keywords related to the notion of inequality 
include aequalitas; aequitas; distributio; inaequalitas; utilitas; and others. Subsequently, the 
paper analyses in greater detail key treatises to show how the notions of inequality/equality 
slowly became keywords for authors, both lay and clergy, interested in economic matters. 

The paper shows that indeed the perception of economic inequality as a matter worthy 
of specific analysis and reflection could be related to a long-term tendency to the increase in 
overall levels of economic inequality, a tendency that, if the tentative conclusions reached by 
the EINITE research project are confirmed by ongoing archival research, would date back to 
at least the time of the Black Death in the fourteenth century. The paper shows how the 
notions of equality and inequality (aequalitas and inaequalitas) appeared first in scholarly 
fields far from economic concerns, such as arithmetic, theology (equality between persons of 
the Trinity) or medicine (equality among bodily humours), and only slowly became charged 
with economic meanings. In fact, it is in the eighteenth century that we find a quick expansion 
in the use of such concepts, applied to the new social-political conditions of the European 
continent. Significantly, this process characterizes the decades immediately preceding the 
French Revolution of 1789, which, by adopting ‘égalité’ as one of its signature ideals, greatly 
contributed to enrooting ‘inequality’ as a keyword of western culture, including of western 
economics. 
 
Carlos Santiago-Caballero & Eva Fernández (Universidad Carlos III de Madrid) 
Income inequality in Madrid, 1500-1850 
The study of income inequality in pre-modern times has become a key issue in the analysis of 
economic development in the very long run. This paper will try to add new material to the 
current debate by estimating the levels of economic inequality in Spain between the late 
fifteenth and the mid-eighteenth centuries. In order to do so, we will use tax records that 
according to our first results seem to be a reasonable proxy for wealth levels. The records that 
the paper will use are located in the municipal archives of several towns and villages around 
Madrid, the capital of the Spanish monarchy. The sample of locations is well spread 
geographically around the capital including large towns with presence of activity from the 
secondary and tertiary sectors as well as other municipalities with a lower presence of 
industry and services. This will also allow us to observe if there are any differences in terms 
of economic inequality between urban and more rural areas. If the traditional literature in 
economic inequality is correct, economic inequality levels between individuals will be higher 
in more urbanized locations, while those with a primarily rural character will tend to present a 
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more egalitarian distribution of wealth. We should highlight that the tax records that we are 
planning to use are disaggregated by person, a fact that is extremely important because it will 
allow us to obtain a reliable estimation of economic inequality. Our first data obtained from 
the village of Getafe seem to indicate that the tax records also include those inhabitants who 
did not pay anything and the descendants of aristocrats. If that is the case, then we could 
obtain a sample of taxpayers that covers not just the middle part of the income distribution but 
also the tails of the poorest and richest members of the municipalities. We believe that the 
paper will help to understand the economic process of the rise of the Spanish economy during 
the sixteenth century and the decline and stagnation that followed during the seventeenth and 
the eighteenth centuries. Therefore, we should also be able to observe if periods of growth and 
crisis coincide or not with periods of increasing and decreasing economic inequality. 
 
Thijs Lambrecht (Ghent University/State Archives, Belgium) 
The welfare paradox: poor relief and economic change in England in a European 

perspective, c.1600-c.1810 
Recent evidence on material culture, calorie consumption, stature, literacy and child mortality 
suggest that the vast majority of the English rural labouring population enjoyed a higher 
standard of living than their European counterparts between 1600 and 1800. A recent study by 
Craig Muldrew (2011) has suggested that the disposable income of English labouring 
households might have quadrupled between 1690 and 1760. A vast body of quantitative and 
qualitative evidence confirms that the pre-industrial ‘landless’ English labourer was better off 
than the smallholders in most parts of continental Europe. However, during the same period, 
English poor relief expenditure rose from c.£400,000 to c.£690,000. In real terms, expenditure 
per capita doubled in England between 1696 and 1750. As the disposable income of English 
labouring households rose, the English welfare net was cast more widely. Thus, apparently, 
growing household income was accompanied by a rise in poor relief expenditure. This 
apparent paradox, already observed in the late seventeenth century, is the starting point of my 
analysis of the relationship between poor relief and socio-economic change. 

This paper reconstructs the English welfare experience under the Old Poor Law from a 
comparative perspective. Such a comparative study brings the fundamental characteristics of 
the Old Poor Law to light. Particular attention is given to the balance between the different 
parts of the welfare puzzle. Data drawn from wills indicate that charitable bequests 
experienced a spectacular decline in the course of the seventeenth century. At the onset of the 
eighteenth century, less than 5 per cent of rural wills contained charitable bequests. The 
balance between poor taxes and charitable bequests was increasingly skewed towards the 
former. Next to changes in the relative importance of charity and poor taxes, this paper 
emphasizes the declining importance of the family as a structural source of assistance. What 
characterized English welfare form a European perspective was the low level of family 
support. In most continental regions (data are produced from France, Belgium, Spain, 
Germany and Italy) the level of family support vastly exceeded public poor relief. Thus, I 
argue, English poor relief expenditure was high compared to other European regions because 
family support was low. During the course of their lifecycle English individuals found it 
much harder to command assistance from their kin members. In continental Europe on the 
other hand, the family remained the main source of assistance. In other words, the 
‘collectivity’ (Laslett) assumed the role traditionally attributed to the family. Whereas in 
continental Europe care and welfare were negotiated in a family context, England was 
characterized by welfare bargaining in a community context. This is also reflected in the 
different legal regimes on filial assistance. For example, the number of family members that 
could be held legally responsible for the welfare of their poor or old kin members was 
significantly higher in France than in England. Thus, high levels of English poor relief 
expenditure can be explained by different levels of intra-family support. 
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In this paper I also offer an explanation for these differences between England and the 
continent. My argument centres on the utility of kin and the factors that influenced the 
decisions of households to assist their family members. Following the work of Anderson I 
argue that households were instrumental in their relationship with family members. 
Assistance would only be offered if the bargain was mutually beneficial. In early-modern 
England there were some important economic forces obstructing such intra-family welfare 
bargains. First, I argue that the bargaining position of English households, especially the 
elderly, declined as a result of changes in tenurial relations. The gradual change in tenurial 
arrangements, and the shift towards leasehold since the late sixteenth century in particular, 
was one of the main factors that contributed to the rise of poor relief expenditure. Contrary to 
the classic Marxist argument I do not argue that engrossment, the loss of common rights and 
expropriation resulted in indigence and poverty and the subsequent birth of the English 
welfare system. I suggest that a tenurial regime dominated by the absence of freehold land 
(and secure transferable property rights) resulted in the loss of bargaining power of 
households and the need for an alternative welfare bargaining structure (the Old Poor Law). 
The elderly in particular were forced to turn to the collectivity for support because their 
children could not be coerced into structural help. This situation stands in stark contrast to 
most European regions. Here, the elderly exchanged their secure tenurial rights for long-term 
maintenance.  Second, changes in labour demand during the eighteenth century, and the 
decline of female outdoor employment in particular, also contributed to the rise of poor relief 
expenditure. Households would no longer board and support family members because their 
utility was limited as rural women were now predominantly working in and around the home. 
The decline of female outdoor labour implied that family members were no longer needed to 
perform unpaid domestic duties. The elderly were no longer a source of wealth and they could 
no longer contribute directly or indirectly to the household income of English labourers. In 
such a context, few young families would have been willing to come to the aid of their poor 
relatives and parents. 

Compared to peasantries in continental Europe, English labourers were not burdened by 
the care of their elderly relatives. The relative absence of family assistance in England 
probably had a significant impact on the household economy of the labouring population and 
their disposable income. English labouring households were relatively rich because they did 
not have to shoulder the financial burden of care for the elderly. 
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I/C   Merchant Communities 
 
Klemens Kaps (Universidad Pablo de Olavide, Sevilla) 
Mediators of economic integration: merchant networks between Central Europe, the 

Mediterranean and the Atlantic, 1750-1815 
The paper addresses Central European regions’ integration into long-distance and world trade 
via the Western Mediterranean and the Atlantic Sea in the second half of the eighteenth 
century. In contrast to historiographical tradition, that emphasizes linear and/or state focused 
relations and deemed this trade’s significance to be negligible, my analysis of merchant 
networks between the port cities of Trieste, Livorno, Genoa, Barcelona and Cádiz offers new 
insights on these rather little known contacts. Hereby, not only Central Europe’s role in cross-
border integration processes is to be reconsidered, but also the impact of long-distance trade 
on consumption and production at a time when the European economy was characterized by 
profound changes, is to be analysed. Starting from a critical survey of historiography, the first 
part of the paper presents the results of a network analysis making use of data on commodity 
trade and financial transactions that are mainly based on notary files of the above mentioned 
port cities between 1750 and 1815.  In a following step, these port-based merchant networks 
are traced further towards the regions in the interior, showing some examples of links with 
producers and consumers in Central European regions governed by the Habsburgs, like Milan, 
the Austrian and the Czech lands, as well as Spanish, Latin American and French regions. The 
scarcity (or lack) of information for the contacts with actors in the interior requires combining 
sources of different type like private letters, notary files and state documents. 

In the second part of the paper, the network structure is analysed more in detail, using 
various indicators of network analysis, like centrality or closeness, in order to identify key 
actors of these interactions. The characteristic of these networks is explored focusing on 
commodity purchase-sales, investment in commercial corporations and financial operations 
(mainly credits and bills of exchange) in order to address the issue, if and to what degree 
Central European based merchants were able to integrate themselves in European and/or 
global financial and commodity flows, and what kind of strategies they applied to achieve this 
goal. In addition, the sources of their capital are analysed, as the scarcity of commercial 
capital in the Habsburg Monarchy is believed to have made steady capital imports necessary 
until the early nineteenth century. On this basis, the paper intends to draw preliminary 
conclusions about the role merchant networks played for interregional market integration 
between Central Europe on one side, and the European Atlantic and Latin America on the 
other during a time of intensified proto-industrial development, agricultural rationalization 
and augmented household consumption in Europe. 
 
Emine Zeytinli (Istanbul Aydin University) 
British Ottoman commercial relations and the Levant Company 
Commercial relations between the Ottoman Empire and Britain started with the Levant 
Company, William Harborne as the merchants of London obtained concessions already 
granted to the French. Capitulations granted to the British merchants in 1580s and followed 
by the concession the Levant Company established and this can be starting the economic and 
diplomatic relations with British. Over centuries the relations were through the Levant 
Company and had been reshaped by the 1830s with the Commercial Convention. 

Great Britain as a forerunner country had a significant influence over Ottoman foreign 
trade as it was more commercialized. A trade convention, signed in 1838, it increased trade 
relations and more involvement of British goods but even before the agreement two countries 
having commercial relations already and it was mainly agricultural products and raw 
materials from the Ottoman Empire and colonial fabricated goods from the Great Britain. But 
the convention was believed to steadily increase trade steadily and the involvement of British 
traders in the interior trade of the Empire. 
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The establishing of the British Levant Company was closely related to the trade and 
privileges provided by the Ottoman government. Already during the fourteenth and fifteenth 
centuries the Ottoman government granted some merchants from the Great Britain permission 
to trade in the Empire. The Ottoman Sultan extended capitulations to the British merchants in 
the 1580s and the Levant Company was established by the trade practicing certificate from 
Queen Elisabeth I. The Ottoman government decreased the customs tariffs to 3 per cent and 
this rate was kept at 5 per cent for the European countries such as France and Holland for 
about a century until they obtained the same privilege. 

Operations of foreign firms, particularly the British Levant Company, were related to 
Ottoman foreign trade policy. Foreign firms benefited from the differences in the Ottoman 
economic system that it was different than the protectionist Western European trade partners 
that export was not encouraged and prohibited by custom barriers and quotas while imports 
were promoted as fulfilling the domestic demand, cities were a priority of the Empire. This 
allowed mercantilist foreign firms and merchants as well as the privileged British firms 
bringing new and cheap products in. 

The Levant Company operated in the Ottoman territories and had trading activities by 
carrying a monopoly power for the British trade after the sixteenth century. British merchants 
signed an agreement which is called capitulations over trading activities with the Ottoman 
authorities that British merchants and ships enjoyed trading privileges in Mediterranean. 
 
John Haggerty (University of Salford), Sheryllynne Haggerty (University of Nottingham) 

& Mark Casson (University of Reading) 
Networking with a network: The ‘Liverpool African Committee’, 1750-1810 
Historians have long been using networks as part of their analysis, and more recently, to 
nuance their understandings of networks by thinking about the problems of building and 
maintaining networks, and why they fail.586 This analysis has extended to the problems of 
institutionalized networks. This is useful because whilst institutional economics informs us of 
the benefits of institutions, and metropolitan business networks are often efficient, it is by no 
means certain that institutions as places for networking always function well, especially for 
the wider community.587 This being the case, it is worthwhile investigating actors’ 
relationships with an institution – rather than with each other – in order to try and understand 
how actors interact with a network, and why that network might fail. This area has been far 
less studied. Using regression analysis, this paper considers the relationship of Liverpool 
merchants with the ‘Liverpool African Committee’ 1750-1810, a period when adverse 
exogenous events mean that the Committee should have become more important to its 
members. 

Liverpool was Britain’s leading outport in the second half of the eighteenth century. It 
was also the leader in Atlantic trade and especially the slave trade. It therefore provides a 
good case study for studying networks in this period. The Committee of the African Company 
of Merchants trading from Britain was set up in 1750, in response to the demise of the Royal 
African Company (forthcoming in 1752), and was a trade association dominated by slave 

                                                 
586 D. Hancock, ‘The Trouble with Networks: Managing the Scots’ Early-Modern Madeira Trade’, Business 

History Review, 79, (Autumn 2005), 467-91; A. Popp, ‘Building the Market: John Shaw of Wolverhampton 
and Commercial Travelling in Early nineteenth-Century England’, Business History, 49:3 (May 2007), 
321-47; A. Forrestier, ‘Risk, Kinship and Personal Relationships in Late Eighteenth-Century West Indian 
Trade: The Commercial Networks of Tobin & Pinney’, Business History, 52:6 (2010), pp.912-31. 

587 M.C. Casson, ‘An Economic Approach to Regional Business Networks’, in John F. Wilson and Andrew Popp 
(eds.), Industrial Clusters and Regional Business Networks in England 1750-1970 (Aldershot: Ashgate, 
2003), pp.19-43; S. Ogilvie, ‘Guilds, Efficiency, and Social Capital: Evidence from German Proto-
Industry’, Economic History Review (2004), 57:2, pp.286-233; T.E. Crumplin, ‘Opaque Networks: 
Business and Community in the Isle of Man, 1840-1900’, Business History, 49:6 (Nov 2007), 780-801; J. 
and S. Haggerty, ‘The Life Cycle of a Metropolitan Business Network: Liverpool 1750-1810’, 
Explorations in Economic History, 48:2 (2011), pp.189-206. 
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traders. This was a national association but committees were set up in London, Bristol and of 
course, Liverpool. This case study uses a 100 per cent sample of Liverpool’s membership 
attendance 1750-1810, and applies regression analysis to analyse its members’ relationships 
with the Committee. The data is organized by decade in order to determine change over time, 
and control years and control actors are adopted.  Two models are then applied to the dataset: 
the first identifies the most regular attendees and the most popular times for attendance; the 
second tests for persistence and delayed persistence in attendance. We then consider these 
results against the wider economic backdrop (exogenous events). Relevant events during this 
period include the Seven Years’ War, The American War of Independence, Abolition of the 
Slave Trade, and several credit crises. For the purposes of this paper we shall focus on 
Abolition. 

The results are mixed if not surprising. Membership reached its height in the 1780s at 
the start of the abolition movement, but then declined, even as the abolition movement 
progressed and we would have expected more institutional defence of the slave trade. There 
were many positive relationships with the Committee in the 1750s, 1770s and 1790s, but far 
less positive relationships with the Committee in the 1780s and 1800s when the slave trade 
was under the most threat. This means we have to ask many questions about the use and 
understanding of networking within such an institution at this time. Why and when did people 
join? What did they see as the uses of the Committee? Why did some people have persistent 
engagement with it and others not? Why did membership, and persistent membership, decline 
when the trade was under threat? Who were the leaders? Did they engage persistently? What 
other (endogenous) events were at play? The preliminary results show that membership and 
use of the Committee was often counter-intuitive, and suggests that we have to question the 
uses and benefits of institutions for commercial networking more widely. 
Keywords: networks; institutions; Liverpool; eighteenth century; regression analysis. 
 
Deborah Woodman (University Campus Oldham) 
Commercial life and trading networks in the Manchester region during the nineteenth 

century: the economic role of the public house, the warehouse and the Manchester 
Exchange 

The Manchester region was a key driver of trade and commerce during the nineteenth century, 
but despite extensive research on different aspects of industrialization and its effects, there are 
still gaps in understanding as to how some of the processes operated, and this paper explores 
the nature and complexity of commercial activity in the Manchester region during the 
nineteenth century.  Specifically, it considers the role of key institutions that participated in 
the economic life of the area, namely public houses, warehouses and the Manchester 
Exchange, in creating one of the world’s most successful commercial places of its time. 

This has been achieved by first using a quantitative approach in analysing trade 
directory material on country manufacturers visiting the Manchester markets, which lists 
where they traded, particularly which pubs were used for commercial purposes. Second, it 
analyses those subscribed to the Manchester Exchange.  Equally, qualitative analysis includes 
researching the Manchester Exchange archive, specifically minutes of meetings, in addition to 
newspaper evidence, such as the advertising of auctions at warehouses and local inns, and 
business reports.  Furthermore, the archives of John Shaw’s club, a group of merchants that 
met in local pubs and inns for commercial purposes, will also be investigated by looking at 
their minute books, correspondence and financial records.  Key questions that are addressed 
include, how many merchants used warehouses, the Exchange and pubs; and how many used 
a combination of institutions? What were their trades and were there any patterns in who 
traded which goods and from which institutions? Where did traders come from in the region 
and beyond?  Which days did they trade?  What was the composition of membership at the 
Manchester Exchange and how did they interact with the warehousing district and local pubs? 
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What was the division between domestic and overseas trade and how did it operate within 
trading institutions? 

Research to date has confirmed a distinct geographical location where the Manchester 
Exchange, public houses that were used for trading purposes and the warehouse district were 
very close together, but because the warehouse district moved away from this core area by 
mid-century, the resulting use of inns and public houses changed.  At the same time the use of 
the Exchange flourished.  So, what we see is the emergence and strengthening of some 
institutions, the demise of others, and at each key stage in between each of them adapting to 
meet their changing requirements. 

The results that emerge are presented against historiography on the commercial 
development of Manchester and Salford during the nineteenth century.588  Lloyd-Jones & 
Lewis, whose work on Manchester’s commercial activity through analysis of poor rate 
assessment books has been the one of the key pieces of research to date on assessing its 
trading life, particularly between 1815 and 1825.  The value of their research to this study lies 
in both the usage of public houses for commercial activity and the role of warehouses to 
Manchester’s economic network. They refer to warehousing and pubs as key trading 
institutions, but do not reflect the role of the Manchester Exchange.  So, the research 
presented here widens their timeframe and the institutions involved in trading activity. 
Research on Manchester’s warehousing district has been produced by Cooper, whose doctoral 
research offers a valuable insight into the architecture and role of warehouses.589  
Furthermore, there are a number of brief histories that look at the development of the 
Manchester Exchange, such as those by Scott, Parsons, Allen, and Simpson.590  Finally, 
Farnie’s research offers some useful insights into the more strategic role of the Manchester 
Exchange, such as membership and usage.591  In terms of the public house in Manchester’s 
commercial life, Stancliffe’s history of John Shaw’s Club details the nature of merchants 
meeting in Manchester’s inns.592 

Therefore, the literature available still leaves a gap for further research and the work 
presented here develops existing historical debate further, and with new archival research and 
data it will provide new understanding of commercial activity in Manchester during the 
nineteenth century. 
 

                                                 
588 R. Lloyd-Jones and M. Lewis, Manchester and the Age of the Factory: the business structure of Cottonopolis 

in the industrial revolution (London, 1988); D. Farnie, The English Cotton Industry and the World Market 
1815-1896 (Oxford, 1979); D. Farnie, ‘An Index of Commercial Activity: the membership of the 
Manchester Royal Exchange, 1809-1948’, Business History 21 (1979). pp.97-106; R. Smith, ‘Manchester 
as a Centre for the Manufacture and Merchanting of Cotton Goods, 1820-1830’, University of Birmingham 
Historical Journal IV (1953). pp.47-65. 

589 A. Cooper, The Manchester Commercial Textile Warehouse, 1780-1914, (unpub. Ph.D. thesis, Manchester 
Polytechnic in association with University of Manchester School of Architecture, 1991). 

590 R. Scott, The Biggest Room in the World: a short history of the Manchester Royal Exchange (Manchester, 
1976); J. Parsons, The Centenary of the Royal Manchester Exchange (Manchester, 1904); R. Allen, The 
Manchester Royal Exchange: two centuries of progress 1729-1921 (Manchester, 1921); E. Simpson, A 
Sketch of the History of the Manchester Royal Exchange (Manchester, 1875). 

591 Farnie, The English Cotton Industry; Farnie, An Index of Commercial Activity: the membership of the 
Manchester Royal Exchange, 1809-1948. 

592 F.S. Stancliffe, John Shaw’s, 1738-1938 (Timperley, 1938). 
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I/D   Anthropometric History of East and Southeast Asia before 
1900 

 
Stephen Morgan (University of Nottingham), Shujuo Chen (National Museum of Natural 

Science, Taiwan) & Chris M Isett (University of Minnesota) 
The standard of living in China before the Great Divergence: anthropometric evidence from 

the Qing coroners’ records 
One of the primary difficulties in assessing claims about the standard of living in China 
before the Great Divergence – especially the claim that the standard of living was on par with 
advanced parts of Europe – is the paucity of time series data for a representative sample of the 
population. Data are fragmentary, often limited to a few years, and report for minor sub-
populations, such as urban building workers. We have developed a new dataset that can lay 
claim to being representative of the broad mass of men and women living in villages and 
small towns of China in the late seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. Using the Qing 
criminal process archives, we have compiled height data for more than 14,000 individuals 
born between the 1640s and the 1810s from across China’s core provinces. Since height data 
are a sensitive measure of nutrition and in turn correlated with income and economic status, 
these data allow us to examine human wellbeing in China before the Great Divergence, when 
advanced parts of Europe entered into sustained modern (per capita) economic growth that 
left behind China and India. There is much debate about whether China was indeed on a level 
comparable to England and the Netherlands as claimed by Kenneth Pomeranz, among others. 
Importantly, one-third of the data are for women who have been largely missing from most 
anthropometric studies of China before the twentieth century. Our series spans the core 
provinces of Qing China, with roughly equal proportions across north, east-central and south-
southwest China. Therefore we will be able to the assess the secular trend in nutrition and 
wellbeing across time and space that is the subject of so much controversy precisely because 
past data available for the study of Chinese living standards at this time is fragmented and 
scant. 
 
Myung Soo Cha (Yeungnam University) & Young-Jun Cho (Seoul National University) 
Trends in Korean stature, 1540-1885 
Per capita output grew 2.3 per cent per year in colonial Korea from 1910-40, 6.2 per cent per 
year in South Korea from 1960/2-2008/10, but stagnated in North Korea.  As Steckel (1995) 
estimated, one per cent growth in per capita output typically increases male adult height by 
0.0397 centimetre.  Hence, predicted height growth would be 2.6 (=0.0397×2.3×29) 
centimetres for colonial Korea, 11.8 (=0.0397×6.2×48) centimetres for South Korea, and nil 
for North Korea (Cha & Kim, 2012).  These values are fairly close to observed height growth: 
more than two centimetres under Japanese rule, ten centimetres in South Korea, and zero in 
North Korea (Choi & Schwekendiek, 2009; Kim & Park, 2011; Pak, Schwekendiek & Kim, 
2011). 

Did Koreans grow or shrink in the centuries preceding the arrival of Japanese rulers?  
This question is important, because it bears on the origins of Korea’s rapid economic growth.  
Specifically, views diverge on whether the modern economic growth occurring in twentieth-
century Korea represented an extension of pre-colonial trends or a sharp break with the 
dynastic past.  Given the paucity of reliable data on output and population, there is little hope 
of resolving the issue by estimating per capital output for pre-colonial Korea.  Although 
stature does not always change in parallel with per capita output, we believe pre-colonial 
height trends can shed important light on what triggered modern economic growth in Korea. 

In this article, we estimate stature trends in mid- and late dynastic Korea, using stature 
information for roughly 8,000 adults born from 1540-1882 from eleven archival resources 
created by judicial and military authorities. 
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The first section begins by familiarizing readers with the data sources and yardsticks 
used to measure height in dynastic Korea.  The bulk of available height information was 
generated by the army compiling rosters of soldiers.  As the memory of wars with Japan 
(1592-8) and China (1636/7) faded, the dynastic government’s concern about national defence 
weakened, which resulted in a substantial deterioration in the quality of height records from 
the late seventeenth century on.  In particular, stature data for the eighteenth century are in 
rounded numbers, and before the modernization of the army launched in 1894, available army 
rosters in the nineteenth century were made with forms, where a fixed height figures had been 
pre-printed.  Hence, as a source of height data for the nineteenth century, we draw on autopsy 
reports, which provide higher quality height data, but in limited quantities, vis-à-vis military 
documents. 

To measure the height of corpses and soldiers, a traditional yardstick, known as ch’�k 
( ), was invariably applied, but its length varied depending upon periods and places.  
Existing studies suggests at least eight different types of ch’�k, intended for different uses, 
were in use in pre-colonial Korea.  Both the uncertainty about the lengths of yardsticks 
applied and the use of rounded numbers make it difficult to estimate height in pre-colonial 
Korea with reasonable precision.  Therefore, the focus of this article is on the direction of 
stature change, rather than the level of height in pre-colonial Korea. 

The second section analyses each of the eleven datasets separately using dummy 
variable regression to estimate stature trends and to identify the impact of social status, small 
pox, and region on stature.  The estimated coefficients of dummy variables representing 
different decades or years of birth suggest that as a matter of trend, height was more likely to 
contract than grow or stagnate from the mid-sixteenth to the nineteenth century.  Slaves had 
height advantage over free peasants, probably because slave owners had incentives to take 
good care of their human assets.  Male adults were taller in northern than in southern 
provinces, a gap, which was identified in the colonial period, but reversed in the past half 
century.  Finally, the effect of smallpox on height was ambiguous. 

The third section discusses the implication of the estimated trends in stature on the 
plausibility of different interpretations of the economic performance of dynastic Korea.  The 
height trends fit ill with the narrative of sprouts of capitalism emerging in late dynastic Korea, 
as is taught in classrooms in both South and North Korea.  Neither are they consistent with a 
revisionist description of pre-colonial Korea going through periods of expansion in the 
seventeenth century, stability in the eighteenth century, and decline in the nineteenth century 
(Jun, Lewis, & Kang, 2008).  The height trends are more consistent with downward drifts 
found in available observations on land rent and real wages starting from the late seventeenth 
century and reaching lower turning points in the 1880s and 1890s respectively (Cha, 2009).  
As recent studies, including Choi & Schwekendiek (2009) and Kim & Park (2012) showed, 
height increase started from the birth cohort of the 1880s, which suggests that what ended the 
dynastic decline and set off modern economic growth in Korea was not the beginning of 
Japanese rule in 1910, but the inflow of modern technology following the forced transition 
from autarky to an open economy in 1876. 

The final section closes by drawing attention to the need to collect more data for the late 
eighteenth and nineteenth century. 
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Jean-Pascal Bassino (ENS de Lyon), Marion Dovis (Aix-Marseilles University) & Jon 

Komlos (University of Munich) 
Living standards in late nineteenth-century Philippines: evidence from individual height data 
Although the American colonial rule is usually regarded as having brought prosperity, health 
and education to the local population of the Philippines during the twentieth century, there is 
limited evidence of improvement in living standards. Quantitative information on economic 
conditions under Spanish rule is equally scarce. It is generally assumed that, although an 
economic expansion related to the rise of cash crop production for export to Europe occurred 
in the second half of the nineteenth century, the oppressive characters of Spanish colonial 
administration, rather than economic hardship, fuelled a resentment explaining the nationalist 
uprising of the turn of the century that tragically ended with the US occupation of the country. 
In this paper, we investigate changes in average height from the 1860s to the 1890s by relying 
on individual data for Filipino soldiers enrolled by the US military authorities between 1901 
and 1913. The dataset includes information for around 23,000 soldiers on height (in inches), 
date of birth, place of birth, as well as place of recruitment and, in a majority of cases, 
occupation. We first look at height distribution by year of recruitment. A truncation point is 
identified, which is however at a very low level and therefore affected only a tiny minority of 
the cohort. We then calculate average height by five-year cohort and observe a downward 
trend from the 1870s, with a decline of around 1 cm between 1875 and 1890. It also turns out 
that, at 1.62 cm, the average height of soldiers born in the mid-1870s was only slightly lower 
that the average male adult height measured in the second half of the twentieth century. 
Finally, we take advantage of the availability of province-level information on demography, 
education, health conditions, agricultural output (staples and cash crops), land ownership 
distribution, livestock, and stock of natural capital (in particular forest areas) to analyse the 
determinants of biological wellbeing in late nineteenth-century Philippines. 
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I/E   Banking History I: British Banks 
 
Anne L Murphy (University of Hertfordshire) 
‘Writes a fair hand and appears to be well qualified’: recruiting Bank of England clerks at 

the start of the nineteenth century 
In the years between 1785 and 1815 the Bank of England increased its complement of clerks 
from around 300 to over 900. This increase, made necessary by the strains that the 
Revolutionary and Napoleonic wars placed upon the private and public financial systems, 
gave opportunities to a great many young men to interview for a position and, if successful, 
build a career in what was, at that time, Britain’s most prestigious and largest clerical 
employer. 

This paper will draw upon a unique source: the records of entrance examinations and 
interviews conducted with more than 300 young men who applied to work in the Bank 
between 1800 and 1806. The source details the place of birth, age, religion and marital status 
of the men interviewed. It records whether or not they had debts and whether or not they 
belonged to any political or other clubs. It also details the men’s schooling in some instances, 
their previous occupations and experience and the conclusions of the Committee of 
Appointment with regard to their character and qualifications. 

Labour historians have tended to neglect white collar work and, in particular, little is 
known about those pioneers working in the banking industry during the eighteenth and early 
nineteenth centuries. The first aim of this paper, therefore, is to contribute to an under-
developed literature on Britain’s white-collar work and workers. The main purpose of the 
paper, however, is to explore the qualifications and aptitude for the work of a group who in 
Michael Zakim’s words were ‘the fingers of the invisible hand’. Thus, the paper will detail the 
Bank of England’s recruitment procedures and it will use the records of the Committee of 
Appointment to examine the qualities of the labour pool available to the Bank at the start of 
the nineteenth century, a time when the number of skilled clerical workers was still relatively 
small. Finally, the paper will explore the internal labour market within the Bank of England 
and consider whether the entrance interview and examinations were good predictors of a 
future successful career. 
 
Josephine Maltby & Linda Perriton (University of York) 
Savings banks and savings behaviour in nineteenth-century England 
Savings banks’ records have the potential to provide new insights into the distribution of 
money and control over money within working class households. Data recently obtained on 
the identity of depositors – their occupation and marital status – has suggested that a 
substantial proportion of accounts in some banks were opened by women, including married 
women, in the period prior to the Married Women’s Property Act, (Perriton, 2012; Maltby, 
2011).593 It has also indicated a variety of patterns of use of accounts which suggest the need 
by working-class savers for a wider variety of financial provision than was envisaged when 
the banks were founded to encourage long-term thrift and prudence: these include a variety of 
joint accounts and accounts with unusual conditions of use. The paper analyses the results of a 
study of a number of English banks in different locations (London, Bury, York, Sheffield) and 
considers the implication of their findings for an understanding of the earning and disposition 
of money by single and married men and women. The differences in behaviour so far revealed 
may be related to regional differences in industry, in social expectations or in the operation of 
the banks concerned: the paper discusses these possibilities and suggests directions for further 
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research in order to gain a fuller understanding of savings behaviour in the nineteenth century 
and its implications for patterns of individual earning and spending. 
 
Katerina Galani (University of Oxford) 
‘The unsullied business in acceptances’ and ethno-religious financial elites in the City of 

London during the nineteenth century 
This paper follows Greek financiers from the regional financial capital of Constantinople to 
the world financial capital, the City of London, in the nineteenth century. Emphasis is placed 
on their network of partners and clients, the width and breadth of their business as well as on 
their interaction with the British financial institutions. The study of transnational capitalism 
intertwined with the history of the Greek diaspora provides an interesting historiographical 
mixture bridging two Empires, the Ottoman and the British. The idiosyncrasy of the Greek 
case lay in their specialized entrepreneurial network that handled the trade and shipping from 
the Black Sea and the Eastern Mediterranean to the Western markets. 

In the early nineteenth century the City emerged as a global financial hub attracting the 
elite of the entrepreneurial world. The expansion of overseas trade following the industrial 
revolution and the need for dealing with bills of exchange from all parts of the world led to 
the rise of merchant banks that have been described under various names: ‘Merchants’, 
‘Merchant Bankers’, ‘Accepting Houses’ or ‘Issuing Houses’.  Although prominent members 
of the City e.g. the Rothchilds, Schroder, Barings have been studied, the Greek merchant 
bankers, who were among the most influential financiers, remain neglected. As Stanley 
Chapman argues in his analysis of merchant banking, the Greeks along with the ‘heterodox 
group of British, German, and American merchants’ formed the core of the City’s merchant 
banking, especially from the 1820s to the 1870s, building up the ‘unsullied business in 
acceptances’.594  This paper studies Greek merchant bankers during the time of their 
prosperity from 1820 to 1880. Although the existing literature has treated some of the 
prominent figures of the Greek diaspora, this paper adopts a novel approach; rather than 
focusing on individuals, it treats Greek merchant bankers as a coherent group to explore their 
interrelation that facilitated the circulation of information and money. Furthermore, it 
examines whether they remained a close and impermeable lobby within a competitive and 
unfamiliar environment or succeeded in contracting and assimilating with the financial elite of 
the City.  The study of Greek merchant bankers is primarily based on archival material drawn 
from the Bank of England (bank accounts, discount ledgers, credit assessments etc), providing 
information about their financial profile, their credibility as well as their network of clients 
and partners. Furthermore the records of the Greek Community of London, an understudied 
source to the present day, shed light on different aspects of the life and business of Greeks in 
the City. 
 
John Singleton (Sheffield Hallam University) & James Reveley (University of Wollongong) 
The public relations strategies of the British commercial banking industry, 1950-80 
This paper explores the efforts of the Committee of London Clearing Bankers to portray a 
more positive image of commercial banking after the Second World War. Their goal was to 
strengthen the legitimacy of the banking industry, thereby rendering it less vulnerable to 
political attack and customer indifference or disaffection. 

In retrospect, the 1950s, 1960s, and even the 1970s seem comparatively tranquil 
decades for the British clearing banks compared to the present age of disaster and infamy. 
Public utility banking was the dominant ethos in the 1950s and 1960s, and there was little 
competition between clearing banks. In such an environment, public relations were not at the 
forefront of the minds of the clearing bank fraternity’s inherently conservative and sheltered 
members. Very gradually, however, the clearing bankers began to take an interest in how their 
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organizations were perceived by the public, as well as in how they might influence public 
perceptions. 

We examine the development of the banks’ public relations strategy at the collective 
level using the records of the Committee of London Clearing Bankers (CLCB) at the London 
Metropolitan Archive. A Banking Information Service had been set up by some of the 
clearing banks during the Second World War and this became an important forum for the 
discussion of the industry’s relationship with the public. In the 1950s and 1960s the external 
threats to the banking industry were not particularly severe, though in some fields there was 
competition from building societies and other financial institutions. However there was 
considerable public dissatisfaction with the banks, focusing in particular upon their short 
opening hours. Efforts in the public relations sphere were often half-hearted and rudimentary, 
culminating in a rather limp series of joint bank TV adverts in 1969. In some respects the 
1969 TV campaign was an attempt to divert the public’s attention from the more fundamental 
issues, such as opening hours, which were deemed too difficult to tackle because of the 
strength of the bank workers. 

Nonetheless, the fledgling public relations steps taken by the CLCB provided it with 
valuable organizational lessons. What the clearing bankers learnt was how to work together 
collectively on public relations, when to use the new medium of television over traditional 
print media, and to trust public relations agencies to represent them. These experiences, 
especially channelling public relations through an associational medium, stood the CLCB in 
good stead in the 1970s when the economic and political climate changed. Organizational 
learning was put to good use in the 1970s when the clearing banks’ socio-political legitimacy 
was challenged by bank nationalization proposals. 

When the Labour Party began to flirt with a policy of nationalizing the four main 
clearing banks (Barclays, Lloyds, the Midland and National Westminster) in the 1970s, the 
public relations and lobbying work of the CLCB and associated agencies took on far greater 
significance. Harold Wilson (Prime Minister, 1974-76) and James Callaghan (Prime Minister, 
1976-79) opposed bank nationalization, but in September 1976 the Labour Party conference 
voted against the leadership and in favour of nationalization.  The recently retired head of the 
civil service, Lord Armstrong, who was now chairman of the Midland, was given the task of 
orchestrating the banks’ defence against Tony Benn and his supporters on the Labour-left. 

J. Walter Thompson was brought in by Armstrong to devise an anti-nationalization 
campaign. For legal reasons TV was not an option for a campaign of an explicitly political 
nature. Advertisements were paced in all national newspapers during 1977. Readers were 
asked to think carefully about the financial system and the economic implications of state 
ownership of their banks, and then send in their own views on a cut-out coupon. By 
publicizing and questioning the Labour left’s policy proposals, the CLCB tapped a rich vein 
of public opposition to bank nationalization. Keeping nationalization out of the Labour 
manifesto at the next general election was the primary goal of the campaign, but a secondary 
objective was to raise public awareness of the banks’ positive contribution to the economy. 
We do not suggest that the media campaign was the only reason for the failure of the left to 
prevail, but it did strengthen the hands of those within the Labour Party who, like James 
Callaghan, regarded bank nationalization as a potential ‘electoral albatross’. 

Ultimately the CLCB’s publicity campaign reinforced a collective organizational 
identity (‘The Banks’, privately owned) in the eyes of the general public, thereby insulating 
clearing banks against the proposals of the left wing of the Labour Party. By 1980 the bank 
industry was much more aware than it had been in the 1950s of the importance of 
communicating with the public. The paper shows how an industry that had always prided 
itself on secrecy and stuffiness began after the Second World War to create a new, and 
ultimately more dynamic, public image. 
 
Keywords: business history; banking; public relations; nationalization. 
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I/F   Business History I: Ownership and Control 
 
Gareth Campbell, John D Turner, Nadia Vanteeva (Queen’s University Belfast) & 

Graeme G Acheson (University of Ulster) 
Corporate ownership and control in Victorian Britain 
Berle & Means (1932) in their seminal study established that a separation of ownership and 
control had occurred in large American corporations by the 1920s. The majority of the extant 
literature suggests that the diffuse, professionally managed company appeared in Britain at 
some stage in the second half of the twentieth century. However, Hannah (2007) has recently 
suggested that diffuse ownership was commonplace by 1900, and Foreman-Peck & Hannah 
(2012) show that ownership was divorced from control for the largest British companies in 
1911. 

This paper is the first to provide systematic and quantitative evidence on corporate 
ownership of publicly-traded corporations in the nineteenth century.  A study of the structure 
of corporate ownership in Victorian Britain is important for at least two reasons.  First, some 
business and economic historians have suggested that Britain’s twentieth-century economic 
decline has some of its roots in the structure of corporate ownership in the nineteenth century. 
Second, the nineteenth century was the century in which the modern corporation with 
publicly-traded stock was effectively developed due largely to the liberalization of 
incorporation law.  Therefore, if corporate ownership is path dependant, as some scholars 
believe, the structure of ownership in Britain in the nineteenth century will largely determine 
the structure of ownership today. 

We use surviving ownership data which was collected annually by the Registrar of 
Companies from 1856 to 1901.  Our comprehensive sample of publicly-traded companies 
contains 999 firm-years. Combined with data from articles of association and stock-exchange 
manuals, we can measure the concentration of cash-flow and voting rights as well as whether 
there was a separation of ownership from control. 

Our main findings are that ownership, both in terms of cash-flow and voting rights, was 
diffuse and that there was a divorce of ownership and control in Victorian Britain.  Our results 
suggest that diffuse ownership was not just the preserve of large companies; rather it was 
commonplace amongst all sizes of companies.  We also find that listing on regional stock 
exchanges was associated with less concentrated ownership, implying that these local markets 
contributed to the diffusion of ownership during this period. Those companies which had 
more disperse ownership also tended to have more directors, possibly providing a monitoring 
function which would not otherwise have been available, due to the lack of major 
shareholders. 
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Wilco Legierse & Abe de Jong (Erasmus University) 
IPO waves: an empirical analysis of going-public decisions in the Netherlands, 1876-2009 
The going-public decision is an important financial decision for firms to make. By going 
public financial constraints to grow are relieved via access to equity capital. Moreover, the 
public status provides the firm with an objective valuation, as the share prices are published 
on a daily basis. However, the publicly listed firms also experience changes in the shareholder 
base and even become vulnerable to hostile takeovers. A major research area in the IPO 
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literature deals with the clustering of IPOs in time (among others, Ibbotson & Jaffe, 1975). In 
our research we aim to explain the clustering of IPOs in the Netherlands in the period 1876-
2009 and distinguish between economic, institutional and behavioural determinants. 

We have constructed a dataset with all Dutch initial public offerings since 1876, the 
year of the establishment of the Vereniging van de Effectenhandel, the stock market 
foundation which has been in existence until the recent merger into EuroNext and 
subsequently with NYSE. We have included all non-financial IPOs and the set comprises 
1,329 offerings from firms with their headquarters located in the Netherlands. From the 
observation of the distribution of IPOs it becomes clear that the offerings are highly clustered 
in time. The figure below presents our data. 
 

 
 

We aim to explain the clustering of IPOs in time in two steps. In the first step we build 
an empirical model based on economic determinants. In a time series regression model we 
include four fundamentals: (i) interest rate, (ii) stock market index, (iii) gross domestic 
product and (iv) the total numbers of listed funds on the Amsterdam stock exchange per 
million inhabitants in the Netherlands. The interest rate and the stock market index capture the 
costs of debt financing and the relative equity valuation, GDP proxies economic growth. The 
total number of listed funds per million inhabitants in the Netherlands is an indicator for the 
importance of the Amsterdam stock exchange for capital markets in the Netherlands. Using 
our time-series model we calculate the predicted number of IPOs per year and compare the 
clustering of IPOs from our model with our dataset. We follow the method of Helwege & 
Liang (2004) and define a hot market as a period where the three-year average of the number 
of IPOs is in the highest quartile and check if the hot markets from our model coincide with 
the hot markets from our dataset. We find three distinct hot markets, i.e. periods in time with a 
clustering of IPOs not predicted by our model. The periods of these residual hot markets are: 
(i) the late 1890s and early 1900s, (ii) early 1960s and (iii) the late 1990s. 

Via in-depth historical analysis we describe in the second step the strong industry 
dominance, institutional changes and behavioural aspects from the issuers that we find in the 
residual hot markets. We find that each of these three hot markets has its own dominant 
industry, suggesting that IPO waves are caused by industry specific factors and we have also 
strong indications that institutional changes and herding are important factors in explaining 
the clustering of IPOs in these periods. 

In the economic history literature IPOs have often been studied, but typically in a 
specific time frame (among others, Fohlin, 2010; Burhop, 2010) or a specific motive for an 
IPO is chosen as perspective. In the finance literature, IPO waves have been studied in 
relatively short periods and for the markets as a whole. We contribute to the economic history 
literature and the finance literature by studying IPO waves over a period of more than 130 
years and for different motives. 
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James Foreman-Peck (Cardiff University) & Leslie Hannah (University of Tokyo) 
Globalization of corporate forms in 1910 
The limited liability joint stock company already in 1910 dominated the English-speaking 
economies and smaller countries in north-west Europe, but was a new arrival in poorer 
countries – China, Siam, the Ottoman Empire. Even among richer economies the pattern of 
‘corporatization’ varied. The US had by far the greatest number of small close corporations – 
entitling the directors and shareholders to act more like partners. But Europe was much more 
precocious in the size and number of companies with shares traded on stock exchanges. 

If partnerships were an alternative to corporations, circumstance favouring them would 
be associated with a lower proportion of corporations in total establishments. This is indeed 
what we find across US states for both limited and general partnerships in US manufacturing. 
Also in US manufacturing, corporatization was both a response to and a boost to incomes. In 
the other direction, there is evidence that US states with more stringent reporting requirements 
deterred corporatization. 

In the wider world a similar association of corporatization with incomes/GDP is found, 
supplemented with a strong favourable effect of common and Scandinavian law. The costs of 
incorporation as well must have played a part in the international spread of corporations; 
Germany’s incorporation costs were 250 times those of New Jersey, and German 
corporatization was below the world average, controlling for income. 

The choice of the legal form in which to conduct business must depend not only on the 
nature of the business, which will vary with the level of economic development and 
specialization, but also on the wider social environment. At the beginning of the twentieth 
century it appears that trust and reputation, created by a tradition of closer regulation in 
Europe, allowed the efficient substitution of the publicly quoted joint stock company for the 
private closed corporation. Modern economies have converged on the US pattern of 1910 
rather than that of Europe. 
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I/G   Doing Business in a British World, c.1850-1930 
 
Andrew Smith (Coventry University) & Kevin Tennent (University of York) 
The culture of shareholder-management relations in British FSCs and MNCs, 1850-1914 
The fifty years before the First World War have been dubbed the ‘golden age’ of globalization. 
Judged by the relative importance of international capital flows, the world in 1914 was more 
globalized than it is today. Britain was a major exporter of capital and London was a financial 
hub that attracted company promoters from across the globe. British savings helped to 
transform the economies of many regions. Although most British investment abroad took the 
form of portfolio investment (e.g. the purchase of government bonds), some British capital 
was sent overseas through the purchase of shares in companies that had been incorporated in 
Britain. These firms included, among others, Free Standing Companies (FSCs), which had a 
head office in Britain and all of their productive assets overseas. Our paper examines 
shareholder revolts and protests in British companies with overseas operations in the period 
1850 to 1914.  Relations between managers and shareholders were sometimes very tense. The 
annual general meetings of such companies are therefore of interest to cultural historians of 
power, representation and the public sphere. Moreover, the evolution of investor relations 
within these companies was influenced by the broader social context, which included the 
gradual democratization of Britain’s political sphere and shifting ideas about foreigners. In 
some cases, shareholders were convinced that the directors, who were their agents, were not 
acting in their best interests. Shareholders felt particularly disadvantaged when parts of the 
company’s operations were overseas: unless a shareholder was willing to incur the massive 
costs of travelling to the overseas operation, the managers had a near monopoly of useful 
information. The informational asymmetries stemming from distance made FSCs and early 
multinationals (MNEs) fundamentally different from those limited liability firms whose 
shareholders were located in the same community as the primary asset.  This paper undertakes 
a number of case studies and examines the strategies employed by boards to improve the 
perception of governance in FSCs and MNEs. It concludes that, although investment was to 
some extent a form of entertainment for investors, boards were typically able to win investors 
over by investing in the professionalization of management and providing a clear and 
predictable reporting structure. This paper is based on a range of primary sources, including 
company annual reports, investors’ manuals, newspaper accounts of company AGMs, and 
pamphlets. These published sources have been supplemented by archival materials, including 
the records of the Corporation of Foreign Bondholders held at the London Metropolitan 
Archives and the Unilever Archives in Port Sunlight. The FSCs we are planning to discuss 
include the Grand Trunk Railway of Canada, The California Redwood Co., Arizona Copper 
and Rio Tinto. The MNEs we are planning to discuss include Lever Brothers, Butterfield, 
Swire and Brunner Mond. 

Previously, it had been relatively easy for shareholders to monitor their investments in 
companies, since most companies were owned by shareholders who lived close to the firm’s 
main asset. Shareholders who directly observed mismanagement were able to raise the issue 
at general meetings. The emergence of companies with assets in distant countries changed the 
power relationship between shareholders, directors, and managers and raised new corporate 
governance issues. Our project will involve examining how the growth in the number of 
British companies with overseas operations affected the British system of corporate 
governance. Corporate governance denotes the systems by which companies are controlled. 
Since the advent of the limited-liability company, a complex set of rules has evolved to 
protect the interests of shareholders and, in some jurisdictions, other stakeholders as well. The 
rules of corporate governance are designed to promote transparency, accountability, equity 
and efficiency relations between managers, the board of directors and the shareholders. Our 
paper covers the period from the passage of the Joint Stock Companies Act of 1856 to the 
First World War, which disrupted the global economy and dramatically curtailed the level of 
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British investment overseas. The 1856 law is widely regarded as a key development in the 
history of British company law. By making the registration of limited liability companies 
much easier, it contributed to the rapid growth in the number of corporations in the British 
economy in the second half of the nineteenth century. The rights and duties of managers and 
shareholders were modified by statutes in 1862 and 1908, important court cases and evolving 
norms and customs. We know that some of the crucial court cases related to British FSCs. In 
other instances, shareholder discontent with managerial decisions manifested itself in 
rebellions in general meetings and other forums. Our paper investigates the impact of 
shareholder-manager disputes related to FSCs and multinationals on the evolution of 
corporate governance in Britain more generally. The period under consideration witnessed the 
development of a norm, later codified in law by Justice Thomas Warrington, that shareholders 
did not have a right to interfere with the actual management of the company. It is our view 
that the development of this norm was connected to the growth in the number of companies 
with overseas assets. 
 
Andrew Dilley (University of Aberdeen) 
Culture, political economy, and the British world: The Congress of Chambers of Commerce 

of the Empire, 1886-1914 
Recent years have seen a revival of scholarly interest in both the economics of the British 
Empire and the role of the settler colonies (dominions from 1907) in the history of British 
imperialism. A growing body of literature on the British World has examined the global 
dimensions of British identity and the dense networks connecting this world together. 
Recently this literature has begun to acquire economic dimensions through James Belich’s 
study of the ‘anglo-world’ and Magee & Thompson’s work on the British world’s cultural 
economy. Nonetheless, the attempt to bring together economic and cultural approaches to the 
history of the British World often has lacked empirical underpinnings. In particular, few 
scholars have devoted serious attention to the way these forces came together in the activities 
and thinking of businessmen. At the same time (and notwithstanding Niall Ferguson & Moritz 
Schularick’s work on the ‘empire effect’) there remains a marked neglect of the ways in 
which the political institutions of empire interacted with interests of business. Indeed, 
excepting Magee & Thompson, recent work has followed the debate on ‘gentlemanly 
capitalism’ in the 1990s and focused more heavily on finance rather than commerce. 

With this in mind, this paper asks how business networking, patterns of exchange, 
debates about political economy, and culture interacted within the British Empire? It does so 
through a focus on a neglected pan-imperial institution: the Congress of Chambers of 
Commerce of the Empire, described by the economist William Ashley as the ‘unofficial 
commercial parliament of the Empire’ in 1911. From 1886 until 1972 this met periodically, 
bringing together representatives of Chambers of Commerce (themselves neglected 
institutions) across the Empire to discuss matters of political economy and (an underlying 
rationale) to network, interactions lubricated by imperial loyalty and (greater) British identity.   
The paper draws heavily on archival work on the papers of the Congress at the London 
Metropolitan archives, the contemporary financial press, the Victorian provincial press, and 
archival materials from Canada and Australia to reconstruct the history of the Congress from 
1886-1914. 

First the paper analyses the origins and organization of the Congress. Despite its 
apparent decentralization, with every chamber having an equal voice, the paper shows that in 
fact the Congress was led and shaped by the London Chamber of Commerce, with Canadian 
boards of trade particularly prominent in proceedings. It also shows how, under London’s 
influence, the Congress acquired the patronage of leading aristocrats, British and colonial 
politicians (including Joseph Chamberlain, Wilfred Laurier, Alfred Deakin, and Herbert 
Asquith), and the royals. The second section of the paper examines the cultural dynamics 
running through the Congress, showing how conceptions of Britishness, and moreover an 
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overtly political and constitutional culture of Britishness, inflected the Congress. Nonetheless, 
this was not a cultural institution. The third section shows how, against the backdrop of an 
increasingly fruitful trading relationship between Britain and the Empire (especially the 
settlement Empire), business networking and the promotion of information flows played an 
important role in the Congress. However, as the final section argues, neither a shared culture 
nor business networking and self-promotion explain why chambers participated in the 
Congress. Rather, its ultimate raison d’être was to influence policy. A range of regulatory and 
legal matters combined with broader macro-level issues of political economy dominated 
discussions at the Congress. The paper shows that the Congress was not intended to be a 
talking shop, but rather it was founded to achieve concrete results through lobbying. The 
implication is that, notwithstanding the devolution of power to the large self-governing 
portions of the Empire under responsible government, the Empire as a whole remained an 
integrated political unit capable of generating this politics of commerce (something which 
raises an intriguing question as to the role of commercial interests in facilitating integration, 
and particularly the colonial conferences). In the final analysis, the paper argues that the 
Congress emerged from the confluence of expanding imperial trade and a shared political 
framework. 

Thus the paper suggests that the recent shift to examining the role of culture and 
networking in shaping business activity within the British world – and particularly Magee & 
Thompson’s concept of the cultural economy – may underestimate the importance of a pan-
imperial framework of political economy. Indeed, the term British world (itself coined in part 
to escape a preoccupation with politics and economics) may be inadequate to the task – the 
Congress focused on the Empire and was concentrated in the areas that, by the 1930s, came to 
call themselves the Commonwealth. While acknowledging that culture, networks and 
information flows were crucial elements shaping inter-imperial commerce, politics mattered. 
Similarly, the leadership of London, and the bid for status suggest the continued relevance of 
elements of Cain & Hopkins’ work on ‘gentlemanly capitalism’. This pan-imperial politics of 
commerce (concentrated in Britain and the self-governing dominions) reflected both the 
increasing vitality of inter-imperial trade and the emergence of a subtle but integrated pan-
imperial (or indeed Commonwealth) political framework often underemphasized or even 
unrecognized in the literature. 
 
Bernard Attard (University of Leicester) 
How to organize a ‘capital strike’: The British Australasian Society and the Queensland 

government, 1899-1924 
This paper uses a study of British pastoral companies operating in the Australian colony of 
Queensland from the 1890s to the 1920s to explore how British business responded to the 
challenges posed by the rise of colonial nationalism and class politics in the British settler 
world. The pastoral industry was one of the most important destinations of British capital in 
Australasia and the principal recipient of British direct investment. Typically, the companies – 
like all pastoralists or ‘squatters’ – held large properties (or ‘runs’) on long leases from the 
Crown. This pattern of land-holding had led to extensive pastoral occupation of much of 
eastern Australia and provoked an immediate political reaction when the colonies became 
self-governing in the mid-nineteenth century. The hostility to large land-occupiers amongst a 
sizeable constituency was one long-run factor affecting local attitudes to British pastoral 
investment. The companies nevertheless had significant advantages over individual 
pastoralists because of their superior access to capital and managerial skill, and their ability to 
spread risk over several districts and in more than one colony. As a result, from the 1870s 
they steadily extended their operations in the semi-arid pastoral belt. From the 1880s, 
however, they were affected by a series of shocks.  Colonial legislation allowing the 
resumption and redistribution of pastoral leaseholds became more effective; wool prices fell 
just as environmental conditions started to deteriorate; the industry was disrupted by 
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prolonged industrial unrest which contributed to the rise of labour parties and their growing 
influence in colonial politics; finally, the industry was devastated by a series of severe 
droughts between 1895 and 1906. In these circumstances, the British companies felt 
increasingly politically isolated and, in June 1899, established the British Australasian Society 
(BAS) in London to promote their interests in the colonies. 

This paper focuses on two episodes: the BAS’s efforts to secure relief measures from 
the Queensland legislature during 1901-5, and the ‘capital strike’ orchestrated by the Society 
in the City of London in 1920-24, after the state’s labour government withdrew a key 
concession granted in the earlier period.  Five points are made. First, the BAS’s avowed aim 
was to represent the interests of specifically British investors. Its formation thus signified both 
a new self-consciousness and defensiveness on the part of British capital in Australasia, and 
the recognition that it was now potentially subject to similar political risks to those 
encountered in foreign countries. Second, during 1901-5 the pastoral companies successfully 
relied on the characteristic processes of free-trade imperialism to obtain improved tenure and 
rent reductions. They created local alliances and sought to influence the political process. In 
other words, they used ‘the collaborative mechanism of partnership’ to convert ‘external 
economic power into internal political cooperation’ (Robinson, 1972, p.126). Third, the 
companies also exploited the monopoly position of the United Kingdom, and specifically the 
City of London, in the provision of capital to Australasia. In the first period, they threatened 
to withdraw their own investments. In the second, they used the increasingly familiar 
argument of ‘breach of contract’ to interfere with government borrowing. Their campaign was 
mounted through the British press and with the support of the London Chamber of Commerce 
and the Committee of the London Stock Exchange, which threatened to remove Queensland 
government bonds from the Official List, thus rendering them virtually unmarketable. Most 
effectively of all, the companies took advantage of the highly concentrated arrangements for 
issuing British colonial loans in London and their own close ties with the British-Australasian 
financial community to make it impossible for the state’s broker to obtain underwriting for 
Queensland loans. Fourth, although dependence on British capital had been one foundation of 
British informal influence in Australasia, the pastoral companies’ failure to prevent the 
passage of the obnoxious ‘repudiation’ Act of 1920 showed how far informal methods had 
practically broken down in the former colony. The capital strike was an act of desperation in 
the face of the collapse of informal influence. Finally, the pastoral companies’ leverage over 
the Queensland government was considerably weakened by the erosion of the international 
financial conditions that had also underpinned informal British power. ‘Erosion’ rather than 
‘disappearance’ is used here because, for both political and economic reasons, Australian 
governments still wished to retain close ties with the London capital market. Nevertheless, by 
the 1920s, North American finance was a realistic, if only partial, alternative. Domestic 
savings were also available to supplement overseas borrowings. During 1920-23, the 
Queensland government had survived, if not broken, the London strike by drawing on these 
sources, as well as short-term support from the Bank of England, its financial agent in 
London. Substantial British maturities in 1924-25, however – together with the political and 
economic factors already mentioned – meant the state premier was keen to settle the dispute 
in the City. That settlement, brokered by the Bank of England’s solicitors, Freshfields, is 
commonly viewed by Australian historians as a victory for the British companies. In fact, the 
results were more ambiguous. By 1924, the companies were politically isolated and anxious 
for a settlement. None of their demands were met and the premier made only limited 
concessions. Taken in isolation, the episode itself does not demonstrate the end of British 
informal influence. Indeed, the formation of the BAS, its initial successes, and the expansion 
of the companies’ operations in the early part of the century show the continuing resilience of 
British investors in Australasia. Much more also needs to be known about the strike’s lasting 
impact on business-government relations in the sector. Nevertheless, both the BAS’s origins 
and activities do highlight the changing conditions under which British companies operated in 
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the self-governing dominions, as well as some of the implications for their interactions with 
government. 
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I/H   Policy Lessons from the Great Depression: 
Economic Recovery in the UK and the USA 

 
Nicholas Crafts (University of Warwick) 
Returning to growth: lessons from the 1930s 
The paper provides an interpretation of the roles of cheap money and rearmament in 
promoting economic recovery in Britain in the 1930s with a view to drawing some policy 
lessons for today. The 1930s’ experience is interesting in the context of economic policy 
making nowadays because it entailed both fiscal consolidation and fiscal stimulus with 
nominal interest rates at the ZLB and because fiscal policy was conducted with a high public 
debt to GDP ratio. It was also a point at which supply-side policy took a turn for the worse. 

By way of background, a brief description of major developments in monetary and 
fiscal policy is given which quantifies the standard points about leaving the gold standard, the 
advent of cheap money, procyclical budgetary policy building up to the conventional story of 
low interest rates working largely through house-building as the main policy stimulus from 
1932 to 1935 to offset fiscal consolidation and initiate recovery and then to rearmament as a 
(de-facto ‘Keynesian’) fiscal stimulus giving a significant boost to recovery from 1935 
onwards. This description includes measures of the full-employment surplus and real interest 
rates as reflections of the macroeconomic policy stance. 

The main contribution of the paper is then to re-tell these well-known tales based on 
modern economics and to relate this new narrative to current policy concerns. The account 
that emerges builds on the foundations of important earlier research by Booth (1987), Howson 
(1975) and Middleton (1985). The ‘cheap-money’ policy linked to intervention in the foreign 
exchange market is put in the framework of New-Keynesian economics as an example of the 
‘foolproof’ way to escape the liquidity trap (Svensson, 2003) by credibly committing to 
raising the price level and thereby reducing real interest rates. HM Treasury’s control of the 
policy and their debt management concerns achieve this. Rearmament is seen through the lens 
of ‘defence news’ (Ramey, 2011) as a policy which raised GDP significantly but through 
announcements of large future spending rather than a big fiscal multiplier. New estimates of 
the government expenditure multiplier are presented which indicate a value well below 1 even 
though interest rates were very low; this is in line with modern experience in economies high 
ratios of public debt to GDP. Finally, the goal of raising the price level was also pursued by 
policies which weakened competition in product markets and this is shown to have been 
adverse for productivity performance and also hard to reverse. 

The implications for returning to growth today include 1) that conventional inflation 
targeting may need a re-think, 2) that it may be good to re-create some of the conditions that 
allowed house-building to flourish in the 1930s, 3) that devising policies that ‘crowd-in’ 
private investment should be a central component of a strategy for recovery, 4) that the 
multiplier effects of a conventional fiscal stimulus may be quite weak even in big recessions 
and 5) that if ‘industrial policy’ is to be the flavour of the month it is crucial to design it with 
a view to minimizing the damage done to competition. 
 
Roger Middleton (University of Bristol) 
Can contractionary fiscal policy be expansionary?: Consolidation, sustainability and fiscal 

policy impact in Britain in the 1930s 
This paper offers a guide to how the British experience of 1929-39 may provide useful 
macroeconomic lessons for the present once due regard is made for the historical contingency 
and context. It re-examines the forces that shaped policy and what we know about fiscal 
impact, focusing on, first, the issue of fiscal consolidation amidst a cyclical downturn; second, 
whether the expansionary fiscal contraction (EFC) hypothesis which is now in vogue in 
certain quarters (so called ‘expansionary austerity’) might provide insights for further 
understanding this earlier age and vice-versa; and, third, debt dynamics and their implications 
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for monetary and fiscal policy. Finding that Britain in the 1930s may well be a textbook 
example of monetary expansion made possible by fiscal conservatism, it also highlights the 
dangers of being a member of a fixed exchange regime in turbulent times and the risks of 
deepening and lengthening a depression if the automatic stabilizers are over-ridden. No 
supporting evidence is provided by the interwar British experience for the EFC hypothesis in 
current circumstances. 
 
Peter Fearon (University of Leicester) 
Policy blunders: the ‘Roosevelt Recession’ of 1937-38 
This paper analyses the catastrophic consequences for the US economy of the premature 
withdrawal of fiscal and monetary stimulus. Post depression recovery began in the spring of 
1933 but the economy did not reach its full employment trend until 1942. Critics of the New 
Deal have seized on the inability of Roosevelt’s policies to prevent almost a decade of 
economic misery. Yet once the gold standard had been abandoned and a commitment to 
inflation embraced, recovery from the depths of the Great Depression was very rapid. 
Between 1933 and 1937, real GDP grew at 8 per cent per annum and by 1937 was nearly back 
to its pre-depression peak. Although there was still an output gap of about 15 per cent of GDP 
and unemployment, at 9.2 per cent, remained high it was reasonable to believe that the bad 
times were nearly over. However, the recovery was reversed by the short but deep recession 
of May 1937 to June 1938 during which real GNP contracted by 11 per cent, industrial 
production by 32 per cent, unemployment rose to 12.5 per cent and wholesale prices declined 
by 11 per cent. Inappropriate policy choices were responsible for bringing recovery to an end 
and putting the economy into reverse. Believing the depression to be over policy makers 
embarked on a regime of fiscal and monetary contraction. Sharp cutbacks in spending and 
increased tax revenues brought the federal budget into near balance by 1938. Between August 
1936 and May 1937 the Federal Reserve doubled the reserve requirements for the banking 
system. Most important, starting in 1936 the Treasury sterilized gold inflows and, as a result, 
monetary growth first ceased and then declined. This monetary shock pushed into reverse the 
positive effects of rapid monetary expansion during 1934, 1935 and 1936.  The suddenness 
and the severity of the decline when the economy was functioning below full capacity was a 
shock to policy makers who had embarked upon restrictive fiscal and monetary policies 
because they came to fear the effects of inflation which had been welcomed only a few years 
earlier. Recovery came rapidly once damaging fiscal and monetary policies were put into 
reverse. In April 1938 FDR called for a $3b fiscal stimulus to fund additional relief projects 
for the unemployed. Virtually at the same time, bank reserve requirements were eased and the 
Treasury ended the gold sterilization programme. The Treasury’s exit strategy led to a 
resumption of monetary growth and with it rapid economic expansion.  Questions: Why did 
policy makers prioritise inflation as a problem? Were monetary and fiscal policies 
coordinated? Did policy makers appreciate the risks being taken? What was the nature of the 
debate amongst policy makers? Why wait so long before remedial action was taken? Were 
policy makers driven by political or economic reasoning? What effect did the 1937-38 slump 
have on other economies?  Lesson: Prioritizing inflation control when price rises are modest 
and the economy is functioning below full capacity is mistaken and provides a lesson for 
today. 
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II/A   New Perspectives on Medieval and Early Modern European 
Fiscal History 

 
Andrew Wareham (University of Roehampton) 
The Vikings in a European context and the making of Domesday Book c.850-1100 
Domesday Book has been understood either in relation to the specific events of the Norman 
Conquest, or within a longer-run national framework, reaching back to the ninth-century 
burghal hidage or forwards to the thirteenth-century royal inquests. These discussions have 
prompted debates on the dating of Domesday Book, and whether it was a tax reassessment 
(Harvey), an aid to a national loyalty oath (Holt), a socage inquisition (Roffe), or a billeting 
list of resources (Higham & Madicott). In these debates, however, there has been limited use 
of comparative economic history to explain the origins and framing of Domesday Book. This 
paper applies this method to analyse charters, chronicles and Domesday Book. 

In the primary and secondary literature concerned with the making of Domesday Book, 
the Vikings have featured as actors in terms of the threatened 1085 Danish invasion, which 
acted as the catalyst for the commissioning of Domesday Book. More controversially, 
Higham & Maddicott have argued that this event shaped the content of Domesday Book and 
its satellites, because of the need to feed and support mercenaries on the church’s and lords’ 
estates, as well as upon the Crown estate. This first part of the paper, after setting out the 
established historiographical framework, provides a different perspective. It discusses the 
ways in which the Vikings received tribute in ninth-century western Francia, and organized 
the collection of tribute in tenth-century Rus. Based upon an analysis of the Annals of Saint-
Bertin and the Rus Primary Chronicle, the paper discusses the differences in tribute payments 
in Carolingian Europe and Khazar Rus, including the chronological and seasonal timing of 
payments and collections in relation to raiding and trade-cycles.  Although there will be no 
direct engagement with McCormick’s hypothesis (which has suggested that the early 
medieval European economy was sustained by a slave trade), the paper will touch upon social 
scientists’ ideas on the relationship between violence and prosperity in under-developed 
economies.  This section will conclude by considering how the Vikings applied common 
strategies in tribute collection beyond the boundaries of particular national contexts, and 
whether responses to these demands reshaped administrative frameworks in continental 
Europe during the ninth and tenth centuries. 

The second part of the paper takes up the insights derived from comparative history in 
order to discuss the development of finance and administration in England between the age of 
King Alfred ‘the Great’ (d. 899) and King Henry I (d. 1135). Attention is directed firstly to 
the national picture from Alfred to King Æthelred II (d. 1016), focusing primarily upon royal 
charters.  This is followed by a case-study on the collection of heregeld in the Worcestershire 
region in the early and mid-eleventh century. It shows how there was a major change in the 
administration used to collect heregeld following Cnut’s conquest of England in 1016. Under 
King Cnut ‘the Great’ and his Danish successors (1016-66), the role of church in the process 
of collecting heregeld was reduced. Instead English secular agents worked with Danish earls 
and housecarls to impose harsh penalties for the non-payment of land taxation. This secular 
decentralized framework has not left much extant evidence, but it probably included 
information on types of tenure and perhaps even agrarian resources. Heregeld was abolished 
in 1051, but the continuation of the land tax under the Anglo-Norman kings, as Danegeld, 
meant that there was a need to draw upon the administrative legacy of heregeld. These 
features when viewed in a European perspective may help to explain why Domesday Book’s 
materials were organized according to tenancies-in-chief and the extent of its detailed 
coverage of minor tenancies and manorial wealth. 

The uniqueness of Domesday Book is explained by fiscal developments in the two 
generations before its compilation, but these processes can only be properly understood if we 
have a clear understanding of the ways in which the Vikings collected tribute in ninth- and 
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tenth-century Europe. A comparative historical approach – rather than a longer-run 
administrative hypothesis or a close analysis of the Norman Conquest – has much to offer 
economic historians interested in the origins and framing of Domesday Book. 
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Roman Zaoral (Charles University) 
Taxes, loans, credit and debts of the fifteenth century towns in Moravia: a case study of 

Olomuc and Brno 
The paper deals with the impact of the Hussite wars and of the financial crises on the 
management of urban fiscal systems in the fifteenth century Moravian towns Olomouc 
(Olmütz) and Brno (Brünn), located in the eastern part of the Holy Roman Empire. Attention 
is paid to the analysis of municipal tax registers and of Jewish loan records as well as to the 
structure of the local money in circulation. Comparison with the towns at the West of the 
Empire shows a lot of similarities (monopolization of the municipal fiscal and financial policy 
by closed urban elites, strong financial autonomy without guild control, political 
emancipation of craftsmen at the end of the fifteenth century) but also some differences 
(predominance of money withdrawn from houses and tolls over indirect taxes). The reasons 
for the economic growth of Olomouc to the detriment of Brno are also discussed. 
 
Catherine Ferguson (University of Roehampton) 
Avoidance, evasion and opposition to the hearth tax in late seventeenth-century Essex 
Opposition to the hearth tax can be found in several counties in England, but is rarely overtly 
expressed in the deceptively simple lists of names and hearth numbers which constitute the 
hearth tax returns. The paper, through a new analysis of the Quarter Sessions and Assize 
records, outlines the wide-ranging forms that opposition took in Essex, including deliberate 
under-valuing of hearths, misapplication of exemption rules, riots in Colchester, and a knife-
wielding widow’s refusal to allow distraint. The paper identifies in Essex two broad 
categories of opposition. The first category includes objections to the collection and 
assessment process of the tax. The second category covers objection to the hearth tax in 
combination with other local issues. In some communities friction can be identified between 
local elites and the professional tax collectors; in some places it can be shown that there was 
collusion with local officials to under-value hearth numbers or to deliberately misapply 
exemption. 
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II/B   Early Modern Economic Development 
 
Oleh Havrylyshyn (University of Toronto) & Nora Srzentic (Ghent University) 
The economy of medieval Ragusa: an early example of economic prosperity based on good 

governance and strong institutions 
Over the period 1300-1800, The Republic of Ragusa (today Dubrovnik), despite a tiny 
population of well below 100,000 and very small infertile territory that was difficult to 
defend, achieved a remarkable degree of economic prosperity and disproportionate 
importance in Mediterranean trade. Its achievements have been recognized by 
contemporaneous and modern historians, and most attribute this not to mere luck of location, 
but good governance with atypically benevolent rule providing many basic needs of 
commoners, institutions favourable to commerce, upward class mobility, and meaningful 
rule-of-law. Thus Lane’s history of Venetian maritime prowess points to Ragusa as the 
principal rival of 20-fold larger Venice; Braudel – albeit briefly – remarks on this ‘jewel of 
the Adriatic’ and how its ships were able ‘to snatch away goods from under the very eyes of 
Venetian merchants’. 

However, little of this literature, even the most recent, is based on a ‘cliometric’ 
approach using statistics as evidence of the achievements and confirmation of good 
institutions as the major explanatory factor. The purpose of this paper is two-fold. First it will 
create a new dataset on economic performance and government policies over an extended 
period by combing through the modern literature for the usually fragmentary statistics. 
Second we will then use this time-series dataset (subject to its limitations) to test the main 
hypotheses in the literature on its strong performance and state polices creating a favourable 
institutional environment. 

A few words on methodology. While we use a quantitative approach the data will not be 
strong or comprehensive enough to allow econometric analysis, but at most tabular/graphical 
presentation showing visual correlation, and some bivariate correlation tests. Our secondary 
data source is the historical literature: we compile any fragmentary statistics there into a time-
series.  Most such statistics are based on primary, archival sources, but are very partial and 
sometimes vaguely stated in words. There is however enough coverage over a long time for 
many relevant variables :shipping tonnage, fleet sizes, population, wealth indicators, customs 
revenues, consular activities, budget data, even some crude Maddison-type estimates of GDP. 

For institutional variables current research uses data compiled by the World Bank, 
EBRD, Transparency International, Polity IV, Freedom House and others. It would be 
unfeasibly heroic to attempt giving analogous metric to institutions in the medieval era, 
nevertheless, our analysis of institutional determinants will be cast as much as possible using 
such concepts as governance, voice, corruption, Rule-of-Law (ROL) ease of doing business, 
financial prudence. The last can be given some quantification, but others will necessarily be 
subject to qualitative analysis. 

The paper will make two contributions to the literature. First it will complement the 
existing historical literature on Ragusa adding to it a quantitative approach which can allow 
assessment of the consensus on Ragusa’s prosperity and its determinants. Second, by framing 
the analysis within current paradigms on institutions, the paper will add an important 
historical example showing how good institutions promoted economic prosperity. 
 
Alexander Klein (University of Kent) & Sheilagh Ogilvie (University of Cambridge) 
Abusive, supportive, or both? Landlords and occupational structure under the ‘Second 

Serfdom’ 
Changes in occupational structure – specifically the growing importance of non-agricultural 
activities – are increasingly viewed as a key component of economic growth long before the 
industrial revolution.  We now know that pre-industrial Europe was far from an autarkic 
agricultural economy in which secondary- and tertiary-sector production was practised only 
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by a tiny urban labour force. Long before factory industrialization, ‘proto-industrialization’ 
moved export-oriented crafts to the countryside, agricultural specialization created tradable 
surpluses of primary products, and trade expanded between towns and their hinterlands, 
between adjoining rural regions, and across international frontiers. These developments can 
already be observed in the late medieval period in northern Italy, southern Germany, the Low 
Countries, and other high-growth zones, and from 1500 to 1800 they accelerated and spread 
to much of the continent.  This structural transformation, it is argued, prepared the way for 
modern economic growth by enhancing efficiency through specialization, increasing 
production and consumption through gains from trade, and pushing European producers 
closer to their production possibility frontier by opening up local monopolies to external 
competition. 

Yet although non-agricultural activity is increasingly viewed as a key indicator of early 
modern economic growth, we still know little about how it developed in different European 
economies at different periods, or about its social, economic and institutional correlates. In 
particular, we know hardly anything about occupational structure in those many parts of 
central and eastern Europe which, between about 1500 and 1750, underwent the so-called 
‘second serfdom’ – the enormous growth in the institutional powers of the great landlords to 
regulate rural people’s economic lives.  This paper examines occupational structure in a richly 
documented society under the second serfdom: Bohemia (now part of the Czech Republic). 

Using data on 6,983 Bohemian villages in 1654, we estimate a regression model in 
which the dependent variable is the percentage of serfs practising non-agricultural 
occupations and explanatory variables include an array of village and estate characteristics. 
The explanatory variables include measures of the village’s size, its arable sector, its pastoral 
sector, its social composition, its female headship rate, the presence of mills, the proximity of 
towns, and a measure of the intensity of the ‘second serfdom’. The general regression 
equation we estimate can be written as follows: 
 
NonagricEmplij= � + �1(Village Size)ij+ �2(Arable Sector)ij+ �3(Pastoral Sector)ij+ �4(Social 
Composition)ij+ �5(Other Characteristics)ij+ �6(Second Serfdom Proxy)ij+ �j +�ij (1) 
 
NonagricEmplij is the share of non-agricultural employment in village i located on an estate j, 
� is a constant term, �j is an estate j fixed effect, and �ij is an error term. The �-coefficients 
represent the vectors of estimated coefficients, since each set of explanatory variables 
contains several regressors. 

Seventeenth-century Bohemia, unsurprisingly, had a lower density of non-agricultural 
activities than most western European economies at the same period. However, this serf 
economy was neither autarkic nor purely agricultural, but rather was characterized by a rich 
array of non-agricultural activities. This refutes the traditional ‘manorial dominance’ view 
that serfdom prevented all non-agricultural activities or wholly suppressed serf enterprise. 

Controlling for other village and estate characteristics, the density of rural non-
agricultural activity in early modern Bohemia showed a significantly positive relationship 
with village size, number of cattle, female household headship, sub-peasant social structure, 
presence of Jews, presence of freemen, and number of mills. It showed a significantly 
negative relationship with availability of arable land, the number of working animals, and the 
presence of towns on the estate. These highly significant statistical relationships are consistent 
with the interpretation that Bohemian villagers decided how to allocate time and other 
resources according to their relative productivities in alternative activities. 

But our econometric analysis also finds that the intensity of non-agricultural activity in 
villages was significantly and robustly correlated with various proxy measures of the intensity 
of the ‘second serfdom’ in terms of landlord presence on the local level. This casts doubt on 
any revisionist ‘serf autonomy’ view that rural economic options were unaffected by the 
institutional powers of landlords under the second serfdom. Landlord presence was associated 
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with a significantly higher density of non-agricultural activity in a village, controlling for 
other factors. 

However, this cannot be interpreted as demonstrating that landlord paternalism ‘caused’ 
rural development under the second serfdom, since the non-agricultural activities observed in 
seventeenth-century Bohemia were not predominantly established by the lords or their 
officials, but rather overwhelmingly initiated and operated by the serfs themselves. Deeper 
econometric analysis reveals a complex relationship between non-agricultural activities, local 
manorial activity, and other village characteristics, which casts light both on the determinants 
of early modern European occupational structure and on the concrete functioning of the 
second serfdom. Landlords encouraged those serf non-agricultural activities from which they 
could extort rents for themselves, while stifling non-agricultural initiatives – such as those 
surrounding female household heads and village millers – that they regarded as harmful to 
manorial revenues. The econometric findings reveal the multiplicity and complexity of the 
links between the interests of landlords and the economic initiatives of villagers, casting doubt 
on any simplistic interpretation of the economic impact of the ‘second serfdom’. 
 
Hulya Canbakal (Sabanci University) 
Wealth and inequality in an Ottoman city 
This paper presents the preliminary findings of an ongoing project on the distribution of 
wealth in the Ottoman Empire.  The project is based on probate inventories from seven cities 
in Anatolia and Macedonia and covers the period 1500-1840. It explores the relationship 
between growth and inequality, regional differences in this regard and the reasons behind the 
variation in patterns of distribution. One of the questions addressed is whether the origins of 
the ‘super Kuznets curve, which Van Zanden locates in early modern western Europe, can be 
observed in Ottoman lands as well. The paper focuses on Bursa, a large manufacturing city in 
north-western Anatolia. The city experienced net growth (measured in terms of mean wealth) 
from the beginning of the period studied to the end of the eighteenth century. This lends 
support to recent studies arguing that the Ottoman economy continued to grow, if at a modest 
rate, during the period formerly characterized as one of long-term and total decline. Likewise, 
we observe a net increase in inequality during this period. At the same time, medium-term 
fluctuations in wealth and inequality point to secular dynamics parallel to Europe, namely, 
increased inequality in the sixteenth and, especially, the eighteenth centuries, with a slump in 
between.  While it is easier to correlate this observation with population swings, inflation and 
changes in relative prices too probably had an exacerbating role. Our time series ends in a 
drastic downswing in the early nineteenth century which, among other things, may be related 
to the challenges of economic liberalization and asymmetric integration into the world market. 
While estates shrank at this time, inequality remained above its pre-eighteenth-century level. 
In brief, my findings indicate a positive link between growth and inequality whereby 
urbanization and demographic change appear to be the key elements. This link would suggest 
that the idea of an early modern ‘super Kuznets curve’ is as much applicable to Ottoman 
economic experience as European. Yet, the periodic improvements in the distribution of 
wealth observed in the course of the four and a half centuries studied are surely not 
Kuznetsian. 
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II/C   Urbanization and Migration 
 
Rowena Gray (University of Essex) & Carlos Villareal (University of Chicago) 
The New York City housing market and immigrants, 1880-1910 
This paper presents new data on housing rents for individual units in New York City, 1880-
1910 and analyses the effect of immigration on rents across neighbourhoods within the city. 
GIS data taken from historical maps are used to obtain information on amenities across 
locations. Hedonic regressions are used to reveal the capitalized value of amenities, including 
the presence and concentration of immigrant groups, controlling for changes in the supply of 
housing and the possible effect of immigrants on supply through lower construction wages. 
We believe that, with careful data collection, we can measure this channel of the effect of 
immigrants more effectively than has been presented thus far in the literature on wage effects.  
Furthermore, changes in rents should have large welfare implications on the native 
population, for the following reasons: the rental market was large relative to that of owner-
occupiers during this era. A mere 9.63 per cent of household heads reported real estate 
holdings in 1870, which decreased to 1.7 per cent owner-occupied dwellings by 1940. Rents 
were a large part of household budgets – in 1901, estimates of the share spent on rent range 
from 16.7 per cent to 22.3 per cent. Little is known about the housing market in New York 
City from 1870 to 1940, a period characterized by substantial growth, primarily through in-
migration – this project will shed light on this neglected market. Finally, we draw a 
comparison between this historical first global era and the more recent increased immigration 
flows to the United States. Few analyses of the housing market have been done using modern 
data, but those that exist show large effects relative to the literature on wages (Saizl, 2007; 
Journal of Urban Economics, for example). This study can draw a comparison to the earlier 
era of unrestricted immigration. 
 
Maria Stanfors & Björn Eriksson (Lund University) 
Migration and earnings among workers in the late nineteenth century manufacturing 

industry: evidence from Sweden 
This paper deals with labour migration at the end of the nineteenth century. It returns to the 
question of whether there are economic gains to migration. Using a rich micro-dataset 
covering the entire workforce of three different industries (tobacco, printing, and mechanical 
engineering) in Sweden in 1898-1907 that matches employers and employees, we investigate 
a number of related issues: the importance of family background, migration distance, to what 
extent migrants were strongly selected, and whether there were gender differences in these 
respects. 

To date, historical studies of migration, based on micro-data, modelling the gains from 
migration have mainly focused on men (e.g., Long 2005; Abramitzky et al., 2012). We argue 
that estimates of returns to migration based solely on the experience of men not only ignores a 
large share of the working population whose experience may be wholly different but also 
limits the conclusions that may be drawn about overall labour market efficiency. There are 
several reasons why migration may have had different effects on female earnings relative to 
male. While the expanding manufacturing sector provided new employment opportunities for 
women in urban locations (Boyer & Hatton, 1997) women’s migration patterns still seem to 
have been constrained when compared to men’s. Very long range migrations were particularly 
skewed towards men in terms of the share of movers (Gabaccia & Zanoni, 2012) while 
families conforming to a male breadwinner model would have made women’s potential 
returns to migration subordinate to the household heads when deciding whether to migrate or 
not. In this paper we seek to shed further light on the returns to migration for women 
compared to men and whether constraints on female migration were important for overall 
labour market efficiency. 
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The analyses exploit a previously unexplored dataset stemming from a number of very 
detailed surveys of circa 35,000 individuals employed in three different industries: tobacco, 
printing and mechanical engineering, each one varying in terms of mechanization, skill 
requirements and level of feminization. The data consist of the complete workforce of each 
industry which we link to complete censuses, resulting in a rich dataset that includes 
information about earnings, individual characteristics, family background and geographic 
locations. We model the migration decision through the use of endogenous switching 
regression models and further examine how men’s and women’s decisions to migrate, and the 
returns realized, differed. We conclude by discussing the implications our results have for the 
efficiency of the late nineteenth-century Swedish labour market as a whole. 
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Ralph Paprzycki, Kyoji Fukao (Hitotsubashi University), Jean-Pascal Bassino (ENS de 

Lyon), Tokihiko Settsu (Musashi University) & Tangjun Yuan (Fudan University) 
Regional inequality and migration in prewar Japan, 1890-1940 
Although the role played by within-country regional integration in the economic development 
of Europe and the United States in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries is well documented, 
the economic literature seems to have overlooked the experience of Asian countries during the 
same period. In a number of Asian countries, particularly China, striking regional differences 
in income and productivity levels can be observed. When rapid development of high 
productivity activities takes place in the most affluent regions, the persistence of internal 
barriers to domestic migration, as well as to trade and the flow of capital and technology, 
appears to play an important role in keeping income levels in lagging regions low. 

Against this background, the historical experience of Japan provides a particularly 
interesting case study for the investigation of the pattern of regional convergence and the role 
of migration. The first non-western nation to embark on a successful process of 
industrialization, Japan was still a low-income country as late as the start of the process in the 
1870s and 1880s. Anecdotal evidence points to striking spatial inequalities in living standards 
in the 1870s that were not primarily due to differences in natural endowments but rather to the 
lasting effects of political barriers restricting trade and migration that were abolished as a 
result of the Meiji revolution in 1868. 

In our study, we take advantage of the abundance and dependability of Japanese data at 
the prefecture-level (47 prefectures) for prices, income, labour force, and population to 
conduct a quantitative analysis. Our study is based on industry-level calculations of value 
added per worker, including a breakdown by sector for manufacturing, for the benchmark 
years 1890, 1909, 1925, 1935, and 1940 for each of the 47 prefectures (Yuan et al., 2009; 
Bassino et al., 2010). This approach allows us to examine regional convergence and 
investigate the contribution of changes in industrial structure, within-industry productivity, 
and other factors. Such a decomposition has been performed by Kim (1998) and Mitchener & 
McLean (1999) for the United States, and more recently by Felice (2011) for Italy. We 
analyse the changing patterns of spatial inequality during the initial phase of industrialization. 
Our estimates indicate that per capita GDP in the poorest Japanese prefectures was only 
slightly above subsistence level in 1890 and 1909. We then investigate whether regional 
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convergence occurred in prewar Japan. Barro & Sala-i-Martin (1992) have shown that a 
steady regional convergence in average per capita income took place in the 1960s and 1970s. 
The present study shows that this process started (albeit at a slow pace) during the initial 
phase of industrialization in the prewar period, when a contraction in regional differences in 
labour productivity took place. 

We also estimate implied in- and out-migration by prefecture and find that sizable 
population flows took place from the poorest rural areas to the industrializing urban areas of 
Tokyo-Yokohama, Osaka-Kobe and, to a lesser extent, to Nagoya, and Fukuoka-Kitakyushu. 
This suggests that convergence in per capita GDP was driven by changes in both the 
numerator (GDP) and in the denominator (population). In order to measure the respective 
contribution of the different factors, we perform a decomposition analysis of variations in 
prefecture-level per capita GDP. The results suggest that although a contraction in spatial 
gaps in within-industry labour productivity as well as in differences in industrial structures 
occurred, migration from rural regions to industrializing urban areas played a major role. A 
contraction occurred in within-industry productivity gaps and in differences in industrial 
structures across prefectures. We also estimate in- and out-migration by prefecture and find 
that sizable population flows took place from the poorest rural areas to the industrializing 
urban areas. We estimate the contribution of changes in productivity, industrial structure, and 
population to the observed convergence and find that internal migration played an important 
role, as it did during the two decades of high-speed economic growth in the 1950s and 1960s. 

These results can be regarded as relevant for analysing the implications of spatial 
inequality in developing countries, in particular China and other Asian countries enjoying 
rapid economic growth. Although, from a theoretical viewpoint, the net benefits resulting 
from economic integration within and across countries are in essence comparable, the 
consequences tend to differ in terms of the distribution of welfare gains among residents. 
When initial conditions are characterized by obstacles to internal migration, residents from the 
poorest areas are likely to be among the major winners from regional integration. Residents of 
the richer regions, who are usually the major winners from international integration, could 
also gain if their initial advantage in per capita reflects a higher level of human capital and 
labour productivity. In other words, while international integration is likely to be a pro-rich 
policy, in a country where internal barriers exist, domestic integration is usually a pro-poor 
policy. 
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II/D   Gentlemanly Liberalism: Trade between West and East and 
the End of Restriction, 1770-1850 

 
Peter Solar (Vesalius College) 
Opening to the East: shipping between Europe and Asia, 1780-1830 
Globalization has been dated from the early decades of the nineteenth century, when price 
differentials between Europe and Asia fell dramatically. However, these changes were too 
early to have been the result of new transport technologies such as steamships and railways. 
Could they instead be related to the eclipse of the great chartered companies which had 
dominated Europe-Asia trade in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries? Did freer trade 
bring about the fall in price differentials? The answers have obvious implications for 
interpreting the history of the companies, which have been alternately portrayed as efficient 
mechanisms for organizing long-distance trade and as rent-seeking monopolies. 

This paper addresses these issues by examining the changes in shipping between Europe 
and Asia over the transition to freer trade. The readily available information on the voyages 
made by the English, Dutch, French, Danish and Swedish companies is analysed and 
compared to new evidence drawn from Lloyd’s List, Lloyd’s Register and other contemporary 
sources on voyages made by English ships after the end of the East India Company’s 
monopoly on trade to India in 1813. The results are used to estimate changes in the costs of 
shipping between the peacetime periods in the 1780s and in the 1820s, and the impact of these 
cost changes on price differentials is then assessed. 

The paper shows that shipping costs between Europe and Asia were reduced by two-
thirds between the 1780s and the 1820s. Copper sheathing and other technical improvements 
allowed ships to make more frequent voyages over longer lifetimes, significantly reducing 
capital costs. These technical changes accounted for about half of the cost reduction. The rest 
of the cost reduction was due to the substitution of smaller ships for the very large, heavily 
armed ships used by the companies. Smaller, lightly armed ships cost less to build per ton and 
required fewer men per ton to operate them. 

The changes in shipping costs were at least as important as the elimination of monopoly 
profits in narrowing intercontinental price differentials during the early nineteenth century. 
The use of smaller ships was made possible by the rise of British naval hegemony in the 
Indian Ocean. This made the seas safer not only from pirates, but more importantly from the 
ships of the other companies, which had served as proxy navies. Thus ended an eighteenth-
century arms race, in which monopoly companies can be seen as effective, but costly, 
institutions for organizing trade in an insecure environment. 
 
Simon Layton (University of Cambridge) 
Liberalism, monopoly, and the curse of ‘piraticality’ 
The disintegration of Britain’s Atlantic empire in the late eighteenth century encouraged a 
new kind of imperialism, which (as Raffles wrote while founding Singapore) privileged 
‘trade, not territory’,595 and induced hundreds to seek their personal fortunes in the East. Many 
merchants played the dual role of private trader and Company servant, while others formed 
new associations with which to stay afloat under the weight of imperial restrictions on 
settlement, navigation and trade. As one radical publicist put it, ‘free trade’ was to form the 
cornerstone of opposition to the ‘unholy compact of civil despotism [and] commercial 
monopoly, ... from which the East India Company derive a portion of their guilty and 
unhallowed gains’.596 ‘[I]n defence of the true ends of civilization’, as one correspondent to 

                                                 
595 T.S. Raffles to J.P. Addenbrooke, 10 June 1819, quoted in British Colonial Developments 1774-1834: Select 

Documents ed. V.T. Harlow and F. Madden (London: Oxford University Press, 1953), p.73. 
596 J.S. Buckingham, quoted by an unknown author in On the territorial Government and Commerce of the East 

India Company (London: John Murray, 1829), p.5. 
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the Bombay Courier put it, ‘our Merchants may become as Princes, and our Traffickers the 
truly honourable of the earth’.597 

This paper will chart some of the economic currents of new ‘liberal’ worldviews which 
emerged in the early nineteenth century, and explore the ways in which such ‘princes’ of 
commerce lauded free trade as the harbinger of civilization. It will do this specifically by 
considering the expansion of British imperialism in Asia, along the dual maritime frontier that 
rolled out, east and west, from the shores of the Indian subcontinent. I will contend that the 
British discourse of ‘piracy’ was instrumental to this process, not only allowing for the naval 
violence that wrested maritime sovereignty from indigenous states and seafarers, but also 
constructing a new rationale for empire, in which the ‘monopolists’ stood accused as yet 
another breed of ‘Oriental despot’ – restraining civilization’s advance across the Indian Ocean 
world. 
 
Adrian Leonard (University of Cambridge) 
Risk, insurance, and the demonopolization of the Asia trade 
Marine insurance was critical to the expansion of Britain’s trade, but both its role and its cost 
remain largely unstudied. In the context of the eastward trade, it is widely believed that the 
English East India Company did not buy insurance for its vessels and cargoes, but this part-
truth often leads to a general assumption that trade to India and China was not insured. Quite 
to the contrary, the eastward trade proffered to underwriters the largest risks, which were 
often the most heavily insured.598 By the time of demonopolization, London underwriters, 
along with new joint-stock insurers established in India and China from the 1780s, had 
amassed great experience in underwriting Second-Empire commerce under a quasi-
monopolized marine insurance market structure, within a most gentlemanly of business 
cultures.599 

Under this structure, established in 1720, marine insurance underwriting was the 
exclusive preserve of two chartered companies, the London Assurance and the Royal 
Exchange Assurance. Exceptions were made for the East India and South Sea Companies, 
which could grant cover to their servants, and for individual underwriters. The exemption of 
these sole traders in insurance allowed individuals underwriting at Lloyd’s Coffee-house to 
continue their business. There, private merchants had been cooperatively insuring India 
voyages since at least the early eighteenth century.600 Indeed, private merchants in London 
had been insuring the trade of foreign merchants to India since at least the mid-sixteenth 
century.601 In some cases these private underwriters deployed capital on behalf of gentlemen 
investors, a practice begun in Italy centuries before,602 and which continues in the present day. 

From the 1780s, the practice of deploying others’ capital in the insurance business was 
adopted by joint-stock insurers established in India. Exempt from the British duopoly which 
lingered in Great Britain, agency houses and their trading partners raised capital for 
freestanding insurance companies through the issue of shares; by purchasing them, colonial 
elites of India placed their capital into the hands of underwriters. Leading indigenous 
merchants also became involved, as buyers of both shares and policies. Similar companies 
were established in Canton shortly after the turn of the century. In both countries, the new 
insurers thrived on the insurance of the ‘country trade’ along the coasts of India, and on 

                                                 
597 R. Mingan, ‘Steam Communication by the Euphrates,’ Bombay Courier, 7 September 1833, p.425. 
598 For example, in 1799 the agency house Law & Bruce insured the Indian-built Scaleby Castle at Lloyd’s 

Coffee-house for £160,000 for its voyage from Bombay to London. 
599 A.B. Leonard, ‘Underwriting British trade to India and China, 1780-1835’, Historical Journal, 55, 

pp.983-1006. 
600 See, e.g. LMA CLC/427/MS24176, Papers of Thomas Bowrey. 
601 TNA HCA 24/29 f. 45, Policy for a voyage Calicut to Lixbourne [Lisbon], 1555. 
602 A. Leone, ‘Maritime insurance as a source for the history of international credit in the Middle Ages’, Journal 

of European Economic History, 12 (1993), pp.363-369. 
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insuring private merchants’ trade in opium and other goods between India and China. They 
also insured vessels rounding the Cape on return voyages.603 

In England, it was an era of collapsing monopolies. The East India Company lost its 
exclusive right to trade to India in 1813, although it retained a monopoly over the China trade 
until 1833. Meanwhile, the London marine insurance companies’ quasi-duopoly was 
dismantled following an eighteen-year debate. This began in 1806, when Sir Fredrick Eden 
lobbied for permission for his Globe Insurance Company to underwrite marine insurance 
alongside its staple fire and life business. In 1810 a Parliamentary Select Committee was 
struck to consider demonopolization of marine insurance. In 1824, following a reinvigorated 
campaign led by men including Nathan Rothschild, Moses Montefiore, and Francis Baring, 
the marine insurance duopoly was finally ended. New and existing insurance companies were 
now permitted to underwrite marine insurance business in Great Britain, and their attention 
soon turned to the Far East. For example, India merchant and EIC servant Robert Rickards, 
with shipowner John Staniforth, immediately launched the Indemnity Insurance Company, for 
the insurance of India risks.604 

Since the early widespread adoption of marine insurance in northwest Europe in the 
seventeenth century, the growth of trade and the concentration of marine insurance 
underwriting in London led to a dramatic fall in marine insurance prices over centuries, as 
underwriters selected from a larger risk pool, diversified their risk profiles, and gained more 
experience at price-setting. The trend is clearly visible across and through analysis of a new 
database of about 10,000 marine insurance prices for actual voyages, compiled primarily from 
extant underwriters’ risk books.605 The balance of this paper will identify pricing trends in the 
insurance of the India trade, from the earliest available data to the time of fully free trade, to 
identify exogenous pricing impacts on the insurance of India risks, including war and the 
impact of monopoly. 
 
Alejandra Irigoin (London School of Economics) 
Westbound for the Far East: North Americans joining the Asia trade, 1780s-1830s 
The rest of the world’s commerce with China during the early modern period is centre stage 
of the new developments in global economic history. Yet among western scholars Asian 
trade, and Chinese in particular, is usually measured, analysed and interpreted through the 
exchanges with the big joint stock companies which connected Europe and Asia through the 
Cape of Good Hope. Certainly the Dutch VOC and the English East India Company were 
paramount in carrying this trade, but the picture is necessarily incomplete since it only refers 
to commerce within Eurasia and does not account for the yet under-researched Pacific Route. 
By the late eighteenth century almost all northern European states had created their own East 
India Company like France, Spain, Sweden and Denmark. And even formerly major colonial 
port cities in North America, like Salem and Providence, had established one of their own. 

Canton records demonstrate that after the 1780s North American merchants supplied 
most of the silver to China, which was still growing up to the 1820s, and had overtaken the 
Companies in that business. This was only 15 years since they were no longer obliged by 
colonial shipping legislation. But the US was not yet a silver producing country as it had not 
stretched west of Louisiana – and Astoria was still not on the maps of the North Western 
territories by 1803. North American merchants had to obtain their silver elsewhere. The 
concurrence of war in Europe and the massive availability of silver in circulation – and 
purchasing power – in South America and the Caribbean (until they caught the ire of France 
and England likewise in 1807) allowed for the opportunity. Through commerce as ‘neutrals’ 

                                                 
603 Leonard, Underwriting British trade to India and China. 
604 S. Palmer, ‘The Indemnity in the London marine market, 1824-50’, in O.M. Westall, The historian and the 

business of insurance, (Manchester: University Press, 1984), p.77. 
605 A.B. Leonard, The marine insurance pricing revolution, working paper, 
         http://eh.net/eha/system/files/Leonard.pdf, 2012. 
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and interlopers within the Caribbean, the River Plate and around Cape Horn all along the 
Western coast of New World these merchants quickly replaced Spain and other European 
intermediaries in the trade of textiles, foodstuffs and capital goods (slaves) to colonial Spanish 
America. As a result they also increasingly controlled the supply of colonial commodities to 
Continental Europe and of silver to Asia. 

This paper analyses the development of North American involvement in global trade 
between the 1780s and 1830s when the US became a major player. Specifically, it 
distinguishes between patterns in the Pacific and Atlantic Indian Ocean routes of the China 
and India trade. Each of them left substantial imprints in the development of business and 
capital accumulation of the US. The paper reveals the crucial role that re-exports had in North 
American trade performance, qualifying the traditional role of the US as an exporter of staples 
presented earlier by North (1962) and others. It also sheds some further economic historical 
light on the competing mercantile interests at work behind the trade liberalization that opened 
in Britain, which has thus far been understood solely as a result of a political economic shift 
away from mercantilist practices as recently argued by Fitcher (2010). 

The first section describes the arrival and participation of the US in the context of 
western trade with China and explains the wider New World implications of the trade. The 
second section shows the volume, composition and time frame of North American exports. It 
offers quantitative evidence for the extraordinary role of re-export trade which made the US a 
major global trader of the time, of which the trade with silver was only one, if a major branch. 
The third section considers the business organization differences in both routes, and the fourth 
discusses the political economic implications of the appearance of competition among 
monopolistic joint-stock companies, as the western trade was known at the time. 
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II/E   Unpaid Work in History: Lauded but Ignored. Why? 
(Women’s Committee Session) 

 
Jane Whittle (University of Exeter) 
Approaches to women’s unpaid domestic work in early modern England 
This paper aims to set out the issues surrounding women’s unpaid work in early modern 
England and to stress the importance of unpaid domestic work to the economy. It does this by 
offering a critique of existing approaches to unpaid domestic work, before suggesting ways 
forward for future research. Unpaid domestic work is notoriously difficult to define, but here I 
take it to mean tasks such as childcare, and housework (e.g. meal preparation, cleaning the 
house, laundry), and production for use within the same household (e.g. food production and 
processing, making clothing and other textiles, collecting water and fuel). 

A number of points need to be made at the start. The first is that while these tasks were 
often undertaken by women in early modern England, we should not assume that all unpaid 
domestic work was done by women, or that all women did unpaid domestic work. Second, 
while we might assume that such work consisted of ‘services’, in fact it crossed all three basic 
sectors of the economy: collecting water and fuel, agriculture and gardening are part of the 
primary sector; processing food and making textiles and clothes are part of the ‘secondary’ 
manufacturing sector; while childcare, education and cleaning are part of the ‘tertiary’ service 
sector.606 Third, during the early modern period the proportion of production carried out for 
use within the same household declined while production for the market increased. Thus it 
seems likely that in 1500 most work was ‘unpaid domestic work’, in the sense that it was 
undertaken to produce goods or services for home consumption, while by 1800 work for the 
market dominated, although this transformation has never been effectively measured or 
quantified. Fourth, all the tasks that constituted unpaid domestic work could be integrated into 
the market in early modern England: they could take the form of paid work or home-made 
items could be substituted with purchases. And despite the overall economic trend towards 
marketization, it is possible that these activities were more commonly bought and sold in 
early modern England than subsequently, partly because people did not perceive a sharp line 
between ‘work for the household, and ‘work in the wider economy’. For instance, large 
numbers of female servants were employed, at least in part, to carry out these tasks;607 wet-
nursing subcontracted baby-care to women in other households;608 and the urban poor relied 
on purchasing ready-made food because they lacked cooking facilities.609 

The original approach of economic historians to unpaid domestic work was simply to 
ignore it. This was typical until at least the mid-1980s. The implication of this silence is that 
such work was not considered to be part of the wider economy, and also that it was assumed 
to be an unchanging background feature of life, and not worthy of consideration by historians. 
Alice Clark, the pioneering historian of women’s work, did briefly note the work of ‘creation 
of the home and the physical creation of the child’, in order to exclude them from her study.610 
                                                 
606 See ‘The PST system’ of occupational classifications developed by E.A. Wrigley at: 

http://www.hpss.geog.cam.ac.uk/research/projects/occupations/categorisation/pst.pdf 
607 B. Hill, Servants: English Domestics in the Eighteenth Century (Oxford, 1996); T. Meldrum, Domestic 

Service and Gender 1660-1750: Life and Work in the London Household (Harlow, 2000); J. Whittle, 
‘Housewives and servants in rural England, 1440-1650: evidence of women’s work from probate 
documents’, Transactions of the Royal Historical Society, 6th Series, Vol.15, (2005) pp.51-74. 

608 V. Fildes, ‘The English wet-nurse and her role in infant care, 1538-1800’, Medical History 32 (1988) pp.142-
73; P. Sharpe, Population and Society in an East Devon Parish: Reproducing Colyton 1540-1840 (Exeter, 
2002), pp.254-6. 

609 M. Carlin, ‘Fast food and urban living standards in medieval England’ in Food and Eating in Medieval 
Europe ed. M.Carlin and J.T. Rosenthal (London, 1998) pp.27-52; S. Pennell, ‘“Great quantities of 
gooseberry pye and baked clod of beef”: victualling and eating out in early modern London’, in 
Londinopolis: Essays in the Cultural and Social History of Early Modern London ed. P. Griffiths and M. 
Jenner (Manchester, 2000), pp.228-49. 

610 Alice Clark, Working Life of Women in the Seventeenth Century (London, 1919), p.4. 
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But she did also pay attention to many forms of women’s unpaid domestic work, including 
agricultural, textile, and food-processing work, as well as providing evidence of the impact of 
caring for young children on women’s wage earning capacity and eligibility for poor relief.611 
In doing so she anticipated the approach which has become common since the mid-1980s, 
following the integration of first women’s history and then gender history into mainstream 
economic history. This approach is to acknowledge, in a rather fuzzy way, the unpaid 
domestic work done by women. It is fuzzy because while historians are keen to draw a line 
between ‘domestic work’ and ‘productive work’ or ‘work for the market’, there is little clarity 
about where this line should fall. Too often the assumption is made that women’s work was 
‘unpaid domestic work’ while men’s work was for the market. Despite recognizing that most 
work done by men and women in this period was carried out on their own property ‘at home’ 
and thus was ‘domestic’, and that many men were their own masters, so their work was 
unpaid, men’s work is very rarely classified as ‘unpaid domestic work’ while women’s work 
spinning, dairying or even marketing goods, is seen as part of their ‘domestic’ household 
tasks. 

Not all approaches have ignored the impact of women’s unpaid work. Joyce Burnette’s 
examination of the ‘female-male wage gap’, an approach also adopted by John Hatcher for the 
late medieval economy, suggests patterns of paid and unpaid work are closely related.612 
Burnette’s key argument is that women were paid less than men in day wages because they 
worked shorter hours due to their domestic duties at home.613 This approach acknowledges the 
impact of unpaid work on the wider economy, but does not seem adequate as a blanket 
explanation of why women were paid considerably less than men for work by the day from 
the late thirteenth to the late nineteenth century.614 It does not allow for the variety of 
women’s domestic situations, nor is it based on a great deal of primary evidence. Another 
approach is Gary Becker’s ‘new household economics’, applied for instance by Jan de Vries 
in The Industrious Revolution to the early modern household in order to explain work patterns 
and the prioritization of paid and unpaid work.615 While Becker’s theories are marred by a 
commitment to crude biological determinism as an explanation of the gender division of 
labour, they nonetheless emphasize the time and income costs of unpaid work within the 
household. De Vries demonstrates the potential of considering these economic models, but 
has little concrete evidence to bring to bear on what work was actually being carried out and 
by whom within the early modern home. 

If we recognize that unpaid domestic work occupied a considerable amount of time 
amongst the able-bodied workforce and that it was related to income-generating work in a 
close and complex way, both because it was hard to draw a line between income-generating 
work and non income-generating work, and because unpaid work affected patterns of paid 
work, then unpaid work becomes a priority for future research. There are a number of ways 
we can improve our understanding of unpaid domestic work: 
1. The history of housework and childcare needs more attention: it was not unchanging over 

time, as histories of domestic material culture and childhood demonstrate. 
2. Monetary values can be put on women’s unpaid domestic work by making comparisons 

with the paid work undertaken by servants, wetnurses, laundresses and so on. 

                                                 
611 Clark, Ibid., p.5, p.68 and p.70. 
612 J. Burnette, ‘An investigation of the female-male wage gap during the industrial revolution in Britain’, 

Economic History Review 50:2 (1997), 257-81; J. Hatcher, ‘Debate: Women’s Work Reconsidered: Gender 
and Wage Differentiation in Late Medieval England: Comment’ Past and Present 173 (2001), 191-8. 

613 J. Burnette, op. cit., p.263 and pp.268-9. 
614 This has also been suggested as an explanation of the modern day gender wage gap: G.S. Becker, A Treatise 

on the Family: Enlarged Edition (Cambridge, Mass., 1991), p.56. 
615 J. de Vries, The Industrious Revolution: Consumer Behaviour and the Household Economy 1650 to the 

Present (Cambridge, 2008); G.S. Becker, ‘A theory of the allocation of time’, The Economic Journal 75 
(1965) 493-517; Becker, A Treatise on the Family: Enlarged Edition, pp.3-4, 37-79. 
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3. The gender division of labour needs to be carefully reconstructed, rather than making 
assumptions about what men and women did. The methodology used by Ogilvie in A 
Bitter Living points the way forward:616 using incidental evidence of men’s and women’s 
activities from court depositions, rather than restricting ourselves to evidence of waged 
work or to advice literature. Collecting evidence of activities rather than pre-classifying 
them as market or non-market, men’s work and women’s work, would allow some of the 
definitional problems to be avoided. 

4. Where evidence allows (for instance as in some depositions), it is a high priority to 
examine gendered time-use as well as the gender division of tasks. 

 
Amy Erickson (University of Cambridge) 
Women’s unpaid domestic work in early modern London 
Women’s unpaid domestic work became crucial to the feminist campaigns of the 1970s as a 
result of three factors which had been coinciding from the middle of the twentieth century: the 
number of educated women increased significantly; the amount of unpaid work for those 
same women increased dramatically, with the postwar decline in domestic service; and the 
husbands of those women refused to share the chores. The flight of women from domestic 
service into more ‘modern’ forms of employment like factories and offices was extolled at the 
time, reinforcing the idea that domestic labour was not ‘real’ labour. This is an attitude which 
still colours assumptions about domestic labour in the past. 

In the early modern city, the context of domestic labour was quite different, except in 
one respect: it was still a female responsibility. In 1695 somewhere between one quarter and 
three quarters of all London households contained live-in servants. In addition, it was possible 
for these or servant-less households to buy in cleaning and heating services on a daily or 
occasional basis (charwomen), and washing and food could be had on the street from a range 
of providers. In this context, a significant portion and possibly even the majority of all 
domestic labour fell into the market economy. 

However, classifications of the early modern London economy have been based on tax 
lists which recorded the occupations of household heads only, and then not consistently 
(Glass) and on burial registers, which only consistently recorded male occupations (Beier). So 
assessment of the occupational structure of the economy has incorporated only the men with 
occupations which might be classed as ‘domestic labour’, sectors which are grouped together 
in the twenty-first century as ‘personal services’, ‘care work’, or ‘social reproduction’. Men 
were involved in washing as scourers, and in a range of victualling trades. But the vast 
majority of labour gainfully employed in tasks of social reproduction, being female, is 
omitted, as well as unpaid labour undertaken by wives and daughters of the household. 

The abundance of records available for early modern London make it an ideal place to 
test the size of the domestic labour/social reproduction sector in the market economy, and to 
begin to understand the division of labour within this market. Domestic and care work has 
long been described as universally low-skilled and low-paid, a ‘natural’ extension of women’s 
domestic role. In reality, this sector was highly stratified: certain jobs (in washing and 
cooking) required a 5- or 7-year apprenticeship or were only undertaken by relatively well-to-
do women; and within servants there was a clear distinction between those who were parish 
apprentices in ‘housewifery’, or the chambermaids or scullery maids who undertook the dirty 
jobs, and those who ‘waited’ or who helped in the workshop or selling. 

It should also be possible to ascertain the wages paid for live-in servants, day rates and 
specific tasks, and thereby begin to assign at least a minimum value to the work of ‘social 
reproduction’ that absorbs such a large proportion of human energy. 
 

                                                 
616 S. Ogilvie, A Bitter Living: Women, Markets and Social Capital in Early Modern Germany, (Oxford, 2003). 
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Sophie McGeevor (University of Cambridge) 
Dividing the day: categorizing time-use in eighteenth and nineteenth-century London 
The study of time-use originates in the social sciences; anthropologists, sociologists and 
economists have all considered the ways in which time is allocated towards different 
activities. In the mid-1990s Hans Joachim Voth produced a ground-breaking PhD thesis in 
which he adapted the methods of modern day time-use research to the study of late eighteenth 
and early nineteenth century London.617  His thesis was based on an analysis of the statements 
of witnesses to the Central Criminal Court which were published in the Proceedings of the 
Old Bailey. Voth grouped activities described by witnesses according to his own 
categorization. The definition Voth adopted for ‘domestic work,’ for example was: ‘all 
unremunerated activities necessary to preserve a socially defined minimum standard of living, 
such as buying and preparation of food and provisions for a clean, warm and safe home, as 
well as child care’.618  When so much of what constituted ‘domestic work’ could also have 
been bought on the market, how did Voth know that these activities were ‘unremunerated’? In 
truth he could not have known; all he could do was assign categories to activities based on his 
own subjective reading of the sources and gendered assumptions about the nature of work in 
the past. Using examples drawn from the Old Bailey this paper will show the multiple ways a 
single activity can be categorized. This will illustrate the broader point that an individual 
historian’s interpretation has a large impact on seemingly objective datasets. More 
specifically, this paper will argue emphatically for the necessity of transparent methodologies 
and flexible classification of time-use in the past. 
 
Beatrice Moring (University of Cambridge) 
Women, work, survival strategies and the hidden economy 
It is not unusual to come across the statement that women in the past were economically 
dependent on men. Men were producers and women and children consumers. As a result the 
widow or abandoned wife would logically be a person totally dependent on charity and poor 
relief because she could not work, or devoted herself to the welfare of the family and would 
not work. Because of lack of property and employment the loss of the breadwinner would 
spell disaster. While it might be understandable that nineteenth century middle class 
statisticians and census takers held such views they cannot be accepted without reservation. 
Jane Humphries has highlighted the issue that female input for communities during the 
industrialization period has largely been ignored (Humphries, 1998). The acceptance of 
female dependency as a fact by modern research must be seen as problematical. Richard Wall 
has demonstrated that the viewing poor relief as a sole income source for widows in 
nineteenth century society is totally inaccurate. 

The definition of work as full time and outside the home in the nineteenth century 
censuses ruled out a considerable amount of activity. Nineteenth century statisticians also 
generally assumed that married women should not work. 

The problems can in some cases also be linked to misinterpretations of instructions i.e. 
if a woman was not working on census collection day, she was not working (Higgs; 
Karlsson). On the other hand one might ask if the same strict interpretation was applied to 
men. The problems with information about female work have also been affected by a desire 
for large easily manageable datasets and simple categories, particularly in studies of long-term 
trends in standard of living. This preoccupation with adult male wage rates as a source to 
living standards has been severely criticized by Horrell and Humphries and Feinstein. It has 

                                                 
617 H-J Voth, Time-use in eighteenth century London: Some evidence from the Old Bailey, (unpublished Ph.D. 

thesis), Nuffield College, Oxford, (1996). See also subsequent articles and book: ‘Time and Work in 
Eighteenth-Century London’, Journal of Economic History, 58 (1998), pp. 29-58; Time and work in 
England 1750-1830, (Oxford; New York: 2000); ‘The Longest Years: New Estimates of Labor Input in 
England, 1760-1830’, Journal of Economic History, 61 (2001), pp. 1065-82. 

618 Ibid., p.82. 
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also been pointed out that acceptance of statements about domestic ideology has made it 
possible to create scenarios of economic development without having to bother with 
problematic detective work into the issue of female earnings (Goodman; Pennington). Some 
have argued that women willingly gave up work in the late nineteenth century (Bourke). 
Others have raised considerable question marks, citing early twentieth century surveys 
revealing that an overwhelming majority of working class households could not manage 
without the earnings of the wife and children (Gleadle). 

The aim of this study is to correct some misinformation on the issue of the economics of 
the working class household in Finland a hundred years ago. Women in the past did work and 
earn, they ran both households and small businesses successfully and managed surprising 
balancing acts in feeding their families using a combination of strategies. As some the work 
of women was part of a hidden economy, budgets, oral history and industrial statistics are 
used to supplement census data to find information about its prevalence or economic impact. 
The strategies used by women when functioning without a male breadwinner will be 
discussed as well as the effectiveness of such strategies and the ability of women to carry the 
full responsibility for a family in late nineteenth and early twentieth century urban Finland. 
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II/F   Economics of Long-Run Development 
 
Brishti Guha (Singapore Management Institute) & Ashok S Guha (Jawaharlal Nehru 

University) 
Reversal of fortune revisited: the geography of transport and the changing balance of world 

economic power 
What caused ‘the reversal of fortune’ – the change in power-balance between the North 
Atlantic countries and the dominant Asian powers of the pre-modern world?  Acemoglu, 
Johnson & Robinson argued that geography was unrelated to this shift:  health conditions 
determined the settlement pattern of West Europeans, who imported the growth-promoting 
institutions of their homelands wherever they settled but established purely extractive 
institutions in others. 

We, however, claim that geography was central.  The key discoveries in the transition 
were those that made open-ocean navigation and trade possible.  The locus of these 
discoveries and the responses of different regions to them were shaped by the transport 
geography of the medieval world.  The degree of state support for these discoveries was 
crucial. Everywhere, this reflected the balance of power between maritime interest-groups and 
land-bound ones.  The latter dominated the great continental countries, and, in a pre-modern 
world driven by land transport, these countries prospered.  Their internal power-balance 
however ensured minimal support for maritime innovation.  A ‘reversal of fortune’ was 
therefore inevitable.  The hitherto-marginalized maritime fringes of Eurasia gradually eclipsed 
the continental landmass.  Specifically, transport geography divided medieval Eurasia into 
three geopolitical regions: 

(a) A steppe heartland ruled by Central Asian horse-breeding nomads. 
(b) East, South and South West Asia dominated by river valley empires. 
(c) A Western periphery of European nation-states and principalities. 

Control of the horse, the major military carrier, and life-styles and political systems built 
around it made steppe nomads the principal predators of the medieval world.  Their main 
targets were the Asian agricultural civilizations.  With manufacturing limited by prohibitive 
transport and trade costs, large fertile agricultural regions were the main sources of wealth and 
revenue – and therefore the seats of empires.  These empires could survive only if strong 
enough to defend their Northern borders against nomadic threat. With revenue sources and 
military threats both inland, the empires faced landward.  Coasts and maritime trade were 
peripheral concerns. 

Western Europe, in contrast, was largely buffered from nomadic threat by the Russian 
steppe and dense forests west of the Hungarian steppe which neutralized the nomad’s 
principal advantage, the mobility of his light cavalry.  It also lacked rich agricultural regions 
and was not therefore attractive to the invader.  It did not have the compulsions or the 
resources to sustain centralized empires.  It supported – largely due to transport considerations 
– a feudal system over which kings sought in the late fourteenth and fifteenth centuries to 
assert their authority.  They found natural allies in merchants who resented feudal restrictions 
on internal trade and mobility. However, while feudal barons directly controlled land revenue, 
the king lacked an independent source of funds.  He found this in maritime trade and plunder 
which, given Europe’s high proportion of coastline to surface, could become an alternative to 
land revenue as it never could in Asia.  The interests of the monarchical state and of maritime 
traders and pirates converged in a political alliance that determined the state’s decisions about 
public investment. 

Medieval transport geography tilted the balance of power in the Asian empires towards 
land-bound interests, while in Western Europe, maritime interests could wield significant 
power.  In the early phases of experiment and discovery so critical in the rise of ocean 
navigation and naval technology, European nation-states were far more supportive than Asian 
empires. Each reaped the harvest it had sown. 
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Stephen Broadberry (London School of Economics), Hanhui Guan (Peking University) & 

David Daokui Li (Tsinghua University) 
China, Europe and the Great Divergence: a study in historical accounting 
This paper first estimates Chinese real GDP from the output side, and combines it with 
population to derive per capita GDP for three dynasties: Northern Song (980-1125), Ming 
(1402-1626) and Qing (1685-1840). We use these estimates to compare Chinese economic 
performance during these three dynasties and to shed light on the dynastic cycle and political 
fluctuations. We also compare China with European countries to shed light on the Great 
Divergence debate. 

China’s peak level of real GDP per capita was experienced during the Song Dynasty, 
with subsequent dynasties exhibiting lower levels. The Northern Song Dynasty was around 
1.4 times richer than the Ming Dynasty, and 1.75 times richer than the Qing Dynasty. Ming 
and Qing experience was therefore more a case of involution than economic development. 
Nevertheless, within each dynasty, nominal and real GDP show a dynastic cycle, with the 
fastest growth in the early phase of each dynasty, and with slower growth in the middle and 
later phases. 

Northern Song China was substantially richer than Britain in 1086, but by 1400 Britain 
was richer than China. By the early Ming Dynasty, however, China’s per capita income had 
fallen to around 83 per cent of the British level, and by 1840, China’s GDP per capita was less 
than one third of the British level. However, although Britain was the richest European nation 
in the nineteenth century, it was a relatively poor part of Europe in the medieval period, so it 
is helpful to also compare China with Italy, the richest part of medieval Europe. Although it is 
likely that China had the highest per capita GDP in the world during the Northern Song, 
China was certainly poorer than Italy by 1300. The Great Divergence between Western 
Europe and Asia may thus have begun began not just before 1800, but before 1500. 

Why did Western Europe pull ahead of China? Compared with China, Western 
Europe’s mixed pastoral and arable farming meant higher value added in agriculture, while 
the widespread use of animals gave experience of both capital intensive techniques of 
production and non-human energy intensive methods. The large pastoral sector also gave 
enhanced employment opportunities for females, which led to the European Marriage Pattern, 
characterized by late marriage and limited fertility. These factors turned out to contain the 
seeds of modern economic growth as the high-value-added, capital-intensive, non-human-
energy-intensive techniques spread from agriculture to industry and services, and as the 
European Marriage Pattern encouraged human capital formation as well as restricted fertility. 
 
Mark Casson (University of Reading) 
Long-run dynamics of commodity prices: identifying substitutes and complements 
Economic theory suggests that the prices of substitutes should track each other upwards and 
downwards while the prices of complements should vary inversely. This is because 
substitutes tend to follow the law of one price (or, more generally, fixed proportionality of 
price) while complementary goods are valued as overall packages, so that if one good goes up 
in price the others go down. This paper examines the covariation between the annual prices of 
20 widely-traded commodities in England, 1250-1914 (derived from Clark’s database). In 
contrast to the price convergence literature, this paper is concerned with relations between the 
prices of different commodities at the same location rather than the prices of the same 
commodity at different locations. 

The first part of the paper is descriptive. It reports zero-order correlations between first 
differences in the logarithms of price. It finds that significant substitutability (negative 
correlation) is mainly confined to agricultural products. Neither different fuels, nor different 
manufactured goods, appear to be close substitutes for each other. A possible explanation is 
that agricultural products are substitutes in both demand and supply, while other types of 
good are less substitutable in supply. Grains, hay and straw are more substitutable than other 
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agricultural products, suggesting that homogeneity, transportability and storability enhance 
substitutability, as theory would suggest. Complementarity appears to be a relatively unusual 
phenomenon. 

The second part estimates a structural economic model of price formation. Using a 
multi-market model, it derives linear price response functions from a set of supply and 
demand schedules for different commodities. Price variation is driven by commodity-specific 
shocks whose effects spread throughout the multi-market system. The model identifies the 
parameters of the system by postulating that price responses between two widely traded 
commodities tend to be symmetrical, and that responses between a widely traded commodity 
and less widely traded commodity are asymmetrical, with the price of the widely traded 
commodity influencing the price of the other commodity but not being influenced by it. The 
model is used to identify a hierarchy of markets in which the prices of higher-ranked 
commodities influence the prices of lower-ranked commodities, but the prices of lower-
ranked commodities do not influence the prices of higher-ranked commodities. Within each 
rank, commodities are grouped into pairs whose prices interact with each other symmetrically. 

The model generates plausible results, in which wheat and barley emerge as close 
substitutes and as the highest-ranked pair of commodities. It also indicates that the descriptive 
statistics presented in the first part of the paper are a good guide to estimated price responses. 
Most significant interactions again involve substitution. The model also identifies many pairs 
of commodities whose prices do not appear to interact with each other at all. 

Finally, the results of the model are compared with the results with earlier speculations 
on price responses by economic and agricultural historians. This comparison suggests that 
historians have not always been as careful as they should have been in drawing inferences 
from apparent regularities in the movement of prices. 
 
Matthias Blum (TU Munich) & Eoin McLaughlin (University of Edinburgh) 
German ‘Genuine Savings’ as a proxy for sustainable development and its implications for 

long-run development of well-being: Germany, 1850-2010 
Genuine Savings (GS), also known as ‘net adjusted savings’, is a composite indicator for 
sustainable economic development. Adjusted net savings reflects a ‘truer’ rate of savings in 
an economy, including net national savings, investment in human capital, depletion of natural 
resources, and damage caused by pollution. Negative adjusted net saving rates suggest that the 
stock of national wealth is declining and thus future utility must be less than current utility 
over time, indicating that economic development is nonsustainable (Hamilton & Clemens, 
1999). Previous (contemporary) empirical research revealed ambiguous results: Hamilton & 
Clemens (1999) calculated GS rates for developing countries between 1970 and 1993 
concluding GS is a useful indicator of sustainable development. On the other hand, Pillarisetti 
(2005) concludes that ‘the measure is conceptually and empirically imperfect. The policy 
implications based on this measure are erroneous’. As a response to this inconclusive debate, 
the paper at hand investigates whether German GS affects German well-being. By addressing 
the aforementioned issue in a historical framework, the authors test for long-run influences of 
sustainability, a concept that cannot be implemented in contemporary analyses due to the 
limited time span available. 

This paper focuses on the period 1850 through 2000 and analyses trends in German 
Genuine Savings. Using German economic development as a case study offers several 
advantages. During its rapid phase of industrial industrialization in the twentieth century, 
Germany was more a follower than a leader in terms of economic progress. Germany was 
characterized by rapid urbanization, increasing per-capita income, improving nutrition and 
disease environment. Its success was partly based on its role as a latecomer and imitator of 
previous development successes (such as the UK), but also on exploitation of national 
resources and pollution. This similarity to modern-day emerging economies makes Germany 
a unique case study that can provide valuable insight into the impact of (un)sustainability of 
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economic development. The main difficulties, as with most case studies on historical 
Germany, include fragmentation of its territory prior to 1871 when the foundation of the 
German Empire united numerous German states and led to the introduction of a common 
currency and standardized weights and measures. Moreover, Germany was subject to a 
number of territory changes which make standardization of mining activities over the long run 
a difficult task. 
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II/G   Denmark vs. Ireland: The Competition to Supply Britain 
with Butter in the Nineteenth Century 

 
Eoin McLaughlin (University of Edinburgh) & Paul Sharp (University of Southern 

Denmark) 
How the law held back Ireland: the failure of Irish dairying reconsidered 
Why did Danish dairying enjoy such success in capturing the British market for butter from 
the late nineteenth century, and why did Ireland fail, despite her many historical and natural 
advantages in this industry? One important factor seems to have been related to the legal 
system. The establishment of cooperative creameries, which fuelled the Danish success story, 
relied crucially on the ability to enforce the supply of milk from member farmers. Although 
contracts doing so were, as demonstrated by Henriksen et al. (2012), not just legal but strictly 
enforced by the courts in Denmark, this was not the case in Ireland. In order to understand 
this, we look to the records of court proceedings, where Irish producers attempted to enforce 
similar contracts to those used in Denmark. 

Binding contracts were of crucial importance for cooperative creameries. In particular, 
potential exit threatened the future profitability of the creamery, since average costs for all 
members would increase given the large fixed cost of the initial investment in building the 
creamery. Also, since members were jointly liable for the existing debt, exit would increase 
the liability of those who remained. The danger was then, that the exit of a member, by both 
decreasing profits and increasing liability, would make the option of leaving the cooperative 
ever more appealing and ultimately lead to a wave of exits, which in the extreme could 
threaten the survival of the cooperative. 

In Denmark, cooperatives secured supply through their statutes, usually by requiring 
members to supply their entire output to the creamery for the whole of the loan period, 
typically 10 years. Just as importantly, Danish courts enforced these contracts: in fact, legally 
a cooperative could prevent exit for any length of time it chose to specify in its statutes. In 
Common Law countries, however, such as Ireland under British rule, contract law usually 
expressly forbids vertically binding contracts. They are considered a form of restraint of trade 
and contract terms implying such a condition are typically void and may even be prohibited in 
English law, since they are considered to be against the public interest or because they are 
deemed unfair. 

In Ireland the cooperative organizational form struggled to compete with private 
organizational forms and the market was roughly divided between both. A recent study of 
Irish efforts to adopt cooperation argues that social and political divisions hindered the 
adoption of the superior institutional form: cooperation (O’Rourke, 2007). The study of court 
proceedings revises this finding and supports a different conclusion that, unlike in Denmark, 
cooperation was not a superior organizational form in the Irish dairy industry. Private and 
cooperative forms of organization thus co-existed in Ireland. 
 
Ingrid Henriksen (University of Southern Denmark) 
The nineteenth-century value chain in dairying: from milk pail to breakfast table 
Recent research has offered further opportunities for comparing value chains in various 
agricultural products during the first wave of globalization (see, for example, Simpson 2005 
and 2011 on the wine trade). The focus of research in this field has been the examination of 
how the various steps in the chain were organized and to what extent the organization 
furthered competition in domestic and foreign trade and thereby limited dead weight losses. 
Part of the prerequisite for competition is the establishment of reliable quality control in every 
link of the chain to make full information available to all transacting parties. 

The chain consists of several important links. In earlier papers we have tracked the route 
from primary producer to the processor. We have analysed the Danish trade in milk between 
the dairy farmer and the dairy (in this case a cooperative) (Henriksen & Hviid, 2005; 
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Henriksen, Hviid & Sharp, 2012). One of our findings is that the dairies fairly effectively 
handled one dimension of the quality problem, that of adulteration of the product. First, 
perpetrators of the contracts faced harsh consequences when detected, secondly, when the 
technology had been developed, by rewarding quality directly. The emphasis of this paper is 
the trade between the processor and the middleman or grocer. 

Obviously, there was a more subtle dimension of quality, which was more difficult to 
deal with in the simple tool for grading. In the case of dairies the rules of cleanliness and 
temperature presented a problem. On the one hand the observation of these rules was crucial 
to smell and flavour of the butter processed. On the other hand the producers accused of 
transgressing the rules would claim that the judgment made by the dairy manager and his staff 
was purely subjective (in the absence of bacteriological control). The manager in the Danish 
case was in a predicament to refuse bad consignments, since his contract was renewed 
annually. Consequently, it did not pay to make enemies in the local community. Efforts by 
dairy farmers themselves to put up control organs were not uniformly successful. In this 
dilemma the purchasers of the product, the butter grocers, came to play an important role as a 
check to quality. In our archival material covering the minute books of 215 dairy cooperative 
creameries we found 33 explicit references to complaints from grocers about the poor quality 
of the product. Some dairies responded by trying their luck with another purchaser. More 
importantly, however, were the cases in which the dairy called in the state sponsored 
extension service to detect the root of the evil. The consultant rarely found faults with the 
dairy staff, while it appeared that a lot of the milk supplied was ‘labelled bitter, old, sickly and 
sour and with the taste of stable’ (a quotation from 1890). Along with the provision of the 
extension service, the state worked actively in its first research laboratory from 1883 towards 
the better understanding and measurement of bacteria. We claim, however, that without the 
outspoken feedback on poor quality from many private grocers, who punished the dairies with 
rejection or lower prices, the state effort might not have borne fruit. 
 
Markus Lampe (Universidad Carlos III de Madrid) & Paul Sharp (University of Southern 

Denmark) 
How the Danes discovered Britain: the rise of the Danish dairy export industry from the 

1830s 
Economic historians usually see Denmark as a peculiarly successful economy in the late 
nineteenth century, which met the challenges of the first era of globalization and the ‘grain 
invasion’ by switching, after around 1875, from traditional grain production to export-
oriented high quality animal husbandry, thus taking advantage of cheap feed rather than trying 
to protect herself from it. By the late 1880s it is well known that Denmark was already a 
leading agricultural exporter. But how did Denmark manage to transform herself so very 
quickly? We argue that she did not. We provide quantitative and qualitative evidence that 
animal products made up an increasing share of Danish exports to England from an early date, 
so that by 1875 they were already the most important export product. This was the result of a 
long-run process of first diversification and then reorientation of Danish agriculture, starting 
on certain estates that emulated Holstein dairy practice from the 1830s. 

This finding would not have surprised contemporaries. For example, already in the 
1840s people like the German travel writer Johann Georg Kohl observed that export 
production of butter, very much adapted to the English market in product characteristics and 
packaging, had emerged since about 1820 in the Duchies of Schleswig and Holstein and was 
already spreading towards Northern Jutland and the Islands of Denmark by the 1840s. This 
process, in the words of Kohl, would eventually lead to the integration of Denmark and the 
Duchies as a land ‘not of milk and honey, but of milk and butter’. Although the repeal of the 
British Corn Laws probably retarded the process, and led to a short reorientation towards 
grains, selected estates in Denmark gradually adopted the Holstein model and established 
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trade connections to the British markets, a process that was reinforced after military conflict 
and the loss of the Duchies to the Danish king in 1864. 

We combine quantitative information such as trade data with an analysis of 
contemporary publications from German, Danish and British sources to trace the 
simultaneous process of the establishment of export dairies, the construction of new trade 
networks and steamship connections to England for direct export, and the discovery of the 
quality of Danish estate butter by British merchants and consumers. We observe that from the 
1850s this model trickled down from the pioneering group of large estate owners, via packing 
firms and private creameries to medium landowners, and ultimately to the common farmer (or 
peasant) through the cooperative movement. The importance of Denmark for Britain’s 
industrial masses only became apparent after 1875. The importance of dairying for Danish 
agriculture, which made this supply possible, has a rather longer story. 
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II/H   The Economics of the Second World War in Britain and 
Germany 

 
Tamás Vonyó (London School of Economics) & Nikita ES Bos (University of Groningen) 
Winning the war and losing the peace?: A comparative study of labour productivity in British 

and West German manufacturing, 1936-68 
The notion of relative economic decline has long pervaded British historiography, to the 
extent that Tomlinson (1996) famously called this strand of the literature ‘declinism’. The 
growth performance of the UK during the postwar Golden Age has been studied most 
frequently in a West German comparison. The inability of British industry to achieve 
anything close to German super-growth in the 1950s and its worsening market position in the 
face of surging German exports was often linked to Olsonian (1982) arguments about the 
punishment of wartime victors with the legacy of bad institutions inherited from the interwar 
period (Elbaum-Lazonick, 1984; Kirby, 1992). More recently, the mainstream interpretation 
of Britain’s relative decline has been crystallized around the Broadberry-Crafts view and, at 
its core, the manufacturing failure hypothesis: British industry failed in large scale operations, 
Fordist technology, and Chandlerian forms of corporate organizations. 

Clearly, the United Kingdom was bound to achieve more modest growth rates in 
industrial productivity, as she was closer to the productivity frontier after the war. However, 
according to Crafts (1992), annual growth rates were still substantially lower than what 
should have been expected according to the convergence hypothesis. We argue that another 
factor was also in action that made British productivity growth inevitably inferior to that of 
Germany. The United Kingdom lacked the reconstruction potential that, according to many, 
was the engine of the German Wirtschaftswunder (see Jánossy, 1969; Abelshauser, 1983; 
Eichengreen & Ritschl, 2009; among others). In our reassessment, we quantify these two 
factors, catch-up and reconstruction growth, and discuss their contribution to the relative 
decline of British industry during the Golden Age. 

We construct the first labour-productivity benchmark at the industry level for the UK 
and West Germany in the early 1950s. We follow the industry-of-origin approach developed 
by Maddison & van Ark (1988) that uses industry PPPs as currency conversion factor. Listing 
24 industry groups, our benchmark is more disaggregated than previous estimates (Van Ark, 
1990; Broadberry, 1998; O’Mahony, 1998). Furthermore, it offers a more accurate snap-shot 
of the relative standing of British and German manufacturing at the start of the Golden Age. 
The existing comparative estimates were determined by extrapolation from distant 
benchmarks. We arrive at similar relative productivity levels for manufacturing as a whole, 
but time-series extrapolations yield highly inaccurate estimates in the case of several key 
industries. 

We reassess the impact of the Second World War on the Anglo-German productivity 
race by revising an existing benchmark for 1935/6 (Fremdling et al., 2007). Using the 
provincial records of the 1936 German industrial census, we directly compare labour 
productivity in British and West German manufacturing, and reclassify industries to match 
our 1951 benchmark. Drawing from additional sources, we also adjust for working hours. 
Thereby we assure both territorial and methodological consistency between the two sets of 
estimates. 

We show that British manufacturing had a 15 per cent lead over its German counterpart 
in 1951 in value-added per hour worked. The impact of war-induced dislocation was 
enormous. In the mid-1930s, West Germany was still 12 per cent more productive in industry 
than Britain, and she commanded a far greater lead in coal mining, iron and steel, and the 
metal processing industries. The forging ahead of the United Kingdom in aggregate industrial 
labour productivity until 1951 was driven by Germany’s falling behind in the industries that 
were most critical for the war effort, most notably coal mining, mechanical and electrical 
engineering, metallurgy, and fabricated metal products. 
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Between 1951 and 1968, industrial labour-productivity grew on average 2 percentage 
points faster annually in West Germany than in the United Kingdom. German industry caught 
up with its British counterpart in productivity levels in the late 1950s, but it was not until 
1962 that Germany succeeded in re-establishing the relative position it had achieved against 
Britain before the Second World War. This confirms the well-documented reconstruction 
thesis and limits the scope for British failure in the early postwar era, particularly the 1950s 
when Germany had experienced her Wirtschaftswunder. We provide further evidence for this 
contention by showing that there was a significant correlation between the 1936 benchmarks 
and the 1962 productivity levels across industries. This pattern remained stable until the late 
1960s, when West German productivity levels began to stabilize at roughly 125-130 per cent 
of the British benchmark. 

At the industry level, the UK performed relatively well in mechanical and electrical 
engineering, and even more so in fabricated metal products. In the metal processing sector, 
West German firms remained very competitive on international markets, but they could never 
re-establish the productivity lead they had commanded in 1936. If anywhere, British 
manufacturing failed in large-scale and highly capital intensive industries, such as coal 
mining, chemicals, iron and steel, motor vehicles and textiles. Here, the weak investment 
climate and inferior competition policies stressed by Crafts, among others, are still partly to 
blame. Strong productivity growth in these industries in Germany from the late 1950s onward 
was linked to factor substitution: skilled labour became increasingly scarce which pushed 
large firms to adopt capital-intensive modes of production. The success of this strategy 
necessitated access to cheap credit for machinery investment, facilitated by the intense 
involvement of the largest banks in industrial development, and strong competition between 
firms that forced them to maximize cost efficiency. Here we provide some hitherto 
unexplored statistical evidence on the evolution of skilled-labour ratios in branches of West 
German industry. 
 
Eric Golson (London School of Economics) 
German and British balance of payments with the European neutrals in the Second World 

War 
In September 1939, neutral countries in Europe faced a crisis: seeking to maintain their 
populations, they had to continue trade and economically engage with the belligerents. The 
depth of this participation was hotly debated in each of the neutrals throughout the war. 
Although each ultimately had different political alignments, payment clearing procedures, 
military strength and dependency on the belligerents for access to international resources, the 
statistics presented herein suggest the neutrals’ payments relationships with the belligerents 
are substantially similar. In most cases, Portugal, Spain, Sweden and Switzerland benefited 
from net current and capital account earnings in their relations with Germany and the United 
Kingdom during the war. They were safe places in which to invest capital and received steady 
income from their overseas investments. They provided services, such as diplomatic 
protection, banking, shipping and insurance. Although dependent on belligerents for certain 
goods, the neutral countries typically manufactured or provided speciality goods which 
provided them with a strong export base in certain material goods. This paper provides the 
first comparative statistics for eight different neutral-belligerent relationships, with each 
reported in Pounds and according to international standards to ease comparison. This abstract 
provides a preview of services and private earnings reported in the paper. 
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Services 
Table 1: Net services earnings in pounds 

Neutral 
Belligerent 
Counterparty 

Period 
Available 

Net Services 
Earnings 
(1,000s) 

Average Annual Services 
Earnings as a % of NNI, 

GDP, or GNP  
Spain Germany 1940-1944 3,175 0.1%b

 United Kingdom 1940-1944 3,097 0.1%b

Sweden Germany 1942-1944 37,103 1.6%c

 United Kingdom 1940-1944 31,081 0.9%c

Portugal Germany 1939-1944 270 0%d

 United Kingdom 1939-1944 10,049 0.9%d

Switzerland Germany 1940-1944 28,617 1.1%a

 United Kingdom 1941-1943 17,139 1.0%a

Sources: See paper. 
Notes: Earnings refer to benefit to neutral. a 1938 NNI; b 1939 GNP; c 1939 GDP;  d 1939 GNP based on relative 
size to Spain. 
 

In each case neutrals benefited from net services earnings. The neutrals can be divided 
into three groups: the Spanish relationships (limited services), Portgual and Switzerland 
(normal services), and the Swedish relationships, which had a slightly larger transportation 
element. In the Spanish-belligerent relationships, earnings from services are both less than 
0.1% of annual GNP.619 This is not surprising: Spain had just come out of civil war and was 
not in a position to offer substantial services to either group. Meanwhile, the Swiss derived 
services of approximately 1% of national income, along the lines of the Anglo-Portuguese 
relationship. In all three cases, the earnings for these neutrals were government related with 
the Germans and British relying on the established civil service of these countries to act as 
protecting powers for the belligerents in particular occupied countries.  Sweden is the 
exception. Services income is particularly high in the German-Swedish case, representing 
nearly 1.6% of Sweden’s 1939 GDP.620 Although still present, protecting power services are 
less important in overall monetary terms than naval transportation and marine insurance. 
While neutrals’ specialities clearly affect the size of their services earnings, the positive net 
services earnings over the period demonstrate how useful the neutrals are to the belligerents. 
 
Private transfers 
Despite the transfer restrictions, neutrals consistently received net positive private transfers 
during the war. Throughout the wartime period, all three belligerents had severe restrictions 
on the transfer of funds to all neutral countries. Regulations were designed either to prevent 
money from moving quickly from any one country and destabilizing its financial situation, or 
to prevent individuals from hiding or laundering money in Allied and neutral countries. 
 

                                                 
619 Prados de la Escosura, El Progreso Económico de España, p.447. 
620 Johansson, Gross Domestic Product, Table 57. 
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Table 2: Net private transfers as a proportion of national income 

Neutral 
Belligerent 
Counterparty 

Period 
Available 

Net Private 
Transfers 
(1,000s) 

Average Annual Private 
Transfers as a % of NNI, 

GDP, or GNP 
Spain Germany 1940-1944 6,509 0.1%b

 United Kingdom 1940-1944 7,256 0.2%b

Sweden Germany 1939-1944 21,830 0.5%c

 United Kingdom 1940-1942 17,151 0.8%c

Portugal Germany 1939-1944 0 0%d

 United Kingdom 1939-1944 13,026 1.1%d

Switzerland Germany 1939-1942 10,738 0.4%a

 United Kingdom 1941-1943 13,429 0.7%a

Sources: See paper. 
Notes: Earnings refer to benefit to neutral. a 1938 NNI; b 1939 GNP; c 1939 GDP;  d 1939 GNP based on relative 
size to Spain. 
 

The consistency of the net earnings for the neutrals suggests the neutrals were seen as a 
safe-haven. In each German-neutral relationship, the net transfers were between 0.1-0.5% of 
the annual relevant national income figure. Higher levels are seen in the German relationships 
with Sweden and Switzerland which might show the German financiers’ confidence in 
continued Swedish and Swiss neutrality. These higher levels of transfer occurred despite very 
tight restrictions on transfers between Sweden/Switzerland and Germany.621 The Anglo-
neutral relationships show even higher levels of transfer, led by Portugal at 1.1% of annual 
national income. In this case, the British relied primarily on notionally unlimited Portuguese 
loans for financing and therefore were less restrictive about capital transfers than to neutrals 
who required payment in gold, such as Switzerland, Sweden and Spain. 

This new research also provides figures for merchandise trade, current factor income, 
and government funding transactions, which are presented in the paper. In addition to 
addressing the differences between the countries, the paper also sheds further light on the 
funding operations of the different belligerents necessary to cover their deficits in the neutral 
countries, including loans provided and gold transfers. It ultimately demonstrates that despite 
their many differences (political, payment and clearing arrangements, military strengths and 
the neutrals’ need to import goods) the neutral-belligerent payments relationships have many 
similarities. 
 
Johan Custodis (University of Warwick) 
The enemy is working well: German POW employment in wartime and postwar Britain and 

the British dominions 
The scale of captured prisoners of war (POW) during the Second World War, an estimated 35 
million, was unprecedented and dwarfed the 8 million combatants captured in the First World 
War. While historical studies have investigated the experience of these masses in great detail, 
two peculiarities with stark economic significance remain relatively unexplored: The 
economic contribution of POW labour and the continuation of their employment after the 
cessation of hostilities. This study attempts to fill these gaps by examining the productivity of 
German POW workers in Britain and the British dominions and by shedding light on their 
relative contribution during the war years and postwar period. German POWs could be 
employed after the war had ended due to a legal peculiarity. The 1929 Geneva Convention, 
which regulated POW maintenance and employment, stipulated that the POW status would 
cease with a peace treaty. However, as no such treaty had been signed with Germany, the 
Allies continued German POW employment in Western Europe until the end of 1948. 

                                                 
621 Frech, Clearing. 
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A significant number of German and Italian POWs were held in the British dominions 
during and after the war. By spring 1945 for example, more than 200,000 Axis POWs were 
kept as far as Canada, Jamaica, Kenya, South Africa and India. The British dominions kept 
these prisoners on behalf of the UK and they were frequently employed. This study finds, 
using the case studies of Canada and Australia, that POWs were very quickly and efficiently 
turned from a financial and military liability into a vital economic asset. Economic analysis of 
new evidence on POW employment and productivity reveals that dominion governments 
systematically maximized POW utilization, that POW labour contributed significantly to their 
rural industries during and after the war and that POW utilization was also potentially 
profitable. In addition, Britain used the dominions to allocate POW labour within the 
Commonwealth and occupied Germany according to supply and demand. It tapped the POW 
supply in the dominions to transfer 140,000 Italian and 240,000 German POW workers to 
Britain between 1941 and 1946. However, their economic contribution in Europe was far 
greater than in the dominions. At peak in summer and autumn 1946, more than 20 per cent of 
the British rural workforce were German POWs. Despite their status as the former enemy, 
evidence shows that the prisoners ‘worked well’ in terms of labour productivity. This study 
thus highlights the key value of POW labour for Britain and the British dominions during and 
in particular after the Second World War. 
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III/A   Late Medieval English Economy and Comparator 
 
Philip Slavin (McGill University) 
Peasant livestock husbandry in late-medieval England, c.1280-1450: some preliminary 

observations 
The proposed paper is dealing with a highly important, yet largely neglected topic: peasant 
livestock husbandry in England, c.1280-1450. Peasantry was the single most dominant sector 
within late-medieval economy, contributing some 80 per cent to the aggregate rural income 
(and representing almost 50 per cent of GDP, around c.1300). Notwithstanding this fact, few 
scholars have considered this topic deservingly and, as a result, our understanding of late-
medieval agriculture derives mainly from the demesne sector. This is chiefly because of the 
fact that the demesne-related documents (mostly, demesne accounts and Inquisitions-post-
mortem) easily outnumber the available material concerning the peasant sector. Nevertheless, 
there are still some hidden pathways to peasant agriculture that the present paper endeavours 
to take. 

On the basis of available primary sources, the paper will survey the general contours of 
late-medieval peasant livestock management, in terms of both production and consumption. 
The following questions shall be addressed: To what extent was peasant livestock husbandry 
subsistence- or market -oriented? What were the main differences in livestock rearing trends 
between the tenancy and demesne? What were the main regional differences? What can 
peasant animal stocks imply about the diet of late-medieval commoners? What was the impact 
of the Black Death and the subsequent decline of manorialism and seigniorial agriculture on 
the peasant sector? These are highly important questions, which can reveal much not only 
about the peasant sector, but also about late-medieval English economy and society in 
general. Particularly, it will put to the test the assumption that the demesne sector is reflective 
of rural economy in general. 

The paper is based on primary, and mostly unpublished, archival sources, falling into 
four main categories. First, there are documents related to royal administration, mostly from 
the pre-Black Death period, which include tax-subsidy assessments and royal inquests, 
recording the types and numbers of peasants’ animals. Second, there are manorial documents, 
consisting of court rolls, occasionally recording tenants’ livestock; pannage rolls, concerned 
with woodland pasture for swine; and tithe receipts, reflecting the levels of grain and livestock 
production by peasants. Third, from c.1390 onwards we are also blessed with an increasing 
number of wills, compiled for better-off rustics. Finally, to put the topic into a wider 
perspective, comparative materials from the demesne sector (chiefly, deriving from my 
growing database of manorial accounts) will be used. 
 
Alexandra Sapoznik (King’s College London) 
Resource allocation and peasant decision-making: Oakington, Cambridgeshire, 1360-99 
Many years of research into the well-documented demesnes of medieval England have shown 
the ability of lords to alter dramatically the intensity of demesne land use to fit the prevailing 
economic circumstances. Recent research has suggested that peasant agriculture, which 
comprised the far greater share of agricultural output in England, can be understood in similar 
terms, arguing that peasants adjusted the level and type of production on their land in 
response to commercial opportunities. Yet in seeking to demonstrate this flexibility historians 
have failed to take into account the constraints under which peasant households were 
producing. Peasants had to use the same parcels of land to grow food for the family, fodder 
for livestock, and grain to sell in order to acquire the money needed to meet tenurial 
obligations of rent and maintenance. This is especially true of peasant producers who relied 
upon the consumption and sale of arable crops for their livelihoods, and for whom declining 
grain prices of the late fourteenth century would have necessitated the sale of more produce to 
acquire the same amount of money than had hitherto been the case. The question of how, and 
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indeed if, peasants were able to marshal the resources necessary to effect dynamic change 
under these constraints has been left largely unanswered. 

Taking the Crowland Abbey manor of Oakington, Cambridgeshire, as a case study, this 
paper will argue that resource allocation between competing needs, within narrow margins for 
error, was central to the decision-making processes that lay behind peasant agricultural 
production. It will be suggested that peasants at Oakington prized stability of yield, flexibility 
of crop use, and the calorie value of the land for both people and, crucially, livestock.  
Emphasizing these aspects of land use allowed peasants to meet their consumption and 
contractual needs, but hindered their ability to respond quickly to changing economic 
circumstances.  Using evidence compiled from the reeves’ accounts, which run from 1360 to 
1399, and a concurrent series of manor court rolls, a hypothetical peasant holding at 
Oakington has been modelled.  From this, the volume of output, and the monetary and food 
values of that output have been calculated. By considering land allocation within the confines 
of the resources available to peasants, this approach provides insight into peasant cropping 
strategies and the effect changing cash and calorie values of agricultural output had on 
peasant household income over the later fourteenth century. 

The later fourteenth century is often considered by historians to have been a period of 
rising standards of living, due in large part to falling prices of foodstuffs.  In stark contrast to 
this, the Oakington data demonstrate that many smallholding peasants remained constrained 
by competing needs of production and consumption, and would have found themselves little 
or no better off at the end of the fourteenth century than they had been at the beginning of the 
period.  For these people, the dramatic alterations to the national economy of late medieval 
England brought very little change to their own smaller, more localized, economies. 
 
Alex Brown (University of Durham) 
‘Kings of the North’: the estate management of the Earls of Northumberland and Bishops of 

Durham, 1400-1640 
This paper explores the factors of change in rural economic development in pre-industrial 
England, suggesting that although demographic changes, commercialization and class 
relations were key factors in producing economic change, estate management was often the 
vehicle through which this change was manifested, creating varying levels of rent and 
affecting the security of tenure and potential stratification of landholdings; all crucial 
elements in the development of agrarian capitalism. Despite this there have been, ‘remarkably 
few recent studies of estates in the century following the dissolution of the monasteries (as 
opposed to studies of rural communities)’.622 It is more than a lack of individual estate studies, 
but of a comparative knowledge of how divergent estate management policies impacted upon 
rural society, especially the differences between ecclesiastical and lay landownership. 

This paper will explore the following questions: what use did the Percies make of their 
mineral resources, and how far was this similar to that of the bishops of Durham? How were 
the Percies able to increase their Northumberland receipts from £826 in 1582 to £4,150 in 
1636 at a time when the ecclesiastical estates of Durham were experiencing financial 
difficulty and what were the consequences of this for their tenants? What were the 
consequences of direct Crown intervention in the history of these two estates who were the 
largest lay and ecclesiastical landowners in the north of England? 

There was a considerable amount of path dependency between the fifteenth and 
sixteenth centuries despite the ‘historical fault line of seismic proportions [which] lies at the 
end of the fifteenth century’.623 This periodization is particularly detrimental for our 
understanding of such a key transitional period because many of the challenges and 

                                                 
622 R.W. Hoyle, ‘Introduction: Aspects of the Crown’s Estate, c.1558-1640’, in Richard Hoyle (ed.), The Estates 

of the English Crown, 1558-1640 (Cambridge, 1992), p.1. 
623 M.H. Yates, Town and Countryside in Western Berkshire, c.1327-c.1600: Social and Economic Change 

(Woodbridge, 2007), p.1. 
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opportunities of the sixteenth century had their origin in the fourteenth century, whilst many 
of the seeds of change planted in the earlier period do not reach fruition until the late sixteenth 
century. Why, for example, were the Percies able to increase their income from 
Northumberland and Yorkshire fourfold during the lifetime of the Ninth Earl of 
Northumberland but their income from Tynemouth stagnated? 

Table 1: Income of the Percies, 1582 and 1636 
  Yorkshire Northumberland Tynemouth

1582 £1,177 £826 £703 
1636 £5,485 £4,150 £698 

 
Indeed, as early as 1580 the arrears for Tynemouth alone stood at £4,064 17s 3d. The 

answer lies in Tynemouth’s previous history: whereas the other lands in Yorkshire and 
Northumberland were ancient Percy estates, these Tynemouth lands had belonged to 
Tynemouth Priory until its dissolution. 

This paper aims to reinterpret the explanations of rural economic development in light 
of new research on the responsiveness of landlords and tenants to market opportunities and 
the constraints which were placed upon them. The comparison of developments on the Percy 
estates in Northumberland, Yorkshire, Tynemouth and Cumberland with those of the bishops 
of Durham in Yorkshire and Durham will show that land-usage, tenure, rent, and the size of 
holdings were determined as much by central estate policies as by geospatial factors. One of 
the primary deficiencies of micro-histories of particular rural communities is a tendency to 
divorce the village from its institutional context. Through combining case studies of villages 
with the broader development of these estates, the current paper shows that villages were not 
only shaped by wider economic trends and regional topography but crucially by the 
development of the estate which it was a part of. 
 
Patrick Svensson & Mats Olsson (Lund University) 
The landlord lag: productivity on peasant farms and landlord demesnes, Sweden 1700-1860 
In most preindustrial rural economies it is the large manors that have left their footprint in 
history. Archival sources and quantifiable data emanate most often from the demesne 
production and seldom from peasant farmers, whether tenants or freeholders. (e.g. Campbell, 
2007). This has implications on how to estimate the total production and the development of 
production over time: By necessity, one has had to establish a proposed level of production on 
these latter farms in order to reach a total estimate of agricultural production. In his famous 
work on English medieval agrarian society, M.M. Postan declared that yields on average were 
lower on peasant land as compared to on manorial demesne land (Postan, 1966: 602). Also 
more recent estimations come to this supposition, although on different grounds (e.g. Allen, 
2005: 12). 

Why then is this important? These assumptions have to a large degree shaped our 
beliefs on how preindustrial agriculture functioned and has been transferred to on who that 
played the leading role in its transformation from a low-productive to a high productive 
agricultural sector, i.e. the agricultural revolution. From these assumptions the most important 
factors for change have been derived: large-scale farming with economies of scale and access 
to capital and entrepreneurial networks led to technical change, surplus production and 
commercialization whereas small-scale farming, characterized by risk minimizing institutions 
and subsistence farming, tended to prevent change and uphold the status quo until forced into 
markets and technical change (Heckscher, 1949; Brenner, 1985). 

Since not all researchers have been inclined to believe that manors were more 
productive than peasants (see discussion in e.g. Broadberry et al., 2010: 8), attempts to 
calculate peasant production has emerged since Postan’s assumption. Probate inventories or 
tithes are the most common sources used for the middle ages and the early modern period 
(e.g. Overton, 1979; Dodds, 2004; Sapoznik, 2011). Others have used information on prices, 
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rents and wages to estimate total factor productivity for different farms, contradicting 
traditional conceptions (e.g. Hoffman, 1996). Still, however, the overall peasant farm 
production in most countries and regions remains unknown, both in relation to manorial 
production and to how it evolved over time. 

In our paper we have estimated landlord and peasant farmer production in Sweden 
1700-1860, incorporating both the traditional farming system and the agricultural revolution. 
Using micro-level data on peasant farm production from tithes that were proportional to 
production, and comparing these estimates to manorial production calculated from estate 
accounts we compare productivity between manorial demesnes and peasant farms, and follow 
their respective production development over time. The results show that whereas peasant 
farms and landlord demesnes were as productive during the eighteenth century, peasant 
farmers increased their productivity much faster than manorial demesnes during the 
agricultural revolution. In all, the study has generated a detailed and general account of pre-
industrial farming and improves our understanding of the important factors in the agricultural 
revolution. 
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III/B   Industrial Revolution 
 
Steven Toms (University of Leeds) 
Capital market efficiency in the British industrial revolution: the case of the Lancashire 

cotton industry, 1760-1840 
Recent debates on the industrial revolution have continued to showcase the role of the cotton 
textile industry. These discussions have centred on the Schumpeterian view of rapid growth 
based on a disequilibrium model in which capital market imperfections allow innovative firms 
to restrict entry, thereby earning long run super-normal profits. Neo-classical interpretations, 
in contrast, argue that firms were relatively untroubled by capital market imperfections and 
experienced few problems accessing finance, facilitating entry and rapid adjustments to 
equilibrium profit levels, with the gains from technological innovation transmitted through 
falling prices (for a recent review see Harley, 2012). Important questions can therefore be 
addressed by examining further the question of capital market efficiency. To operate 
efficiently, inter alia, a capital market should allow freedom of access, equalize rates of profit 
across sectors and accurately price the risk of economic activity. To investigate efficiency of 
the capital market in these respects, the paper uses firm level data to examine whether or not: 

(i) Firm’s access to capital was restricted by outdated business practices. 
(ii) Capital goods suppliers were able to charge monopoly rents to textile firms. 
(iii) The cost of finance accurately reflected the risk of the enterprise. 

The research uses a sample of cotton textile firms for which archival data is available. 
These records are investigated to examine how, and at what cost, firms accessed financial 
resources. Identify all firms with sufficient financial data, including: those already covered in 
the secondary literature and those with accessible archives for the period c.1760-1840. The 
total number of identified firms is 19 and 4 have been analysed to date, plus a capital 
equipment supplier (Boulton & Watt). These are: Cardwell Birley & Hornby (English 
Manuscripts, Wadsworth papers, Stock books and ledgers 1199/1-6, including Armitage 
papers 1206, John Rylands Library); Nathaniel Dugdale (ibid., and Wadsworth papers 1200); 
McConnel Kennedy (GB133 MCK, John Rylands Library, Lee 1972, appendix, Richardson, 
1989, Table 1); Cowpe, Oldknow & Siddon [Pleasley Mill] (Pigot, 1948; Chapman, 1967, 
table 5, p.126); Boulton and Watt (Boulton & Watt archive, Birmingham Central Library and 
Roll, 1930). For each firm accounting records were accessed and a financial analysis 
conducted, computing profit rates (return on equity capital and return on total capital), and 
their volatility, leverage (ratio of interest bearing debt to total capital), and growth rates. 

The firms pursued different strategies, resulting in significant variation in financial 
performance through time and from firm to firm. McConnel Kennedy’s strategy of technology 
based scale investment in spinning yielded good returns, as suggested in the prior literature 
(Richardson, 1989), but so did Nathaniel Dugdale’s strategy of minimal investment using old 
technology and an extended putting out network. Cardwell Birley and Hornby’s strategy of 
integrating merchanting with a large putting out network illustrated the risk involved and 
associated diseconomies of scale, whilst Cowpe, Oldknow and Siddon’s experience showed 
that investment in technology (including steam) did not necessarily lead to higher profits. 
Finally, although in a potentially powerful monopoly position, Boulton and Watt took pains to 
achieve prices that reflected the benefits of steam technology fairly between the contracting 
parties. Preliminary findings based on this analysis are shown in table 1. 
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Table 1 

Characteristic  Evidence  Schumpeterian 
view supported?  

Neo-classical 
view supported?  

(Non) 
problematic 
access to finance  

•  All firms use trade credit as the major 
source of external finance 

•  Plant and equipment relatively cheap 
•  Capital equipment suppliers do not 

charge monopoly rents  

No 
 
No 
No  

Yes 
 
Yes 
Yes  

(Dis)equilibrium 
profit rate  

• Wide cross sectional variations in 
profit rate  

• High and time variant volatility 
•  Capital equipment suppliers do not 

enjoy supernormal profits 
• Investment in new technology does not 

yield supernormal profits  

Yes 
 
Yes 
No 
 
No  

No 
 
No 
Yes 
 
Yes  

In(efficient) 
capital markets  

• No effective pricing of risk  
• High and low growth firms attract 

investment 
• Investors do not exit low growth firms 

Yes 
Yes 
 
Yes  

No 
No 
 
No  

 
The analysis in table 1 suggests there is support for both Schumpeterian and Neo-

classical views, but that neither is sufficient to explain the observed pattern of profit, growth 
and investment during the industrial revolution. An important source of disequilibrium was 
the slow pace of capital market development relative to the technological pace and demands 
of industrialization. So although there was enough growth to tolerate multiple strategies, 
including integration on a more capital intensive basis (e.g. McConnel Kennedy) and 
investment in labour intensive spinning plus putting out (e.g. Dugdale), the underdeveloped 
capital market perpetuated pre-industrial methods of finance, including high dependency on 
bills of exchange at prescriptive interest rates. Limited access to capital prevented 
entrepreneurs taking advantage of the most efficient steam technology and returns did not 
systematically reflect underlying risk. For these reasons, cotton firms had the potential of 
super-normal profits but these opportunities were dissipated by the costs of circulation arising 
from capital market inefficiencies and the rents associated with monopoly, asset mispricing, 
arbitrage and fraud.  As a consequence, although the story of the industrial revolution is one 
of Schumpeterian disequilibrium, but the apparent lack of sustained abnormal profits in 
manufacturing reflected transaction cost rather than the neo-classical story of rapid adjustment 
to equilibrium. 
 
References 
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Emily Buchnea (University of Nottingham) 
Salt, hose and hardware: the growth and diversity of Liverpool’s exports to New York, 1763-

1833 
The large textile manufacturing and exporting centres of North West England have been given 
a large amount of scholarly attention. Douglas Farnie, Pat Hudson and other historians have 
shown how the growth of textile producing centres shaped the growth of industrial Britain. 
More recent studies by Peter Maw have shown ways in which American demand for these 
products in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth century propelled this growth. 

While the trade in textiles was indeed important, this paper aims to explore a number of 
the other commodities being exported from Liverpool to New York from the end of the Seven 
Years’ War to just before the panic of 1837. The hardware, salt, leather, chemical and metal 
trade to New York demonstrated not only the diversity of Liverpool’s export economy but 
also the importance of a trade in practical goods and the immense geographical size of 
Liverpool’s hinterland. This paper will also demonstrate how demand in New York changed 
over this seventy year period. Maxine Berg has emphasized the growth and importance of the 
luxury goods trade. However, this trade was dominated largely by London. The growth in 
demand for cheap and durable goods in this period produced great wealth for the outports, 
Liverpool in particular. While Liverpool was involved to some degree in re-exporting wine 
and silk, it was the durable trades that became the most popular items being exported to New 
York. These industries were localized in different areas of Great Britain and an analysis of 
their growth is inevitably an analysis of how the landscape of urban centres changed in 
Lancashire, Yorkshire, the Midlands and further afield. 

This paper will also explore some of the sources used to quantify this trade. The 
continuity in sources is a problem. Liverpool provides records of the type and volume of 
commodities exported to New York in Custom Bills of Entry; however, these records only 
exist for the period after 1820. In New York there is not a complete source which provides 
this information for the pre-1820 period. For this project, several sources have been pieced 
together to get an accurate outlook on what was being received in New York from Liverpool. 
This paper will explain these sources and associated problems in creating a database to 
catalogue this trade. The exploration of this commercial link between Liverpool and New 
York is useful in explaining the maturation of the Anglo-American economy. The study of the 
various exports of Liverpool will provide context for the development of Liverpool’s 
economy beyond the slave trade and the importance of this port to industrial Britain. 
 
Xin-wang Wu & Quan-tao Zhu (Guangxi Normal University) 
How innovation market’s structure leads to countries’ rise and fall 
This paper explores the historical evolution of market structure of innovation market in 1700-
1980’s Britain and 1800-2000’s America. Innovation market is the market where new 
technologies, creative ideas and original knowledge with commercial value are traded. The 
main incentive of buying ideas is to put them into use, get competitive advantage in the 
products or service markets and thereby get more profits. The incentive of producing new 
ideas is to get benefits by selling them in different ways in innovation market. 

The market structure of innovation market mainly depends on the numbers and actions 
of independent suppliers and demanders for innovative ideas. Innovation market may be more 
competitive, or on the contrary, more monopolistic. This paper shows with a mathematical 
model that more innovations would be produced and put into use when innovation market is 
more competitive. 

Combined with the tenet of New Growth Theory which regards technological progress 
as the engine for sustainable economic growth, the paper advances that the more competitive 
is the market, more sustainable is economic growth. 

The comparison of the historical evolution of Britain’s and America’s innovation 
market supports the above theoretical conclusion. It shows that innovation market’s structural 
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characteristics well explain the phenomenon of the first industrial revolution, Britain’s disease 
in the twenty-first century and America’s sustainable growth since the nineteenth century. 
Therefore, competitiveness of innovation market is the key factor that determines countries’ 
economic performance and government should make innovation market more competitive to 
achieve mid-term and long-term sustainable economic growth. 

The paper also discovers what factors had contributed to different market structures of 
Britain’s and American’s innovation market, which includes patent system, higher education 
system, basic research system, anti-trust policy, R&D system, etc. Britain’s innovation market 
from 1700 to 1836 is the most competitive in the world then. There are several reasons for it. 
The first patent system in the world makes more people willing to supply new technologies on 
the technology market, which makes the supply more competitive; Judicial justice makes 
people willing to invest and encourages competition of introducing more efficient 
technologies and ideas, which makes demand more competitive. 

From 1836 until the present day, America’s innovation market has gradually become 
the most competitive in the world. The establishment of a modern patent system, higher 
education system characterized by free entry, anti-trust policy, increasing basic research funds 
from government, decentralized R&D system have all made the market structure of 
innovation market more competitive. In America’s patent system, patent rights are more 
stable, so that more people are willing to buy patented technologies which means the 
competition on demand side of innovation market is increased. It is easy for the public to 
access patent information, which not only attracts more potential buyers but also inspires 
potential inventors to produce more new technologies. This also makes the innovation market 
more competitive. The influence of higher education, basic research, anti-trust policy and 
R&D system on market structure of innovation market are similarly discussed. 

The theoretical and historical study shows that market structure of innovation market 
might be key factors affecting countries’ economic performance. This approach is different 
from New Institutional Economics which emphasizes the role of institution in economic 
growth. It is either different from the school of National Innovation System which emphasizes 
the interactions of innovation agents or different from Robert Allen who emphasizes the role 
of labour’s high price in promoting invention and adoption of new technologies.  By 
analysing the historical evolution of market structure of innovation market, the paper shows 
the mechanism through which relevant institutions affect the efficiency of new ideas 
(especially new technologies) production and application, thereby illustrating how institutions 
affect technological progress and economic growth.  It means market structure of innovation 
market might be a useful theoretical tool to put the analysis of institution and technological 
progress in a unified framework. 
 
Keywords: innovation; market structure; innovation market; competitiveness; industrial 
revolution. 
 
Gary Shea (University of St Andrews) 
Returns to infrastructure investment during the industrial revolution: their scale, timing and 

social distributions 
Infrastructure investment’s measurable contribution to the British industrial revolution has 
been the focus of a string of influential papers by Bogart. In accepting the conclusions of this 
research, it follows that there should be a verifiable link between long-term growth rates and 
long-term financial returns to infrastructure investment. The measurement of such financial 
returns, however, from original records is extremely difficult to do. The legal framework for 
infrastructure investment typically divided investors into three groups – i) original investors 
who originated the infrastructure project and sponsored its promotion in Parliament, ii) the 
‘construction’ investors, who are not necessarily the same as the original investors and who 
build the project and iii) the follow-on investors who own the project after its completion and 
are only liable for its required upkeep. In standard data sources (such as stock market data) 
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that are used to measure financial returns, only the returns to the last group of investors are 
readily observable. Since each investor group bore a different type of risk, standard finance 
theory would suggest that each group would expect to earn different returns from their 
investments. 

How large were total returns to infrastructure investment? Who received these returns? 
And when did they receive these returns?  We explore the practical difficulties of answering 
these questions in case studies of two companies whose records are of sufficient quality to 
allow such research: i) the Oldham Gas Light & Water Company and ii) the Birmingham 
Canal Navigations. 

A hypothesis of special concern to us is that by far the largest share in total returns to 
infrastructure investment may have been claimed by original investors and construction 
investors. The more easily observable returns that are claimed by later follow-on investors 
may thus be very misleading guides to the scale of total returns to infrastructure investment. 

A second hypothesis of special concern relates to the role of subscription financing in 
infrastructure development. When infrastructure was projected and constructed, project 
financing was almost always legally required to be in the form of subscription shares. (We 
exclude turnpike trust financing from these observations; we are writing only of canals, 
railways and gas and water utilities here.) It is only after construction of a project that we 
typically see the financial liabilities of a project metamorphose into normal equity shares 
whose returns are easy to observe. What does this legal-institutional constraint upon the 
infrastructure financing tell us about the size and timing of returns (and risk) to infrastructure 
projects? Why was the structure of infrastructure financing legally prescribed in these ways? 
We hypothesize that there was an important information asymmetry between Members of 
Parliament who, on one side, were especially concerned with the integrity of the land law and 
those Members, on the other side, who were the representatives of the local interests who 
wanted to see infrastructure get built. Subscription contract financing was probably an 
efficient means of reducing the costs of these information asymmetries between different 
Members. 
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III/C   Demography 
 
Gill Newton (University of Cambridge) 
A pluralistic epidemiological transition? Mortality in urban and urbanizing areas in England, 

1538-1812 
The Victorian Medical Officer of Health reports and Annual Reports of the Registrar General 
provide a substantial body of evidence for mortality and health variations in Victorian 
England, but for the period prior to regular state collection of mortality statistics much less is 
known, and there is considerable uncertainty over the degree of geographical variation and the 
timing of improvements in mortality, particularly in the late eighteenth century. Did the 
impact of large-scale migration and rapid population growth towards new urbanizing areas 
produce differing mortality outcomes from that of established urban centres from the outset?  
Theoretically, population growth and the mixing effect of migration in bringing together 
persons with different prior exposure to infectious diseases will lead to thresholds of 
settlement population size beyond which new epidemiological factors begin to operate, but for 
early industrial Britain we currently lack the evidence to assess the relationship between these 
time-dependent variables and more fixed, topographical factors such as elevation and climate 
that may have given some areas natural starting advantages in terms of preserving an 
uncontaminated water supply and sanitation in general. 

Using parish burial registers from newly urbanizing areas such as Liverpool and Leeds 
and their hinterland, together with information from the long-established but still rapidly 
growing metropolis of London, including a substantial body of cause of death information and 
stated ages, this paper will consider shifts in the burden of mortality among particular age 
groups and the drivers of these changes, especially in early childhood (ages 1 to 4 years) as 
compared to infants and to older children. This forms part of research conducted in 
connection with a Wellcome Trust funded pilot grant aiming to provide a robust empirical 
basis towards understanding the early phase of the epidemiological transition, and the nature 
of structural changes that lead to divergences in adult and child mortality. 
 
Romola Davenport (University of Cambridge), Jeremy Boulton & John Black (University 

of Newcastle) 
Infant mortality by social status in Georgian London 
While it is now the norm that urban dwellers and higher income groups enjoy higher life 
expectancies than their rural or poorer counterparts, this was not the case in historical 
populations. In England these phenomena began to emerge in the late eighteenth century, and 
coincided with rapid population growth and urbanization. Indeed such rapid population 
growth would not have been possible in a period of rapid urbanization without a fundamental 
transformation of the urban demographic regime, but our understanding of this process 
remains extremely limited. 

Here we present new evidence regarding both mortality decline and class differences in 
infant mortality in eighteenth-century London, using two very unusual sources of evidence 
not previously exploited in this context: the records of fees paid for burials and baptisms in 
the large London parish of St. Martin-in-the-Fields, covering the years 1750-1824. The 
datasets are extraordinarily rich, including name, street address, dates of birth, baptism, and 
burial, fees paid for baptisms and burial, exact age at burial, and cause of death. We have used 
a family reconstitution methodology to partially reconstitute families and to classify these by 
social status according to fees paid for infant baptism. Using evidence of infant age at burial 
we can estimate infant mortality rates by social status across the social range, and investigate 
the causes of any differences using age patterns, seasonality, and causes of death in the first 
year of life. We will test the argument that wealth made little difference to infant survival 
chances in the mid-eighteenth century (as suggested by previous analysis of fragmentary 
sources), and if so, whether this reflected the ubiquity of epidemic diseases such as smallpox 
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against which wealth conferred no advantage. We will also investigate whether class 
differences emerged over the period 1750-1825, and the extent to which this coincided with a 
decline in smallpox mortality, or with the development of other differences, such as changes 
in breastfeeding patterns, or in survival rates in the first weeks and months of life, when 
maternal health and obstetric practices are the main determinants of mortality. Critically, the 
richness of the St. Martin-in-the-Fields datasets not only provides the key types of 
information required to establish the extent and causes of social class differences in mortality, 
but also makes it possible to correct for a number of potential biases that could distort these 
measurements, such as age at baptism, and propensity to migrate. 
 
Peter Kitson (University of Cambridge) 
New evidence on short-run variations in infant and child mortality in pre- and early industrial 

England 
This paper will explore spatial and chronological variations in adult and child mortality 
during the era of parochial registration (1538-1837), with special emphasis upon the period 
between 1660 and 1810. The available evidence from family reconstitution studies analysed 
by the Cambridge Group suggests that while adult mortality improved throughout the period, 
infant and child mortality worsened until the mid-eighteenth century before improving. 
However, our knowledge with respect to patterns of change in the rapidly growing industrial 
centres such as Leeds and Liverpool is deficient, primarily because of the practical problems 
of applying record linkage methodologies to large urbanizing population centres. While these 
places were clearly subject to relatively high levels of infant and child mortality when data 
from civil registration becomes available after 1837, it remains unclear as to whether 
worsening mortality was caused by regular and severe outbreaks of epidemic disease, or 
worsening of living conditions induced by the negative externalities of urbanization. 

The research presented in this paper will attempt to explore this in greater detail using 
both new and existing datasets. In a series of new abstractions of data from Anglican parish 
registers of burials for locations such as Leeds and Liverpool, we have distinguished between 
adults and children on the basis of the relationship given in the parish register (e.g. ‘son of’, 
‘wife of’) or stated ages where available. These new and very large datasets can then be used 
to explore the severity and frequency of episodes of heightened infant and child mortality 
through the use of time series analysis. It will also present new evidence from the family 
reconstitution studies available at the Cambridge Group on short-run variation in infant and 
childhood mortality rates. Using this material, it will explore the extent to which different 
communities share the same patterns of short-run variation in infant and child mortality, as 
differences between rural, minor urban and major urban centres will be closely scrutinized. It 
will also seek to understand the degree to which mortality change was a consequence of 
changes in the severity and recurrence of short-run periods of high mortality, or rather the 
consequence of an overall worsening of ‘background’ mortality. It will thus represent an 
important contribution to our understanding of the changing mortality and epidemiological 
environments during a period of rapid and profound economic and social change. 

This forms part of research funded by a Wellcome Trust pilot grant aimed at providing a 
robust empirical basis for the understanding of the early phases of the epidemiological 
transition, and the structural changes that resulted in divergences in adult and child mortality. 
 
Chinmay Tumbe (European University Institute) 
Missing men and sex ratio variation in India, 1901-71 
Sex ratios in India have received world-wide attention due to the phenomenon of ‘missing 
women’ or excessive mortality among females as compared to males. While the reasons for 
the alarming decline in female to male child sex ratios over the past few decades have been 
well studied, little research has studied the steep decline in the All-India female to male sex 
ratio between 1901 and 1971 (figure 1). This research gap is significant as the current 
narrative on the Indian sex ratio is that the entire twentieth century witnessed a progressive 
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deterioration in the female to male sex ratio due to an increase in gender discrimination 
across the period (Dandekar, 1975). Another narrative is that the elimination of famines 
across this period removed the survival advantage of women during famines and hence caused 
the aggregate female to male sex ratio to progressively decline (Bhat, 2002). A third narrative 
attributes the decline to the dynamics of population growth in India (Mayer, 1999). 

Changes in international migration patterns have been consistently dismissed as 
possible explanatory factors on the assumption that these migrations were a small part of the 
Indian population. We argue that this interpretation has been incorrect and that large changes 
in migration streams with extremely skewed sex ratios can have a significant bearing on the 
aggregate sex ratio even when the migration streams are a small proportion of the overall 
population. 

Based on an analysis of district level Census data between 1901 and 2001, this paper 
argues that the phenomenon of ‘missing men’ due to migration explains a large (but not 
complete) part of the demographic puzzle of declining female to male ratios across the first 
three quarters of the twentieth century. 

Districts with the steepest declines in sex ratios between 1901-71 were mostly 
‘migration-prone’ and not necessarily ‘famine-prone.’ In particular, declining female to male 
sex ratios are attributed to changes in male-dominated emigration rates from the East Coast 
and parts of North India and male-dominated immigration rates from present day Bangladesh 
to North-East India. A significant part of these migrations were seasonal in nature but because 
the Census was usually conducted in February, a month where the ‘missing men’ were away 
at work, sex ratios computed within Indian jurisdictions were invariably affected. As these 
migration streams stopped or changed over the twentieth century, it had an impact on the 
aggregate sex ratio. The impact of late nineteenth-century famines was important but 
primarily through the channel of inducing mass male-dominated migration streams rather than 
through the channel of excess male mortality. 

By analysing sex ratios and migration, this paper attempts to correct a major historical 
narrative on the Indian sex ratio and places migration firmly in the terrain of economic and 
demographic history of India. 
 

Figure 1: All-India sex ratio, 1901-2011, females per 1,000 males 

 
Source: Various Census Reports 
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III/D   Gold Standard 
 

Sashi Sivramkrishna (Narsee Monjee Institute of Management Studies [Bangalore] & 
Foundation to Aid Industrial Recovery) 

A golden opportunity: India’s failed transition from the silver rupee to a gold currency in the 
1860s 

Perhaps the most significant event in the monetary history of the nineteenth century was the 
decline of bimetallism and shift of many European countries from a silver or bimetallic 
standard to a monometallic gold currency. Apart from England which had been the first 
country to adopt the gold standard in 1821, a wave of European changeovers began with 
Portugal in 1854, followed by a few smaller states in 1867, but gathered a more compelling 
momentum only after 1872.  Outside of Europe, Japan made a transition to gold in 1897 while 
the United States officially converted to gold in 1900. De facto transition to gold in these 
countries had, however, begun in the mid-nineteenth century soon after gold discoveries had 
lowered the market price of gold relative to silver. Many recent studies have sought to 
develop a sound understanding of this transition; here, as appropriately articulated by one 
historian, it is particularly useful to distinguish emergence theories from diffusion theories 
that seek to provide an explanation for this phenomenon.  It is with respect to the former that 
we consider a study of India’s (failed) attempt to make a transition from monometallic silver 
to a gold currency in the 1860s, alongside the movement in Europe, to be imperative. 

Beginning with a contextualization of the movement for a gold currency within the 
larger macroeconomic context of that period, our paper attempts to find answers to several 
questions, which simultaneously demarcate the scope of this study; what were the arguments 
made for and against a gold currency in India? What was the quantum of precious metal flows 
into India?  Who lobbied for the shift?  What was the stand of the British-Indian government? 
What were the schemes proposed for the transition? What led to failure of the scheme?  
Drawing primarily from archival sources we find many of the reasons advanced in more 
recent emergence theories clearly articulated in the Indian context at that time, ex ante.  Even 
though the sovereign and half sovereign were finally introduced as legal tender in India, the 
scheme failed for an obvious but often repeated practice; the legal ratio of the sovereign and 
rupee was not set in accordance with the market price ratio of their bullion content. 

While recent studies have sought to find reasons for the switch to gold in Europe and 
elsewhere, the Indian case stands out as peculiar; why was the government attempt so half-
hearted in spite of benefits to trade and capital flows that would accrue to both, Britain and 
India? Was India in some sense purposefully kept away from gold?  After all, Britain’s other 
major colonies, Australia and Canada, had already adopted a gold standard as early as 1852 
and 1853 respectively.  What could have been the reasons for this resistance to a gold 
currency for India?  Records and contemporary studies from that period point to a few 
possible reasons; while Britain may have been a major trading partner for India the reverse 
may not have been the case, the apprehension over India absorbing and hoarding precious 
metals including gold and the adverse impact that this could have on the world’s money 
markets, the growing consensus in the West that gold was the appropriate metal for currency 
amongst the ‘civilized’ nations of the world and the convenience of India remaining on the 
rupee as it would act as a sink for Europe’s excess silver (when it transited to gold) thereby 
preventing destabilization of other currencies that remained on a silver standard.  This leads 
us to impudently open the door to ‘counterfactual history’; would transition to the gold 
standard in many parts of the world still have taken place if the Indian initiative for gold had 
indeed succeeded?  Would Europe have found a convenient drain for its silver and abandoned 
bimetallism if India had moved on to gold? In raising these questions, our objective is to re-
evaluate the relative importance of India’s (failed) attempt in transiting to a gold currency in 
the recent gold standard narrative, which has otherwise been rather tentative. 
 

Keywords: monetary history; gold standard; bimetallism; silver rupee; Indian rupee. 
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Ali Co�kun Tuncer (London School of Economics) 
Fiscal rules and conditionality: international financial control under the pre-1914 gold 

standard 
Following the recent European sovereign debt crisis, introducing and enforcing effective 
fiscal rules have increasingly been put forward as a popular remedy for ensuring fiscal 
discipline among the members of the Eurozone. Economists and policymakers accordingly 
have underlined the possible impacts of different fiscal and monetary policy instruments with 
reference to moral hazard, credibility and conditionality.624 In a similar vein, this paper 
explores the effectiveness of fiscal rules in the context of the pre-1914 sovereign debt market 
under the gold standard. In doing so it focuses on the international financial control 
organizations, which were established in a set of heavily indebted countries in Southeastern 
Europe and the Middle East from the 1860s to the First World War. 

During this period, foreign supervision in the form of international financial control 
organizations (IFCs) meant a partial loss of fiscal sovereignty for the borrower countries. The 
first known example of such an institution was in Tunisia established in 1869 by 
representatives of foreign creditors as a response to fiscal difficulties. This was followed by 
several other countries in the region such as Egypt (1876), the Ottoman Empire (1881), Serbia 
(1893) and Greece (1898).625 Having been administered by foreign creditors, these multilateral 
enforcement bodies resulted in a partial loss of fiscal sovereignty in each country and had 
parallels with modern ‘fiscal councils’ as they implied a different set of rules and regulations 
for tax collection.626 In several cases loss of fiscal sovereignty also led to a direct takeover of 
the political sovereignty such as in Egypt and Tunisia. Foreign supervision, moreover, 
implied institutional change and conditionality, as IFCs necessitated a certain set of monetary 
and fiscal rules in return for reinstating credibility and restoring access to international 
financial markets.627 

The recent literature has treated the IFCs as a form of ‘supersanction’ imposed on 
countries in default by the creditors, which reduced the sovereign risk in international 
financial markets before 1914.628 However, there has been little discussion on the role of local 
cooperation, how IFCs functioned, the extent of their control and whether these differences 
had any implications in terms of moral hazard, fiscal and monetary performance and 
sustainability of the government debt. 

By relying on a set of primary and secondary sources, the paper studies differences 
among significant cases such as Egypt and Tunis, where the establishment of IFCs led to a 
direct takeover of the state finances; or Serbia and Greece, where the role of IFCs was 
restricted to particular measures concerning fiscal and monetary discipline. Finally in the 
Ottoman Empire, the IFC implemented a set of fiscal monetary reforms, which contributed to 

                                                 
624 P.D. Grauwe, ‘A less punishing, more forgiving approach to the debt crisis in the eurozone’, CEPS Policy 

Brief, No. 230, 2011; D. Gros and T. Mayer ‘Debt reduction without default?’ CEPS Policy Brief, No. 233, 
2011 
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the same line of the literature see M. Flandreau and F. Zumer, The Making of Global Finance 1880-1913, 
OECD, Paris, 2004; R.P. Esteves, ‘”Quis custodiet quem?” Sovereign debt and bondholders’ protection 
before 1914’, Economics Series Working Papers, University of Oxford, No. 323, 2007, p.42. 
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the centralization of the Ottoman fiscal institutions from the late nineteenth century to the 
First World War. 

Following a comparative analysis of the way that IFCs were organized and functioned, 
the paper highlights and quantifies the links between the extent of foreign supervision and its 
effect on sovereign risk. It is argued that the differences in ‘success’, both in terms of 
reinforcement of the credibility and sustainability of the government debt, were influenced by 
the way that IFCs were organized and by the willingness and ability of the local governments 
to cooperate. In exploring these arguments, the paper underlines the importance of 
interactions between domestic interest groups, governments and foreign creditors as a 
framework for interpreting the role of the international financial control in peripheral 
members of the gold standard before 1914. 
 
Albrecht Ritschl (London School of Economics) 
Golden fetters, iron shackles: sovereign debt perspective on the interwar gold standard 
Monetary policy coordination under the gold standard has been the dominant theme in 
research on the interwar Great Depression since the publication of Barry Eichengreen’s 
Golden Fetters in 1992. Incorporating the insights of balance of payments theory at the time, 
the new paradigm was enormously successful in explaining how the policy trilemma implicit 
in fixed exchange rate systems was compounded by central bank coordination failures 
emerging from the externalities inherent in the common peg to gold. 

This paper’s aim is to take stock, re-examine the analytical issues and focus on an issue 
emerging gradually in recent research, the policy constraints implied by high ratios of national 
debt to GDP during the interwar period. High debt/income ratios introduced a further policy 
constraint, the inability to carry out independent (expansionary) fiscal policy under 
international capital mobility. To the extent this constraint was binding, policy actions would 
only be incompletely explained by the flow-oriented Mundell/Fleming mechanism underlying 
the policy trilemma. Violations of the dynamic public budget constraint would lead to capital 
outflows, while high debt levels at the brink of unsustainability would act as a brake on 
capital inflows. Both effects together would render capital outwardly mobile but inwardly 
immobile, paralyzing the stabilizing forces of the Mundell/Fleming mechanism. 

Analysing data from interwar Europe from a sovereign debt perspective, an 
interpretation of the interwar gold standard emerges that cautiously shifts the focus away from 
central bank cooperation. Instead, capital market coordination failures leading to 
unsustainable public debt and eventually the breakdown of capital mobility take centre stage. 
Countries that were on an unsustainable debt path during the gold standard in the late 1920s 
emerged as the relative winners of the depression of the early 1930s, beggaring their 
neighbours in an uncooperative game of capital controls and debt default. Conversely, the 
creditor nations emerged as the relative losers, suffering incomplete recovery and protracted 
unemployment. 
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III/E   Gender and Finance 
 
Jennifer Aston (IHR & University of Birmingham) 
Feckless fraudsters or feeble failures? Female bankruptcy in Victorian and Edwardian 

England 
This paper explores the qualitative and quantitative research into female entrepreneurs who 
applied for bankruptcy and appeared in the High Court and County Courts between 1891 and 
1914 which I am carrying out during my year as the EHS Power Junior Research Fellow. My 
PhD research has shown that economically active and independent women were far more 
prevalent than had been previously assumed by the historiography. Moreover, female 
entrepreneurs could cultivate business identities that superseded any expectations or 
restrictions that might have been placed on them by their gender and they used their status as 
business owners to achieve and maintain middle-class status. However the women examined 
in my PhD were success stories and they do not provide any information about the barriers 
that women faced as entrepreneurs, such as when their businesses ran into financial 
difficulties, thus highlighting the need for further research. 

The research presented in this paper will use sources such as the Annual Report of 
Bankruptcy, notices of bankruptcy placed in the London Gazette and records from the Official 
Receivers Branch to analyse and explore unknown aspects of female entrepreneurship, such 
as their relative degree of success (estimated on their tendency to fail vis-à-vis male-run 
activities), the cause of their bankruptcy (whether because of limited entrepreneurial 
capabilities or external forces), and whether or not female entrepreneurs were provided the 
same opportunity to re-start their firms as their male counterparts. 

This research is particularly significant and timely given that both economic theory and 
the historiography have shown the importance of legal institutions, particularly of bankruptcy 
law, in shaping entrepreneurial activity. As the functioning of this institution is permeated by 
social norms and cultural views, studying the failure of female entrepreneurs provides further 
insights into the so-called ‘cultural critique’ to British economic decline; specifically, the fact 
that the ruling elite viewed entrepreneurship as a less legitimate source of income and 
therefore provided an unsupportive environment. If the cultural elements exerted as much 
influence in the cases of female entrepreneurs as has been found for male entrepreneurs, we 
might expect to see judges treating businesswomen with either greater leniency because they 
were reluctant to subject women to the financial ruin and shame associated with bankruptcy, 
or more harshly because patriarchal judges wanted to make an example of women who failed. 

The paper will demonstrate how studying the bankruptcy of female entrepreneurs not 
only increases our knowledge of a relevant yet still understudied segment of the productive 
system, but also provides a privileged point of view to explore the link between 
entrepreneurship, institutions, social norms, and cultural attitudes. 
 
Liselotte Eriksson (Umeå University) 
The feminization of a fraternal institution: Swedish sickness funds 1900-55 
Before a centralized public insurance system, mutual organizations (sjuk- och 
begravningskassor) were the main suppliers of sickness insurance in Sweden (Edebalk, 1996). 
These mutual societies (henceforth sickness funds) have been recognized for their importance, 
not only as forerunners to public insurance, but also for risk sharing, risk transferring and loss 
mitigation. By reducing risks related to sickness, sickness funds facilitated labour reallocation 
from agriculture to other sectors in the economy during the industrialization process and later 
(Hopkins, 1995; Johansson, 2003). 

Research (e.g. Murray, 1992; Gottlieb, 2007) has recognized the private based system 
of sickness funds as efficient in controlling information asymmetry while they admitted fairly 
well-known and homogeneous risk-types e.g. men working in the same industry. In sum, 
through excluding practices, mutual sickness funds were more successful in controlling for 
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information asymmetry and in a limited sphere of members social control and shared social 
norms could grow and evolve. Lindbeck (1995) further claims that social norms that existed 
before the introduction of public insurance assisted in keeping the level of fraud and moral 
hazard low. Social norms is a key term in research on public insurance, still its wider 
implication in creating social and economic inequality and unequal access to insurance has 
been largely ignored in historical research. The social norms assisting in reducing moral 
hazard and fraud were formed in a context where women lacked complete civil rights and 
often became discriminated and excluded (Clawsson, 1989). Women were viewed as a higher 
risk, as unreliable or as destroying the feeling of ‘brotherhood’. The social norms were 
therefore not gender neutral but reproduced contemporary unequal gender relations. The 
rhetoric in sickness funds did not recognize women as workers; instead they were primarily 
viewed as housewives and/or dependents and a concern for a male provider and in no need of 
a sickness insurance of their own. 

This paper investigates how fraternalism and gendered social norms were produced and 
reproduced in sickness funds during the period 1900-55 and how they affected the 
possibilities for women as members in sickness funds. It examines why and how the share of 
women in Swedish sickness funds exceeded the share of men in late the 1930s – despite the 
exclusion of women and the obstacles they faced in achieving access to sickness insurance. 

The paper applies a qualitative and quantitative research design. The qualitative part is 
based on unexplored archival material on Swedish sickness funds and books, monographs and 
trade journals documenting the evolution of sickness funds. The quantitative analysis uses 
data gathered from the official statistics of sickness funds and covers the years 1910 to 1955. 
 
Frank Kiwalabye & Solome Nanteza (Youth Crime Watch Uganda) 
A new paradigm for women empowerment: the adoption and adaptation of microfinance and 

gender mainstreaming as poverty alleviation strategies 
Micro-credit is widely believed to be one of the most powerful tools in poverty alleviation 
and economic empowerment among rural women. It not only brings them together to find 
solutions to the ever increasing challenges of daily life but it acts as a bridge that fills the gap 
left by the challenges of life. Micro-credit has been used as a linkage of integrating 
marginalized rural women into the socio-economic activities and poverty alleviation. Micro-
credit is a small loan to a client involved in some kinds of entrepreneurial activities for a 
living, which is made by a bank or other institution. Micro-credit can be offered, often 
without collateral, to an individual or a group through lending. Microfinance also includes the 
provision of other services such as savings opportunities and micro-insurance to the poor. It 
has proven an effective and popular measure in the ongoing struggle against poverty, enabling 
those without access to lending institutions to borrow at bank rates and start small business 
(Microfinance Gateway, 2008).This paper analyses the importance of gender mainstreaming 
and microfinance in women empowerment and development in rural areas. 
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III/F   Transport and Communications 
 
David Chilosi (London School of Economics) & Giovanni Federico (University of Pisa) 
Early globalizations: The integration of Asia in the world economy, c. 1800-1938 
Long-range market integration is an essential component of globalization. The current 
consensus is that before 1800 transoceanic trade was qualitatively different. The monopolies 
of Western trading companies kept price differentials very high. Although commerce 
increased, following the growth of European demand, it still remained very small relative to 
exports to Asia. The nineteenth century witnessed major institutional changes towards more 
liberal trade, such as the abolition of restriction to China, the opening of Japan and, above all 
the abolition of monopolies, first by the East India Company in the trade with India (1813) 
and later by the Dutch government.  Furthermore, freights declined and the transfer of 
information was greatly accelerated by the introduction of transoceanic telegraph lines in the 
second half of the nineteenth century. The combined effect of these changes caused, 
sometimes in the nineteenth century, a quantum leap in globalization and thus in its effect on 
welfare and on prospects for economic growth. 

This sketch may seem convincing, but significant gaps remain in its empirical basis. 
O’Rourke & Williamson’s (2002) seminal analysis of global price gaps shows that there was 
dramatic progress in Atlantic market integration between 1870 and 1913, and that there was a 
marked backlash in the interwar years. But they can only speculate that globalization had its 
roots in the decades before 1870 and that Atlantic and Asian markets followed similar 
patterns of integration with Europe. More recent works (Jacks, 2005; Uebele, 2012; Sharp & 
Weisdorf, forthcoming) find that it was indeed the case that Atlantic wheat markets integrated 
well before 1870. And yet, wheat and the Atlantic economy are not necessarily representative 
of trends of the Asian-European trade. The recent article by Hynes et al. (2012) reports series 
of price differentials between India and the United Kingdom from 1890; these do not show 
much integration – nor, for that matter, much disintegration in interwar years. They may miss 
most of the action, which could have taken place in the period before 1890. The literature on 
the causes of integration (or disintegration) is growing fast, but so far no work deals with 
Asia, while results for other areas and periods are not easily transferrable. In fact, the impact 
of changes in transaction costs, in market efficiency and, above all, in the barriers to trade is 
likely to differ across countries and also across products. Last but not least, the literature on 
integration largely neglects its welfare effects, despite the fact that these are central to the 
wider debate on the growth of developing countries. 

This paper aims at filling these gaps in our historical knowledge.  We consider the three 
main exporting areas of the Asian continent: India, the Dutch East Indies and the Far East 
(China and Japan) into the ‘world’ market (i.e. Europe) in the ‘very long’ nineteenth century, 
from the Napoleonic Wars to the onset of the Second World War. We also use the integration 
across the Atlantic (between the USA and UK) as a benchmark.  The analysis is based on a 
newly compiled dataset drawn from both primary and published sources. This includes 
(mostly) quality-adjusted price gaps for fourteen major export products (coffee, cotton, 
indigo, jute, linseed, pepper, rapeseed, rice, saltpeter, silk, sugar, tea, tin, and wheat), as well 
as export quantities, freight rates from Calcutta, Mumbai, Canton and Jakarta to London, and 
product-specific import and export duties. We ask three specific questions: 
 
i) When and to what extent did Asian (or American) markets integrate (or dis-integrate) with 

Europe their European consumers?  
ii) What caused this integration?  
iii) How much did integration increase welfare of producers and European consumers? 
 
The preliminary analysis suggests that for the majority of products, markets integrated in the 
first half of the nineteenth century – or at least before the 1870s, with only little disintegration 
in the interwar years. In fact, marked disintegration is observed only for those products whose 
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demand fell from the later nineteenth century. In the early part of the same century a massive 
drop in freight rates and price gaps followed the demise of commercial monopolies, and on 
the whole commercial policies were at least as important as transport technology in explaining 
integration dynamics. The telegraph had only a negligible impact on price gaps. Welfare gains 
from transoceanic integration were sizeable, but not huge. Hence it seems unlikely that they 
offset adverse consequences of globalization on the long-term industrial development of 
Asian countries. However, it does not look as if European consumers benefited from the 
integration with colonial markets more than from that with the US. 
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Florian Ploeckl (University of Oxford) 
It’s all in the mail: the economic geography of the German Empire 
During the nineteenth century postal services expanded based on the idea of universal access, 
which tasked the public postal monopolies to provide access to the whole population. In the 
middle of the nineteenth century the European systems, including the various German 
systems, experienced another structural transformation with the introduction of prepaid 
postage and distance-independent pricing. 

The resulting universality and uniformity of the postal service imply that it is a good 
candidate to provide data to measure and analyse the spatial distribution of economic activity 
and the factors determining its historical development. I therefore utilize postal data in a New 
Economic Geography model to analyse the determinants of the spatial structure of the 
German empire and what factors shaped the developments over time. 

These data are based on a detailed survey of the complete postal network in 1876 and 
annual reports covering a set of larger towns until the First World War. The dataset contains a 
number of postal traffic indicators, including mail, parcel, money order and telegraph traffic 
for each location. The formal economic geography model uses this information together with 
population and spatial location to determine the influence of local endowments and the ability 
to trade on the distribution economic activity as well as population. Additionally I create local 
indexes for these two factors to answer the question which geographic and institutional factors 
determine the spatial distribution of population, and thereby economic activity, and its 
development over time. The results of this first stage give a descriptive, detailed picture about 
regional differences and convergence as mapped out in urban growth, information services 
and indices for the ability to trade and location amenities. 

This sets up the next stage, which looks at the actual factors and mechanisms driving 
these revealed structures and developments. Empirically this is investigated by using the 
derived index values for the ability to trade and the location amenity as dependent variables in 
regressions with geographic, infrastructural, institutional and cultural location characteristics 
as independent variables. 

Geographic variables included range from characteristics like elevation and ruggedness 
to agriculturally relevant variables like soil quality and climate. Additionally data about 
natural resources, in particular coal, are included. Infrastructure variables range from road and 
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railroad networks to rivers and ports as well as the telegraph. Another factor that is related to 
the ability to trade and location amenities are institutional factors. These range from political 
factors, for example the location of state capitals as well as internal and external borders, to 
education, for example the level of schooling, and the presence of particular institutions, for 
example universities, the military, trade fairs. The final category of influencing factors is 
cultural indicators, in particular religion and language. 

The postal data allows for extensions on this stage. Using information about mail 
activity, telegraph and newspapers the model will be extended to result in a town-based 
measure of applied literacy and information use. This allows the determination whether and if 
so how certain factors, in particular cultural ones like religion, affect the economy and its 
spatial structure through influencing communication and information behaviour. 
 
Vincent Bignon (Bank of France), Rui Esteves (University of Oxford) & Alfonso Herranz-

Loncán (University of Barcelona) 
The big push: railways and export-led growth in Latin America, 1865-1913 
Railways were one of the main growth engines of Latin American economies during the first 
globalization boom. This is confirmed by the close association between railway mileage and 
export expansion across the region, which is a sign of the potential mutual causation between 
both variables. Railway development allowed the exploitation of natural resources and the 
subsequent export expansion, whereas export growth increased both governments’ resources 
(and, therefore, their subsidizing capacity) and the profitability prospects of private 
investment. 

Given the well-documented large potential growth impact of the railways in Latin 
America, we wonder what may explain differences in railway development among those 
countries during the first globalization period. This paper provides answers using a newly 
assembled dataset that covers most Latin American countries during the period 1865-1913. 
Most railways having been financed by foreign private capital, the attractiveness for foreign 
investors of some countries compared to others must have been associated to profitability 
prospects. We expect potential profits to depend on the potential international demand of each 
area specific natural resources, and the internal transport demand and the local construction 
costs (notably geographic characteristics, such as ruggedness). They might also have been 
influenced by the country’s perceived institutional instability and, by the government’s ability 
to subsidize construction or guarantee minimum profits. 

At the same time, foreign trade was largely endogenous to railway development, as it 
constituted the only available means to transport most natural resources to international 
markets. Hence railway subsidies could have been influenced by government subsidy but, at 
the same time, foreign trade determined government resources. We explore whether some 
Latin American countries were trapped in a low equilibrium in which the tax base did not 
grow enough because of insufficient railway development, while railway development was 
hindered by the lack of government resources to grant subsidies to investors. This situation 
would be similar to those coordination failures theorized by Rosenstein-Rodan (1943) or 
Murphy et al. (1989) and would have required a ‘big push’ towards a high equilibrium. 
Actually, infrastructure and notably railways have often been considered the building blocks 
of a ‘big push’ (Rostow, 1960; Rosenstein-Rodan, 1961; Murphy et al., 1989). 

The quantitative analysis of the paper finds support for the big push thesis in that we 
find a positive two-way relationship between government revenues and railway development. 
We also uncover time-varying coefficients, as railway development seems to have depended 
less on government revenues since the early years of the twentieth century. Those conclusions 
derive from the estimation of two equations – one for government revenues and another for 
railways growth – and using a variety of instrument for the endogenous variables. 
 
Keywords: railways; Latin America; big push; non-development traps; multiple equilibria. 
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III/G   Financial History I: Sovereign Debt 
 
Silvana Bartoletto, Bruno Chiarini & Elisabetta Marzano (University of Naples 

Parthenope) 
The sustainability of public debt in Italy: a long-term perspective 
The aim of this paper is to analyse the sustainability of public debt in Italy during the last 150 
years (1861-2011), by employing a database containing several statistical novelties: new time 
series estimates of public debt and GDP (respectively Banca d’Italia, 2008; Baffigi, 2011) and 
an original reconstruction of the revenues of the state. The key economic indicators analysed 
include primary and total deficit, interest spending, inflation rates and military spending. The 
long-term analysis of new homogeneous statistical series has led to a different perspective, in 
particular when compared with the existing Italian literature on the debt-to-GDP ratio. Two 
main issues are addressed. First, we examine the size and dynamics of public finance 
aggregates in a long term perspective. In particular, we carry out a detailed historical analysis, 
aiming to identify the determinants of public debt and its ratio to GDP. Second, exploiting 
unit root analysis and cointegration, we test for the sustainability of public debt in Italy 
following the approach proposed both by Trehan & Walsh (1988, 1991) and Bohn (1991). 
 
Peter Sims (London School of Economics) & Stéphanie Collet (ESCP Europe) 
From chaos to order: national consolidation and sovereign bonds in Uruguay, 1890-1914 
The monopoly on coercive force and the maintenance of stability within borders is a core 
function of government. Throughout the nineteenth century, Latin American governments’ 
control was frequently challenged by insurgencies, revolutions, and coups. The process of 
forming and consolidating new states required governments to access large quantities of 
capital. These funds were frequently obtained by floating bonds in London markets. The price 
of these bonds was determined by the credibility of the borrowing governments to repay, in 
the eyes of investors. Thus, the two factors, the consolidation of a centralized state with 
control, and the establishment of credibility in bond markets, were directly connected. How 
did these investors react to news about state consolidation? To test this, we use the case of 
Uruguay, from 1889 to 1914, a state undergoing the final stages of consolidation. Was there 
an observable increase in confidence following the last Uruguayan civil war in 1904, and if 
so, of what magnitude? Did other events, perhaps less prominent in historical narratives about 
Uruguay, change investor perceptions, and by how much? 

Using secondary market data, we can track the change in yields over time at the weekly 
level. Sovereign bond yields break down into components reflecting the price of capital and 
systemic risk, and the idiosyncratic risk associated with the issuing state.  Uruguay borrowed 
in Pounds Sterling in London markets, which were both liquid and competitive, and so the 
cost of capital and inflation risk can be assumed to be the same as the ‘risk free’ sovereign 
yields of Britain. Any spread between Uruguayan bonds and ‘safe’ British bonds can thus be 
interpreted as a compensatory premium for the risk of default. It should be noted that our 
study does not justify an ex post theoretically-derived risk premium, but rather provides an 
empirical examination of contemporary investor perceptions. If the price changes in a lasting 
way, as evidenced by a structural break in the yield series, then this reflects lasting changes in 
perceptions. We examine the events surrounding these changes and draw conclusions about 
how event shocks improved or worsened Uruguay’s risk profile.  From this analysis, we draw 
implications for Latin American state development, using Charles Tilly’s model of the 
development of credible, coercive fiscal states. 
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Leonardo Weller (Escola de Economia de São Paulo) 
Stretching the financial boundaries: how Mexico fostered competition among foreign banks 

and borrowed cheaply in 1899, 1904 and 1910 
Is it true that strong international banks dominated the borrowing decisions of government in 
the periphery before 1914? This paper shows a counter example to this widely accepted 
assumption: Mexico under the command of the finance minister Yves Limantour (1893-
1910), who fostered competition among European and American banks to issue sovereign 
loans at ‘first world’ rates in 1899, 1904 and 1910. The literature attributes this cheap 
borrowing to sound fiscal policy and the political stability achieved during the Porfiriato 
(1876-1910). In contrast, this paper argues that the conditions at which Mexico borrowed 
abroad in the belle époque were too good even if the improvements in macroeconomic 
fundamentals and state capacity are taken into account. The loans were granted at risk 
premiums that were lower than the risk premium of the Mexican bonds on the secondary 
market (i.e. the Mexican risk). Such relatively low risk premium is at odds with the first 
option condition, according to which recently issued bonds must provide a greater yield than 
the old ones, already floating on the secondary market, in order to compensate the investor’s 
preference for seniority. 

The paper assesses how Mexico managed to borrow at such disproportionally good 
conditions during the apogee of the Porfiriato. Based on a vast collection of correspondence 
between the creditors and the government (collected from Colección Limantour and the 
Archive Historique Paribas), it shows that Limantour played a key role in arranging the 
lending at extremely good rates. The finance minister forced relatively well-established 
German and French banks – mainly Paribas and Bleichroeder – to compete with emergent 
houses from the USA – such as Speyers and JP Morgan. The European syndicate underwrote 
the 1899 and 1910 loans after intense negotiations, in which Limantour used an aggressive 
offer from the American bankers to convince the German and French competitors to lower 
their rates. In 1904, Mexico did the opposite to get a rate from the Americans that surprised 
even Limantour himself – 1.46 per cent risk premium, way below the Mexican risk of 1.97 
per cent. Without Limantour, Mexico would probably not have had ‘the blues’, to use the 
term from Topik (2000).  Such ground breaking operation inaugurated New York as a source 
of finance to foreign governments.  Besides being relevant for the financial historiography of 
Mexico, which downplays the role of Limantour as a negotiator, this paper challenges the 
broad historiographical assumption that international banks dominated the borrowing 
decisions of governments worldwide, especially in Latin America, before 1914. It is argued 
here that Mexico negotiated with the banks at equal basis, taking advantage not only of its 
improved fundamentals, but also of Wall Street’s will to crack into the sovereign lending 
market, which until then was a European business. 
 
Stéphanie Collet (ESCP Europe) & Anno Stolper (Bundesbank & University of Munich) 
The credibility of certifiers: Rothschild and Moody’s 
It is often argued that certifiers have an incentive to offer inflated certificates, although they 
deny it. Recently, credit rating agencies have attracted a lot of attention. They have been 
accused of assigning inflated ratings to structured products, such as mortgage-backed 
securities and collateralized-debt obligations. 

The problem, it is argued, lies in the business model. Certifiers are typically paid by 
sellers who are interested in favourable certificates. An old proverb says: ‘He who pays the 
piper calls the tune’. 

This paper addresses this issue by using a nineteenth- and a twentieth-century case: 
Rothschild and Moody’s. In the nineteenth century, Rothschild had been the major 
underwriter and was seen as certifying the creditworthiness of a borrower.  By now credit 
rating agencies have taken over this role.  Moody’s is one of the major credit rating agencies. 
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In this paper, we examine a certifier’s incentive to offer inflated certificates in a 
theoretical model. While the certifier can observe the quality of a good, the buyers cannot. 
The buyers can only observe whether the seller owns a certificate. The sellers are hence 
interested in favourable certificates. The certifier may offer them inflated certificates, but 
incurs costs if doing so. We suppose that the costs of offering inflated certificates increase 
with the number of inflated certificates. 

We find that the certifiers face a commitment problem: the certifier offers inflated 
certificates if the costs of offering the first inflated certificate are lower than the sellers’ 
willingness to pay for it. However, in equilibrium, the buyers cannot be fooled. They believe 
correctly that the certifier offers a certain amount of inflated certificates, and take this into 
account in their willingness to pay for a good. And the sellers take this into account in their 
willingness to pay for a certificate. The certifier would hence make a higher profit if the 
certifier did not offer inflated certificates and the buyers believed it. The number of inflated 
certificates, which the certifier offers in equilibrium, depends on the costs of offering inflated 
certificates. Yet, the certifier may oppose an increase in the costs of offering inflated 
certificates. 
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III/H   Business History II: New and Old Approaches 
 
Masaki Nakabayashi (University of Tokyo) 
Price, quality, and organization: branding in the Japanese silk-reeling industry, 1880s- 1900s 
Without any asymmetry of information before concluding a contract, no adverse selection 
occurs.  Alternatively, with a perfect judicial system that exercises full enforcement of any 
contract, again, no adverse selection emerges.  Furthermore, with no asymmetric information 
after concluding a contract, or, with perfect third-party enforcement, no moral hazard is not 
worried about. Then, the price mechanism that governs impersonal trades would provide the 
first-best resource allocation.  In the real world, however, either before or after concluding a 
contract, information is in general asymmetric.  Still to put the price mechanism of trade to 
work, various institutional devices have been invented.  If relevant parties’ opportunistic 
behaviours are verifiable before the state court, then adverse selection and moral hazard 
would be prevented even when there is asymmetry of information about trade object or 
parties’ actions and the parties exercise opportunistic behaviours.  Thus, let us focus on cases 
where the quality of products is not verifiable even if they are observable ex post. 

Pricing a product is multidimensional based on its quantity and quality demanded by 
consumers.  The quality is often harder to observe than the quantity, which would lead to 
adverse selection because producers have incentives to cheat.  To avoid welfare loss from 
asymmetric information about quality, mainly two measures have been implemented in 
history.  One is inspection by an independent third party, and the other one is brand 
establishment by producers. 

This paper adds a case of the latter from the Japanese silk reeling industry in the late 
nineteenth to the early twentieth century, linking market institutions of products and 
organizations of production.  Raw silk at that time, before synthetic fibre was widely used, 
was a staple raw material of luxury fabrics and the market was globally integrated with the 
United States and Western Europe as major markets.  An actively and widely traded item 
whose quality was essential issue is a good example of our research interest. 

In the raw silk market, Italy was dominant in the modern silk reeling that produced raw 
silk with even threads and China was in traditional hand-reeling until the 1870s.  Japan was 
just a late comer to hand-reeling following China.  In the mid-1880s, almost suddenly, 
Japanese modern silk reeling began explosive growth, and came to take a 50 per cent share of 
the US market by the end of the 1880s, and more than 70 per cent in the 1920s, overwhelming 
Italian competitors. 

Technology of the Japanese silk reeling was just one copied from Italy.  Thus, 
technology was not a critical factor of its dominance.  A key in the production organizations 
of the Japanese silk reeling manufacturer in Japan was the establishment of brands.  They 
incorporated inspection processes, and established their own brands to guarantee the quality 
of their products.  The price of products was determined by several terms of the features, so 
they inspected several dimensions of the quality of their products.  Under this governance of 
trade by brands, the multidimensional price function could be directly and efficiently 
connected to the multidimensional wage function.  Such governance of trade would lead to 
the emergence of huge firms, and the Japanese silk reeling industry rose as the most 
successful. 

Furthermore, this market-oriented incentive mechanism was internalized to production 
organization.  By the early 1900s, Japanese silk reeling manufacturers established quite high-
powered incentive schemes imposed on reeling workers.  Manufacturers inspected every 
single reel of raw silk before shipment to maintain quality.  They used this information to 
evaluate their employees.  Workers were evaluated for every single product’s quality as well 
as the amount they produced.  This scheme effectively reduced multi-task moral hazard of 
workers, such as increased product amount at the expense of quality often caused by simple 
piece rate. 
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Then, in contrast in Italy, the quality of raw silk was classified by an independent third 
party, the chambers of commerce.  Therefore pricing in the market was highly standardized 
and many small-and medium-sized firms, which did not produce sufficient volume to 
establish individual brands, survived. 

By an ‘organization’, we typically mean a trading partnership where both parties trade 
specified items by the ‘prices’ specified in advance instead of the market price, such as 
internally defined wage schemes of a firm.   If we follow the definition, construction or 
extension of an organization implies incorporation of transactions from markets, often in 
order to acquire and process information about a multidimensional price.  This implies that 
transparency of quality in the market affects optimal scale and scope of firm organization.  In 
Japan, a larger part of production and quality control of silk reeling relied on firm 
organizations than in Italy.  It followed from the fact that the Italian market institution 
effectively decreased transaction costs of quality control. 

These cases suggest that firm organizations and the market institution in which the firms 
participate can naturally be complements.  Furthermore, the complementarity could lead to 
institutional inertia.  In Italy, no large silk-reeling brand emerged after all.  In Japan, large 
manufacturers, which had established their own brands, strongly resisted the introduction of 
compulsory quality inspection by state-supported silk conditions.  The contrast between the 
two countries remained until the 1930s, when the period of silk as a primary textile material 
ended. 
 
David Higgins (University of York) & Aashish Velkar (University of Manchester) 
Institutions, law, and export markets: the Lancashire textile industry c.1880-c.1914 
A substantial literature exists on the growth and performance of the Lancashire textile 
industry during the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. The received view is that the industry 
was characterized by increasing levels of specialization. Market based exchange dominated 
virtually all activity in this industrial region and the industry grew by adding more firms that 
remained small and benefited from external economies due to agglomeration effects 
(Broadberry & Marrison, 2002). Such Marshallian external economies are seen as a source of 
Lancashire’s high-productivity in cotton spinning despite the dominance of labour-intensive 
technology and vertically specialized firms (Leunig, 2003). The intense competition between 
numerous small firms, located in close proximity and enjoying external economies and 
benefiting from rapidly growing export markets are considered to be the efficiency enhancing 
factors leading to Lancashire’s successful dominance of nineteenth-century textile industry. 

In this paper, we examine a hitherto unexplored source of Lancashire’s efficiency: 
transaction cost reducing institutions. We explore how Lancashire firms sought institutional 
solutions to endemic contractual problems that confronted the industry in the late nineteenth 
century. We argue that Lancashire firms benefited from various ‘public goods’ that eliminated 
efficiency-reducing market practices. Rogue practices resulted from the industry’s extreme 
specialization, potentially escalating transaction costs and threatening market based 
exchanges that were the source of the region’s external economies. The industry developed 
new institutional arrangements in an attempt to make market based exchanges more efficient 
in the late nineteenth century. We argue that securing external economies was not only a 
matter of technological choice (vertical specialization in the presence of labour-using 
technology), or agglomeration effects (clustering), but also dependent upon efficiency-
enhancing commercial practices. 

We develop our arguments by studying the practice of ‘short-reeling’ of cotton yarn. 
Yarn counts were a fundamental standard used to structure both labour and commercial 
contracts in the Lancashire cotton industry. Yarn counts are based on the proportion of length 
of yarn to weight – the greater the proportion, the finer the yarn, and thus the better its quality. 
The practice of short-reeling (i.e. deliberately over-/mis-reporting the amount of yarn actually 
reeled in a hank), which we find to be endemic in the late nineteenth century, threatened the 
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reliability of commercial contracting, especially in the key Indian and Far-East export 
markets, potentially escalating the cost of market based exchanges. We show that attempts to 
remedy this problem via litigation were unsatisfactory. Conversely, efforts to sustain the 
repute of Lancashire’s cotton exports were confounded by the narrow interpretation of the 
statutes by the Indian customs authorities. Exacerbating matters, a fundamental impasse 
existed between the ‘trade’ understanding of reported measurements and the exact stipulations 
of the law. We demonstrate, that to overcome these problems the industry developed 
institutional solutions, e.g. the specification of a uniform yarn contract, the establishment of a 
Testing House as a third party arbiter. 

We use this case study to reflect upon a key proposition made by the transactions cost 
literature, i.e. recurrent and non-specific transactions rely upon market governance to 
safeguard against opportunism (Williamson, 1979). The central issue here is that non-
specificity implies low switching costs, making market governance especially efficacious. 
However, where opportunism leads to a systematic dissipation of quality – creating a ‘market 
for lemons’ – institutions such as third-party certification of quality become a crucial 
complement to market governance (which depends primarily upon direct experience). We 
reflect upon how relatively homogeneous manufactured commodities, such as yarn are prone 
to variations in quality that are not (or cannot be) entirely communicated through their 
reference prices. For market governance to remain efficacious, and where internalization 
through integration is not a strategic option for firms, standardization and uniform contracting 
to detect and deter opportunism may be central in realizing market efficiencies. 

We make the following contributions based on our extensive archival research. We 
demonstrate that legislative measures were not sufficient to eradicate the problem of short-
reeling. A broader campaign on inaccurate labelling and marking had resulted in the 
Merchandise Marks Acts (1862 and 1887), which provided a stronger, statutory legal 
framework. However, efforts to monitor and stamp out short-reeling were frustrated. This was 
primarily because of the inherent vagaries involved in the spinning process (effects of 
moisture, especially in bleaching and dyeing). Also there was an implicit understanding 
between yarn merchants, export agents and spinners, about acceptable ‘variation’ in length. 
These practices are documented in high-profile court cases and were reported before various 
Select Committee investigations in the late nineteenth century. 

A related contribution is to show that international dissemination of merchandise mark 
law was not the panacea that was hoped for.  Following the enactment of the Merchandise 
Marks Act (1887) in Britain, Manchester merchants campaigned for the introduction of 
similar legislation in India.  This was enacted in 1889 and, unusually, contained specific 
clauses dealing with goods sold by weight and/or length. However, it was alleged that the 
Indian Customs authorities were too rigorous in the enforcement of their legislation.  Once 
again, a conflict arose between accepted trade custom and the strictures of the law. 

Our final contribution is to show the attempts by the industry to ‘internalize’ these 
problems by developing standardized contracts and third-party quality certification. These two 
innovations were, necessarily symbiotic. The introduction of a Uniform Contract did not of 
itself eradicate fraud: it only established maximum permitted variations in lengths and weight. 
As anticipated, writing ‘complete’ contracts was exceedingly difficult; so difficult, in fact, 
that some of the industry’s major employer organizations would not commit their members to 
the contract. Additionally, significant ‘fault-lines’ emerged between Glasgow’s thread 
manufacturers and Manchester’s cotton-yarn merchants over the use of Lancashire ‘counts’ to 
establish short reeling, which threatened to erupt in litigation. An industry-wide arbiter was 
needed and the Testing House in Manchester was to play this role and indeed its certification 
was intended to be binding on all parties. Moreover, the Courts recognized the robustness of 
the measurements supplied by the Testing House, stating that if spinners or merchants 
deviated from the rulings of the Testing House, they would need to alter their written 
contracts accordingly. 
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Thus, this paper presents empirical evidence from the Lancashire cotton textile industry 
documenting the development of transaction-costs reducing institutions in historical time. 
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Jim Tomlinson (University of Dundee) 
Competing with the ‘Orient’: Dundee’s response to Calcutta in the jute trade, c.1880s-1939 
From the 1880s Dundee’s jute industry was faced with increasingly effective competition 
from Calcutta. In response, a number of strategies were devised to reduce, contain or outflank 
the Indian threat. This paper seeks to analyse these responses by combining political economy 
and cultural history approaches. Before such responses could be formulated, Dundonians had 
to construct understandings about the nature of the threat they faced. This necessarily invoked 
diverse notions of ‘the Orient’: beliefs about the nature of Indian society and its economy, 
which in turn drew on powerful contemporary discourses of empire and ‘the East’. The 
character of these understandings fed, albeit in complex ways, into the strategies pursued from 
Dundee. For example, there was much political pressure on London to shape the Indian 
Factory Acts, especially regarding the regulation of hours of work of women and children, to 
help Dundee. But the relevance of such measures was much debated: could such regulation 
work in, as some saw it, quite different, ‘oriental’ social conditions? These cultural aspects 
need to be combined with an analysis of the political economy of Dundee jute, for example, in 
relation to the issue of why a ‘producers’ alliance’ to protect the industry did not emerge 
before the First World War, and under what conditions it did come into being in the interwar 
years. 
 
Graham Brownlow (Queen’s University Belfast) 
Back to the failure: an analytic narrative on the De Lorean debacle 
Business historians have tended to study successful ventures. As a result, there is a danger in 
the simple biological analogy or Whiggish argument that the survivors are superior in some 
robust way and that failed firms are of trivial historical importance. Recent revisionist 
commentators, and the evidence presented in this paper, suggest that business historians need 
to guard against such simplistic Whig narratives. In a related debate, there has been much talk 
of the need for the creation of a ‘new business history’ involving the use of economic theory. 
Both of these debates tie in with the Analytical Narrative project within economic history, 
which owes much to Douglass North’s approach to institutional analysis.  Analytical 
narratives seek to identify strategic interactions amongst historical actors and then use rational 
choice models to compare and contrast predictions with the historical record. 

This paper by making use of archival material, much of which was only made available 
to researchers in 2011 and 2012, and empirical evidence considers the rise and fall of the De 
Lorean Motor Company Limited (DMCL) – a high profile corporate failure. In particular, the 
paper demonstrates how violence in Northern Ireland made it easy in 1978 for an 
opportunistic entrepreneur (John De Lorean) to exploit a generous system of subsidies. The 
archival evidence demonstrates that between 1971 and 1976 the regional industrial policy 
deviated considerably from Britain’s (and moved in an increasingly interventionist direction). 
Moreover, the paper finds that the introduction of direct rule in 1972 put civil servants in 
charge of this interventionist industrial policy. The decision of DCML to locate in Northern 
Ireland rather than Puerto Rico or the Irish Republic was crucially due to the weaker oversight 
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and more generous subsidies on offer. Private sector consultants and investors had been much 
more cautious about prospects for the firm, but the archival evidence indicates that civil 
servants in Belfast overcame these and HM Treasury objections. Archival and empirical 
evidence illustrates the ways in which De Lorean used the political situation to lobby for 
additional resources and the way he initially had a strong bargaining hand. However, it was 
clearly political concerns that kept subsidies flowing in until De Lorean’s bargaining strength 
weakened prior to his 1982 arrest for cocaine dealing. 

The paper concludes by building an analytical narrative based on microeconomic 
models associated with Baumol (1990) and Henrekson & Sanandaji (2011). These models 
relate to the interrelationship between institutions and entrepreneurs. The paper uses these 
models to reappraise what occurred and demonstrates that De Lorean had a long track-record 
of attempting to evade and alter institutional structures before DCML located in Northern 
Ireland. Moreover, such behaviour continued when De Lorean began his Dunmurry 
operations. The paper concludes that the Whiggish view of business history ignores the fact 
that entrepreneurship need not be benign for a society. Furthermore, entrepreneurs can switch 
between abiding, altering or evading institutions. Any ‘new business history’ needs to 
consider how institutional change and entrepreneurial behaviour form a feedback loop. 
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IV/A   Climate and Economic Development 
 
James Fenske (University of Oxford) & Namrata Kala (Yale University) 
Climate, ecosystem resilience and the slave trade 
Despite the importance of the slave trade, little is known about the influence of African 
factors on the supply of slaves. Our focus is on supply-side environmental shocks. We use 
reconstructed annual data on African temperatures to measure the year-to-year variation in 
weather conditions over space during the time of the transatlantic slave trade. We use this data 
to construct port-specific annual temperature shocks, and combine these with port-level 
annual slave exports. The panel nature of this data allows us to control both for port-level 
heterogeneity and for the flexible evolution of the slave trade as a whole over time. We find a 
considerable decrease in the number of slaves shipped from ports in warmer years. This result 
is robust to several alternative specifications, including aggregated units of observation, 
addition of port-specific time trends, and estimation on sub-samples partitioned over time and 
space. In addition to studying annual temperatures, we also examine the role of longer-term 
environmental factors by looking at the effect of climate (that is, long-run trends in 
temperature) on slave exports, and find effects that are the same in sign and much larger in 
magnitude. 

Our interpretation is that warmer temperatures led to increased costs of raiding for 
slaves. These are years of lower productivity for agriculture (Kurukulasuriya & Mendelsohn, 
2006; Lobell & Field, 2007; Tan & Shibasaki, 2003) and of greater mortality (Burgess et al., 
2009). In our baseline specification, the magnitude of the impact of a 1°C temperature shock 
is roughly equal to the mean slave exports from an active port. We argue that this effect 
worked through higher costs of collecting taxes and tribute for local states, lower productivity 
in supporting sectors of the economy, greater disorder in the regions where slaves were 
usually captured, and higher mortality. We validate our interpretation using case studies of 
three ports that are influential in our results: Benguela, Whydah, and Mozambique. Our 
results confirm the importance of supply side environmental factors in accounting for the 
transatlantic slave trade. 

We show that the effect we find is stronger in Africa’s sub-humid and dry savannah 
regions than it is in areas of moist savannah and humid forest. That is, the regions of Africa in 
which agricultural productivity is most sensitive to fluctuations in temperature (Seo et al., 
2009) were those that responded most in terms of slave exports. Further, we find that both 
long-run trends in climate and short-run shocks around these trends have the power to explain 
variation in slave exports. Using modern-day light density at night to proxy for economic 
activity, we find that the regions around ports that received cold temperature shocks at the 
peak of the trans-Atlantic slave trade are poorer today. 

Our results help explain the relationship between the environment and development. A 
large literature has emphasized the role of geography in shaping economic outcomes in the 
present (Gallup et al., 1999), through its impact on historical processes (Bleakley & Lin, 
2012; Easterly & Levine, 2003), and over the very long run (Ashraf & Galor, 2011; Ashraf & 
Michalopoulos, 2011). The unchanging nature of geographic endowments makes it difficult to 
separate their direct effects from their indirect impacts through institutions such as property 
rights and states (Acemoglu et al., 2001; Fenske, 2010). It is also challenging to separate these 
from the impacts of local unobservable variables that are correlated with geography. Recent 
work, then, has used natural experiments such as the eradication of endemic diseases 
(Bleakley, 2007; Cutler et al., 2010) or variation over time in temperature and rainfall 
(Bruckner & Ciccone, 2011; Dell et al., 2011; Jia, 2011). Abrupt and persistent changes in 
climate have precipitated the collapse of civilizations through lowered agricultural 
productivity, depopulation, the decline of cities and the weakening of states (DeMenocal et 
al., 2001; Haug et al., 2003; Weiss & Bradley, 2001). The mechanisms for these effects are 
not yet fully understood. We provide evidence that the impact of temperature shocks on 
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sectors outside of agriculture has not been confined to the industrial era, and provide one 
possible mechanism by which temperature shocks affect modern incomes. We show that even 
small, short-run changes had large impacts on the productive sectors and coping mechanisms 
of African societies. The slave trade’s effects on modern-day institutions, mistrust and 
poverty in Africa are in part a reflection of the continent’s environmental history. 

We also add to the existing knowledge on the economics of conflict. Strong correlations 
between economic shocks, economic grievances, and the onset of conflict have been asserted 
in the literature (Bruckner & Ciccone, 2010; Bruckner et al., 2011; Miguel et al., 2004), albeit 
not without controversy (Ciccone, 2011; Miguel & Satyanath, 2011). The proposed 
mechanisms for this link focus on the greater relative returns to insurrection over other 
activities and the diminished strength of national militaries during periods of reduced income 
(Blattman & Miguel, 2010; Fearon & Laitin, 2003). It is not established that the same 
relationships have held in the past, nor has it been shown whether endemic, parasitic violence 
will respond in the same way to economic shocks. Violence in Colombia intensifies when 
coca or oil prices rise (Angrist & Kugler, 2008; Dube & Vargas, 2008) while Japan’s long 
recession has cut into the yakuza’s profits from racketeering (Hill, 2006, p.247). The 
dynamics of the slave trade, then, followed a logic similar to the model of Besley & Persson 
(2011); greater state revenues encouraged repression (slave raiding) under non-cohesive 
political institutions. We argue that the returns to the violent harvesting of slaves fell during 
depressed periods. To the extent that current economic growth attenuates the rise of conflict 
(Collier & Hoeffler, 2004), we contribute to the literature that explains how history matters 
for modern conflict. 
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IV/B   Business History III: MNEs 
 
Kevin Tennent, Philip Garnet & Simon Mollan (University of York) 
Can I take the brass plate down now? The fate of international mining firms from 1950 
One of the main spin-off effects from London’s nineteenth century role as the global 
commercial and financial centre was the emerging role of the city as a ‘headquarters city’.  As 
London’s markets exported British savings and increasingly re-allocated those of other 
countries to new uses, businesses operating both in the UK and around the world found 
London a convenient place to base their headquarters’ functions. The nineteenth century 
emergence and growth of this phenomenon has been well documented – Wilkins (1988 and 
1998) categorized some of these companies as ‘free-standing’, while Harvey & Press (1990) 
pointed to the many thousands of overseas mining companies based in Victorian London.   
Wilkins speculated that her ‘free-standing’, or in more modern parlance, ‘born-global’ 
companies continued in importance to some extent after the First World War.  The histories of 
some of the biggest multinational mining firms such as Rio Tinto Zinc or Anglo-American are 
well recognized, yet little is known of the fate of the many hundreds of smaller mining 
companies still headquartered or otherwise connected with London. 

This paper is based on a survey of the 569 mining companies listed in The Stock 
Exchange Official Year-Book for 1950.  Using regression analysis and population modelling 
techniques, we trace the fates of these companies from 1950 until their eventual 
disappearance, whether by merger, host country nationalization, or failure, to assess pre-Big 
Bang London’s relative decline in competitiveness as a headquarters city.  We use network 
modelling techniques to identify and pay keen attention to the changing role of clusters in the 
organization of these companies and the gradual evolution of the cluster into the 
multinationals of the 1980s and 1990s.  By doing so we discover the extent to which brass 
plate capitalism remained important in London and the mining industry more generally.  We 
find that while a gradual process of amalgamation takes place for a large proportion of our 
population, based upon the combination of assets around auditors, solicitors, managing agents 
and other intermediaries, the free-standing form remains important until surprisingly late for 
some of our companies. We also find that some companies and the capital embodied within 
them, exit the marketplace and the capital and registrations are reused in a wide variety of 
other ventures through the 1950s and 1960s. In general, we find that the free-standing form, in 
as much as it is important in our population in the first place, does not suffer the sudden death 
after 1950 that we might expect, with a long, slow evolution taking place towards other 
multinational business forms. 
 
Neveen Abdelrehim, Josephine Maltby (University of York) & Steven Toms (University of 

Leeds) 
Oil and Middle East politics: the case of British Petroleum (BP), 1956-57 
The Suez crisis of 1956-57 remains one of the most crucial events in the business and 
economic history. The crisis started when the Egyptian leader, Colonel Gamal Abdel Nasser, 
nationalized the Suez Canal on 26th July 1956 raising fears that the Egyptians would control 
the canal and the supply of Middle East oil to the Western World. The Suez crisis was a clash 
of interests between the Egyptian government and international investors, the French and 
British shareholders in the Suez Canal Company and the Western companies dependent on the 
canal, including British Petroleum (BP), a heavy user of the Canal. The Suez Canal 
constituted the most important component of Anglo-Egyptian relations; for Sir Anthony Eden, 
British Prime Minister, it was ‘the swing-door of the British Empire which has got to keep 
continually revolving if our communications are to be what they should’. As Bamberg argued:  
‘No event in the postwar years exposed more starkly the decline in Britain’s power and 
Western Europe’s growing dependence on Middle East oil than the Suez Canal crisis which 
broke out in 1956’. 
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Although much has been written about the various aspects of the Suez crisis and the 
economic diplomacy of the conflict, this research endeavours to follow the thread of BP 
affairs with emphasis to the broader fabric of the oil position to examine how the politics of 
the company developed important consequences for British and US foreign policy 
culminating in the Suez crisis in 1956. To assess the potential threat to BP assets posed by the 
nationalization of the Canal in 1956, the paper aims to compare the nationalization crisis in 
Iran in 1951 and nationalization of the Suez Canal in 1956, with particular emphasis on the 
bargaining power of BP in the two episodes, and examine the methods adopted by the BP 
management in influencing the attitudes of stakeholder groups and maintaining their 
confidence in the face of a major political crisis. For instance, in the Iranian case, the 
chairman of BP used the annual reports as a propaganda tool and succeeded in maintaining 
shareholders’ confidence during nationalization of the canal. Therefore, this research seeks to 
build upon the interesting findings of the Iranian case study and further investigate the 
implications of the Suez crisis for the performance of BP. To do so, a triangulation approach 
is adopted to examine the impact of nationalization of the Suez Canal on BP’s performance 
during this political crisis. Press analysis, political correspondence and publication of annual 
reports are used in conjunction with quantitative empirical testing. The results suggest that BP 
had less influence in 1956 than in 1951 with the British government, because of differences in 
the geo-political situation, but also because there was a divergence of objectives between BP 
and the government (c/f 1951 where both favoured direct intervention). BP’s position in the 
network of oil firms was weak (dominance of US, information asymmetries), and subject to 
some risk due to position of assets, but management were able to reassure shareholders and 
maintain confidence due to good underlying performance on profit and investment, which the 
annual reports emphasized. 
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IV/C   Financial History II: Forex Markets 
 
Tony Moore, Adrian Bell & Chris Brooks (University of Reading) 
The foreign exchange market in medieval Europe c.1400 
The proposed paper will present work from the ongoing Leverhulme Trust-funded project, 
‘Medieval Foreign Exchange, 1300-1500’. It will focus on data collected from the archive of 
Francesco di Marco Datini (fl. 1335-1410), a collection of over 600 account books and more 
than 150,000 letters. Datini himself was based at Prato, near Florence, but he had branches in 
several other cities in Italy, France and Spain, as well as correspondents across Western 
Europe. The business letters between Datini and his correspondents frequently list the current 
market exchange rates in their respective cities, in order to inform their future transactions. 
Raymond De Roover and Reinhold Mueller have extracted and analysed the exchange rate 
data for Barcelona, Bruges and Venice, to which the current project has added the letters from 
Florence and Genoa. The archive thus provides an unparalleled trove of quantitative data and 
has enabled us to construct a relatively high-frequency and standardized dataset, with 
exchange rate observations on a monthly (for less well-traded currencies), weekly or even 
daily (for major currencies during certain periods) basis over a period of nearly thirty years 
c.1380 to 1410. This paper will briefly introduce the scope and nature of this large database, 
and will present some summary information for our key exchange rate series. 

The paper will then discuss how the methodologies and techniques of modern 
economics and finance can be used to analyse this data in a more sophisticated manner than 
hitherto. For instance, medieval foreign exchange transactions were frequently used as credit 
instruments, partly to circumvent the usury prohibition, and interest charges were concealed 
by manipulating the exchange rates quoted in different financial centres. We will provide a 
methodology to calculate the implicit interest rates represented by the spreads between 
exchange rates at different centres given the differing maturities of such transactions 
(usuance). This is a potentially significant addition to our understanding of the medieval 
economy given the lack of detailed information about interest rates in the middle ages. 

Finally, just as FX traders today seek to predict changes in exchange rates, whether 
based on economic and political fundamentals or technical analysis, medieval merchants were 
likewise concerned with how to anticipate periods of strettezza (‘tightness’) and larghezza 
(‘slackness’) in the money markets. We will present the results of a preliminary analysis that 
considers the predictability of short-term exchange rate changes, for example resulting from 
seasonal trade patterns, and whether these could have formed the basis for profitable financial 
speculation. Future work will focus on the long-term determinants of exchange rates, and in 
particular whether modern economic theories such as Purchasing Power Parity (PPP) or 
Uncovered Interest Parity (UIP) can be applied to the middle ages. 
 
Leigh Gardner (London School of Economics) 
The rise and fall of sterling in Liberia, 1870-1943 
Recent research on exchange rate regime choice in developing countries has revealed that a 
range of factors, from weak fiscal institutions to the inability to borrow in their own 
currencies, limits the range of options available to them. This paper uses the case of Liberia to 
illustrate that new states in Africa during the gold standard era faced similar limitations, even 
in the absence of formal colonial rule. Liberia was declared an independent republic in 1847, 
and issued its own currency – the Liberian dollar – from that year. Recurrent fiscal crises led 
to excessive issues of Liberian dollar notes, and the rapid depreciation of the Liberian dollar 
in the nineteenth century led to the adoption of sterling as a medium of exchange and store of 
value, first by private actors and then by the Liberian state itself. The choice of sterling rather 
than the US dollar was somewhat counter-intuitive, given the role of US interests in founding 
Liberia. This paper argues that the dominance of the London capital market, from which 
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Liberia raised its first loan in 1870, along with the flow of British coin into neighbouring 
British West African territories and the importance of British imports, facilitated this choice. 

The adoption of sterling initially made it easier for Liberia to service its sterling-
denominated debt and for Liberians to purchase imports from Britain. However, as economic 
relations with the United States deepened during the twentieth century, instability in the 
pound-dollar exchange rate created serious dislocations in the Liberian economy. Early efforts 
to switch to the US dollar were hindered by the high costs of switching currencies once a 
foreign currency has been adopted. The needs of the war effort ultimately mitigated these 
costs, and the US government facilitated the switch to the dollar in 1943 by paying US troops 
stationed in Liberia in US dollars.  The story of Liberia illustrates the long-standing 
challenges of globalization for peripheral economies and suggests the need for a reassessment 
of the origins and impact of colonial monetary regimes. The general consensus of the 
literature on colonial monetary regimes was that colonial currency boards were created to 
serve the interests of the imperial powers and that monetary independence may have 
supported development efforts. However, the case of Liberia suggests that a super-fixed 
regime like those imposed by colonial powers was the most likely outcome even in the 
absence of colonial rule. This finding suggests that assessments of the costs and benefits of 
colonialism need to identify counterfactuals which take into account the constraints facing 
peripheral economies in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. 
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IV/D   Inside the Black Box: Understanding Technological 
Change 

 
Miquel Gutiérrez-Poch (University of Barcelona) 
‘But the machine hasn’t caught us yet’: inertia versus innovation in technological change 

processes. The handmade paper case: a global approach, 1800-1921 
Technological change is much more than following a single and unique pathway. Introducing 
a new technology is a complex process. Two different forces coexist in any process of 
technological change: transformation and continuity. In a technological choice frame, to keep 
‘old’ technology could be as rational as to change it. This paper tries to analyse the reasons 
for technological continuity using the papermaking industry as a case study. 

The first point of the analysis is the introduction and diffusion of modern technology 
(the Fourdrinier or continuous machine) in the early nineteenth century. The first modern 
paper machine in the United Kingdom began to work in 1804. This machine was a 
development of a French prototype dating from 1798. The number of machines working in 
the UK increased rapidly from 1820 onwards. There were 42 in 1822, 279 in 1837, and 471 in 
1873. Meanwhile, the new technology spread internationally. During the 1840s, continuous 
production was quite mature in France, Belgium, Germany, etc. On the other hand, the 
Fourdrinier was adopted rather slowly and late in peripheral Europe. The machines came from 
British workshops during the early stages of the diffusion. The French, Belgian, and German 
machines began to compete to supply modern paper factories from the 1830s onwards. 

The new technology was based on producing a continuous sheet of paper. In contrast, 
the production in handmade paper mills was sheet by sheet. Obviously, productivity, cost, and 
sale price were completely different between both papermaking technologies. Mechanical 
paper was much cheaper than handmade paper. Thus, the days of traditional paper seem to 
have been finished around 1840. Nevertheless, during this modernization wave, the total 
disappearance of the traditional technology was the exception. Only the United States, 
Norway, and Finland fit completely into this pattern. Continuity of the ‘traditional’ 
technology was the general rule after the first shock resulting from mechanization. The 
papermaking industry was defined in the majority of the countries by a dual technological 
path for decades and the decline of handmade paper was rather slow. Fourdrinier machines 
worked all together with hand paper mills during this time. In some cases both technologies 
even shared spaces and property, especially during the earlier stages of technological 
modernization. The First World War was the turning point of the definitive decline of 
handmade paper. Some countries with a fast growing modern paper industry also had a 
significant and stable handmade capacity at least until then. This was the case in the United 
Kingdom, Austria-Hungary, Belgium, Russia, Sweden, etc. More important was the 
continuity in Southern Europe. The bulk of handmade paper capacity in Europe was 
concentrated in France, Italy, Spain and Portugal in the early twentieth century. In some 
countries, the capacity of handmade paper even grew, after the first impact of continuous 
paper, until 1880. Far-eastern countries kept an impressive handmade paper capacity until 
quite late. 

Usually, this technological continuity has been interpreted as atavistic and as a sign of 
backwardness. The analysis of all these cases could offer an alternative explanation. The 
choice of ‘old fashioned’ technology could be as good as a new one. In some cases, it can be 
the most rational and profitable option not to change. The explanation of that has to include 
both demand and supply factors. 

The demand for paper partially explained the continuity of handmade paper. The 
consumption of paper increased rapidly during the nineteenth century. Continuous paper 
conquered the low and medium quality printing, writing and wrapping markets. However, the 
structure of the paper markets was different between the countries. There were some niche 
markets, which demanded only or mainly handmade paper, characterized by high quality 
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standards, because of durability and other reasons. For instance, legal restrictions because of 
the durability kept some markets only for handmade paper in Spain, in the Netherlands, in 
Japan, etc. This was the case for paper for official uses. Other markets for traditional paper 
were cigarette paper, high quality printing and writing paper, etc. In addition, some paper 
mills specializing in low quality paper survived in countries with a poorly integrated national 
market. 

From the supply side, countries with low wages were more prone to keeping a strong 
traditional papermaking manufacture. The obvious reason was that the old technology was 
very intensive in labour. However, the paper mill owners had different tools to minimize 
labour costs (location in agrarian areas, payment in food and accommodation, gender and age 
structure of labour). The soundness and density of the handmade paper sector in a 
geographical area contributed decisively to explain continuity. The initial impact of 
continuous paper forced the less efficient to close down. The majority of the total remaining 
capacity was concentrated in industrial districts (Maidstone in the United Kingdom, 
Capellades in Spain, the Auvergne in France, Tuscany and Veneto in Italy, Aveiro in 
Portugal, Gelderland in the Netherlands). They were real Marshallian districts. Their mills 
shared labour market, had an easy technological spill-over, and shared services and suppliers. 
The district dynamics kept their mills competitive in some markets. Furthermore, keeping the 
old technology did not mean no to change at all. Some improvements could contribute to 
extend the productive life of a technological model. Handmade paper mills introduced some 
changes during the nineteenth century, which increased productivity and profitability. The 
main examples were the introduction of new and more efficient pulping methods (Hollander 
instead of the traditional stamping hammers), machines to cut rag fibre, etc. Paper production 
also experienced some changes. There were some successful attempts across Europe to 
develop a machine producing paper sheet by sheet and keeping the handmade paper 
characteristics. These machines became the productive basis of the manufacture in Spain and 
Italy at the end of the nineteenth century. Another field of innovation was the introduction of 
general purpose technologies (steam and turbines). Finally, product innovation and new 
management structures were important. The hand papermakers usually developed a flexible 
productive structure, making paper ‘à la carte’ according to customer preferences. Branding 
was a central tool in this strategy. Some of these firms achieved impressive commercial 
networks in foreign countries. 
 
Keywords: industrialization; technological change; traditional manufacture; market structure. 
 
Alessandro Nuvolari (Sant’Anna School of Advanced Studies) & Michelangelo Vasta 

(University of Siena) 
Independent invention in Italy during the Liberal Age, 1861-1913 
It has been frequently suggested that at the end of the nineteenth century and at the beginning 
of the twentieth century there was a significant shift in the location of invention from 
individual independent inventors to the research facilities of large firms. The shift was 
determined by the complexities and the high research costs involved in the new technologies 
of the second industrial revolution. However, although appealing and broadly consistent with 
narratives of business historians and historians of technology and with the rise of the 
corporate economy in countries such as the USA and Germany, this view has been recently 
challenged by a strand of empirical research that, using evidence from the patent records, has 
shown that independent inventors not only survived, but they continued to account for a very 
significant volume of inventive activities and, more importantly, for the generation of high-
quality innovations until the late 1930s. In particular, Tom Nicholas, in two recent important 
papers (Nicholas, 2010, 2011) has shown that in the US and in Britain and Japan independent 
inventors played a vital role in advancing the frontier of technological progress. In all these 
countries, despite the differences in patent institutions, independent inventors could make use 
of relatively functioning ‘market for technologies’ for reaping economic returns from their 
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inventions, and they could specialize in inventive activities without becoming directly 
involved in commercialization and production. 

In this paper we provide an assessment of the role played by independent invention in 
Italy during the liberal age (1861-1913). We make use of a novel dataset comprising all 
patents granted in Italy in six benchmark years: 1864-65; 1881; 1891;1902; 1911 (the dataset 
contains detailed information on more than 10,000 patents). We carry out the following 
exercises. First we examine the relative shares of independent and corporate and foreign 
inventions and their evolution over time and across industries. Second, by exploiting the 
peculiarities of Italian patent legislation which established a maximum patent length of fifteen 
years and a flexible renewal scheme which allowed inventors to maintain a patent ‘alive’ for 
almost any specific duration, we provide a systematic comparison of the relative quality of 
independent and corporate patents. The renewal scheme allows us also to examine whether 
independent inventors suffered from financial constraints. Our preliminary results indicate 
that independent inventors provided an important contribution to technological change also in 
Italy during the liberal age, but the quality of their patents was significantly lower than that of 
large firms and of foreign patentees. 
 
References 
Nicholas, T. (2010), ‘The role of independent invention in US technological development, 

1880-1930’, Journal of Economic History, vol. 70, 57-82.  
Nicholas, T. (2011), ‘Independent invention during the rise of the corporate economy in 

Britain and Japan’, Economic History Review, vol. 64, 995-1023. 
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IV/E   Government or Market 
 
Nicola Tynan (Dickinson College) 
Metropolitan water company responses to the prospect of public purchase 
In December 1902, Parliament approved the creation of the London Water Board to purchase 
and take over the ownership and operation of London’s water supply infrastructure. Debates 
that took place in Parliament during 1902 were part of an ongoing conversation stretching 
back over a century. Creation of the London Water Board ended London’s long and 
contentious history of private provision of piped water. 

Proposals to transfer London’s water infrastructure from private to public ownership 
recurred during the 1800s in response to focal issues regarding prices, access, and quality. 
With the entry of new water companies, prices fell. When prices subsequently rose, customers 
argued against the price increases and a move to public provision was suggested as one 
solution. When the Grand Junction Company found that it was unable to provide sufficient 
water from the Grand Junction canal and started taking water from the Thames too close to 
the Ranelagh sewer, customer complaints about water quality led to further calls for public 
ownership. During the mid-1800s debates regarding the ownership of London’s water 
infrastructure focused more on the quantity of water supplied by the companies to flush 
London’s sewers. Calls for public ownership took place during a time when private and 
public actors were trying to respond to water quality challenges that were not well understood, 
particularly regarding the transmission of cholera. By the end of the century, calls for public 
ownership were often responses to drought years and were closely connected to broader 
movements towards municipal government. 

Calls for public ownership came from a range of sources. Sometimes complaints were 
driven by customer concerns about price and quality. At other times, those calling for public 
ownership were arguing that they should serve on the body responsible for water provision. In 
some debates over public ownership, chairmen of or investors in each of London’s water 
companies had different attitudes to calls for public provision of water supply. In this paper, I 
argue that the level of company investment was related to these attitudes. For example, two of 
the Thames companies that were slower to invest in filtration mid-century, the Grand Junction 
and Southwark & Vauxhall, had as their chairman William Clay, an outspoken advocate of 
government purchase of London’s water works at a ‘favourable’ rate. 

The paper focuses on the relationships between investment by London’s water 
companies and attitudes towards the companies as represented by Parliamentary 
Commissions, public and private bills, pamphlets, and newspapers. The paper covers most of 
the nineteenth century, from the 1820s with pamphlets such ‘The Dolphin’ to intense 
lobbying by the London County Council during the 1890s. I present data on water company 
investment to highlight comparisons across company and changes over time. 

The threat of government purchase could impact companies’ incentives to invest either 
negatively or positively: a company might invest less to reduce the losses upon purchase, or it 
might invest more to move customers and popular opinion in favour of existing sources. This 
paper shows how a variance in company action may partly be explained by a variance in 
attitudes towards public purchase and expectations of the likelihood of public purchase and 
the effectiveness of investment in deterring such purchase. 

This paper is related to the public choice analysis of Werner Troesken and Rick Geddes 
in ‘Municipalizing American Waterworks 1897-1915’ (Journal of Law, Economics and 
Organization, v19, n2 (Special Issue October 2003): 373-400). It differs from the Troesken 
and Geddes paper in presenting an analysis of differential behaviour by companies facing the 
same threat. In doing so it adds to the literature on company behaviour in addition to that on 
London’s water supply history. 
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Felix Boecking (University of Edinburgh) 
Chinese economists between state and market, 1937-56 
This paper discusses the experience of economists working in the early People’s Republic of 
China in the light of their background in the wartime Chinese Nationalist administration. 
Nationalist wartime economic policy was based on a move towards a government-directed 
economy that prefigured 1950s economic planning in many ways. Hence, recognizing the 
personal continuities between the two planning bureaucracies is important in understanding 
the Chinese Communist Party’s economic policies of the 1950s. Economics played an 
important role in the CCP’s efforts to build a socialist China during the New Democracy 
period (1949-53) and the First Five-Year Plan (1953-57). Primarily, the party-state used 
economics and economists both to address pressing economic issues, such as curbing 
inflation, price controls, and developing national income accounts. Increasingly, though, 
economists were also appointed to positions of responsibility for solving problems on the 
border of economics, such as demography, or plainly outside that border, as becomes apparent 
from the case of Zhou Youguang, who headed the Chinese government’s efforts to simplify 
the Chinese script in the 1950s. In economics, as in other parts of Chinese public life, the 
1950s saw a reconsideration of the Stalinist model of development that intensified after 
Stalin’s death in 1953. This reconsideration, which was urged forward by the party-state 
leadership in the mass campaign of the Hundred Flowers Movement (1957) produced a 
number of thoughtful pieces from Chinese economists about the design of the Chinese 
economic system such as an article by Gu Zhun which suggested that even in China’s 
socialist economy, commodity prices should be determined by supply and demand. In this 
paper, I will argue that Chinese economics is part of an intellectual tradition that bridges the 
common historiographical divide of the establishment of the PRC in 1949, and that it 
constituted an important state building tool for the newly established Chinese Communist 
state. 
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IV/F   Human Capital 
 
David Mitch (University of Maryland Baltimore County) 
Funding schooling for all and schooling for girls in England, 1600 to 1850: theory and 

practice 
Although universal mass education was not realized in England until well into the nineteenth 
century, policy tracts were arguing for its importance by the time of the English Civil War.  
These tracts argued for the importance of schooling for girls as well as boys though typically 
with gender segregated schooling. By the early eighteenth century Bernard de Mandeville was 
notoriously raising doubts about the value of mass education and about the motives of 
philanthropists who attempted to promote it. Mandeville’s own hostility as well as work by 
subsequent historians such as M.G. Jones, albeit controversially, suggest that a widespread 
charity school movement was well underway in the early eighteenth century which included 
schooling for girls as well as boys. This paper returns to debates both on whether mass 
schooling was normatively desirable and on the actual extent on the ground of charity school 
activity. 

A particular focus concerns the theory and practice towards providing schooling for 
girls. In the paper I presented at the 2012 EHS meeting, I found surprisingly, at least to me, a 
tendency in rural areas for support for female relative to male public schooling to rise with 
average farm size. One aim of the present paper is to more fully to examine the motives and 
factors behind such tendencies. 

On the theory and motive side of the ledger, the paper considers the arguments made in 
policy tracts from the English civil war through the mid-nineteenth century in favour of 
supporting universal schooling. Particular attention is given to arguments for the schooling of 
girls.  Consideration is given to how these arguments evolved over this time period. 

In the seventeenth century, Comenius and Samuel Hartlib were arguing in favour of 
universal education and access to schooling. Their quasi-religious view was that just as all 
souls, male and female are worthy of trying to save and redeem, so cultivating virtuous 
behaviour is of universal value for all humans, male and female alike.  By the early eighteenth 
century, this view was challenged most notably by Mandeville, and especially for education 
of the poor but even for women of quality on grounds that education would lead to hubris, 
arrogance, and unwillingness to accept the existing social hierarchy.  Yet throughout the 
eighteenth century were both advocacy tracts and actual efforts to provide schooling for all 
social classes. 
 

‘That our Sons may be as Plants grown up in their Youth; that our Daughters may be as 
Corner Stones polished after the Similitude of a Palace.’ 

 
This passage from Psalms 144, Verse 12, opened White Kennett’s ‘The Charity of Schools for 
Poor Children Recommended in a Sermon Preached in the Parish-Church of St. Sepulchers, 
May 16, 1706’. 
 

Although Kennett notes the difference, he punts on the issue of why the psalmist chose 
a different simile for the education of sons than of daughters:  ‘Why our Sons are compared to 
the Young Plants, as if Nature were stronger and more self sufficient in them? And why our 
Daughters to polished Corners, as they wanted a more exquisite Art and Skill to improve and 
adorn them?  This probably was never meant, and there should be no indulging of Fancy in 
interpreting the Word of God’, (p.5). 

By 1800, Robert Acklam Ingram was arguing for providing a distinctive schooling 
experience for poor girls than poor boys. In his arguments, he seems to be channeling Adam 
Smith rather than the Old Testament.  In his Essay on the Importance of Schools of Industry 
and Religious Instruction in which the necessity of promoting the good education of poor girls 
is particularly considered Ingram makes the Smithian argument that work experience rather 
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than schooling is likely to shape the emotional and mental development of the working 
classes: ‘the general character of the lower classes depends much more on the nature of their 
accustomed employments, than is commonly suspected’, (p.13). He goes on to draw 
distinctive implications for this for the social experiences of girls: ‘We could wish, therefore, 
that girls should be trained up to such occupations as have a tendency to generate a sedate and 
orderly deportment, such as exhilarate the animal spirits, without retaining them in a state of 
continual agitation, such as also are rather sedentary, but accompanied with a moderate share 
of exercise …’, (p.13). 

‘Boys are commonly trained up from an early period of life to the proper business of 
their stations. And the necessity of being constantly engaged in some kind of employment is a 
species of discipline, beyond what poor girls, in general, experience’, (p.23) … ‘The care of 
poor girls is incomparably more urgent. Too generally are they trained up in no habits of 
profitable industry, in no kind of domestic economy and good arrangement, and almost 
barbarous ignorance of moral and religious obligation. And in consequence, the number of 
steady and industrious workmen appears to much exceed that of women, who are equally 
careful and diligent in their sphere’, (p.24). 

The authors were concerned perhaps as much if not more with what in current parlance 
is termed non-cognitive behaviour or skills as with mastery of cognitive skills such as literacy 
or acquisition of knowledge. A common distinction in the eighteenth century is between 
surface and ornamental appearance and underlying substance and soul.  A common complaint 
about contemporary educational practices for women both of rank and of the poor alike was a 
focus on superficial appearance rather than underlying soul and character. 

Then attention turns to how these policies were implemented in practice based on 
surveys of charity schools and other schools aimed at the poor over this time period.  
Regional variation in provision is considered with a view to implications for the factors 
causing variation in support for schooling of girls and in particular why support for schooling 
of girls varied positively with farm size by the mid-nineteenth century. 
 
Keywords: education; philanthropy; gender; public goods. 
 
Jan Kunnas, Nick Hanley (University of Stirling), Eoin McLaughlin, David Greasley 

(University of Edinburgh), Les Oxley (University of Waikato) & Paul Warde (University 
of East Anglia) 

Human capital in the UK, 1760 to 2010 
How did human capital contribute to the sustainability of the UK economy over the period 
1760 to 2010? And how can Human Capital be measured consistently over a long time 
horizon? Using innovative methods, our goal is to create an estimate of the human capital in 
the UK going as far back as to the mid-eighteenth century. This paper presents the results of a 
new method to calculate the human capital of the workforce using the discounted sum of the 
wages.  Using this innovative approach, we have calculated the human capital of the United 
Kingdom from 1760 to present. 

Human capital can be defined as the skills and know-how embodied in the labour force. 
In general, it has been calculated with two different approaches: 1) retrospective (or resource-
cost) method through the expenditures on education, and 2) prospective trough the discounted 
sum of the wages it would receive over the expected number of working years remaining. Our 
paper argues that the latter method is preferable when going back in time beyond the 
twentieth century. A major flaw in the first methodology is that it assumes education is equal 
to human capital, which is not the case; a flaw is likely to be accentuated the longer back in 
time we are going, as the role of formal education is diminishing. Furthermore, if properly 
executed, the prospective method manages to take into account pollution, as it would enter to 
the extent that it impacts on people’s capacity to work and their time as part of the work force. 
For example, persons that have lost their health and working capacity or have met a premature 
death due to environmental pollution are permanently out of the work force. 
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One of the major drawbacks of different methods suggested to calculate human capital 
through the discounted sum of wages, is the substantial amount of information that needs to 
be collected. Besides daily wage rates in different age and occupation groups and life 
expectancies in different groups, we need estimations of the participation rate in the 
workforce. Our innovative method relaxes the information need, without missing any vital 
information. Furthermore, it is also applicable to countries other than the UK, allowing us to 
push the calculations for their human capital to the mid-eighteenth century as well. 
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IV/G   Twentieth Century Household Economy 
 
Lars Fredrik Andersson & Mikael Levin (Umeå University) 
Household energy demand: micro analysis of household budget surveys in Sweden 1910-2010 
This paper examines the mechanisms governing household energy demand at the micro level. 
By using a unique set of household budget surveys as benchmarks through the twentieth 
century, this paper will address how individual households’ incomes and preferences (along 
with other determinants) affect the final energy consumption. We believe that this paper has 
the potential to extend the findings of previous time series analysis, by given an in-depth 
understanding of the dynamics behind the aggregated energy consumption pattern since the 
early twentieth century. The case of Sweden also offers the opportunity to examine growth 
and structural changes in energy consumption during the period 1910-2010 – a period 
characterized by growing energy efficiency and the change from renewable to fossil fuel (and 
back to renewable again). The key questions addressed are: Are the responses to changes in 
income and prices with respect to energy demand constant, or do preferences for energy 
change over time? What role do improvements in housing/buildings play in the changes in 
energy consumption; do improvements increase energy consumption (a rebound-effect) or do 
improvements decrease energy consumption? 

There is some earlier research in the form of case studies and surveys with these types 
of questions, but they often have a rather small sample and do not use time aspects to see if 
households react differently over time. This paper is one of the first that attempts to pool all 
the information of household budget surveys in order to understand more of the mechanism 
governing household energy demand. The paper can help to inform scholars, policy makers 
and others with an interest in understanding the long-run determinates governing households’ 
final energy demand at the micro level. 

The study will be limited to direct energy consumption in the housing/dwelling sector, 
due to the inherent characterises related to such use. Integrating household transport 
production of own use is largely another field of research. The time period is limited to the 
period 1910 up till today due to the data constraints and the general scope of the thesis. The 
data will be based on official statistics of Sweden regarding price and consumption. These 
have been made with various time intervals since the early twentieth century and offer a rich 
set of individual household budget data. It will not be possible to create panel data so the 
study will be based on benchmarking. Pooled regressing techniques are the basic method of 
analysis. Potential for extending the study to a wider set of demand equations may be 
possible, but is at the moment too early to judge. 
 
Ian Gazeley, Andrew Newell & Becca Searle (University of Sussex) 
The 1953-4 Household Expenditure Enquiry: first results 
The 1953/4 expenditure survey is the largest of the twentieth century (12,911 households) and 
was based on a two-stage stratified random sample.629 It was carried out at an important point 
when the rationing and controls associated with the Second World War, and the period of 
austerity that followed, were coming to an end, but before the affluence of the Golden Age 
had been widely distributed. Thus, the 1953/4 survey acts as a natural benchmark for 
comparison with earlier and later investigations. 

In their seminal study, ‘The Poor and the Poorest’ (1965), Abel-Smith & Townsend 
used a sample from this survey to investigate the extent and causes of poverty in Britain. 
Contrary to popular belief at the time, they found that the Welfare State reforms of 1945-51 
had not eliminated poverty, which they claimed was still prevalent among the elderly and in 
working households with more than four children. Their conclusions were hugely influential 
in setting the social policy agenda of the 1960s. 
                                                 
629 Ministry of Labour and National Service, Report of an Enquiry into Household Expenditure in 1953-54, 

HMSO (London, 1957). 
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The original household returns for this survey are extant and Gazeley and Newell have 
digitized these as part of an ESRC funded project of Living Standards of Working 
Households, 1904-60 (RES-062-23-2054). This survey is unique among post-Second World 
War household expenditure surveys for two reasons. First, it records individual expenditures 
by household members on a daily basis for the three consecutive weeks of the survey period. 
Secondly, both expenditure and the quantities of items purchased were recorded, thus 
eliminating the need to use price indices to derive quantity data from the expenditure records 
(whereas quantity data are missing from the FES from 1961 onwards). Thirdly, both 
household and individual expenditures were recorded, but the timing of the survey was 
staggered so that seasonal variations and in spending could be identified, with the survey 
period commencing in January 1953 and finishing in early 1954. 

Abel-Smith & Townsend used a 25 per cent sample of the lowest per capita income 
groups from this survey for their analysis presented in ‘The Poor and the Poorest’ (1965). We 
are able to re-evaluate their findings on income poverty using the entire sample and consider 
their results in relation to other indicators and measures of poverty. Having access to the full 
survey for all the income groups enables us to carry out a fuller assessment of the economic 
circumstances of working households than was possible in the early 1960s. 
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IV/H   Macro Economic History 
 
Kerstin Enflo (Lund University) & Matthias Morys (University of York) 
Business cycles in the Nordic countries, 1820-1950 
We construct business cycle indices for the Nordic countries (Denmark, Finland, Norway and 
Sweden) 1820-1950 to address two questions: was there a common Nordic business cycle and 
was there synchronization of business cycles with England, France and Germany? We explain 
why business cycle reconstruction based on Common Dynamic Factor Analysis (CDFA) is 
preferable to one based on historical national accounts. We find that business cycle 
integration – both within the Nordic countries and vis-à-vis the core economies – to be 
substantially higher than previous research has suggested and to be increasing over time. 
Denmark, Norway and Sweden exhibit a strong regional business cycle throughout, with only 
Finland showing lower levels of synchronization both before the First World War and in the 
interwar period. The Nordic experience allows for the study of long-run patterns of business 
cycle synchronization particularly well as time series are not interrupted during the two world 
wars. 

While Nordic historical national accounts are of higher quality than for other countries 
on the European periphery, this paper takes a different approach: a cross-section of economic 
variables ranging from sectoral output over fiscal and financial variables to trade data share a 
common factor. Extracting the common factor for the entire period delivers a business cycle 
index which can potentially be superior to a business cycle reconstruction based on GDP 
(Ritschl, Sarferaz & Uebele, 2008). 

The 25 annual data series variables can be classified in five groups. (1) sectoral output: 
agriculture, communication, industry, mining, transportation; (2) fiscal variables: government 
expenditure and revenue; (3) financial variables: narrow money and broad money, CPI, bank 
rate, external spread, foreign capital inflows; (4) trade data: TOT, real exchange rate, export 
and import volume, trade balance; (5) other variables: foreign bank rate, foreign output, real 
wage and population. 

Data from Sweden are taken from the official statistical records by Statistics Sweden. 
We also rely on academic publications for wages, prices, and exchange rates (Edvinsson et 
al., 2010, Historical Monetary and Financial Statistics for Sweden), government finances 
(Fregert & Gustafsson, 2008) and sectoral output (Olsson & Svensson, 2010; Krantz & 
Schön, 2007, Swedish Historical National Accounts). Norway: official statistics from 
Statistics Norway and the publication Historical Monetary Statistics for Norway 1819-2003, 
ed. by Eitrheim, Ø., J.T. Klovland and J.F. Qvigstad,. For Denmark: Danish Historical 
Statistics 1814-1980 and Hansen (1972-74) Økonomisk vækst i Danmark for government 
finances and sectoral accounts, and Abildgren (2009) for financial indicators. Finland: various 
sources such as official yearbooks, The Economic History of Finland (1983), Autio (1996) for 
financial indicators and Hjerppe (1996) Finland’s Historical National Accounts 1860-1994 
for sectoral indicators. Wages come from Hymminen (1924). 

Our econometric findings indicate that Denmark, Norway and Sweden exhibit a strong 
regional business cycle both before the First World War and in the interwar period. Their 
bilateral correlations (based on Pearson’s correlation coefficient between the business cycle 
series as estimated by CDFA) vary between 0.73 and 0.82 (with statistically not significant 
differences between the two periods). Given that their bilateral correlations with England, 
France and Germany are considerably lower (varying on average between 0.42 and 0.57, 
again with little difference between the two sub-periods), this is suggestive of a specifically 
‘Nordic’ business cycle. This finding is in line with earlier findings by Bergman & Jonung (in 
several papers) on the Nordic experience but our results imply considerably higher levels of 
synchronization. Our findings, which suggest a regional business cycle among peripheral 
countries even before the First World War, are also a contribution to the wider debate on 
regional business cycles and when they began to form. 
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In international comparison, Denmark, Norway and Sweden show levels of integration 
very similar to the European core economies of England, France and Germany before the First 
World War (Uebele, 2011) and surpass considerably levels of the South-East European 
countries during the same period documented by Morys & Ivanov (2011). This is an 
intriguing finding, given that we would expect the more mature European core economies to 
be more highly integrated. Of particular interest in this context is the interwar period, when 
the Nordic countries maintain their high pre-First World War synchronization levels but 
England, France and Germany do not. Only Finland stands out from this pattern, which 
appears less integrated throughout the period; this presumably reflects a combination of 
geographic factors and relative economic backwardness. 

Turning to the pre-First World War period, the Nordic countries exhibit upswings and 
downswings similar to quantitative and qualitative findings for other countries. For instance, 
they all take part in the cyclical upswing of the late 1880s which, on a global level, led to 
excessive lending and famously ushered in the Baring crisis. The Nordic countries also 
participated in the boom of the early 1900s which came to an end with the American banking 
crisis. 

The First World War – in which the Scandinavian countries declared a common policy 
of neutrality and Finland gained independence from Russia (1917) – was followed in all cases 
by a severe recession which lasted until 1921 or 1922. This finding, which mirrors closely the 
British post-First World War recession of 1918-21 (Ritschl & Straumann, 2010), is 
econometrically robust thanks to reliable statistical data for the Nordic countries being 
available for all war years, allowing un-interrupted estimation. The ensuing cyclical upswing 
(until 1924 or 1925) was used by the Nordic countries to re-peg to gold (Straumann, 2010). 
Last but not least, our business cycle estimates for the 1930s suggest a rather short Great 
Depression in the Nordic countries, with all countries reaching the trough as early as 1932. 
This finding is consistent with the literature on the interwar gold standard which has argued 
that countries devaluing early – or, in the case of the Nordic countries, re-pegging to a 
depreciated pound sterling as early as September/October 1931 – hastened the economic 
recovery (Eichengreen & Sachs, 1985). 
 
Carlos Pinkusfeld Bastos, Julia de Medeiros Braga, Ricardo Bielschowsky & Eduardo 

Bastian (Universidade Federal do Rio de Janeiro) 
External structural imbalance and Brazilian chronic inflation during the second half of the 

twentieth century 
In the second half of the twentieth century, most Latin American countries experienced a 
process of chronic inflation, so that there was a huge debate in these countries on the causes 
of this problem. One obvious interpretation was the orthodox view that the inflationary 
process was the result of excess demand due to lax fiscal and monetary policies. This 
traditional view was supported by many economists within these countries and by 
international institutions like the International Monetary Fund (IMF). However, this 
traditional interpretation was defied by an alternative view developed by economists 
associated to the so called Latin American Structuralist School. These economists argued that 
the process of chronic inflation experienced by Latin American economies was fundamentally 
caused by the structural characteristics of this region, and, among them, the recurrent balance 
of payments problems that led to persistent episodes of exchange rate devaluations. In this 
context, the debate on inflation in Latin America was largely polarized by monetarists and 
structuralists. 

It is important to notice that the confrontation between these theoretical approaches has 
a long tradition dating back to the bullionist debate between authors who explained inflation 
during the Napoleonic Wars as a consequence of the suspension of pound convertibility, like 
David Ricardo, and authors like Thomas Tooke, who explained inflation by exchange 
devaluation due to negative shocks, or costs causes. The same debate reappeared more than a 
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hundred years later in the struggle between Germany and the western allies over both the 
explanation for 1920’s German hyperinflation and also the adequate stabilization policies. 

The original thrust of the modern Latin American structuralist approach is that this 
specific consequence of persistent tendency for exchange rate devaluation, a structural 
inflation that might spin out of control in moments of acute crisis, is integrated within a 
broader theoretical interpretation that puts persistent balance of payments problems as a 
central analytical aspect of the development challenge. Recently, the traditional Latin 
American interpretation has been strengthened, both theoretically and empirically, by the 
work of economists that consider distributive conflict as the main explanation for inflationary 
phenomena in a general capitalist economy, and not only peripheral countries, broadening the 
scope of such analysis. 

The paper intends to develop a theoretical, historical and quantitative analysis of the 
problem in hand. First, presenting clearly the causation mechanism that makes exchange rate 
devaluation the main explanation for Brazilian inflation; secondly showing that the tendency 
to external imbalance is explained by structural, internal and external, factors, and not a lack 
of internal savings, or, in other words, the idea that excess of demand generating an external 
deficit and then exchange rate devaluation. Finally the hypothesis of prevalence of the 
exchange rate canal to persistent inflation is tested using econometric standard methods. 
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V/A   Shocks: Colonial and Health 
 
Idrees Khawaja (Pakistan Institute of Development Economics) 
Development, disparity and colonial shocks: do endowments matter? 
The province of Punjab – home to 56 per cent of Pakistan’s population, is marked by regional 
disparity. The paper argues that the socioeconomic disparity observed today between the 
South-West of Punjab and the rest of the Province is largely owed to the historical differences 
in regional endowments. During the colonial rule over India, the North and Centre of the 
province reaped economic benefits from canals, cantonments (military garrisons) and 
enlistment in the Indian army to fight on the side of Britain in the two world wars. These 
shocks rested upon endowments unique to the two regions. The barren but cultivable land and 
sparse population of the Centre facilitated canal colonization. The geo-strategic location of the 
North allowed the establishment of military headquarters and smaller garrisons in the region. 
The hardy men of the North, experienced in warfare since the twelfth century, were suitable 
for the army. The South-West of the Punjab lacking the endowments of interest to the British, 
failed to benefit. Hence, the socioeconomic disparity observed today. 

The British in India aimed at maximizing the revenue from land (tax on agricultural 
income) and export of agricultural products, especially cotton to the United Kingdom. Central 
Punjab, enjoying two unique endowments was suitable to further these ends. The vast tract of 
barren but cultivable land and sparse population of the centre � the endowments typically 
viewed a bane, proved to be a boon when coupled with yet another endowment – the five 
rivers.  While making land settlements, in 1849, the state had assigned most of the then 
uncultivated land to itself and declared it ‘crown waste’. To increase agricultural output nine 
canal colonies were established, under the colonial rule, in Punjab during 1885-1947. The 
canal colonization involved construction of canals to bring water to the ‘crown waste’ 
allotment of land in the ‘crown waste’, chiefly to migrants from the more dense districts of 
then united Punjab and their settlement around the ‘crown waste’, including allotment of 
residential plots to the settlers and provision of some public goods in the villages created on 
the area then uninhabited. The canal colonies served almost all the districts of the central 
Punjab, but only one district in the South-West, namely Multan, benefited from the colonies. 
The canal irrigated area in the (united) Punjab increased from 3 million acres in 1885 to 14 
million acres by the end of the British rule in 1947 – an increase of 366 per cent. The bulk of 
this increase took place in the canal colonies. To market the output of the canal colonies, road 
and rail networks were constructed by the state right from the residence of the farmer to the 
port city in Karachi and to the inland markets. The canal led development transformed the 
central region from a desert-waste to one of the major centres of commercialized agriculture 
in South-Asia. 

After the second Afghan war of 1878 the British feared that Russia may invade India 
through Afghanistan. Defending India against Russia became the major business of the Indian 
army. Rawalpindi was chosen, in the late nineteenth century, to house the headquarter of the 
then Indian Army because it was close enough to the full range of passes in the north-west, 
and was yet far away to be overrun in the very first offensive. Three other smaller 
cantonments were set up in the northern region, two of these were located on the way to 
Peshawar cantonment – the most important one strategically, as it was only 50 miles from the 
border with Afghanistan. Thus the strategic location i.e. the geographic endowment of the 
area influenced the decision to establish a cantonment there. Under the British, the 
cantonments, the permanent military stations, were enclaves like gated communities, which 
housed the military offices, residences of English officers and off course all the military 
equipment. These gated communities also served to segregate the English from the natives. 
Being meant to serve as residential-cum-office space for the British officers, the provision of 
public goods was bound to be better in the cantonments, relative to the inner city. This makes 
cantonments important in an economic perspective. The cantonments had in a number of 
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ways influenced the region’s economy. The strategic rail and road network constructed to 
connect the cantonments was used for commercial carriage as well as civilian transport. The 
excess capacity available in the health and educational infrastructure established for the 
soldiers and their families was made available for use by civilians. The consumption within 
the cantonments and the construction of all sorts of infrastructure required within and around 
cantonments generated innumerable employment opportunities for civilians. 

From 1914 onwards the British recruited soldiers for the Indian army on a massive scale 
to serve in the First World War on the side of the Britain. Around 200,000 soldiers from 
Punjab had served in the Indian Army until 1919. The Punjab’s contribution to wartime 
recruitment was dominated by the smaller northern region – by 1919, 33 per cent of the men 
of military age from the northern districts had served in the army, the South-West and the 
Centre contributed only 3 and 9 per cent respectively. The nothernites had joined almost 
every invader who came to India through the north-west frontier. Their experience in warfare, 
an endowment in its own right, induced and made them eligible to join. Their pro-enlistment 
attitude, in turn, was perhaps grounded in the historical scarcity of other employment 
opportunities. The prospects of the allotment barren land, against war services, in the canal 
colonies, made cultivable by canals, again an endowment – not essentially of the North but of 
the neighbouring central districts, also induced the soldiers to join. The land grants to the war 
veterans in the canal colonies and to an extent the pay and pensions enormously alleviated the 
lot of the otherwise poor peasantry. Interaction of the recruits with the Europeans positively 
influenced their outlook, consumption behaviour and attitude towards literacy. The increased 
income allowed the satisfaction of these wants. 

The developments/events discussed above, which gave a lasting boost to the 
socioeconomic development of the Centre and the North of the Punjab were grounded in 
respective regional endowments of interest to the then rulers. The South-West lacked 
endowments of interest to the then rulers and therefore failed to benefit. This explains the 
regional disparity observed today. 
 
Vellore Arthi & James Fenske (University of Oxford) 
Labour and health in Colonial Nigeria 
In this paper, we use a unique data source to examine the determinants of intra-household 
time allocation and child labour in a very poor country. In 1939 and 1940, the anthropologist 
Jack Harris visited the Igbo village of Amankwu, in colonial Nigeria. He asked a sample of 
villagers to report their daily activities over the course of a year.  We use these reports to 
create panel data on time use covering over 6,000 person-days. In addition, the manner in 
which the data were collected provides us with a rich body of descriptive evidence. 
Individuals often explain their own justifications for their actions, their speculations about the 
motives of others, and the details of their daily activities. 

We use this data to test the responsiveness of individual time allocation to own illness, 
to the illness of others, and to the time allocation of others. The format of the data allows us to 
study a broad range of activities, rather than enabling us to look at the determinants of any 
one activity in depth. In particular, we ask whether adult labour reacts to the illness of other 
adults in the household, and whether it is strategically misallocated. Similarly, we ask whether 
child labour substitutes for the labour of a sick parent, and whether it is coordinated with 
parental activities in production for household consumption and for the market. The panel 
nature of the data allows us to remove individual heterogeneity and seasonal changes over the 
course of the year. The narratives contained in the data permit us to discuss determinants of 
time allocation and child labour that are difficult to quantify. 

We find that own illness imposes time costs that mirror the gender division of labour. 
The labour of other individuals in the household does not, as a rule, compensate for these 
losses. We find no quantitative evidence of systematically increased labour inputs by the 
healthy members of the household. Women, in particular, reduce their labour inputs in some 
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tasks when their husbands are ill, a pattern indicating complementarity in these activities. The 
candid narratives in the raw data add contextual variables to this explanation. The response of 
time allocation to illness depends on several factors. While individuals often rest in response 
to illness, this is less likely when work is pressing for economic or ceremonial reasons. 
Individuals are especially eager to have others trade on their behalf when they are ill on 
market days. The ability to recruit substitute labour depends on an individual’s social 
relationships and position within the household. Senior wives, in particular, are often able to 
find substitutes. The chronically ill, excepting those ‘too old to work’, face more difficulty 
replacing their lost time. 

There is no quantitative evidence that individuals strategically reallocate their time to 
take advantage of a spouse’s absence. The ethnographic evidence, by contrast, provides 
multiple examples of strategic time use. Men cultivate women’s crops with which they are 
less experienced in order to preserve their bargaining power. Because contributing to 
production creates claims over consumption, tasks are often wastefully duplicated. 

Quantitatively, child labour does not increase in response to temporary parental illness. 
In the narratives, by contrast, children will take on adult tasks in response to a prolonged adult 
disability. Child work is coordinated with parental work; children are more likely to work in 
farming and market production on days when their parents do the same. Individuals in the 
data do not view child labour as necessarily bad – it is a way for parents to look after children 
while accomplishing their work, and a way for children to build human capital, earn their own 
small discretionary incomes, and for adopted wards to earn their keep. 

Our results add to the existing understanding of labour as insurance in poor countries, of 
the strategic misallocation of assets, and of the causes of child labour. Many existing studies 
are only able to access cross-sections or very short panels of data, and must rely on 
instrumental variables to remove unobserved heterogeneity. Our data allow us to look at day-
to-day variations in the behaviour of the same individuals in response to illness, and provide 
evidence of complementarities in production. The rich ethnographic data allow us to 
demonstrate that these responses vary by social status, disability, and the nature of the work 
needing to be completed. Poor households allocate their time and other resources towards 
unproductive activities for strategic reasons. The misallocation of labour in response to these 
incentives has not received comparable attention in the existing literature. Our panel data 
show that there are no systematic changes in labour allocation over time that depend on the 
absence of other household members. However, narrative evidence reveals individuals to be 
constrained in their time allocation by how the fruits of their labour will be shared. We are 
able to test for responses of child labour to parental illness and time allocation over a long 
panel. Further, the narrative evidence allows us to better understand participants’ reasoning 
behind child labour, and the response of child work to less quantifiable scenarios. 
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V/B   Eighteenth-Century Consumption 
 
Jon Stobart (University of Northampton) 
An empire of goods? Groceries in eighteenth-century England 
From the perspective of the consumer, the eighteenth century was a period of rapidly 
widening horizons as goods poured into Britain from an ever-expanding variety of places. 
This was particularly true of groceries, which lie at the heart of a set of macro-economic 
changes often characterized as a commercial revolution. Indeed, the connection between 
production and demand for tropical groceries, the growth of British and other European 
empires, and shifting patterns of global trade have become a familiar theme in both imperial 
and economic history. For the eighteenth century, there is broad consensus around the idea 
that British public interest in empire emerged during the Seven Years War and was 
strengthened during the American War of Independence and the wars with Revolutionary 
France. Building on this, Bickham has recently argued that food was a central part of the 
British imperial experience and that the imperial associations of colonial groceries were 
central to the meaning they held for consumers – they were available locally, but their 
primary affiliations were with empire. But how accurate is this picture? What was the 
importance of empire in shaping the consumption of groceries in eighteenth-century England? 
This paper draws on a variety of sources, including advertisements, inventories, stock lists 
and recipes to question the extent to which empire was a key point of reference for British 
consumers. Colonial goods were important, but formed part of a broader world of foods, both 
in terms of provenance and perception. 
 
Janet E Mullin (St Thomas University) 
Normalizing risk? Gaming and the middle classes of eighteenth-century England 
Eighteenth-century England was the home of a burgeoning import trade.  The merchants and 
investors of the day dared the dangers of the open sea, and the forces of commodity markets 
and shifting fashions, in the pursuit of profit and business advantage.  In the process, these 
people became more than mere suppliers of goods; their new prosperity enabled them to fill 
their homes and lives with new luxuries.  They brought the ‘commercial affability’ of the 
shop into every aspect of their world, establishing themselves as part of the polite culture that 
had hitherto been the province of the landed classes.  Nor were they content merely to dress 
and act according to genteel standards; the middling sort proved to be assiduous and 
enthusiastic consumers of polite leisure fashions.  And of these fashions, none was so 
ubiquitous, or so problematic, as gaming. 

By the mid-eighteenth century, gaming – playing for a money stake – had pervaded 
every aspect of England’s leisure culture: money changed hands over everything from the 
length of a life to the trickle of raindrops down a window-pane.  The many card games of the 
day, whether played in large ‘routs’ (parties of many card-tables), at crowded assemblies in 
resort towns, in the gaming ‘hells’ of St James’s, or in the intimate setting of a friend’s 
drawing-room, nearly all involved a wager, large or small. 

This ‘itch of gaming’ posed a problem for the middling sort, whose livelihoods 
depended on their reputation for hard work, canny investing and skill in risk management.  
The balance between success and ruin was problematic already, especially in an age of 
unlimited liability; how could businessmen reconcile playing for money with a reputation for 
financial acumen? Moreover, could time spent gaming be part of the ‘right living’ that 
buttressed a man’s reputation, when newspapers and sermons were full of dire warnings about 
the gamester’s inevitable slide into moral turpitude and financial collapse? Eighteenth-century 
businessmen were warned to err on the conservative side; excessive risk-taking and luxury 
were frequently blamed for bankruptcies.  Could a merchant who risked his hard-earned cash 
at a gaming table be a good credit risk or a desirable business partner? Credit, so vital to trade, 
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was a matter of personal honour, ‘a mighty nice touchy lady’, who once lost might never be 
won again. 

The personal papers – diaries, letters, and other records – of the middling sort reveal a 
possible solution to this paradox.  In the course of becoming a major part of the market for 
both private and commercialized leisure, the men, women, and children of the mercantile and 
professional classes evolved their own paradigm of play.  For the most part, middling play 
favoured low-risk, highly-skilled games with modest stakes, and it took place in social 
settings, not in gaming hells.  Moderation was the watchword and late nights were the 
exception, not the rule. 

Furthermore, evidence suggests that the middling sort may have used card play, with its 
rituals, rules, and parameters, as a means of normalizing risk - that is, becoming accustomed 
to dealing with risk in relatively low-pressure, low-stakes situations, so as to learn how to 
recognize acceptable levels of risk, to manage it, and not to fear it.  This is reflected in the 
near-constant presence of a money stake in middling play, inoculating players against the 
paralysing fear of loss that could be as fatal in business as over-investing. 

This training extended to the next generation as well: children’s games, especially those 
played with adults, took young players beyond mere social apprenticeships.  Including their 
children in their card games from an early age, and requiring them to account for winnings 
and losses, allowed the middle classes both to teach numeracy and the importance of record-
keeping, and the management of calculated risk.  Hoyle’s Short Treatise on the Game of 
Whist, and its many editions and imitators, allowed players to understand their favourite 
games and calculate the odds of success.  Knowledge was key: a keen awareness of the state 
of one’s accounts, or of the cards still to be played, made for better decisions and limited 
losses. 

‘Partnership in Whist is an Emblem of Partnership in Trade’, declaimed a character in a 
play of 1753.  ‘It shews how much depends upon good Partnership; and I will venture to say, 
That a good Whist-Player will make both a good Partner and a good Merchant’.  Far from 
being a guilty pleasure, gaming may have been yet another protection against the vagaries of 
the markets and the uncertainties of commerce. 
 
Keywords: gaming; eighteenth century; England; middle classes; risk. 
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V/C   Banking History II: Continental Europe 
 
Christos Desyllas (Hellenic Open University) 
‘Congregatio denariorum’ at the beginnings of the formation of the Greek banking system 
With regard to the basic financial substructures of the new Greek state, the banking 
organization is of particular significance with banks as the main point of reference. This 
happens as the wider frame of the banking system is completed from the establishment, the 
operation and at the end from the replacement or the definite pause of a series of ‘special’ 
banks, as well as financial institutions of peculiar types. Not only the presence but also the 
operation of a particular type of credit/financial institutions was a consequence and continuity 
of an evolution that existed after a tradition of many centuries, which either transplanted or 
adopted patterns from western countries which were more familiar to related proceedings. 

During the period under consideration (seventeenth-nineteenth centuries), from the side 
of the money lenders of the outdoor is recorded both systematically and methodically, the 
finishing point of the transition to the banking establishments of the district as well as to the 
banks of the cities. Furthermore, also presented is the historical process through which the 
contemporary banking market is formed in Greece with a simultaneous examination of the 
alterations and the evolution of the banking system.  Equally, the geographical expansion of 
the credit system is also of a particular significance and a fact that signifies the efforts for the 
fullest covering of the national market. However, the relations of these institutions with 
countries abroad as well as the building of their relations with European countries as well as 
with the European capital constitute a natural aspect. Consequently, the reformation of the 
historical reality is based on primary archival material and it is oriented to the need of 
adopting open interpretative forms with a combined or analytical character, as the structures 
that are studied are dynamic and have their own historical value. 
 
Luciano Amaral (Universidade Nova de Lisboa) 
Imperfect but hard competition: the Portuguese banking sector in the Golden Age, 1950-73 
The Golden Age years of 1950 to 1973 corresponded not only to the best growth period in the 
history of the Portuguese economy (cf. Amaral, 2010) but also to a crucial moment in the 
modernization of the country’s financial system. Financial deepening increased significantly 
in Portugal in that period, at least as measured by M2. The country converged to the pattern 
typical of more developed countries in terms of money supply, with the relative decline of the 
money base, of M1, and with the growth of time deposits. 

The connection between economic growth and financial deepening has been established 
by important strands of literature (see especially Ross Levine’s contributions in Levine, 1996 
& 2004; Levine & Zervos, 1998; King & Levine, 1993). The main features of economic 
growth in Portugal during the Golden Age are now clear thanks to a large and relatively 
recent body of research. But the same is not true of the financial system. This paper is a 
contribution to fill that gap. 

In terms of finance and growth, the Golden Age period is intriguing in general (not just 
in Portugal), as rapid growth in a large number of economies occurred within the framework 
of financial systems that were not only very heavily regulated but also used frequently as 
instruments for fiscal and economic policy. A relatively free and competitive financial system 
is widely held to be essential to finance investment at efficient prices and, hence, foster capital 
accumulation, one of the main engines of economic growth (e.g. Freixas & Rochet, 1997; 
Guzmán, 2000; Barth et al., 2001). That was not what prevailed worldwide from the 1950s to 
the 1970s. 

As we show in this paper, the Portuguese case is interesting in an international 
perspective. As in the rest of the western world, Portugal’s banks were very strictly regulated, 
although in some respects less stringently than in other countries (for instance, Portuguese 
legislation never imposed total separation between commercial and investment banking; never 
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nationalized, fully or partially, the banking sector; and never transformed banking into a mere 
arm of economic policy). The legal framework was, thus, very restrictive but at the same time 
left a series of loopholes open that banks used in order to circumvent it. 

The legislation was criticized in many instances, both at the time and by recent 
literature. Wallich (1951) and Pereira (1953, 1956a, 1956b) (corroborated by Sérgio, 1990; 
Valério, 2010) accused it of giving banks an excessively protected environment, which 
allowed them to obtain high rents, a deterrent of competition and innovation. They also 
accused the laws of forcing banks to concentrate on short-term commercial paper, thus 
preventing them from contributing effectively to finance growth. As we will see below, 
however, Portuguese banks circumvented legal restrictions in many ways. In the end, 
competition between them was fierce, and because of it they innovated and were able to 
mobilize funds for growth. That the Portuguese banking sector gave a minor contribution to 
economic growth is no longer clear after the evidence presented in this paper. Although we 
cannot at this stage advance much more than these quite general remarks, they are 
nevertheless an invitation for further research seeking to establish a clearer picture. 

As we will show, despite the inability of the law to achieve some of its goals, the 
restrictions were not without a cost. Many of the forms found by banks to compete were 
expensive, raising their structure of costs and, consequently, worsening their liquidity and 
solvency positions. In order to fight this dire situation, by the end of the period banks had 
increased leverage and become riskier, in a process that was stretching them to their 
operational limits. Note that, although questioning the viability of many banks, this process 
was not necessarily unfavourable to economic growth. 
 
Keywords: banking; competition; Portugal; Golden Age. 
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 V/D   Columbian Economic History 
 
Dolores Añón Higón & Alfonso Díez Minguela (Universitat de València) 
A re-examination of the Columbian exchange: agriculture and economic development in the 

long run 
Did the Columbian exchange of crops matter for economic development? If so, how? This 
paper explores the Columbian exchange of food and non-food crops and evaluates its impact 
on economic development in the long run.630 Using data from FAOSTAT, we first document 
the relevance of the Columbian exchange of crops in the shaping of the current world 
economy. Then, we empirically investigate the diffusion of crops across countries. Geography 
(e.g. agronomic suitability, distance), agricultural development, human migrations and 
colonialism will be at the core of our analysis. Additionally, we discuss to what degree the 
Columbian exchange had an impact on living standards, and hence economic development. 
This research contributes to the existing literature on economic history and economic 
development by providing a novel quantitative analysis on a broadly discussed subject. 

The Columbian exchange refers to ‘the exchange of diseases, ideas, food crops and 
population between the New World and the Old World following the voyage to the Americas 
by Christopher Columbus in 1492’, (Nunn & Quian, 2010). The exchange brought new crops 
to the Old World such as maize, potatoes, sweet potatoes, cassava, tomatoes, groundnuts, 
tobacco or cocoa beans.631 The effects of the Columbian exchange in the New World were 
even larger. Pre-Columbian agriculture and populations were, in some cases, entirely 
transformed. However, it remains unclear what drove the Columbian exchange of crops and 
what impact it had in the shaping of the current world economy. 

The existing literature, Crosby (1986), Nunn & Quian (2010) among others, had already 
planted the seeds.632 Nevertheless, this research is, to our knowledge, a first attempt to 
quantitatively examine the global diffusion of American crops and its impact on the course of 
comparative economic development. Our preliminary findings show that there is a significant 
and negative correlation between the consumption (and production) of American crops and 
the level of economic development in the 1960s and 2000s – measured as GDP per capita – in 
the Old World. Evidently, correlation does not imply causality but this relationship motivates 
us to concentrate on the diffusion process. For this purpose, we use the Global Agro-
Ecological Zones (GAEZ)–FAO data to capture the geographical factors. Moreover, we 
explore whether agricultural development, human migrations and colonialism had an impact 
on the diffusion of American crops. Our study shows that both geographic and non-
geographic factors have had a relevant impact on the diffusion of each major American crop. 
However, each crop has its own specific and peculiar story that requests further discussion. 
Therefore, analysis and discussion will also be presented to shed further light on the topic. 
 
Keywords: Columbian exchange; economic development; agriculture. 
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Giuseppe de Corso (Universidad del Norte) 
A reappraisal of economic growth in Colombia in the nineteenth century 
The analysis of the Colombian economic evolution has gained impetus in the last twenty 
years or so. The outstanding studies of Professor Kalmanovitz and Lopez Rivera for the 
nineteenth century and the Greco (Grupo de Estudios de Crecimiento Economico 
Colombiano) group for the twentieth century have provided researchers with reliable GDP 
series and growth rate for the Colombian economy for both centuries. Still we believe that, by 
using those works as reference points and changing the focal point from production to 
consumption we could get an even clear picture of the evolution of Colombian GDP in the 
nineteenth century. The aim of this paper is to give a second look at the performance and 
especially the size of the Colombian economy since the end of the Gran Colombia political 
experiment in 1830 to 1905 that is mainly for the nineteenth century. We will use an 
expenditure approach, giving priority to the study of the consumption patterns of the 
Colombian population in their different social strata and regions. 

Since Colombia was a highly geographical fragmented nation, with poor 
communications and apparently little trade between regions plus a variegated ecological base 
that made each region in some way economically autarchic, estimating a national consumer 
basket poses some unusual problems, particularly the consumption of food. Nevertheless we 
believe that a basic diet existed and can be identified by examining the gastronomical 
‘cultures’ of Colombia. For the consumption of manufactures the situation is simpler since we 
have abundant data on imports and local artisan’s production. Thus by studying consumption 
we may obtain a better guesstimate of the size of Colombian GDP in the nineteenth century. 
The procedure of expenditure has some advantages in a pre-modern economy, like that of 
Colombia. A large part of the agricultural product was not monetized; it did not pour into the 
market but went directly to satisfy the energy needs of the producer. In a pre-modern agrarian 
economy between 75 and 85 per cent of GDP was private or family consumption, much of it 
going to food expenses with the rest of the product allocated to government spending, 
investments and net exports. So, computing the GDP from the expenditure size is likely to 
give us a better picture of the product in a pre-modern economy. Last but not least we will 
include a comparison between the economic performances of Colombia and its neighbour 
Venezuela since the dissolution of Gran Colombia in 1831 until both countries diverged when 
Venezuela began to exploit the oil fields in the second decade of the twentieth century. 
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V/E   Living Standards in an Age of Turbulence 
 
Ekaterina Khaustova (Russian State Social University [Kursk Branch]) 
Pre-revolution living standards: Russia, 1888-1917 
After 1917 Russia underwent extraordinary transformations. Its capitalist based economy was 
reshaped to a centrally-planned economic system.  Even on the threshold of the one hundred 
year anniversary of the Russian revolution many unsolved issues still exist.  Some scientists 
emphasizing different origin and causation, these studies rest upon the shared assumption that 
the effect of adverse social, geographical, political or historical conditions persisted over that 
time, keeping the pre-revolution Russian economy behind and stimulating labour class to the 
fight. Others have attributed the 1917 Russian revolution to economic failure and weakness. 
Russia’s bad set of financial institutions have often been cited as a possible cause of 
revolution also.  Many complications exist for the study of this aspect. 

Perhaps the most discussed problem is the fact that many samples of previous research 
drawn by economists of the Soviet era, which were reflected on the results. The main 
conclusion is that the labour class was affected by horrible poverty. Perhaps not the most 
surprising is that this conclusion is based on limited evidence. 

Was the labourforce affected by poverty or were economical and political change ‘in the 
air’ and easily changed the mood of people? Much has been written on the importance of fast 
change for economic development. However was it really so bad? 

This paper takes a preliminary look at the life of Russian labourers from 1888 till 1917.  
By focusing in variations over time, rather than just on path dependence since Soviet times, 
we look at real wages, food prices, life conditions, working hours, wage development. I am 
using a newly collected data of two main cities (St Petersburg and Moscow) from the 
statistical sources of Tsarist Russia. The appeal of this approach to the study of the past is 
obvious. Many historical sources record economic failure and by studying direct 
measurements we can hope to achieve a broader picture of how the economic problems 
affected human behaviour. 

My reconstruction of Russian living standards scrutinizes the assumed persistence in 
commodity prices and consumption patterns, real wages structure distribution per capita, 
income levels divided by two main cities (Moscow and St. Petersburg) and groups of labours. 
This study has shown that the annual wages earned by male adult workers sufficed to sustain 
a household at subsistence level for the entire pre-revolution period, with the exception of the 
years 1916-17. 

A global comparison has shown that welfare levels were surprisingly high. Material 
living standards in major cities were comparably good. Only since 1915 did real wages 
continue to rise in most cases, but prices tended to rise faster than nominal wages. 

The results of my analysis point out that we are missing an important layer of 
complexity. The paper concludes that we need to be capable of capturing dimensions of 
economic well-being that the real wage or GDP per capita cannot. 

The picture of Russian labour-class living standards is much wider and needs historical 
and economical revision. 
 
Keywords: Russian Revolution; living standards; labour class; wages; food price welfare 
levels. 
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James Simpson & Juan Carmona (Universidad Carlos III de Madrid) 
Peasants united or divided? Collective action and social revolution among the yunteros 

during Spain’s Second Republic (1931-36) 
In rural areas problems of collective action and the free-rider as identified by economists such 
as Olson or Tullock are compounded by the heterogeneity of its society. A landowner might 
own an estate of several thousand hectares or just a garden plot; farms could be worked by 
their owners, or leased to others (and sometimes subleased); or a peasant family own some 
land, rent other plots, and work for wages during harvest peaks, all in the same year. This 
heterogeneity creates major difficulties for pressure groups to identify coherent demands and 
attract sufficient participants, and to then maintain group discipline in the face of opposition. 
Yet despite these difficulties, rural conflicts have been important in most countries at some 
moment or other in their history. This is especially true during periods of rapid structural 
change when certain groups became more vulnerable to adverse movements in their terms of 
trade, and traditional political institutions were challenged by new groups. The widespread 
rural conflicts during the Second Republic were a major factor in explaining the political 
instability leading up to the coup d’état and Civil War in 1936. This paper looks at 
Extremadura in western Spain, the scene of 75 per cent of the country’s land invasions during 
the Republic. We argue that the region’s problems and the nature of the conflicts as reported 
in Madrid (and subsequent historiography) were very different to what was happening in the 
countryside. In particular, the group of peasants widely believed responsible for the invasions 
(the yunteros – landless peasants who owned a mule team and plough) played only a minor 
role, and the invasions probably were probably detrimental to their individual interests. 

Thanks to the recent discovery of over six hundred legal case studies concerning rental 
agreements in the Caceres region during the Republic we are now in a much better position to 
understand both the organization of farming and the role played by the yunteros in the local 
economy, and question their importance in the land invasions.633 The paper is organized in 
four parts. The first looks at the nature of farming and heterogeneity of rural society in several 
villages on the eve of the Republic. We find that land ownership, farming and labour 
organization was often carried out in groups, rather than by individuals, emphasizing the 
importance of collective action in farming activities even in the absence of conflicts. The 
second section looks at the ‘yuntero’ problem as seen by central government, and the 
legislation passed to supposedly help this rural group. Despite the political importance of the 
conflicts, very little is known of the origins or economic status of the yunteros. The third 
section shows that not only were the yunteros very much a minority in village society, but that 
they occupied a privileged position in the ‘farm ladder’. In the final section we cross 
information from village censuses of the farm population made in advance of the proposed 
land reform and tax returns on cattle ownership, with those individuals participating in land 
invasions, and find that many did not own work animals, and hence cannot be defined as 
yunteros. Finally we contrast the experience of landless casual workers who participated in 
the land invasions in Extremadura with those in Sevilla, and explain why the nature of the 
protests in the two areas was so different. 

                                                 
633 This source is discussed in detail in Carmona and Simpson, El decreto de julio de 1931 sobre revisión de los 

arrendamientos, in preparation. 
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V/F   Political Economy of International Trade 
 
Bertrand Blancheton & Stéphane Becuwe (Bordeaux 4 University) 
The decline of French trade power during the first globalization, 1850-1913 
This paper offers an exhaustive quantitative analysis of the French foreign trade during the 
second part of the nineteenth century (1850-1913). It uses both geographical and sectoral 
dimensions. Products are analysed at a highly disaggregated level (corresponding to the SITC 
rev.3). We have studied imports from 41 countries and exports to 63 destinations. 

The article shows that France has faced problems to benefit from the global economic 
growth induced by the first globalization from the end of the 1870s because of a weakness in 
geographical and sectoral diversification. Indeed, France withdraws on close markets and is 
not able to take advantage of emerging countries’ economic development. 
 
Michael Hinton (Rimini Centre for Economic Analysis) 
Canadian economic growth and the Reciprocity Treaty of 1854 
The 1850s and 1860s were years of great prosperity for pre-confederation Canada. Current 
dollar GNP grew at 7.3 per cent a year in the 1850s, the years of most rapid growth, and real 
GNP at about 4 per cent. Not until the Wheat Boom years would Canada grow faster. How 
much of the Province of Canada’s economic growth, now Quebec and Ontario, the largest and 
richest province of British North America can be attributed to the operation of the Reciprocity 
Treaty of 1854? 

The Reciprocity Treaty was a preferential trade agreement in natural products central 
Canadians had long wanted with the United States baited with a fisheries and transportation 
deal, the Americans had long wanted and the Maritime Provinces were of two minds about.  
Negotiated by the British and US governments, it lasted from 16 March 1855 to 17 March 
1866.  The Treaty opened the large and growing markets of the US to exports of wheat and 
flour, timber, coal, fish, and the like, from BNA, a region roughly one-tenth the size of the US 
or the UK, and allowed Americans, in return, free entry to the much smaller primary product 
markets of BNA, and the right to use BNA’s coastal fisheries, and its water-ways and canals 
without extra duties. 

The old conventional wisdom that the Treaty was a major cause of Canadian growth in 
the 1850s and 1860s was swept away over 40 years ago by two early cliometric papers by 
Professors Officer and Smith and Ankli.  Applying Viner’s trade creation and trade diversion 
model of customs unions, they argued the impact of the Treaty was inconsequential.  Because: 
(1) a large part of the growth of trade under the Treaty was a result of trade diversion (a 
switch from low cost to high cost producers ) rather than trade creation (increased trade with 
the lowest cost producers); (2) much of the trade in Reciprocity goods was a ‘convenience 
trade’; and (3) other factors, wars, population growth, capital inflows, railroad building, and 
inflation of currency in the US during the greenback period, probably explain a large part of 
the growth in trade not explained by trade diversion and trade creation. ‘The treaty, Officer 
and Smith said, cannot conclusively be said to have benefited [central] Canada’, and 
‘reciprocity alone did not appreciably increase Canadian trade’. From these conclusions 
Professor Ankli ‘did not differ greatly’. ‘The welfare gain’, he claimed, though positive, … 
could not have been large’. 

But Officer and Smith and Ankli, too, were wrong. A simple general equilibrium 
neoclassical trade model –  three goods (Primary products Canada has a comparative 
advantage producing, primary products the US has a comparative advantage producing, and 
manufactures which the UK has a comparative advantage producing), three countries 
(Canada, the US, and the UK). Factor supplies and technology is fixed, all markets are 
competitive, and Canada is a small open economy for which the US sets the price of both 
primary products and the UK sets the price of manufactures – is used to simulate the impact 
of the Treaty on Canadian GNP.  I estimate that the Treaty increased Canadian output by 
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between 2 and 3 per cent of the Province of Canada’s GNP or looked at differently between 
4.5 and 6.6 per cent of the Province of Canada’s total primary industry value added. 

My estimates support the old ‘classic’ view, Officer and Smith rejected, that the Treaty 
was a significant cause of Canadian growth before Confederation.  I argue that Ankli was on 
the right track in disputing Officer and Smith’s claim that trade diversion wiped out much of 
the gains from trade under Reciprocity, but he did not go far enough.  In markets for natural 
products BNA and US farmers, fishers, lumber and timber traders and miners were most 
likely the low cost producers. British and other exports from outside the PTA being priced out 
of the US and BNA markets by higher transportation costs. Using the trade figures for the 
Province of Canada in 1853 in a counterfactual test, I show that if the Reciprocity Treaty had 
been in effect the elimination of US tariffs on Canada’s exports of Reciprocity goods to the 
United States, many of which were as high as 20 per cent ad valorem, would have transferred 
roughly $2 million in customs revenues from the US government to Canadian producers in 
greater rents or producer surplus. 
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Keywords: trade; tariffs; growth; freer trade; nineteenth-century Canada. 
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V/G   Politics and Trade 
 
Oscar Granados (Universidad Jorge Tadeo Lozano) 
Bankers and diplomats in the international trade of strategic materials, 1890-1914: from 

southwestern Latin America to Germany 
After the silver mining expansion and the end of the War of Pacific, the Southwestern Latin 
American mining scenario was a triangle rich in various minerals with new frontiers. It was 
structured a close relationship between mining companies and private bankers who developed 
a complete rail infrastructure, storage facilities, shipping ports, utilities, financing structures 
and banks, critical to the timely delivery of these minerals to ports and European industrial 
centres, that they competed for resources to support their economic expansion, technological 
progress, capital accumulation and the creation of financial capital. 

Bolivia, Chile and Peru were involved again in the global economy with the discovery 
of strategic materials in the late nineteenth century and the early twentieth century. But 
beyond the exploitation of the materials, like nitrate, cooper or tin, the determining factor was 
the involvement of the mining entrepreneurs in public affairs, which combined with the 
support and activities of international private bankers, was a breakthrough for these 
entrepreneurs in local and international scenarios, sometimes exceeding the parameters of 
corporate governance in their firms and moving them to the definition of countries’ public and 
regulatory affairs, and in the construction of global governance structures of the mining 
industry. 

These firms were able to move the Southwestern American countries to the world 
mining map, as quasi-monopolistic players of a minerals, like cooper, nitrates and tin, that 
were fast becoming strategic materials needed in times of economic expansion and industrial 
transformation of Germany, and conjugated to commodities speculation in world financial 
centres. However, the entrepreneurs and bankers lost the ability to support Bolivia, Chile and 
Peru in the privileged places of world mining, because the accumulation of capital was moved 
to political affairs, war and international relations and not to the transformation and 
strengthening of the mining industry. 

The diplomats transformed their merchant activities to war diplomacy, and Germany 
changed industrial priorities to war industrial structure, but these commodities, tin, copper and 
nitrates, remained like a strategic materials with volatility in prices during the First World 
War. 

This paper aims to analyse comparatively the development of mining and related 
activities between local and migrant families in Chile, Peru and Bolivia, and its link with its 
network of bankers, diplomats and politicians who allowed the supply of strategic materials to 
Germany during the years before the outbreak of the First World War, where the network 
operation and the definition of a German diplomatic strategy, facilitated the supply of South 
American mining companies, merchant houses and private bankers as intermediaries and 
German industrialists as transformers of these strategic minerals that reinforced the German 
growth, innovation process and economic development. 

This document is divided into five sections, the first comprising an introduction, a 
second to analyse the advance of mining production in the region, their participation in world 
markets and evolution of international prices. A third, which identifies a planning of raw 
materials diplomacy by the German Chancery, a fourth showing the operation and structure of 
the global network mining between Southwestern Latin American and Germany using 
network theory, and finally a conclusions section. 
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Gregg Huff (University of Oxford) & Shinobu Majima (Gakushuin University) 
Trade patterns and shipping in World War II occupied Southeast Asia 
This paper analyses the economics of the Second World War in the Pacific from the point of 
view of Japan’s resource needs and its ability to meet these in Southeast Asia. In July 1941, 
the Japanese establishment of military bases in Indochina brought Japan into direct conflict 
with the United States. America, along with Britain and the Netherlands, froze Japanese assets 
and embargoed oil shipments to Japan. Having few natural resources at home or in its Empire, 
and no oil other than stockpiles for only a short war, Japan had two choices. One was to give 
in to United States’ pressure, retreat from Indochina and reach a settlement in the Sino-
Japanese War which had begun in 1937; the other to extend the China war into the rest of 
Asia and embark on an Asia-Pacific war. The decision for war and 7 December 1941 attack 
on Pearl Harbour necessitated the urgent replacement by Japan of imports from the United 
States. It had supplied over four-fifths of prewar Japanese oil imports and was Japan’s main 
source of other essential raw materials including cotton. Japan responded to the cessation of 
raw materials fundamental to war and to its economy by moving southwards to occupy 
Southeast Asia. The region had traded relatively little with Japan before the war. Crucially, 
however, Sumatra and Borneo in Indonesia had large oil-producing installations. All of the 
other Southeast Asian countries of Burma, Thailand, Malaya, Indochina and the Philippines 
possessed, along with a variety of natural resources, abundant land on which fibre crops might 
be grown. 

Japan had two principal economic aims in Southeast Asia. The immediate need was to 
transfer resources from the region and, so far as possible, switch production to make up for 
lost prewar imports. A longer-term objective was to re-configure the highly specialized, 
essentially mono-economies, of Southeast Asia to move them towards self-sufficiency, realize 
greater industrialization throughout the region, and effectively integrate it into a Greater East 
Asia Co-Prosperity Sphere. 

But how far did Japan actually achieve these goals and to what extent did imports from 
Japan provide consumer goods and also the raw materials and capital equipment to promote 
planned for industrialization and self-sufficiency in Southeast Asia? The paper uses for the 
first time wartime Japanese trade statistics to try to answer these questions. Trade data reveal 
that Japan shipped home relatively few commodities from Southeast Asia. Comparison with 
prewar trade volumes points to sharp wartime falls in imports to Southeast Asia, although also 
suggesting that problems of industrialization were not always due to a lack of supply from 
Japan but the absence of complementary inputs. 

Lack of transport was a principal reason why Japan fell far short of its stated goals in 
Southeast Asia. The paper sets out statistics for Japanese merchant shipping. Beginning 
in1943, the systematic destruction of the Japan’s merchant marine by Allied submarine and 
air attack made it increasingly difficult, and during the late stages of the war impossible, to 
transport goods from Southeast Asia or for Japan to use Southeast Asian resources to supply 
Japanese troops in China. By mid-1944, Japan was cut off from Southeast Asia. Even before 
that, beginning in 1944, Japan’s military fronts in China and Southeast Asia had become 
isolated from each other. The May 1944 surrender of Germany allowed the United States to 
transfer troops to the Pacific, but Japan did not have the option of moving some of its 600,000 
soldiers in China to the Southeast Asian theatre or linking them to the resource base it still 
controlled in Southeast Asia. 
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V/H   Financial History III: Stock Markets 
 
Stefano Battilossi (Universidad Carlos III de Madrid), Matthias Morys (University of York), Ali 

Co�kun Tuncer (London School of Economics) & Martin Ivanov (National Archives, Sofia) 
Patterns of stock exchange development in European peripheries, 1880-1938 
Both theory and empirical research contend that liquidity provided by securities markets can 
make a significant impact on growth. Securities markets also contribute to welfare by 
allowing investors to smooth consumption and hedge risk through asset diversification. A 
growing attention has been paid recently to the historical development of securities markets. 
However, existing studies almost exclusively focus on the largest stock exchanges of 
industrialized countries in Europe and North America (London, Paris, Berlin, New York). 
This ‘core markets’ bias neglects an important fact of financial development in late 
nineteenth-early twentieth-century Europe, namely, the development of securities trading in 
many European peripheral countries. In a pioneering attempt to provide a comprehensive 
picture for Europe at the start of the new century, the Financial Committee of the International 
Institute of Statistics identified active stock and bond exchanges in 13 peripheral countries 
(Neymarck, 1911). Their exact number, functions, size, patterns of development, legal 
framework and institutional organization are still virtually unexplored grounds. Our paper is a 
first attempt to fill in those gaps. 

Our research is based on a unique dataset (still under construction) covering 20 
peripheral stock exchanges in Europe from the 1880s to the 1930s. For each exchange we are 
collecting data on prices and quantities to estimate stock and bond market capitalization at 
different benchmark years. We are also assembling qualitative information in order to 
compare their patterns of development and their institutional characteristics. 

The key question we aim to address is to what extent the cross-country variance of 
securities market development in Europe can be accounted for by institutional diversity, after 
controlling for differences in the original level of economic development. Elaborating on a 
recent literature on stock market microstructure, a broad consensus emerged among historians 
on the notion that institutional factors, such as the legal framework and market organization 
and regulation, played a significant role in the development of securities markets in the past. 
There is however an open debate on which institutional environment was more conducive to 
securities market development. The open, competitive and self-regulating features of the 
London stock exchange are usually regarded as one key reason for its success (Davis & Neal 
2005, Davis et al., 2003) – a view which complements the idea (advanced in the ‘law and 
finance’ literature) of superior shareholder protection under Anglo-Saxon common law. 
Recent studies suggest that the adoption of an alternative institutional framework, 
characterized by state regulation and traders’ monopolistic power, did not prevent the Paris 
stock exchange from reaching a high level of development. Attention is also drawn to other 
factors (on top of liquidity) contributing to investors’ confidence and hence to market 
deepening, such as fairness of prices, protection against broker default, price manipulation 
and fraud (Hautcoeur & Riva, 2011). By bringing this research question into a comparative 
empirical framework, we aim to shed light on this controversy. 
 
References 
Davis L., Neal L. (2005), ‘The evolution of the rules and regulations of the first emerging 

markets: the London, New York and Paris Stock Exchanges, 1792-1914’, The Quarterly 
Review of Economics and Finance, 45 (2-3): 296-311. 

Davis L., Neal L., White E. (2003), ‘How it all began: the rise of listing requirements on the 
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Hautcoeur P.C., Riva A. (2011), ‘The Paris financial market in the nineteenth century: 
complementarities and competition in microstructures’, Economic History Review, 
forthcoming; published online on Early View: Nov 2011. 

Neymarck A. (1911), Statistique Internationale des valeurs mobilières-IX Rapport (La Haye). 
 
Carsten Burhop (Max Planck Institute for Research on Collective Goods), Martin Bohl, 

Arne C Klein & Pierre L Siklos (University of Muenster) 
Stock market investors herding behaviour during the German hyperinflation 
The German hyperinflation of the early 1920s is one of the most intensively investigated 
events in German economic history. In particular, the hyperinflation period served as a 
laboratory for empirical tests of monetary macroeconomic models. Indeed, the causes of the 
hyperinflation, its consequences for the short-run and long-term development of wages and 
per capita income, as well as its impact on the distribution of income and wealth are quite 
well understood (see Balderston, 2002: 34-60 for an overview). In contrast, our understanding 
of individual behaviour during the hyperinflation is less well advanced. Individuals have had 
to deal not only with a high average inflation, but also with its high variability and 
unpredictability. Therefore, forward-looking individuals have to continuously adjust their 
behaviour according to expected prices changes. 

We evaluate the behaviour of one specific kind of individual – stock market investors. 
Already Constantino Bresciani-Turroni (1937: 257) pointed out in his masterly account of the 
German hyperinflation that this is an important, but understudied area of investigation: ‘From 
a scientific point of view the influences of the inflation on the prices of investments have been 
studied less. There is one kind of investment – industrial shares – which acquires a special 
importance in countries with a much depreciated currency’. 

Like many other prices, share prices displayed a high degree of inflation, variability and 
unpredictability. In general, investors expected rising share prices and they used shares as a 
hedge against inflation and as a device for speculation (Henning, 1992: 227; James, 2002: 
160-165; Heizmann, 1924: 55; Horwitz, 1929: 27). Nonetheless, to make a decent return, the 
timing of investment turns out to be important. The right timing depends on information about 
the current and the fair value of companies. However, ‘Even the financial papers stated that it 
was now impossible to interpret balance sheets, because of the multiplicity of difficulties 
arising from the depreciation of money, aggravated by the lamentable disposition of 
companies not to give a fair picture of their situation and real profits’, (Bresciani-Turroni, 
1937: 262). 

When even experts have serious difficulties in assessing the true value of a share, the 
observation of the behaviour of other investors may be an important kind of information – if 
everybody is buying a company’s stock it seems to be a good investment. This idea is 
fundamental to our investigation of investor behaviour during the hyperinflation. In particular, 
we are going to investigate if herding patterns can be found between January 1920 and 
December 1923 and if such herding patterns vary over time. We employ the method proposed 
by Christie & Huang (1995) and further developed by Chang et al., (2000) to detect herding 
behaviour in newly collected daily share prices of a sample of Germany’s largest quoted 
companies. 

Indeed, herding was a common feature of the German stock market during 1920 to 
1923. In addition, we find intensified herding during periods of extreme economic and 
political uncertainty. Using a Markov regime switching approach, we identify three periods of 
intensified herding: March 1920 (the period of the reactionary Kapp-putsch), September to 
mid-December 1921 (the period after the murdering of the German finance minister 
Erzberger), and October 1922 to mid-November 1923 (the period of the reparation crisis 
involving the French occupation of the Ruhr until the stabilization of the currency). 
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Economic History Society Annual Conference 
 

28 – 30 March 2014 
University of Warwick 

Call for Academic Papers 
 
The 2014 annual conference of the Economic History Society will be hosted by the University 
of Warwick from 28 – 30 March. 

The conference programme committee welcomes proposals in all aspects of economic 
and social history covering a wide range of periods and countries, and particularly welcomes 
papers of an interdisciplinary nature.  Preference may be given to scholars who did not 
present a paper at the previous year’s conference.  Those currently studying for, or who have 
recently completed, a PhD should submit a proposal to the New Researcher session; please 
contact Maureen Galbraith (ehsocsec@arts.gla.ac.uk) for further information. 

The committee invites proposals for individual papers, as well as for entire sessions (3 
speakers [optimum], 1.5 hours duration; no more than 4 papers will be accepted for any one 
session).  Please note that the committee reserves the right to determine which papers will be 
presented in the session if it is accepted.  If a session is not accepted, the committee may 
incorporate one or more of the proposed papers into other panels. 

Proposals should please be submitted online via the Economic History Society website 
(www.ehs.org.uk).  You will be asked to submit: 
 
For single paper submissions: 
� The title of the paper proposed. 
� A short abstract of the paper proposed (400-500 words).* 
� Up to five keywords, which can be used to help the conference coordinating committee 

allocate papers between sessions. 
� Contact details (name, affiliation and e-mail address; including those of co-authors). 
� A brief C.V. 
 
For sessions: 
� The title of the proposed session. 
� The rationale for the session (up to 100 words). 
� The titles of each paper proposed. 
� A short abstract for each paper proposed (400-500 words).* 
� Contact details for each speaker (name, affiliation and e-mail address; including those of 

co-authors). 
� A brief C.V. for each proposed speaker. 
 
* The abstract(s) should: explain the background to the paper; the questions it addresses; the 
sources and methods it employs; and the main conclusions or findings. 
 
For full consideration, proposals must be received by 11 September 2013.  Notices of 
acceptance will be sent to individual paper givers by mid-November 2013.  Should your paper 
be accepted, you will be asked to provide the following: 
� A revised abstract of the paper (750-1,000 words) for inclusion in the conference booklet 

(by 11 December 2013). 
� A brief non-technical summary of your paper (if required) for the ‘Media Briefings’ 

section of the Society’s website (by 3 February 2014). 
� An electronic copy of your full paper, or a web address where the paper is available for 

consultation (by 3 March 2014). 
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It is the normal expectation that speakers who submit a proposal for a paper to the 
conference committee should be able to obtain independent financial support for their travel 
and conference attendance.  However, a very limited support fund exists to assist overseas 
speakers who are unable to obtain funding from their own institution or from another source.  
Details of this fund and an application form can be obtained from the Society’s administrative 
secretary, Maureen Galbraith.  It is important that a completed application form is submitted 
by the September deadline.  Only in exceptional circumstances will later applications for 
support be considered. 
 
Any queries should please be directed to Maureen Galbraith. 
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Economic History Society Annual Conference 
 

28 – 30 March 2014 
University of Warwick 

 
Call for New Researcher Papers 

 
 
The 2014 annual conference of the Economic History Society will be hosted by the University 
of Warwick from 28 – 30 March. 
 
The annual conference opens with papers presented by new researchers.  They offer those 
completing (or who have recently completed) doctorates the opportunity to present their work 
before professional colleagues and to benefit from informed comment. 
 
The session will be held on the afternoon of Friday, 28 March 2014.  Those wishing to be 
considered for inclusion in the programme must submit a synopsis by 4 September 2013.  
This should provide: 

� A firm title. 
� A succinct summary of the principal themes and methodology of the paper. 
� An outline of probable conclusions. 

 
Proposals should please be submitted online via the Economic History Society website 
(www.ehs.org.uk).  Preference will usually be given to proposals from speakers who have not 
participated in a new researcher session at a previous Economic History Society conference. 
 
The synopsis should be of not more than 500 words.  It must be accompanied by a clear 
statement of the progress of research and intended date for submission of thesis.  A supporting 
statement from the supervisor must be emailed separately.  Please note that proposals from 
researchers at an early stage of their work will not normally be accepted. 
 
Those selected for inclusion in the programme will be asked to submit a paper, 2,250-2,750 
words in length, by 11 December 2013 for circulation in the conference booklet.  Each new 
researcher will have the opportunity to speak for 20 minutes, followed by 10 minutes of 
discussion.  Up to two prizes of £250 will be awarded for the best papers presented at the 
Conference by new researchers.*  The procedure for judging papers will be circulated to all 
participants. 
 
The Economic History Society is able to offer limited financial support to enable new 
researchers to attend the conference when this is not available from their institution. 
 
Any queries should please be directed to: 
Maureen Galbraith 
Economic History Society 
Department of Economic & Social History 
University of Glasgow 
Lilybank House, Bute Gardens 
Glasgow   G12 8RT 
Scotland, UK 
E-mail: ehsocsec@arts.gla.ac.uk 
 
 
* New researchers, who have achieved their PhD by 31 December in the year preceding the 
conference, will not be eligible for the New Researcher Prize. 
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